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THE Introduction and Part I. (of which more than
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Part IV. with the Indices will follow. The work will

make two stout volumes, the 1st containing the Intro-

duction and Part I., and the 2nd containing Parts II.,

III., and IV.
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Corrections.

Contents, p. xxiii., I. 15. Bead "
inelegant."

Text, ;j. 573,Z. 13. Eead jilj-

5,

n p. 574, 1 10. Read iSa.

p. 585, 1 6. Read "slighted."

For other corrections see the Notes.



Abbreviations of References.

The names of the books used as materials for the present work are

-distinguished by an asterisk.

Abbreviations with brackets, as "(IH)," denote the book; and

without brackets, as
"
IH," denote the book or author, according to the

context.

The personal proper names ordinarily used are printed in SMALL

CAPITALS, and the transliterated Arabic names of books in Italics.

Variations in spelling, as AlAstarabadhi (MI, p. 58) or Allstira-

badhi (Nw, p. 682, LL, p. 12) for AlAstarabadi, and AtTibrlzi (MI,^.

19^, Dh, p. 68, LL, j?. 51) for AtTabrizi, are commonly omitted.

j&. means born, c. composed, d. died; and figures represent the

year of the Muhammadan era.

For further details about the persons and books here mentioned

see the Index of Proper Names, and, in the case of Readers, the note

upon p. 562, L 19.

*A. The Commentary of Nur adDln 'All Ibn Muhammad ALUsH-

(d. about 900) upon the IM, cited from extracts printed by De

Sacy in the Notes to his Anthologie Grammaticale.

*AA.. The Commentary of Jamal adDin Muhammad Ibn 'Abd Al-

Gham ALARDABILI \jpon the Z, cited from an extract printed by De

Sacy in his Anthologie Grammaticale.

*AAK. The Commentary of the Shaikh Nur adDin Abu-lHasari

'ALi Ibn Sultan Muhammad, known as ALKiARi, alMakki alHarawi

(d. 1010 or 1016), upon the Hirz alAmdnl., lithographed at Peshawar

with the KM and a Persian Commentary.

AAsh. ABU" 'AMR Ishak Ibn Mirar AStiSn.UBANi, the Grammarian

and Lexicologist (d. 206 or 213).

*AAz. The Glosses (c. 729) of 'ABD Ai/Aziz Ibn Abi-lGbana'im AL-

KASHI upon the evidentiary verses*of the M, cited from a MS.

AB. ABU-LBAKA 'Abd Allab,;
Ibn Abi 'Abd Allah alHusain al'Ukban

al Baghdadl, the Grammarian (b. 538, d. 616).



(
ii. )

*ARk. The Diwan of AnNabigha adhDhubyani with the Commen-

i tiit- Wazlr Ant BAKE 'Asim Ibn Ayyub alBatalyausi, the Grara-

au (d. 194), printed in the FDw.

*AF. The Ancient History extracted from the MAB by 'Irnad

I >in ABU-LFIDA Ismail Ibu 'All alAyyubi (d. 732), edited by

Fleisdicr.

Oh. The Asad alQhabafi ma'rifat asSakaba by lAth, printed in

rpt

AH. Athlr-ad-Din Autl BAYYAN Muhammad Ibn Yusuf alGharnati

alAndalusI, the Grammarian (b. 654, d. 745).

*Ahl. The Dwdns of the 6 Ancient Arabic Poets, AnNabigha adh-

DhubySnl, 'Antara, Tarafa, Zuhair, 'Alkama, and Imra alKais, edited

by Ahlwardt.

AHm. Astr HATIM Sahl Ibn Muhammad asSijistanl, the Gramma-

rian and Lexicologist (d. 248 or 250).

AK. ABU-LKASIM ALFADL Ibn Muhammad alBasri, the Gramma-

rian (</. 44 1).

Akh. One of 3 Grammarians distinguished in the Index of Proper

Names, vid.

(1) Abu-lKhattab 'Abd AlHamid Ibn 'Abd AlMajId, a freed-

man of the people of Hajar, known as ALAKHFASH alAkbar (d. 177);

'
(2) Abu-DEIasan Sa'Id Ibn Mas'ada alMujashi'I by enfran-

chisement, alBalkhl, known as ALAKHFASH alAusat, one of the GG of

AlBasra (d. 211 or 215 or 221).

(3) Abu-lHasan 'All Ibn Sulaiman alBaghdadi, known as AL-

AKHFASII alAsghar (d. 315 or 316).

*AUo the Notes of fche 3rd Akh upon the Mb, edited by Wright.

Am. The Shaikh Abu-lHajjaj Yusuf Ibn Sulaiman ashShantain-

arl, known as ALA'LAM, the Grammarian (b. 410, d. 476).

As. Abu Sa'Id 'Abd AlMalik Ibn Kuraib, known as ALASMA'I, al-

Bihill alBasri, the Lexicologist and Grammarian (b. 123, d. 210 or 2Lt

or 215 or 216 or 217).

ASh. Shihab adDln Abu-lKaaim 'Abd ArRahman Ibn Isma'll, known

Aat SnAMA, alMukaddasf adDimashicl, the Header and Grainuiariau

I

<
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AU. ABfr 'UuAiDA Ma'uiar Ibn AlMuthanna atTairnl, of the Taim

of Kuraish, their freedman, alBasri, the Lexicologist and Grammarian

(b. 108 or 109 or 110 or 111 or 114, d. 207 or 209 or 210 or 211 or

213).

AW. 'ABD ALWAEITH.

AZ. Astr ZAID Sa'Id Ibn Aas alAnsarl alBasri, the Grammarian

and Lexicologist (d. 214 or 215 or 216).

Az. Abu Mansfir Muhammad Ibii Ahmad AI.AZHABI alHarawl, the

Lexicologist (b. 282, d. 370 or 371).

*B. The Commentary of the Kadi Nasir adDln Abu Sa'ld 'Abd

Allah Ibn 'Umar ALBAIDAWI ashShafi'I (d. 685 or 692) upon the Kur'an,

edited by Fleischer.

BB. BasrI Grammarians.

BD. BADE ADDm Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad (d. 686), son of

IM.

Bdd. Baghdadl Grammarians.

*Bk. The Mu'jam ma-sta'jam by Abu 'Ubaid <Abd Allah Ibn 'Abd

Al'Aziz ALBAKEI alAndalusl, the Wazir (d. 487), edited by Wiisten-

feld.

*BS. The Commentary (c. 756) of IHsh upon the poem of Ka'b

iv S>,S A s ./

Ibn Zuhair commencing ^\
<&** o^b

}
edited by Guidi. .

Bz. Abu-lHasan Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn 'Abd Allah Ibn

AlKasim Ibu -Nafi' Ibn Abi Bazza alMakkl, known as ALBAZZI (d. 250

or 270), the Reporter of Ibn Kathlr one of the Seven Readers.

*C. The Commentary of BD upon the IM, cited from extracts

printed by De Sacy in the Notes to his Anthologie Grammaticale and

collated with the MS of the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

*CD. The Commentary of Shihab ad Din Ahmad AI,KHAFAJI alMisn

(d. 1069) upon the D, cited from extracts given in the Notes to the

latter work.

*D. The Durra alQhawwas by H, edited by Thorbecke.

*DH. The Dvjoan of the HuShalis with the Commentary of .Abu

Sa'ld AlHasau Ibn AlHusain AsSuKKAEi (d. 275), transmitted from him

by Rin upon the authority 'of Abu Bakr Ahmad Ibu* Muhammad

HALHLWANI, edited by Kosegarten.



'i. The MusJitalih fi Asma arRijal by Shams adDln Abu :Abd

Allah Muhammad Jbn Ahmad AUHDHAOABI (b. G73, d. 748), edited by

De Jong.

DM. The Gloss (c. 1233) of the Shaikh Mustafa Muhammad 'Urfa

ADD.VSUKI upon the ML.

*Dm. The Commentary of the Shaikh Badr adDln, or Shams ad

Oin. Muhammad Ibn Abi Bakr alMakhzuml ADDAMAMINI, the Philolo-

gist (d. 823), upon the ML, cited from extracts quoted in the DM.

*Dw. The Dwtin of Imra alKais, edited by De Slane; of AlFaraz-

Hak, edited by Boucher ;
of AnXabigha adhDhubyanl, edited by Deren-

bourg.

M. The Exposition of the Jlu'allakrtt edited by Arnold.

Aufr 'ALi AlHasan Ibn Ahmad Ibn 'Abd AlGhaffar ALFiRisl,

also called AL.FASAWI, the Grammarian (b. 288, d. 376 or 377).

*FA. The Faieaid alKald'id Jl MuMtasar Shark ashShaivahid by
Badr adDln Abu Muhammad Mahmud Ibn Ahmad asSarujl ArAixi

(d. S55), cited from a MS.

*FDw. The Five Dlwdns, printed in Egypt, comprising the Dncdn

of AnNabigha adhDhubyanl with the Commentary of ABk
;
the Duvan

of 'Urwa Ibn AlWard al'AbsI with the Commentary of ISkjthe
Dncdn of Hatim of Tayyi, transmitted by ABU-LMUSDHIR Hisham Ibn

Abi-nNnsr Muhammad alKalbi alKufi, the Genealogist, known as IBX

(d, -JDI ur 206); the Dni-dn of 'Alkama; and the Dm-dn of

AlFara/ilak.

Kr. Abu Zakariya Yahya Ibn Ziyad alAslami; known as

lilami, alKnfl, the freedman of the Banu Asad or Buuu Miukar, the

cologigt and Grammarian (i. 144, d. 207).

QG. Grammarians.

II . lakdmdt of Abu Muhammad AlKasira Ibn 'All AL^AKIRI
lBa*rI alJJaraml (b. 4-i6, d. 515 or 51G) with a selected Commentary,

1 by De >

II Kh. Tin-
Hibliographical Lexicon of Mustafa Ibn 'Abd Allah,

known a EA.I.U KHALIFA (d. 1068), edited by Fluegel.

II M ''/,/ ail-ral. by II with a Commentary by the Author,
tnd printed by De Saoy in his Anthologie Gram-

ma'icale.



( v. )

HP. Abu 'Ubaid Ahmad Ibu Muhammad al'Abdl AL,HARAWI

alFasbani, the Philologist (d. 401).

Hsh. Abu 'Abd Allah HISHAH Ibn Mu'awiya alKufi, the Gram-

marian (d, 209).

*I. The I'rdb 'an Kaivd'id all'rdb by IHsh, edited by De Sacy in his

Anthologie Grammaticale.

*IA. The Commentary of Baha adDln Abu Muhammad 'Abd Allah

Ibn 'Abd ArRahman alMisri alHashimi al'Akili, known as IBN 'AKlL

(d. 769), upon the IM, edited by Dieterici.

IA1. Astr 'AMR IBN Al'ALA Ibn 'Ammar atTamlmi alMazim

alBasri, one of the Seven Readers and a Grammarian (b. 65 or 68 or

70, d. 154 or 156 or 157 or 159).

lAmb. Abu Bakr Muhammad Ibn Abi Muhammad AlKasim,

known as IBN ALAMBARI, the Grammarian (b. 271, d. 327 or 328).

IAR. Abu-lHusain 'Ubaid Allah Ibn Ahmad IBN ABI-RABI' al-

'Uthmani allshbill alTJmawi (d. 688), author of a Commentary on the

Book of S.
i

*IAth. The Ka.mil atTawarlJch by the Shaikh 'Izz adDin Abu-

IHasan 'All Ibn Muhammad ashShaibanl, known as IBN ALATHIR

alJazarl (b. 555, d. 630), edited by Tornberg.

IB. Abu-lKasim 'Abd AlWahid Ibn 'All IBN BARHAN alAsadi, the

Grammarian (d. 456). J
IBdh. Abu-lHasan Tahir Ibn Ahmad IBN BABSHADH alMisri, the

Grammarian (d. 469,).

IBr. Abu Muhammad 'Abd Allah IBN BARRI alMukaddasl alMisri,

the Grammarian and Lexicologist (b. 499, d. 582).

*ID. The Kitab allsJitikdk by Abu Bakr Muhammad Ibn AlHasaa
IBN DURAID alAzdi alBasri (b. 223, d. 321), edited by Wiistenfeld.

IDh. Abu Muhammad 'Abd Allah Ibn Ja'far IBN DURUSTAWAIH
alFarisi alFasawi, the Grammarian (b. 258, d. 347).

IDn. Abu Muhammad Sa'id Ibn AlMubarak alAnsari alBaghdadl

known as IBN ADDAIIHAN, the Grammarian (d. 566 or 569).

*IH. The Kafiyafi.nNahiv by Jamal adDln Abu 'Amr 'Uthman Ibn N
'Umar, known as IBN ALHA^IB, the Grammarian (b. 5?0, d. 646),

lithographed at Cawnpore.



*I[[b. The MuMitalif alKabail ica MutalijhcL by Abu Ja'iar

iiAMM vi) i alllashiini, the freeilman of the Banu Hashim,

dadl, the Genealogist and Grammarian (</. 215), edited by

AViistonfcld.

IHKh. Muhammad Ibu Yahya, known as IBN HisnAii ALK.IIAD-

Biwi (d. 046), author of a Commentary on the Idah of F.

1HL. Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ahmad asSabtl, known as

JBX IIisiiAM ALLAKHMI, the Grammarian (d. 570).

1 Ush. Jamal adDln Abu Muhammad 'Abd Allah Ibn YQsuf, known

as II:N HISHAM ALANSABI, the Grammarian (b. 708, d. 761 or 762).

IIU. Abu 'Amr 'IsX IBN 'UMAE athThakafi alBasn, the Gramma-

rian and Header (d. 149), said to have been the freedman of Khalid Ibn

AlWalld alKurashl alMakhzuml, the Sword of God (d. 21).

IJ. ABIM,FATH 'TJthman IBN JINNI alMausilf, the Grammarian

(d. 392 or 393).

*IJr. The Travels of Abu-lHusain Muhammad Ibn Ahmad IBN

JUBAIB alKinanl alAndalus! alBalans! (b. 539 or 540, d. 614) edited by

Wright.

*IK. The Talklb alKawafi by Abu-lHasan Muhammad Ibn Ahmad,

known as IBS KAISAN, the Grammarian and Lexicologist (d. 299 or

320), edited by Wright in his Opuscula Arabica.

\ *IKb. The Eitab AlMa'arif by Abu Muhammad 'Abd Allah Ibn

Muslim adDlnawari, known as IBN KCTATBA, and also called ALKp-

I and less correctly ALKUTAIBI, the Grammaria,!!, Lexicologist, and

Historian (b. 213, d. 270 or 271 or 276 or 296), edited by Wusteu-

feld.

1Kb. Abu-lHasan * 'All Ibn Muhammad alHad ram! alAndalusi

allshblll, known as IBN KHABUF, the Grammarian (d. 609 or 610),

author of a Commentary on the Book of S.

IKhl. Abu 'Abd Allah AlHusain Ibn Ahmad, known as IBN K IT ALA-

WUH, the Grammarian and Lexicologist, originally from Hamadhan

(870),

*IKhn. The WafaySt alA'yan etc, a Biographical Dictionary, by the

Kid I Shams a-HM:i Aim 1'AbbSs Ahmad Ibn Muhammad, known ;

KHALLIKA*. alHannakl allrbill (</. (5^1), cited from the Editions of

"Wustcnfeld and Uc Slane and from a MS.

I

v



( vii. )

IKliz. Shams adDin Ahmad Ibn AlHusain allrbili, known as IBN

ALKIIABBAZ (d. 637), author of a Commentary on the Alfiya of IMt.

*IKn. The Itkan fl 'ulum alKur'dn by Syt, printed at Calcutta,

and lithographed at Lahore and elsewhere.

*IM. The Khuldsa, commonly called the Alfiya,fi-nN'ahw\)y Jamal

adDin Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn 'Abd Allah atTa'I alJayyanl,

known as IBN MALIK, the Grammarian (b. 600 or 601, d. 672), edited by

De Sacy, and, with the Commentary of IA, by Dieterici.

IMd. Muhammad Ibn Mas'ud alGhazzi, called AzZak! or Ibn

AzZaki in different MSS (according to the DM) and Editions of the

ML, author of the Sad'i
1

fi-nNahw a work much quoted by AIL

IMt. Zain adDin Abu-lHusain Yahya Ibn 'Abd AlMu'tf azZawawi,

the Grammarian (b. 564, d. 628), author of the Alfrya of IBN MD'TI.

IS. Shams adDin Abu Bakr Muhammad Ibn AsSarl, known as IBN

AsSABRAJ, the Grammarian (d. 315 or 316).

*Is. The Isaba fl tamylz asSahdba by Shihab adDin Abu-lFadl

Ahmad Ibn 'All, known as IBN HAJAB AI/ASKALANI (d. 852), printed

at Calcutta.

ISB. Abu Muhammad 'Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad, known as IBN

AsSiD ALBATALTATIsi, the Grammarian (b. 444, d. 521).

*lSb. The great Tabakat aghShdftiya by the Kadi Taj adDin 'Abd

*AlWahhab Ibn 'All, known as IBN AsSuBKi, ashShafi'I (d. 771), cited

from a MS. /
ISd. Abu-l^asan 'All Ibn Isma'll alMursi, known as IBN SIDA, the

Lexicologist and Geammarian (d. 448 or 458).

ISf. Abu Muhammad Tusuf Ibn Abi Sa'id AlHasan, known as IBN

AsSiEAFi (son of Sf), the Grammarian and Lexicologist (b. 330, d. 385).

ISh. The Sharif Abu-sSa'adat Hibat Allah Ibn 'All al'Alawl

alHasani, known as IBN ASHSHAJAEI, alBaghdadl, the Grammarian of

Al'Irak (b. 450, d. 542).

*ISk. The Diwan of 'Urwa Ibn AlWard al'AbsI with the Commen-

tary of Abu Yusuf Ya'kub Ibn Ishak, known as IBN AsSiKKiT, alKhuzi

of Daurak, the Lexicologist and Grammarian (d. 243 or 244 or 245 or

246), edited by Noldeke and printed in the FDw.

IT. Abu-lHusain Sulaiman Ibn Muhammad Ibn 'Abd Allah al-

Andalusi alMalakl, known as IBN ATTAEAWA, the Grammarian (d. 528).



(
viii. )

ITB. The Annals called AnXiijum azZdliira ft Muluk Misr ica

-IKahira by the Amir .Tamal adDln Abu -IMahasiu Yusuf lux TAOHHI

BAHI.I alAtabaki alKahiri (d. 871), edited by Juyuboll and Matthes.

ITr. TEN

IT Abu-ll.Iasan 'All Ibn Mu'min alljadrami allshblli, known as

litN TSITK, the Cranimarian (J. 069).

*IY. The Commentary of Muwaffak adDln Abu-lBaku Ya'ish Ibu

i alA?adl alMausili all.Ialabl, known as IBN YA'ISH, the Grammarian

(b. 553, d. 643), upon the M, edited by Jahn.

*J. The Commentary (c. 1271) of the Shaikh 'Abd AlMun'iin AL-

,1 AKJAWI upon the evidentiary verses of the I A, printed in Egypt.

Jh. Abu Nasr Isma'll Ibn HammSd AI.JAUHARI alFarabi, the Lexi-

cologist (d. 393).

Jj. Abu Bakr 'Ann ALKAHIU Ibn 'Abd ArRahinan ALJuBJAxi, the

<;rau.marian (d. 471 or -471).

*Jk. The Mu'arral of Abii Mansur Mauhub Ibn Ahmad AL.IAWA-

LIKI, the Lexicologist (b. 465 or 466, d. 539 or 540), edited by Sachau.

*Jm. The Commentary (c. 897) of Maulana Nfir adDln 'Abd

ArRabman Ibn Ahmad ALJAMI (d. 898) upon the IH, printed at Calcutta

and lithographed at Lucknow.

Jr. Abu 'TJinar Salih Ibn Isliak ALJARMJ, the Grammarian (d. 225).

\ *Jsh. The Jami' ashSJiaicahid by Mullu Muhammad Bakir, litho-

graphed at Teheran in 1275 and 1293.

J/.. Abu Musa 'T^i Ibn 'Abd Al'Aziz ALJuzULk alYazdaktunl, the

Grammarian (d. (U6 or 607 or G10).

K. The Kashfhaf 'an HakcCik atTanzil by Z, edited by Lees.

*KA. The Kitab alAghani by ABC-LFAKAJ 'All Ibu AlHusain al-

Kurashi alUmawi AL!SBAIIAXI (b. 284, d. 356 or 357), edited by

garten.

*KF. The Kamus of Mnjd adDin Muhammad Ibn Ya'kub alFirQ.

zabidi a (/. S 17), lithographed at Lucknow.

Khf. A i. K ii \

c

Khl. Abu 'Ahd Arllahmrin Ai.KiiAi.Ir. Ibn Ahmad alFarfihidf. or

alFurhudl,a
c
lA/. l ll;dYalinmdi ;ill'.;v : ri, th^ Grammarian (b. 100, d. 1GO or

1 7 \ or I

i

I



( fc.
)

!\K. Kufl Grammarians.

*KM. The lianz^alMa'dnt, a Commentary by Kamal adDin Abu 'Abel

Allah Muhammad Ibn, Ahmad alMausill, known as SHU'LA (d. 656), upon
the Ode called the Hirz alAmarii by Abu Muhammad alKasim Ibn Firm
arRu'ainl ASHSnATiBi (b. 538, d. 590), lithographed at Peshawar with

the AAK and a Persian Commentary.

*KN. The Katr anNada, wa Sail asSada by IHsh, with a Commen-

tary by the Author, the Text cited from the Edition lithographed at

Lucknow, and the Commentary from extracts given in the Marginal

Annotations to that Edition and in the Notes to the Epistola Critica

edited by Mehren.

Ku. Abu Musa 'Isa Ibn Mlna alMadanl, known as KALUN (d. 205

or 220), the Reporter of JNafi' one of the Seven Readers.
>

Kur. The Kur'an.

Ks. Abu-lHasan 'Ah Ibn IJamza alAsadl by enfranchisement, al-

Kafi, known as ALKisA.% one of the Seven Readers and a Grammarian

and Lexicologist (d. 182 or 183 or 189).

Ktb. Abu All Muhammad Ibn AlMustanlr alBasrl, known as

KUTBTJB, the Grammarian and Lexicologist (d. 206).

*L. The Commentary of BD on the Lamlyat alAfal by IM, edited

by Volck.

Lh. Abu-lHasau 'All Ibn AlMubarak ALLIHTANI, the Grammarian, 7

contemporary with Ks and ISk.

*LL. The Lull alLulabfi tahrir alAnsab (c. 873) by Syt, edited

by Veth.

*LM. The Life of Muhammad extracted from the MAB by AF,

edited by Des Vergers. .

*M. The Mufassalfi-nNahw (c. 514) by Z, edited by Broch.

*MA. The Marginal Annotation upon the Persian Edition of the

ML.

*MAB. The MuMtasar ft Akhbar alSashar by AF, printed at

Constantinople.

*MAR. The Marginal Annotation upon the Luckuow Edition of the

Commentary by R upon the IH<

*MASH. The Marginal Annotation upon the SH.

'

. *



( X.

b. The Kdmil by Abu-1'Abbas Muhammad Ibn Yazid athThum&lf

. known as Ai MUBARRAD, the Grammarian (b. 206 or 207

or 210, d. 285 or 28G), edited by Wright.

*Md. The Majma' alAmthal by Abu-lFadl Ahmad Ibn Muhammad

anNaisabQri, known as Ai M uuAxI, the Philologist (d. 518), printed at

Bo

*M Dh. The Muriij adhDJiahab tea Ma'ddin aJJauhar by Abu-lIJa

'All Ibn AlHusain .U-MAS'ini (</. 315 or 340), edited by De Meynard.

*MI. The Mardsid allttila' 'ala Asmd alAmkina tca-lBikd', probably

by Abu Fada'il SAFI .\nDiN 'Abd AlMu'minlbn 'Abd AlHakk alBaghdadl

(J. 650, d. 739), edited by Juynboll.

Mk. The MuslitariTc by Shihab adDfn Abu 'Abd Allah YAKUT Ibn

*Abd Allah arRumi alHamawl alBaghdad! (5. 571 or 575, <1. G20), edited

by Wiistenfeld.

Mkk. The Shaikh Abu Muhammad MAKKI Ibn Abi Talib ITammnsh

si alKurtubi, the Reader, Commentator, aud Grammarian (b. 354

or 355, d. 4:> J

ML. The Mughni-lLalnl (c. 756) by IHsh, printed at Bulak, and

lithographed at Teheran.

Mlk. Abu Bakr Ibn Yahya alJudhaml ALMALAKI (d. 657), author

of a Commentary on the Book of S.

MM.v

*

AI.MUTARRIZI, the Grammarian (b. 538, d. 610), cited from an extract

printed by De Sacy in his Anthologie Grammaticale.

Manuscript.

MSh. The Mu'jam ashShu'ard by Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn

'Imran AI.MAUZUBANI (rf. 384), cited from an extract given in the Notes

to the ID,jp. 153.

MSS. Manuscripts.

Mz. Abu 'Uthman Bakr Ibn Muhammad ALMAZINI alBasrl, the

.immariau ((/. 2:H5 or iJ 17 or 248 or 249).

N. The Commentary of Muhibb adDln Effendi upon the eviden-

tiary verses of the K, edited by AbA-lWafa NASR ALHORixi, and printed

at Bftlik in 1281.

u-ltfa

vicologiat (6. 12-J or 1J.", ./. 203 or 204).

c i.

Nr Abu-lHaji.in A\X \ni: Ti;x Sut M AIL alMazinl alBasri, the Gram-



( xi. )

*NS. The Commentary of Nw upon the Saliih of the Imam Abu-

iHusjiin MUSLIM Ibn AlHajjaj alKushairl anNaisaburi, the Traditionist

(b. 206, d. 261), lithqgraphed at Delhi.

Ns. Abu Ja'far Ahmad Ibn Muhammad alMuradi alMisrl, known

as ANNAHHAS, the Grammarian (d. 337 or 338).

*Nw. The TalidMb alAsmd by Muhyi-dDin Abu Zakarlya Yahya

Ibn Sharaf alHizami alHauranl ANNAWAWI adDimashki (b. 631, d. 676),

allied by Wiistenfeld.

*P. Arabuin Proverbia, edited by Freytag.

*R. The Commentary (c. 683 or 686) of Kadi adDin Muhammad
Ibn AlHasan alAstarabadi, known as ARRADI, the Grammarian (d. 686),

upon the IH, lithographed at Lucknow and Delhi:

'
*Also the Commentary of the same Author upon the SH, lithographed

at. Delhi.

Rb. Abu-lHasan 'All Ibn 'Isa ARRABA'I alBaghdadi by abode, ash-

Shlrazi by origin, the Grammarian (b. 328, d. 420).

Rm. Abu-15asan 'All Ibn 'Isa ARRUMMANI, the Commentator and

Grammarian (b. 296, d. 382 or 384).

*S. The Bock of Abu Bishr 'Amr Ibn 'Uthman alBasri, known as

SIB.VWAIH, originally a Persian, the freedman of the Banu-lHarith Ibn

Ka'b, or of the family of ArRabl' Ibn Ziyad a!B[arithi, the Grammarian

(_</.
1(51 or 177 or 180 or 188 or 194), cited from an extract printed by /

De Sacy in his Anthologie Grammaticale.

*SB. The Sahth of the Imam Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn* ^ *

Isma'il alJu'fi by enfranchisement, ALBuKHARi, the Traditionist (b. 194,

d. 25(5), edited by Krehl.

Sf. The Kadi Abu Sa'ld Al?asan Ibn 'Abd Allah AsSiRAFi,the

Grammarian (d. 368), author of a Commentary on the Book of S.

*SH. The BliafiyaJl-tTasr\f\)j IH, lithographed at Cawnpore.

*Sh. The Shudhur adhDJiahab by IHsh, with a Commentary

by the Author, printed at Bulak.

Shi. Aufr 'Ai.i 'Umar Ibn Muhammad alAzdi, known as ASHSHALAU-

BINI or ASHSHALAUBIN, alAndalusi allshbill, the Grammarian (b. 562,

d. 645).
p

Shm. Tak! adDin Abu-1'Abbas Ahmad Ibn Muhammad AsnSHUMUifNi

(d. 872), author of a Commentary on the ML.
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'!. The Comment; upon the evidentiary verses of the

ML, cited from extracts copied from the MS of the Bodleian Library.

Sm

'.. The Sirat Rasu! A'lah, commonly called Swat Ibn Hisham,

by Abu Muhammad 'Abd AlMalik IBN HISHAM alHirnyari alMa'afiri al-

i. the Grammarian and Genealogist (d. 213 or 218), edited by

stenfeld.

Sr. Abu-lFadl Kasim Ibn 'All alBatalyausi, known as AsSAFFAB

(d. 630), author of a Commentary on the Book of S.

i. Abu-lKasim, and Abu Zaid, 'Abd ArRahman Ibn 'Abd Allah

.ith'aml alAndalusT alMalaki AsSuHAiLi, the Grammarian and Lexi-

,-ist (b. 508, d. 581).

.l:ilal adDln Abu-lFadl 'Abd ArRahman Ibn Kamal adDm Abi

P.akr Muhammad AS.V:VUTI or AiiUsYUTi, the Grammarian, Lexicolo-

gist, Commentator, and Historian (b. 849, d. 911).

*T. The Commentary of Abu Zakariya Yahya Ibn 'All ashShaibani,

known as ALKHATIB AI-TABRIZI, the Lexicologist (b. 421, d. 502), on the

Pamssa of Astr TAMMAM Hablb Ibn Aus atTa'l (b. 172 or 183 or 190 or

>. 228 or 229 or 231 or 232), edited by Freytag.

*TH. The Talakat alHuffaz by Dh, with additions by Syt, edited

by Wiistenfeld.

\ *Tb. The Fasih of Abu-1'Abbas Ahmad Ibn Yahya ashShaibani by

enfranchisement, alKoff, the Grammarian, known as THA'LAB (b. 200

or 201 or 204, d. 291), edited by Earth.

Thi. Abu Ishak Ahmad Ibn Muhammad anNaisaburl ATHTHA'LABI,

the Commentator (d. 427 or 437).

*TM. The Tabakal alJUufassirln by Syt, edited by Meursinge.

Tr. The 5th Part of the Tdrikh alMuluk etc. by Abu Ja^far

:imraad Ibn Jarlr ATTABABI (b. 224 or 225, d. 310), edited by

Kosegarten.

W. The Commentary of Abu-lHasan 'All Ibn Ahmad ALAV
rAHiui

lisabQrl (d. 4G8) upon the D'noan of ABU-TTATYIB Ahmad Ibn Al-

^osain alJu'fl alKindl alKftfi, known as ALMUTAKABBI, the poet (b.

303, d. 354), edited by Dieterici.

Y. Abu 'Abd Arltahman YLSUS Ibu Habib, the freedman of the

lianii Habba, or of the Band Laith Ibp 'Abd Manat Ibn Kinana, or of
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lliial Ibn Harm! of the Banu Ipubai'a Ibn Bajala, the Grammarian

(b. 80 or 90, d. 182 or 183 or 184 or 185).

*Z. The Anmudfiaj Ji-nNd^w by JAB ALLAH Abu-lKasim MahmQd

Ibn 'Urnar AZZAMAKHSHARI alKhuwarazmi, the Grammarian, Lexicolo-

gist, Commentator, and Geographer (b. 467, d. 538), cited from an

extract printed by De Sacy in his Anthologie Grainmaticale.

*ZJ. The Kitah alJibal wa-lAinkina wa-lMiyah by Z, edited by

Juynboll.

Zj. Abu Ishak Ibrahim Ibn Muhammad Ibn AsSarl alBasrl, known

as AzZAJJAJ, the Grammarian (d. 310 or 311 or 316).

Zji. Abu-lKasim 'Abd ArRahman Ibn Ishak, known as AzZAjjiJi

from being the companion of Zj, alBaghdadi by abode, anNahawandl

Jjy origin, the Grammarian (d. 337 or 339 or 340).
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Abbreviations of Technical Terms.

As this work increased in size the use of abbreviations was gradually

extended for the sake of economy in space. Hence some words printed

at full length in the earlier pages are afterwards abbreviated.

The plural is indicated by
"
s," as ds. s. denotatives of state, and

dial. vars. dialectic variants.

Ace., Accusative.

Act., Active.

Adv., Adverb.

Ag., Agent.

A
tff.,

Affirmative.

All., Alliterative.

All. seg., Alliterative Sequent.

Ant., Antecedent.

Aor,, Aorist.

Apoc., Apocopate.

Apod., Apodosis.

App., Appropinquation.

Appos., Appositive.

Art., Article.

Att.t Attributive.

Aug., Augmentative.

BH, Biliteral.

Cat., Category.

Com]*, Compound.

Con., Conjunction.

Cond., Conditional.

Conj., Conjunctive.

Conjug., Conjugation.

Cop., Copula.

Correl., Correlative.

Corrob,, Corroborative.

Curt., Curtailed (diminutive).

Decl., Declinable.

Dem., Demonstrative.

Deriv., Derivative.

Uet., Determinate.

Dial., Dialect.

Dial, var., Dialectic variant.

Dim., Diminutive.

Diaj., Disjunctive.

D.
., Denotative of State.

Du., Dual.

Ej., Ejaculation.

Enunc., Enunciative.

Ep., Epithet.

Ex., Example.

Exc., Exception.

Expl., Explicative.

Expos., Expository.

Fern., Feminine.

Gen., Genitive.

G. t., General term.

Hyst.-prot. t .Hysteroii-proteron.

Id., Ideal.

I. e., Id est, That is.

Imp., Imperative.

Inch., Inchoative.

Ind., Indicative.

Indecl., Indeclinable.

Indet., Indeterminate.

Inf., Infinitive.

Infl., Inflected.

Inop., Inoperative.

Interrog., Interrogative.

Intrans., Intransitive.

I. q., Idem quod, The same as, often used

as meaning In the tense of.

Lit., Literal.

Masc. t Masculine.

Met., Metonym.

N., Noun.

Neg., Negative.

Norn., Nominative.



lit., Non-attributive.

Non-deriv. t
Non-derivative.

ffon-rept, Son-replicativc.

NOH-VOC., Non-vocative.

FftM., Numeral.

Obj., Object.

O.f. t Original form.

Op., Operative.

Opp., Opposite.

Opt.. Optative.

Grig., Originally.

P., Particle.

Par., Parenthesis.

Part., Participle.

y'jA-*., Passive.

Ptrf., Perfect (plural).

Pers., Person.

Pi, Plural.

Pat., Postflxed

Postpos., Postpositive.

Pre., Prefixed.

Pred., Predicate.

Prep., Preposition.

Prepos., Prepositive.

Pret, Preterite.

Prim., Primitive.

t'ro-ag., Pro-agent.

Prohib., Prohibitive.

',
Pron., Pronoun.

Prop., Proposition.

Prot., Protasis.

Prov., Proverb.

Quad., Quadriliteral.

Qua/., Qualificative.

Quasi-pre., Quasi-prefixed".

Quin., Quinqueliteral.

Rad., Radical.

Red., Hedundant.

Reg., Regimen.

Rel., Relative.

Repl, Replicative.

Seq., Sequent.

Sex., Sexiliteral.

Sing., Singular.

Sp., Specificative.

S.s , Subject of State.

Sub., Subject.

Subj., Subjunctive.

Subst., Substitute.

Syn., Synonym.

Syn. with, Synonymous withr.

Synd., Syndetic.

Trans., Transitive*

Tril., Triliteral.

Unil., Uniliteral.

['ninfl., Uninflected.

V., Verb.

Far., Variant.

Vid., Videlicet, namely.

Voe., Vocative.



Glossary of Technical Terms-

Transliterated terms, like Tanwm and Mimi, are omitted.

A.

Abbreviated, )

Abbreviation, y^ and ^^ii and

Abridgment, ;Uaii.| anci U-AAASW .XX X

Abstract noun or substantive,

Accident, ^'^ and *'-5 .

$ Ax

Accusative (case), i^aj .

$ .PA,

(noun in the), ^y^*

Active participle,
x x

(verb), ^^J ^5*** or
XX X X X

Uj a.vk .

/ X

Address, c-

Adjuration, (J'f-

Admirative, ^5^

$ AX

Adverb,

Adverbial,

AX

Adverbial object) *i* LJj**-*
X X ^^

^/X X *

Affinity, ^.-U-. .

XA $ ,

Affirmation, c^U'f an(} t-^asu!

^
' ~

* XX

Affixes, Jp-iy

Affiiion, J^^' and

Afterthought (substitute of),

$2 x

Agency, <^LclJ .

$ X

Agent, J^ .

$ AX

Alleviation,

Alliteration,

Alliterative sequent, f

$ X

Allocution, i^1^ .

Ax

Allusion, ^J .

$

Amplification, ^j***

$AX

t
Anacoluthon, (

*J5 .

$ x,

Analogy, jj^fc*

Ax
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rthrous, f^'^)

*
'.

-U .

*- f

|y
Anomalous, &i

*. *.*

Anomaly, Oj^
9 .AX

Antecedent, *$ and ^ 1

and

$ xA S

/ f s 3 S k

5

Aorist,

Aoristic letter,

$ X

Aplaetic, tVl^.

$ .

Aplasticity,

$AX

Apocopate (mood), j*;^

(verb in the), *5

$< X X
,

Apodosis, *i)^'

$x/ $ x

Appoxition, ^V and **

$ /
Appositive,

&
.

3 XX

Apprehension, }^aj

\" '*

Appropinquation, ^;^ .

/A*

Aprothetic,* ^^* .

and

and

Article (the), ,.! 5 L^JJIj and ^|
^ .A^=J>X

and <

fti>**J| ^ .

I'"'-*"

Assimilate (epithet), ^-^ and

(of a pronoun),

Ax

Assumption, jj^Ju
.

and

Attached (pronoun),
r

$x A S $x x

Attribute, <~+* and f*

Attribution, ^t**' .

W X A

Attributive, L5^*-'l

x Ax 2

compound, "r-^/ i-

(verb or ad\erb),

$xx

Augment, *^j

Augmentative, *> '

j

\xioms, ^^^jj;-*
^ x

B.

Jiform (proposition),

Ax Ax S x
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Biliteral, .V^ .

X

Blunder (substitute of),

Bound (rhyme), <>* .

Broken (plural), y*&* .

C.

$x x A

Call for help, *JU**| .

' X

IA

Case, <^ x

(pronoun of), ,jti .

Catachresis (abuse), ^Jl^

Causation, ^j^w.X

rf

Ax

Causative,

object, <J

particle,
"

$ A x

Cautioning, >.
J.tisv?.
X .

A/

Chronometrical, ^j^i-y

$X X

Circumstance, **i
X̂

5 X

Circumstantial, ^^
$, x

Citation (quotation), >l

Classical language, iJ .

I / 4

f l\ X

T ^^

Cognomen, v- il .

Coined, (J^/4
.

Cornmensurability, j^ .

Commensurable, ^)I^ .

X

$Ax AX

Commentary, ~- + and >4**^ .

X

Common (name)> ,oU; .

A vj Ax
Com paratival (c^),

^J Ax
Comparative, ,ciA^i-j

x x

Comparison (assimilation), ^

(proportion), &

Compensation, ^f
X̂

$x Ax

Complement, &'> .

$ A x

Complete declension, ^^

Composition,

Compound, 4

Concomitate object,
^^

Concord, jj**

Concrete noun or substantive,
Ax ^A X-C A $ x

..ji* /-' and yWi ***! and *^!J
7 .

x **
7

$JS
^ x A x

and **^ and ;*r*v



A

Condition,

Conditional, J/ and^ >> ind

X x A $ /

x
'

x ^X

$3 XX .

igability,
>-**

Conjugation (process), ^-*ir*>

X

(class), v^
1

-?.

Conjunct,

Ax f A x

Conjunction,

Conjunctive (of a conjunct noun

!'
or particle),

<C^J -

X

$ S.P

(exception),

Constitution,

Construction,'*^ and t--*/

# Ax

Constructively, '^^
$. XX

Contest, *)US".

!' x

Context, ^!
x̂

$ w X ^ $
.

X

Contracted, ^*~ and "-*s

Convectional term or

llamza, J- 3
5
'>*fl>

.

#

(aflSi to a final short

$ Ax $x

vowel), J^; or
<1^

.

o

<i J> Ax

Conjonctneas,

t XX

Connected, ,_/*- .

<xA>

Connective, ^-"5 al

particle,

ConventionaHy,

Coordination, ,v

Copula, *;
$ x AxA

Copulative,
<~&te and uJl3*C .

XX

Correlative, t->'^

ofar. oath, <5 *-^* .

X

Correspondence (Tanwm of),

Corroborative, ^ and
x

$ J>AX *

Coupled, <^>lax^ and

Coupling,

('overt (pronoun),

XA
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Crude-form,

$
.

>

Curtailment, (i-

D.

Decimal number, ^^

Declension (process),
$^XA

Declinability, &**
i

9 uiX'^

Declinable, ^

aud

A>

Deduction (i >
of),

$ J>Ax

Defective,

Denominate,

Denotative of state,

f IUXX.P

Dependent,

Deprecation,

Derivative, (jj

Detached (pronoun),
r

x Ax $ Ex*

Determinate, *J*^ and "

>y
j> '

$ XA.P

Dialect, **J

Dialectic variant, &*) .

Digression (substitute of), cj

9" X X

Dimensiou,

Diminutive, v*-^,-* and >*

Determination, '*:!;* .

*>t f AS

Determinative, ';*" and * *J
y
*^-U

Diptote,
l

*j-<3^ wx anc]
# X

^A ZfO ,

Direct object,
&>

^})**+ .

>/ xA

Disapprobatory, ^)^\ .

X ,f

$xA

Disapproval, ;^t .

Disjunctive (exception), ^kiJU .

X

A* 9 xA^
/

I ^ t,"'
>J \

J
y J ^"

""^** ,

Ax J>xAx

Hamza, ^^ SJ^A .

/ t ^ **,'
Distinctive ( jj ), ^^ .

X

. A x ^

Distinctive pronoun, LJ-

^AX
Diversion ( 5 of),

i >^

Dotted, ^a^ .

Double, Ji*
;

UJX P

Dual,
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i:.

Ejaculation,
^>

$ *,

Elision,

Ellipse,

Enunciation, ^-^ and ;^^l

*'.'

Enunciative, ;*^
a 6
Zl f / ^

Enunciatory, ^^^ and
'

$ Ax $ x

Epithet,
^-*J and ** and

$ J> Ax

Epithetic, ^ k 'r
5
;^

t*

*2 x^

E'luiralent ( ^ ), J"Sf*

4
.

A
.'

Etymology, *. ^" .

5 AX

Etymological, Lj
i

.
J
.
/
-^J

Examination, ,.;^s^*! .

<

Exception, ' Uii-j .

X /

A x

Excitation, u^3^ .

x 9x Ax

mption, (I of), ^;^ .

Exercise, ^-^;^ and ^i)^

Ivvpe 'talion, ^*/ .

. ^ xx ^ Ax

Kxplanation, ^> and ^i**
5

xplii'it (noun, opposed to pro-

noun),

Exposition, ^fi****?
.

Expository, \^'^ and ,A**^
X XX

Ax J> A

particle, ri****^ l 'r

$ Ax

Expression (utterance),^ .

(opposite of suppres-
$ '*

sion), cy'^l .

*

5 X $ XUU

Extension, ^y and ^UJ| and^

Extraneous, ^j**^

Extraordinary, ;^

F.

Fact (pronoun of),

Factitive verb, **i

$;

Faint (letter), ,5^

Feminine.
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# .v

Figuratively, %1'f*

-

Final (letter), ;^land<->;

Follower (successor of the Com-

panions),^ and ^#>
'

Forgetfulness (substitute of),

,A

u/
1 - /

Ax

Form (opposed to sense),
k*J

5 Ax

Formal, ,_^
*

Formation, ' 'V
X

xAx Aj

Future, J***-*^

G.

J>A ^A/A J>

General term, <&" ^-^^^ .

/

5 X $ A X

Genitive (case), ;3>
and ,j^

Grammarian,

Guttural letter, ,J
t

H.

Hearsay (as a substantive),

(as an adjective), v

Hemistich, t-J-o> and p'^

xx Ax Ax A

XV XHeteromorphous,

x A

Hiatus, iP^I

Historical (denotative of state),

*

"

(noun in the), ;j;=^ and

Generic,

$x

noun,

$ A

Genus,

Gloss,

Grammar,

Hollow, -j

Homonym,

Homonyrny,

i

Hyperbole, ^^
$ ,

Hyperbolic,
*k

Hypercatalectic

Hysteron-proteron, ^
I.

xA x

Ideal,
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Illative, ^5**
.

Imagination,

i"
Imitation, *i

Imperative, y\

Imperfectly declinable, *M

X xA$

$XA

Impletion, ^1 .

Implication (substitute of),

Import, ^^
I

Improper, t
t

Inception,
J

f sA A

^ ^*V
%/

luccptive,

$/x A

Inchoation,

~x A

Inchoatival, ,y'^ -

*V x X

$ xxA^ ^A

Inchoative, U'^- and ^
Xiu x A

Incorporation, f^ or jJ*M

Indeclinable, ^
<s x

, x

Indeterminate, "^

Infinitival,
X

Infinitive noun,

Infinitivity, ^,j-^2< .

X

5 XA

Inflection, i-^;
'

.

*
x A

Inflectional, ,y'v I

'

Inoperative, !_]** and **) .

Instigation.
>

\f-\

Instrument (noun or particle), U
,

erroneously stated by Lane (p.

38, col, 1) not to include the

adverbial noun (see IA, pp.

300-301).
XX X.* S X

Intensive paradigm, *J^

$ * XX

Intermixture,

Interpolation,

Interrogation,

Intransitive, ^*J^ fc* and f'y and

Intuitive, ,

Invocation,

Irrational,

t

/A A
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J.

Jurative (used in swearing), t_5****
J

Juratory (confirmed by an oatii),

Labial, ^^
*L'*

S

Lamentation, &J<> .

Land-measure, (j^;

"
I ^

X

$ xA*
Latent (pronoun),

Latitude,

Letter,
i
)^

(opposed to meaning)
?

laij

of prolongation,
8^ and

v

Lexicologist,

Lexicology, ^*J.

License (poetic),

tl Ax

Literal, J^

Logical,

M.

i '.
A *

Manuscript,
**J

Masculine, ^<^ .

Material sense, &vl*.

^ Ax

Meaning, .j** .

$Ax

Measure, ^jj.

Medial, -i^. .

9 X X

Medium, <*Ja~1j
.

X

/

Mention (pronoun), j-

$x x A

Metaphor, SjIxJuv)
.

$xx

Metonym, 2.jw .

X

Metonymy, ^US" .

Metre, (jj;

5 IU X X^

Mobile, i^;
>

Mobilization,

5 Ax

Modal,

Mode, j->

Ax

Modification, <*ij*J* x

$ Ax ^x

Mood, *^j and ^*4- .

Multitude (plural of),

If,

Nasal, i^i
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Natural order, *y;

$ A *

Negation, o*-> and

$,~x

.tralization, * W

Sxx

Nickname, )V

2 A

Nominal,

**'
.

Nominative (case), *;

(noun in the),

Non-attributive (verb or adverb),

Non-copulative,

iux A ^ -f Ax

Non -derivative, jfJ^ ^ .

Non-diminutive,

_/

Non-epithetic,
^-^ ^ .

# '

x

Non-essential (adverb), j*J . See

Predicative.

IU XX, ^AX

Non-replicative, ^'^ ^ .

# x

wx ^Ax

Non-vocative, >!^ ^ .

Non-void, j** ;*
r

$ A *

Notifying ( J ), (J^r**

Noun, f^

O.

$ XX

Oath, j*"3
.

9 .PAX

Object, Jj"" -

Objective, ^)**" and
X

Objectivity, ^**-*

Operative, jj^^ and
X

Opposite, (j-2^

Optative, ,$
i'*^ .

X X

5

Oral, iJU* .

X

Afl $ Ax

Origin, J-o! and ^j.

Original form, jjf*l
.

2 mx A

Originative, .y^A*! .

sentence,
* l&! .

3 x

Orthography,
1=^ and

AX

Otiose, j*J

X A X

Outlet (of a letter),

P.

.1'aradigin,

^x

Paraphrase, ^^
$'x A

Parenthesis, \jf>)j>*\
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.PA X .PA

Tart (of speech), f$ ..

(of a proposition), 'j^

Particle,
< i^ .

A >

Partitive (^ ), ^y^i*^ -

Passive participle,

U3

Past, jjoU .

*

Paucity (plural of),
^

Pause,

Penultimate,

-PAxA 3 Ax

(verb), ij}**^ .V*'* and

Perfect,

declinability, ^

Perfectly declinable,

Permissive, ^y**^

Person, ^\& and

1st

2nd,,

3rd
,

Personal (proper name),

$ J

Philologist, v-^Jo! .

X

$ xZ

Philology, c-Jiii .

$xx
Phrase. *i^ .

Place (in inflection),
$ Ax

and

Plastic,
<

Plasticity,
<-J

Plural, /^*a> .

9 Ax $A

Poetry, ^ and ^*i .

Position (in inflection), <*^^

Post-classical, &)y+ and ;

Ax x -P

Postfi xed, ^J

rs

Postpositive,

Prayer, ' ^5 .

Precatory, .J1^
s

Predicament, ^

Predicate, v^i. .

Predication, /*

Ax



(
xxviii. )

Predicative (adverb), f*^" The

i*~~- adverb is the one whose

operative is general being, which

is necessarily suppressed be-

rause it is general; and this

uux/A 9

adverb is named vx~ because

the pronoun resides in it after

the suppression of the opera-

tive; or, as some say, because the

meaning of the general opera-

tive resides in it, so as to be

intuitively understood when the
As

adverb is heard: while the >*J

adverb is the one whose opera-

tive '^particular, which is neces-

sarily expressed except because

ofsome indication, in which case

it may, and sometimes must, be

suppressed ; and this adverb is

A,

called ^ because it is disquali-

fied from assuming the pronoun
in coiisri|ucncc of the mention

of the operative, which itself

nines the pronoun (DM, II.

1 -><;. 1 :'()). Cf. what is said in

177 about the attributive ad-

uu ' f A 9

verb. Thus the f*** is often

used in the sense of the attri-

butive adverb ; and is therefore

tivatrd as the opposite of the

non-attribiiti\(>, as in 11,1. 23G.

Premonition, ^iV^ .

^

f

Preparatory (
^

) ,

Preposition, &M t

>f*-
and

#
6

uj t A ./ 9 A f -wx

^ and ij^- t-*;
2k and ;^

.

and ^^- .

Prepositive,

$ , $ /
Present (time), ^J^ and v^k* .

s

Presumptive (denotative of state),

Preterite, jj^

Preventive, {&* .

(denotative of prevention),
s>

.

Primitive, &*s and \j*"**

f t r*S A X $ <

Pro-agent, \jt** *^~>(J or ^
$

"

Prohibition, L_S
J

Prolongatiou,
^*

Ul/

tetter of, **

and *V



( xxix.
)

Prominent (pronoun), j;^

$ * $/ A s>

Pronoun, fi+* and y~&* .

S
.

'

Proper, ^^-
/ A*

Proposition, L<^- .

Ax $AX

Prose, ;*>
and ^ .

& *,

Prosodiau, ^)f'

.PX

Prosody, ^5;*
$ A,

Protasis, k;~
$xx

Protection (j of), ^5.

' '

Prothesis,

Prothetic, -t^ and

JUI .

>

Prothetic coispound,
/ / S l\f

Proverb,

Q.

Quadriliteral,

Qualifiability,

/

Qualificative,
^*^ and

and

A,

Qualificativity, ^^5 .

!'

Quality,
^^ aT1(^ the termination

S x
$ t\s>

&*>. ,
as ^j^- quality ofpart.

$X X S

Quasi-active, *$*"

Ax Sl\

Quasi-condition, ^^ &*
* '

S / S\

Quasi-correlative, -s!^^ .

' *' **

Quasi-dual noun, &**> **!

Quasi-infinitive noun, y*** #A .

I\S J>A

Quasi-negation, ^^ **, .

# '

Quasi-passive, *j^*
^

n s *n

Quasi-plural noun, (*-*3- **] .

Quasi-prefixed, cJUiJ U <sx

Quasi-proposition,
<&+* &*

* '

f $ X

Quasi-redundant, i&yl* <^i^

C^= X A X

Quasi-sound, ^6=5^1 ^y;
1?^

X X

$

and

Quasi-saying, jjj-
i >^l v* .

#=
'

ftf/y

Quavering, f>/



(
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Quiddity, ^

<
t>iiicsrcncp, lOj^*

EL

Radical (as a substantive),

(as an adjective),

4 X

Rational, J51-

5 x

Real,

A*

Becitation, olio'l.

Redundant, *>ij and ^ -

X

$ X ,S

Reduplicated,
-*

.PAX

Reiriracn, Jj** and J^

Regular, .c^i5 and (_/****
x x x

X A c

Relative, ,lk**lXXX

(pronoun),
^ and ^1; .

x x

location,^
noun, L.*}*"*'* |-l and

1 '
$/ A

Itoplicativc, My?* and ^'^
> X X

Reporter, 5'; and ^^

Request, ^jff-

X X

Requisition, i^~l^ .

yj X

Restringent,
< *^

$ XxA S>

Retrenched, &*&<+ .

Rhapsodist (reciter of poetry),

and *ijli
X

XX

Rhetoric, (j^ .

Rhetorician, ^^ -

X

$x x

Rhyme, ^i?^

S.

A?

School, t-

Scion, ^^ .

Self-praise, pi-J.

Self-transitive,
<s***>j

x x x ^

Sense, Lj
i>*^

1

*'/

Sentence, ^
S Ax $ X X

Serial, ijy**^* and J^



( xxxi. )

Sexiliteral, and

X-P

Mll

Silence, u> .

Simple (opposed to compound),
4 X $/A.P

la\*uj and iij^*
.

'

*

substantive (opposed to

$A

infinitive noun), (**)

Single (opposed to double),' ^^
term (opposed to proposi-

XA*

tion), &f* .

word (opposed to prefixed),
y A.P

&f* .

$ s $s*S

Singular, ^^ij and ^;*^ .

A!
Sister (cordiuate),

<*z

, A

Slurring,

Softened,

x.0

AX

Solecism, ^.^sJ
.

Sound,

Sounded true, JjAsi'*
.

5 AX

Specificative, }ii-*^

Subaudition,

Subject (correlative of predicate),

A

ri .

X

(correlative of attribute),

of a meaning, t.

Subjunctive (inood), u_-~2J .

(verb in the), ^>yai*+ .

Subsidiary,

Substantive (opposed to epithet),
A

_
x JAx $A

*! and ^^
j*c (**!

1 X S ' ' /

5 xx $x

Substitute, ^^ and (j^ and

<i> -UU JtS and
'x

XX XXX

(appositive), J^ .

$/i~X

Suddenness of occurrence, *>ls

JxA$ $ A x

Superiority ( M of), Jft^tf,

S x J

Supplied,

Support,

Suppression,
iiSa- and ^\



(
xxxii. )

Surname, *&*

* A
r

Suspension, (J*^

Syllepsis,

X /\,A^5 XX $ * A X

sy ii optic.

Synarthrous, fl* c;?;

$ A

S\ inlesis,

Syndetic explicative,

eerial, J*
#

l\ff>

Synecdoche, ^

Synonym, ^;'
autl and

meann

.IX,

X Ax

Syntlietic compound,v^/
Ax 5 A X $ Ax

xA

T.

Tautology,

i /

nical, ./^' **/ X

f AJ

Technical language, -;*

Term (of a proposition), '^
4 XX

Terminations of versicles,

Tradition,

Traditioiiist,
^

Transferred,

wf/9 X

Transitive, ^*^ and ,^'5 and

Ax J>A

Transmutative verb, iJi

Transport (making transitive),

$Ax

Triliteral, ^HS .

$ * Ax $ x A*

Triptote,
<

^57^-* and cJv^ax^

$ AX

declension, uJ^ .

$ xx'
'

Trope, )l* .

$5 XX

Trying to remember, j&V .

U.

Sx ^ / ^

Unaugmentcd, ^/?^ or

xA

Unbinding, J$H

Unconjugability, ^^-



( xxxiii. )

Unconnected, ^jW

Uncontracted, and

Undotted (letter),

** * /

Uniform (proposition), ^3 <^'3 .

Uniliteral, ^^!5
<-J

# ' #

^
^
rtx

Uninflected, j^/^.

.

mx A

Uninflectiooal, ,y^ and >
x x '

Unit,
X

Unrestricted object,

5 xAj>

Unsound, UU*^ .

Ax

Utterance, k*J .

V.'

xA*

Vague, ,v .

JJ
XX

Variations, *l^

Verb,

^ Ax

.SL<*

Verbal,

(oral),

i"
Version, ^1;; .

Vicinity, /$* and
; 5lax.

uuZ xx

Vituperative, ("iJ

Vocation, >

Vocative,

<w x .PAX

,, particle,

Void (exception),

*/"
Vowel, ;=^

.

W.

!'

Westerns, ^/*
X

wxx

Wish,^ .

Wonder, .^

$xx $Ax $'AX

Word, **tf and ^ and &*** and

AX
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TSIEI

THE VERB.

CHAPTER I

THE VERB IN GENERAL.

402. The v. is what indicates a meaning in itself

connected with one of the three times (Sh). It indicates-

X X'

two things, accident and time ;
for p$ He stood or has stood

f ->/

indicates L landing in past time, *yt>
He stands or will

A*

stand standing in the present and future, and J> Stand thou
X

standing in the future, the accident being J.IA* Standing,
X

which is one of the two things indicated by the v., and is

the inf. n. It is distinguishable from the n. and p. by

jrcans of (1) the cs^ of the ag., pronounced with Damm
*Axx

in the 1st pers., as oJ^ ; with Fath in the 2nd pers.

x
j and with Kasr in the 2nd pers. fem. t

A /x A x A

as ci*J^ : (2) the quiescent ct of feminiuization,as o**>

and C^-A*A? ; whereas the t> of femininization affixed to

PI

ns. is mobile through, the vowel of inflection, as SjJ

#x A f J <\Zt x A 9 f Axx

and &***** c^^.!^ and &^***^ c^>v4 ;

X ^ X X

of femininization] affixed to the p., as AJ



-

r 2 >

x 2'

u. f

,
is rarely quiescent with ^t) and ^ ,

as c^; and

&* : (3) the ^5
of the fern, ag., affixed to the imp., as

A ' *'

s>y0\ ;
and to the aor., as y** ;

but not to the pret. :

^/ , "

(4) the ^ of corroboration, whether single, as XCVI.
f l\ S & S SMS A f s

15. [153, 610]; or double, as L^A* b LXt^suJ VII.
/

86. Assuredly we will drive thee out, Shu'aib. It is

divisible into pret., aor., and imp. [603]. The BB hold

that inflection is original in m., derivative in vs. [404] ;

and the KK hold that inflection is original in ns. and vs. :

but the first opinion is right. The uninfl. v, is of two

kinds, (1) that of which the uninflectedness is agreed upon,
XXX

vid. the pret^ which is uninfl. upon Path, as *>y and

X X XA

*llla>!
,
so long as a j

of the pi. is not attached to it, in

which case it is pronounced with Damm
;
nor a mobile

nom. pro?i., in which case it is made quiescent [403]:

(2) that of which the uninflectedness is disputed, the

preferable opinion being that it is uninfl., vid. the imp.,
A A

as v)*^ >
which is uninfl. according to the BB, and infl.

/ X

according to the KK [431, 603], The inft. v. is the aor.

[404, 405], which is infl. only when neither the corro-
MX Ax Ax

burative ..%, as *>)* J-fc , with which the ?. is uninfl.

upon Fath, whether the ^ be single or double, nor the

xA Ax.P xAAx

^ of tVe pi fern., as
^.y^i. sA**$M ,

with which the v.

is \utlnfl. upon quiescence, is contiguous to it [406] :



( 3 )

so that it is in ft. when it is separated from the corroho-
u x Ax Ax

rative by an ! of the du., as
^>>.y& J> , originally

- x x
IN / A X

Jb
;
^J

,
the first ^ ,

i. e. the ^ of the ind., being
X /

elided to avoid the succession of three ^ s
;
and simi-

larly when it is separated from the corroborative ^ by a

Zif Ax A X X .P A/

j
of the />/., as )^ J& > originally Jj>)*aZ

or by a

of the 2nd />ers. ^zwg-.

Ax Ax

as
, originally

i*
k#r^ [610]. This is the opinion of the majority ;

XX

but Akh holds the aor. v. to be uninft. with the cor-

roborative
^j ,

whether the corroborative ^ be con-

tiguous to it or not
; and it is related on the authority

of some to be infl. even if the corroborative ^ be con-

tisruous to it : and IM relates in one of his books thato

there is no dispute as to the uninflectedness of the aor.

v. with the ^ of the pi. fum. ; whereas it is not so, but
,

the dispute is found, and the master IU in his commen-'

tary on the Idaji is one of those who relate it (IA).



CHAPTER II.

THE PRETERITE.

$ 403. It is that which indicates the connection of

an accident with a time anterior to your time [615] (M).

It is distinguishable by the quiescent & of femininization

(IA, Sh) f
as

i/x xx A x SJ xx A x x Zif A

# e
*

lay ^flJJJ^OU c^U- Uw * ct-^oy ^..w *.

(Sh), by Ja'far Ibn 'Ulba alHarithi, She stole a visit to

me, and saluted me; afterwards arose and bade farewell:

and, when she turned away, the, i. e. my, soul was well-

x Ax xx

nigh departing (T), and by the cy of the ag., as ^^
XA AX3X X xA X X

J^rl/U J&saM to b Blessed be Thou, Possessor of

majesty and honour, each of which is affixed only to a
X X

.literal pre/. (IA). Hence it is proved that ^^^ and
x A x xx -

^

*~xJ are not ps., ae IS and Th say of ^*^ ,
and as F

X Ax X A

says of *->J
,
and that +** is not a n., as Fr and those

*
./

who agree with him say ;
but that they are pret. vs.,

because the & [first] mentioned is attached to them, as in

x A* A A x xx #x x $ A A x Ax

^1 cv****** &*Ht& usi> ta*ttAl Hind is not a wrong-

doer ; may-be therefore, she may attain felicity, the say-
A x A x I/ x ^ xA JA^ x Ax . Sxx A x

ing of the Prophet e^>**.>j l$o &**a=J( - U?J

purifieth himself on the Friday, etc. [87], and



( 5 )

* X A3 X \i*> * *Bf\^> int/ A / A

x xx
excellent is the recompense of the pious, Paradise,

the abode of wishes and desires and grace (Sh). The

pret. is uninfl. upon Fath unless necessity arises for its

being quiescent or pronounced with Damm, the quiescence

being on the occasion of the change of an unsound letter

or the affixion of some of the prons., and the Damm

being with the
^

of the prow. (M). When it is conjoined

with (L, Sh) a mobile nom. pron. (Sh), [e, g.] the pron.
X

ct>
, [

t>
, ] or ^ , its final is made quiescent (L), [so

that] it keeps to uninflectedness upon quiescence (Sh), as
.P A x x x A x x A / x xA x X xAXx

* XT OV* \ *
f ! j Ĵ f C2l- \ *\

(L), where the v., originally ^^ with Fath, is made

uninfl. upon quiescence because the cs^ and ^ of the

attached nom, pron. are mobile [20] (Sh): and, if the v.

be triliteral, unsound in the
,

it is lightened by chang- ,

ing the ^ into J ; and, two quiescents then concurring,

the & must be elided, its vowel, if a Damma or Kasra,

having been transferred to the u3
,

to give notice of the

measure of the v,, and, if a Fatha, changed into Damma

when the is a
^
and Kasra when the ^ is a ^ ,

and

transferred to the uJ
9
to give notice of the elided

;
so

that from JU0 ,
cjl.

,
and ^IS? t originally Jy* ,

XX XX f A.P * A A A

i 2 v^- and u*Ai& you sav L^H0 , i^&L , and O*A>
j ' // ,"X XX

sliding the J after transfer of the vowel assumed to be



1

upon it to the cJ
;
and from J and ^0 [484], origi-

' f X X XX f ** f A

na^7 J;* and # y u say ^^ an tf ^*J >
when the

x

f needs elision upon attachment of the cw , changing the

vowel assumed to be upon it into Danima and Kasra

respectively, because these [vowels] are homogeneous

with the ,
and transferring it [to the O ] (L). The

attached ace. pron. does not change the v. from its

$ A/ x xxx

original uninflectedness upon Fath, as
<J.J uX^*tf or

xxx x

U*je Zaid beat thee or us : and the quiescent nom. pron.

does not require quiescence of the v. also
;
but the final

of the D. remains pronounced with Fath before the t
,
as

'XX

(>p0 ,
and is pronounced with Damm before the .

,
as

f X / sfkfO /X X ju fO fsf A

- while in such as ^^ &lU^Jf )j^| II. 15.

Have bought error in exchangefor right direction [663]
# ^ S x X * A X X

and ljj*5
_XJUfi) |^o XXV. 14. T7jpy will invoke there

X

perdition, i. e. i0t7J *a,y,
"

?w/ perdition, [come ; /or Mw
^ xx A

w <,^ time" (B),] the original form is f ji/^f with a
X ^

pronounced with Damm before the quiescent pron., and
Sr x

fjjo with the first j pronounced with Damm before

the quiescent pron.', then the ^ and
^ , being mobile

and preceded by a letter pronounced with Fath, are con-

verted into t
;
and afterwards the ! is elided because of

the concurrence of two quiescents. When bare of the

mobile mm. pron. [aud of the
j of the/zrow.], the pret.
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X x x x * A / x X A x A x x x

in unlnfl. upon Path, as c^^o } >=>o , ^>^i 5 ^^ ,

.P/X X X X X X '

and &^ : while such as ^) and U* are originally
XXX X XX

^-^ and )** ,
the ^ and

^ being converted into f

because mobile and preceded by a letter pronounced

with Fath, so that the quiescence of their final is acci-

dental, and the Fatha is assumed to be in the f
;

for

which reason, when the final is assumed to be quiescent,
f Axx Si A/x

the o and
^ return, as c^; and ct>^* (Sh).



I

CHAPTER III.

THE AORIST.

404. The aor. is common to the present and future:

but the J [of inception prefixed to it (MM) in
Jj*>; d

*,
aJ Verily Zaid does (M)] makes it a pure present, [as

i- - . Verily it grieveth
xx ' '%

me that ye take him away (MM)] ; while the j~ or

x A x

-*v" [prefixed t i* (MM)] makes it a pure future

(M, MM) : and it is by reason of their being prefixed to

it that it resembles the n.
;
and is consequently infi.

[402] with the ind. and subj. [corresponding in sign and

Arabic name with the nom. and ace.], and with the apoc.

instead of the gen. (M). According to the KK, the J of

inception prefixed to the aor. makes it peculiar to the

. present, as the ^ makes it peculiar to the future ; and
f S A / x Axx #Ax Si

therefore they do not allow >^d cJ^-J luyj
j ^f because

of the contradiction : but the BB allow that, be-

cause the J , according to them, continues to import cor-

roboration ouly, as when it was prefixed to the inch. [604],
$ * *

As the n., which is vague, like J-^ ,
becomes peculiar

J> * /

to one by means of a />.,
like J^M ,

so likewise the aor.,
o

which is vague, because of its applicability to the present

and future, becomes peculiar to one of them by means of



the j~ ;
and the aor. v. is infl. because of the resem-

blance mentioned, according to the BB, not because of

the concentration of various meanings upon it, as in the

case of the n. [161]. The aor. becomes (1) a pure pre-

sent by means of (a) ^Vf [206], Ujj
,
and similar advs.

indicative of the present: (b) the J of inception, accord-

x Ax

ing to the KK, as above : (c) negation by ~jJ [456] or

x .P .Px $ A x x Ax /

U [546], according to some, as - Jb
j.^j

~.J and U
Ax S J>x f Sf Ax x A

**i3 r^- or f^ ^3
**

> and by ^f [550], according to

$ Ax i S, A ^

Mb, as ajj r ^ib ^1 : (2) a pure future, by means of (a) a

# x * A

future orfy., as !> V)^ an(^ ^e ^^e : (M i*s attribu-

^ x x AX' ^ .Px

tion to an expected matter, as &<UA!| +3u The resur-

rection will come to pass : (c) its importing requisition

of the act, vid. in command, prohibition, prayer, exvita-

tin, wish, hope, and/ear : (d) its being a promise : (e)

the two ^ s of corroboration [611] : (f) the J of the

oath [600, 652] : (g) every apocopative [419] or sub-
Ax

junctival [410] op. : (h) the infinitival J [571]: (i) every
Ax

cond. instrument, even if it do not govern, except y

[below] ;
while the apod, also must be future, because

it is inseparable from the prot., which is future : (j)

the p. of amplification [578] : (k) the neg. V [547],

as S and his followers say : (3) converted into & past by
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Ax S'

means of (a) f [548] ; (b) the apocopative U [548] ;

(c) y mostly [591] ; (d) Jf [204] ; (e) uj> [505] (R).

.P xA * x # x x f -P x x uu/^ x xA$ S^= JjJ X>x

In 8US-i Wsa- ^ y t J~;
f ^JJf &JJfj

XXXV.xx x

10- ^/ GW is he that sent the winds ; and they

raise clouds; and We drove them
)\Z.\i

is put into the
X

aor., contrary to w;at precedes and follows it, in order

that the state in which the raising of the clouds by the

winds takes place may be imitated, and that those wond-

rous appearances indicative of the Supreme Power may

be required to present themselves : and thus they do with a

v. containing a sort of speciality and peculiarity in a state

that is deemed extraordinary, or that impresses the per-

son addressed, or otherwise, as says Ta 'abbata Sharr&
f

x Ax x A x .u;x > J>A-o x f f A A* A xx

x x , x x

xAx AxxA ^ x Axx xxx x.* A ?x

i^3sU. ^^ ^V.>**
* Cy^L* A^lJ Uj ^V^t>XXXXXX # , x

whoever denies the existence of the goblin, verily

I announce from certainty, nay, eyesight, that I did

meet the goblin descending in a desert like the sheet of

paper, smooth ; and I smite her without consternation ;

and she fell prostrate on the two ar?ns and on the under

part of the neck (N)], because he intends to picture to

his people the state b which he emboldened himself
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through his pride to smite the goblin, as though he made-

them see it (K) : or the difference in the vs. [in XXXV,

10.] may be to indicate the permanence of the matter
/>,

(B). The sign of the aor. is that J may be prefixed tc*

$ st *s>s * n 9 f */s * , * n,, n,n,
it (IA, Sh), as ^\ ty &* Jk fa **#. fa

oJb
f
J CXIL

3. 4. He begettet/i [548] not, nor is begotten, nor is any

one equal unto Him ( Sh). In every v. the aor. is formed

by adding at its commencement one of the aoristic letters,

vid. the Hamza of the 1st pers. sing., the ^ of the 1st

pers. pi., the ^ of the 2nd pers. without restriction [of

gender or number] and of the 3rd pers. Jem. sing, or du. r

and the ^ of the 3rd pers. masc. without restriction [of

number] and of the 3rd pers. fern. pi. The initial

[aoristic letter (BS)] of the aor. in the act. voice, (1)

when its pret. is quadriliteral, whether with or without an

augment, is pronounced with Damm, by common consent,
X/A f *f xx Sw/s XX/-.P / f X/AX.PAX.P

as
f/! f^. , fk fi*d , v;^ v;1^. t

an(Je^ c>^^ :
,

(2) when its pret is not quadriliteral, [whether it fall

short of or exceed 4 letters (BS),] is pronounced, (a) ac-
/xx-P Ax x x

cording to the Hijazis, with Fath, as c-;-^ Vx"^
X

*xAx x-Px J>JAx xSxx ^x xx x / XA * x Ax

XxAxA

^sai**! ^sax**o : (b) according to others than the Hijazis,
X X

with (a) Kasr, (a) when tfce letter is not ^ ,
and the

x x

. either is on [the measure of] J*^ [wieii Kasr,
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9, A

J with Fath (BS) of the ], as e^*k

J,A
'

.PxA * ' A/

JU! . and *U>
, [contrary to ^-^^^ ,.

its pret. being
-P x

with Fath, and to
*j

,
the aor. beiug with Kasr (BS)] ;

X

or begins with a conjunctive Hamza, vid. such as is

X Ax xA f x A

followed by four or five letters, as u=^iULa3l
JjlLaij

and
x A x A x A .P A/A

;
or with an augmentative ct^

,
as

x A/A xx ^xAxx
and u^.a.ijJ _.uij,A!l : 3 when the

letter is
^5

or any other, in the aor. of ^ , as ^-^ and
xA xx xAx'-Px

^-i ; or of J-** whose cJ is a
^ ,

as oJ^-j J-^^y

and J^axJ : (A) Fath in all other cases (L). Kasr of

the Hamza of J^M is chaste in usage, anomalous in

analogy ;
and Fath of it, which is the dial, of A sad,

is the converse (BS). Every aor, in the act. voice of

.such vs. as exceed three letters [in the pret.], (1) when

the initial of its pret. is not an augmentative ct>
,
must

have its penultimate pronounced with Kasr, literally, as
XX'.* / 9 xxxA-P xAx xxAxA f AxAx

/ /

xx A uixAx xxxA
or constructively, as -

, ^***. ,

' ' '

^xrt/ xA^/Ax x xA * xAx

O .

jlX^l
%^su

,
and o&M olAJb : (2) when the initial

* ' /

of its/>re*. is an augmentative Uw
,
retains the Fath of the

f
x/X S^lt/t XXXX .PXXXX XX/>XX

iltiiiuitc-, as
jbu

lxj
? JJU7 JJlix.), aud
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X A / //

{t (L). The moods of inflection in the v. are the

ind. with Damma, the stibj. with Fatha, and the apoc.
f Ss Ax x-PxAx#AxS

with quiescence, as
f,yb jjj Zairf stands, pju J \^ ^\

*f/ Ax *

Fm'/z/ Zaid shall not stand (IA, Sh), and *Jl> J He

stood not, the sign of the mood being the Damma, Fatha,

and elision of the voWel, respectively ;
and the assertion

that apocopal^ion is not an inflection is of no account

(Sh). All other modes of inflection are vicarious subs-

titutes for these (IA). In the v. unsound [in the final

(Sh)], i. e. whose final is [an unsound letter (Sh),] an I

X A *

[preceded by Fatha (IA)], as ^^, ,
or

^ [preceded
f AX

by Damma (I A)], as 5;*^ ,
or ^ [preceded by Kasra

A/

(IA)], as
L^*;;> ,

the apoc. is formed by elision of the last
X

letter (IA, Sh), as a substitute for elision of the vowel, as
A x

XCVI, 17. [16], J>;> being- an aor t v. in the apoc,, the sign
x A/^ 2

of which is the elision of the
,
and &U J 1/1

X A X AXX

IX. 18. And hath notfeared any but God, an ex. of
Jxx* x A/ 3/x

elision of the f
,
and S^f U flSj U LXXX. 23. He

hath not yet performed what He hath commanded him,

an ex. of elision of the an(^ as f r the non-elision

of the unsound letter, i.e. the
,

in ^v. notwith-

A x

standiug that ^+ is prefixed to it in the reading of

A A xx x A x

Kuinbul ;*^i; ^5*^ ^ XII. 90., the reply is that the
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*J is conjunct, He that feareth God and patiently

entlureth tribulations, not conditional, Whoso Jeareth,

and that the ;
is quiescent either because of the suc-

cession of vowels in the _> , ; ,
J

,
and Hamza, [the

w X

next word being ^ ,]
or because it is a case of con-

tinuity whereat pause is intended, or of coupling to the
A x

sense, the conjunct ^* being equivalent to the condi-

tional on account of its generality and vagueness (Sh):

thus the apoc. is apparent by means of the elision of the

final [
1

, ; ,
or 3 (IA)]. The subj. is apparent in

the t;. unsound in the ;
or 3 [by means of the Fatha

2 1
f A x .P A x A x

because of its lightness, as l$H &y* *< ^^ jf XVIIL
XX X

13. We will not call upon any God besides Him, and

S*Ax -fi- -*"' A ^ rtx

|o^ 5JJI f^ii ^ XL 33. God will not bestow upon

them good (Sh)] ;
and is assumed in the v. unsound in

X A X A/ X A x

the I , as ^**i ^ , [the sign of the subj. in ^=4
being a Fatha assumed to be upon the f (IA)]. The

ind. is assumed in the v. unsound in the
; ,3 ,

or

t A x Ax

f
,

as %*>>i and
,<-;>. ,

the sign of the ind. being a Damma

assumed [to be upon the
^

and ^ (IA), because

deemed too heavy to be expressed (Sh)], and

(I A, Sh), the sign of the ind. being a Damma assumed to
i

be upon the I (IA), which is incapable of beiug vocalized

(MM).
'
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x xAx x x Ax x J x Axx xox x x AX x .P x A/

405. The five paradigms ^M*^. , ,.)Hx> , ^*l*ib
x ./ Ax x xAx '

,jix& ,
and j^U^ i. e., every [aor. (Sh)] v. to which

^

an ! of dualization, [whether the initial be ~ or cy

(IA),] or ) of pluralization, [whether the initial be ^
or c^ (IA),] or a of the 2nd pers. sing. fern, is

attached are put into the ind. by means of the existence

of the ^ (IA, Sh), pronounced with Kasr after the f

and Fath after its two sisters (M), as a substitute for

the Damma, [the sign of the ind. being the existence of

the ^ (IA),] and into the subj. and apoc. by elision of

the ^ , [as a substitute for the Fatha and quiescence

(Sh), the sign of the subj. and apoc. being the fall of
X A x x A/ X

the ^ (lA) 9 **.0kft &**** ^ LV. 50. Wherein

AX X

e ^o fountains flowing
X J>.P AX

. Fe Jezwg- witnesses, and j^^-io
I/

*S)^
VII. 93.

not knowing, the aor. here being in the ind., the sign of

ft Ax Ax A x

which is the existence of the ^ ,
and (Sh)] as !y* J

^l*
t t> ^> -0S.-OX *X Ax A XX

^UJf fyu(5 iyU ^ II. 22. Wherefore, if ye do not,

' AX

and ye will not do, fear ye the fire (IA, Sh), the iy*&
Ax Ax

with J being in the apoc., and that with ^ in the subj. t

the sign of which in both is the elision of the ^ . In
5 x st

ja.lsuj VI. 80. [a reading with the ^ lightened (B)J
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i
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If'///
.//' dispute with me ? what is elided is [not tlie ^

of the /W., but] the j of protection [170] : and in

x JA x A? 3 A*

,ftju J I/I II. 238. Unless they remit, where the ^
is subjiiiK-tival, and the ^ extant with it, the

^
is not

.PA X Ax

the 3
of the/;/., but only the J of the word, as in ft*i k>ij ;

and the is not the of the zc?., but only a pron.

relating to the divorced women, as in II. 228 [406] ;

and the v. is uninfl. because conjoined with the

A

of the pL fern., [for which reason ^ does not afiect it

xA3 f xA? A/ A x

(Bj,] contrary to ,55^ v;Sf ^**
; d) n - 238 - ^^^

thai ye [masc.] remit will be nearer unto piety ;
and ,the

XA S Ax

measure of this ^5**^ IS
^j**** >

as when you say
X A >A x .P X A uu x x A^ Ax X" -*Ax ^ X W X

or AX^. : whereas in *->
. J^yf the

j
is the

j
of the jo/.,

and the the sign of the ind. and
X .P.PAX x ^JAx

the original form is ^j**?. [on the measure of
^jl*^. ]

with two
j s, the first of which is the J of the word,

and the second the
^

of the pi ;
so that, as Damma on a

^ preceded by Damma and followed by a quiescent +

is deemed too heavy, the Damma of the first
j

is elided
;

and, since two quiescents, vid. the two
^ s, then concur,

the 1st is elidedthe 1st, and not the 2nd, being elided

for three reasons, (1) that the 1st is a part of a word

and the 2nd a [whole] word, and elision of a part is

easier tuan cli>ioii of a whole, (2) that the 1st is the



final of the v., and elision is more appropriate to finals,

(3) that the 1st indicates no sense, whereas the 2nd

indicates a sense, and elision of what does not indicate

is more appropriate than elision of what does indicate

X f AX

and, when the
j

is thus elided, the measure of MJ**
x S Ax t ffhf

becomes ^5*^ by elision of the J [from c))l**i ] ; and

for this reason, when you prefix the subjunctival or
*A x Ax J x ui x -OAx Ax

apocopative op. to it, you say f^a*i
J J^^' and

lj**i
J

(Sb).

406. The aor. that the ^ of the fern. pi. is con-

tiguous to is uninfl. (M, Sh) upon quiescence [402]

(Sh), so that the ops. nave no effect upon it literally,

and the does not fall off, like as the f
, ^ ,

and ^ ,

that are prons., do not fall off, because it is one of

them (M), as II. 228. [235] and \**& c^Ufyf ;

X

II.

x Au! 'XX X A

233. ^TIC? ^e mothers shall suckle, .*a>yo
and

being two aor. t?*, in the position of an ind., but uninfl.

upon quiescence because contiguous to the . of the

fern, pi., and enunciatory in letter but requisitive in

fil fO x -P X Ax

sense, like &N I L-X*a-^> GW /iave mercy upon thee (Sh),

xA AxAx xA AX Ax

[and] as v;-^. >J and >^/^d ^ (M)- The aor. that the

corroZ*. is in contact with is tmm/?. upon Path [402,

SjXX A .P/

610], as &*LaM J 3.xJLj CIV. 4. Assuredly he shall

be cast into the Jire that breaketh in pieces ; whereas in
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2 f x A xxx

IJ III. 183. Assuredly

ye shall be proven in your goods and yourselves; and

assuredly ye shall hear the v., though corroborated by

the
^j ,

is /?., because they are separated by the
^ ,

M tfl\ff

which is the pron. of the ag., expressed in ^^^ ,
and

W.0SA/X

supplied in >**JJ ,
since the original form is

the * of the ind. being elided because the combination

of likes is deemed too heavy, and the ^ being then elided

because of the concurrence of two quiescents, the
^
and

and incorporated ,j (Sh).

407. The moods are not signs of meanings, like

the cases [19], because the v. in respect of inflection

is not original [402], but stands towards the . in the

same position as the I and ^ towards the two I s [of

femininization] in respect of prevention of triptote declen-

sion [18]. And that by which the v. is put into the

ind. [408], subj. [410], or apoc. [419] is not that by

reason of which it is liable to inflection [404, 110] (M).



THE INDICATIVE.

408. When the dor. v. is divested of the sub-

junctival and apocopative op., it is put into the ind.
Ax J> J>x

(IA, Sh), as *>j fjk (Sh). There is a dispute as to

what puts it into the ind. : according to some (IA), it is

put into the ind. because of its occurring in the situation

of a n. (M, I A), thus being like the inch, and enunc. in
9 Ax $ Ax

having an ideal op. (M), as in ^->)<& J*>j (M, IA)>
A x

Where v>^ *s Pu* ^n* *ne ^n^" Decause it occurs in

5 x

the situation of *~>$* ('A), since what is after the
x

inch, is a situation in which a n. may be expected to

xAS^o .p A,,

occur correctly; and similarly in ^t^jM v^->
X X

because he that begins a sentence passing to speech from

silence is not obliged to utter a n. or a v. as the first

Word, but on the contrary the beginning of his sentence

is a position of choice in respect of whichever class he

pleases (M) : but, according to others, it is put into the

ind. because of its being divested of the subjunctival and

apocopative op. t
which opinion is preferred by IM (IA).

In the saying of Abu Talib addressing the Prophet

"xft^A xA xy AX -9 x x Ax Ax * X *

^^ H u)*
c^-Ai. U }<3f # ~& J^ C-C*& tSfiJ uX*3=w

#
'

' ' * f '

[603] the v. [is in the apoc. because it (N)] is conjoined

with a supplied apocopative, vid. the precatory J,
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A X

[i.
e. t>^J (N)] ;

while Mly is originally 1/0; ?

' '
$ x* x x .P $ x.

bcins: changed into ct^ [689], like v^ and 8t=w for ^;j
xx*

and 8l>; , [Muhammad, let every soul ransom thy soul,

whenever thou fearest from a matter destruction! (N)] :

and in the saving of Imra alKais, [who had sworn

not to drink wine until he should slay the Banu Asad

in revenge for their killing his father, and had then

slain a multitude of them (N),]

f XX i f X # A AxA.PxAxAx A? X A t r\,a,

j^u y* &IM ** us i * c-Jianx.*** ^ v'j
4*' r^^'

xx
y

^ ' gfx

[ Wherefore to-day I shall drink, not, incurring a charge

of sin from God, nor being an uninvited guest (N)],
A x A $

^ji! is not in the apoc., but in the ind., the Damma being

x .Px xA x J> x A#

elided by poetic license, or by treating ^ in ^ ^^-f
$ *x

with Damm like \*&e
;

for they sometimes make the

separate follow the course of the united, so that, like as

5 Ax

j-^ac with quiescence [thus read in XVIII. 49. (K, B)]
f x xAx

is said for <J*e* with Damni, so ^; with quiescence is

x*x

said for ^; with Darnm (Sh),

^ J/ Ax xx J A x x x x

409. In
j.^j a;j cW and

> the original form is U
, b^U3 ,

and UT| ;
but it

I X X

is made to deviate from the n. to the v. for an object
'

[because of the affinity of the aor. v. to otf in being
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applied to denote approximation to the present (AAz)] :

and the original form is used according to him that

recites the verse [of Ta'abbata Sharra (J)]

A X X A x / A A X X

[459, 460] (M) JTAcro I returned to the tribe of

when I was not near returning, [because of my being

on the point of perishing (T;]. And how many a tribe
X X

like it have I quitted, when it was desolate, from
^a-o
'

i. q.
!LL (J), which is said by Abu -nNada to be the

4 w 2 Axx

correct recital, lyf -! J^ being erroneous (T).



THE SUBJUNCTIVE.

410. The aor. [v. (Sh)] is put into the subj. when

it follows a subjunctival [p. (IA). The subjunctivalg
A x Ax

arc four in number (Sh)], vid. (1) J [549]
.

(2) ^/i

[provided that it be infinitival (571), not causative (596)

(Sh)]: (3) ^ [594]: (4) ^1 (IA, Sh), provided that it

f

be infinitival [571], not red. [563], nor explicative [569] ;

and that it be not contracted from the heavy [525] : (a)

x A x A .P/AC

these two conditions are united in ^J )**>. ^ *b>\ ,5^3XX '

XXVT. 82. And Whom 1 eagerly desire to forgive me
AlAxx x *x A 9 S sb*>/

and **.Al* ' &^ ^' ^^' ^wc^ ^oc^ desireth

X

again unto you : (b) the 1st condition is lacking in

Ax .PA xx

jJI C^AA^ / wrote to him saying, He will do,
' * Af A*

when you intend by ^ the sense of ^ ;
so that after

A I A$

this ^t the t). is in the ind., because, ^\ being eXplica-
* Ass

tive of is^AAT
^
neither it nor what it is prefixed to has

any [inflectional] place, and it may not govern the subj.,
A t

like as ^ ,
if expressed, might not govern the subj. ;

whereas, if you supply the prep, with it, i. e. the ^ ,

it is infinitival, and you must make it govern the

t st Af f s

.s?/fy'.
: (c) the 2nd condition is

tlacking in .^y^- ^ *
t A / A JA

LXXI1I. 20. He knoweth that (the case
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will be this), there will be among you some sick,

J Ax A Ax -P Ax X A x Axx xx

^ ( &")-
u

c>
!

u>3^ ^ xx 9L 5ee ^ wo*

X
*

X X

/Aa (Ae case is this,) Ae returneth not to them
$ x A .P .Px x A .p xx

speech, and xo ^j> I/ ^ fj****^
V. 75.

they supposed that (the case would be this,)
there would

* f X

7zo 6e any tribulation according to him that reads ^fi*

in the ind.
;
for in the first two texts it occurs after the

v. of knowledge, i. e. not the word ^ J ,
but what

indicates certainty [526], so that in both it is contracted

from the heavy, its sub. being suppressed, and the subse-

quent prop, being in the position of a nom. as the pred.,
.p J>x x .* j> Ax x J>S$

the full phrase being ^^i- &*l and ^ji &>f ;
and in

X

the 3rd text it occurs after opinion, and some read with

the ind., treating opinion in the same way as knowledge^
A Z

in which case the ^1 is the contracted from the heavy,

the sub. being suppressed, and the subsequent prop, the
-P .Px x x?

pred., in full ^^ ^ ^1 ,
and sc*me with the subj., that

there would not be, treating opinion according to its

original meaning, not like knowledge, which is the better

mode, so that for this reason the subj. is universally
s Zi / ftfO .P.PAx A A^A x A

read in such as (JUsJ) IjkL^Z ^ +\*~*A. ^ HI. 136.

Or have ye supposed that ye would enter Paradise ? and
$x x x xxA.P rt x

V 1' ^ J**i c>* cJ
12" LX^V - 25. (The owners q/ (which

will think that a back-breaking niischief will >be done

unto them, while the first reading is confirmed by
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$ x .Pxx Ax A f A x J

. 3. [82] and o^f 8^ J 1 ^~**w1 XC. 7.

Ma/ (Me case was this,) TZO* 07?^ owe saw
A

7///?zf, ^ being here contracted from the heavy, since

a subjuiictival is not prefixed to a subjunctival nor to an

apocopative (Sh).

A $

411. ^ is distinguished [from the rest of the

ps. governing the aor. in the subj. (IA)] by its govern-

ing when expressed and when understood, [contrary to

its three sisters, which govern only when expressed

(Sh)]. It is understood, [for the most part (418. A.)

(Sh),] after [a prep, or conjunction. The preps, that

it is understood after are three in number (Sh),] (1)

(IA,Sh),asXLIX. 9. [501] and lull^ JH
* '

XX. 93. [414] Until Moses return unto ws, the
M X

subj. not being by reason of ^s* itself, contrary to the

opinion of the KK: (2) the J ,
which is of four kinds,

Cj xuix.0 xAuu,-o xAx xAxA^x

(a) the causative J, 4
as

j*UJJ ^XAA! ^"oJ! uXJf
Ulyf^

X X ' '
^

XVI. 46. And We have sent down unto f/iee the Exhor-

tation, i. e. the Kur'an, that thou mightst explain to men
x 3 xx x ^i^3 xxxAx # ^ #Ax xxxAxxC

[504], and
|.t>AJ

U 6Uf ^cJ ^aixJ
UAX* bao cjj Umij U(

/S^xxx XAx A

XLVIII. 1. 2. Verily We have con-

or fhee a manifest conquest in order that God

forgive thee what hath preceded of thy sin and

hatJi followed, the conquest of Makka not being

indeed a' cause of the forgiveness, nor declared to be so,

but declared to be a cause of the combination of the
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Toiir batters For the Prophet, vid. forgiveness, comple-
tion of blessing, direction to the straight path, and
realization of the mighty aid [vv. 2-3.], which combina-

tion was doubtless achieved when God subdued Makka
unto him; (b) the J of result, also named the J of

eventuality and the J of ultimate condition, vid. thai

which is followed by an antithesis to the purport of
OJ $, t\J>y , 9, , A x A Sr f/ s/H^s,

what precedes it, as fuS* ^J ^ ' ' *JaXJ I*

XXVIII. 7. And the family of Pharaoh picked
him up that he might be unto them a foe and a grief,

since their picking him up was only because of their

taking pity upon him, and they intended to make him

a delight of the eye for themselves, but the matter

eventually reduced them to his becoming a foe and a

grief to them
; (c) the red. J ,

vid. that which follows a
A S/ s <u,f stu^ * *

trans, #., as *# .**&$ AIM o.^. IV. 31. God desireth to
' ' soj'*

' is
explain unto you, [ ^**J being the obj. of

L>J>^ ,
and

' / f

the J red. to corroborate the future sense inseparable

from desire, as in the saying of Kais Ibn Sa'd {Ibn

'IJbada(Mb)}
;*$ S MfO ,ftt, / A / f A /

*

/ desired that the people should know that they were the

drapers of Kais when the ambassadors were present (B),]
j>

/ f sbi> \U / / A f xA !/

and vkJUh ^^ J.***xJ
tJ^I^

VI. 70. And we have

been commanded that we should submit ourselves to the

Lord of the Universe-, (d) the J of denial, vid. that which
f f > X X f

comes after a negatived past from ^ [504], as ^ U
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/X X

JJi U .U .Ai-j*M ;^ 6llf III. 173. <M hath
X / X

minded to leave the believers in that state

A/ A^3 XX A f' A f fM^ XX XX

wherein ye are and ^xiJi J* **llad &1M .^S U^ III.
X XX

174. Aror At//A GW 60ew minded to make you acquainted
Ax Ax / 1 l\

with the unseen-. (3) the causative ^/ ,
as ^ L-OU*.

/
/ A -P

.!*> / came to thee that thou mightst honor me, when
'"x x

you take it to be causative, equivalent to the J ,
the

x A f A Ax
full phrase being ^^ ^1 ^ . The conjunctions

' '
A*

are four in number (Sh), (1) y (IA, Sh), (a) when ^f

would be right in its position (Sh,, [or] when renderable

by ^^ [501], being thus renderable when the pre-

ceding v. is such as is [indicative of an action] consum-

mated little by little (IA), as in

A> x A m^ uJ x A x .A* x

(IA, Sh), By God, assuredly I will account the difficult

easy through patience until I attain, or in order that 1

may attain, the objects of desire; for hopes have not
j

x A

become realized save for a patient one (J), i. e,
t-5";of

(IA), y being a conjunction i. q. ^>. ,
i. e. ^1 or the

causative J ,
and the understood ^1 with that to which

it is prefixed being renderable by au inf. n. coupled by

y to an inf. n. obtainable from the preceding v. [538],

i. e. assuredly there shall be on my part an accounting
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the difficult easy or an attainment of the objects of desire

u*

(J) ; (b) when Mf would be right in its position (SK),
z

[i. e.] when renderable by Ml
, being so renderable

wjien the preceding v. is not as aforesaid (IA), but is [indi-

cative of an action] consummated at one time (J), as in

(IA, Sh), by Ziyad alA'jam, And I would, when 1 handled

the spear-shaft of a people, break its knots unless it

A? 2

became straight, ^ being a conjunction i. q. 1M
(J), i. e.

XXAXA^S
^JiZ^J ^1

1/1 (IA, Sh), in which case I would not break.
* AZ x

its joints, not ^1 ^M ,
because there is no becoming

A;

straight together with breakage ( ShJ, and ^f with that

to which it is prefixed being renderable by an inf. n*
A

coupled by y to an inf. n. obtainable from the preceding

v., i. e. there came to pass on my part a breaking of its

joints or on its part a becoming straight (J), [and simi-

larly] in

[by Katada Ibn Maslama alHanafi, Then, by God, zy*

/ survive, I will assuredly return with an expedition

towards the spoils unless a noble man die (T), where
A s *t z

also] y is a substitute for iff
,
as thougb he said ^1 W

'
* *

X X ft '

i , meaning by *>./" himself (N) : (2) the vJ
*

X

d
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(I A, Sh). when illative and preceded by (Sh), [i. e.]

when the correl. of (IA), negation (IA, Sh) pure, i. e.

r of (iff. sense (I A), or requisition (IA, Sh) pure, i. e.

not indicated by a verbal n. nor by the enunciatory

form (I A), comprising command, prohibition, prayer,

request, excitation, wish, and interrogation (I A, Sh),

which seven together with negation make eight, so that

this question is what is termed the question of the eight

correlatives (Sh): the subj. occurs after (a) negation
s s w s -9' s f f

(IA, Sh), as IAJJAAJ IxjJG U Thou earnest, not to us so

/ A t f

that thou nwyst talk to us [538] (IA), whence ^sj>.
^

t 9/s A f>ss

)yj*A f^^ XXXV. 33. They shall not be sentenced
' /

to a second death so that they may die (IA, Sh), which
t S at s f ^ A tt ^ *&/ / ^

accords with Ui^aaJ sJuCj IJLyG U [412], not with U

f>f

Ji> Ij.^sau UuJG (Sh); whereas the ind. is
9 ' ' '

necessary (IA, Sh/ in what follows the u^
, if the nega-

' %* Z s r\Z +

tion be not clear of off. sense, as in &AJ 1/f <^J\ U
' %

,*4t,st ,s> u> f , f 3 , , ^

L^ujaaXS (IA), [and similarly] iu IAJJ^SUO Iff Ux!>l5 U
, f* f / f %' * " f

'
& '

and UJ^aaXi UoG J(^ U
, because in the 1st ex. the

f f

ition is infringed by Vl
, while in the 2nd it is prefixed

, , *

to Jtj , which denotes jn>Cation, and negation of nega-

tion is alKvmation (Sh); (6) command, as

f , t\ t / t /*' t f f ' * f * j f /

j^ JL^JUw Jl # box^d Ui^ a^*, U b
* ' ' '
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j

(IA, Sh), by Abu -nNajm al'Ijli, she-camel, journey

I

thou with quick amble to Sulaimtin, so that we may rest,

the subj. being governed by ^1 understood after the ilia.

tive conjunction ^ ,
and being with ^f renderable by

an inf. n. coupled by the U> to aa inf. n. obtainable

from the preceding *., i. e. let there be on thy part a

journeying, then on our part a resting (J) ; it must be

in the requisitive form, ^.UJf fU^ ^^ Jc^^
the subj. not being allowable, contrary 'to the opinion
of Ks

; and must not be expressed by a verbal n.
7 x A J>/ A /

U^^ ^ with the subj. not being allowable
according

to the majority, while Ks allows the subj. unrestrictedly

[187], and IJ and IU allow it when the verbal n. is
s

s^
at s S, ,,

of the letter of the v., as in i-X$\>jo Jfy Alight so
* ^

that we may talk to thee, and how likely is this sayino-

to be right! (Sh); if it be indicated by a verbal n. or the '

enunciatory form, what follows the cJ must be put into
S t\ j> A Ix A x

the ind. [421], as L-<^| ^-^ &*a Be silent; then I
r , ,

will be good to thee and jW] ^U
X

Sufficientfor thee is the story, i. e. Let the story suffice

thee; then the people will sleep (IA); (c) prohibition, as
xx A .ffAxx xx A x A x xx

05*** f**k J^ && )M V, XX 83. And be ye not

exorbitant therein^ so that Mine anger light upon you
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XX A*xx Axx ^ x i^ xx ^x Ax

(I A. Sh) and v^
/ x xx

XX. 63. 64. Forge ye not a lie against God, so that He

destroy you by a chastisement whereas, if the prohibition
* Z A f\ x x

were infringed })j 1/f before the tJ
,

as in U{
*_>;*

If

* XAXX #AX "

^T'^*^ ?

y
^** ^o^ MOM not any one ^ar (

^mr; then

he will be angry, the ind. would be necessary (Sh); (d)
XXA^ x^ A^ f,fO u, x

prayer (IA, Sh), as Jo^M IG ^^f v; ^ ^orrf,
X X

help Thou me, so that I be notforsaken (IA), [and] as
X -px 3xx A -P uj^tLx

vyG ^ ^.; ^i/f
o GOG?, fl?/^o5g r/iow me to repent-

ance, so that 1 may repent (Sh), whence

x x A? ,x

x x

(IA, Sh), My Lord, enable Thou me to be obedient unto

Thee, so that I diverge not from the path of them that
A$

walk in a most excellent path, ^ with that to which it

is prefixed being renderable by an inf. n coupled by the
illative conjunction eJ to an inf. n. &c., [as before,] i. e .

let there be on Thy part an enabling of me to be $c. y

then on my part a lack of divergence (J) ; it must be

by means of the v., the
subj. not being allowable in

*i-o x AJ)>, x x #A x

*"* ^.;^ ^ US- God send down rain unto thee[\\] ;

*o shall God quench thy thirst, or then God will ^c. (Sh);
/ \ **''*'"***,,$
(c) request (IA, Sh), as ^ ^^^ UjJL* Jp Iff Wilt

than not, or Wherefore wiit thou not, alight beside us so
that thou mayst get good? (IA), whence
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/ / **' ' ' * .P 3 x A x xx A*x * A x xf

, U* uo.=- 0-5 % U

(IA, ShJ son of the noble people, wilt thou not (i.e.

I desire of thee that thou wouldst) draw near unto us, so

that thou mayst behold what they have told thee (the reL

x uJ X

being suppressed, in full &> y**- )? For (the O being

causative) a seer is not like him that has heard, an inverted

comparison, meaning that on the contrary eyesight is

stronger than hearsay, where JM is a p. of request, and
A?

the understood ^ with that &c. is renderable &c., [as

before,] i. e. let there be on thy pare a drawing near, then

a beholding (J) ; (f) excitation (IA, Sh), as LXIII. 10.

xS x A,JO / t A Xx x A x A Si x

[426] (IA), [or rather] as &.*! J^J-A* &J.~] llffl

Wherefore hast thou not become a Muslim, so that thou

mightst enter Paradise?, while LXIII. 10. belongs to the

category of the subj. in the correl. of prayer, the

expression of excitation or request being metaphori-

cally used for prayer ; excitation and request approxi-

mate one to the other, and are both comprised by admo-

nition to the action, but in excitation there is more cor-

roboration and incitement [574] (Sh) ; (g) wish, as
# x # Ax x t% / A-* / < f A f xAx x

X X

that I had been with them, so that I might have won

great good fortune (IA, Sli) and

**/
s >^

x
X

x x x

(Sh), by Umayya Ibn AbPs Salt, May there not be a

messenger for us from her, so that he may inform us

what is the distance of our goalfrom the beginning of our



(FA) : and all the KK allow hope to be trrau-d

like wish, so that its correl. conjoined with the <*J is put
Stff\t uixx

into the suf>j., and IM follows them, whence ALf JlaJ
' ^

^IbU v-.-lj^-Jf VU~1 ^U^l/f XL. 38. 39. May-be, or
X X

Peradventure, I shall reach the avenues, the avenues of

the heavens, so as to, or so that I may, ascend in the

reading of Hafs on the authority of 'Asim (TAj ; (h)
xx f x A xx x~xx.P A xx A xx

interrogation (IA, Sh), as UJ \^A^^ /Ua * UJ J.^
X

VII. 51. TAerc are there for us^ or /iav<? ?/?e, a?i^ inter-

cessors, so that they may intercede for us? (IA) ;
it must

not be by means of an instrument followed immedi-

ately by a nominal prop, whose enunc. is a primitive,
.p . ^

BO that the snbj. is not allowed in &yU ^j u5"*^! J.fi> ,

contrary to 6-^l* *^'J
i-^yi-! J.& ;

but there is no dif-
X ' X

fereuce between (a) interrogation by means of the
;;., as

in VII. 51., and (b) interrogation by means of the n. as.

t% x.Px #X X #Ax xuu^ JAJ 2^x Ax

flA^ U***2w Usj5 &JJ| j>jL C JJ| lij v* II- 246,in

read with the
stofy'.,

Who is he that [186] will lend unto

God a goodly loan, sn that He may double the recompense

of it ?, and with the ind., and He will, or so, or then, irill

A x

He double, and in a tradition quoting the words ofGod ^*
s , , x AX f A x

&J ^..^Aaax-l* .c^*^. J^%0 M^ ca// WjOOW J!/g, SO that

1 may answer him?, and (c) interrogation by means
x x.?x x >Kx xA$

of an arfy., as ^;;^ L-^^ ^ Where is thy house, so
\

Imny risitthct?, <_*&!;IJ ^J' ^^ When wilt thou
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* */ x Ox

journey, so that I mag accompany thee ?
,
and ..

How wilt thou be, so that I may accompany

thee? ; the v., however, in /U**Jj >* Jyf &U| J y J|
-" / ^*/ ^^

Sp^ia* ^yf ^-j-ox>
^U XXII. 62. jEfosrf rf^ow not seen

/

that God hath sent down from the sky water, so that, or

and (that) consequently, the earth becometh green ? is not

in the subj. (Sh), [but] in the ind., coupled to Jyf ,
and (B)

diverted (K, B) from the pret. (B) to the aor. (K) to

indicate the continuance of the effect of the rain during

time after time (K, B), first because the interrogation here

means affirmation, i. e. Thou hast seen, and secondly,

because the earth's becoming green is not a consequence

of that to which the interrog. p. is prefixed, i. e. the seeing

the rain, but is a consequence only of the rainfall itself

(Sh); and, if the v. were in the subj. naacorrel. (K,B) of

the interrogation (K), it would denote negation of the

becoming green, so that the earth may become green
/s o xx / Oxx -f o/oz tu'f xx AX.P

(K, B), like as jJCJ i_XOU; ct^.^1 ^'1 f Jl
,
with the

x

subj., Hast t/wu not seen that I have conferred benefit upon

thee, so as to, or so that as a consequence of thy seeing

this thou mayst, be grateful ?, denies his gratitude, but with

the ind., so that, or and consequently, thou art grateful ?,

affirms it (K) ;
whereas if the interrog. p. were prefixed to

j| A*oXi /U /U*J! ++ &WJ Jyf God hath fyc., so that, orXXX
and consequently, the earth becometh fyc., the subj. would
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be correct, Hath God fyc., so that the earth may become
f

&c? ; nor is the second reason refuted by J
/

f x xO x x xx xJ>A^= x I xO x J>2

V. 3. Ami

unnble to be like this raven, and hide the corpse of my

brother ? on the ground that the hiding of the corpse is not

a consequence of that to which the interrog. p. is prefixed,

because inability for a thing is not a cause of its realization,

X X*

for (Sh) ^;J is not (Sh, B) in the subj. as (Sh) correl.
X

of the interrogation, so that I should^ or may, hide (Sh, B),
X ff

but as coupled to the subj. v. ^y>\ ,
Z being wrong in

saying [in the K] that it is in the subj. as correl. of the

interrogation (Sh), because the sense is not Were I unable

\j8fc.~\,
1 should hide [#c.] (B): (3) the

^ ,
when denoting

(IA, Sh) simultaneity (Sh), accompaniment (IA), and

preceded by negation or requisition (Sh), in the same

positions as the cJ (IA), [i. e.] in the eight positions men-

tioned, (a) negation (Sh), as

III. 136. [Or ham $c. (410),] when

hath God known those of you that have warred

in the cause of religion and likewise known the patient

sufferers? (IA, Sh), i. e. when, or while, God knows that

ye war and do not suffer patiently, whereas ye ought

to desire to enter Paradise only when God knows that

suffering patiently is combined with your warring; (b)

command, as (Sh)

X X X

X/Ox X O.PO



x x/ /f f Ox xOP a x SOt-/ 0*3 f Off

.Ixcfo O^-**-:*. .v iUJyG" 4fc ci^M .v ^^M c^ 1*^' n*-**^
V? xx # x ^ x

(IA, Sb) by Rabi'a (M, J) Ibn Jusham (M), or AlA'aha,

or AlHutai'a, 7%era I said to this woman, Call thou whilst

I call; verily a more distant range for a shout, or, the J

being red., a mostfar-reaching shout, is that two callers

Of

should call out, the understood ^f and the v. being render-

able by an inf. n. coupled by the ^
to an inf. n. obtain-

able from the preceding v., i. e. let there be a callingfrom

thee and a calling from me (J) ; (c) prohibition, as (Sh)

x x Oxx x x Oxx 9 x .PxO x &-xx f f Ox xOx x

(IA, Sh), by Abu -lAswad adDu'ali, Prohibit thou not

another from a habit while thou practisest the like, thereof;

for that will be a great opprobrium unto thee when thou

doest it, i. e. [as before] let there not be on thy part a pro-
X X lUX-P X XOx X

hibition and a practising (J) ; (d) wish, as ^ o/ txxJ ^
X A-POrO x X -PXX XUIX X.W X UIXJ>

^jxx^Jf *^ ^y^; ^ "^l? c-3X5 VI. 27. (Sh), thus
^x x xxx'x

read by Hamza, &c., with the two vs. in the swfy'. by treat-

ing the
^

like the cJ
,

would that we were sent back

while we treated not the signs of our Lord as false, and

became of the believers ! (B); (e) interrogation, as (Sh)
-Piwx Of / M//Qr S f/Q// Ox x y// 0-Px x -P Z Ox

,Jt

(IA, Sh), by AlHutai'a (Sh), Was Inotyour neighbour while

between me and you were love and brotherhood ?, i. e. [as

before] confess ye my having been a neighbour to you and

love and brotherhood's having been between me andyou, the
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ELunia denoting interrogation compelling confession (J);

these are the positions in which the subj. has been heard

after the ^
of simultaneity, and the GG have inferred it

from analogy in the rest: (4) ^ [418. A.] (Sh).

xx uu x x x Jx x

412. As expounded by S, Loj^vX* IU!>G U [411]
/ f uu / x Oxx /

means (1) Lui*sa!> iax^ Ux>G U Thou comesf not to us ;
f ./

then how shalt thou talk to us?, i. e. wert thou to come to

Ox 2 f/ / &/ s

us, thou wouldst talk to us, and (2) f W !o^! UjyO* U
xO iu , S %

> Thou never contest to us but thou talkest not to

us, i. e. there is on thy part much coming but no talking

(M). [See 417.]

3 x

413. The ^ may not be expressed after ^*.

(IA, Sh) in poetry or prose (Sh); nor after (IA, Sh) the

J of denial (Sh), [i. e.] the prep. J preceded by the

xx Ox ox 0/u/ fbr*3 xx xx

denied ^tf ,
as in f&J c^J^ f$>>*-d

&1/| ^tf U^ VIII.
XX XX

33. But God hath not been minded to chastise them while

thou art among them (IA) ;
it may be expressed after the

x- -"

/ S .P $>/

three other kinds of J, as ^/f ^ ^>^\^ XXXIX. 14.

And I have been commanded to, or that I should, become

(Sh), [and] must be expressed (M, IA) between the prep.

J and the neg. JJ (IA) if the v. to which it is prefixed
x # Ox / Ox x x -fO

has V prefixed to it (M), as
!j^.j >>*

V& uXxJa. I came
X X X

to Mee in orrfer ^Ao/ thou shouldst not beat, or lest thou



shouldst beat, Zaid (IA) ;
it may not be expressed after ^

except in poetry, contrary to the opinion of the KK; and

it must be understood after y in the two cases, and after

the LJ and the
^

in the eight positions (Sh).

414, It is not inevitable that the v. should be in

the subj. in these positions ;
but on the contrary there is

a way of making it deviate to some other idea and mood
/

of inflection. After ^^- it has two conditions, (1) it is

in the subj. (M), [because] ^ is understood after
^yc*.

(Sh), when it is (M, Sh) future or in the predicament

of the future (M), [i. e.] future with respect to what
UJ /

precedes ^^ ,
whether it be future with respect to the-

( iu / / / O// s /Q/ /

time of speaking, as ^M ^* ^^^ &^ _^ ^f XX. 93.

[411] We will not cease to be devoted fait until fyc., the

return of Moses being future with respect to what precedes
uJ S

J*2* ,
i.e. their keeping to devotion to the worship of the

/ uu / Of / 0? MS $ O/ 0?

calf, and similarly (Sh) &XsJ| J^-o! ^^ c^vJUj / be-

came a Muslim, in order, or so, or to the end, that I might
/ * J> Of 2 / SO

enter Paradise (M, Sh), t^l^o! ^^ ^y when your
o /

entry is awaited, not yet realised, as though you said -T

// f 0?

,
7 journeyed in order that I might enter it, and

xJ>5-x ~ / s>*0uj/

J y*V. <^- &Z+& 1 jpoke to him in order that heu
>

' '

might counsel me something (M), or not [future with



ff $ ,<= / s/ 2 x

pcetto the time of speaking], as
X

II. 210. ^w/ Me?/ were violently agitated until the

Apostle [and they which believed with him] said, in

the reading with the subj., the saying of the Apostle

and the believers being future with respect to the

violent agitation, not with respect to the time of the

announcement, since God recounted that to us after it had
~ SO

happened (Sh), and jJ\ ^y*> when your entry is con-
I*- x

eluded, but is in the predicament of the future as having

been awaited at the time of the existence of the journey

made on account of it, until I entered it (M) : (2) it is in

O f

the ind. (M, Sh), ^ not being understood (Sh), when

it is (M. Sh) not future in either of the two respects (Sh),

[but] present or in the predicament of the present (M), as

(M, Sh) when the entry is being realised

at present (M), [i.e.] when you say that while you are in

the state of entering (Sh), Ijourneyed, or havejourneyed,

so that I enter, or am entering, it, as though you said

x i^O^ /SS Of /'f- x

I/ j l^Uot U| Jx*. so that I now enter, or am entering, it,

fs Ox 9 x /Or*3 S r* x 3 x f Oi x x

(M), and &>la> ^u jx*>Jt
/ -a=u>. J*2>- J^^t c^j The

-*>

XX
camels drank, or have drunk, so that the he-camel comes,

$ Ox x x>

or is coming, dragging his belly (M, Sh), and
.x f Ox x S x

&<}*$.
M
^y^- Zsid /ias fallen, or ye//, z//, 50

[1], the sense being 50 /7m /)^e state of the he-camel, and

of this invalid, is /hat he comes fyc., and
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x S x Of x 2 / xx xOX5 ( Ox t 0$

and ~ .^ ^ * > ** ,-

I asked, or have asked, about this question, so that I have

no need of asking, i.e. so that my state now is that I have

no need &c. (Sh), or when the entry is concluded, but

you are imitating the past state, so that I enter [meaning

entered] it, II. 210. being also read with the ind. (M) in

the sense of the present, like *! c^;^ , except that it is
/ /

a past present imitated, so that the Apostle fyc. say [mean-

ing said] (K). If the v. after ^^ be future with respect

to the time of speaking, the subj. is necessary, as XX.

93.
;
but if it be future only with respect to what precedes

^^- ,
either mood is allowable, as II. 210. : and similarly

if its quality of present be with respect to the time of

speaking, the ind. is necessary, as IgJ^o! .c^- e^; when
X

you say that while you are in the state of entering; but

if its quality of present be not real but imitated, it is put

into the ind.j or may be put into the subj. when there is

not supposed to be imitation, as II. 210. The v., however,

is not put into the ind. after ^^ save on three conditions;

(1) that it be a present, or renderable by the present, as

exemplified ; (2) that it be an effect of what precedes IJ^- ,

-$> S^= SS> Ox M / -ff f*f 0"f w x J> x

so that <..*>!< & J^ *~jf and l^kLol ^^- c^j***
U

t~J U5
^ ,

/SS Ox x x Ox
and ULLj.7 JCa. c^v-* J> are not allowable, because theo '

x
'

rising of the sun is not caused by the journeying, nor the

\
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entrance by the not journeying, and in the 3rd ex. because

the existence of the cause is not certain (ML); [but] you
// f O/ 5 / s

say l^li^ Jo* c^j-wl
with the swfy". Didst thou journey^

or Hast thou journeyed, in order that thou mightst, or

UJ X X X

',
or until thou enteredst, tlf(M),and L5

^-
;***

* -<
UJ X X X 0>ujS

x-P J> Ox

j Which of them journeyed, or has journeyed, so that

he enters, or w entering, it ? (M, ML) with the ind., or

xx .P Ox

m^-uP. f orrfer </ia^ he might, or mm/, enter, or zm&/ ^e

x^ ^ Ox 2 x ^ / x

entered, it ? with the 5w6j. (M), and

IVhen didst thou journey^ so that thou enterest, or art en-

tering, it?
,
because the journeying [in the last two exsJ\

is certain, and may therefore be a cause, the doubt being

only as to the particular ag. or particular time
;
and Akh

allows the ind. after the negation on the understanding

that the original form of the sentence was off., and that

the instrument of negation was afterwards prefixed to the

o X

entire sentence, not only to what precedes ^J^- ,
and had

this ex. been presented to S with this sense he would not

have forbidden the ind. in it, but would have forbidden it

only when the neg;ition is made to overcome the cause

exclusively, and every one forbids that
; (3) that it be a

x f f Of 2 x Ox

complement, so that l^o 1 ^^ &"' IS not correct, lest

UJ X X X X

the inch, remain without an enunc., nor
x.P

if the ^ be non-attributive (ML), [but] you say

'
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A? x A x x x

y~ ^\S with the sub)., not otherwise,

was in order that I might enter, or until I entered
'* * *t x AC Ax

f7 (M); whereas, if you say l^of ^Xa. ^f ^
' X

My journey was yesterday, so that I enter, or am
entering,

A?

t7, the fc'wd. is allowable, unless you make ***! depend
Ax '

upon the ;*- itself, My journeying yesterday, not upon
XA A

a suppressed yyu~! (ML ) ; and, if you mean the \tf
' X ^

A?

to be attributive (M, ML), or add *{ and make it

XX #=A*#Ax

depend upon ^tf ,
or say ^**- 1;^^ either mood (M),

the ind. [or 5w6j.] (ML) is allowable, My journey came, or

has come, to pass, or was yesterday, or was. or lias been

c fatiguing journey, so that I enter, or am
entering, it. or

in order that I might) or may, enter, or until I entered

it (M, ML).
x J>AJA?A^xJ X J

415. The text ^r^i ;< ^jlftu XLVIII. 16.

jr l\ J> * X A s

[538] is read with the subj. [
f^*l~o ^ , meaning A Jf

S A S fi $

Jj*
1"^ (K),] by subaudition of ^ ,

Fe s/*a// /g-/*/ with

them until they submit : and with the ind. by association
x -P A A.Px J x>

[in inflection] between ^*l**j( and ^y^'tA^ . or they
x x

shall submit, [i. e. Owe of the two matters shall come

to pass, either the fighting or the submitting (K, B), as
t A J>

is indicated by the readirfg !^*W (B), there being no

third (K)] ;
or by inception, as though it were said

\

A
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t 9 A f A* A? .PA

fS>
J : and you say &

He irill sinil me unless I ransom myselffrom him-, or
/ A?

make it inceptive [with the ind.~\ according to ll
jf

xAc

^o^f or I shall fyc.: and S says concerning the saying
x

of Inira alKais

xxA.Px X f A ;#*.P * x .P

*

I said to him, Let not thine eye weep; we shall

only seek sovereignty, unless we die and be excused that, ;

if you put the ind., it would be legitimate Arabic on the

ground either that you associated the first and last, we shall
j> x * xi

only seek sovereignty or die, as though you said J^3^ ^\

wy*j UJ! y or we shall only die or that it was incep-

tive, disconnected from the first, we shall only
A Z f

sovereignty, or we shall die, in the sense of ^*.
f 9s /

c^**j or we shall be' of those who die (M)
X X

416. If the
j
does not signify i. q.

-
,
but on

the contrary you intend to associate v. and v., or to make

what follows the
^
the f.nunc. of a suppressed inch., the

siiltj.
is not allowable : and therefore in what follows the

y (IA) in the saying ^>&\ ^^^ eX***Jl J/G U three
X. X

moods are allowable, (1) the apoc. (IA, Sh), by associa-

tion between the two vs. (IA), when you mean by the

^ the coupling of v. to v
,
in which case the 2nd is the as-

x x *J x A xx

sociate of the first in the prohtoition (Sh), as *^f v1^^
X

tkou eatjish and drink milk (IA), as though you

/
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said Do thou not this, nor this, the ._> being then pro-

nounced with Kasr, according to general rule, because

of the concurrence of two quiescents, the ^ and the ,)

(Sh); (2) the ind. (IA, Sh), [when you mean a d.
s.,]

f X A x x ^ Afx

by subaudition of an inch. [80], as ^^iJ*, i. e. u>^U
x Ax

^^^J tMera MOM drinkest [538] (IA), [or], when you

mean inception [539], But thou shall, i. e. rnayst, drink
A*

(Sh); (3) the subj. by means of ^1 understood (JA, Sh),

when you mean to couple the inf. n. of the v. to an inf.

n. supplied from what precedes it (Sh), in which case

the prohibition
is from the union of the two [acts] (IA,

/ x A XX

Sh), as v_>)^ while thou drinkest, i. e. Let there not be

on thy part eating fish and drinking milk (IA) : [and
*l\, xA^O Zi x A* f Ax XX

similarly] U*XJ in the text JkUt> JaJf f
;<
-^J5 If.XXX X

x A~ .P.PA x x

VsJl !j-XC ^ II. 39. may be in the subj., [by subaudi-

A e

tion of J
,
the

^ denoting wm'ow (539) (K, B), in the

X X

sense of * (B), And confuse ye not the truth with

falsehood, while ye conceal the truth, i. e. unite, or com-
.

bine, not confusion of the truth with falsehood and can-

x x A xx

cealment of the truth (K, B), like vT^5 (
K)J 5

or in the-

e
, [included under the predicament of the prohibition:

2 S Ax xx

(K, B), meaning IX^' l/ ^d rfo wo/ ye confuse

and do not conceal (K)J like

f



(
42 )

A * ft - / '*' A x S X -*/

do not thou defame the frieiul and compass his

harm ; for verily thou, if thou do that, wilt be pronounced

icitless and accounted silly (AAz) ;
while the codex of

Abel Allah Jbn Mas'ud {alHudhall (Nw)} has

f *9I\/ t\tt\'tf

( K R\ i e \++*& ^U (B), in the sense of *
V
AV

? -*-*/}
J *"

c?x > v /7 y

X J> -PAXX

concealing (K, B)] : and you say -^;;;
1

; ^; ^*^

MOM ma' while I visit thee, with the subj., meaning in

order that the two visits may be combined, like

[411]; and *-)$) with the ind., and 1

, meaning To visit thee is incumbent upon me in er

case ; then let there be on thy part a visiting ; while, if

you mean the imp., you prefix the J ,
and say

and let me visit thee, not *-^;j^ ,
because the first is

uninflected upon pause [431] (M) : and S mentions

in the saying [of Ka'b alGhanavvi (M)]

f/ X -PA ^ x Axx
'

*5 *

the wfy. [of i-^*^*i (R, AAz), And / fl'm not one t<>

tlit fhi/ifr that does not profit ?n<^ trhi/f my comrade

Wiotli at i/, i. e. that my lack oj profit and
/;///

comrut/e *

,'/* are united in (AAz), by diversion (53U), this diver-

x x Ax

sion being in the suite not of ^^ r-^
1

,
because then



)
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the meaning would be / do not say a saying that does

not unite my profit and my comrade's wrath at it, but of

t x x x

Jji*! l>! U
,
because then the meaning is The saying

*
'

that does not profit me is not co-existent with my com-

rade's wrath at it, and that because of the non- existence of

either both or one of them (R)] ; and the ind., and that

my comrade gets wroth at (M, R), by coupling to the

* x Ax . uJ-PxA-Px/uix.0

conj. ^fo ~*J (R) : and the text says

jUJU r
(a.

;
VlXXII. 5. [539] That We might make

/

plain unco you (Our power and Our wisdom). And

We cause to remain in the wombs what We will, i. e.

S f S A xx

Jl> jsw} (M); and is also read with the subj., That We
/

might 4-0., and cause fyc. (K, B).
X x $Ax

& 417. The subj. is not allowable in tl|Jb joj
"x

/ 9 ui X ^ x

Uuj.aajJ
,
the cJ not being preceded by negation or

/

requisition ;
while the saying [of AlMughlra Ibn Hunain

atTainmii alHanzali (Jsh)]
* x AX x x A

*
, x xx jsxxx

[/ ?/?i// ^eave 7/iy p/ace of abode to the Banu Tamim, and

betake myself to (a tribe which is in) AlHijftz, so that I

may be at rest (Jsh)] is a poetic license, the saying that it

A , x AX

is originally .t33^)^*"^ with the light corrob. . changed
x x A xx

into I in pause, like Ua^XJ XCVI. 15. [C4
(

J] in pause,
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being a flight from one license to another, sicce the cor-

foboration of the v. except in requisition, condition, and |

aiing, is a license [612] (Sh). The ind. is allowable

iu Uu-xsaX* UuJG U by (M, ML) coupling (ML) [and |
: -

' ' ,. , j>

consequent] association, as though you said US'jo=J U

J. u, / J>
'

(M), so that ^J^s=u becomes associated iu the negation, I.

Thou dost not come to us and dost not talk to us (ML),

like LXXVII. 36. [below] (M) ;
or by inception (M,

ML), so that it becomes aff. (ML), as though you said

(Jj+\ J>#sJ ooU and consequently thou art ignorant of

our case (M), i.'e. Thou comest not to us, and consequently

thou talkestto us (now instead of that) (ML), [see below,}

as in the saying of Al'Ambarl

^ ^ / f / X X

[Save that he has not brought to us certain tidings, and

therefore we hope and multiply expectation (Jsh)], i. e.

jc^-;-* ^j
3^* (M) : and the subj. by subaudition of J

,
/ **'

which has two meanings, negation of the cause so that

the effect becomes negatived, and negation of the second

only (ML). In negation, as uX*^ ^^'*+
, you have

four cases : (1) you construe the L-$ merely to couple

the form of the v. to the form of what precedes it, so

that the second shares with the first in its inflection ; and
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ll therefore the ind. is necessary here, because the preced-

ing v. is in the ind.; so that it is as though you said

X 9 *? XX

cX/f U>
,
the second sharing with the first in the

X

negation prefixed to it, Thou contest not to me, and 1 do
A-Px J X Aj> ,, , j> Ax x ,*, ,\

not honor thee ; whence
f$J ^)4> ^ e)J*k*i

^
f ji

1^
y ^ XAXX

^^aA* LXXVIL 35. 36., the O being copulative,

and the subsequent v. being included in the tenor of the
XX

preceding negation, as though Ui were said, This etc.

[159], nor be permitted and make excuse : (2) you con-

strue the cJ to be merely illative, and the subsequent

v. to be inceptive, but, notwithstanding its inceptive-

ness, to be constructed upon a suppressed inch. and

therefore in this case also the ind. is necessary, because

e v. is free from subjunctival and apocopative op.?.;

x t AX x ^ AP x /

so that you say iXyi> ,
i. q. i-Xyj UG

5
i. e. TVzow

X X

comest not to me; therefore 1 honor thee (because of thy

not coming to me), that being [said] when you dislike

Ax xx -f Axx # x $ Ax X

his coming ;
whence 8<J^ ^U c_La*jJ U-b' ^j U

,

XX X X

i. e Zaid is not hard; therefore, or so that, he is kind to

his slave (because of his not being hard) : aad the differ-

ence between this case and the one that precedes is

manifest, because in the 1st case the negation includes

what precedes and what follows the i$
;
whereas in

this case the negation flow4 exclusively towards what

precedes the uJ
,
not towards what follows it, because
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you do not make the <*-* couple the v. after it to the

m-Lcativod v. before it, so that the former should share

with the latter in the negation, but you make it purely

illative : and the GG mention these two cases in tix>'G U
s

s f uu ' f s

lijjcsao , which is a mistake, since it is absurd that the

coming should be non-existent and the talking existent

[see above] : (3) you construe the cJ to couple the itif.

71. of the v. after it to the inf. n. paraphrased from

the v. before it, and the negation to be discharged upon

the coupled, not upon the ant.; and in that case the

A*

sulj. governed by ^ necessarily suppressed is neces-

sary, Thou comest not to me so that / honor thee, con-

structively There is not on thy part a coming, and then,

i.e. succeeded by, an honoring on my part; but there is on

thy part a coming, and is not on my part an honoring :

(4) you construe the u3 to couple the inf n. to the

inf. n., as before, but the negation to be discharged

upon the ant.
;
so that the coupled is negatived because

it is a consequence thereof, Thou comest not to me. so

that I may honor thee, and the sentence means Thd

not on tin/ part a coming: then how shall there be on my

part an honoring ? : and thqse two cases are allowable in

ft ui / / * &t t

U [412], since it is correct to say Th(
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Comest
not to us talking, but thou earnest to us not talk-

\ng, and Thou comest not to us: then, or so, or therefore,

now shall thou talk to us? In fine, we have two cases of
f X / XX

|,he
ind. and two of the subj.: and

\j^\*.*J so that they
X

may make excuse might be read according to one of the

;wo mentioned for the subj.) vid. the second, Thou comest

\wt to us: then how shalt thou talk to us?, i. e. nor be

permitted (to make excuse) : then how shall they make

tatcuse?; but not according to the first, Thou comest not

TO us talking, but thou comest to us not talking, since

j;hen
the sense would be nor be permitted in the state of

their making excuse, but shall be permitted otherwise,

jtvhich sense is not intended (Sh), but absolute negation

\tf permission and consequently of making excuse (B).
Ax x

[f you put ^ in place of U
,

there are two cases of the

iu x J A

\iubj. [in
k*j.xsjJ

]j
subaudition of ^ ,

Thou shalt not
/

pome to us, so that thou mayst talk to us, and coupling,

and talk to us-, and one case of the ind., vid. anacolu-

;hon, [i. e. inception (DM),] and consequently thou
Ax'

V.alkest to us [above] : if you put ^ ,
there is one case

A*

|)f the subj., vid. subaudition of ^ ,
Thou didst not

pome
to us, so that thou mightst talk to us and one of

|he ind., vid. inception, and consequently thou talkest to

; while the apoc. is allowable by coupling, and talk
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f f in x f/ r* x Af /

l ua: and, if you say L^saX* ^ oJf U
,

there is n

a/>or. or i/t'l. by coupling, because no [apoc. or ind. (l)M)

v. precedes; but it is [in the ind.] only by anacoluthon

Thou art not coming, so that thou talkest to us
; [vvhi

A f

the
.vtfAj. by subaudition of ^ is allowable (DM)]. I

c-jT(i ^^ J-
4 the ind. is allowable in two ca--es

f * '

[coupling and inception (DM),] Wilt thou come to me, a

thtn (shall) I honor thee?, or Wilt thou come to
* / *

Then I will honor thee
;
and the subj . by subaudition [o

A f

^ ], so that I may honor thee?: in
f

the ind. is not put by coupling, but by inception, 7*

/ / A

tliy brother, so that thou honorest hi?n?: and in

&4^&Li sJ! ct.;laff the ind. is allowable by inception. I

* ' z
'

thou a regard for him, so that thou honorest him f
;
and

the subj., either as a correl., so that thou mayst honor

hiuif,QT as coupled to cfc>
; ft*Jl [418, A.], the subaudi-

tion of J beino- necessary in the former case, and

allowable in the latter. Such as j^;^' ^ ^/^***" 1*^^
^ * *

9 A/x

Uvlhxxi X1J. lot*, adutits of the apoc. by coupling, Have

Iht i/ in. I, limn, journeyed in the earth and and

the >/////. b\ subaudition, *o that they might see? (ML):

and in

A , M xAx AJAxx < i-

JLJ
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15

[by Jamil, $&'* is in the ind. by inception (510), ami

m.'iy not he in the subj., because (AAz)], says S, he

olutlio

does not make the first, [i.
e. the asking (AAz),] the

caiivse of the last, [so that the i_3 should be illative,

which is the condition of the subj. (AAz),] but makes the

abode speak in every state as though he said U*
^$

, A,

\^i , [ffast thou not asked the desolate abode concern-
X

ing her people, for it speaks? But shall a barren desert
&

inform thee to-day? (Jsh),] like as you say u->'j^.ti ^vJ
X XXX

Come thou unto me, for I talk t) thee, meaning for I

am of those who talk to thee in every state (M). The

text XXVI. 102. [592] is exactly like the [former] ex.

fj s A'- xx Ax Ax

[ Alf c^UXif ^J J& (DM)], if it be admitted that y
x

denotes wish (ML); whereas, if it denoted condition, the

subj. as a cor rel. would not be possible, but only the ind.

by inception, and the subj. by coupling to the pure inf. n.

S/ (DM) : and you say &>u3.aaXJ &yG y o^ He wished

that thou wouldst come to him, so that thou mightst talk

to him
;
while the ind., and talk, is excellent, as iu

x S -

LXVIII. 9. They wish that

(Ml

*" >~ *>
*

' '~'

thou wouldst deal gently with them and they then deal

with thee, [the O feeing copulative, i. e. They

cishfor reciprocal dealing gently, but have deferred their

g
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gentle dealing until thou deal gently, or illative (B),
x * KS*

while
^jifcoAJ is made the enunc. of a suppressed

X f AJ A .Ox

inc/i., i. e. ^/^ f$* (K), i. e. and in that case they

will deal gently,, or and therefore they now deal gently

from eagerness that thou wouldst deal gently (K, B),] and

in some codices Uifi>o>AJ (M), as correl. of the wish,

way deal gently (B): and in ^U L>aJ
'

AJlJ that I may find wealth and expend thereof7,
X X

or 77ien / shall expend thereof, the twrf. is allowabhe ia

A ^

two cases, and the subj. by subaudition of ^ ,
so that

t A ^A^x#x Xrtx

7 TTzoy expend-, but in 6i*
jaJl^

WU ^ e^J Ma# /
X X X

f?zay ^are wealth I Then I shall exptnd thereof, or so that

I may expend, the ind. by coupling is impossible [for

want of an ant. ind. (DM)]. In &)&* i>jj
Jixl the t

X X

is allowable by anacoluthon, Let Zaid stand : then thou

wilt honor him, the apoc. by coupling, and do thou honor
, \

and the subj. by subaudition, so thai thou mayst honor

(ML). And ['Amr (AAz)] Ibn Ahmar [Ibn Al'Amar-

rad (ID)] says

x * Axx / x l\f

treats a barren she-camel that has baffled him, in

order that he may make her Conceive, and delivers her of

a young camel (AAz)], as though he said
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Ax

or by inception, [And he delivers*, while ^Zij may be in
X X fiff

'

the sulj. t
as coupled to l^paaLJ t

and deliver (AAz)].
x x

xiu x * 3* x >x A 2 ft
418. You say ^AJ'^CCW J> JLulJ J oo ! / desire

XX XX X

tfAa thou wouldst come to me and afterwards talk to me
;

and the ind. is allowable, and afterwards thou wilt talk

to me : and Khl allows an option in the saying of 'Urwa

al'Udhri

.P x x x 9 xAPx #x x-P xx? A ? S x* xx

t oWf U i^ oli * X'lsx* Ufcfl 1 Ul & U

between the subj. in c^^l* , [Nor is it aught but that I

see her unexpectedly, and then am stricken dumb, so that

I am not on the point of answering (AAz)J and the ind.,

[And then I am stricken fyc. (AAz)] : and an instance of

anacoluthon [with the
^ ] is the saying of Abu-lLaham

at TaghlabI

AXX X.PXXA2.P/S

;jT-s cV
^

[7^ is (incumbent) upon thejudge resorted to one day, when

he passes his decree, that he act not unjustly; and he shall

f Ax x .Px A x l*i*o f/\ x A xx

impartially (Msh^], i. e. O.-OAJ
fi>^ )r?^' y

3^ *^
/o ac^ unjustly is incumbent upon him; and he fyc.,

x- x -Px xA xx x -P X X A . Axx

like as you say JoT 6.1 ^*xb^ ^^d ^
i^)'
^^ a^^ such

X X

a
tfiiftg*

behoves him. S says that in accordance with

this ex. the ind. is allowable" in the case of all these ps.

that associate



A c

$ 1 1 8. A. The nor. v. is put into the subj. by mem

^t (IA, Sh) allowably, not iiccessarily, suppressed (Sh),

[i. e.] suppressed or expressed (IA), after (IA, Sh) a con-

junction (IA), [vid. one of] the four ps., the
,
the o

,

Zf A?

J, and J (Sh), when preceded by (IA), [i. e.] when

coupling to (Sh), a pure n., [i.
e. such as the sense of the

v. is not intended by (IA),] as [after the
^ (Sh)] in the

saying [of Maisun Bint Bahdal (Sh) wife of Mirawiya (J)]

r& A.P A Z. / a) ft A s Mff/ S++S / fht./

L_3.a-iH J-.J J(. c-**^! * c*-6^ ^'^ ^^^c ,r^i
x *^' '

$ ' *

(IA, Sh) /47ZG? Me wearing of a woollen cloak and that

wi^e eye be cool from tears are dearer to me than the

M"

wearing offine garments (J), related with ;3
J in the suhj.

t\ $ f\9

by means of J understood, as being coupled to *-^.^
,

* , S^S, At

as though ^i^ Sy>^
were said (Sh), ^f with that to

/

which it is prefixed being renderable by an inf. n. con-

pled by the
^

to the preceding inf. n. (J): and [after the

LJ (Sh)] in the saying

A ,, * ,*C .Pt J> A f , J> , *, IU/A J> SI'S,, ,H,

(I A. Sh) jfi/brf Mere wo/ 6eew a/z expectation of a

ami that I gratified liim, I should not have preferred in

donation contemporaries of others to mme />z^w rnntt'mpo-

rnry, i. e. / *li>,nld have given unto mine own equal in age



also, and not postponed him
(J),

1*M
being governed in

A f f

the sub], by ^f allowably suppressed (IA), and being with

it renderable by an inf. n. coupled by the o to the pre-
*Z ~ xA x ^XA* *;5,x xAx

ing iw/. 72., i. e. Sbf ^to;
b ^x* ^; If |

(j)
.

an(1

[after ^ (Sh)] in the saying [of Anas Ibn Mudrika

alKhath'ami (J)]

' '
?

' ^,f

(IA, Sh) Verily I and my slaying Sulaik, then that 1

should pay the price of his blood, are like the bull being

beaten when the cows have loathed the water (J), the

practice of the Arabs being to beat the bull, that the

cows may go to the water and not refuse it, to

escape being beaten themselves, the cows not beino-

beaten because they are too weak to bear it (Sh), where
/ AS A

J-^l is governed in the subj. by ^f allowably suppressed

(IA), and with it is renderable by an inf. n. coupled by
Ju> JxAx \u #Ax f Axx uu

f to the preceding inf. n., i. e. &&* f
IA!~

j_5^5 ^
(J); and [after ;? (Sh)] in 5l &T

X t\f A A # A x

*-. XLII. 50. 51.

o/ Imlh it been suitable, or belonged, to a human being

that God should speak to 'him save by inspiration, or

from behind a veil, or so that He should send a messenger,



I

( 54 )

x A*

[read among the Seven (Sh;] with J # governed in the

sufij. (IA, Sh) by ^ allowably suppressed, because it

# A t * A X

is preceded by U=^ i
which is a pure n. (IA), Ua.

;
and

^ tJ in the sense of Ul~;! being inf. ns. occurring,

A

^+ ,
in the place of the d. s.,

),
and with

like the adv.

i. e. u-v* o *

x i ' '
' '

' ' '
"

-P A^ x -P A^ ^ A>

the ind., [as meaning J^d ^> ^ or He sendeth or U~j*
X x

#nx #.P 2* Ax

coupled to ^; i. q. ^=^ or sending (K),] and ^ y
__

X

c J | 85 ^ ^ XI. 82. ^?arf / but strength against
x ' ^

wow, or that / should betake myself, read with the *w6/.
A $

[by subaudition of ^1 (K)], because preceded by the

* *

pure n. Sj> ,
as though ^.y y 8^ were said: whereas
A x

x/ uu x Jx x >x x

ju ULS'j^aX* UuJG U
, though the coupling is to a preced-

ng w., . e.

x X xA

lut"

not pure, so that there the subaudition of ^ is necessary,

not allowable, contrary to the present question, where

it is allowable, nay, IM prescribes that expression is

AX J>xAxx J'wSx

better than subaudition (Sh); while in ^.j ^^XA* y

w flying^ so thai Zaid gets angry, is the

X Ax

//// [179] u-^J must be in the ind., because it is



coupled to yde ,
which is an impure n., i. e. such as the

x

sense of the v. is intended by, since it occurs in the

Ax

place of the v., as being a conj. of JJ ,
the cow;, being

*/

properly a j9rop., so that j&* is put in the position of

jjA&t 9
the o. f. being jAtflj. ^JJf ,

and the #. being for-

Ax

i saken for the act. part, when JJ is put, because Jf is

I prefixed only to ns. (IA). Suppression of [the subjunc-
*2

i tival (ML)] ^f , [while it still governs the subj. (IA),

) is regular in (the aforesaid) known positions, and (ML)]

is anomalous, [not to be taken as a precedent (IA), in

others (ML), (i. e.) in other than the before-mentioned

leases of necessary or allowable suppression (IA),] as in

-PA.P xAx aifO f

j* Bid thou him that Ae dig it and
x x Ax -PA.P

Me robber before that ^e cef^re thee

^xAxA? xx J^x A

|(IA, ML), i.e. U)^aaj> ^1 and L^J-^b ^f (IA), and
X

the saying [of 'Amir Ibn Juwain atTa'i (Jsh)]

I A//A? *A XXAX AX.PAX AXX X X X X * XX A X? AXX

U

\_dnd I have not seen the like of her a spoil of one; and

I restrained myself from making prey of her after that I
*//f*f A?

was on the point of doing it, A. e. &M ^ (Jsh)], though

X*XA?

|Mb says that the original form was m*M ,
the ! having



been elided, and the vowel of the 8 transferred to the

preceding letter, which is better than the saying of S,

A*

because the latter understands ^ in a position where i

ought not to occur expressed, vid. thep-erf.of otf [460]
|

(ML), and the saying [of Tarafa (J)]

/ S A S-

/ A?

S A ? A? A

in the version with y^\ in the swfy'., i. e.

(IA), renderable by an inf. n. governed in ike gen. by a

,,A. * S A ^

suppressed prep., i. e. ^$\ )5
x2a"

c)* J Now, (

that forbiddest me from being present at the fray and\

from attending festivities, wilt thou be my preserver

(when I comply with thee in that) ?, the suppression

A ^
i

J here being made approvable by its presence in wn:

f UU AX Sl\f S X AX

follows, as in JJI ,5^*** ^ ^****^ That thou shouldst heat

, A x " "
'

^c. with +~; in the 5w6>. (J). When, however, the v.i

I la.

[K

L;.

is put into the ind. after the suppression of ^ ,
the case

becomes easy; but, notwithstanding that, is not regular j.

,. w f>sf*f -f / A x

and hence XXX. 23. [175], p\ .3^**^ 6-3 [2], and
^" x X X

the better known version in the verse of farafa [1] (ML).



THE APOCOPATE.

419. The apoc. is the aor. v. to which one of 15

instruments is prefixed (Sh) : which instruments are of

two kinds, first such as apocopate one v. (I A, Sh); these
Ax

are four [in number] (Sh) ;
i. e. (1) ^ (IA, Sh), as CXII.

3. 4. [404] (Sh); (2) U (IA, Sh), as LXXX. 23. [404]

and III. 136. [411] (Sh); both of which denote negation,

are confined to the aor., and change its sense to the past,
i/

that which is denied by U being only [a past] contigu-

ous to the present (IA); (3) the imp. J (IA, Sh), as
x/A ^/ / f AA.P

&Xx ** &**** *o ,'ifc^ LXV. 7. Let a possessor of abun-
,, ^*, ,

' u
, ",

J
/

dance expend of his abundance (Sh); (4)
V in prohibi-

x/x/ii^S A x A x x

tion, as U** &JJ| ^ (̂ )
3S^ ^ IX. 40. Grieve thou not;

%

verily God is with us (IA, Sh) ;
both of which are some-

Ax

times metaphorically applied to denote prayer, as j^HjJ
' '

XLIII. 77. Z/e tf% Lord make an end of us

.P X x2x

and Ui=U>* ^
U>^ If. 286. Our Lord, chastise us not (Sh):

/

secondly such as apocopate two vs. (IA, Sh) ;
these are

eleven [in number] divided into six classes; (a) denota-

tive of mere dependence of the correl. upon the condition

A A*x * */ A x

(Sh); i.e. (5)
J

(IA, ShX as j*J J
;^J ^ VIII. 19.

5

And if ye return to warring with the Apostle, We will

x 5x xAxx

/ A X.P X



return to his assistance (Sh); and (6) UJI (IA, Sh), as

^

/ n> tsk/ -03 Ax A 9 P* X A x >x x A X 3 X

&> * y! i^-M U ci^l
>*

~
X

' xx $ ^

(I A) ^wd verily thou, whenever thou shall do what thou

art enjoining, thou wilt find him that thou enjoinest to

do it to be doing it (J); (b) denotative of rational objects,

and subsequently made to imply the sense of condition
;

Ax x A ^ #<v f A xA x Ax

i. e. (Sh) (7) j* ,
as &

}==u J^~ J*>V. ^ IV. 122.

Whoso worketh evil shall be requited for it (IA, Sh) ; (c)

denotative of what is not rational, and subsequently made
x / / I

to imply the sense of condition
;

i. e. (Sh) (8) U
,
as U^

.Pi ~ JA/Ax Ax A .PxAx

&JJ| &Jju
jxi. ^ tjUjo

II. 193. ^/zrf whatever ye do of
xA x A x x xA x

,
God will know it; and (9) U$, as >- ^ lx>G*

AJ X> X .PAx XX X XXXAx
vJ-<j L-<J >^w Ui l^ G^uyJJ &j>| VII. 129. Whatso-XXX x S f

ever sign thou bring unto us, that thou mayst enchant us

therewith, we shall not be believers in thee (IA, Sh) ; (d)

denotative of time, and subsequently made to imply the

XX / /

sense of condition; i.e. (Sh) (10) Ji+ ,
as (IA, Sh)

I* &X

tfG [424] (IA) [and]
XX

s>t\,r\*i Ax A / xxAlx #xxx x tuXJ i x

ju J:L * &iii=u .c^ y xxx
(Sh), by Tarafa, And I am not wont to settle in the water-

courses from fear ; but whenever the people seek assist-

ance, 1 assist (EM); and (11) , as



( 57 )

x Axx Ax x AA,^ A* A X x/ xxAx A

* tel

(IA, Sh) Whenever, i.e. If at any time whatsoever,

we grant thee safety, thou wilt be safe from others than

its ; and when thou obtainest not safety from its, thou

wilt not cease to be afraid (J); (e) denotative of place,

subsequently made to imply the sense of condition
; i. e.

x A .P AxA^= J>J>f\ A.P f .Px xxA

(12) ^ ,
as ci^Jt {&>**. lyy^ Uwf IV. 80. Where-

soever ye be, death will overtake you (Sh), [or, as IA

ays,] UxM
,

as

A X xAuux.P f ui f xxA^ nt / x X 5 xA x

(IA), by Hassan Ibn Dirar alKalbi, The beloved is like

a spear-shaft growing in a place where wafer collects ;

wherever the breeze sways it, wherever it sways it, it sways,
XXA x A

UAJ! being [composed of >j>f , ] a cond. n. governing
xAiux^ Ax x

the suppressed Iglx*? and J^J' in the opoc., and U red.,
X X1

xAuux^

and the aor. v. in the expressed l^*J being in the apoc.

as expos, of the suppressed opoc. (J); (13) ^yf r as

^ x ^ x x^ A^ x xAx # ^ x 3-x x x >x 3J? x x

I/
UXxo^j* U ^ li^f * tyO' ^y^C jy

X XXX
(IA, Sh) J^/ #wo friends, whencesoever ye shall come to

me, ye shall come to a brother that will not seek aught else

X Ax * X B

than what will gratify you,^ being direct obj. of

X.PA x

(J); and (14) U&o.
,
as

x fJxx^^A^'/'' Awx* A x A x x*A x

U J

,



( 58 )

, IA. Sh) Wheresoever thou art straight, i. e. moderate and

well conducted, God will decree for thee success in future

times (J) ; (/) vacillating between the [last] four classes
;

5? -0X X AJ>? A-Px Afujf

i. e. (Sh) (15) ^ (IA, Sh), which in &*-*
fi ^b ^

Whichever of them stands, I shall stand with him is of

AX A xAf A xAx tu xuJ ^ oJ

the category of ^ ,
and in \^$

'

$ ^^^ \~>\yd\ ^
Whichever of the beasts thou ridest, I shall ride is of

x A ff A J x Ax

the category of U
,
and in ^1 ^> jj ^t Ow what-

ever day thou fastest, 1 shall fast is of the category of

/, A A AAx X X 5 ?

Ji-
,
and in <~k^ ^^F^ e)^* ^ n̂ whatever place

X X # -.

/Aow sittest, I shall sit is of the category of ^ (Sh).

The instruments, which apocopate one v. are all ps. :

A

and (IA) of those which apocopate two vs. ^ and
x A A x A

UJ>! are j5. (IA, Sh), ^f by common consent, and U3f

according to S and the majority, while some hold it to be

a n. (Sh), and the rest are ns. (IA, Sh) by common con-

xA x

sent except in the case of U$ ,
and more correctly in its

case, as is shown by VII. 129., for the pron. in the gen.

relates to it, and the pron. relates onl}
r to a n. (Sh). The

first (IA, Sh) v. (Sh) [or] prop. (IA) is named condition [or

pro/.] (IA, Sh), because it is a sign of the existence of

$ A x

the second v. and the sign is named ky (Sh); and the

first prvf>. must be verbal (IA): the second (IA, Sh) v. (Sh)

[or] prop. (IA) is named correl. and apod. (IA, Sh), from

j, likened to the reply to the question and requital

i

j



( 59 )

of actions, because it occurs after the occurrence of

the first, like the reply after the question and the requital

after the deed requited (Sh) ; and the second prop, is gen-
.P.PAxA $Ax x~x A

erally verbal, but may be nominal, as &Uyj ooj j(s*. A
S> A XAX3 .PXX

or J-a&J | &U If Zaid come, I will honor him or he shall

have favor. When the condition and apod, are verbal

props., (I) the two vs. are preterites in the [inflectional]
AJ> -PAP A.PA x A $ AJ>A x A $ A

place of the apoc., as f~*&U ^.~^ ^~^.\ ^ XVII.
' '

*

1. If ye do good, ye will do good for your own souls;
AP A.P J>A X -PA.P A x

(2) they are both aorists, as y (X-*&f ^y U
|^j*y

J .

j>i^3 A.PA X^J^AJP '

$JJ| &> .Xi-w-isw 8^aa=u
II. 284. And ifye display what is in

XX X

^owr souls, or conceal it, God will reckon with you because

of it ; (3) the first is a pret. and the second an aor.,

x A J>x XA A Ax ui x-0 x xx x xA 5 *o x I x A^= .P ^ xx Ax

as l

XL 18. WAo50 is desiring the present life and its pomp,

We will fully repay to them their works therein ; (4) the

first is an aor. and the second a pret., which is rare, as

,jj , J | , SJils* ju <aa-i

x 77 ^
xx

^"
X A J

(IA), by Abu Zubaid, praising a person addressed by C^A/
,

Whosoever beguiles me into evil, the v_> being i. q. ^ ,
X

^Aow wi^ 6e m respect of him like the choking obstruction
x A *

between his windpipe and the jugular vein, the v. in ui^r

being in the [inflectional] place of an apoc. (J), and

A x A x Sxx x -PX x J> /^^ ,<
xA/

*;f
' A '

U &J L^| ^UJ - words of the

'



( 60 )

Prophet Wlwso performeth his devotions throughout the

Kifrhtof Power, unto him will be forgiven what hath pre-

ceded of his sin. When the condition is a pret. and the

apod, an aor., the apod, may be either an apoc., as

A x A.PX $Ax

Jb L>O
j If Zaid come, 'Amr will stand, or an era/., as

XX A X X Ax

(IA), by Zuhair, -4;? c? / a friend come to him on a day

of soliciting, he will say, My property is not absent, nor
.p f/

refused, where the prop. Jyi-t
is in the [inflectional] place

of an apoc. ( J), either of which is good (IA), though the

apoc. is better than the ind., [on which see . 586 and

below;] and what is meant is pret. even though \jiot

f ft *f/ Ax A

literally, but only\ ideally, as ff\ j& f ^ with the ind.,

KSf-

which is good, though ^!
with the apoc. is better, If he

stand not, I will stand (J) : but when the condition is an

aor. and the apod, an aor., the apoc. is necessary [in

both], it being weak to put the apod, into the ind., as in

S / t\ J> x J> f A / A .P A

.SI b

(IA), by Jarir, Akra' Ibn Habis, Akra', verily thou,

if thy brother be overthrown, wilt be overthrown, the

*/ * s

prop. y&> being in the [inflectional] place of an apoc. ;

this [rule], however, is subject to the restriction that

Ar

the v. of the condition be not denied by ^ , for, if so, the

ind. in the apod, is good, though the apoc. is better, as



f/ $Ax A^x Ax A

( 61 )

.}!
or fj (J). The v. of the con-

* $ Ax x x A

dition must not be (1) past in sense, so that joj p& A

fs/ hf'f- * fft\$ -0 A .P A

5x4 J! ****! is not allowable, and the text &X1* c^iT J

f xA X Ax/

V. 116. If 1 have said it, Thou hast known it

means If It appear that I have said it, like

vtf / uu .P A ? A xAxx X X AxAXxAx

u>
! cTV xxx

(Sb), by Za'id Ibu Sa'sa'a alFak'asi addressing his refrac-

tory wife, Whenever we trace our lineage, it will appear

that an ignoble woman did not bear me, and thou wilt not

find any means of escaping from that thoushouldst acknow-

ledge it, the pron. being made fern, from relation to the

x .PA x A x Ax

&^V/ generated from ^y^ J (N), for the apoo?. here is
X X

like the condition in the text; (2) requisitive, so that

A A.Px AJ>x x

^f or JxJ or Jt> V is not allowable; (3) aplastic, so
Kf A

X X A X AX

that ^^ J or ***^J is not allowable; (4) joined with

A.PX x A x A

an amplification [578], so that ^ Jy*> ^ is not allow-
.e

Ax AxxxAxA A

able; (5) joined with oJ>, so that
*v.j ^0>

&> ^ or
^!

A^x Ax ^ *

J^. ji is not allowable; (6) joined with a weg-. j., so

A f/ Six A A^x A X A

that Jo U J or JL> J J is not allowable, unless it

Jxx X X AuSx XX A X A x Ax AAx / -0xx x x AUJX xx

be J or V as in &XJI**/) \zs*k U^
r

V. 71.

j/" Mow c?o ?zo#, thou hast not delivered His message



( 62 )

and .f)V] ^ ^-^ ^* S^U> J/f VIII. 74. If ye do it

s
'

x x f

not, there will be sedition in the earth (Sh). When the

correL (Sh, ML), as sometimes occurs (Sh), is one of the

things that do not become a condition (Sh, ML), it

must be joined with the i*J (Sh), [so that] the wJ becomes

& cop. for it (ML); namely, (1) when its v. ia&pret. in

(Sh, ML) form and (ML) sense (Sh, ML), whether
A x x x x SS A oj -S x x x A

properly (ML), as e^tJ-a* J^i ^ oJ> &*&+* ^S ^
XII. 26. If his shirt have been rent in front, she hath

A x

spoken truth (Sh, ML), where i is to be supplied, and
XlU uJ f X<<X

XII. 77. [below], or tropically, as &ix*JO /b.
. - o XXX

ScO A ^^ > ^ A ul-Cx

^UJ| ^y .^Jfcy^.^
cv->X* XXVII. 92. -4wrf whoso

X X

mitteth iniquity, their faces have been cast downwards,

into the fire, this v. being treated like what has come

to pass because of the certainty of its coming to pass

(ML) ; (2) when its v. is (Sh, ML) requisitive (Sh) [or
xi r X J> A.PA.P A

otherwise] originative (ML), as &JJJ ^^^ r*-'^ .J
j>Zs=,

III. 29. If ye love God, follow me (Sh, ML) and

A X/

A x x xx iux A A.P A xx

%i .t*^ LXXII. 13. And whoso believeth

ow /as Z/orrf, /e^ Az/?i wo# fear in the readiug with the

/ 3 X X

V being prohibitive, whereas in the readiug LJliw with

X X

the id. M is the neg. V
,
which may be conjoined with

the v. of the condition, and apparently, therefore, the cJ

should not be prefixed, but this v. is constructed upon a



<>

Suppressed inch., i. e. cJliw U ^ (he) Shall notfear. M

that the prop, is nominal, and therefore needs the tJ or

x x A xx

fJl
,
and there is a, like ellipse to be Supplied in

&.U &1M fXxA* V. 96. ^4^ whoso reverie th to the like of
x

F* y x/\x x .PX

this, Godwill lake vengeance upon him, i. e. H JiX>j> ^j }

X

otherwise the apoc. and omission of the cJ would be

required (Sh), and as

t\B 9r*r x x

^

. 30. If your water become sunken in*x*
j: X

Mg ground, who shall bring you running water?,

which contains both nominality aad originativeness,
Cx tff ixx x $A x xx A

*- JiU &IM J>
LSJ>J

-^ ^f T/* Zaid stand, by God J will

:# .Px JxA ^ '

xx $ Ax A Jx Ax A

assuredly stand
\
and ^; ^*^ lx

L>JJ ^^. ^ ^ If

Zaid repent not, Oh! his perdition as a man !
; (3) when

the correl. is a verbal prop, like the nominal, i. e. (ML)
# x/x ^ x x A i5x x xx A

when its v. is aplastic, as Jj^; ^ *-Xi- J-l t| ^^ ^f
X S x A #A x X A.0 A J w x x xx

c^X^. . |^ j3fr ^ ^^ XVIII. 37. 38. If
X X XX X

Mow, consider me [166] /o ^e /e5 //mw thou in substance

and offspring, haply my Lord may vouchsafe me better

x x xxS^ .PA .PA

M<m ///# garden, ^> U*x? e^l?J.^f
l^oa^' ^^ II. 273.

X XX X ^

T/" 3/e display the alms, most excellent icill it be as a thing
J ' t\ * r *x /N XX

[471], they, i. e. the display of them, Jb^W j&. ^j-*^
# X xiwx X ^ x Jx

tbyj ^U*i
ljby>

&f IV. 42. '^wc? ^o whomsoever Satan it

X X

i yokefellow, evil is he as a yokefellow (Sh, ML) :
and
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I A /AX

U^3 J.*Ai ^;
III. 27. And

'whoso doeth that is not of God in anything (ML); (4)

wlum its v. is joined with (Sh, ML) au amplificative (Sh)
# x A x A.PA AX

[or] some [other] />.
of futurity (ML), as &K* ^ ^

ji,o .P* AJ xAxx
o IX. 28. .^wa, if ye fear impoverish-

iVi erm'c/i z/o?^ and

IV. 171. And ichoso

repudiateih
His service and disdaineth it, He will gather

them unto Himself, all of them, (and requite them] (Sh),
A /

[and] as

whatsoever ye do of good, ye shall in no wise be denied

the recompense thereof (ML); (5) when its v. is joined

with jS . as

7/Vie s/ea, a brother of his hath stolen before (Q) whei
x Ax

its v. is joined with a neg. other than V or ^ ,
as V. 71.

uij-fx Axx Ax x xx A xAx Axx

[above] nnrl IAA^ &)J| v^> t" &AAfl ,.1^ :^JJi.b >^, I

138. -4wf/ whoso turneth upon his heels back from the faith

shall not harm God at all ty his apostacy, but himself

(Sh) ; (7) when it is joined with a p. that the head [of

the sentence] belongs to, [because the prop, headed by

such a p. is not fit to occur as a condition (DM),] as

/Ax-P/x2xx .Pxx xx x

(ML), by Rabl'a Ibn Makrum (T, Jsh) adDabbl (Jsh),

So that, if I perish, (many a) one possessed by rage,
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whose blaze of hostility is on the point of flaming out
Z .P

fiercely against me (T, Jsh), u^ ,
to which the head

[of the sentence] belongs [505], being supplied after

the uJ [515] (ML), [though] I say that the cJ is put
xx C t J>& 5 >>i fntftro,

here because the full phrase is
JJia.^ ^^ .UJU

^,
I/ U

* '

the mailer and the case are that many $c. (T) ; (8) when

it is a nominal prop. (Sh, ML), which [also] cannot be a

condition (IA), in which case it must be conjoined with
x Axiu-0 xx x.*x Ax x A x Ax A x

the cJ
,

as ^>^' /^ J/ ^lc ^ ^xsw uJC-*****j ^f^
X # X # X

VI. 17. .4rc G?, z/'jSTe ^owc/i ^ee z^zVA g-oorf, He is powerful,

over everything, [i. e. '* a6/e toperpetuate it (B),] or with
X

the IkM that denotes unexpectedness of occurrence (Sh,
^

ML), which sometime acts as a substitute for the u3

(ML), as XXX. 35. [1] (Sh, ML). The J is some-

times suppressed by poetic license, as

/A i-^xA iu>-0 uj^/ x-P.Ax jirO x/x A^o xAx Ax
.Ul. fiJUIciJU

;-CJt; ;-2J!;
*

la>yC^j> &1J| vjyli-MoaJf J*i >^xxxxxx x x

(ML), by
'Abd ArRahman Ibn Hassan Ibn Thabit, Whoso

doeth good deeds, God recompemeth them ; and the evil

proceeding from the servant with the evil that is its re-

quital are alike in the presence of God (Jsh); but Mb is

said to have disallowed that even in poetry, and asserted
Jff Ax ' A ^x xA xAXJ x Ax AX

that the [true] version is 8>a ^^^ j^^f J-*^. ^+ i

"while Akh is said to have held that it occurs in chaste

prose, and IM allows it in prose as an extraordinary case.
X

The -prop, occurring after the u? and !3t as correl. of an
*

i
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apocopative condition [4:26] has an inflectional
jih.

[that of the apoc (DM),] because it is not headed I

single [v. (DM)] that receives the apocopation literally,
Aft M, A X*A/AC X A ft

as J>! *> ^f ,
or constructively, as uXX*yf ^'^. ^

' '

e. g. VII. 185 [1] and XXX. 35. [1] : and the understood
f xAx A x

is like the present t-3
,
as in ^1 J*i> * and, accord

^
n 9 tf. \ /

to Mb and owe of S's two methods [below], ^M SG! ^
%̂

(ML). There are three questions of suppression in the

category of the condition and apod. (Sh): (1) the apu^

suppressed (IA, Sh) by itself (Sh), and the prof, serves as

A substitute for it (IA), waicil is contingent upon

matters, (a) that it be known (Sh), which is the case when

its suppression is indicated (IA), and (b) that the v. of the
/ A /f $ s f A

prot. be a pref. (Sh), as o-l** ^ Jt& c^jj Thou wilt be a
'

urong-doer, ifthou do, thou wilt be a wrong-doer (IA, Sh),

where both matters exist (Sh), the carrel, being suppn
, f A

ed because ^> e^JJ indicates it, and the full phr

A*

bt'ing JUd o->lJ v^kx* J J&? c^~>!
;
and this is of Ire-

/ f '
f A^x A

quent occurrence (IA); whereas
^ ^ and the like,

^

where there is no indication, are disallowed because the

X A* A

two matters are non-existent; and &>+* J> and the like,

where tbere is no indication, because the 1st matter is

A XA/ A 5 .x x A?

. Hciit
j
and J*& ,f Jib c>Jf and the like, been

'



)
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xx Ax
the 2nd matter is non-existent; the text says ^ ^f

X A.P .P /A x A xx

g ULw y VI. 35. And if their aversion

have become grievous unto thee, then if thou be able to

seek out a passage into the earth or a ladder into heaven

and bring unto them a sign, do thou [so] (Sh), the correl.

A xA^>>

of the second condition being suppressed (B), in full J*J

(Sh, B), and the whole forming the correl. of the first

(B), and the suppression in this text is extremely beau-

tiful, because there is added to the existence of the two

conditions the length of the sentence, which belongs to

that [set of conditions] with which suppression is good

(Sh) : (2) conversely (IA) the v. of (Sh) the condition is

suppressed (IA, Sh) by itself (Sh), and the apod, serves

as a substitute for it (IA), which is (IA, Sh) rare [420]

(IA) [and] also contingent upon two matters, (a) that it be
uJ /

indicated, and (b) that the condition occur after V(^

(Sh), as (IA, Sh) LjCJCoU
l/f^ ^3 Repent thou; and if
z * j>, z ,

thou repent not, 1 will punish thee, i. e. u-^ ^Ij ,
and

(Sh)
* f " xAxx

#

(Sh, IA), by Muhammad alAhwas bidding Matar [48]

I divorce his wife, And divorcs thou her, for, the u3 being

Causative, thou art not a mate Jor her ; and if thou
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divorce her 720?, the sword shall smite the crown of thy
xAuu x-ff x x A x

head (J), i. e. l&& Wj (IA), originally V
^1; ,

the ^
A * *

of J being converted into J and afterwards incorporated

into the J of the neg. V (J) ;
but sometimes that is not

after MU
,

in which case it is anomalous, except in such

$A X X #A X A

as }&& lyp- ^ [98], in which case it is regular, the

entire prop, of the condition, however, not being sup-

pressed therein, but part of it, which is likewise the case

in such as IX. 6. [23], so that neither of them belongs

to what we are engaged in; and generally it occurs

when the instrument [of condition] is conjoined with the

X

neg.
V

,
as exemplified : (3) [420] (Sh). The suppres-

sion of the correl. is (Sh, ML) (1) disallowed, i. e. where

the two conditions mentioned are non-existent, or one of

them is so (Sh); (2) allowable (Sh, ML), i. e. where they

both exist, but the indication is not a prop, previously

mentioned in that sentence literally or constructively

(Sh), as in VI. 35. (ML); (3) necessary, i. e. where [the

two conditions exist and] the indication (Sh, ML) of the

correl. (ML) is (Sh, ML) the prop, mentioned (Sh) before
x xx A $ x x f

the condition, as J*i J Jib
yi>, or around it,

^ (J\j
II. 65. And verily we, if G<

*

please, shall be guided aright, a case of which is ^ &WU
'

[427] (ML). The [prop.] literally pre-
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ceding is like e^l** ^| ^f&j
L^j{ : and the constructively
S S>Z $ Ax XX A

preceding has two phases, (1) ryf jj^ r ^1 will stand
~ J>/ Ax

i/Zazrf stand and M f ^f ; ,
for (Sh), according to

[the other method of (ML)] S' [above] (Sh, ML, J), it is

a case of hyst.-prot. (ML), [i. e. the prop, composed of]

the [posterior aor. (Sh)] ind. [and its ag] is meant to be

understood as preceding the instrument (Sh, J) of con-

dition (Sh), and is indicative of the [suppressed (J)]

correl., but is not itself the correl. (ML, J), the o. f.
X x A t S>$ * ,Z A f Sj

being f jf r^ and SCj ^f J^ (Sh), so that [the correl.
f

is necessarily suppressed, and] it is as though he said
M Aj>/ ^xx AxxAx $ X^x?A ^ .Pxx

^1 JJb &U-.*
j..j Jxli. Gj ^ J^i; ^4wo? 7ze will say,

* ' z

iffyc., (he will say] etc, (J); whereas, according to Mb [and

the KK (J) and S in his former method], the ind. itself

J> *xx

s the correl., the cJ being supplied (SI), J), i. e. Jy***
r*

M
, [like V. 96.,] and the aor. with the uJ is necessarily

in the ind., because it is really an enunc. of a suppressed

inch., so that the nominal prop, with the cJ
,
in the place

of an apoc., is the correl. of the condition
; while, according

to IA [above], the correl, of the condition occurs as an

aor. v. in the ind., not in the apoc., because the v. of the

condition is a pret. though their saying that the ind.

itself is a correl. means that it is a correl. in sense, not in

form, because it is an ind., nay, on the contrary, what is in

JV

the place of an apoc.and. correl. is the prop. JjSj> ,
an aor.

v. in the ind, and its ag. apron, allowably latent in it
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nnd with this ind. the cJ is not supplied,. because (J), if

the corrcl. be suitable for being a condition, like the aor.
, A,

not denied by U or^ ,
nor conjoined with the p. of anipli-

AX

fication or with JJ
,

it need not be ronjoinc'd with the eJ
,

$ A / .P v X $ Ax xX A

as *)+c 'V. ^-i A* (^) *ke Q/*oc - llot appearing

in it only because the instrument, when its influence does

not appear in ihepret. condition, is too weak to govern the

correl.(S}] and [similarly] ^y with lightening [of the
X

iJ
] and (K, B) retention of the g (K), [i.e.] the ind. (B),

is read [by AlHasan (K)] in XI. 18. [above], because the

!/w J> x Ax
condition is a pret., like ^\ %W ^) (K, B): (2) [427].

420. The 3rd question is the suppression of the

instrument and v. of the condition (Sh); [for] in the

correl. of (M, IA) the things before mentioned [41.1],

except negation [422] (IA), [i.e.] command, prohibition,

[prayer,] request, [excitation,] wish, and interrogation (M),
A

you may apocopate (M, IA) by means of ^\ understood

(M), when the [illative] cJ is dropped and apod, is

X *f$ AS

intended, as *-5$ ^)) Visit thou me; I will visit t//t'c,
X

xx ^Ax A-Px AxA/x
and similarly the rest (I A), e. g. L-J |

/V

A. > J-* J

Do thou not ; it will be good for tJiee, ^J\\\ s-X<
;
u

xAuux^ xxA

Where fv ^///y house? I trill visit thee, lAJ'ij^aj UjjJ.^
x x

Would that he may be with
t
us f he will talk to us, Iff

*A X A f f t\ t

t,
or Wherefore inlt tJiou
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not, alight f Thou wilt get good (M). Its condition ia

that the instrument and v. be preceded by a requisition
x A A!

(1) of the form and sense of the condition, as LjC*yi JuO.I

x A A! x A x ' ' '

in full LXyi ^S .U Come J/iow to wze; for if thou
* x A A!

come to me, / t0i// honor tliee, \-*f\ being in the apoc.,
x

according to the correct doctrine, in the correl. of a sup-

pressed condition indicated by the mentioned requisitive
/ M X X J>A Ax XX A.P

r., (2) of the sense thereof only, as
pf*-

U JJf ! JUS Ji*
A -PAxx A-Pulx

f^ c
|^; VI. 152. ^0^ ^Ao?^, Come ye near\ I will rehearse

Ax xxx A x

whatyour Lord hath prohibited unto you, where
iyt*>*

.15

X XX *

ma}? not be supplied, because Jt*S is an aplastic v. having

neither aor. nor pret., so that some have fancied it to be a

verbal n. ; but there is no difference between requisition

by means of the v., as exemplified, and [requisition] by

means of the verbal n. [421], as

/AxA^ xA.P xxx AxxxA^xx x3.P Axx

!-SCO vjyu

X X X X

by 'Anir son of Alltnaba (Sh), who was his mother,

his father being Zaid Ibn Manat a heathen, And my
Ax

saying whenever it [his j-**
5

] heaves and surges, Be

steadfast; thou wilt be praised or jind thy rest (SM),
X A S>

j**s being in the apoc. (Sh, SM) as correL of requisi-

X XX

tion (SM) after u&lC* a verbal w. (Sh, SM) in the sense

Sf\S>

of ^3\ (Sh). Some say that the correl is put into
' A

the apoc. by means of an assumed condition, i. e.

A x AJ>
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4-^jjt icO/ } others, by means of the prop, before it

A

(IA): [and] ^ is allowed to be understood because

these tilings indicate it ;
Khl says that the correl. is in

the apor. because all these commencements contain the

sense of J (M). Suppression of the cond. prop, is

regular after requisition, as &U( jXo^u ^J^oG HI. 29.,
-- XXX

.P wX A X

i.e. ^yxjJS ^G, Follow me; for if ye follow me, God

will love you ;
and occurs without it, as &x**^ ^^^ ^

J> J>A^x x x
'

>
'

*

^uSxeG ^bG XXIX. 56., i.e. Verily Mine earth is

%

spacious ; wherefore if to worship Me with purity be not

practicable in this land (ML), worship ye (K) Me, worship

ye Me (K, ML) in another (ML), the uJ (K, B) in ^x^G

(K) being [the cop. of] the correl. of a suppressed condi-

tion (K, B) : and suppression of the cond. prop, exclu-
f xAuu / /

sively of the instrument is frequent, as JjJI tfl'aU^ [419,
xAu,x.PxAx '

where IA calls it rare], i. e. Ift'alfo"
U

J^ (ML).
X

421. As before mentioned [411], when command

is indicated by a verbal n. or the enunciatory form, its

correl. is not put into the subj., [but into the ind.,~\ after

the cJ : and if the uJ be dropped, it is put into the apoc.,
X Ax A A A '

as L-OJ! >~*=^ &* Be silent ; / will be good to thee and

.P A /

^-UJI
Jj> fcA^j^J! LX.~=. Sufficient for thee is the story;

the people will sleep (IA) ; [for] what contains the sense
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of command or prohibition is on an equality with these

two in that [respect], as AJ. KA<^ Jj^. i^\ &JJf

A//

&*le A man liasfeared God and done good, moaning *4**J

' A x Ax ' '

and J** J ^e a man fear and
rfo, Ac will be recompensed

" f "= XX x * A x

o;- /V. and ^UIJ pij
J^XA**^ Ao more ! the people $c.

s

422. The understood [condition] ought to be

homogeneous [in negation and affirmation (AAz)] with

the expressed [requisition] (M) ; [so that] the apoc.

on the fall of the i-3 after prohibition is allowable only

on condition that the sense would be correct in assuming
A * '

J to be prefixed to the U (IA), and [thus] the condi-

tion of the suppression after prohibition is that the correl.

should be a matter liked, such as entering Paradise and
xS x A-* 9 A x A.PA X x

safety (Sh), as in [-&xaJ| J.^.^ ^aXJ
If Disbelieve thou

/

nrt; (if thou disbelieve not,} thou wilt enter Paradise and
A x A x x?AX3 x .P A f x

(Sh)] -l*S j,~iM ^ ^^ U Approach thou not the lion;

(if thou approach not the lion^ thou wilt be safe(l\, Sh),
A/A t A/ A x x^A^O x ^ Ax x A

with JL*S in the apoc., because J-^ J-*U) ^ ^^ I/
^f

^ 5^

would be correct [in sense] (IA) : and therefore, [if it be a

matter disliked, such as entering Hell and being devoured
X * J> J> A X AJAx X

y tfAe wild beast (Sh)] in
[ ;Wf J^LSJ ^X!

1^ Disbelieve

/ J A x x

t; MOM zc'zV^ enter Hell-fre and (Sh)]

^J/| Approach thou not ths lion; he will devour
X

Ihce (M, IA, Sh), the ayoc. is not allowable, because
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(M. IA) negation [Approach thou not] does not indicate
X S Ax x A

affirmation [if thou approach] (M\ [and] ** .oJ U .f

, A*&, x?A^o '

L^J/l> o~,5J{ ig not correct [in sense] (IA), for which
x

reason the subaudition is not allowable in negation [420],
x A tu / 9 x >x x

so that UJ-ocij UxJlj U is not said
; but (M) you put

f *

the ind. (M, Sh) by anacoluthon, as though you said

y J&* S* /

uXif b &JIJ yor verily he will devour thee
; or, if you

prefix the cJ
,
and put the subj., so thit he devour tkee,

it is good (M) ;
while Ks allows the apoc. (IA, Sh), because

A

he does not stipulate that ^ should be prefixed to the
f

I/, so that he puts it into the apoc. as meaning [Ap-

proach thou not the lion;] if thou approach the lion, he

will devour thee (IA) ;
but he has no proof in the reading

[of AlHasan (K)] t^ LXXIV. 6. [I], because that
/

may be meant to be understood as pausal, which is

facilitated by its involving a production of affinity with

the vs. mentioned with it, whereas to construe it to be a
A f Ax

lubsl. for what precedes it, [i.e. ^>*Z (K),] as some assert,

is not good, because of the contrariety of their meanings,

and the want of indication of the second by the first (Sh).

423. If you do not intend apod., and therefore put
5/ xAJxA Ax/

the ind.y it will be (1) an cp., as ^; i C5jJ >+ J'^r*&
' ' '

^Ju^j
XIX. 5. G. Then grant Thou to me from beside Thee,

f f

i. e, from Thy bounty and power,
a successor that shall
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X J>x A/ A xA S A 6 A xx

fo Actr to me, (2) a d. s., as ^jfc***. f
;l**k> ^ *$>)JJ [not

xx x

traceable in the Kur'an] Then leave thou them in their

rebelliousness confounded, or (3) anacoluthic and incep-
X J> Ax f\S>

tive, as L^^L^. Arise: he calls thee
; and the text

xS'xx .P x x x # xx ft xA.-<= # x A .Px A

/ b\iJ
^ XX X

XX. 79. 80. And make thou for them a dry way in the

sea, not fearing overtaking nor dreading drowning, or

Thou shalt not fear overtaking nor dread, admits of its

being either a d. s. or anacoluthic,

^ A
/ rt S>f- A X 3*X A

424. You say LjCI^I -UUJ JuG J Tf ^OM
X / X/ j;

come ^o me asking me, I will give to thee with the interme-

diate [aor. v.] in the ind., as says AlHutai'a

y fl\/ xxA xx/\/A x x Ax x -PAx .&x x x

i.iS4 O

(M) Whenever thou comest to him, i. e. 'Umar Ibn Al-

Khattab, directing thyself by night to the light of his fire,

thou wilt find a most excellent fire, beside which will be a
J> Ax

most excellent kindler, the prop. y^*S , consisting of an

aort v. in the ind. and its latent pronominal ag., being in

the place of an ace. as a d. s. to the ag. of >

(J) ;
and

XX

4Ubaid Allah Ibn AlHurr says

X a 'f-/ * XX !*A X *> X X A X XX X A A.P X Ax X'X

'.) 5 7 > "
i-5 cS

X X X X X X X

(M) [154] Whenever thou 'comest to its, visitest us, in our

dwellings, thou wilt find huge firewood and a fire tiiat
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has blazed up brightly (Jsb), putting it in the apoc. (M;
,*,

as a [total (Jsh)] subst. (M, Jsh) for UJ'G (Jsh).
X

425. A v. (IA, Sh) in the aw. (IA) after the c3

or %, (1) when it occurs after the condition and apod.,

admits of three moods (IA, Sh), the apoc., the ind., and
SF*/ X A x Axx w .PA.P A X

the sz/fy. (IA), as A~>.^ ^^ II. 284, after \ \y ^^
A Ax

[419], read with the apoc. in ^u (IA, Sh), as coupled

(Sh, B) to the apod., and forgive whom He pleaseth (B),
J Ax sS>/

and ind. (IA, Sh, K) ineeptively (Sh, B), as being^ ^ ,

And He will forgive (K), and^w^;". (IA, Sh) by subaudi-

A ^

tiou of ^ ,
which is of weak authority, transmitted by

Ibn 4

Abbas, so that He may forgive (Sh) ;
aud similarly

A Ax A x

.

X
j;

JxAx A.PS-XX

(IA) [350] And if Abu Kdbus, surname of AnNu'miin Ibn

AlMundhir king of the Arabs, perish, the springtide of

mankind and the sacred month will perish, i.e. men's pros-

perity and security will vanish ; and we shall hold ofter him

the remnant of a life, flat in the back, having no hump, i. e.

unprofitable (J), is related with iJ^-b" in the apoc. (I A),

f -P&X

[as] coupled to the apod. (J), and tS^-U in the ind. (IA),

the
^ being inceptive, and the prop. J^U the enunc. of a

SS> *-x A xx

suppressed inch., i.e. ^sJJ ..r^i >
or tue 3 coupling the
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nominal prop, to the verbal prop, of the correL, And we
s sk/

xkail, or and we $c., (J), and o^U with the subj. (IA), by
A

making the
^
denote simultaneity and J necessarily

understood after it, while we hold, the subj. after the

eorret., though the
^ (like which would be the cJ

)
is

not preceded by one of the nine comprised in

A / x /A^x . A,o, A.p

p^^ >*

Command, and pray, and prohibit, and question, and

request because of their exciting; wish, and hope; in

like manner negation has become complete, being allowable

because the purport of the correl. is not certain to happen,

since it is dependent upon the condition, so that what

occurs after it resembles what occurs after interrogation,

which is put into the subj. after the
^

of simultaneity
if

and the illative u3 (J) : and similarly after ^ [540]
A A / A X

the apoc. and ind. are allowable, as J >****:>

A*/ y/VC S $f ' Z.9 *9 xAx # AX

r
JCKX*| f^y^

I/
r
S

r
r
;
x^

l-,^
XLVII. 40. And, if ye

turn back, He will take in your stead a people other than

jyou, and afterwards they will not become like you and
A X

f IIL 107 -

A A / A X AS/xx A X

in which last text, ^J| ^' being made to deviate from

the predicament of apod, to that of inceptive enunciation,

the ind. makes the negation of help an absolute promiso

and this enunciation is coupled to the prop, of condition
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3 though it were said And (1 nnnouna <

'It'tf), if tin. <l fi^ht frith i/ou, they ahull turn to

*

the, i.e. f/n ; and further, or moreover, denot

1'nxtcr'ntrittj / v degree, because the announcement (liat

rliun sliall be inflicted upon them is greater than

tlio announcement tli.it they sliall turn their backs, (/

announce unto you that] they shall not be ho!
t

whereas the npoc. (K), which is also read as coupled to

3,*

iy^j (B), would make the negation of help restricted to

their fighting with them, like the turning of the backs,

And, if they fight with yon, they shall turn to you, tlutr

backs, and further, or moreover, shall not be holpen (K):

(2) \vheuitoccurs between the condition and apod., admits

of (IA, Sh) two moods (Sh), the apoc. and suhj. (IA), us

%' A

Jfc ^ If thou come unto me <md
"

A^x A

irulfc to me, I >rill Jionor tliee (ShJ, [and] as Ju J
A

xAAvl X x.PAxx 9AX JAx

c^-^l jJti. r)^>) ^-') w *^' r^V. in the ywc. or A //Ay.
X X

(I A), an ear. of the sulj. being

xAx xxx/x#AJ xAsxx A* XxAx/i A xAxAxx
Gj U

x A Af Sx

X

(IA, Sh), where ^.xaiu is governed in the
stt?>j. by ^

ncces.snrily understood after the
j
of simultaneity, and to-

A 5

ior with ^1 is renderable by an inf. n. coupled by

i IIP . t<> an inf. //. obtainable* from the preceding t;.,
i

^ J f s 9 / Al^ J* A >^ A x

c .^. * c-j'^"' &** ^2 ^ ,
the . being in the -

v
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though the
^

is not preceded by one of the before men-

tioned nine, because of the resemblance of condition to

interrogation in lack of certainty, And vchocrcr ilruws

near to us while he is lowly, we will shelter

(tpoc. of eJ )
him ; then let him not dread

X

so long as (the adverbial infinitival U ) he lurries^ nor

trroHg. In the 1st case the apoc. is of stronger authority9 -* O .'

than the ind., and the ind. than the subj. : and in the 2nd

the apoc. is strong, and the subj. weak, in authority ;
while

the ind. is forbidden, because inception is not allowable

before the correl., though some argue that there is noth-

ing to hinder the ind. as being an enunc. of a suppressed

inch, and forming [together with its inch.] a parenthetic

prop, between the v. of condition and the correl. (J).

x x xrt 2 f x Ax

426. S asked KM about J^.f ^1 ^x^l 1/y

A2DJUaJJ + /U ,*^^^ ^.}' LXIII. 10. Wherefore
V" ,, 4,& 1 O -

#
>

wilt Thou not defer me [574], i. e. my death, unto a near

term, \. e. for a little while, so that I may give alms ?

And I will become one of the righteous ;-and he said, This

is like the saying of 'Amr Ibn Ma'dikarib

XX /x A*/ A x

*

me alone, so that I may go to one side one day. and

fight the foes, and suffice thee, so that thou mnyst n >t

j
need to repel them on another side (AAz)], and like the

saying [of Zuliair (AAz. Jsh)]
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xxx x A* * Ax tut- / x/

~u L* U_5\l>* C^>A**I Jf J fjJ
x xx

X * X XX X S? A X X XX

[// appears to me that 1 am not an overtaker of icliat has

passed away, nor outstripping, {i. e. able to escape (Jsh),}

a thing when it is coining (AAz, Jsh), like which is

(D), by Al Allwas alYarbu'i, (TAey, i. e. 77/e tfr/tt

Darim, are) ill-omenedfellows, who make not near kins-

folk to thrive, and whose raven croaks not save by reason

of sepai ation (Jsh)], meaning that, as they put the second

[//.]
into the gen. because the ^ , being sometimes pre-

fixed to the first, is as though it were expressed in it, so

they put the second [v.] into the apoc. [538] because

the first, being put into the apoc. when there is no ^J

in it [420], is as though it were in the apoc. (M). In this

A f'f

reading ^ \ is coupled to what is before it by assuming

the uJ to be dropped and ^^^ to be in the apoc., which

is named coupling to the sense, [because the antecedent

i correl. only as regards the sense, not as regards the.

letter, in consequence of the prefixion of the uJ that

prevents apocopation (420) (MA),] and is termed iu

reference to other than, the Kur'an coupling to the ima*

gination [538]. Some, however, say that it is coupled to

x ^ *x

the [inflectional] place of
Jo-tft* ,

the place of which is

the apoc., because it is the correl. of excitation, which is
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A

governed in the apoc. by ^f supplied [420], and that it is

like the coupling in VII. 185. [1,538] with [the reading

of] the apoc.', and, according to this, in addition to the

canon mentioned, [i. e. "the prop, occurring after the i_3

X

and lot as correl. of an apocopative condition" (419)

(MA, DM),] one should say
" or as correl. of requisition" :

nor is this question [of the correl. of requisition (MA,

DM)] restricted by the cJ
,
because they recite as a case

of that [coupling to the place of the prop. (DM)] the

saying [of Abu Duwad Juwairiya Ibn AlHajjaj allyadi

X
3/X A AxA#x AtJ s? iu/x

U J -.ujJCabfa A&C.A^f T& JLxJ *.Cv

*

[ Wherefore give ye unto me your she-camel tied (in the

time of heathenism) at the grave of its master without

food and water (until it should die); may-be 1 shall become

reconciled with you (MA, Jsh), because of your giving it

X XX

to me (MA), and I shall bring my destination, orig. ^fy

(129), gradually near by riding on that camel (MA, Jsh),
A Ax A A.P.Px luxx

-)OJuf being coupled to the place of

,

without supplying a O (DM)] ; though F says that
p-

is coupled to the place of the u3
constructively prefixed

IUXX

to ^1 and of what follows it, in which case I say that
* /Ax A x=

this here, [i.
e. in requisition (DM^,] is like /f Jxi> **

| [419] in the cat. of condition. But the truth is that the

coupling in the cat. [of coupling to the correl. of requisi-



tion (DM)J is a coupling to (lie sense,
[i o. ^)^y Jl

fi tl, K ZZ* A A x A S*S> A

and )^X~f ^^J ^ (DM),] because, the

.v//y.
after the tJ [in the text (DM)] being- rendcrable by

01 x xx x x A .x

a
/?., [i-

e. ^i* Jj^*a^ j^G L_CU ^XJ (DM),] it and

the -? cannot l)e in the place of the apoc. (ML).

427. The second [phase of the constructively jire-

ceiling prop. (419)] is when the condition is preceded liv

SM / *f-s x/-x A i^1 x

an oath, as in fri-/^ ^A* ^ -% "^ /"//';
*

' ^x ,lx

tit me, I will assuredly honor hin\; for &i-.yJ/ } being 1 ho
X

cnrrel. of the oath, is meant to be understood as preced-

ing beside it, and the correL of the condition is suppr

ed because indicated thereby (Sh). The oath and con-

dition are both in need of & correL [650]. The correl. of

the condition is either an apoc. or conjoined with the c-3 :

and the correl. of the oath, if an off. verbal pro])., then, if

led by an nor., is corroborated by the ,J and
..

# A/ Ix A ^ x ut f /

assuredly beat Zaid, and,

if headed by a
pretf.,

is conjoined with the J and j5
,
as I

$ Ax / t A/x Ju -Ox

!>.>] j*
u>.aJ &1J!* 5y Go^, assuredly Zuid has stood-, if ;i

nominal y>ro/;., [is conjoined] with ^f and the J or with 1

the J or ^ alone, as fW f-sej ^ &1M^ By God, r<

nt $ Axx

or J6 cjo^ assuredly Zaid is fyc. or

*~'
- ii

Jb ucTJ/y c5-c.; and, if a wcgf. verbal prop., is negatived i
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' * $Ax S S x /

U or V or ^1 ,
as

LV.J r j5.>
U &

- '

5y God, Zaid does not, or will not, stand. When a

condition and oath come together, the correl. of the latter

of them is suppressed because indicated by the correl.
$ Ax uJ x -Pxx $Ax xx A A--OX

of the former
;
as^ *? *?.) f$ ^ &W(^ ,

where
'

the corre/. of the condition is suppressed because indicated

by that of the oath (IA), [for] that the mentioned is the

correl. of the oath is shown by its being corroborated, as

A y s> x x A xx

in the [last, as well as in the first,] ex. and in

LIX. 12. [Jw^ ^ God,)

ij the?/, i. e. the hypocrites, do kelp them, i. e. the Jews, they,

i. e. the Jews or the hypocrites, shall assuredly turn their

backs, and afterwards will not be holpen, but God will (K, B)

forsake (B), destroy (K), them, and the help of the hy-

pocrites or their own hypocrisy, respectively, will not

X J> X A J

profit them (K, B),] and by the ind. in ^^-0.0 (Sh); and
A x A^x Ar^x $ Ax x x A

as )+
*i> &Mf

<J^j
& t #" Zbz'fi? stand, by God, 'Amr*

will stand, where the correl. of the oath is suppressed,

because indicated by the correl. of the condition (IA):

when, however, the condition and oath are both preceded

by (IA, Sh) an owner of an enunc. (IA) [i. e.] something

requiring an enunc. (Sh), the condition (IA, Sh) is pre-

ferred to the oath (IA) [and] must be regarded (Sh),

whether it precede or folloy? (IA, Sh), so that it receives

A $ Ax

the correl., that of the oath being suppressed, as,
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iu^f &U|j
-15 or -

^f &Uf^ Zazd, iy he stand, by God, or
' ' * '

A J.XV Ax

fy Gtorf, z/ fo stand, I shall honor him (IA), ^ &1J|^ ooj
A.TC AJx

J] JL> Zaid, by God, if he stand, 1 shall stand (Sh);

and the condition has been preferred, though rarely, when

preceded by the oath, even though not preceded by an

owner of an enunc., as

//Ax M Axx

[by AlA'sha (J),] the J of^ being subsidiary to

A X Ar^X X A^ X

an oath suppressed, in full *#
&1/!^ ,

and U-aE i/ in

the apoc. as correl. of the condition, and the correl. of

X AJ> X

the oath suppressed, whereas &$& V in the iwrf. would
X

be said, if the oath received the correl. because of its pre-

cedence, as is generally the case (IA), (By God,) if thou
Ax X Ax

be proven by us, even after (
** being i. q. i^ ) the end

of a Jight, when we might be supposed to be exhausted,

thou shaft not find us shrink from the shedding of the

blood of the people in a fresh conflict; but the majority

disallow that, and explain such instances by holding the

J to be red., not subsidiary to the oath, so that here there

is no oath, but only a condition, If fyc., or, as AlFaridi
X A f x

says, UJ> V may belong to the oath, the
^5 being elided

for the sake of the metre
; whereas, when an owner of an

enunc. precedes, the condition must have the correl.,

because, if it were dropped, a hiatus would ensue in the
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>. of which the condition is a part, and the oath id

uttered for mere corroboration (J). When a condition
AX AX A AX A

supervenes upon another, as is^fe <^>j .1 c^J/f J
X XX f x i

"ittle If thou eat, if thou drink, thou art divorced, (In:

X

correl. mentioned belongs to the first, [not to the second,

because in that case the second and its correl. would be

a correl. to the first, so that the cop. L- would be

necessary, whereas there is no eJ (MA, DM),] the correL

of the second being suppressed, indicated by the first

condition and its correL, [which are therefore posterior

in sense (DM),] as they say of the correl. posterior

to the oath and condition, [since they hold it to belong

to the 1st, and the correl. of the 2nd to be suppressed,

indicated by the correl. of the 1st (DM)]; and for this

reason the critical theological jurisconsults [of the

Shafi'l sect (MA, DM)] say in reference to the ex. men-

tioned that she is not divorced until the last [condition]

be fulfilled first, and the first fulfilled last, because the

X AX Ax Ax A x A

full phrase is /*'&> cvJl> c^l ^ ^>yZ ^ If thou
' X X ' '

drink, then, if thou, eat, thou art divorced: but they hold

the text Jf
l/

A S, ht *? * J> f* *

5o ij J
jojj> &W| XI. 06. A'or tt?i// mj/ counsel pro-

x /

/^ ,?/oz/, ?/ / rfeszVe ^a^ / should counsel you, if God

do desire that He should mislead you to be a case

x A x xx

ib point, [



heinp; i condition and indication of a correl., the whole
f-> x x A

the indication of the correl. of
^J! ^ ^ ,

and the full

x x A A .P A x A x A.P' A A^^ J> -f>Jj>3 x x A

J.hraSC ^1 J e^O;!
,1* ^^ J OdX * lj f ,0

tf
,.^

If God do desire $c., then, if I

desire $c., my counsel $c.; for which reason we (B was a

x/*3 AxxA /. A

Shafi'i) say that, if a man said
^!oJ(

c^l^-O ^ "iKb cv,jf

iJAxASxA ' '"
!j.jj

ts^JT ^ T/AOW art divorced if thou enter the home,
'

if thou speak to Zaid, and she entered the house and

afterwards spoke to Zaid, she would not be divorced (B) ;

(so that the second condition is prior in sense, as

in the first e.r., a conclusion differently reached in the

case of the text by Z, who says that) the apod, of (the
fi X X A

second condition) J>M ^ ^ is what is indicated by
A 9 KSS/ A/ x

sa^aj **AAJ U
,
and this indicator is in the predica-

ment of what it indicates, so that (being virtually an
>w S> Ax* A

opod.) it is conjoined with a condition ( M <^o^! ^ ,

Jf God do desire etc., my counsel etc., if I desire etc.),
A

as the apnd. is conjoined with the condition in ^f
XX AC A xAx J>AxA? Sx xAxA?

tJiou

/o me, / IM// behave well lo t/iee, if it he in mi)

power (K)] ;
whereas this requires consideration, since

there are not two consecutive conditions followed by a

correl., as in the [first] ex. and in
' X ul

JCJJ
l^J!^ )C JSU^ U* *

l^<>=*
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[Ifye seek succour from us, ifye be terrified, ye shall

obtainJrom us asylums of glory that nobility has adorned

(Jsh)] and

xx x x f/ x x A

ui v vji* cu>
Ax A x$x X x A x

by Ibn Duraid, [ Then, if I stumble after it, i. e. this

'-
'

..V
&A*fj , if my soul seek escapefrom this *i'f. , sayye two,

' *

Mayst thou not rise up (from thisplace ofslipping)! (Jsh),]

because in the text no correl. is mentioned, but only the

two conditions are preceded by what is a correl. in sense

to the first condition, [as B also says,] so that it ought to

be supplied beside it, [that condition and its correl. being

made an indication of the correl. of the second, and

(DM)] the o. f. being
* x / A A*

& ^ ^ cS
33^ V I desire fyc., my counsel fyc., if

God do desire fyc., while there is no reason for supplying

the correl. after them both, and afterwards supplying

it preceding beside the first condition (ML),

A.P.PXAX xx A.Px x xA$ A $



CHAPTER IV.

THE IMPERATIVE.

428. The paradigm of the imp. [from every
// f X X 2 X /

v. except j*f , jcM ,
and J>"! (L)] is upon the measure

of the aor. (M, L) ar,oc. (L) ac. voice second pers., the

awg-.,
however (M), [i. e.] the aoristic letter [404] (L),

Ax Ax
being elided (M, L) from it (L), as *

, v;1^
>
an^

A A X * " f S S JA/J

-^.o from ^a^ , *-*$* and
^>=>-J^ ,

and the like,
*-> '

*

"

where the initial [of the imp.] is mobile (M). When
X xA$

the imp. is formed from J.*M ,
the

disj. Hamza of the

latter is put in the place of the aoristic letter, as

from f/t (L), the o. f. of fjG being ./> ?
like -.)

'
A AC

in accordance with which pf\ is educed (M) : and,

when it is formed from anything else (L), if its initial

(M), [i. e.] if the second letter of the aor. (L), be quies-

cent, you put a conj. Hamza, [in order that you may
A A A x A

not begin with the quiescent (M),] as v.

and r>=
:x^*'t (M, L), from ^vxaJ

, UI^A; ,
and

' X
.

*
^ X" ^/'A
'

XA,

(M), and
y=;t from ^y^t a0r . 3^. ; but, if it be
' ' f S

not quiescent, you retrict yourself to the elision [of
A A* A A / x

the aoristic
letter], as J*

f

, ^ , C )=O, J{; ,
from

* ' S St S f\ ,S ,$
' '

The ^- is formed
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from the aor., not from the pret., because the two former

are alike in indicating future time (D). The imp. of

every v. to which a du. \
, pi. ^ ,

or ^ of the second

pers. sing. fern, is attached, is divested of the [405],
X xA -PxA xA

as UxiJ
, IjLof ,

and ^^f ; and [the imp.] of that [v.]

to which it is not attached is made quiescent in the final,
A xA

if it be sound, as J**\ ,
and is curtailed of the final, if it

X A A .PA.P

be unsound, as j^J , (*;t, }*f [431]. The conj. Hamza

is pronounced with Kasr so long as it is not before an
A x A

original Damma or an accidental Kasra, as t-^of
,
where

A A
'

it precedes a Fatha, v_^^l ,
where it precedes an original

Kasra, and \y*$ ->
where it precedes an accidental Dam-

X

ma
;
and with Damm before an original Damma, as

A -P A J>

-.j^-l ; and before an accidental Kasra may be pronounced
S> A x- AJ>

either with pure Damm, as usxfi) U
^^tf > or with Damm

X X

smacking of Kasr, as ^^1 with a Damma inclined towards
" ' * ^

Kasra. The vs.
j-J ,

J^.| ,
and J^l deviate from the

analogy of the other vs. that have the second [letter] of

the aor. quiescent, so that the conj. Hamza is not imported

before their initials [in the imp.], but instead of that their

initials are elided for lightness, because of frequency of

usage : sometimes, however, they occur regularly, as

,
and JfJ ,

which is frequent in
j-

with tha

m
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con.
,

as sJ^aH* L-<1&! ^4!^
XX. 132. And enjoin

' '
f\ft\fO A.*x x AxA,-<= *

Mow upon thy family prayer and *)*M> f*\) j**J\
^XX X

VII. 198. Accept thou the easy and enjoin the right (L).

The sign of the imp. is [a combination of two things (Sh),]

(1) indication (IA, Sh) of requisition (Sh), [i. e.] of com-

mand, by means of its form (IA), and (2) reception (IA,
^x

Sh) of the ^ of the second pers. sing, fern., as ^J&
#^ X IOXX X A<^3x

(j^f ^f) csO^J XIX. 26. Therefore eat fhou, and drink,
X X

and be calm, or cool, in eye (Sh), [or] of the corrob.
,

uj x A x -P A ^

as ^^f and j^;^ (IA) : and [therefore] to it belong
X X

X / X<w X A

(1) et^to
, [origf. c^l

,
derived from J*\ i. q. ^^k^f 7

the

J> Ax x x S ^ AxJ

Hamza being converted, as in o^^ and L.5"US) from c^^l

and c^bt (D),] with Kasr of the &
, [as of the & of

X * XX X.P

,
both being imps, from ^U> (aor.) ^y^. (era/". 72.)

X

XX X-P ^ x X.P

and ^5^^ (or.) ^^^ (inf. n.) 5lbU^
?
as says

X

Hassan (BS) Ibn Thabit, on being presented with a goblet

of diluted wine (H),

XA.P AXXXX XA-P AX.P X.PAXXX XAX X 5r 2XXX X X *~^

Verily what thou didst offtr me and I rejected was diluted

(be thou slain!) (1) ; then give thou it not dilated (BS),]
X XX

and (2) JUi' with Path of the J , contrary to the asser-

tion of Z that they are verbal ns. [187, 420], since they
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indicate requisition and receive the ^ (Sh): you say
x s x A.PX / ^f s s

[ sing. masc. ^J^
, p/. wzasc. ft>

,
as &U fto II.

A* X

j

105. Give ye your proof, not
jJto ,

as the vulgar say,

sing. fern. (D)] JA$> (Sh, D) with Kasr of the ^
,
as

' V

(Sli), by Imra alKais, When I say, Give thou, grant thou

me my request, she advances towards me with swaying gait,

slender in the flank, plump in the place of the anklet (EM),XX XX
pL fern. ^*?^> ,

du. masc. or fern. U'JUD
5

there being no
X X

distinction of gender in the du. of the imp., as there is

X^J X.P XJ>XX X

none in the du. of the pron. in U$-)U and U#j*3 or in

the sign of dualizqtion in ^^.yi and ^\^^ and an
' '''$' J-^x

Arab, to whom a man said cuto
,

said uXyl&! U
&Wf^

. x xx
X AP

meaning LJudM 5j/ G'of/, / do rco^ g-we to ^Aee (D) ; [so

that] the saying that it is a verbal n. is refuted by its

I
plasticity and by the attachment of the prominent nom.

J> S> X X

prons. to it (BS) : and you say [in calling J^ V.

I A/ XX X X XX

,
but reject the & in continuous speech, as b JUS

$ s /

-)j (pi. masc.) as

x x xx xx xx Ax x A iu x ^ Ax xx

yu /Ua
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Come ye, we mill renew the obliterated covenant between

us ; each side of us is blameworthy on account of that

A x XX

churlishness (N), sing. femJ] ^J^ with Fath of the J
A x A A x A

(Sb, N), like ^^f and ^^l (Sh), because it is the

of the v., like the in ^c^loj ,
and the J of the v.,

X

which ought to have Kasr, has dropped off, the o. f.
X XX

being ^^ (N), though the vulgar, [ the people of

X /

Makka (K),] say [ ^U? (K)] with Kasr of the J, and
X

a post-classical [(poet,) AlHamdaui (K),] said, [when in

captivity to the Greeks (Jsh),]

AxxAxx S ff-

X ^XXX Ax

xS i- xx x A J x

f &51L9 C>^'6 U

A A x x x XX

X X A X XX X^

U

XX X

#X X iJUXX A XX XX
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* Axx Ax S> s> l\ xx

A xA? J A .0 A xx

LJCJU JJ C^TOJxxx

(Sh) / 5oy, z^/iew a pigeon has cooed near me, my

female neighbour, has thy state become like my state ?

Love forefend! Thou hasf. not tasted the calamity of

absence, nor have cares bestirred themselves in mind of

thine. O my female neighbour, fortune has not dealt

fairly between us ; come, I will divide with thee the cares,

come. Come ; thou wilt see a feeble soul in me, agitated

in a chastened worn body. Shall a captive laugh, and

a freed one weep, and a grieved be silent, and a heart-

whole mourn aloud ? By God, 1 have been more meet than

thou for tears and wailing, but my tears in the afflictions

f
' A/

''.

are precious I, [the J *
Ls^JkJ being elided for light-

*x x f Ax x #x x ^x x

ness, like &0 &> o^JO , orig. &Jb like &^ ,
whence

xx "x x
f XX

the reading of AlHasan
iyi*^ with Damm of the J in

X XX

IV. 64., the
y

of the pi. being next to the J of J^J
when the final is elided, so that the J has Dainm like

s>

Sat// x Axxx <a -0A (/> x Ax xxx

(K),] fem.pl. ^j as **+l ^ XXXIII.

28. Come ye, I will give you the allowance of divorce,

XX XX

du. masc. or fern. IJUu (N). If a word receive the ^ of
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the second pcrs. sing, fern., but do not indicate requisi-

x J>x

tion, as .*+}&, or indicate requisition, but do not receive
'

.P A X x/ A

that ^
,

as t>JUD b J| JJ
in the sense of

^J'y\ ,
it is notXX XX X

an wrap. v. (Sh); if it indicate command, but do not

Ax A x x

receive the corrob.
,

it is a verbal w., as &o and

which are ns., because you do not say ^^> or ^^fc^ ,

Ax A A.P A x2 X

though &*o is in the sense of LS^**! and J^= is in the

A A? 2 X.P A.P X A?

sense of J-^l ,
whereas you say ^~! and

j^'l (IA).

429. In the pass, voice the imp. is formed by

means of the p. prefixed to the aor. in the same way aa

V or J [419], as o^f u^^axJ .?<? ^ow beaten, thou,
/ **

$ A/ A x A -P XP A x A.P

e; beaten, and ^! vT
beaten^ me

;
and similarly in the act. voice but not in the

Ax A A X X? A A?

second pers., as
J*>} ^^^ Let Zaid beat and U| ^^^

me 6ea/, wie, [165].

430. It has occurred, though rarely, that the imp.

has been formed in the second pers. act. voice by means
S> xAxAx x I X

of thep., as ID the Prophet's reading ly^yiXl*
uXJii^o X.

59. [with the &
,
which is the o. f. (K, B), though

discarded (B), and is agreeable with analogy (K), Then

at that then do ye rejoice, the repetition of the k-3 being
* X A X X

for corroboration, like J1 ^ ^
( 62 )
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j
j^-Ul Tb&e ^/e yowr places of repose said by

X

him in one of the campaigns (K)].

431. According to the BB (M), the imp. is

uninfl. upon (M, Sh) pause (M), [i. e.] quiescence

[159], or its substitute, because it is uninfl. upon what

its aor. is apocopated with, so that it is uninfl. upon
A A

quiescence in such as ^^ , upon elision of the in

X A J> A A

such as kpf , l^/^f ,
and ^^1 ,

and upon elision of
XX X

.PA .P x A

the unsound letter in such as }*l , j^f ,
and ^f ,

as
' xx

^uux #Ax ^x x .Px XX -P3 X A xA X XX A

i ua>ji xx. 45. 46.

(?o ye two unto Pharoah; verily he hath become rebellious;

xx A

owe? speak ye unto him with soft speaking^ where U>af
X *

'

and Wy are uninfl. upon elision of the ^ (Sh); but the

KK say that it is apocopated by means of the J under-

j
stood, which is wrong (M).



CHAPTER V.

THE TRANSITIVE AND THE INTRANSITIVE.

.p :# Ax

as

432. The v. is divisible into trans, and intrans.

(IA). The trans. (IA, M) is that which arrives at its obj.

f Ax J Ax X

without a prep., as
tj*>j ^^1^0 (IA), [and] is of three

# Ax J> Ax X

kinds, trans, to one
ofy".,

as J^.j o^^ , [drafts.] to two,
A x x y A /

y**^ 7 c/ad Zac itvVA a coa^ and o^l^
X

Ax

j>.3
/ Ar?zeM? Zaid to be excellent, and [trans.] to

# x #Ax Ax -P AxA^

three, as *i^w
|^*^ l^.^ us^*^1

! / made Zaid to know

o be excellent (M): the intrans. (IA, M) is that

which does not arrive at its obj. save by means of a prep.,
Ax J> Axx $ Ax xx

as L>^ ^-*
j

or which has no obj., as
L^.J ^ (IA);

# '

[or it]
is of one kind [only], that which is confined to the

$ Ax xxx
a#., as

tv.j
u-^t3 (M). All v*., trans, or intrans., att. or

non-att., share in two matters: (1) they govern thewowi.;
X X

for, if non-att., they put the sw&. into the nom., as ^tf
J* x $ Ax

ILsl?
,jj>j ,

if a^. and in their original mould, they put the
'

$ Ax '
r.

ag-. into the worn., as
0^.3 j^ } and, if att. but not in their

original mould, they put the pro-ag. into the nom., as

S*f*,J3 , f,

Y$\ l^<) XI. 46. And the decree was fulfilled -, (2) they
X

put into the ace. [435] ?is. other than [ns. of] five sorts,
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(a) the assimilate to the direct obj., for according to the
f/ A / $ / /

majority it is put into the ace. only by eps., as &$>. ^t**
2*

,

(b) the pted., for it is put into the ace. only by the non-
# "X Ax X X f

aft. v. and its variations, as UG
u^.j

tf and J^j

J &y , (c) the sp., for it is put into the ace. only by
*// A x

the 7i. vague in sense, as Uoj Ji^ ,
Or the tf. unknown

Ax Ax x x x j

in. relation, as U*aJ ^^ ^\lo ?
and its variations, as +&>

Ax uu x

& t-^*k>
, (d) the unrestricted obj., for it is put into the

X

ftcc. only by the plastic ati. v. and its variations, as UUK J
X

and UUi >->G> *> while Ul***^-f &*****! U and U^k c^jy
i s

l>y are disallowed, (e) the direct obj., for it is put into

if Ax J> Ax x

the ace. only by the self-trans. V., as
fJ^.j e^o^-o (Sh).

The sign of the tfraws. v. is that a & relating to other

than the inf n. should attach itself thereto, namely the

.P.PA/A? f xAx

8 of the direct obj., as &A.aUt u-Uf| T"Ae rfoor, / shut it,

Whereas the & of the inf. n. attaches itself to the trans*

and intrans., so that it does not indicate transitiveness or
# Ax .P.PAx x J A S x

intraiisitiveness of the
>.,

as l^.j &->)& \^>^\ The beat-

Ax x A 2 f -f Ax x

z'wg
1

,
/ beat Zaid therewith, i. e. !^J u-^^M &*+>yo ,

and

&XJ> -luJf T7te standing, I stood therewith, i. e. ^^l ca^*> :

X '

the intrans. v. is that to which the 8 of the pron. of other

than the inf. n. does not attach itself. The property of
f f\JJ XX

the trans, v. is to govern its obj. in the ace., as *

n



1 studied the books, unless the obj. be its pro-ag.,
swff

in whicli case it must be put into the nom., as c^jJ
J f S*/(^3

' '

I^AJ I The books were studied : sometimes, however, the

direct obj. is put into the nom., and the ag. into the ace.,
// ^

when there is no fear of ambiguity, as in the saying ^^
^ / ft A^ S> A w ^=

xU**M
'J^f

^ie wa^ *ore ^ e garment but that is not
/

regular and is confined to hearsay (IA). The v
t as

regards the direct obj. is divisible into seven sorts: (1) it

requires no directory, at all (Sh), [i.e.] it is intrans. (IA,

ML), (a) when it indicates (Sh, IA, ML) (a) the coming
$A / / ,

of a thing into existence, as ;-! ^***- A matter came to

Sf\M f / //

pass, )fl c^y The seed-produce sprouted, and

-f A$ / Sl+l/tu

*
' '

2-
' '

%.

[
When winter presents itself (450), wrap ye me up warm ;

for verily the old man, winter enfeebles him (J),J the

$AP / / /

adv. in ^ J v^j^. being in my opinion an ep. of the

post-pos. nom., which, having taken precedence of it, has

become a d. *., so that it depends first and last upon a

suppressed [word], namely unrestricted being, or being

dependent upon the v. mentioned as a causative obj.,

whereas the discussion is concerning the direct obj., (b)

the coming of a sensible quality into existence (Sh),
f *Z fO , ,

[e. g.] cleanness or dirtiness (IA, ML), as J.UJ! JUa T/ie

f /*> **/// / f s

night became long, ;^f y& The day became short, '&*-
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v-^l The garment became worn out
($\\), Ulk? (Sh, I A),

^ (Sh, IA, ML), j^ (Sh, ML), ^J, and ~j

(IA),
" sensible

"
excluding such as

jJU , which is trans.
xx '

to two objs.j f& which is self-trans, to one, and J,

Ax .P A x

which is ^rarcs. to one by means of the p., as J>^ e=.vJ

X-P X

x

7 I*S J f

I was glad at Zaid (Sh), (c) an accident, like &\ v
X

M/ A xx
Zaid fell ill (Sh, IA, ML), ^*^-( It became red (IA), _v*

f

X X X '

yf 3 jLa; (Sh, ML), (d) a natural disposition, as (IA, ML)

(e) color, as

_ . - X X X X

!
,
-ot

,
\U=4

,
or (7) appearance, as ^^ ,

u-^x r
x

'

x x ^-x
'

x

X X XXX
*,,

, Jj3> (b) when it is made to imply the sense of an
A-PAx x x Ax -P Ax xx

intrans. v., as ^^ t^1^ >*> ^ XVIII. 27. ^/zrf fef

no^ MzTid e?/e5 glance off from them, XLVI. 14. [63],.
^ X X Ax ^JJ>= X X

XXXVII. 8. [1], the saying %**=* +J &I/I ** Jfoj/XX X

I

GW answer the prayer of him that hath praised Him /,

w A xAx A X

and .isJI \iSJou J^ [63], which are made to imply the

.PAXXX Ax X-PAXX XXXA XAX
mse of u^^ 's

, *^^ 5 i)x>
x'<ai > ^^>^=vX**| ?

and 1^*^.
X X

A A .P

d J-**i (ML): (c) when it is on the measure of (a)
/

'
/ S> x X.PX x^x x^x

^ with Damm, as
1-3^2? ,

i^J w (Sb, ML), ff , fy (Sh),

this being devoted to the vs. denoting natural disposi-



tions and to such like [vs.] as [denote attributes that]

subsist in the ag. and do not pass beyond him, on which

account the trans, turns intrans. when its measure is
x .*/

changed into J*J for the sake of intensiveness and won-
* f 2 ^ x - x X.PX .Pxx A x

der, as J^J v/^ anc^

f$*
*n *^e sense of **/^l U and

Jx XA

&*$M How hard he strikes! and /&M? intelligent he is I

f/Zii< f .PAx -P x

(ML), while [in]
&=UaJ!

f&Ua.j Obedience befitted, or
x xxA^ x^ x

tflfls allowable for, you and
^j*^! ^> ^? reached Al-

Yaman, [no third (instance) having been heard (ML),
X >

the two vs."] are made to imply the sense of

and fk [433], (b) J*&f ,
as ;-~XM (Sh, ML), uf^f

' * j

(Sh), 3^1 (ML), (c) J* [with Path of the (ML)],
s

s /

or (d) J*> [with Kasr (ML)], whose ep. is [only (DM)]
$ x Z *

on [the measure of (DM)] J^** , [in (Sh)] such as JJ>
J> '
al S XXX

(Sh, ML), which JJo with Kasr shows to be Jj^ with

$xxx$x xx;

Fath, JA)O , ^.y*^ vj**" (Sh), and
^j (ML), the words

u in such as Jo
"

being meant to exclude such as J^cu ,

XX X X

which is <raw.?. by means of thepr/>.,as fJ^ J-iw //e M?OS

SxxA

niggardly of such a thing, [see (2)] (Sh), (e) J-i*>! ,
as

;*<o'l (IA, ML), ^U^l (IA), 3Uif (ML), (/) JJL^I [with
X XX x

x x Ax A

tlic two J s rarf. (ML)], as f*^^ , [or with one of them



aug., as (ML)] J~~M\ (IA, ML), (g-) (J
lUJf

, as
x /f uj i*3 xA/ A

L-XiuJJf ^-y^f ,
i e. The cock ruffled itsfeathers [forfight-

ing (L)], the saying

Ax A xx iw x fj>*f\ AxAx -P xu?X xxx Ax

.^ ^A. SO^M *
^AJ>jJj30 A-wlxJLJ| Jjl^. L>

x ' x x x

[Slumber has begun to overcome me; I drive it away

from me, and again overpowers me (Jsh)] being ano-

wX xA

nialous, while there is no third to them, (A) J^y! ,

J> AxAX= S x xA x xA?
'

as ^-^! iJ^yi T'/ie young bird trembled, (i) Jjtif i. q.

/ X X X X -P xAr 3 X^ -P A2 i- X X A ^

fj/ |3 ^U>, as ^*^M ^1 and
;}^!

o*a^l [488], or
(^')

/ X Ax A X X^AX> S

JjtftA^I indicating the being transmuted, as
^J! ^U^J| .f

X C
x x A x x *

[493] ; (d) when it is an augmented quad., as ^^^ >

|
X X Ax A Sx X A

^sxJy^l ?
>*<j>! (ML); (e) when it is quasi-pass, to what

is ^r7Z5. to one \obj. (IA)], as (IA, ML) LSX*| from C

x Ar" xxAxx ^Ax JAxAx 'xxxA
from t^ LS^--O IA, XJ( from

& w**T (ML) ;
but the quasi-pass, of the doubly trans, is not

XX XX XXX A XA/-0 # Ax .* A Six

.)
but ^rm. to one ofy'.,

as <g*g^ &U*~J( (LVJ c^^

Zaid to comprehend the question, and he compre-
-PxSxxx x A uij <^ fft\M/

hended it and &JL*Xi ^! &X-I^ / taz/gfa Am grammar,

and he learnt it (IA); for the quasi-pass, abates a

.p x XX X AuJ ^ .P J A xA^

degree from the quasi-act.,
as &-^U v^f &X-^I!

x
x x

Aim ^ie garment, and he wore it and f&
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/ made him to stand, and he stood; and the phrases

#, A /AC/ #/A ff* /A/A

UJDO JlLo^U Ua^o &XxLaxX*f I asked him to give me a
' ' ////.P.PA/A/A

dirham, and he gave me a dirham and ^20*00 &X2a^axX**/|
/ /

/ consulted him, and he counselled me belong to the cat.

not of quasi- passivity but of requisition and compliance,

the essence of quasi-passivity being that one of the two

vs. should indicate an impression and the other should

indicate its ag.'s reception of that impression (ML):

(2) it is perpetually trans, to one obj. by means of the

A/ A f A f

prep., as t^j ^ ^^^ I was angry with Zaid and

S A// A //

to ms))* or duU
,
whereas in ^^JO J3 He became

// / ' x

abased by reason of the beating and fLS&
^*-*<

Hefattened

on such a thing the #en. is a causative obj., not a direct

obj. : (3) it is perpetually self-trans, to one
obj., like the

// K///A.-'3 / A// / A/

tw. of the senses, as &3UJJ ^^ ^^ XXV. 24. 0/2
/ //Aul^3 / .P/A/ /A/

the day that they shall see the angels, &s3jy*aJ| 4**^**^ -^
.P A /

L. 41. 0/i Me rfoz/ Ma^ Mej/ shall hear the cry, 0**-^
/

/ w ^ /A /A^ / ; s *

<*~~&A\ I smelt the fragrance, ct^^J! l^ My^ 1^ ^
/ /

S A //

XLIV. 56. They shall not taste death therein, nz^**J
/

Sl^J! / touched the woman, >L*JU! JC^U .| [V. 46.

Or if ye lie with women, [where Hamza and Ks read

(B)] : (4) it is trans, to one direct obj. now by nieaus
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XXX
of itself, now by means of the prep., like yCi ,

XXX <- XX

as &Jf &**; S/^5 XVI. 115. 4rf 6e ye thank-

/w//0r the bounty of God, i-X>.jJiy;
J

yCA| J XXXI.xxx x

13. Saying, Be thou thankful unto Me and unto thy
** A x x A.PX .P A x xx

parents,
l&sz^nj / counselled him, & c^oo^aJ. VII. 77.

x x J>x -P A x x Ax

counselled you, 6J^a$ and fiJ c^ J-oi* and

/ directed my course to him : (5) it is now self-trans, to one

direct obj., and now not trans, by means of itself or a
XXX XX J> X XXX X X

prep., like j*>
and tsa

?
as X&

j*i and slsa He opened
$ -P XXX X X

7m mouth and Sj* ^ and ksa //fo mouth opened; (6) it

: is trans, to two [o6js.] ; (a) now trans, to them both,
X XX xA^= X XX

and now intrans., like
jj^SJ ,

as JU! j^'il
The property

dwindled and L-x J> ^sC^i J J> IX. 4. And who after*ix r r

wards have not abatedfromyou aught of the conditions of

^l\ X

the covenant, where, however, some allow I *^ to be an
ui # Ax

unrestricted obj., i. e. U l-^"
; (b) perpetually trans, to

XXX

them, the second of its ofy's. being like the obj. of > ,

xx? xxA x A

I

e. g. ^ and ^a*X*f explained below, or the first of its

two objs. being logically an ag ,
as && &y*f and

# x ^ JA x A?

I^Ujp <$JUta*|
}

since the first of the two objs. is wearing
X

and receiving, so that there is in it a logical quality of

1

ag., or its two objs. being orig. inch, and enunc., which

jis
the mental or factitive v. [440] ;

the first of these three
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sorts, i. e. that which has its 1st obj. always free from

the prep., and its 2nd obj., sometimes free from it, [in

which case, however, the v. belongs to the cat. of exten-

sion (DM),] and sometimes fettered by it, comprises such

S /"l //* / A / / A / / s / *>/ / s * /

as vt
, f^~~\ [433], ;&=M , .j^5

, -;; ? \*
x x x

. q. (JJ*~, Jtf, and ^}; ,
as >Jb

XX X

II. 41. Will ye enjoin upon men piety? and

-PA XX A XX
**

*

f \ tt f NLT^* .5 Lx

[by Khufaf Ibn Nadba or 'Abbas Ibn Mirdas (N) (or)

'Amr Ibn Ma'dikarib azZubaidi (Jsh), I have commanded

thee beneficence; wherefore do ihou what thou hast been

commanded: for I have left thee possessor of property and

possessor of estate (N)], which combines the two dials.

[514],

/ / A / AxA xi^^AxAP

-P X

/ beseech God to pardon mine intention and mine error,

my trespass ; and every man is doubtless committing sin

and

*/ A f J> A x !#A x xA- * A X A
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[/ beseech God to pardon a sin that I retain not in my

memory : the Lord of the servants, unto Him are directed

the face and the work of each one of the servants (Jsh]),

VII. 154. [514] and

A 2 ^ x A xA ,-^x A 2x .0XX

X /

f Ax x A f-

*(j| .C***f 1{H LSxJ&
XXX e

x^xx? x-PA^x A S X x Ax A

[by Kuthayyir (SM),] i. e.

[^Tzrf Aey sazW, SAe Aa* g-owe /ar away ; wherefore

choose thou from patience and weeping (one of them).

Then I said, Weeping will be more healing in that case to

Ai- Ax x .P-PAxx Ax

my burning passion (Jsh),] &UI J.AU; 0| &XxX/ and J.^ ^b
' ' ' ' '

I surnamed him Abu lAbd Allah, or &)*f ,
e. g

AxAx x? XA.P ^Aiu^ /x xw^s xA.P

&JJUJ. oi ^yjo L.JJJI ur % IM ^gjua

#

/^ f* wine doubtless, being surnamed W&
,

like as the

X X A X *2

wolf is surnamed $&*=* ^ and

/S taf XA f- x xAxx

.IK
r
b ^f ^ UxT

;> XX X

^Tirf ^w orc?er Ma^ / might by means of her be surnamed
Ax -0.PAS X

mother of such a one, ttj>
&uu*w / named him Zaid and

xx A? A .Px Axx x A x x A x *> A2 x x

^v *
' k_^ UP X
XX X # X

/ named him John that he might live ; but there was

Q
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not for a matter that God had decreed any way of escape
Ax .P-PAx x

among men, uS^ & ** I called him Zaid and
# '

a ^ ^ 60 *
x xx A xAP Axx x x A ? Axx A x ^ x x *

UL l

7 XX

called me her brother ; but I was not her

brother, nor was suckled by means of sharing the breast

.P x A x fjirB .P-Px xx A xxx

raV/i her, SL>^ &!/! **J**? ^'^ III. 145. ^TZC? assuredly

Aa^/i fulfilled unto you His promise and

AxAX? xx x A Sx

I 7 z0as #rwe ^a him in the promise, IgTlx^j XXXIII.

37. We married thee to her and

XLIV. 54. .4ftc? We will marry them to fair large-eyed
-Px xx Ax A ^ Ax

spouses, &*l*L>
L>.y oJ^ or

!>>ij
/ measured unto Zaid

.# X X

.Px X Ax .P Axx # Ax

Aw food, and ^U j*>.y ^>5^ or ^-5 -^ weighed unto Zaid

AzV goods, e. g. .jj***aa ^y3^ ^^ f^y^ '^^ LXXXIII.
x

.5

3. And when they measure unto them or weigh unto them,

they make the measure or weight deficient, where the 1st

obj. of both [vs.] is suppressed: (7) it is trans, to three

objs. [434] (Sh). The ;. [perpetually] trans, to two

ofy's. [by its own means] is of two kinds, that wherein
2 x

the two objs. are orig. inch, and enunc., like ^k and

its sisters, and that wherein they are not orig. so, like

x A? xx

^**\ and t-~T . In the latter case the o. f. is to put
#xA #Ax .PAxA^

first that which is logically an ag., as
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# Ax

/ gave Zaid a dirham, where !^>j should be put first,

because he is logically an ag., since he is the recipient of
xxA^ x A x A.Px x Ax A f A$

the dirham, and ^+-d\ &*J
'

\\\ ^+ ..f***^ Do ye clothe

him that has visited you with the tissue of AlYaman,
A X

where the 1st obj. ^ should be put before the 2nd obj.

A x

g*~J ,
because he is the wearer. But what is not logi-

cally an ag., may be put first, though this is contrary to

the o. f., provided that there be no fear of ambiguity, in

#Ax # Ax f Ax A?

which case the o. f. is obligatory, as in fj** !J^j ^^n^\

where the recipient must be put first, since the other, if

put first, might be taken for the ag. Sometimes what is

f A x A?

not must be put before what is logically an ag., as \^~A

*>^Jf / gave the dirham to its ownery where

, though logically an ag., may not be put first, lest
X

the pron. relate to a [word] posterior literally and in,

natural order, which is disallowed (IA).

433. Transitiveness is occasioned by (1) the

Hamza (M, ML) of J^ ,
as LXXI. 16. [40] (ML); the-

Hamza causes what was an ag. to become an obj., so that

the v., if intrans. before the Hamza is prefixed, becomes
$ Ax XXX

after its prefixion trans, to one ofy'.,
as

cV.j >^ and

Ax J A x A

tiV.} is^)^ ,
if fraws. to one obj.

becomes trans, to twa,

iz* $AX x x f.
5 * #

\'
-" * '**

as KM*. JJ; ^"-^
^a^ wore a coat and &* !LV.;

LS^*^J!
X

Zaid m a coaf, and if trans, to two, becomes
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XXA x

trans, to three, as ^\ and ^;! [434] (IA) : (2) doubling

of the medial (M, ML), as
Ufctfj ^ ^! J XCI. 9.

Verily he prospereth that purifieth it and J^x*o ^^M &
X. 23. Tife is the One that maketh you to journey, for the

assertion of Abu 'Ali that the reduplication here is to

intensify, not to make trans., [the v. being orig. trans.

before the doubling (DM),] like

s * / A ^ # * / -05* / xxA x A? ^/ A A / x A /" xx

ItDoUW v* &Xnw wS| \
(J^^ 5fc t^>V>^ Ct^l

^^6*** ..V* ^i^* ^5
X # X # X X

[by Abu Dhu'aib alHudhali reproaching Khalid Ibn

Zuhair for having set a female friend of his against

him, And do not thou be impatient at a course of action

that thou hast made current ; for the first to be content

with a practice is he that makes it current (Jsh),] requires
SSH .P-PASx

consideration, because &y* is rare and &)& common,

nay it is even said that &^-* is not allowable, and that in
X

the verse the > is dropped by extension (ML) : (3) the

prep. : these tliree causes attach themselves to the intrans.

ft* x AC Sf A 3x

and make it trans., as &x^3! / removed him, &X^^ /
A X X

gladdened him, and &> LS^.^. / ejected him, and to the
XX

trans, to one obj. and make it possessor of two objs., as

#A SSt\/*'t- x/vA-PAr^ -PJASx

fji> &j^-! 7 assisted him to dig a well, ^^f &X*U
xxAS^3 Axx ^Axx

7 taught him the Kur'an, and &*x<aJf &jJU ci^-^c I for-
X

ci'% dispossessed him of the estate-, and the Hamza attaches
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itself to the trans, to two objs. and transports it to

three, [but only in the case of ^1^ and J^(ML),]as
S A xA?

'

osJLc} (M) : transport by means of the Harnza is regular

in the case of the intrans., matter of hearsay in other

cases
;
and transport by means of reduplication is matter

of hearsay in the intrans., as exemplified, and in the trans.

to one [obj.,'\
as ^U*a^f &X*lc I taught him arithmetic

/
XXX A x krO 4* A-UX

and &!A~**M &*+$? [432], and has not been heard in the

case of the [.] trans, to two objs. : the Hamza and
Ul X f(f / X AX? X AXX XulX

reduplication are combined in j^^. &
xxAx Axx x Ax x # w x &

(J U'j.^< III. 2.

rfoww WTZ^O Mee Me Scripture by instalments

?z^/i truth, confirmatory of what hath been before it of

the Scriptures, and sent down the Pentateuch and the

Gospel (each) whole unto Moses and Jesus (respec-

tively) (B)], and Z says [in the K] that there is a distinction

x2x

in the two ways of making trans., Jy being said of the

XXA

Kur'an because it was revealed by instalments, and Jyl

of the two [other] Scriptures because they were revealed

whole, and he himself says in the [prefatory] oration of

.PxSxx ai / fai/f ^ XX xi^A.PA/^3 xxA \Uf ur f A X Ax

the K *J/ ;
UaJU

laJ^
UUT

^fjSIf Jyf ^JJf &U o^sJf
f M / 9 XX A^3 X X

It-^iaJ| i_^***sa> Praise be to God, Who has sent
X *X X

e Kur'dn as a discourse composed, ordered, and

has revealed it in accordance with the occasions of good
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because he means by the first its being sent down from

the Preserved Tablet to the lowest heaven, which is the

sending down mentioned in XCVII. 1. [160], and by the

second its being sent down from the lowest heaven to

the Apostle of God by instalments in 23 years; but the

#/ / */(\ S fr*f\J*^> A// /<uS / */

text J^1 &+=* ^1 ^ J/ V XXV. 34., [where

V> is i. q. J/i ,
like ^- i. q. ^^ , Wherefore was not

the Kur'dn sent down unto him in one, whole ? (K, B),]

embarrasses him : ( 4 ) the ! of J-^ ,
as ^j ^j^f-

? Ax -P A x x

Zbirf sotf, !^.j cfc~*Jl^ / *a^ wi/f^ ZzzW: (5) formation

upon usJ^ with Fath [aorJ] J**! with Damm [484] to

# Ax .0 A XX

import predominance, as
Itv.j c^-y, i.e. I surpassed him

x x Ax A

in nobility: (6) formation upon JjuX^j [493] to denote
' f A x A x A

requisition, or ascription, of the thing, as is^jx*,f

JUI , [i.e. ^=5-;^ c^lk (MA, DM),] I sought to make

the property come forth and Ji>J o.L*X*wf
} [J.

e.

Ax x X A .P A^o S hi / / '

c^.*^ (MA),] / accounted Zaid to be

good] sometimes what has one obj. is [thus] transported
/ / A^3 .P-PAx A x A

to two objs. as v-j&^M &XAXXX*w| I requested him to write

x A S<- xtli^ * AxAx A A S-o x

Me epistle and u^jJ! &W! cy^*X*( ?
while u-^iJJf ^ is

f A xx A

allowable only because it contains the sense of us^JCw/

1 besought God to dispose me to repent of the si?i, and
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would not be allowable if it were employed in its original

sense / besought God to forgive the sin, the saying
XXA X A X X A

that <fu&>~\
is of the cat. of ^U-l [ 432] being rejected,

/

x xA x

[because f* , being trans, to one, as cXyo &Uf ^f God
xx A x A

pardon thy sin!, when formed upon J>*AX**f to denote
X

requisition, becomes trans, to two by the operation of

this rule, and the saying that it is trans, to the 2nd by
X X A

means of a prep., like ^&i.f ,
is a departure from this

X

established principle (MA)] : (7) making [the v.] to imply

[the sense of another], as ^^-) and &? [432], because
X X XXX #* Ax -P A X

they imply the sense of ~j and L, and JL^

.P x Ax x x

and &**& &**"
,
because they imply the sense of

X XX A X X A?

and ^j3^f [83] or uXl>! fe destroyed his mind] this is
^

distinguished from the other causes of transitiveness by

its sometimes transporting the v. more than one degree ;

f Ax? <f A 2 x

thus ct>yj
*

<? ^>^ i [orig. trans, by means of the

prep. (B), j-JM ^ ^! being said (K),] is made trans, to

two objs. after being intrans., as Isa-oJ
L-^yi

V or fo^a.

Iwill not withhold, or aSa^e, from thee faithful counsel or

endeavour, because made to imply the sense of

x /x
!# x x Aj>x ^^x x

[or j*& (B) ], whence the text tfUa.
fXJyb

I/

III. 114. [ They will not fail you in corruption (B)],



/x A 2 x3 x x x /A /

and L|
, ^xi- ,

CL>LX=>.
, t*>! ,

and U> are made ^raw,?. to

three, because made to imply the sense of ^f and ^f ,

after being trans, to one by their own means and to another

by means of the prep., as II. 31. and VI. 144. [434]:
f f x-P x

(8) ellipse of the prep, by extension [514], as
Jbye\j>

I/

3 ui // /

II. 235., i. e. r ^f- meaning 1&
,
Do not ye pro-

mise them marriage, ^^>^ Jf ^ !^*$f^ IX. 5., i.e.

AXX *

^4wo? /ie ye in wait for them on every road, not an

., because it is restricted to the place in which one lies

in wait, so that it is not vague [64], and

/A 3^ / * ** XXX / / Sf A/ Ax lu XAX* lux A X

jj

, [by Sa'ida Ibn Juwayya alHudhali, It,
X

i.e. the spear of AlKhatt, is tremulous by reason of

the shaking of the hand, the part of it from its handle to

X X

either end vibrating with, ^ being i. q. *
,

it and
X

its butt reaching its head, like as the fox runs in the road

placing his hind legs by the side of his fore legs (Jsh),] also

not an adv., because it is not vague : (9) according to the

KK, transmutation of the vowel of the
g_ [into Fath

$ Ax x X

after Kasr (DM)] ;
one says t^.j ^^ ,

so that it is

X

intrans., as

^ r/ c^^^ *
A x Ax Ax A



[by Abu Klmlid
alKliiiriji, And I fear that they (his

daughters) should be naked, if the damsels be appa-

relled: so shall the eye of their husbands glance slight-

ingly away from lean though high-born dames (DM)],

but, when you pronounce the j with Fath, it becomes
xx x S3 x

i. q. y^ and J^ ,
and is trans, to one, like

/ / xx A x / /

[by Imra alKais, ^rf / ncfe m tear a sprightly mare,

whose face a spreading forelock has covered (Jsh)],

^x A x A

or, more commonly, i. q. Xy t^k^f ,
so that it is trans.

#5 9 4 Ax -P A x x

to two, as &A^ IJ^J ct>^***r [432] ; but, according to us,

this belongs to the cat. of quasi-passivity [432], [for] one
Jx xx x A 3^= fff\ x x

gays &XA&
-r

>y^ tiy~ I clothed hint with the garment,
X

Gwo? 7ie z^ore z7, whence also the verse, though the obj. is

# xA^ x x AHO x x

suppressed (ML), i.e. bfJ'f ^y^M ^^ we^r ^ar-
X X?xx xx Ax xx

ments) and 1/U^. l^^^ l***T A5 clothed (with beauty)

(DM).

434. the trebly rfrarts. y5. (M, IA, Sh) are of

three kinds (M), [the first two of which] comprise seven

vs. (IA, Sh): (1) transported by the Harnza from the
xxA

doubly trans., which consists of two Vs. (M), ^1 and
sf

^;! (M, IA, Sh); transported by the HarnZa from the

/x x #AX$AXXX

doubly trans. ^ and 3 \
> [440] (IA, Sh), as

4 , IS

jU Zaid A-Tze^
c-4mr ^o be departing and



*A X # Ax J> f\ / A*

Khiilid thought Bakr to be thy brother, and having

a third obj. added to them by the Hamza of transport

when prefixed to them, namely what was an ag. before

the prefixion of the Hainza, as &!Lax
\^c-

1 made Zaid to know lAmr to be departing and

^ I made Khdlid to think Bakr to be thy brother

II. 162.

A Axx xxx A J>/ x A ^^3 .P J>

&Uf ^.X̂XX
77> ?A? 6-/(a// G^ot/ wzaAreMm to see tf/iezr z^oA to be regretsfor

(IA), e.g.

them (Sh) : the [four] following predicaments of the two objs.

and ^^
# ,X # A x

as

of fk and ^1^ hold good for the 2nd and 3rd objs. of

; (a) they are orig. inch, and enunc. [440],

J*>.j
Ls-*J^f

,
the 2nd and 3rd objs. being

X

; (b) the op. may be neutralized in rela-

-0JL rO ///&% f/s/bt

tion to them [444], as in the saying &Wf LULcl feT^dl

Blessing, or Prosperity, God has mad

know, is with the magnates, w^J| an inch, and
'&>> / /

* an adv. in the position of the enunc. haviug
*' /"t-ht / / ////htOfbi xx/A?

been objs.^ 01 ig. ^^*^l <* ^>i^l ^f lx*JU|j (c) the op. may" $<x$Axx#Ax^A^^
be suspended from them [445], as J

7" warfe Zairf /o know, assuredly 'Amr is standing ; and (d)

both or either of them may be suppressed because of
Ax J> Ax A^

indication [443], as !^.j ei~*M / /iave ??zaf/e Zaid to
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know said in reply to " Hast thou made any one to know
#Ax f Ax f A xA # ,w,

<Amr to be standing?," and
\y+s- l^.j \^Ae\

,
i. e .

jf ,wx # AX -PA xA # wx #Ax

or U->& IL^J c^J^I
,

i. e. U..> f^ ,
said in the same case :

x x

^X XX

when, however, ^) and
^c are trans, to one 06;. before

< X ^*^ XX AC XX XXX
the Hauiza, as when ^f^ is i. q. ^u| and Jl^ i. q. uJ^

X

[442], they beconis doubly ^-aw^. after the Hamza, as
#rtx Sf Ax J Ax

\y. |joj c^^f / showed Zaid, or marfe ZazW to see, 'Amr
M X Ai-o # Ax J AxA^

and **)] 1^3 c^*^c f / informed Zaid of the truth
;

J>1>^> X X^ X

[(thus) &ilf L^l;l U; IV. 106. By means of what God hath
xxix ^x A3 x

taught thee means ^^f- (K, B), and is not from
^.j^l

JA Ax

i. q. ^JW| ,
else it would require three objs. (B) ; ] the

2nd of these two objs. is like the 2nd obj. of l***T and
x A? s* x A #Ax J A x A

as in U>^J 1^3 ij^U^^f
,

in that it cannot be an
' 5 X A^= $Ax

enunc. to the 1st, so that you do not say ^t
i-VJ >

like as

you do not say *$>)O -^3 ,
and is allowed to be suppressed

X

with or without the 1st, or to be retained while the 1st is

suppressed, even though there be no indication of that

S AxA? -P A x A

[63, 443], as t^^JUf I gave information and is^xia^f
, e.g.

JU J^,P| >* U.l* XCII. 5. [And as for him that

i hath rendered (obedience unto God), and shunned (sin)
& A x .P A /A

I

|(B)], where both are suppressed ? ILPJ u^*^=! Unformed
t Ax * A x A? y Axx X uJx X A.P x A x xx

tW and ! J>i; ts^^l ,
e. g.
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. 5. [And assuredly (thou,) thy Lord shall give

unfa thee, the J being inceptive (604) (K, B), corrob. of

the purport of the prop. (K), prefixed to the enunc. (B), the

/ A / / t\f / /

inch, being suppressed, iu full Jy~ c^l^j (K, B), (victory

&c. in the present world and the recompense laid up for

thefuture), and thou shalt be satisfied (K)], where the 2nd
* / *r f AxA

is suppressed and the 1st retained, and

1 made known the truth and
Ufi>^j u^da*! ?

e< g. ^x^,
^ Ax XxA A^ ^ AJ

V. IX. 29. [Until they give the tribute

(unto you) from a (compliant) hand (K, B), i. e. sub-

missively (B)], where the 2nd is retained and the 1st

suppressed (IA): (2) [orig.~\ trans- [by its own means] to

-P AxA f

one obj., [but] made to follow the same course as c^*M

because of its agreement therewith in sense, and conse-

quently made trans, in the same way as it, which consists

of five vs. (M) ; [for] the remaining [five vs. trebly trans,

(IA)] are (IA, Sh) such as are made to imply [433] the

XXA x

sense of the fM and ^J [first] mentioned [above] ; namely

(Sh) UJ! (M, IA, Sh), as

(IA), by AlA'sha praising Kais Ibn Ma'dikarib, And I

have been informed that Kais nor have I proven him

because of what they have asserted (the \-$ denoting

cause), since I know Kais to be the best &c. before

their informing me thereof is the best of the people of

.



AlYaman, where the 1st obj. is the pro-ag., the ^ of the
iux

1st pers. (J),
U; (M, IA, Sh), as

X ACAr X /XX

(I A), by Ziyad, I was informed that Zur'a (and foil?/ is

XXX
hideous like its name &>(&**

) was addressing to me un->

AJJ

wonted sallies in the way ofpoems, where the prop. ^^>
'

j| in the place of an ace. supplies the place of the 3rd
XX A?

obj. (J), ^ (M, IA, Sh,) as

.Px A S* Ax

*
Axx x .

u.

(IA), by a man of the Banu Kilib, ^d z^Aa# harm wr
ill

happen unto thee, when thou art informed that I am con-

tinually ailing, and thy husband is absent one day, in

that thou shouldst visit me, i. e, in thy visiting me ?,

<f 4 '

xwx Ax .P Aui f X

**w C^

(IA), by Al'Awwam Ibn 'Ukba Ibn Ka'b Ibn Zuhair,

And I was informed that my beloved Laila the Saudd

of AlGhamim (the name of a place in AlHijaz, where she

was wont to abide) was ill ; wherefore I arrived from my
x x

family in Egypt visiting her (J), arid ^>^^. (M, IA, Sh),

as



xAx X / f f .PA 01 9 A XX X SI A * X A.P Ax X

fiJ S^JuJsi. -t*J ,.t%f^ U *X*X4^

(M, IA), by AlHarith Ibn Hilliza (M, EM) alYash-

kuri (EM, J), Or if ye refuse what ye are asked

for, then of whom have ye been told that lie has pre-

eminence over its ?, where the ^ of the 2nd pers. pi.

is the 1st olj.,
and the prop. jJ\

& supplies the place of

the 3rd (J) ; these five (IA, Sh) vs. are like the trebly,

not like the doubly, trans. ^^ (IA) ; [they] are orig.

trans, to two objs., to the 1st by their own means and

AX A i*/ A A.PA A

to the 2nd by means of the ^ or >*
,
as *^U~0 j^iyf

" a' ' " ' XX X X

^U**0 j*3>UJj
UU II. 31. Inform thou them of their names.

And when he informed them of their names, J-*> ^^^
].

XX XX
VI. 144. Tell ye me ofsome knowledge^ i. e. known matter,

X 'A A X A X A^AuiXX

and *^^t |-*A*^ ,.t^ c^y^ XV. 51. And tell thou them

of the guests of Abraham , though the^p. is sometimes sup-

pressed, as LXVI. 3. [23] (Sh) : (3) trans, to two objs.

#Ax JjX3 x Ax f A x A J

and to the extended adv. [661, as ^y &W( j-x
L J ' * J

/

*^J! Igave
lAbd Allah a garment to-day and

X/AS^3 X Au3 ^ iirO / Ax

w-UJj i?^! &Uf LSXC Zaz'fl? robbed lAbd Allah of the gar-
X

wie to-night, though some GG disallow extension of the

adv. in the case of the vs. possessed of two objs.

435. The trans, and intrans. are equal in governing

in the ace. [432] the four objs. beside the direct obj.



and also such of their coordinates [19] as are governed

in the ace. by means of the v. : [so that] like as you
XXX

govern those in the ace. by means of such as -->^ ,

/ x XXA

I**T
,
and M ,

so do you govern them in the ace. by
XXX X Sf

means of such as L-^3 and .



CHATTER VI.

THE PASSIVE.

436. The pass. tf. is that Which dispenses with its

ag., the olj. being put into the place thereof and made

the subject, while the v. is made to deviate from the

/ // /

mould of J-** to J** (M). The pro-ag. is that of which
X

the ag. is suppressed, while it is put into the place there-

/ f S xA-P

of, its op. being altered to the fashion of J^J or J-*i> or

J> Ax / S> Ax X .P

Jj*i* (Sh). Say that *~>r*> [in &j ^^> Zaid was beaten
* / X

(I)] is a prei. v. pass., [literally whose ag. is not named,}

not that it is constructed, [i. e. attributed (DM),] to

that whereof the ag. is not named, because this is pro-

lix and obscure; and that (I, ML) its nom. (ML) ^.;

(I) is a pro-ag., not that it is the obj. of that whr.

the ag. is not named, because this is obscure and pro-

lix and applies correctly to (I, ML) the ace. (ML*

> (I) in U&o <>\ ,5^' Zaid teas given a dirham
'
' '

f x
'

(I, ML with the var. !^>3 ), [and besides] thepro-a^

sometimes not an obj. [438] (Sh). The ag. is suppressed

[and the v, attributed to the direct obj. or what occupies

its place (L)] j the initial of the v. is pronounced with

Damm unrestrictedly, [i. e. whether the v. be pret. or aar.

(IA),] and the penultimate with Kasr in the pret. and



Path in the aor. (L, IA, Sh), as J-^ fr in J*^j and
x Ax

from
fjs:̂ . (IA), this being what is meant by the altera-

x J> *xA.P

tion of the #. to J-** or ,Ji> , and not these two measures,
X

for these are possible only in the triL v. (Sh) ;
and [after-

wards (Sh)] the direct obf. is put intathe place of the ag.

[in having the v. attributed to it (Sh)], and receives all its

predicaments [20-23] r so that it becomes a nom. [after

having been an ace., an essential after having been a com-

plement (Sh)] r and necessarily posterior to the v. (IA, Sh)

ifter having been allowed to precede it (Sh), and may not be
<< X -PK X X

suppressed : thus J-fo ^. Jjy A most excellent gift was

i*X XA X 9 Ax X X

yiven was 0r/g\ J-^ ;*=* tV.j J^ 2/iaifl? g-aye a mostf $c.,

SAX #x

he ag". t^>j having been suppressed, and the direct obj.

MX xA x X "*^ ^A X

JJU ^jcL put in its place ;
and when tjty J->^ ^xi. is said,

xl, is not a prepos. obj., but an irac/i.
r
the enunc. of

X X -P X

is the subsequent ^ro/?. JxJ ,
i. e. f> J-p ,

the
X X

^.
that stands in the place of the ag. being a latent pron>. ;

<x ^A x x

ind you may not suppress J$V ^^ ,
so as to say

* '

IA). When [the pret. of (L)] the pass. v. is a
XX XX

usound in the (L, IA) y as J& and
^l> ,

it is dealt

rith as already mentioned, then lightened by elision

'-. the vowel of its -*
,

ta which the vowel of the

' ' '

transported, so that J^> and $> are said, orig.""
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X -P

and # ,
the Kasra being deemed too heavy upon the

X

unsound letter following a Damma, though some lighten

by eliding the vowel of the
,
and say Jj* and

_y> (L),

[or more fully] three modes have been heard in its cJ
,

X X

(1) pure Kasr, as J^ and # , [which is the chastest
X X

dial. (J),] e. g.

JX.PXX xAS^-PxAx .Px-Px Ax xx Ax
o!

fta- )
the vowel of the ^ being transferred

to the after the latter has been deprived of its

!<X

own vowel, /#, a certain s\&) wrapper, fern, as well as
*

masc., icas woven with two woofs when it was being woven ;

it dashes against the thorns and is not pierced (J)],
X f X -f

(2) pure Damm, as Jy> and <c^ , [which is the worst

dial. (J),] that of the Banu Dubair and Banii Fak'as, who

[however] are [said to be] among the chaste speakers

of the Banu Asad, e. g.

.PAx^Ax xAx A x x x A x

[(1) said to be by Ru'ba, orig. ^ ,
the Kasra upon the

X

being deemed too heavy and therefore elided, and the

g then converted into ^ ,
because quiescent and preceded

by a Damma, Would that and will a " would thai" pro-

jit aught ? would that youth were sold and that I bought,
Ax J>xAx

the 2nd o^J being iu the nom. as ag. of *Ju
,

because



f Ax
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the word c^J is intended, and the 3rd being corrob.

of the 1st and having no sub. or pred. of its own

(J)], (3) Ishmam, which is the utterance of the cJ with

a vowel between Damm and Kasr, [i.
e. with a small pre-

ceding portion of the Damma and a large subsequent

portion of the Kasra, whence the ^ becomes clear,
Ax

which (pronunciation) the Readers name
^^ (J)?] and

is apparent only in pronunciation, not in writing, [which

dial, comes next to the dial, of Kasr in chasteness

XX A l*l/ X XX XWX XA^ f f\f- X X /

e - g

/UM XI. 46., read among the Seven with Ishmam in
^

X

and .j^** ,
-4wc? z7 z^a* said, O earth, swallow up thy water,

and, heaven, cease : and the water uws abated. When

[the pret. of] the pass. tril. v. unsound in the is attri-

buted to a [mobile] pron. of the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd pers.,

you must, according to IM, pronounce the uJ with Kasr
-P A

or Ishmam, if the unsound letter be
^ ,

as c^*-
,

not
f A f

with Damm v^+u*
,

lest it be confounded with the act.

, A ,r\,a f A f

voice, which always has Damm [403], as i^*J| e^v***/ /

offered the slave for sale, and with Damm or Ishmam, if

J>Ax x X A*

the unsound letter be
,

as J^ b u^> Thou hast

X A

been sold, slave, not with Kasr c^*> ,
lest it be con-

X

founded with the act. voice, which always has Kasr, as
X A * S A

v*yj| e^sw / sold the garment; according to others, how-
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ever, these modes are preferable, but not necessary, Damm

with the ^
and Kasr with the ^ being on the contrary

allowable. The same license as to Darnm, Kasr, or Ish-

x /

mam, that holds good for the uJ of gl ,
holds good for

d X

the -J of the reduplicated, such as t_^=-
,

so that you
2 9 2

say -^=* or t-*^- or pronounce with Ishmam (IA). No
x

other letter beside the initial of the pret.pass. has Damm,

unless its initial be an aug. ^> or a con]. Hamza (L):

when the initial is (L, IA) an aug. mj (L), [i.e.] the ct*

of quasi-passivity (IA), the second as well as the first

X A S>9 x X A X X X ui f

has Damm (L, IA), as pf*^ from **>^
, /** from

,
and S^f^ ^rom J-*

1*^ (IA) : and when the initial

is a conj. Hamza, the first and third have Damm (L, IA),
XA.PA.P X-0A.P X.PA.P xAxA x XxA

as Jb^xM.1
, y&\ ,

and ^^\ from
^laaX-wf , ^^i3\ ?

and

XX X A

J!
j
and the same license as to Damm, Kasr, or Ish-

mam, that holds good for the LJ of b
,

holds good in

the pass, for the letter next before the of every v. on
x xxA x xxA

the measure of J*^! or ,J*&J that is unsound in the

x x A

,
like

yj^.| and o&f (IA), [for] when an unsound
X X

letter comes next after the third, the same lightening is

X X

necessary as for Jjo and # (L), so that three modes are

x A x /

allowable in the c^> and ^ ,
Kasr (IA), as jy^^
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* A * x f/\f

(L, IA), orig. )&*1 and
k>jJf ,

the Kasra being deemed
X X

too heavy upon an unsound letter after a Damma, and the

Damma being therefore elided, and the Kasra transferred

x A x t\f

to its place (L), and Darnm, as (IA) ^y^M and oJUf

(L, IA), said by him that lightens the tril. by eliding
x 9 x f

the vowel of its
,

and says Jy> and > (L), and

Ishmam; and the Hamza is vocalized with a vowel like

that of the & and
JJ (IA). The pass, may be con-

structed to any obj. [438] except the 2nd obj. [439] in

$A

the cat. of e^*U
,

the 3rd in the cat. of LSx*M ,
and

^ f
9 AV x .P

the causative and concomitate objs. ; you say &\ \^jyb
./ A .P A^> ^Ax X x

beaten, &**oaJ | ^ ^A* Friday was journeyed
/ x Ax x

Two parasangs were journeyed, and

Hard journeying was journeyed (M).

437. The predicament of the obj, that becomes

-ag. is the same as that of the ag. so that like as

the v. puts only one ag. into the nom., so it puts only

one obj. into the nom. Consequently (IA) if the v.

have two or more objs., [and be constructed to one (M),

you make (this) one the pro-ag., and (IA)] the rest are

# x A $ Ax X A

governed in the ace. [as before (M)], as

a dirham (M, IA), Ci

brother was known to be departing ,
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Zaid was made to know lAmr to be the best of men (M),
x AXJ x x x A .P A-o X Ax !# X #A x $ Ax X >

and Slo

beaten with severe beating on Friday before the

governor in his house (IA).

438. According to critical judges (Sh), when a

direct obj. [governed without a p. (M)] is found (M, I A)

in the sentence (M) after the pass, v., as well as an inf.

n., adv., and prep, and gen. (IA), the direct obj. must

be made pro-ag. [in preference to anything else, because
# Ax J> A x A

it is sometimes logically an ag. for in fj^j ci-o^acf

^ x xxx
I gave Zaid a dinar Zaid is a recipient, and in I^M^O

i Ax

id fought with lAmr the act proceeds from

Zaid and 'Amr, and therefore they share in producing

the act, so that some even allow this obj. to have its ep.

9*, XXX
in the worn, as ep. of a logical nom., like f w*^ ^\
* x A^

id fought with the ignorant
lAmr (Sh) as

Ax X

->y* (437) (I A),] and (IA, Sh) nothing else
X

may be (M, IA, Sh) made the subject (M) [and thus]

substituted, [as pro-a$.,~] for the direct obj., while it exists

Ax X /br X f

(IA, Sh). You say tx>j
J! JUM ^o 7%e property was

A /

delivered to Zaid&ud &U j..^ u-X>lta^ ^Jb Five hundred
f / XXX

J xA

were reached by thy gift; and do not put JUJ| and
x Ax x x / x x

into the ace., making L>JU Jf and c^/liax^ the sub-
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X X AX5 Ax XX*
jects,

and sayiog JU! j^j ^1 Jo and

x x A x x xA^ $ Ax x

3U <.-%
5

like as you say JU|

,/ x A x x i*/ x XUI.P

Me property aud

marfe /o reac/i ,/ve hundred : but if you intend to

restrict yourself to the mention of the person to whom

the delivery is made and of that which is made to reach,
Ax x x J>

you say j^j ^f!
& Delivery was made to Zaid or

* * ' /.,/;
the person delivered to and L-^lia*f ^Jj 7%,^ g-z/if

' x x
#AX x *

reach. In like manner you do not say fjjj v/^
Ax xA^A^=J>Ax ^A^= J> x^

^ nor &**sJ|
j*y,

nor ^-^! *U|
,
but put him

' / X ^

into the nom. and them into the ace. (M). Such is the

doctrine of the BB except Akh (IA, Sh); aud they hold

that such instances to the contrary as have been trans-

mitted are anomalous or otherwise explicable (IA). .The

KK hold that the direct obj., while extant, may be

replaced, whether it precede or follow, by something
#Ax$ X $Axx S / $/Vx #Axx f

else, as !^.j i^(J^ \^jy& ^^ or ^.^^ ^Y^ ^^t.) ^y^ >

X
*

X X
*

X

and similarly with the rest ;
and they (IA), the opponents

[of the former doctrine] (Sh), adduce as proofs the read-

X f AxA.0x X #Ax x A S

ing of Abu Ja'far ^f?~* lytf
U> Uy ^5)=^ XLV. 13.

(IA, Sh) 7w orrfer that what they have been earning, i. e. [the

good, or the evil, or (B)] the requital, [not indeed the inf. n. 9

because attribution to it, especially with the direct obf.j

is weak, but what is given in requital (B),] may be requited



X AX> x

cT

a warner appointed for me from the enemies, by

means of whom I was preserved from the mischief when

flying abroad, in both of which exs. tlieprep. and gen. are

made pro-ag., and the direct obj. is left in the ace. (Sh),

aud the saying [of Ru'ba (J)]

X X- X X

;
3 I/I ^! !o^ l/

;
* Ijju. J/f ^Ul*Jb^

[where >'^*^^ in the place of a nom. is pro-ag. of

X A S # iu X oi ^xA xA<" -Pill-*3 Ax Ax

vo
,

and the o. f. is !^M~ W >^1*^ &^l >^> J, (The^ X ^ X X X

attainment of) eminence has not been made an object of

anxiety to any but a noble-minded personager nor has any

but the possessor of right direction healed the possessor of

error of his error; but it is replied that this is a case of

anomaly or poetic license (J)]. Aud Akh holds that, when

the direct obj. is preceded by another [o6/.], either may
A/ M ^ X .P $ Ax

be made pro-ag., as
fci^j y^f ^ V^ or ^.> ,

but that
X XX

X .P

otherwise the direct obj. must be made pro-ag. as <-->^
2 ^ $ Ax # Ax

y^Jf ^5 L^J not
Joo.j (IA). When there is no direct

X X

06;., the adv. [of time or place (Sh)], the prep, aud gen.,

or the inf. ?i. is made pro-ag. (IA, Sh): [for] the rest of

the objs. are equal in precedence, when they occur

together in the sentence, as regards correctness of con-

struction to whichever of them you please; you say
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* / f / A A.-0 A/

was treated with intense contempt on Friday before the

governor, if you make the prep, together with the gen. the

x A h*a .PA/

subject; while you may make &**aJf ^^, or any other,

the subject, and leave the rest in the ace. (M) : but in the

case of each it is stipulated that it be suitable for being
/ A S> fi?a .PA// $ / $ A / x -P

pro-ag., as &x*sJl
pj> ^ and

A/

Zaid was passed by ;
whereas the aplastic

X / /

i. e. such as keeps to the ace., like j** when it means

at the daybreak of a particular day, and c^itf
,

is not

suitable, and therefore you do not say u^tU.^ ***^ or
X X

jxu* -r**'; [18]? lest y u exclude them from their settled

adherence to the ace. [64] ;
nor are the aplastic inf. ns.,

like &UJ oU* [41], which may not be made nom. for the

reason given above in the case of the adv. nor is such

an adv., or inf. n., or prep, and gen., as does not afford

$ A/ /

a material [25] sense, so that you do not say \^^ ^-~

nor
-->;*^ ^^ nor )^ ^ (J**^" >

because that does
/ / /

not afford a material sense (IA) Exs. of the inf. n. are

_$/ / $ x Ax Si^3 x^x/
J jjil |(3G LXIX. 13. And when one
' ' z *, , ^ A //

&e blown in the trump, and $J ^k >*j
6 A

'

- &Ai.f *-, II. 173., [i.e. f*&\
*
'^$"i since Ik is



i. q. valid, butnot self-trans., nor is

3 $A x $ A x

(K, B),] i. e. U yU , s^ being a raetf. for the inf. n., And to

whomsoever some remission shall be madefrom his brother :

exs. of the adv. are Ramadan was fasted in,

^ x xx -f 3 f x x

or kept as a fast, orig. ^*&*) j"W ^ i
and

The quarter before thee was sat in] for that *U!

is one of the plastic advs. that may be made nom. is

proved by the saying [of Labid (EM)]

P* X.PA X

where
jJ\ l^flli. is a subst. for U^

,
which is in the

xJ>

asanz'rac/L, [(or) is enunc. of a suppressed ZTZC/J. US) (EM,
A x AxA^ x

BS), the j9rop. being expos, of
(jx=?-^/!

UT (EM),] and
,

X

is the enunc. of thezwc^. [^ ], the cop. being
.*s x

'

the pro/z. in Jf , [which relates to Ifo* (EM, N), -4wc?
X

*/ie became (448) so terrified that eac/i- q/ /Ae #wo places of

danger, she was thinking that it was meet for dread, the

quarter behind her and the quarter before her, or (they were)

the quarter $c. (N)] : and an ex. of the [prep, and] gen.
xA A x A* x Ax S-f A A x " A x

is \&* ^L^ U Jj^ JT Jo^J J
;

VI. 69. ^rt</ if it
' ' $

ransom with all ransoming, it shall not be acceptedfrom,
x^

being in the position of a 710771., [the v. being
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.
A x .

attributed to it, not to the pron. of J^ JT ,
which is

f

in the ace. as an inf. n. (K, B)] ; because if a latent pron.
A x A.P /A

were supplied in L^^> as pro-ag., ($i+ being then in the
X

.
A ' "*

position of an ace., that pron. would relate to Jj^ J/ ,

which is an accident, it, i. e. a// ransoming, shall not be

accepted from it, whereas accidents are not accepted, but
A x /A .* x A.P x x

only substances, [while in Jj^ l#U iS^LL 1^ II. 45.

the Jt*^ is the ransom, Nor ransom be accepted from it

A x A.P AxAP

(K, B) ;] but if
ti^>.

be taken in the sense of J-j.> ,
it

shall not be agreed to from it, that will be right (Sh).

439. With two different objs. (M), [i.e.] in the

cat. of jjk^l [432] (IA), either the 1st or 2nd obj. may be

^ SJ> $ Ax x -P

made pro-ag. (M, I A), as &* ^.j j^*^ ^MG? was clad with
S.P # Ax $A x x A

a coat or &*=*
|j*>j

^4 coa# was put on Zaid, and
^^** ^5^^

^ x

Ufi)^ 'Amr was given a dirham or ^)^ 1}+* A dirham
X X

tt?os
g-zz767Z

^o 'Amr (IA), though it is better to make

what is logically an ag. the subject, namely the recipient

and the wearer (M) ;
unless ambiguity would result from

(

# Ax #A x .P A X A

making the 2nd the pro-ag., as in \f+z \^.) i^xLocJ I gave
lAmr to Zaid, in which case the 1st must be made^ro-

# Ax $ Ax X A

og
1

.,
as f v*^ t>^3 .s^

2*^ ^azW M'a* presented with
l

Amr, and
X

not the 2nd, lest ambiguity result, because either of them

might be recipient, contrary to the 1st case ;
but the KK
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hold that, when the 1st obj.'is det. and the- 2nd indet.,'t\\&

1st must be made pro-ag., and the 2nd may not be, as

^ xA $Ax x A* *Ax $xA

U^o J^j jc^f an(i not 1^.3 f^)
1-* When the 2nd of

X ' X _
*l X

two 0A/s. is ong\ an enunc., as in the cat. of ^k [440],

or when the v. is rfra/zs. to three objs., like ^1 and

its sisters [434], the general opinion is that the 1st obj.,

2 x

and not the 2nd in the cat. of ^y ,
nor the 2nd or 3rd

XxA 2 f

in that of M [436], must be made the pro-ag ,
as ^

**/*/ i .-/ #* Ax

U3 oo*} Zaid was thought to be standing, not ^0> J(jo\,> O O / > f

x / o ' -

#xA^> xx xx 9 A

and ^>M*^ (_jCww\^ LV

Aor^e ^o 6e saddled, not l^

5 X A .P

^.^M^ : but IM and some others hold that the 1st obj. in

the cats, of ^^ and jM need not always be made the

pro-ag., but that the condition is [only] that there be no

ambiguity; so that you say
X̂

horse was made known to Z'dd to be

Ax X x xx # Ax

t.\ nor

f # Ax x

b and fcio

saddled, [which Z apparently allows,] some even allowing
x A x xxx !* Ax

JJ.JA*** uX~j> |L^.J j
whereas if ambiguity result, the 1st

# AX a

must be made pro-ag., so that you do not say fJ^
$ Ax

if 'An^r be the 2nd obj., Zaid was thought to be

# xA-! e $ x # Ax x A!

,
nor telioJU VJl^ t^V.; |*^l Zazrf was made to know

v >

Khalid to be departi ng.



440. J2? and its sisters form a division of the vs.

that annul inchoation. They are of two kinds, mental

and transmutative [or factitive] (IA). The mental vs. are

'[(1) such as indicate certainty, of which IM mentions 5

<IA),] ^t; [not from ^1; (Sh)], fc [noti. q. cy (Sh)],

CHAPTER VII.

THE MENTAL AND THE TRANSMUTATIVE OR
FACTITIVE VERBS.

.

; [not i. q. ^y^ or uJi^ (Sh), gy* (IM, Sh) in an

Ax A

insignificant dial. (Sh), and^ (IM, Sh) i. q. J^| (IA, Sh),
' X

which keeps to the imp. (IM, Sh), and (2) such as indicate

probability, of which IM mentions 8 (IA}],

XX *H X

[not i. q. # (Sh)], ^ =-
, r^ (M, IM, Sh), *

(IM),

[noti, q. AfiS (Sh)], J*a. [like o.aX*f (IM)], and
X

,
which keeps to the imp. (IM. Sh), when they are in

the sense of knowledge of the thing as being of a certain

** / x x 2 -P A x

quality, as Ujj$" ut=-t ^x.*U 1 knew thy brother to be ge-
i

nerous, \3\f? &ty) 1 believed him to be, or regarded him
X A/^s x ?Ax .P A xx

, liberal, and k&soJf fo JJ.JJ cyJ>^s Ifound, or discov-
x x

scornful. They are prefixed to the
/?ro/?.

Df the zwc/i. and enunc., when the intention is to make it

Droceed upon doubt or certainty j
and they put both terms
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into the ace. as objs. [533], though both still retain their

original conditions and circumstances (M). [Thus] they

are trans, to two objs. (IA, Sh), of which the 1st is orig.

an. inch. ai;d the 2nd an enunc. (Sh): whereas other
Ax X J> X

mental vs. are intrans., as ooj ^jx*.
Zaid was cowardly -,

As ^ A x

or fraws. to one o/., as
Icxjj cs*Jzy I disliked Zaid (I A).

x

The following are e#s. of the [mental (Sh)] vs. (IA, Sh)

denoting certainty: the saying [of Khidash Ibu Zuliair

:?xx x

[/ knew God to be the greatest of everything in resource,

because what He wills is, and what He wills not is not,

and the most numerous of them in hosts (J)]; though

sometimes, [but rarely (J),] it is used in the sense of

Jb
,

as l*i/ 5^;
;
; i^-6*? &))i f& LXX. 6. 7. Verily

*

they think it to be far ; and We know it to be

j

which combines the two usages (J)]:

(IA) I knew thee to be the one that lavishes kindness;

wherefore the incentives of desire and hope sped with me

to thee; though sometimes, but rarely, it occurs in the

X A.P M 9 $S A / A X

sense of opim'ora, as (J) dAU< ^^^ ^ LX. 10.

And if ye deem them to be believers (Sh, J) : VII. 100.
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:,] (IA) [and] J ;
A^

y& &Uf LM* ^laJ LXXIII. 20.

(Sh) Ye shall find the recompense of zV w;zV/i God to be
x *

ir//tr than the goods of the present life, y& being a
A -P /A?

rorrob. [135], or a distinctive [/?row.J, because ^* J-**f
X

is like the efe., and for that reason refuses the

[166] (B):

.UXX
(TA, Sh) T7i0w hast been known to be faithful to the com-*

.prtct,
''Urwa: therefore be thou ungrudgingly envied;

for to be ungrudgingly envied for faithfulness is praise-
X X

T'orthij* where <^> governs two objs. in the ace., the 1st

; being the CL> of the 2nd pers. sing, masc., which is the

X X

pro-ag. (J); though generally ^o is trans, to one obj.
xx J A x x

by means of the v->
,

as JiJXj ct^^o Iknew such a thing*
A* X rt ^ XX

while in &?
f^^;

' ^ X, 17. Afar would He have ac-

quainted you therewith it is trans, to (Sh, J) one o^/. (J),

the L^ and - (Sh), by means of the Hamza of transport

!(Sh, J), and to one by means of the ^ (J) : the saying

![of Ziyad Ibn Sayyar (FA, J)]

\
A /*><&/ uj x i- A^Axx x ui ff / xrtx A 2 X? x<x Axx

'IA, Sh) Know thou the medicine of the soul to be the sub*

lugation of its foe; wherefore strive thou to the utter-

ist with subtlety in the practice of idles and duplicity^



Aixx A/A

where J^>
,

i. q. J^' , [and aplastic, not being used save

in the imp. (J),] governs two oljs. in the ace. (FA, J);
f

though generally it is trans, to ^ and its conj. (Sh, FA,

J), which supply the place of its two objs. (J), as

A .P x

J;-;

(Sb), by Sariya Ibn Zunaim, Know thou, O Apostle

God, thai t/tnu art overtaking me, and that a tit

from tlice is like the seizing by the hand (SM, Jsh), whence

A.P x x wX XAuix^uJX #2 AUJ uj^

J

[by Zuhair (FA),] ^rf / *airf, A^ow thou that the gat

^5 carelessness; and, if thou neglect not if, i. e. /tz"

X '

precept, verily thou wilt be the killer thereof (FA, J):

X X A^3 XX

whereas, if it be i. q. i^L-aoJl
*1*3 Learn thou arithmetic

' X

and /Ac /i'Are, it is trans, to one [obj.~\, and is plastic :

the difference between them is that this is a comma;

acquire knowledge in the future through diligent prose-

cution of the means thereto, while the former is a c

mand to acquire it in the present by means of wli

mentioned (J). The following are exs. of those denoting
X X* # Ax -P A

probability: ^l^-f
fj-jj

c^i^- 1 fancied Zaid to IL
XXX S ,

brother (IA) : Jta. and .& are alike in governing two

a. in the ace., as
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[by AnNabigha adhDhubyanl,] And my tents have

alighted in an inaccessible height, wherein the pastor of
the beasts of burden is fancied to be a bird, or having

A * fit.

their place supplied by ^ or j! and its conj., as

t Ax A Axxx

*

by the Hudhal! (BS) Abu Dhu'aib (Jsh), So that 1 have

lingered after them in a weary life: but I think that

I am overtaking, following them (DM, Jsh) ; sometimes

it denotes certainty, as in the saying [of AnNamir Ibn

Taulab asSahab! (J, Jsh)]

.PA X Si f 2x

(IA) The women so fair that they need not the aid of

ornaments called me their paternal uncle, while I knew

myself [446] to have a name. (What! shall the name

be discarded,) and 1 not called thereby, when it is my first
^ .PA x -f Ax A x x 3.P x ui /

name?, which is rare (J): l)f* \?"? ^ LjCxteJ/ ^1)
X '

XVII. 104. And verily I think thee, Pharaoh, to be out-

cast from good (Sh); sometimes it denotes certainty, as

*jjf I/I &JJ| ^ b=JU U
^t fyjbj

IX. 119. (IA) And they

knew that there was no taking refuge from the wrath of

Godsave in supplicating Him for pardon (B) ; [thus] it may
X xA^ x f&f x uu x

be interpreted in *#3lM >* &ifc>V ^(^ XXVIII. 38.
XX ' x

denoting certainty, And verily I know him to be, or

sure that he is, of the liars, like
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S\fO fSS X X S ^ A.Px 9 AJx

*

(K), by Duraid Ibn AsSiinrna, And I said to (hem, make

ye sure of [the coming of (N)] two thousand [horsemen

(N)] completely armed, the chiefs of whom will be clad in

the Persian coat of chain-mail, another ex. whereof is

A lux -Px S A-PuiP x 5 X x ux

or know for certain, that they must meet their Lord,
x */ Ax

where the codex of Ibn Mas'ud has
^fJ*-?. (K, B); and

u> ai x

it is as though ^j^f , resembling knowledge in prepon-

derance, were unrestrictedly applied thereto, because the

sense of expectation is implied; says Aus Ibn Hajar
x3/-xAx x

5ti. t_ju**/( v-iLl! *x^ U ioJls

/ discharged it, making sure of the expectation that

it would be penetrating what was between the heads of the

9 X A x x

Me 5e%, reaching the vitals (B): SA.>TV 1

*J
!j

XXIV. 1 1. Account ye it not to be an evil for you

(Sh); sometimes it denotes certainty, like the saying [of

Labld (J)]

XX XA X X

xx x x A * .PAxA<^ X

[/ Aneu? with certainty piety and generosity to be most

goodly merchandise as regards profit when man becomes

heavy in death (J)] : the saying [of Abu Dhu'aib (J)]
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A? t A*

x A x xA t\fO .P A

'.P

(IA) .4rad (/" Mo?/ think me to be such that / was wont to

be characterized by folly among you, verily I have bought
X XX

sense after quitting thee in exchangefor folly, where **j

occurs in the sense of opinion, and for that reason go-
X X

verns two objs. in the ace., the 2nd being the prop, of tf

in the place of an ace. as the 2nd obj., which [construc-

tion] is rare (J), its governing two ns. being confined to

poetry (BS), [and]

x x 5 xAx-PAS/^ x3 Ax .PA XX #A>x Ax XX

>

(Sh), by Abu Umayya alHanafl, /SAe thought me to be an

old man, I not being an old man. The old man is only

he that crawls along with crawling (Jsh), [also} an ex. of
X XX

the rare [construction] (ML) ; generally ^j is trans, to

ft

[
J or (Sh)] ^f and its cow;". (Sh, ML), which supply

Ax ,\ f f// X Mr X X-X

the place of its two objs. (J), as ^ ^ \^ ^.&\ {*')
J> /r\f

'

|yUx> LXIV. 7. They which have disbelieved have asserted

[below] that they shall not be raised from the dead and
r A X XX A XX

ci^*J L>J [below] (Sh) ;
it does not occur otherwise

jin the Revelation [see XXVIII. 62. in 443], and

I is like it in this [construction] (ML); ffi is assertion (K,
' X

B, BS) of knowledge (K, B), truly orfalsely (BS), whence
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the saying of the Prophet *->&\ &***+ !^} [20] (K),XX X

and [for that reason (B)] is trans, to two ofy's., [like
SA A

as

x x x A x

b *U *>?

x A x x x A x A.PA2 Axx

>*

(K), by Jarir, ^woJ that he that has lived, O Umm Malik,

dies ; nor do I assert thee to be in a place of separation

from that (N),] the two objs. being, however, replaced [in
A $

LXIV. 7.] by ^ and its annexure (K, B); it is gener-

ally used in what is false, as LXIV. 7., sometimes in

what is true, as in the saying of Abu Talib addressing

the Apostle

x $ Six x A.PX x Axx A xxx $ * x2 x Ax xv x Ax x /

*? oir^ etJLj-0
iJ.&j

# ^-sU L-XJ I ct-v**^ LJ^y***}
' y x

MOM A5^ summoned me, and asserted that thou art a

faithful counsellor / and assuredly thou hast spoken truth

and been there trustworthy and the saying of Kuthayyir

.f2x xx x 5x x air xAxx xx Ax * Adxx tu A xx x A xx

* b kSJj 13

asserted that 1 have altered since I was icith

her: but who is he, O ^Azza, that alters not (BS): the

saying [of AnNu'man Ibn Bashlr asSahabi (J)]

xx x x
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(IA) Then think thou not the friend to be thy partner

in affluence ; but the friend is thy partner in destitution,
A f Ax

where OJ*J' occurs in the sense of opinion, and for that

reason governs two objs. in the ace. this is frequent, but
X X X

its occurrence in the sense of ^~~ with Fath of the

*-
,

in which case it is trans, to one
[oft/.], is rare, as

x xA^> J> A x X

JU! ct^Ji-^ / numbered the cattle (J): the saying [of

Tamirn Ibn Abi Mukbil (J)]

J> ;*Ax x A Sx 2 x ^x x? Ax x .0 A .P A.P Ax
& &> UL(

x # x #

[ Verily 1 was wont to think (J, Jsh), or believe
(Jsli), Abu

lAmr to be a trustworthy man, until misfortunes befel us one

day, where it occurs in the sense of opinion (J) or belief

(Jsh), and therefore governs two objs. in the ace.; this

XXX

is frequent, its occurrence in the sense of ^a5> trans, to
u>f x Ax A x X

one (o&j.) being rare, as &U! L~^# ct^s^, i.e. Idirected

course to the House of God by pilgrimage (J)] :

I A Sr f X A.P X 5<^ // >XXA^

>*^y! oU* J
^.^J|

&X5UJ! XLIII. 18.
x x xx
believed the angels, who are the servants of the

A J> ^xx A

Compassionate, to be females, [i. e.
pfcjjJiX*! (Sh) ; IM

xxx X^ A

restricts J*^- by its being i. q. fc*Sx*f
,
in order to exclude

/xx x2 x

Jjc*. i.q. vyo (below), a transmutative, not a mental #.

(IA)] : and the saying [of Abu Hammam asSalull (J)]

x x fxAX Axx 5 x

*
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(IA, Sh) Then I said, Protect thou me, Abu Malik ; and

if not, then think thou me to be a perishing man (J), [or]
Ax f xxx

believe thou me (Sh) ;
(_-*& i. q. ^s is, contrary to ^j

and *kJ
, generally trans, to two plain objs., as in this

verse, and seldom governs ^ and its cow/., so that H
$ /~x J* Ax uj A x

even says that
p>& Jj*>j ^1 L-^3> is a solecism; [the cor-

P Axx ui Ax xxx

rect expression is not usJUS
^'f u.^2> or J.*J &J|

}
but

* Axx Ax x xx -P A x

e
J_$

xx2) or J-a^ <^fi) ,
the attached pro/i. being affixed

to i#, as says Abu Dahbal alJumahl

-UJJI !

(D), i q. ^y** an( ^5*^" '
&c on, or /d, j/e me

X ' '

^o 6e a tfiara o/" J/OM ^a# Aa* /os 7iz*5 he-camel, and ^Aa^ /ias

a compact of companionship. Verily the compact, its

obligation w greotf (T), whence too the saying of 'Urwa

Ibn Udayya

Ax * A xx Ax

xx x Axx
>*5

i. q. ^^^ and ^5^***^^, When I find the heat of love
x xxx

/o 6c iw tnj/ /iuer, 1 advance towards the water-skin



of the people, laving myself with cold water. Reckon,

or Account, thou me to have cooled with the cold water

only the outside thereof; for who is a match for a fire

that burns upon the bowels? (D);] but he forgets the

saying [addressed to 'Utnar Ibn AlKhattab by two

whole brothers, to whom he had adjudged nothing while

awarding a third to the two uterine brothers (DM),]
f x xxx x? 3 A x

l

;
t*2w^ Vty ^ t-^ Suppose, or Grant, thou that our

father was a he-ass, [and make thou us to share by reason,

if the relationship of our mother (DM),] and the like

MJ

(ML), [for] the occurrence of the uncontracted ^t and

is conj. supplying the place of the two objs. [is allowable,
\u/f\r t\f # X X XX Xxiu Ax

though] rare, like ^\ ^ ^J&+ \f^^ ^ Vty ^ ^.^
X X

Grant, or Suppose, thou that our father was a stone cast

XXX J x X

nto the sea (J) ;
it is an imp. from L-^J [aor.] L-^> ,

)ng\ He gave without a return, afterwards extended, so
X X

^
-Pi" XXX XXX

;hat they say L^(L^ &1JJ ^^-J^ [below], i.e. ^yUU^^ x X

tfhich is reducible to the 1st sense, because the meaning

s God make me to become a gift in thy ransom /; says

Ukaiba alAsadi

AXXX *3* XA XX

Then grant, or suppose, or AoW, tfAow V #o 6e a nation

hat has perished unheeded. Yazid rules them, and Abu

Yazid (T); [so that] it [still] contains, as it were, the

xxx Ax x

ense of the imp. from 1-^3 (D): L-^ from &^ is



x x Ai^ ^ Ax A x
T * If II I *

likewise trans, to two 067*., as (JUJJ jj^ i-^^

Ax x xA^= x

Me property or uV.y JUJJ c-^S) (?zz;e Mow Me pro*
f ' ' nAx 9x Ax

to Z^frf, and is common
;

but u-^*> from &>^> is

# Ax Ax
?. to one, as

!Jw>j
L-^D Stand thou in awe of Zaid,

and is rare (J). The mental vs. are plastic and aplastic:
A x ASxx Ax A

the aplastic are L--~> and J*S i. q. J^f
,

these two

being used only in the imp. ; the plastic are all the rest,

these being used in the pret., aor., imp., act. part., pass.
#<Xi#Ax>A^x S *

.) and inf. n., as U5
f^.;

C^AA& and
jl&f

and

A x Ax

and
^U2?

U!
,
Ljt*

8^! ^yJa^ LVJ JZazW w such that his

father is thought to be standing, where the 1st obj. becomes
^ <x s*Ax / ill x A .PA /

worn, as the pro-ag., and U$
ILVJ i_<>J^ >^ c^*

^ XX
7 wondered at thy thinking Zaid to be standing, with the

same government and other predicaments as hold good for

the pret. The transmutative (IA), [otherwise called] the

factitive (Sh), vs. are also trans, to two objs. orig. inch.

x3 x # A x LU /* ^ A3 x

and enunc. : they are [ ^^ ,
as &>^| 6^ ^fr^ I made

the clay to become an ewer (IA) ;] J-*=^ ,
as >U3> Slxlx^a*

x XXV. 25. ^wd maAre zV to 6e as scattered atoms of
X XX Sbf X / /

in the rays of the sun [ u-^^ ,
as &Uf

^^j

(above), i. e. ^^ ,
6rorf ma^e me to become thy

X X

X X

ransom! (IA);] ii=s=J, [the ^ in which is rad., as in



X ^ A Ax X X A XX

y (K), as \f . 76 Assuredly thou
x ' x

wouldst have appointed a recompense to be for it (IA),
x x 3

thus read by Ibn Kathir and the two BB (B)] ;
Juf ,

xx xA
"

Jjuof from kiacw
,

like x>! from y ,
not from tJ^t

* s s j
x 'A .f a; ^ / x jj<^x

L, B) according to the BB (B),] as ^^t *Uf o==ufj
' $

IV. 124. And God took Abraham to be a friend ;

r , [when made to imply the sense of fr& (K, B, on
Ax & ft X Ax A* x Ax xA Xxx

16),] as
.

*> .j ,-**> &,>. ,&**> UTy, XVIII. 99.

(nd We will suffer some of them on that day to surge
A-Px XXX

\ultuously among others (IA, Sh), whence [too] rfff)

f II. 16. And maketh, or causeth, them to be in

s$ S> A S

irtcness, [prig. vrjUlb ^ Jt>
,

the two terms being put

X XX

to the ace. by i_Sy when prefixed (K),] and

X Ul fO XX X .. A XX>

cLxJuuJf )>-^ (XO vis?

x x

I L, B), by 'Antara, And have I made to become the prey

the wild beasts ! They seize him ; they gnaw the sym,'

of his Jingers and the wrist (EM, N), and

XX x A .P x A x Ax

>***=^ >

,*.PA2x x

A* x

^
L), by Fur'an Ibn AlA'raf, And I reared him until,

1 rendered him, or made Mm to become, the com-
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rade of the people, and his mustache was independent of

being wiped, i. e. he could wipe it himself, though, as

x .P.PAXX

some say (J), 1^1 is a d. s. to the 8 in &f
,
/ left him

the comrade, because, though it is literally det., [as pre. to

a det., it is logically indet., since (J)] he does not mean
Ax xiu^*s,/u5x fl\//

any +f themselves, but merely
X XX X

33.0 A.P x x Ax A.P>

(T, J); and o>, as (IA, Sh) \j
^ X X

JL>u**a. II. 103. 7%a <Aey might render you, or

you to 'become, after your believing, unbelievers, out of envy

(Sh), [and]
-P X / X

(IA), by 'Abd Allah Ibn AzZabir alAsadi, The n

befalling mishaps smote the women of the family of Harb

with a certain quantity thereof, whereat they lamented

with great lamentation; and it caused their black hairs to

become white, and caused their white faces to become black

# .0

(J), [though] \f& is [otherwise said to be] s\ d. s. to the

pron. of the 2nd pers. pi., might cause you to apostatizt

as unbelievers (B).

Axx

441. o^.;! is used in the same way as ev*x
X

#xA.P #Ax * %

so that one says laliaL*
fjo.j ts^o.y / thought Zaid to

X X

* x #Ax xf

departing, U2>! j> f: /



e x j* A

and LJt^.

x. x A*

thinkest thou Bishr to be

/ x

sitting? And in interrogation exclusively they say JU
S XAJ ^Ax J> f/ # x #Ax * J>x2 j, f, Ax

u*
{^.3 Jyu ,

U&J3 f^ JySf ,
and JyS ^

# x A J> #A x

,
in the sense of

^.jteu ,
as *f 1/l^.f [below]

and

X.PX Ax x 2 Ax x

departure, it will be before the day after to-

orrow. Then when thinkest thou the dwelling will
X X

ite us? (M). The property of j ,
when followed by

$ Ax xx
a prop., is that the latter should be imitated, as jjj JG>

irf,
^mr s departing and

L>JJ J%f

Sayest thou, Zaid is departing ?, being, however,
X X

the position of an ace. as o6j. [1]: but J& may be
x

ated like >I&
, putting ih&inch. and enunc. into the occ.

The generality of the Arabs (IA), others than
XX fi X

;he Banu Sulaim (Sh), treat J like
^,^1^, [as regards

he government of the two objs. in the ace. (Sh)J only on

ndition that the v. be [ Jj> (Sh), aor. (IA) e'Tzrf.J
2nd

s. [sing. masc. (IA)], preceded by an interrog., and not

parated therefrom except by an adv., [prep and]

jr 06;., as

X S x A A" x

***& < !



(IA, Sh), by Hudba (J, Jsh) Ibn AlKhashram aMJdhri

( Jsh), where it is contiguous (Sh), When thinkest thou the

quick-pacing young she-camels will carry to me Umm
# x A .P # Ax f .Px S.-0 2

Kasim and Kasim? (J, Jsh),

(IA),
X 9 A X xA-PAc" .P -Px A A Ax *X * t & *0 9 9 + A . x A/2

L yoci* JJtJ I ,) ju ,( *^ JL*.OJ ^ &x^bx y (jjf ,) fcAJ (Joy ijj

where it is separated by the adv. (Sh), -4/ter distance
-._

thinkest thou the dwelling will bring together my union

with them, or thinkest thou the distance to be ordained f

(SM, Jsh), and

ft LjCx^f v**J #
"xx "x*

(IA, Sh), by Kumait Ibn Zaid alAsadi (J), where it is sepa-

rated by the obj. (Sh), Ignorant thinkest thou the Banit

Lu'ayy y
i. e. Kuraish, to be, by the life of thy father, or

feigning ignorance? (J) : if, however^ it [be other than
X X

an aor., as J, or be an aor. without a cw
,

as

f -Px x

or be not preceded by an interrog., as Jy c^

(I A)] be separated [from the interrog.'] by anything else

(IA, Sh) than an adv. or [prep, and] gen. or reg-. of its

own, it does not govern two objs. in the acc.
} according to

these [Arabs] (IA), [but] imitation is requisite (Sh), as

i x A 9 Ax .P .Px x AC

^H("u, j^j Jy^ o^l f Z)0stf /^ow soy, ^airf is departing f
X

(IA, Sh); whereas, when the conditions mentioned are

combined, the inch, and enunc. may be made ace. as objs.

of Jj ,
or now. by imitation (IA)^ But the Banu
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Sulaioi (M, IA, Sh) make the whole cat. of^ like

t Ax x ' *t x

e^Julfcj (M) : [for they] treat J like ^ as regards the

government of the two objs. in the ace. without restriction

(IA, Sb), i. e. whether the conditions mentioned be found
# A f x A.P

in it or not, as lai&* Jo JJ* Think thou this one to be
X

affectionate,
whence the saying [of an Arab of the desert,

III X

who caught a u-^ and brought it to his wife (J, Jsh),]

f/ A \if .PAxx x I x x#.Px.PA.PxAxx
,! &JM ^xl foJD * IJudai Ua., c^J^* c^Jli'

(IA), where J is treated like ^ in government [not

in sense (J)], She pronounced (and 1 was an intelligent

man) this to be, by the life of God, one of the metamor-
J> f*/ A

phosed children of Israel, ^\y*>\ being a dial. var. of<

(J, Jsh), because she believed the ^J^> to be
'

metamorphosed children of Israel, or, as some say, in

both, She thought (J); so that they allow f^j
* / A.P -P A*

i*
f
while others hold imitation to be necessary, e>J

x

.j (Sh).

JA x ^A -Axx
442. Except \z*-jy=*- ,

u^i- , ct^**j , [and i

X X

they have other meanings, according to which they do
Si x *

not exceed one obj. (M). J*> [from &x& Suspicion (M)]

x/'ui y A x A/^ xx x .P xx

i. q. *^! ^ as in *xil2a> u-^*^! ^* Jfc U^ LXXXI. 24.

^ * ' ' *
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[with the & in the codex of 'Abd Allah, and thus alter-

/*lS

natively read by the Apostle (K), i. e. f+> (IA, K, B),

.i
s * '

from &&
,
Nor w he (Muhammad) by reason of what

^

he annouuceth of the unseen obnoxious to suspicion (K,
# AX s AX / / $ / ft

B),] is trans, to one obj., [as |j.J>j
es*x*l2w JU J -j^

/ x

Property of mine was wanting; so I suspected Zaid (Sh)] :

/ / X XX

similarly *U i. q. t_3^ [is frYms. to one obj. (IA)], as
'x

?Ax X S/f\/ X A* xS:f ff A A.PxxA ^l^=x

Lxi, e);^ ^ ^Vl ^^ ^T r*^" 1

*****
XVI " 80'

X / X

^72^ Gorf Aa/A brought you forth from, the bellies of your
2x

mothers, not knowing anything (IA, Sh) : and ^t^ from

.AX XX S XX X -0 x

^5!^ ,
as ItkT J^. &Axi^

^*! ^|^ /46^^ Hanlfa held, or
' ff^/

believed, the lawfulness of such a thing (Sh); [and] &oj^
x A.P ^JA xA?

[from ^.j; ] i. q. iO'^! /5^ him [432] (M); [though]
^x xA-P

when ^5!^
denotes seeing in sleep, inf. n. bj^ ,

it is trans.

to two objs., like the J^ before [440] mentioned, as ^1
#A X J> A^ xJ

XII. 36. [Fm'/y /^ee, i.e. 5aw, an imita-

tion of a past state, myself (446) iw s/eep /o 6e pressing
* A x ^ AJ

grapes (K, B),] the ^ being the 1st oft/., and !;*.

& prop, in the position of the 2nd obj., and similarly

XX X

U Ijf

I
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ft / A 'A/ *0x x x

Jf Jl * O^ ^jsu g&\$ Ul !jf
# * " ' ' *

[by 'Amr Ibn Ahmar alBahili (J),] the S and -
, [which

A f x

is the sign of the pi. (J),] in
j^l^l being the 1st obj., and

XA.P

^5^; the 2nd (IA), Abu Hanash makes me sleepless (at

times,) and Talk and 'Ammar and Uthtila (make me sleep-

less) at times from my anxiety about them; (in which

verse there are two things to be avoided, curtailment
s//%

from &| not in the voc., and separation of the con. from

?.'
**

the coupled by means of the adv. &y dependent upon
X

x -Piux

the suppressed enunc. ^ffa 1 )
and when I sleep, 7 see,

X X

or dream, them to be my travelling companions, until, when

the night recedes and comes utterly to an end, behold, 1 am

like him that runs for sweet water to drink towards mi-

rage, and obtains not moisture to moisten his throat withal
^ x Ax xxx x x? A?x ai

(J), [but not always, for] in U*y ^Z+e. j^.f
c^j>f^ ^'f

x x A.P .PA^x xxxA/^x x A S ^x

v>^.Uw J
rf^&fj >**^^ ^j***^!^

XII. 4. Verily I saw
XX X '

in a vision eleven stars and the sun and the moon. 1 saw
f AX x A f

them bowing down to me cs-oj^ is fro^i bjj ,
not from

^ /A* X X A^ A ^ Ax x

&j
, [because of <-$V^ ja^aiu

J/ XII. 5. Relate thou not

X XA J J &X X I

vm'ow and .cV ^.^ f^ XII. 101. T%w z> the in-

terpretation of my dream (B),] and ^M p^.^ is an incep-

tion, [explanatory of their state, in which he saw them

(B), in reply (1) to an assumed question
" How sawest
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thou them?" (K),] not a reiteration (K,B): and la. i. q,

f x / Itr X Ax .P A X X
^xS 2 r-<= -P A x x

as &W c^^ ^JM^. [440] (Sh) : and &UaJf

/ found the stray she-camel, when you light upon it:

x x AXX 2 x xxx

[and for )4 ,
*l*->

,
<*

,
and iJ-*^- ,

trans, to one obj.,
X A X J> f

see . 440 and 467:] and similarly s^J\ ^^.^ I was
X

*ft\ <uf ffftwf

shown, or taught, the thing, i. q.
&y&> or &&* 1 was

XX X * X

made to see, or &raoi0, V, as in UX~,tL4
^Ji^ II. 122.

x x

A0t0, or teach, Thou us our places of devotion in the pit-

5x

grimage (K, B), transported (by the Hamza) (K) from ^!^
X X A$ XXX

i. q. j^J He saw or cJ^ ^?e knew, on which account it

does not exceed two 0&/.9. (in the act. voice and one in

0XA.P *=AxS .P .PxC

thej(W5.) (K, B)] : and J^-U t^.; ^t Jy^l Sayestthou,
X

Verily Zaid is departing, i. e. Speakest thou that?

443. One of their peculiarities is that, though you

may restrict yourself to one of the two objs. in such as

.PAxx .PAxA*

and c^^*^ ,
where the two o&;>. are diverse,

# x A -P A x Af

saying U>^O LS-*xlo<;J without mentioning to whom you
'

# Ax . A x A J

gave it, and l^.j c>*Atatf| without mentioning what you

gave him, you may not [restrict yourself to one of
Ax x

the two objs. in the cat. of vs^-to (K on XXVIII. 62.),
* Ax ^ A x ^ x A.0

and] say tt>^ ci^y*a. or taHai*
,
because of the loss of

X X

what you have constructed your narrative upon. But
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you may omit both objs. together iu either cat., as JuuLte.
A 2 f iu x

*r& ^ XLVIII. 12. And ye thought with the thinking
A / x A x A x Ax

ofevil&ud. the prov. Ja=u *-~> ^ PF/*os Aear*, wi'/J

MiA; (M). According to the correct doctrine, [how-

ever] (IA), in this cat. the two objs., or one of them,

may be suppressed when indicated, but not otherwise:

thus both are suppressed in (IA, Sh) ^ti^l -V^j*" ^
x .PAx A -PA.P

'

&}**? {^ XXVIII. 62. Where are Mine associates,

they (that) ye were wont to think (to be associates) ?, i. e<

x/xxx t\s f ^Ax X xx /V ^/\J /\ x /

/b'^t ^"^y , [ *^ requiring two o5;>., like

^J| (440) (K)], or rather jtf)Z ^| , ^ and its

supplying the place of the two objs. y
as in

XX XX XX

? A.PAXX X 5^ ff/t*/s *

ai VI. 94.

see not with you your mediators, as to whom ye thought

that they were in lordship over you partners with God

(B), [and]

f A xx iu xx ^ x A.PS3 -f // 3 -P iaZ Kf S \u 't

JLc ! \Lc jiff.
1 **^* o Y^ ^ &x*w &j o 4) L iLo ^U

L5 x P5 * O/^ O *

[by Kumait Ibn Zaid alAsadi, On the authority of what

scripture, or in virtue of what usage, deemest thou the love

of them to be a shame unto me, and accountest thou? (J)],

i. e. ,jk f^U M*. ^^tasjj ,
the two objs. being sup-

pressed, because indicated by what precedes them (IA);
< iuxxAx x/

and one is suppressed in (IA, Sh) M ^^aa^ ^j III. 175.
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[166], i. e. 2$\ y& fglfgu ,
And let not them that are nig-

gardly of what God hath vouchsafed them of His bounty

account (their niggardliness} to be good for them, the 1st

obj. being suppressed [in this reading, because indicated

X * x Ax x *

by J=xo (K, B),] and the distinctive pron. [ ^ (K)]

and 2nd obj. retained, and (Sh)
t /-A X >u f / / * Axx A x/X

* 8j
xx

[by 'Autara, By God, thou hast alighted and imagine

thou not aught else (to be betiding) in respect of me (J),

i. e. of my heart (EM), in the place of alighting, the ^
*/AX

being i. q. ^ , of the beloved, the honored (J)], i. e. 8^J
# X

'
# X

Ui'l^ , [the 2nd obj. l*Sf^ being suppressed, because indi-
X X

cated by the situation (J, Jsh)] : but without indication

[suppression is not allowable in the case of both (objs.)
* ~* # Ax 9 Ax x

or one; so that, when meaning U5
lo^j <^^o (IA),]

X

you do not say, [according to the soundest (view) (Sli),]

[or o*J^
, restricting yourself thereto (Sh),] nor

(IA, Sh), as all agree (Sh), !uV.;
c^xJLb (IA) [or] &J^

# Ax # "X ^ Ax X # <wx ^ A x

oj (Sh), or UlS c^ixb (IA) or U> LS-J^
, omitting

the 1st and 2nd ofy'. respectively (Sh). As for the saying
X X f AX X ^ X

of the Arabs t^!3 c^JLxb [40] 7 thought that, u*fJ is a

* Ax x

de>n. to thinking, as though they said merely u^JuLb :

* Ax x

and you say &> e&^UJ2> / thought about him, when you
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make him the location of your thought, like as you say
a *> * *s *

^jJ! ^ o^xxfcj I thought in the house; but if you make
'

'
.'/*

the -> red., as in &^x>
^SJf [503], it is not allowable to

' ' /

stop speaking thereat.

444. Another [peculiarity of the mental vs.] is

tliat, when they precede, they are made to govern, but,

when intermediate or last, they may be either made to

govern or neutralized, asO '

/ /

f AS fO

M) by Munazil Ibn Rabi'a satirizing Ru'ba Ibn al'Ajjaj,

\at I with poems of the Rajaz metre, son of baseness,

t thou threaten me, whereas in taking vengeance on an

emy by means of poems of the Rajaz metre, I have

ancied, are baseness and impotence ? (Jsh). The mental

flu. have three states, being made to govern, being neutral-

zed, and being suspended [445]. Being made to govern

3 their governing the two objs. and is necessary when

hey precede the latter and are not followed by a suspen-
# / #A/ * A/ /

ory, as UJU jjjj ^JJJb I thought Zaid to be learned,
X

>nd allowable when they intervene between them, as

* / f Ax X # A/

JU c^ouLb fujoj
Zaid I thought to be learned, or come

* A/ / # / #//

fter them both, as c^x&j UU fo^ Zaid to be learned
/

thought (Sh). Neutralization is the annulment of their
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government, [literally and ideally (445), not because of a

preventive (IA), when the v. is intermediate or last (Sh),]
$ v*/ -f Ax x $ Ax

as (IA, Sh) J i^AJJa
u^.j 2azd, / thought, was stand-

ing, where o*xUs has no influence upon *> LSJ literally
-P Ax X $ X $ Ax

or ideally (IA), [and] LS^XX&
jJU: j^j Zaid was learned,
/

1 thought (Sh). That is not found in the rest of the vs.

(M) : neutralization and suspension are peculiar to the

plastic mental [tw.], and hold good for the aor. $c., as

much as for the pret., but do not occur in their aplastic

sisters or in the transinutative vs. (IA). Neutralization

is allowable in [these (IA)] plastic [mental (Sh)] vs.

[elsewhere than in the beginning, i. e. (IA)] in the middle,
$ ft/ f Ax x $Ax $ ^/ $A/

[as f& &JJ& joj (IA),] or at the end, [as Jl*
jjj

* Axx'

\^*J&y (IA)]. In the middle to make [them] govern

is better, [as some say (IA),] than neutralization, while

some say that the two are equal; and at the end neutral-

ization is better (IA, Sh) than making [them] to govern

(Sh). But if they precede, neutralization is disallowed

$ ~/ Ax S Ax x

by the BB; so that you do not say JS
ux>3

c^UJb
,
but

<xx # Ax

must make [the v.~\
to govern, as U$

ILSJJ
i^JJJz

, any
X

supposed instance of such neutralization being explain

by subaudition of the pron. of the case, as in

X-PSlXX .P A X

Jli.| Uj * l^Oj- y^" ^t J-Jj
w * &

[by Ka'b Ibn Zuhair, / hope and faintly expect that her
|

jjj

/oue way (572, 720) approach; but Ifancy not (the case
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to be this), a bestowal of favor will be in our possession

from thee, an enallage (1) from the 3rd to the 2nd pers.
Sf x

(J)], i. e. &JfcM
,
the 8 being the pron. of the case and

* t* xft xx

the 1st obj., and *! lujJ being a prop, in the position of

the 2nd obj., so that there is no neutralization [and no

suspension (J)], or by supplying the J of inception, as in

* xA,-o ^ x S ,-0 J>x .P A x x iu*

XX X *^X

[by one of the Banu Fazara, Thus was I trained to good

breeding, so that it became a part of my nature that I per-

ceived, (assuredly) the mainstay of the character was good
- J> X X

breeding (J)], i. e.
j*)\

i^UJ
,
a case of suspension, not of

X

neutralization, [and, as some say, (and the BS allows,)
xA/ xx

in the former verse, i. e lujU
,
which is thus a case of

suspension, though some disallow the J here, because it

denotes corroboration of affirmation, and is therefore

incompatible with the negation (J)]. The KK, however,

followed by Abu Bakr azZabldi and others, hold that it

is allowable to neutralize the preceding [v.] ;
so that they

do not need to explain away the two verses. Neutraliza-

tion is not obligatory, but allowable; and therefore wher-

ever neutralization is allowable, making to govern is

allowable, whereas suspension is necessary (IA).

445. Another [peculiarity of the mental vs.] is

that they are suspended (M). Suspension is the annul-
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ment of the government literally, but not ideally, because

of (IA, Sh) a preventive (IA), [i. e.] the intervention of

what the head of the sentence belongs to, namely one of

10 things, between them and their two regs. (Sh), as

$ ft/ $ Axx -f Ax X

J
(jjy ct-^.^5 / thought, assuredly Zaid is standing,

$ -x $ Axx * Ax /

where J ^.y is not governed by c^JULIb
literally,

because the J prevents that, but is in the position of an

ace., since, if you coupled to it, you would use the ace.,

f , t\ f #A x x $wx $ Axx f f\s / f Ax x

as taUm*
I/*-*} f^ ""^ t-^-^3

j
so that LS^A-*I& governs

X X

$ ~x $ Axx

JG
tjj>y ideally, but not literally (IA). The plastic mental

' X

[vs.] must be suspended before (1) the J of inception, [as
xx A x cA.^> -*x x ^xxA^= xx .P x A xxx

&l U SlX^I J IJU oJl. II. 96.t w

# x

(Sh) ^Tifl? assuredly they knew, verily he that hath pur-

chased it in exchange for the Book of God Aa^A w<tf m
the life to come any portion of good, the (2nd) J being

* X

the J of inception, which has suspended I^JLc from
X

government (B)] : (2) the J [of the correl. (Sh)] of the
Ax 3 x -Pxx .P A x / i<^=x ^ A x

oath, as LSJ}^^ c^vj*;
} [i.

e . ^1 &1J|
; ^^J^ ? Iknew^

' X x

Gorf,) assuredly Zaid would stand, and

/ * x x x x xA^= S w x 2> x Axx ^ A x A xxx
/ L>UJ|

(Sh), by Labid, ^/zd assuredly I have known, (by God,)

surely -my fate will come: verily the fates, their arrows do

not miss, the (2nd) J being the J of the correl. of au
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oath supplied, and the two props, of the oath and correl.

being together in the position of an ace. to the suspended

v. (SM)] : (3) an interrog., [(a) p. (Sh), prefixed to one

of the two objs. (IA), as ^^ *!
^cjJf

J ^\\ ^^J*
' ^ X

7 /i'tteM? whether Zaid was in the house, or ^Amr and

.>3^j->
U iM*; jf '-r*")^ iS>)^^ L)S XXI. 109. And I

' ' *

know not whether near or distant what ye are threatened

with be-, (b) n., (a) an inch, or enunc. (Sh), one of the

two objs. being an interrog. n. (IA), as XVIII. 11. (I),
f / / uj / f SMI? ui .PxA xxx

AJ| >*UXI^ XX. 74. ^fwrf assuredly ye shall

.P A x

which of us is severer in punishment, and LS*

yU I knew when the journey was or would be, (b)

post, to the inch, or enunc. (Sh), one of the two objs.

$ Ax A x .P? f f\ ,

being pre. to an interrog. n. (IA), as
LV.J ^ ^f cx^JU

/

AXIJU^XX x .PAx
whose father was Zaid and

^y. ^
^ x '

Arwew o/i ^Ae morning of what day thy journey
X S/^3 ^xAx X X

would be or MJ#$, or (c) a complement, as ^.^f A**?")
X ^ XAX XX A^ i J>X X

X

^^JAJU L^JSu* ^1 I^Jl^ XXVI. 228. And they which
/ 4

have done wrong shall know with what a translating they
IU $

shall be translated, ^t being governed in the ace. as an

inf. n. (see below) by what follows it, constructively
x hi 2 P x -f xAx

Jti&>\ ~\ JlaJu
,
not by what precedes it, because the

t x x

jjhead of the sentence belongs to the interrog., which is,

t 1 therefore, not governed by what precedes it (Sh)] : (4)
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x x -f Ax wx.pl x x A x A xx

the w*g\ U, [as ^yta^ >^ U ,-^J* JJU XXI. 66.

Assuredly thou hast known, these speak not (Sh)] : (5)
A Oli^x -f A x

the rteg. ^ [ in the correl. of the oath, as &UU c^Jl*

$ ~x $AX A
'

J
j-ij

f I knew, by God, Zaid was not standing (Sh),
x

# x S A.PA x A x iS .P xx

(and) as M*k iff ^xtJ ^f ^yt>^ XVII. 54. ^raa
1

5/iaW

think, ye have not tarried in the present life save a little,

the objection that this is not a case of suspension, because

the condition of suspension is that, when the suspensory

is suppressed, the op. should prevail over what follows

it,
and should therefore govern two objs. in the ace.,

whereas in the text, if you suppressed the suspensory
A X u! t x A.P A x

\
, ^^^ would not prevail over *^*V ,

since one does

t
'

'

f\f A X X ul-f X X

not say ~&d ^J*^*) > being perhaps opposed to what

is almost unanimously accepted, namely, that this condi-

tion is not prescribed in suspension, as is testified by the

GG's exemplification of suspension by means of this text
X

and the like thereof (IA)]: (6) the neg. V (IA, Sh) in the

$Axxx S fO $Axx A^x t A /

correl. of the oath, as M** ^3 ^oJf ^ <>\ M &Uf

y God, Zflrf was not ''n the house, nor lAmr :

Sxx A^x $ xA .PSJ/x A^ A x

(7) J*J, as J3 &xXi &JUJ ^o! ^; XXI 111.

wo^, peradventure it is a trial, or probation, for you:
Ax

(8) the corao
1

. y ,
as

t\/ S xA^A^J x x A x/



[by Hatim atTa'i (Mb), And the peoples have known, if

Hatimat'Tsil had desired abundance of property, lie would

have had affluence (Jsh)]: (9) the ^1 in whose pred. is

9 ixx # Ax S * A x

the J [521], as fW !i>ij ^ ct~k I knew, verily Zaid

teas standing, mentioned by many of the Westerns :

whereas apparently the suspensory is only the J ,
not

Co 9 ''X # A/ M ( .P A X

f , except that IKhz relates that Jl \&>\ A o.*U
tix

' x t_*J

with Kasr [in ^f] is allowable nothwithstanding the

absence of the J ,
and that this is the opinion of S

;
and

according to this the suspensory is J : (10) the enun-
A x

ciatory f ,
declared by some, who attribute to it the text

x f Ax X A Ax A.f2 SS>H,a x A.P/Ax ^ A xA? Ax Axx Ax?

XXXVI. 30. 31., construing J! to be emmciatory,
X Axrt?

governed in the ace. by UXl&f
?
and the prop, to supply

Axx

the place of the two objs. of f^ ,
j^aye they not known ?

How many have We destroyed before them, of the gene-

rations, (with the doom) that they should not return unto
HtZt HS>ZZ x'A A ^= *0

them !, ^ being in full +&> ,
as though Jl^iX^l/ b

'
X X X X X

6'iV/i extermination were said
;

and this is correct,
Ax

though f need not be enunciatory, but may be in-

terrog., known how many We have destroyed fyc.?,

which is corroborated by the' reading of Ibn Mas'ud
X AxA? A X

\JS\&\ whom We have destroyed : whereas Fr allows

A x Ax/

*** to be governed in the ace. by f;;i ,
which is an inad-



A x

iencc. [because f is not governed by an op. before

it (K),] whether it be construed to be enunciatory or

interrog., [because it is orig. interrog. (K)] ;
while $

* Ax

says that ^ and its two regs. are a subsf. for 3
,
which is

dubious, because, if J be construed to be a reg. of \^, ,

then the objection advanced against Fr must hold good,
A X

vid. the exclusion of ^ from its quality of priority,
x Ax A

and, if it be construed to be a reg. of UXl&f
,
then

Ul>! must prevail over ^| [152], whereas it is not

correct to say We have destroyed the non-existence of

returning ;
but his saying will be rectified by its meaning

A x

them to be a subst. for 3 and what follows it, [according

to the sense, not according to the letter, meaning Have

they not known thefrequency of Our destroying the gene-

rations before them, their being not about to return unto
AXX w f

them (K),] for
f^ji

is made to prevail in sense over ^f

and its con/., Have they not known how many We have

destroyed $c, have they not known that they shall not

return $c? (Sh). The prop, that the op. is suspended

from being in the position of an ace. [1] (Sh, ML) to

that suspended op., you may couple to its place with the

ace. (Sh); [so that] the ace. appears in the appos. }
as

ft- A X I xA XX Ax Ax -f A x/

8^yt v* i_jCJ3
^A

\j\ >* ct^j I knew ivho Zaid
XX f '

. and something else than that of his affairs (ML):

Kuthnyyir says
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X xx xAx A? S *S XX

IXJf U
8}* Jo oj ^}J u

/ used not to know before loving
lAzza what weep-

ing u-as, nor the torments of the heart till she departed
X 3

(SM), cited as evidence by IU (ML)], with &(**.** in
/ x

the ace. (Sh, ML) as coupled to the place of 1^11 U (Sh),

because the government of the suspended is annulled

as to the letter, not as to the place (SM); but you
X.PA .,

may assert that IXJJ is an obj. and U red., [in which

case there is no suspension (DM)]; or that the o. f. is

X -<> A XX

uuU^j* ,5;^ ^j nor (know) the torments, a couplingXX X

of props., [in which case the ace. does not appear in the

appos. (DM)]; or that the
^ belongs to the d. s. [to the

J> A* xx x

*& in c^--$* (DM)], and e^l*^* is the sub. of M
,

i. e.
X X

.^ttd 7 used not to know before loving
(Azza. when the

t/ *^j *

case was that no torments for the heart were existing,

what weeping was (ML). For this reason that is named

suspension, because the op. is neutralized as to the letter,

but is op. as to the place ; so that it is an inop. op., and is

therefore named "suspended" by derivation from the

"suspended" woman [Kur. IV. 128], who is neither

married nor divorced (Sh), as

A AX x x x AX A $ x x A A A x A $ x Z x AX
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(K) 7s it aught but a state of favor, or a divorce, or a

being out of favor, or, between that, a suspension? (N).

Suspension does not occur in any other [vs.] (M): [see

also what IA says in . 444]. Suspension, [however,] is

ZJ X

not confined to [mental vs. of] the cat. of
^fc> ; but is

allowable in every mental v., [i.
e. every v. indicative of

x x x2xx xxx xxx

nn idea subsisting in the mind, as 4C
, , ,

(DM)] : and therefore this prop, [that the v. is suspended

from governing (DM)] is in the position of (1) an olj.

fettered by the prep., [i. e. that the v. is trans, to by
A xx .PSxXx flxxi?

means of the prep, (498) (DM),] as *gA=*.loj U f^*j> J.(
'xxx x-

uj A

&=*. >* VII. 183. [And have they not reflected (upon
* ' '

the fact that) there is not in their companion Muhammad
X

any diabolical possession?, U being neg., and the prop .,

-P3 XXX

in the position of an ace., being a reg. of l^^v. in ac-

A X 2 XX

cordance with the sense of ^ ,
i. e. *g-^U? &ia.

j.
j^ ^9

x 'xxx xxx x

(DM),] XVIII. 18. [(1), i. e. And let him observe the answer
iu f J>Ax x2 x .?A/

o/ tf/m interrogation (DM),] and ^.^M f^t ^J ^y^i
LI. 12. J7*ey inquire when the day of reckoning will be

\

^Axx ^Ax^A^x ^Axx
because one says &i* v&^ and &JU CU^UM and 4** c^jkw ,XX XX
but here they are suspended by the interrog. [or by the

X

neg. U (DM)] from reaching the olj. literally, whilst

ideally they are seeking it in accordance with the sense

of that p. : (2) the unfettered obj., as

Ax .AXX



AXX

7 knew who was tliy father, because you sav ct^
#Ax X.P I Ax uj XX x

and hence U$2> JJ^ ^1 ^ U| See*/ Mow
* 2,

lightning is here?, because the visual ^f; and the

rest of the vs. of the senses are trans, to only one, by
X X

common consent, except +v attached to a concrete
.,

IxAx # Ax S> A X
'

as t;rl f^.j
cs^a-*-* 7 heard Zaid read, or reading, in

X

which case it is said to be /m?zs. to two, the 2nd be-in
7 O

they>7-o/)., and to one, the prop, being- a d. $., [which is

the truth (DM),] whereas, when attached to something

i heard, it is trans, to one by common consent, as L. 41.

[432]: (3) the two objs., as XX. 74. [above], XVIII.
x f x A X

11. [1], and XXVI. 228., [the prop, ^^id in this text

being in the position of the two objs., not in that of the

C $

-2nd only with ^1 as 1st obj. (DM),] because ^f is an

x J> x Ax

unrestricted ofy'. to ^yjlilk [see above], not a direct obj.

fr Ax

to J*j. ,
while the whole verbal j9?-o/j.

is in the position

.of an ace. to the v. of knowledge, [supplying the place of

its two objs. (DM),] whence
A xx xx

" x # '

[Laild shall know what a debt she has incurred, and

'hat a creditor for exacting payment is her creditor!

U)

:'Jsh)], the 1st of being governed in the ace. upon the

anie principle as in XXVI. 228., [i.
e. by the r. after

it,]

xcept that it is a direct, not an unrestricted obj., and the

nd being in the nom. as an HC/I., while what follows it,
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f X

[i.
e. t^-i;^ (DM),] is the enunc., and know being

pended from tlie two coupled verbal and nominal props.

(ML) by the interrog. in both of them (DM).

446. Another [peculiarity of the mental vs.] is

that you [may] unify in them the prons. of the ag. and
#! X A * f A X

0i/. }
as UJlax* ^ixlc / &/<eM7 myself to be departing,

X XX
xx X A /x x x A x x

JJ/ =Juo Ljb>^ TTio?/ perceivedst thyself to have
if / J>^x

done such a filing, and Uxl2a^
8j^

J^e regarded himself
X X XX

Gsgrea(M). [Thus] Jlc^ in ^M ^1*0 [440] governs

two protis.j the ^x and the ^ , denoting o?ze thing, i. e.

//*e speaker, which is peculiar to the mental vs. (J):
/. Ax XX

[see also other exs. in *! ^.-^ V. (1) and XII. 36.

J> A x J A xx

(442)]. The Arabs, however, treat C^"L><: and cyjjii
X

^ A x x

in the same way, [because they are the opps. of ^o^.
J> A X ^ A /X

(AAz),] saying ^xx^.j.i;
and ^^^^ : Jirun Al'Aiul g

_
A xx -f /f A /! j XX ^ A x AXJJ x A x x X A //^ ^ ! l

-^; *
c5
1^J^^V c^c5I

c)
t5'^XX - X /^ x *1

\(
,

*"*^

[Assuredly I have got from two rival wives (mai/ / ?/

myself!, i. e. perish!) and from that trouble which I

undergo from them a place of retreat ! (AAz)]. But

that is not allowable in other vs.; so that you do not
^Axx xxAxx Ax-PAxx

or uXio^fl ,
but ^"b ^*A / upbraided m^

Ax x

and L_~^ u^f^o TAow iea/^^ thyself.



CHAPTER VIII.

THE NON-ATTRIBUTIVE VERBS.

xx xx x x A x A 2 x A

xx
>

ft>

447. These are^ , ^o , ^xof ,

^ / / / S / / S ul /bl^ / S

,*','
C'

and **d [24]. They are prefixed to the inch, and enunc.

in the same way as the mental vs., save that they put the

inch, into the nom., [the first nominativization, which was

by reason of indication, passing away, and being suc-

ceeded by nominativization by reason of them (J),] and

the enunc. into the ace. (M). The nom. is named their

sub. [properly, and their ag. tropically (Sh), the ag. being

properly the inf. n. of the pred. pre. to the sub., so that

# r*/ t\/ / / Skr*3 */ -f S / SS

U$ jjj
tf means

uS
^^M ^ tV.j f^? <^+> (J)J; and

X X X ^ X

the ace. their j9rerf. [properly, and their obj. tropically

(Sh)]. They are [of three kinds (Sh),] (1) such as gov-
X X

ern thus unconditionally ;
which are [eight (Sh),] ^S ,

jj / xx xA xxA x A xx x Ax

JJb , c^ , ^
ŝ \

, ^i-l , ^5***^^ > ^^ an^
,j**^

: (2)

such as must be preceded by [a p. of] negation, [literally

or constructively (IA),] or quasi-negation, i. e. prohibi-

tion or deprecation, [in order to govern thus (IA)] ; which

xxxxxx SxA xx

are four, J!j , -$ , *^* ,
and t-^f

,
as (IA, Sh) ^

X A .P X -P XX

XL 120. ^M# Me *Aa// wo/ cease to be



. XX. 93. [414] (Sh), cj fj
U Zairf

s

not ceased to be standing, where the negation is lit., XII

85. [454], where the negation is constructive, i. e.

^ .P 9 x x -P.P x A x AxAxs x x AXX xx AJU x

>xc JULo JU*~xJ e^ jJ! y!3 Jy I/.

xx
[Friend, or JH/y friend, make thou ready for death / rcor

cea^e ^o ie mindful of death, for forgetfulness thereof is

l~ / f(fO x X $

a manifest error (J)], and ^! ^*^l ^. 2/1 [59] (IA); pro-^ xXX -P XX ft/
vided further that Jtj be />re. of JfJi ,

the jre#. of
J^jj

being an intrans. att. v. in the sense of going away and
A xx x -Px AC x A* A^x s * M ^ f KS XUJ* 5

removal, as ^^ J/j}3 ^
Ax A x J A x -Px x Af

^ U/|j XXXV. 39. Verily" ' * ' %

God withholdeth the heavens and the earth from passing

away : and I swear that, if they should pass away, not any
S x

should withhold them after Him, and the pret. of J^> a

xx -Px $Axxx
trans, att. v. in the sense of JU aor.

fr+>. ,
as

J*>j Jfj
x f A x A J>x& x

JJU ^** >^ fiJLo Zaid separated JLIS sheep from the goats
* ' '

of such a one (Sh) : (3) such as must be preceded by the
X

[adverbial (IA)] infinitival U [that acts as a subst. for the

adv. of time (Sh), in order to govern thus (IA)]; which
xx 5x.PA.Px I S-^x I ^ x AX

is to
,

as U^ cv~o U 8yi 8L*aJO tof XIX. 32.,

i.e. U=. ^)6 So*
,
And enjoined upon me prayer
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almsgiving while, or so long as, I shall continue to be living >

i.e. during the period of my continuance alive (IA, Sh),
# / $ Ax x x

whereas in (ss^s^a jo Zaid continued well

J> A X

is a d.
.9., not a pred., as likewise in

o*>j
-to U ~* i~^

( X ' x
x

baxsxo 1 wondered that Zaid continued wellt\\\s U beino-
x O

infinitival, [but] not adverbial, i.e. &*t,o ** c^crJ> ty
# X ' ' X

ls*x,o / wondered at his continuing well (Sh). These
x Ax xx

vs. are (1) plastic, i. e. all except
(j~d and Jo

; (2)
x Ax xx

aplastic, i.e.
^j**^

and
pfo

. Thenon-pret. of the plastic

governs like the pret. : i.e. the aor., as J^yt My^o
# x A^Axx

X^* II. 137. And the Apostle be a witness against

\ you-, the imp., as ta**Jilb *xUi> ! J *T IV. 134. Be ye con-
^^- ^ J S *^

^ / / X ' *

slant in executing justice and |L>JJ^ J
f? ,J yf

/

XVII. 53. Be ye stones or iron', the ac. part., as

A X 5^ X X

U,

xx A.P Ax x

^
^ tof

v. [where the swft. of lotf is a j^row. allowably latent In

it, equivalent to ^> ,
And not every one that displaysjoy-

fulness of countenance is thy brother
,
when thou dost not

find him to be a helper of thee (J)] ;
and likewise the inf.

/ X

n. People differ as to whether the non-alt. ^ has an

*
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inf. n., or not : the correct [view] is that it has an inf. n.

[governing as it governs (J)], as

f s x A// -P *> x -PA x x xxA^3 Ax x x A x Ax

Sb| i_Xy. 3fc ^J^H &* ^ oLw ^=^5 jJ^^H

open-handedness and forbearance does the youth

become a chief among his people: and thy being the doer

of it is easy unto thee, where the inf. n. of the non-att.

X X

JS is pre. to its sub., the u. of allocution, which is there-

fore in tbe position of a gen., and in that of a nom. in

two (different) relations (J)]. Such of them, however,
XX X Ax

as are aplastic, i. e.
jJo

and
J**AJ 5

and such as require

negation or the like thereof as a condition [of their go-
X X

verninent], i. e. JJj and its sisters, are not used in the

imp. and inf. n. By att. is meant what contents itself

with its nom."
}
and by nonatt. what does not content

itself with its nom
,
but needs the ace. also (IA). Tbe

non-att. vs. indicate accident, [and not only time] (BS) :

XXX
their non-attributiveness is merely that, while ^y* is a

sentence when it has received its nom., these do not

become a sentence until they receive the ace. with the

nom. (M). Ail these vs. may be used
attributively,

X X X X * XX X Ax

except $J& , Jjj aor. Jfy ,
and *~J

; for these are

f x x A /

used only as non-ait.: exs. of the att. are y$ ^ .U
xxAx x ^9x xx xA.P

TI - 280. And if there be an indi-
? ' #

gen* debtor, let there be a grant of delay until a time of
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',
i- e.

J^ ; ^t, , XI. 109. [90], and *ilf ^l^lli

e5*^; >*****'' cJ^ XXX. 16. Wherefore ye

shall extol the perfection of God when ye enter upon the

time of evening and when ye enter upon the time of morn-

ing (IA).

448. S mentions only JS , ;
U>

, r f^ U
,
and

,

adding "and such vs. as are like them, namely such as

cannot dispense with the pred." Among such as may be
x s ' s s s ,

coordinated with them are ^J ,
oU

, fji
t
and r\)

: and
x/ x x

/la. has occurred in the sense of ^to in the saying of the
X X X X A X/X X

Arabs cXCa.ta. ^>^ U [24] TFAa/ Aa* become thy
X XX

want?; and similar to it is J* in the saying of the Arab
9xA x xx A xxx Six .PxxA x x x AP

of the desert &=>. l^tf c^i^se Xa. &^i i_if He

made his broad knife sharp and pointed, so that it became

as though it were ajavelin (M).

449. The sub. and pred. are (1) both del. : (a) if

the person addressed know one of them, but not the

other, the known is the sub., and the unknown the pred.,
Ax x? $A x XX

as
))+e-

li-J jjj ^tf said to him that knows Zaid, but
# J*Ax Ax -P? x x

not his brotherhood to 'Amr, and ftV.

him that knows 'Amr's brother, but not that his name

is Zaid : (b) if he know them both, bat not the relation

of one to the other, then, (a) if one be more det., it should
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be made the sub., as fW L^.J ^ Zaid was the slander
X

said to him that has heard of Zaid and of a man standing,

so that he has a mental conception of each of them, but

f*/\J3 x X

does not know that one is the other, though J&J ! ^$
# AX

fj*>j
is allowable rarely ; [according, then, to the preferable

(construction), the pron. is not made a pred. to what is

X l/f\r^ / X 9 AX

below it in deterrninateness, so that you say jJ&Jf ^AS joj

Zaid, he was the slander to him that knows them both,
. S> wxA-o xx Ax

not &M Jtilf AS
jjj Zairf, rfAe stander was he (DM,

^ ''

X -P

with
^3> , however, both here and below)] ; (6) but if one

Ax x$Axxx
be not more det., you have an option, as ^** LL| j^j ^W#AxAxJ>^ X I

^

or !L>Jj jj+e- <f-*l -, (c) such as IJ^
, however, [i. e. every

if

dem. conjoined with the instrument of premonition (DM),]

is excepted from [the rule in (a) as to] the two dissimilar

in degree [of determinateness], for it must be the sub.,

because of the [p. of] premonition attached to it, [since

the instrument of premonition requires priority (DM),]
xx? x I xx ^Ax xf xx

as u*kM fkia> ^AS and Jj^} f^ ^ , except with the

pron.. for, while the chastest in the cat. of the inch, is to

make the prow, the inch, and prefix the [p. of] pretnoni-
x x? x x x I

tion to it, as !3 U| to
, though l>f !J^ has been heard

rarely, that is not feasible in the cat. of the annuller,

because the pron. is attached to the op., so that the [p.

of] premonition cannot be prefixed to it. [but is prefixed
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X I f A.P

to the dem. occurring as a pred., as !J> e^JL5" (DM)] ; (d)
M f f\f

and they assign to ^ and ^ renderable by au inf. n.

made det. [by prothesis (MA, DM), whether pre. to a

pron. or anything else (MA),] the predicament of the

pron. [in not being made a pred. to what is below it (in

determinateness), according to the preferable (construc-

tion) (DM),] because, like the pron., it is not qualifiable,
A ( Cj A.PX 2 .P x x /

on which account the Seven read 1 J/J ^^. JS U

! Jl3> XLV. 24. JVitf aught saz?<? to rf/tey said
[tyc.] was

-^xA^a Ax xxx xx xx

/Aeir argument and ty& ^f U| &*j* ^f*^. .W Uj
& ' /

XXVII. 57. Tftew wo^ aught 5ave Ma ^Aey sazW
[^-c.]

a j>

was the answer of his people, and the nom. [in &=. and
x /

^1f* (DM)] is weak, as making the pron. a predt to

XX $ AX

what is below it in determinateness is weak, [like ^ ooj
s# f i*>/r\'

Sb| JQ! (DM)] : (2) both indet. : if each have a permis-
^ x

>ive for being made sub.
, you have an option as to which

Ax A $A x xx

YOU. will make sw&., and which pred., as ^.j ^^ ^\S
I A / A uJ x

5j** ^4 !^i ^1 ^?^r than Zaid was a worse than 'Amr,
Ax A 5x Ax A #A x xx

>r the converse [

jut if the permissive belong to one of them only, you
#^xAX3 Ax A $A x X X

nake it the sub., as
Stj-*J -V.} ^ ^- ^^ : (3) dissimi-

ar: the det. is then sub., and the intfef. j9rerf., [which

Is the rule of speech, as in the cat. of indication (M),] as



J
j^j ^ ,

not the converse
[ I

J^.j
J *tf (DM)] ;

X '

except in case of exigency, like

x x xA^= A $ Ax -Pxxx xx^x 5xu!r<3 xAx

LX> V * UUo b
j*XJ| J-oxx x

[by AlKutam! (M), Tarry tJiou before the separation,

Duba'a ; nor let (in) a place of tarrying be on thy part

the farewell (Jsh)] and

X X XXX -P $/

*

[by Hassan Ibn Tbabit, ^5 thou'gh wine from Bait Ras

(a town in Syria), whereof honey and water were the

admixture (Jsh) : tbese sayings and the verse of the Book
^ & , ^

S X AP X ulf- XX9Ax Ax XAx /S X X ul X

(M), by Khidash Ibn Zuhair, For verily thou wilt not care

after a year, whether a gazelle (was, whether) it was, thy

mother, or an ass, i.e. whether thou wast born of a slave

A X

mother, or not (SM, Jsh), where, however, ^-db is sub.

XX XX
to ^ suppressed, expounded by the ^ mentioned, or

is an inch., whether a gazelle, it was, fyc., though the for-

mer is preferable, because the interrog. Hamza is more

appropriate to the verbal than to the nominal prop., and
X X

in either case the sub. of ^ is a pron. relating to it,

,..p
X lUP X X

while in the latter case the evidence is in i_Xf ^ ,
the

pron. of the indet. being here held by S to be indet. (ML),

are instances of conversion, which security from ambi-

guity encourages (M)] : and as for the reading of Ibn
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'Amir in XXVI. 197., [where there is no exigency (DM),]
A S/ *t/

if you make j aft., the J depends upon it, [ ^ heing
$ ,* s>// &/ A /*t

a d. 5. (B),] &J is its ag., and &*!*; ^f a /foi?. for &f
,

^Tzrf was there not for them a sign, that the learned $c?,
s

or an enunc. to a suppressed ^ , (which was) that fyc. ;
/

and if you make it non-att., its sw. is the pron. of the

S// h/ A jJxiw

case, ^*d ^ an inch., &>J its enunc., and the />rop. the

x , j/f* bfS

pred. of ^J$ [167], or &J>f is its sub., ^ its jorec?., and

S//l\s A '

Ijbu J a ^^. or enunc. of a suppressed [ ^], ^4rf
*^ ^

!t7a.9 not for them a sign, that fyc., or (which was) that

$"* *-' xAx A Z

e?; hut Zj's allowing ^.1 to be its *wJ. and &Jbu
^f

its ^red, ^w^Z z^as wo^ a *zg-7i for them that fyc., is refuted

by what we have mentioned, [the indet., occurring as a

. mb., and the det. as a pred. (K),] though it is urged that
*f/

ithe indet. has become particularized by ^ (ML), so as

fito
be approximately det. (DM). The pred. occurs as a

ingle term, and as a prop, in its [various] divisions (M).

This prop, must be enunciatory, what has been trans-

nitted to the contrary being paraphrased [34], as

xSx luxx

X X X XX XX XX
'

reminding me of the noble deeds that I have

lone ; and behave thou coyly with the coy behaviour of a
X

oble dame skilled in handiwork (Jsh)], i.e. ^Hj,
X X

ML). In Ka'b's saying



X A x *>X A x x

L* ^ *A^i C

J> i\ / x A

having been, or 77ia 7*as 6mz, diluted, a </. s. [80] or

Si

. to iyi [74], ^iVA water possessed of exceeding cold-
X

, q/" water of a bend in a valley, limpid, in a iri/ie

pebbly watercourse, that has become in the forenoon such

X A

that it is chilled by the north wind, ^^^^ may be non-

ait. [452], the prop, after it being a pred., and the
^

ra?.
f

prefixed by assimilating the enunciative [1] to the cir-

cumstantial prop. : this construction, however, is allowed

only by Abu -IHasan and the KK, followed by IM, who

asserts that it is common on two conditions, that the op.

XX X Ax

of thep-ed. be ^ or ^*d ,
and that the pred. be made

at

off. by means of Mf
,
like

%

J> X A X f X l^Hr*1 ' X ^ A X .P-Px Xw XXrt XXX

' f '

any man has been aught but such that his manner o/*

dying has been decreed ; but the periods of death vary and

.P x ^i S' .PAx-PAxxx x x x 2 $ A x x Ax

v4 Icij &x? 2J! ^ ^ .,,^^1
**

./ L$> i_7xxx c x x c

a tf/wwg- w aught 6w^ such that in if is learning by

example, whenever the eye of the intelligent contemplates

it, and rare in other cases, like

x .PxAx
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And they were men bestowing gifts ; but they have become

such that the commonest of what they give thee is the

sidelong glance of hate, in accordance with which is the
*/ x #x x x 9/ A 2

saying of Ka'b (BS). In SjoL*. 8^^u .J5 f Iff U.
X X

282. Unless it be merchandise present the ace. is read [by

'Asiin in S^Lsw ,
as the pred., the sw6. being a pron. (relat-

x ^ ^

ing to the pred.) (B),] constructively S^tsaAJf ,.)*> .^1
Mf

K^tsxJ ,
like

xx**xx x *xAx A x

#1 J < 11* *- -*- 1 ^ * Lffi^
. \ 5* *'^

^>****

*

XX X

(K, B), i.e. Uy. j*^lf ^tf 131, [J5anw -45arf, vm/^ y

*Aa// know our prowess, when it, i. e. the day, shall be a

day dark, having stars, the sun being obscured by the

dust of the condict, hateful (N)]. In XXVI. 197. [167]
A .Px XIH

^j may be made ./few. while &>J is put into the ace.,

And was not that the learned fyc. a sign unto them?, like

. x A 2 A.PxxA A .Px Ax J>

lyff ^f Iff f3^* yj^ I*' f^
VI. 23. Then not aught ^ove

* '

tfte Mey Aa// say [$c.] will be the issue of their unbelief,
t x A 2

ty ^1 being made fern, because the pred. is fern., like

x P A x x Ax
isxJtf ** [182], whence the verse of Labld

X*XA A X S/ X X ^A #XX AX XX XX 2 XX XXX

Ji> fof

e (the wild he-ass) z/;w^ towards the water, and

nade them (the she-asses) to go before, lest they should

y
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lag behind; and the making of them to go before ivas a

custom of his, when they lagged behind: (or here) the v.

A x x x x A x A/

is made fern., u^Jtfj ,
because by j.!^'!

he means &4JJU
?

'

or, as some say, (because) femininizatiou and masculiniza-

tion of the inf. n. have been transmitted from the Arabs, as

X.PA x / / A A x x A2

or LS***^ ^% beating hurt me (EM)].

x x xx A.P.P x A A 2 xx x x

In *JouelL IgJ J^'UPJ
LsJ&w XXVI. 3. >A3ula- is cor-

rect as praJ. to the ^^f ,
because the o. f. is

xA$

^J! ,
the .V^f being interpolated to explain the position

pf the submission, and the sentence left in its o. f., And
S A $ A xxx

their necks shall become submissive thereto, like

The people of AlYamama are gone, as though
A x f\f.

the J^l had not been mentioned
;
or because the .jU^f

are qualified by submission, which belongs to rational

x A?

beings, like XII. 4. [442] ; or because the
.jj^f are the

chiefs and leaders, likened to the necks, just as they are
ff XX $ J> J>

called j~j)) heads, ^f forelocks, and ))^^ breasts,
#

as in

X *>/f\t xAxx Ax x A x x

Ax

[by Umm Kais adDabbiya (T), Many an assembly, where-

in thou hast sufficed the absent by speaking for them, iff
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a congress of the foremost of the people, witnessed by

many (N),] or multitudes, ^UJf ^ * ^^ being
x x

said of a legion of them, their chiefs, or multitudes,

shall Sec. (K), In ^f U -.v'K [454] Jj*3=u lilaXJU are-/ * ' ^ t.^ X* L _|
ci i ,

J /A? X X

preds. of ^1 according to the better opinion that plu-

rality of preds. is allowable in this cat. (J).

X X

450.
^ytf

is (I) non-att., as already mentioned: (2)
XXX /> .P XXX XXX XXX XX

c5^
XXX XX X^X XX X ^X I

U
,
JJ

, j*T , ^lb ,
or the like (J)], as &x>

happened, ^^ )y&*l\ The predestined comes to

t XX

.e.

A xx

Come thou into existence. And it cometh

into existence (K, B), [and] /! ^1 ^ 13! [432J

# Ax x x A xA? A

(J): (3) rerf. (M, IA)j as !^.; ^ f&&\ ^* ^ Verily

Ax ^ X ^ x x

q/" ^e mos# excellent of them was Zaid, fe ^ ^ 8!;w
# x x

f A x x A xx-X-^, A XXXXA^O

J! [below], and ^ &A^'
t. , ^ X
A^^A x x A x -P Ax Ax x

.&, .IT J^*f> J ***A<: ^x> Fatima, the daughter of
X {J

'

AlKhurshub bore the perfect ones of the Banu ^Abs: there

was not found the like of them (M): according to III

and IM it is red. between two inseparables, like the

inch, and enunc., the v. and its nom., the conj. and con-

junct, and the ep. and qualified:
but its redundance is
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x / ' /

regular only between U and the v. of wonder, as ^ U
X * XX A X xA * / f

..jju ** J* >&\ How accurate was [481] the knowledge

of them that have preceded !
;
and elsewhere is only mat-

ter of hearsay : [this, however, requires consideration,

because in the Taudlh and A and elsewhere it is expli-

citly declared to be regular in all but the prep, and gen.

(J):] it has been heard between the v. and its nom., like

> t X X A X XX

jj\
iu-bli i~jjJ [above] ;

and the ep. and qualified, like
^- x

the saying [of AlFarazdak (J)]

X > X XX XX Ax X X A XX X X A XX

tf UJ

will be thy state, wAe/i thou shalt pass by an

abode of a people and of generous neighbours of ours?;
X X

though some say that ^ is not red. here, because the

red. does not govern, whereas it is op., the
j being its

XX J X XX

*w6. and UJ its pred,, and the ^rop. ( fytf
Ul

) either a

X X

1st ep. of ,.)!>* ,
the 2nd being f\<f ,

or a par. between
* x * x

the ep. and qualified, neighbours that belonged to ws, or

(they belonged to w.?), generous] so that the saying

fAS*.. JJ| U

should be cited instead, In the pavilions of the highest

J'aradise, which have become due to them there through
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labour recompensed (J)] j and auomalously between the

prep, and gen., like

*

chiefs of the sons of Abu Bakr mount, orig. c

upon the branded Arab steeds (J, Jsh)] : it is red. gener-

ally in the pret., but anomalously in the aor. in the say-

ing of the mother of 'Akil son of Abu Talib

t X $A X uJ -/ X X X -x X A*

,J.A.*> lJ***" U^*^ W' ^ L/vrf*' LJ^Vt , fcXj C^of
X X x

(IA) 7%ow sAa/rf fe illustrious, excellent, whenever a moist

north-wind shall blow, meaning for ever, where it is red.

between the inch, and enunc. ;
and none of its sisters is

red. (J) : (4) that which contains the pron. of the case.

$ Ax ^x x x A x

The text i
$ *J ..& ,.*J L, 36. .For Am /Art* hath an

attentive heart admits of all four (M): [for] ^ may be

non-att., att., or red.j which is of weakest authority, in

$ X ^X X X $ Ax

(aj such as L. 36. and JU &J ^^ Jwj , [i. e. every con-

struction with the adv. after the annulling v., and a nom.

n. after the adv. (DM)] ;
the adv. depending upon it, if

xA A

t be att., and upon a suppressed )\fi**\ in the nom.,
/ X

} enunc. of the n. following (DM),] if it be red., in the
X X

ice., [as pred. of tf (DM),] if it be non-att., unless the
xA A

wn-att. contain the pron. of the case, the ^f^ax^f being
X X

hen in the nom. as enunc. of the mvA., [and the prop.
xx AA/.PXXXX xAxAS A^x

he jpred. of ^ (DM)] : (b) J^ &*SU .1
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XXVII. 52. Then look thou, how the issue of their device

was, except that the non-att. does not contain the pron.

of the case, because of the interrog., [the pron. of the

case being expounded only by an enunciatory prop.

(DM),] and precedence of the pred., [the pron. of the

case requiring the whole of its exponent to follow it,

/ f>^

whereas here **f , (which would be) part of the expo-
^ AX

nent, i. e. the enunc., precedes (DM)] ;
i '**f being a d.

s.,

/ X

if Jf be att., a pred., if it be non-ait., and an enunc., if

it be red. : (c) XLII. 50. 51. [418. A.], the pred., if it be

/ X fli^o f/w/S A %

non-att., being either y^ , [and the sub. &U| &JUO J

(DM),] or
Ua.^ by suppression of a pre. n., [i. e.

(xAxAx J^^x^AxxxxA? #

or /ks=of ^ (DM)] : (d) USS Joj ^15" ^ Where was
* * '

, ,

~

Zaid standing?-, the pred., if ^ be non-att., being
# wx x AS x A? # x

either U
,
and ^J an f/v. to it, or *fj ,

and Uli' a

S5 I~X X \S

d. s.
; while, if it be alt.,

U5G> is a rf. s., and vj an adv.

XX '
x A

to it or ^ ; and, if reef., [ ^f is the enunc., and (DM)]
* ~,

U>ti>' is a rf. 5. (ML) to the covert pron. [26] in it (DM).
X X

The non-att. (BS) ^ has (M, BS) two senses, (1) attri-

$ Ax x /

butability of its pred. to its sw. in past time, as
LX>J

.tf

t/A* Zaid was poor; (2) mutation of its s. from one
X

x ^

quality to another (BS), the sense of ;to [451] (M), as
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A-PA-Px S/A S ft*// A x xx Sx . x

S *

LVI. 5-7, And the mountains shall be crumbled with vehe-

ment crumbling, and become scattered dust, and ye shall
Ax XX A.PA x

become three sorts, i. e. ct^Uai and
*>yO) , whence the

X
X X

itf in the verse [of Ka'b]

XX #X X XX J AX * XX A X XU\ I
"

I <

5fc UJC.4 V2) L j
^3 yC (JXc| *4 Ct-*^U

# x

A X X

i.e. e^y-o ,
2%0 promises of

l Urkub have become for her

2 proverb ; nor are her promises aught butfalsehoods (BS),

[and,] as is said, in

A x x Ax Ax A^ xx xSx S xA^x Ax x<~xAx

*

M) In a desolate trackless waste; and the riding-cameIs

i vere in rapidity of pace as though they were the Katd

)irds of the hard and rugged ground when their eggs

\ave become young birds towards which they walk rapidly
X X

'Jsh). The ^ of^ is elided, [allowably, not neces-

jarily (IA),] in the apoc. of the aor., [contrary to analogy

IA), by assimilation to the unsound letters (B on IV.

14.), for lightness, on account of frequency of usage
X A t\t X -9 X Axx

i IA),as ^?r<^\^ -0 ^ XVI. 121.

A/x

he polytheists and U*> u^l J^ XIX. 20. Afor Aa^e
X

i Aarfotf (Sh)]; provided that it be not followed by a

quiescent, [according to S (IA), the suppression not being
.Pxx x *<0 -Px Ax

illowable in \^ ^ji^f ^, J XCVIII. 1. TAej/ wAicA
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disbelieved were not, because of the presence of the quies-
J>xx x ^> j> , *,

cent (Sh), though Y allows that, and
l^tf" w>3Jf LJO J

X

is anomalously read (IA)] ;
nor by an attached pron., [by

common consent (IA),] the suppression not being allow-

able in the saying of Muhammad [to 'Umar respecting
X A x Axx xS X f A xx

Ibn Sayyad (IA)] aJX> V
^f; &UL; LaJLJ

^fc
Ax x x xA x xx "

AS. Ui [163] If he be he, thou wilt not be

made to prevail over him ; and if he be not he, there will

be no good to thee in slaying him (IA, Sh), because of the

-P .Px A

presence of the pron. (Sh), so that you do not say && J

f .PX a x

and &>o 1/f
j

. IM apparently makes no distinction in that

* X X A /

[respect] between the non-ait, and ait. ^ : and ^
xA x.P $x x x -P x

lga*Uaj> &JL~. LJ IV. 44. And if there be a good deed,

He will double the recompense of it is read [by Ibn

Kathlr and Nan' (B)], where it is att. (IA).

X X

451. jto signifies (M, IA) transition (M), [i.e.]

mutation from one quality [or place} to another (IA);

and is so used in two ways, [non-att. and att.,} the 1st

#x / t at ^x S X .P xA^ x x

being [exemplified in] l^- ^j^^^ ^* ji^f ^
X

'

X X

poor became rich, and the clay pottery, and the 2nd [in]
AX x Ax x x

^JJ J^j f-oo
Zaid went, or proceeded, to

l

Amr, whence H**;

^l
'ery living thing 5 tending to

z ' *

annihilation (M).
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452. ^J, cS-^|, and
jaa*e) (M, IA) (1) con-

nect the purport of the prop, with the specific times,

rnorniug, evening, and the forenoon, after the method of
X X

^ , [being thus non-att.] (M) ; [and] mean that the sub.

is qualified by the pred. iu the morning, evening, and

forenoon, respectively (IA) : (2) import the meaning of

entering upon these times, like ^>! He entered upon the
xx A?

time of noon in the summer season and ^*! He entered

upon the third part of the night commencing from the
t A 2 9

end of twilight, being thus att.; [(thus) in jJ

x A X "J^3 Ax xxx
(449) ,$33^! may be atf,, i. q. ^sx^JI L~^ ^ Jo ,

theXX
j)ro/?.

after it being a c?. 5., and the
^

the
^

of inception

(80), /iarf has entered upon the time of theforenoon while

M .P x A?x * x A?

ttw 4-c. (BS); in f| l^aaxoU (458) f^scv^l
is a. (J);

and] 'Abd alWasi' Ibn Usama says

xxx AX

o/ wi/ze actions is that 1 am good at hospitality, when

the cold gray night's hoar-frost enters upon the forenoon r

XX X X A^

(3) are i.q. ^ , [being thus again non-att.,~] as
^xot

i / f*/ f x x Ax

Uj^
^>; and !^5> ^-^f Zazrf became rich and became

X X

poor ;
'Adi says

A XAX 2 * / $'x

&> c^yii
ui-^ J;;
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Then they became as though they were leaves that had

become dry, and that the east wind and the west wind had
A x A

whirled away (M) : [and] is^****! in

[by Ka'b,] may be to restrict the attributability of the

pred. to the sub. by the time of evening, Su'Bd has become

at evening in a land that not aught reaches save the noble,

quick-paced, high-bred camels; or may be i. q.

like

A x x

A x

[by An Nabigha adh Dhubyani] It has become a desert,

and its people have become such that they have journeyed

away : what marred Lubad has marred it (BS).

453. J> and &(> mean (M, IA) (1) connection

of the purport of the prop, with the specific times after

X X

the method of ^ (M), [i. e.] that the sub. is qualified

by the pred. by day and by night respectively (IA): one
JxAxSx .PxAxxx

says J*^> J> when he does by day, and Jaub >~Jj when

he does by night ;
a woman said

*

I pasture cattle fry rfoy, a/zrf grind corn 6j/ night; and
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death is more tolerable than some kinds of life (BS) : (2)
x ' 35 x xA^A^ *f J , f x lu .* xx

i. q. ;to ,
whence tbe text Jb ^^ ffcj^f >j fofj

5 / A .P .*.* A x ' '

fj^uw* &#^ XVI. 60. ^ne? wj/ien one of them is informed

q/*the birth of ^e female, his face becometh black (M) :

SJ x xx

[similarly] J^ is i. q. *lo in

A S ^ .Px x S f x * XA* ^<xA A^o 5 x x ^ Ax

iJ JIa.* Uy.̂"

wherein the chameleon becomes burnt

by the sun. as though the exposed part of him were baked

by the sun (BS).

454. Such as have in their beginnings the neg., [pro-

hibitive, or deprecatory,] p. have one sense, perpetuity of
XX X

the act by its ag. in his time (M) : [for] Jlj U and its

sisters signify the inseparability of the pred. from the sub.

* x Ax x x x

according to what the case requires, as l^-to
t3*>j Jfj U

A xA x

has not ceased to be laughing and
Jj;j! ^^ Jfj U

lAmr has not ceased to be blue-eyed (IA). It is

said that in M -5*^! ^ W [59] he intends benediction,
X

but imprecates ruin upon it [the dwelling'] : the reply,

however, is that he guards himself first by saying ^^M ;
f

X X

and that Jl) and its sisters require the attributability of

the pred. to the sub. in accordance only with the current
Ul X* $ AX XX X

custom in the case of the like thereof, as
IJ*& ^ Jfj U

Zaid has not ceased to pray ;
for it means Since the act of
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praying becamefeasible on his part, he has not omitted it

in its appointed times, not Since he was created, he has

not erased to pray night and day, without remission (BS).

j!j U
, _jJ U

, .f^y^
U

,
uX&j U

, and, in most cases,

rb U
, [(aor.) ^. (EM),] i. e. r^

U [or Jfj (EM)],

are used only in denial, as in the saying of AlA'sha

AxAxx Ax 5 x xxA Axx xx? x?
"

I f
"

f I i* I
* ' W i i I i

< v> *J JO* vAXX> OW ^& L'Li>X ^ O if AJ) U)
X # ' ' '

myfather, cease thou not to be besides us; for verily

we are in well-being when thou ceasest not to be beside us

(D). The precedence of negation is absolutely made a
XX XX

condition of the government of -$ , Jfj , &c., only
X

because they are neg., and, when a neg. is prefixed to

them, become off., so that U>G>
j^j Jfj U means J^j

XX X $ < X

^ya*
LJO J : and like negation are prohibition and

' '
X

prayer by means of V exclusively ; which resemble nega-

tion because the object of them is omission, and nega-

tion denotes that (J). Since [then] in them negation
X X

is prefixed to negation, they follow the course of M in

being off. ;
so that UxL Iff ojj Jlj U is not allowable,

X ^

and Dhu -rRumma is taxed with error in saying

* x x -f

Ax AC
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x A x /

8] (M), the sense being ^JC-J ,
and &LUU I/I a void

*

e.rc., which is forbidden in affirmation, so that you make

V| red., Long-bodied she-camels that cease not, i. e. that

continue, to be made to kneel down in abasement [or

hunger (Jsh)], or wherewith we traverse a desert region

(DM). The neg. is [sometimes] suppressed (M, IA);

[as] says the wife of Salhn Ibn Kuhfan [al'Ambari (T)]

A X X Ul f X X XA XXX XX X S : $ x XA.P $ X J> XX^ U lJ *

1

[ Cords twisted of two strands, which I will make ready,

shall (not) cease to be for them, so long as a he-camel of

them shall walk upon his foot (T)], and Imra alKais

x AX A / x .*x .P x x Axx # x .PxA? Jj >& x x * A.PX

JLs.j LJOiJ.' c*MM I y*V^ y* ^ fuS^IJ --Vf &U| *AJ Lii

'

[ Then said I, By the oath of God (655), I will (not) cease

be sitting near thee, even though they sever my head

side thee and my joints (Jsh)], and [another]

Ax .Px 2x x x ^ x x.PxAx SxAx
&j 5o ^

X f S> -P-PAx .PxAx

cea.9e ^o Aear, so long as thou shalt live,

of one perishing, until thou be it, and the Revelation
Ax .PxAx A^x
JJ

p^>*
&UG XII. 85. % Gorf, MOM waY/ (wo^)

remember Joseph (M) : regularly, [however,] only

after the oath, [and when the v. is an aor., and the neg.
/ .PxAx x

If
exclusively (J)], like XII. 85., [i.e.

X>* I/
,
the weg-.

p. being suppressed, because it cannot be confounded with
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affirmntion, since, if it were a/., the J and ^ would be

indispensable (K)] ;
and anomalously without the oath,

like the saying [of Khidash Ibn Zuhair (J)]

uJr-oAx Ax -pJiXJ x x / .PxA?x

xJU &1H J^j * ^tJ &1J| Jo| U of.

.

i.e. --^f If, [And I shall (not) cease, while God preserves

my people, through the praise of Qod to be possessor of a

girdle, to be master of a gallant steed
(J)] .

X X

455. J-> means Remained and Continued (IA):

Jo U fixes the time for the act in UJla. ,~^o U

1 shall sit so long as, or while, thou continuest to be
sitting,

/ j>j> / / /

as though you said \-&*"}=* f\y during the continuance,

of thy sitting, like j^^l J)j^ ^yf and
p-*

33^ /JJu
/ X X"

[65]; and for that reason it needs to be adjoined to a

sentence, because it is an adv., [so that] it cannot dis-

pense with what happens in it.

X Ax

456. j^ means negation of the purport of the

prop, in the present ; you say ^Vf
tJ

o^.j ^-xf ZazW w
X

# x # -x $ Ax x Ax

standing now, but not IJ^ U ^ ^xl (M) : [or]

when used unrestrictedly, it denotes negation of the pre-
# <<X $ Ax X Ax

sent, as U>
L>OJ )j-*J Zazrf is not standing, i.e.

but when restricted by a time, it is in accordance there-



with, as !<** ^^ ^i) ,j**#
Zaid will not be standing

X X

to-morrow. ^ and its sisters are all vs. by common
x Ax

consent, except ^**^ which the majority hold to be a

jr.,
but F in one of his two sayings and Abu Bakr Ibn

Shukair hold to be a p. (IA) : what proves it to be really

a v. is that the prons. 'and quiescent t> of femininization

are affixed to it. Its o. f. is j~d ,
like

"$x x

\he-camel had the disease termed tsjco [707] (M). The
X Ax x

Banu Tamim give j-**J
the predicament of U in being

2 x Ax

made inop. when the negation is infringed by Vf
,
as ~J

J A A.-*3 Si .P ui *0

-X-*J| J/J u^xioJf 7%e perfume is not aught to WZMS&

ML).

457. As regards precedence of the pred. these vs.
X

tre of two kinds: (1) in those that have U at the begin-

jiing the pred. precedes the sub., but not the v.
; (2) in

|he rest the pred. precedes the sub. and the v. (M). If

he pred. of any of these vs., plastic or aplastic, be not
X X

ecessarily prior or posterior to the sub., as in ^ ^
\>^(*o sltjJ! In the house was its owner, where the sub.^ i

x x

lay not precede the pred., lest thepron. relate to a [word]
f xx

)sterior literally and in natural order, and in ^U ^(5*

brother was my companion, where
^J***) may

X X

ot precede, if it is to be pred., because that would not
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be known, the inflection being uuapparent, it may inter-

vene between the v. and sub. : the Kur'an says &
X A.P A<^ J> A X xA XX

vJL^iJf yct>
U\U XXX. 46. -4rac? incumbent upon Us

was the helping of the believers (IA); [aucl] this verse [of

Ka'b]
.P&X X A UU <-"X lUXAc *l / f X

"

/ .P XX X X

in whose valley a valiant man confident in his own

valour, having his weapons and worn-out garments cast

away, devoured, ceases not to be, is like ^M LS*l**f
b Mf

X

[59] in the intervention of the pred. (BS). It has been
x Ax

disputed, however, whether the pred. of j-*^ [458] or

x /

.Jo may precede its sub. but the correct [view] is that

it may : says the poet [As Samau'al Ibn 'Adiya (T, J)

alGhassani the Jew (J)]

f f/s x #<x x x Axx J'JAxx Six x (^ A x A

thou, if tltou be ignorant, the people concerning

us and concerning them ; for a knower and an igno/

are not equal (T, J)] ;
and the [other] poet

1i*J
x uif ff 3x ^ x 2x ^Axxx AxAx /

[Life has no deliciousness, so long as its pleasures cont

to be troubled by the remembrance of death and dec>

tude, though, since it may be said that the sub. of c

# x x f

is zpron. relating to the pleasures, &*&**+ its pred..

::
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ft / * x /

dJ'fJJ pro-ag. of &<ai.U
,

so that it is a case of contest,
xx ^s S/ * ts */

jJo
and &^*X4 contesting &j|JJ

,
which is governed by

the 2nd and pronominally expressed in the 1st, not of

precedence of the pred. before the SMO., because that
X OJX y X uuX=

involves separation of the op. &<&**+ from the reg. y*ol>
ft ,

XXX

by means of an extraneous (word) &IJJ
,

it is better to

cite the saying of the poet
A x A x
wA

So /ong as he that I have confided in shall continue to be

regardful of mine affection, he will be the one that I shall
X X

, never be desirous of forsaking, where fcaibw the pred. of
xxx Ax xx

Jo precedes its sub. ^ (J)]. The pred. of
j|o may not

X ' '

precede the U
,
but may precede jto alone, so that you

$Ax x x # x x x 9 x A x

say ijjj
-I<J U>G> U LjCxa^ol U I shall not accompany thee

X

50 forcg 0!5 ^afc? continues to be standing, like as you say
xASx #Ax x x-PxA*X

U L-Cxsa^J ^ / 4*c< so l n% as tfwu speakest

to Zaid. According to IM the pred. may not precede the

X

neg. U
,
whether negation be a condition of government,

as in Jt) U and its sisters, or not; so that you do not say

^.j Ji} U U&', though IK and An Nahhas allow it, nor

u ^ 6>
> though some allow it: and he implies

X

1 a



that when the neg. is something else than U the prece-
$Ax A xx Ax f f*s l\y x Ax # x A

dence is allowable, as o*>
j Jj->

J Uto* and >> J UilLaJU
X

^ '
X

9A /

, though some disallow it; and that the pred. may

precede the t?. alone when the neg. is U
,
as J!j LJ U

$ AX AX X X !# <WX X

L>JJ
and

t.) ^ ^ l^ ^, though some disallow it (IA).
x Ax

*~xJ has been contrariwise held to be of the 1st kind;

but the [rule] first [mentioned] |is the correct one (M) :

x Ax

the GG dispute whether the pred. of
J^A! may precede

it; the KK with Mb, Zj, IS, and most of the moderns

including IM, disallowing, and F, [Z,] and Ibn Burhan

allowing, it, while S is declared by some to have allowed,

and by some to have disallowed, it : nor has anything

been transmitted from the Arabs where \tspred. appears
A ff\ x ^ f Ax x Ax A x x Ax sf

to precede it
;
but in ^f- te^u j~^J j^xJb ^ J/| XL

11. Now surely on the day that it shall come to them it

shall not be avertedfrom them the reg. of its pred. appears
A %, /Ax

to precede it (IA) : hence it is argued that, since
f#yL>. +^

* 'A ' x Ax
' '

is governed by [^;^ (IA)] the pred. [of j-jJ (K), and
X Ax

precedes ij^ (IA),] whereas the reg., [being a follower

of the op. (K),] precedes only where the op. precedes,
X Ax X Ax A x XX

the pred. of j~d may precede j~d (K, IA). In etJ&
* *> *"* s j # x-

M JH [597] JT is governed in the ace. by ta=uU
,
an

X

instance where the r?g\ of the pred. precedes [another

sister of] JS (SM).
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X X

458. According to IM
^tf and its sisters may not

be immediately followed by the reg. of the pred. when

neither an adv. nor prep, and gen. This comprises two

cases: (1) that the reg, alone should precede the sub.,
X X X X XX

the pred. itself being posterior to the sub., as L_C*Uk> Jjf

* * 9* Ax

which is disallowed by the BB, but allowed by the

KK: (2) that the reg. and pred. should precede the sub.,
$ Ax # , XXXX XX

and the reg. precede the pred., as ^\ UTJ uXtUb
u)
v

'

which is disallowed by S, but allowed by some of the

BB. It is deducible from his language that the pred. and

reg. may precede the sub. when the pred. precedes the
X X

: reg.', because then ^ is not immediately followed by
9 Ax xxxx 4 f* xx

the reg. of i\

eating thy food : and this is not disallowed by the BB (IA).

If the reg. be an adv. ov prep, and gwz. (IA, Sh), it may
/ ' XX

be put immediately after ^ (IA), [so that] ^ may be

separated from its two regs. by the reg. of its reg. (Sh),

according to the BB and KK (IA), without dispute (Sh), as

*J>$AxxxAxx xx

LSJ L^"(J.x* JS Zaid was staying with thee and
^1^"

$AX X A
X

u>3
-<o Zairf 1005 wishing for thee (IA), as is

' $x $ A Jx

proved by CX.ll. 4. [404], LSa.| being sub. of ^^ and

its pred (Sh). S makes a distinction as regards priority

or posteriority of the adv. between the non-essential and

the predicative ; approving of priority when it is predict-



X A $A X $ X X XXX
tive, like uXJU ^yi. i^.f l&o ^W U AW any one letter

than thou has been in it, and posteriority when it is nor-

x xA # A x $ x x x x

essential, like ty? uXx4 t^xi. cJ^-j ^tf
U Not any oneXX

Ttrts been better than thou in it: and adds that the people
ff A J>x A/x

of rudeness [the Arabs of the desert] read J^ ^. fa

L>A.! &J CXII. 4. (M), the adv. being or/g-. posterior as

ff X X

adjunct of l^T (B). Instances where ^^ and its sisters

are apparently followed immediately by the reg. of the

pred., [such reg. not being an adv. or prep, and g-e.
I X X

(J),] are to be explained by holding that ^ [or its

sister] contains a latent pron., the pron. of the case: thus
<*JXX 0AXXXXXXX

the saying ^f JJto [1], apparently like tioj

J/l , [which is allowed by the KK, because the reg. of
X

the reg. is in their opinion a reg-. of the op., not extraneous

to it, but disallowed by the BB, because in their opinion

the reg. of the reg. is not a reg. of the op., but extraneous

to it, so that separation of the op. from its reg. by an

extraneous (word) results ( J),] is explained by the hypo-
X X

thesis of a latent pron.j the pron. of the case, in .W
,

f UJ X

which is its swo., the subsequent prop, of &^ic ZTZC^. and
x / A * S x 5 X

Oj* ettwwc. being the pra/., and *>L>.f the
ofy'. of o*t

,

XX
so that ^ is not separated from its sub. by the reg. of

the prerf., because its sub. is understood before the reg.;
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and the saying [of Humaid Ibn Thaur alArkat (J)]
A 3x.P x

.P x Ax X

apparently like ^.j ^f cX.l*L?
^IT , [(or rather) ^

$AX *sbs ,s" '

&.') J*k i-^ 1*^
, which is allowed by the KK and

some of the BB, namely IS, F, and IU (J),] is also

explained [by the majority of the BB (J)] through sub-
x Ax

audition of the pron. of the case as sub. of **/
, [lest

there result wliat has been before mentioned, and preced-
X Ax

ence of the verbal pred. of j-^ before its sub. (457),
x3 f uif

which is disallowed (J),] )**] JS" being governed in the
f\f -f x xA

acc. by ^sX* ,
which with its ag. ^^1***^! is the pred.

x Ax '

of j^ (IA), And they, the guests, ate so many dates

that they entered upon the time of morning, while date-

es were rising above their place of lodging in the

ight, although (the case) was not that the beggarly

retches were throwing away all of the date-stones (J).



CHAPTER IX.

THE VERBS OF APPROPINQUATlON.

459. The vs. of app. are

x x/A/A xx xx xx

,
and J-^fc (Sb). They are a division of the annul-

X X

ling vs. It is not disputed that they are tw., except ^5****

(IA), which [correctly (IA)] is a #., [as is proved by the

attachment of the c^> of the ag. and its sisters to it, as

x A x x A.PA xx 3 .PA x x

*
, ^j^"** (^A),] not a p. [of hope, like

J (J), absolutely (ML),] as held by Th and IS (IA,
x 3 x xx x

ML), nor when attached to the acc.pron., as in i_k to! L>

^T [169], as held by S according to Sf (ML). AH, how-
XX ** '

ever, imagines ^^ to be only ^^ jPzV with Tanwin, a

n. not a v.
;
but he is mistaken, the saying of AlA'sha

Ax Ax XA
*** J*
X X X

XXX XX X^X

If he say, They are of the Banu 'Aid Shams, may-

hap that will be, and it will be being cited by lexico-

logists as an ex. of it (Sh). They [are named vs. of

., though they do not all denote app., but (IA)]
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indicate (1) [the sub. 's (Sh)] app. [to the pred* (Sh)],
XX XXX X X A

i. e. otf
, w->/ ,

uX
;

t
; (2) [the speaker's (Sh)] hope

XX XX XxAx A

[for the pred. (Sh)], i.e.
^5****, ,5^, and 3^^' 0*)

X

[the sw6/s (Sh)] commencement [of the pra/., which are

numerous, seven being here mentioned, so that the vs.

of this cat. are completed to 13, like those in the cat. of

/x xxx xx x x x x x A

.Jf (Sh)], i.e. J, J&>, JcLf
, jU , UJf (IA, Sh),

S x x 'Ax

^sfi)
,
and J^to (Sh): therefore naming them vs. of

ajop. is a sort of synecdoche (IA). They govern like

X X

M and, were not their pred. distinguished by predica-
X X

ments not belonging to ^ and its sisters, they would

aot be separated by a cat. to themselves (Sh). They [are

orefixed to the inch, and enunc. ; and (IA)] put the inch.

nto the nom. [as their sub. (IA)], and the enunc. into

:he [position of an (IA)] ace. (IA, Sh) as their pred. (IA).
#Ax #AX XXX

Their prec?. is a verbal jprop. ; and b=u** in laa**** ^^w

eU| ; J^-Jb XXXVIII. 32. ^wrf Ae began to cut off

ith the sword the legs and the necks is not pred. of

. X * X AX

Jala ,
but an /. ra. to a suppressed preo?., i. e.

(ML). It is an aor. (IA, C, Sh) v., conjoined with

A $ xx
the infinitival (C)] ^ or denuded of it (C, Sh), as ^^

A $ A-PuiX

l *^ XVII. 8. Mz^ be your Lord will have
X Ax A $ A-PuiX

f A ^ x^Ax

ierr?/ wpoTz ,yow and t^V, ^K) ^^ XXIV.
3^5.

Whose
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oil well-nigh giveth light of itself (Sh) : rarely a [single
X / XX

(C)] n. [after ^"^ and otf (IA)], as in the saying [of

Ru'ba Ibn Al'Ajjaj (Jsh)]

.P A X X lU A x A.P x X ~X .P A XA,^ X Ax A?

U> u>*~* J| ^^JC U * Ute ls=JU JjoJf J c
s y. x xxx x

7ms abounded in railing, persisting with cease-

less persistence. Do not thou abound; for verily 1, way

fo / shall be abstaining from hearkening to thy speech
p

f* AX X J> A^X

(J)] and *! ^ ^1 e>oG [409] (IA, C); or a nominal

prop., as n

J> / X.PXAX XA? A^= X AX * A xAr^ J> J>y x Ax X A xx

young she-camel of the two sons of Suhail having

begun to be so jaded that her place of pasturing is near to

the camel-saddles (T, Jsh)] ;
or pret. v., as in the saying of

X x A x.P Ax APA xAxAx x .P.P uj^a x x x /

Ibn 'Abbas

man set about, when he was not able to go

forth, sending a message or messenger (C) : and has not

been heard as an adv., prep, and gen., nominal prop., or

XX XX

verbal prop. Tvithout the aor., when. pred. of ^^ or otf

X X

(IA). The nom. of the pred. of otf and its sisters, except
X X

j
must be & pron. [relating to the sub. (DM)], as

Ax X X f ft s A ? $Ax XX

<J^ titf, not
S^jf >zj)+t,' whereas ^f LMJ ^^

f s>f x -"x

b or 8^| j.yb
is allowable, so that the j9raf. governs

the connected, [i. e. n. pre. to the pron. of the sw&. (DM),]
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44 A $AX / /

. in the nom., tliougli not the extraneous, as .! &\ -***

j

J> x A $ A x / *X ^ $ xx ^ ^

I
5^* ;r* r;^ , [save rarely, as \ ^ ^^ (below)

$ xx

(J)]: and ^ in the saying of Hudba [Ibn Khashraifl
M .p A xA, ., x

al'Udhrl (N)] M v^' cs^ [461] is not sub. of 'jt ,

but an iftc/i., whose enunc. is the acfo., the
pro;?, beino-

XX
^

prerf. of ^ ,
the 5w6. of which is the pron. of ^>^f

A/ J A x x A xx

while ^^ in lf L^^^ [467] is a subst. of
inipli-

^ A / x J> A*

I
cation for the ^ of LS^*^. ,

not ag. of
^xlSx> (ML).

X '
xx x x A*

The V*. of this cat. are not plastic, except otf and L-C.f
X JAxx Jxx

from which the or. is used, as ^ta^j ^o^. XXII.

, 71. 2V*ey or-e wpo/z ^Ae point of laying violent hands and
<*< 2x A / J> x x A$

!^f ;
>

i-*")!, [466], and in the case of
uX^.^1 is the

I tense most frequently used, the use of the pret., though
< x

related by Khl and transmitted in poetry, as AM J.

[466], being rare
;
and the act. part., as

< x ^ Ax x

1-*

* , ,

I
[by Abu Sahui alHudhali, i. e. J^f") ^^ , And our

*

land is on the point of becoming after the cheerful com-

anion a haunt of wild beasts, desolate (J)] and

* <*/ x ,-0 $ AXX # x Cj x / \ur x Ax j* ^ .*

j-Jl/ U|
^J.JU >i&y

UA> * ^Uf j pla.yf .^ ^f c^^fXX X '''
fby Kuthayyir Ibn 'Abd ArRafrinan, ^TZ^ / z^a^ almost
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(tying of grief on the day of the combat of ArEi

when verily I was certainly pledged to what I was on the

point (of undergoing), i. e. determined not to flee from en-

countering what I expected in it, jJ\ <A)}*\ being pred. of

J> rt X $ "

'j
in the preceding verse, and the pred. of ^15*

?
i. e.

xp

or &>Vf
5 suppressed; while Ibn Hishfim mentions

XX
$ f

that some relate an inf. n. cJl-io!
(J)]. The author of the

Ax

Tnsaf, however, relates the use of the aor.
4 <~*i and act.

X
X XX XX

part,
t* from

,_$**** ,
Jh the aor. of

^Jilo ,
and Ks the

' '

^ x x x xx xxA/A

. of J*^ The ;s

distinguished by being used non-attributivelv, as before

mentioned, and attributively. The att. is what is attri-

A^ X-PAA^xx
buted to ^ and the

.,
as

^ylj ^1 ^c It may he that

X x A ^ xx Ax A

i// stand, b
.

,
and

A $

should do
; ^ and the v.

:
in the position of a nom., b<

XX xx Ax A XxAS

og-.
of

^5-*^ , ^V^ '
ant^ u

^**'^' 5
and *uey being there-

by enabled to dispense with the ace., which is their pred.
A t

This is when the v. after ^1 is not followed by an expli-

cit n. that may be governed in the nom. by it. Hut,

$Ax x -Px A $ x /

if it be so followed, as J-i .
+* [below], the

explicit n. is governed in the nom. by the t\ after ^ r
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A f-

(1) according to Shi, necessarily; ^ and what follows

it being ag. to ^^e. ,
which is att. and has no pred. ;

so
X f\Zj-& x .5 x A x ^

that in the rfw., ;?., and /em. you say ..JJtyl
x -PAS'-" -9 xA A>^ x .Px

and M.^/"^ an(^ ^ t-s^' fy^ > without putting a pron.
n *

in the v. [after ^f ] , because it governs the explicit n.

after it in the nom.: (2) according to Mb, Sf, and F,
XX A $

allowably : or by ^^ ,
as its sub. ^ and the v, being

f X

in the position of an ace. to ^+e , [as its pre.d.,~\ pre-

ceding the sub.
;
and the ag. of the v. after

^j! being a
x x

prow, relating to the sub. of
^5**** , allowed to relate to it

though posterior, because it is prior in natural order ; so
XA2 f X -PX A * XX X St\Mr f .Px

that you say .Ji^'fi
U % J

^5**^ and ^y!$\
.P x A

and c^!j^M ^j**?. , putting a pwz. in the v., because

the explicit n. is not governed in the nom. by it, but by
xx xx xxAx A

-** (IA). The pred. of ^5^ and $f*J must be con-

A $ x xAx A $ Ax xx

joined with ^f , [as J*a^. ^t ^.j >* Mayhap Zaid

x .P Ax A .P/wx 3 --o xxAx A

toi// do and J^ J /U-J| u>f JLU T%e *Ay wa* Me/y

to ram (Sh)]. The ^rec?. of ^-^ is generally, [and
A ?

always in the Kur'an (IA),] conjoined with ^ ,
as XVII.

AxA^ x ^x A ^ ^i^3 X XX

8. [and &^ Jtb ^ &W! ^^ V. 57. Then may be

x x x

will bring victory (IA)] j
and is [seldom according to
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S, only in poetry according to the majority of the BB

(IA),] denuded of it, as

AX Z* t/

* cS^V. tfrr r r & ^f ^

(IA, Sh) May be comfort, God will bring it. Verily He
X X

every day has business among His creatures (J) and ^+*
X X

[461] (IA). .c**** is used in several ways
A $

(ML): [followed by ^f ,] it has two constructions (M):
X f/ A 2 $ AX XX

(1) j.yb ^f jc>j ^^c : (a) according to the majority,
J> -Px $Ax xx

this is like k J^ j^ ;
which is deemed dubious,

because the pred. is renderable by the inf. .,
while the

sub. is concrete, whereas accident is not identical with

substance- but it is replied that a pre. n. is supplied

before the sub., i.e. ^USM J^j >M ,j"** ,
or pred., i.e.

X Ar X X $Ax x X
X # ^Ax $A/

..USJ J t^a.Uj jjj
---^

,
or that it is of the cat. of Jj*

and f^ : (6) according to S and Mb (ML), ^*f is [a
XXX

i;. frans. (ML),] equivalent to ^6 (M, ML) in sense

and government (ML), having a nom. and ace., save that

A

its ace. must be ^t with the v., renderable by the inf. n.,

x.PAsA$$Ax XX x*.PA,^$Axxxx
like >=cw ^ Jo} ,^5*^ i.q. 5.;^! Joj v;S (M)j or

A ^ A x ^X

intrans., equivalent to ^ ^ _>f ,
the prep, being sup-

X
A

pressed by extension (ML) : it is best to make ^ with

its cow/, a direct obj. by ellipse of the prep., and the v.
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A X X Ax A* X / X

before it att.
;
S says that the ^ in J* A ^^^e. is

'
'1'..

A ^ X/VX
^ XX Ax A? xAxx

equivalent to that in J*>" ^f c=^ or Jx>
X /Ax A * xx

which proves that J* f after -^ is not a

and the truth is that the vs. of app. are coordinated with
A t

^ when the v. after them is not conjoined with ^f , not
Ax x -Px A xx xx

when it is(C): (2) ^.j pjv ^ ^^ : here ^~* is (a)

att. (ML), equivalent to <^-/, having only a om., save
A f-

that its wow. is ^\ with the u., renderable by the inf. n.

Axx-PAxA? xx . * J -P x ^x

like ^.5 >==* ^f ^^w: i.q.
&a.

;;
^ v;i* (M); (b)

.^ being its sw&., and his pron. in jj> , not in

,
unless indeed the two ops. be assumed to contest

xx

fc^.j ,
in which case the pron. may be in

l_5
****

, the 2nd
$ Ax x .Px A xx

being made to govern : whereas in ^ LV.J

and
\<j+t uJ^j v>^ c)' LS*~*

* fc must ^e a ^-

A ^ a

the cow;, of ^ be separated from its reg. [ ^|jJ|
J

x x

#Ax $ Ax XX

(DM) and] !^ by the extraneous tX>
j *M. of

^5***^ ;
e. g.

# ^Ax #xx x Sx x xx Ax A ? xx

XV [I. 81. [It may be

that thy Lord will raise thee on the day of resurrection,

aud station thee in a station extolled (K)] : IM, however,
A $

'says that in his opinion it is always non-ad., but that ^
and its conj. supply the place of the two terms, as in
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j~W L-X^A^J XXIX. I. Have the people thought
^

' s

that they should be left?, since no one says that i_ ^
X

has here become excluded from its general rule : (3)
-P -Px $ Ax x / ^ t A/AA9 x x

j.yu u>jj ^5****,
which is uncommon, as AM '^l .j"**

J* /^x $ Ax XX

[461] : (4) U5
LJ^J ^5****)

which is more uncommon, as

f and the /?roy. L^| ^.yJ! ,_5**^ [460]

haps the little cave may be calamities: correctly, however,
# .PA * ^x j> ^J

the pred. is here suppressed, i.e. ^^ && an(^ c)^
f ~ / X.PXA X^^A^
iJto

, [or rather ^^ ^1 and ^f\ ^ (^A),] because

that preserves the general usage, and because what is

hoped for is his being abstaining, not the abstainer him-
J>.PXXAXXX XX

self: (5) fi*+
t" ^5 ,_$****

which is very rare, as

[578] : and in these [(last) three usages (DM)]
XXXXXX.PXX

is indubitably non-att. : (6) ,3^*^ ,
L^U***

,
XU*^

?

$ ^x $ Ax xx

which is uncommon [169, 462] : (7) J ^.j ^j*^ trans-
' X

'

mitted by Th, which is explained by its being non-att.,

its &ub. being the pron. of the case, and the nominal prop.

the pred. (ML).

460. otf has a sub. and jored., its />rerf. being an
J>S A / $ Ax XX

oor. renderable by an act. part., as gfxy. ^.
A

on Me point of going out: but tyf ctxt*/ U [409]
X X

has been transmitted according to the 0.
/".,

like
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X /

[459] (M). The pred. of otf is generally
x x x x

denuded of ^ ,
as II. 66. [(1) and ^>y otf U ju >*

A .PA A X .P .P*
' ' '

(167)

almost this, the hearts of a party of them were swerving

(IA)] ;
and is [seldom according to Ifll, only in poetry

according to the Andalusians (IA),] conjoined with
it, as

xx A" Axx x x A

(IA, Sh), by Muhammad Ibn Manadhir, the poet of AlBas-

fa (DM), The soul was well-nigh expiring over him, when

he became the stuffing of a mantle and wraps, i. e. enfolded
SJ x x A xA^a x 10 x.P Kf t A >

in his grave-clothes (J), and ^^ ^-o*Jf ^^1 J ^j/ U
i * ' '

>j3t
J rtf| v2*3tf words of the Prophet / wow wo/

X

071 tfAe j?0m of praying in the afternoon until the sun
X X A? X X x A X

to serf (IA). They say u>tf y w^t^f ^G *-r

? X X A X A'r X X

J^sMtX**! *^ (ML) /7e ^Aa# ac/^ deliberately

weeds or almost (succeeds), and he that acts precipitately

fails or almost (fails), suppressing the pred. (DM).

Kr^ r

461. o^ is applied to denote the app. of the act, as

x s /*> < x x

UJJJ ol^ TAe ostrich almost flies, because an ele-

lent of flying is found in him, while ^ is applied to

denote the delay of the act and its occurrence in future

x x

ie
; so that, when put after & ,

it is inconsistent with
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the sense of the latter, and a kind of contradiction results

X X

in the sentence : whereas ^**z is applied to denote expec*

tation, the like of which ^ indicates
;
so that the occur-

A 2

rence of ^ after it imports corroboration of the sense.

X X

The Arabs have spoken a number of provs. in otf
,
in all

A

of which J is omitted, as

s a s, s

husband z's almost a king and UTf^ ^&. J-**-*-** f ->tf The
s

'

s

wearer ofsandals is almost a rider (D). In

*

[May be the trouble, which I have become in, it (459) will

s s

be such that behind it will be near relief (J)] ^g***
is assi-

/ s

milated to otf ; and in

S *n S f Ax A xx $ A /

tii u *- tf

X X

X X Ax A x A<* . A X X A x

[by Ru'ba Ibn Al'Ajjaj, ^4 rwiTZ, ^Aa^ has become obliter*

ated after having been razed, has well-nigh vanishedfrom
XX XX

length of wear and tear (Jsh)] otf to
L5
~** (M).

X xAx A x A x x X.PA

462. The Arabs say (1) Jx> ^jf
c^x***c and !*.'>'

w JA x x x xAx A$AX xx xxx xAxx
to ^^f- 1 J-**V. ^^ ^.5 4,5**^

an(l ^V**^ to ^^^ 1

,*Axx xA/X XAXX A^A x X

vs^-** and U^***^ (M) : u>*ju* (K), f^***-
is the <#a/.
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of AlHijaz (K, B on XLVII. 24.): in -

^ / ~S A */ XXA.PA # A x f f , b t xx Ax

j?
X X X X ^

C .PA # A x 3 .Px

*$iU fj^L >& XLIX. 11. Let not men mock at men ; it
X

may be that they be better than they : nor women at women ;

it may be that they be better than they Abd Allah reads

.p .PX A A x x S^xA^xAxx xx
and >& ^ ..t^**^ ,

so that .<* has a

pred.j as in XLVII, 24. [below], whereas in the 1st read-

ing it has none, as in II. 213. [464] (K) : when a nom.

pron. of the 1st or 2nd per*, or 3rd per*, pi. fern, is attached

xx *Axx xAxx x*A x x AJPA x x .PA x x

* A x x

v-**
,

its j* may be pronounced with Kasr or Fath, the
A AS x A xx

Fath being better known (IA) : Nafi' reads ^
XJJ XLVII. 24. May ye then be expected, if ye receive

authority ? with Kasr of the ^ (K, IA), which is strange
x x Ax A 5 xx

(K) ;
and the rest read with Fath (IA) : (2)

and Uaub and 1^*^. (M) : the Banu Tainim do not affix

x xAx A xx .P/Ax

the pron. (K, B), saying J^> ^f ^^^ and
fy*>* (K):

xx Ax A xxx 3-Pxx xxAxA^.Pxx M.PXX
(3) ,J* J cJS^l**** to *TU** , J*^. ,.J 5L**tf to\ / W 7 ^ IJ

and Jx^t ^f ,yl*^ and UU*c (M). [Similarly]
X

when preceded by a w., may contain a pron. relating to

the preceding n., which is the dial, of Tamlm [?], or be
X X

denuded of it, which is the dial of AlHijaz (IA) :

3 a
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x fs A x x Ax

in *fa ^ ^5**** **ij (1) contains a latent prow, [relating
Ax

to cJ^j , according to the dial, of Tamltn (IA), being non-
' *' A

aW., with its sw&. latent (ML), while
jyia ^t is in the

position of an ace. by it
;
so that in the fern., du., and pi,

x fs * A xx $A x J>x A? xxx xASx

you say fj> ^1 ^^^e- uxU>
, Uyb ^1

U~*
^}^jf\ ,

j^x A^ Axx x .PASIx xA^xA^xAxx ^ xAAx

);^^ and

(IA)] : (2) is devoid of ^rora., [according to the dial, of

AlHijaz (IA), being a#. (ML),] while jyv. ^^ is in the Ic

position of a wow. by it (IA, ML) ;
so that you say A*i

f

XX J xAAx
L>

,
and *^ ^t ^5**^

c^lJ^| . But the other w.
x Ax x x x x AS x

of this ca#. must contain the |?row.j as
^j

1*^2^ ^*^- ^fu^l
XXX

versifying, not J*^ (IA).

*xAxxx
463. You say J*** otf to ^j/ , Jju5 ^,^f to

C J>A xA? S A x A

Jj/
,
and J-*M cyJ^ and Uj/ . And some of the Arabs

' A S ' '

say cyo/ with Damni.

464.
^5****

denotes the app. of the matter in the

X Ax A $ .Pl x X

way of hope and longing ; you say ^^>. ^\ &U( ^g**XXX '

uX^j ^l/o^ 6e Gor^ will heal thy sick, meaning that the
X ,

nearness of his recovery is hoped for from God, longed
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/ x

for : whereas otf denotes its app. in the way of existence
S ft\S f f^S fO , ,

and realization; you say ^f j-**J| cs^tf The sun
s

was almost setting, meaning that its nearness to setting

had become realized (M). R, [however,] contends that

it denotes longing not for the approach of the pred., but

for its realization absolutely (MA). It signifies [the

speaker's] hope in the case of what is liked, and fear in the
f /h * tkZ S S /

case of what is disliked, both combined in \f>fi
& f A? XXX A.PX $AX X.PX A X

213. (ML), where the 1st ^^ denotes hope (MA, DM)T

and the 2nd fear (MA), And it may be that ye dislike a

thing, i. e. warring in the cause of God, pleasant as

regards the recompense accruing from it, though appa-

rently unpleasant, while it is good for you; and it may be

that ye like a thing, i. e. fear of warring in the cause of

God, while it is bad for you (DM).

X X

465. It is said that otf
, (1) when denied, is (a) af.

(IH, ML) of the pred. (MA), as II. 66. [1] (ML), for

they did the sacrifice (DM) ;
or (b) in the past off., as

II. 66, and in the future like other tw., as

A XX AX X IW Sh

* J .xcsaJ^"

(IH), by Dhu -rRumma, When desertion alters lovers, the

constant passion of the love of Mayya will not be near
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X X

departing, the denied otf not importing affirmation, but

intensifying the negation of ^>. (Jsh): and, (2) when

affirmed, is neg. [of the pred. (MA)], as

vtiG x XX f Axx

jJJj > i_X**AJjLJ XVII. 75.
'

X X X

well-nigh tempted thee away from what We have

revealed unto thee, [the sense being that they did not
w S A MI& x x

tempt thee away (DM),] and \ j-^J ^^ [(^60), the

f x Ax

soul not having actually expired (Jsh)] : so that J*^t

x Ax xx

x Ax A x x Ax

means that 7*e rfzW wo, and Jj^. t>^>. J that he did.

notorious is this that [Abu -1'Ala (Jsh)] alMa'arn has

made a riddle of it, saying
$ x Ax x x A XA/-0 x ' 3 A x$

U

A X X

A x xA A x AXx * Ax A.PAX* x

X X ^
xxx Axx AxA^ Ax

(ML) grammarian of this age, what is a word that was

current in the tongues of Jurhum and Thamud, that,

when used in the form of denial, affirms, and, if affirmed,

stands in the place of denial? (Jsh). Correctly, how-

ever, it is like other vs. (IH, ML) in that, when denied, it

is neg. [of app. to the pred. (MA)], and, when affirmed,

aft. [of app. to tho pred. (MA)]. For its meaning is app. ;
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and there is no doubt that *&i ^ means He became
f xAx xx x

near to doing, and J*k otf U Tifo did not become near to

doing. Its pred. is therefore perpetually denied: (1)
X /

when otf is denied ; because, when the app. of the act is

denied, the realization of that act is inferentially denied,
XXX A xx Ax -P ss x xA x

as
Uz>|y.

dJo Sjo
E)af Jo! XXIV. 40 [JF/iera he putteth

forth his hand, he is not near to seeing it, much less doth
f XuJx X

he see it, like
jJ\ ^ |3f (K, B), i. e. will not be near to

departure, how then shall it depart? (K)], which is there-

fore more intensive than he seeth it not, because he that

sees not is sometimes near to seeing : (2) when the app.

is affirmed; because predication of the nearness of the

thing conventionally requires its non-realization, other-

wise the predication would be of its realization, not of

its app., since in conventional language it is not good

to say of one that prayed he became near to praying,

although he did not pray until he became near to praying.

Nor is there any distinction in what we have mentioned
XX * XX

between otf and ^^. : and II. 66., where they did do,

since what is meant by the doing is sacrificing, and the

X J> X X X

text has already said
lfi>^>

J Then they sacrificed her, is

a predication of their state in the beginning of the matter;

for at first they were far from sacrificing her, as is shown

by their cavilling and reiterated questioning. But since

the use of phrases like this is frequent in the case of him
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as to whom app. to the act at first is denied, but who
XX X

afterwards does it, this very v. [
otf U (DM)] is imagined

to be the indicator of the realization of that very act;

whereas it is not so, the realization of the act being under-

X * X XX

stood only from another indication, as from

the text (ML).

4 J>

466. uXy. means Hastens, because derived from i

x
'

x XA

the i x<2 ,
i. e. the hastener to the thing (D). uXiy

X X

is used like
^5***^

in its two constructions [459], and like

: as

S A X Ax

and
t^jxy. *tj i-X*> (M): its pred. is [generally (IA,

' A*

Sh)] conjoined with J
, [as

x Ax 3.P 9 x A x x u/ -P

*-* &*& \

'

*

X X X X XX X A.P X X xAx X

-U J/ Jf

'xAx x x^ A # 9 Ax

XX A XXAx XX #Ax x^X
_t> UX=w

by 'Imran Ibn Hittan, 7w euerz/ 3/ea?' 5/ia// ^Aere 6e a

7iC55, ^ew aw arising, and sh alt thou announce death, nor

be announced as dead? Until when shall this be, until

when? For a day hastens to meet a night; they will
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drive on death, come it to fhee at even or at morn! (D),

(and) as

.Px Axx fix/ A

(IA, Sh) -4rcd z/ men were asked for dust, they would be

on the point, when it was said, Give, of being disgusted
A

and refusing (J)] ;
and ^1 is [seldom (IA)] suppressed,

as

/f , M Ax S x A Sx A x * *

;
J * &Xxx4 >^ f ++

X / X X

(D, IA, Sh), by Umayya [Ibn (Abi) -sSalt (Jsh)] ath-

ThakafI, He that has fled from his fate in battle, will be

near to meeting it in one of his heedlessnesses (J, Jsh).

X XX

467. _>/ [usually with Fath of the^ , though
X X

I

Kasr also has been transmitted (IA),] is like otf (M, IA),
-P xAx x xx

according to IM (IA), as J*^> ^-f (M). Its pred. is

A ?

generally denuded of^ ,
the only construction mentioned

by S, as

.P J x $ A ^ X 4f*r& XXX -P.PX.PXXA .P AxA^ X XXXX X

[by Kalhaba alYarbu'l, J!^/ Aear^ i;a5 well-nigh melting

\from its violence of grief, when the slanderers said, Hind

\iswroth with thee (J)]j and is [seldom (IA)] conjoined

with it, as
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X S ^ XX A x /A *A^S .* x XXX
UlaJf

x Gxx A "& /f x A A xxx A

x xxx

[orig.
ku (Sh), by Abu Zaid alAslaml, TVie possessors

of understandings gave them to drink a huge bucketful

of bounty on account of their thirst and indigence, their

necks being on the point of being cut off from extremity

of destitution (J)]. The pred. of the vs. of commence-
A

ment may not be conjoined with ^f (IA, Sh), because
A $

of their incompatibility with ^f ,
what is intended by

A 2

them being the present, while ^f denotes the future (IA),

as

9 hi f AJ> x x .PAxx A xx

J& LUxw*J> U fijf

[by Abu Hayya anNumairi, And indeed 1 began, when-

ever I arose my garment began (459) to weigh me down,

so that I stood up as stands up the sottish drinker (SM, Jsh)].

f * f fM*>/ f A? f Ax^x
JLAXSW

X X f

to questioning, and the traces to answering

me : and in making excuse there is answering and ques-

tioning,

xAx^Ax.PAx xAx X
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1 know thee to have begun oppressing him that we have

protected^

x .0Ax xx Sx

/ commenced disclosing what was hidden,

upbraiding the heart for obedience to passion,

and

A xxAxx x xA^A^ x x x A x

X LsJLgl^ *j>txXaiJ I

^L>o
Uu&> .

^ ' X

Me countries of the foes, and their souls began

to expire before the slaughter. These two are the most
X X

unusual of the vs. of commencement; and '+&> the best

known, and the one that occurs in the Revelation, namely
x Ax x xx

in two places, ^li-aku Uiabj VII. 21. XX 119., i.e,
x x x

^4wrf Mey began sewing one leaf upon another to cover

themselves withal, where Abu -sSammal al'Adaw! reads

XX X X

tiabj with Fath, a dial. var. transmitted by Akh, while

X X

there is a third dial. var. ^b with ^ pronounced with

Kasr in place of the cJ
,
and XXXVIII. 32. [459] (Sh).

XXX XX XX
is (1) i. q. )\*e

and *&
, being then intrans., as

A xx x x A^

. ^ [459] ; (2) i. q. ^y , heing then trans.

xS X

to one o#. [442], as VI. 1. [177]; (3) i.q. ^ [440],
^

being then trans, to two ofy>., as ^

4 a

.P.PX / / X
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II. 20. Hath made for you the earth to become a bed, the

making to become being now by deed, DOW by word or

covenant (B on II. 20.).



CHAPTER X.

THE VERBS OF PRAISE AND BLAME.

468. The vs. of praise and blame are (1) +*} and
xA /A '

j*Zj
(M, IE): (a) f*>

and jJs are vs. (D, HM, IA),

according to the majority of GG (IA), as proved by the

affixion of the [quiescent (IA)] ct> of femininization

(HM, IA), but ns. according to some of the KK, among
them Fr, who adduce the prefixion of the prep, in the

.PAxAf / A ^^ tt\ 2 ,0 ,ti fssn,a sl\ , ,

sayings >**M j> ^f ^uJ| j*J
and oJyi ***> ^ U,

XA
f

t A

which is explainable, however, by making *x and ->

regs. to a suppressed saying occurring as ep. to a sup-

pressed qualified, which is the gen. governed by the p.,
xA x A x A .Px Ax xx -*A 2 i-e xA

not *^ and

excellent is the journeying upon (an ass where-
-*X XX X *

q/" tV t> soirf,) Most evil is the ass and &^ J^a* L>J^> ^jiD
U

** She is not (a child whereof it is said,) Most
'

X

excellent is the child
;
and are aplastic, only their pret. be-

ing used (IA); applied to denote [general (M) superlative

(D)] praise and blame (D, M), as

i f /A x X A/Ai- xA x
ii * i

* v~v TT no
^A&jJj *jw. .Vr*^' f***

XAH. 7o.XX ' X

is your protector : then most excellent is the Protector, and

f > /A x xA/Ai^ xA X

v^aJJI ^u. J*Jf ^ XXII. 78. ^fl? ^rw^ in God. He
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x A / f^. xx hi x*x/

most excellent is the Helper! and *>)

XIII. 18. And their place of returning shall be
X

Hell: and most evilis the resting-place! (D); and having
x y

four dial, vars., J.** their 0. /., as

[by Tarafa (R),] -ft/os excellent are the strivers in the

X AX

J9ZOW5 matter!, J*J with Fath or Kasr of the cJ and
x

quiescence of the
,
and J-*^ with Kasr of both, as

likewise has every v. or w. upon J* ,
whose 2nd [me?.]

x 6XX X

is a guttural letter, like ^$Z and o^o (M): (b) ^U is
X X

used like & (M, IH, IA), as VII. 176. [475] (M): (c)
/

, ^x ^ ''

Jje ? [original or transmuted from Jjt? (R) ? (i.
e
.)

X

formed from every tail, v., for the purpose of praising
xA x A

or blaming (IA),] is treated like *> and *-^ (R, IA)
X *~^

X

$Ax SfZi^* x-Px 4 *i ^> S / 9

in all their predicaments, as
c>-ij J^yi LJ^ or J^-;M f^

$Ax $Ax #J>X

J>.;
or

uJ>i3 ^-^ , and, according to [R,] IM, and his son,

,
while others declare that transmutation

XX XX XX /-*X

of U
, ^. C*M to ** with Damm of the is not

allowable, because the Arabs, when using them in this

way, preserved the Kasra of their
,
and did not trans-

$ Ax ft Sx> x /

mute it into Damm, so that we must say u^.} J
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(IA); provided that it be made to imply the sense of

wonder, for which reason its ag. is often (a) governed
A A

in the gen. by the ^ ,
because it is i. q.

&> Jjof t
as

AX X.PX A *$

tSi) LJsfa
,

i. e. &> LJJM
} (6) anarthrous, as

x f x ,

* X

uj IV. 71. A0M7 goodly are those as companions!,
X A X X

jad also

J2/.P x X

U* U

'by Imra alKais, / satfor the sake of gazing at it, land my

ipanions, between Darij and Al'Udhaib. How far was
X

\ine object of contemplation!, U being red (EM)],(c)

;a pron. agreeing with what is before it, as ^^$\ ^^
^ xx

X.P/xA x XA

i. e. U^-yi U
,
which is not allowable in **J and

2 x xSx x

-Ju [474] (R): (2) L-^ in (Jm) \***. [476] (IH).

xA x A

(^ )

*

469. The ag. of ^ , j~Z> , [and /Lw
(IA),] is

$ Ax J *Zi^> XA

(1) [explicit (M),] (a) synarthrous, [as cV.j J^-fl ^, e.g.
x x AxA^ xA

Jj ^J)+^ f**
VIII. 41. Most excellent is the Pro-

Ax

>,
a^G? wzostf excellent is the Helper !

( IA) : Jl denoting

'genus (D, IA) comprehensive by reason of community',

that it is in the sense of the />/., as in

j>

\f^. CIII. 2. Verily man is in loss, i.e. Verily men are
\e

(D); properly, so that you praise the whole genus on

X X X A
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account of Zaid, and then particularize Zaid by men-

tion, thus praising him twice; or, according to some,

tropically, as though you made Zaid the whole genus for

hyperbole : but, as some say, knowledge (IA)] : (b) pre. to

X ZifkrCf , XA XX

the synarthrous, [e.g. ^*M ;to **M) XVI. 32. And
X X

most excellent is the mansion of the pious (IA)] : (2)

pronominal, specified by (a) an indet. [after it (IA),

homogeneous with it (D),] in the ace. (D, M, IH, IA) as a

# x x x xA^ x A

sp., e.g, XVIII. 48. [160] (D, IA), i. e. ^ JjoJJ ^Jk,
X

it being made a pron., and expounded by the indet. ace.

homogeneous with it (D),

A x f x xA xA/-e # Ax xA x

*a. ^
X X x

[By God, such that wzosrf excellent is it, as though he

said is refuge or the refuge, as a refuge is the Protector^

i. e. God, or By God, most excellent is it as a refuge (fy

i. e. the praised, is) the Protector when the severity of

the oppressive and the domination of the rancorous are

dreaded (J)],

AxxA^ x A 2 X ~/bi x A Axx A/ xAx A**/
* *rj* J J

t0(/e says, she being with me in a shouting, Such

that most evil is he, i. e. man or the man, as a man (art

thou) ; and verily /, such that most evil is, properly
A x A

>
, the & being elided for the metre, woman or the
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x At

voman (am 7), the particularized by blame, e>J| and
$

if, being suppressed (J)], and VII. 176. [475] (IA); or

b) u [471], e.g. II. 273. [419] (IH). One should not
., A X X A X xA x A x X A X xA S f * ** s\

ay c^J* ^ f*>
and U^-MO ^ ^^ ,

but J=j.yi
A x / A x

excellent & YAe
77?<ro, Ae

x Axx Ax * A 2 xA

wised and u^~o ^ jaia^Jj ^A> ,
as says 'Amr Ibn

4 A XA^ A S ^3 xA

tfa'dlkarib

A

excellent is the people, my people, on the

occasion of the drawn sword and the begged property.

The ag. may not be particular : and therefore one may
$AX xA u* / f XA

lot say vJ-ij f*'
o^ jj^ i^ f*^ ; nor for the like reason

ftis> A*>
,
because J^yi is here an ep. to Ij3> ,

' X

,nd the J in it denotes determination of demonstration

tnd particularity (D). And after the ag. is [a n. in the

wm., which is (M, IA)] the particularized (M, IH, IA) by

>raise or blame (M, IA); the sign of which is that it

hould be suitable for being made an inch, with the v.

md its ag. as its enunc. (IA). The particularized seldom

XA XA -P-PuS^XA $AX

recedes ** and ^ ,
as J^fl (** <*t.j ; the ag.

X
^ X

' X

>eing still synarthrous, or a pron. expounded by what

8 after it, as in the saying of AlAkhtal [praising Bilal

Jsh)]
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(R) Abu Musd is thy grandsire. Then tliy grandsire,

most excellent is he as a grandsire ! And the chief of

the clan is thy maternal uncle ; most excellent is he as a

maternal uncle ! (Jsh) .

470. The explicit ag. and the sp., (1) [according

to Mb, IS, F, IM, and his sou (J),] may be combined

[for corroboration (M),] as

)
*

'

(M, IA), by Jarlr (M), Provision thou thyself, i. e. Acquire

good repute, with provisioning like the provisioning of thy

father among us by justice and liberality: for most excel

lent was the provisioning, the provisioning of thy father,

as provisioning (Jsh) and

[by Jarir, ^wrf ^/ze Taghldbls, most evil is the sire, their

sire, as a sire; and their mother is small in the buttocks,

one that wears her waist-wrapper so that her buttocks may

be magnified thereby : whence it is deducible that the sp.

of the explicit (a^.) need not precede the particularized,
< ^ Ax /Ax

contrary to the sp. of the pron., as in ^\ W**
^*JJ (469)

X '
X

(J)] : (2) according to S [and Sf (J)], may not be com-

bined, [because the sp. is for removal of vagueness, and

there is no vagueness when the ag. is explicit : they make

i a corrob. d. s., or the combination a poetic license

X A * A x

and AH says that there is a pron. in *>
,
Ua=^ is a *p
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f A xA

posterior to the particularized Jasaall , and
fftl"p

a sulst*

* X

for the latter: while fofj may be further said to be a
A Sxx X A

jirect obj. to ^/, and j* a d. s. to it, though it ia
X

'ndet., because the d.s. precedes the s. s. (J)] : (3) accord*

ng to some, may be combined, if the sp. import a material
$ Ax # x ft MIO x A

sense additional to the ag., as
J>i} l*^ J^yi +*> but

' X

$ Ax # J>x * J>Z* xA

lot otherwise, as >J ^N J^y f** : [and this is

leclared by IU to be right (J)].

> x A X A

471. U occurs after *** and j-^f, so that you

;ay U *su or Uau and U *-A>
,

as II. 273. [419] and
' x xx

* / JAf Axx A<^ X X A

&; l^y^j U~*A> II. 84. Jl/o^ evi/ is U as a thing
XX X

sold their souls for, [thai they should

lisbelieve]. There is a dispute about this U : some say

hat (IA) in II. 273. [and II. 84.] (M) the ag. of
^ x A x

^ [(and) *-AJ (B)] is a [latent (IA)] pron., and U an

., [i. q. ^^ (B), neither conjunct nor qualified (M)
Axx A

Q UxJ (K), (but) qualified by Uj^l (B), governed in

he ace. as (IA)] the sp. [469] (M, IA) of the ag. t
i. e.

* A x xA x Axx A^o *A x x A

(M) [and] J! f;>^!
LxA^ ,

the parti-

-x
ularized by blame being ^^^Q. ^ (K) t others say that

is the ag.j a det. n. [180] ; which is the doctrine of

Kh, who ascribes it to S (IA).
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5 Ax $ Ax f t 2-0 /A

472. The particularized [ ^.j (1) in J^j J^t *aw

(ML)] is (a) [really (ML)] an inch., whose enunc. is the

t j>; *< / A $ A/

preceding prop., [as though theo./. were J-^yt *** ^;

(M)] ; (b) [as allowed by many GG (ML),] enunc. of a

[necessarily (IA, ML)] suppressed inch. (M, IH, IA,
Ax x. $ Ax .P J A xA

ML), i.e. *>.) y*> (M, IA), meaning ^.3 C;^**
J ^ [29];

(c) [as allowed by IU (ML),] an inch., whose enunc. is

f A xAr<= Ax

[necessarily (ML)] suppressed, i. e. ^y++* I ^ij ^^' ^)>

which is refuted by the fact that the enunc. is not neces-

sarily suppressed, unless something supply its place [29]

(ML) : the 1st making one sentence, and the 2nd [and 3rd]
J> f ^ xA $ Ax

two sentences (M) : (2) in J^J I +*j ^j must be an inch.
' s

And in either case the cop. is generality or logical
Ax

repetition of the inch,, according as Jf denote the genus

or knowledge [27] (MLJ.

473. When previously (D, IA) mentioned (D) [or]

indicated (IA), [i. e.] when known (M, IH), the particu-

larized is sometimes suppressed (D, M, IH, IA), the genus
J>AxA-OxA x I Ax * ,f, ,*,,/

alone being mentioned, as i^*J! *} >AJL oJoJ tUfiy
' X

XXXVIII, 29. And We gave unto David Solomon. Most

sn,**o /*

excellent was the servant (Solomon)/, i.e. J**Jl ^
,

Lis name being suppressed because previously

I Ax
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ntioned and known to the person addressed (D), [and]
AxA'O xA # X f sk x x 3

>*M ^ fy^>
5U^ u f XXXVIII. 43. 44. Ferity

found him to be patient. Most excellent was the
* $ f A xAX x A * S<

ervant (Job)!, i.e. ^^>J ^*M ^ (M, IH, IA), ^^j

eing suppressed because indicated by what precedes it

f f xA^ xA x

(A), and ^^>Uf +*.& LI. 48. Then most excellent are
X ' X

f A x x * xA^ x A x

Spreaders, (We)! (M, IH), i.e.
.yssJ

x iw

M). S declares that the sp. of the ag. of **> and *>

snot suppressed [87] (ML).

474. The v. is femininized, and the two ns. are dual-

$A JPAXA,- XA x*

iedand pluralized: you say cs*> Mv*M c^*x or

21]; they say dixJf C^*AJ
^!<jJf

Sj^) 7%w house, most

|__
xcellent is the dwelling!, since the jl> is the ^J, like

^ S? A x x Ax
^Jtf ^ [182] ;

and Dhu -rRumma says

A .* J><wx Ax $ x Ax jS

)r*a she-camel well-bred, long-bodied, broad-backed, large

i the supports of the breast most excellent is the ski

xxx x-P^xA xA

f the desert!', and you say

x^AxAv* xA xA

* M^/^' c>**^
,

and >**>^X XX XX- XX
X MIX * XX **X III . XA X A

> /UJL/f (M). The form of ^ and *-*> ii
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made fing. with the du. and pi. (HM): the pronominal
xA X A

ag. of **> and ^j-^ is sing. [masc. (R)], not cfo. or pJ.
1 ' '

XA

(R, Sh) or fern. (R), latent, not prominent, as **>

4 Ax #.P x x A3 Ax .P x X ,* A * ^ x

or l^i ^ or ^.f ^ and

x xx S $x <x *Ax Ay 5 x 3/A<^ xA

excellent as a man was Harim f Not a catastrophe

bejell, but he was a refugefor one affrighted ty reason of it

rtx Jx xA

(Sh): so that they do not say ^^-) l* or

#^XA^ xA
'

or M^! c^**> (R).

475. The particularized must be homogeneous

with the ag. (M, IH): and l^>V.k l^iT ^j-^l f^f ^* *^~
XX X

VII. 176. and LXII. 5. [1] are by suppression of the

l\/^fO f,,

pre. n., i. e. fj&\ J-** ,
Evil as similitude is (the simi-

X

litude of) the people who have treated Our signs as lies F,

fl/kr*> XX X X A X(X

[or {%*" vJ-*-* w-^-^' .*l* ^m7 <w (possessors of) a

similitude are the people (K),] and ^.^1 J^* (M); while
X

j,yO| JX /Lw yz7 is the similitude of the people, (their
X

similititde)i9 read (K, B) by AUahdari (K) r
and the place

X 3 A/A

of ^P-M may be [that of] a gen. as 0p. to ^y^l (M), the
X X

particularized by blame being suppressed (M, B), i. e,

f / / x A

JJU ~Ju (M). It must also be
A/A<o f/f
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$ f X t x A A*o XA

particular, J^; ^^Nf ^ not being allowed, unless
'

you qualify it by what removes the ignorance (R).

Ax x x Ax ""
. ' * *

476.
L^-j J^* is said in praising, and c>J \ lo^. Jl

in blaming, as

US> fj^ Us ^ ^yo |3f * &f o^ 1JLJ! Ja>| ijH Iff'
' *

(IA), by Kanza (T, J), mother of Sharnla alMiukari (T),

Now such that dearly loved is this (J) thing, i. e. beloved

among things (T), are the people of the desert, save that,

when Mayy is mentioned, she is not dearly loved (J).
5 ^.PAx/x X.PX

L-^2>-
, [meaning Ij-a* (>** \lo (M),] is 0n'g\ L-^*^. (M

X

R, IA), like u$>k (R), the ^ having been [made quies-
X

cent and (J)] incorporated into the ^ : if fo occur after

X

it, the ^ must have Fath (IA) : and if it be without f^

(R, IA), the Damma of its may be transferred to its

o
,

like as it may be elided (R), [so that] its -. may

have Path or Datum (M, IA), Damm being more frequent

(J), as

(M, R, IA), by AlAkhtal, And I said, Dilute ye it, and

ward off its strength from you with its admixture. And

very pleasant is it as diluted wine when it is diluted/
x .Px

(J); and similar is every J*^ when praise or wonder is
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meant by it, like ^^ l* ^ [468] ; [the wonderer says

X f A X .PA xA" X A

(K on IV. 71),] Jh cites

.P x Ax x

x x A

to

Men withhold not from me what I have desired; nor give

I them what they have desired. How good is this as dis-

X A x f A xAH3 x A :?

ciplinef, and L-&laj ^t^uM ^ is related (R). When a

x 3 x

w. other than !o occurs after t_^=*-
,

it may be governed
a x Ax 2 x

in the worn, by -"=*, as
tV.} -**=*, or gen. by a raf.

Ax w x

^> as ^v ^^ . According to F, IB, IKh, who asserts
* X

*

that it is the opinion of S, and IM (IA), t-^^- in o^j ' t^A>
$ Ax x S x x x

[and ^3 tjo^, V
(IA)] is a \_pret. (IA)] v. ; fo

, [a rfewz.

A S

to ^^g^J! (T), denoting presence in the heart (J),] is its

$Ax

ag. (IA, ML); and the particularized (I A), ^ (ML), is

an inch, whose enunc. is the preceding prop., [the

being the dem. (ML),] Such that dearly loved is this thing

is Zaid, or enunc. of a suppressed *wc/t. (IA, ML), i. e,

$Ax x

j^j jS> , Dearly, or Afo dearly, loved is (his thiug .-
(zV,

i. e. the praised or blamed, is) Zaid (IA), or, as is said, a
X

*M^. for J3 ,
which is refuted by its not taking the

x

place of the first, [the ag. of ^=^ being only a
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TO!),] and by its being indispensable, [the mention of what

will make it known being necessary when it is suppressed

[DM),] or, as is said, a synd. expl., which is refuted by
A x3x X

^J^ ^ ^f 2

[by Jarir, And pleasant are the fragrant breezes from a

Hamani woman, that come to thee from the quarter of

ArEayyan at times (Jsh)], the det. not being explicable

by the indet. (ML): but according to [Mb, IS, IHL, and
/ ui / -f -f A /l\

(IA)] IU, !3^ is a n. [for ^^=ujf (ML),] an inch.,

the particularized being its enunc., The beloved is Zaid,

or an enunc., the particularized being an inch., Zaid is

the beloved, [according to him that allows two construct-
S /hr 9 Ax 2 x

ions in J-&W *t.) (24) (ML); so that u-^a. [s com .

X
X

pounded with 13 ,
and made one 72. (IA), the n.

prevailing

because what it indicates is a substance (J)] : and accord-
X UJ X

ing to some, [among them IDh (IA),] IJ^a. is a [pret.
$ Ax Si X

(IA)] v., and t>j its ag\ ; [so that u-^s^ is compounded

with Jo
,
and made a v. (IA), the precedent prevailing

over the subsequent (J)] : which is the weakest opinion

(I A, ML), because the particularized may be suppressed,

as

xS*x .P/ox x A^ x Ax xSx

uy IJ*

Ax x xxA,-o

U
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[by Marrar Iba Hammas (T, Jsh), or Mirdas Ibn Ham-

mam (T), atTa'i, Now dearly loved is this, (the commemora-

tion of these women], if modesty (withheld me) not, though

often have I given my love to what was not near (T, Jsh)],
uf X

whereas the ag. is not suppressed (ML) : or w-^s* is a v.,

and the explicit n. its ag., !o being made otiose; [which
x x

is open to the same objection] (J). u.^- and !o
, [being

made like one thing (HM),] may not be separated (T,

HM). And !3^ is uniform for the fern., du. and pL
X

(HM) : 13 is not altered on account of the alteration of

the particularized in gender and number, but keeps to

the sing, masc., because it resembles the prov., which is

f* y A x

not altered; so that, like as you say Jf iJU*aJf [jj O

the masc. or fern., sing,, du., or pi, uniformly, so you
Axx3x A x AC i^ xA Are x -PAS,*

gay L^.J liS-jA. or &*$> or M^.yi or ^fcSxg/f or .tv^^fXX XX ^"^ "'
f X A AX3

or e^tJ^I (IA). A sp. or d. s. agreeing with the par-

ticularized may occur before or after the latter (IH), as

Sj^ or
tV.} ^^) ami ^^> ^*^=u fJ^2h. or I/ ***/

^ y^x
X UJ X

(R). The ace. after fJoa. is said by Akb, F, and

Rb to be & d. s.; by IAl to be a sp. ; by some to be a sp.

if non-deriv., and a rf. s. if deriv.-, while some say that

the non-deriv. is a sp., and the deriv., if restriction of

the praise thereby be intended, as in

xx x # f Ax f xA^

uJ^ lb J/.J^ JUf
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[ lovely is wealth when given bountifully without prodi~
/ Sx

gality! (Jsh)], is a d. s., and otherwise a *p., as JJo^
$ Ax # /

jo
j UTf^ (ML), i. e. / wonder at the love for this rider

X

who is Zaid, the purpose not being to praise him in

the state of riding only (DM). The sp. may not be

posterior to the particularized with **> in a case of
' X

choice, but may be here
;
because here it is from the explicit

X

|3
,
and there from the covert pron. : and is necessary

X

from the pron., allowable from Jo ;
its omission being

allowable here because the explicit is held superior to

the pron. (R).

6 a



CHAPTER XI.

THE TWO VERBS OF WONDER.

477. The v. of (IH) wonder has two forms, &***! U
A A? X xA?

and &? J*M (IH, IA): J^f being proved to be a v. by

the inseparability of the protective ^ [170] from it

when the ^ of the 1st pers. is attached to it, as ^fi*\ ^
i*" Ax X

&U! yU ^J\
Howmuch Iam in need of Gofis forgiveness !\

A A$

and Jjef by the affixion of the corrob. . to it in

scarce any person faking in exchange after a hund-

red camels a small herd of about thirty camels, how

meet is he for length of indigence, and how meet t*

f* A

(he) /, the cJ being red., ^M ^.f enunc. of the erccA.

A x A f '

JJ*AJL*A* ,
** i. q. the ^ ,

and &J suppressed (J)], i. e.

X XX

Ax A x

e^^x5
*^e ^S^ corrob. ^ being changed into f in pause

(IA). The two vs. of wonder are aplastic (IH, IA) ;

X xA? A A

only the pret. of J*^! and zwzp. of J*M being used (IA).
f XA

They are formed only from what the J-*^ of superi-
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ority is formed from (M, IH) : the i. that they are

formed from must be (1) fril.- (2) plastic ; (3) such that

X X

what is meant by it admits of emulation, not like cuU
X X

and ^k ,
where one thing has no superiority over an-

/
x

other ; (4) att., though the KK allow USE
fojj ./f U

;

.P X X X

(5) not neg., necessarily, as in /t
5
L>Jb .U> U U Such

,
'

,
ty t

la one has not benefited by the medicine, or allowably,
#Ax J Ax x x

:as in
fv^.j i^^-* I*

; (6) such that its <?MO/. is not upon

l
,
which excludes the vs. indicative of colors, like

XX-PxA? xxJ>xA?
d j*=* ^-! ,

or defects, like J^- J^]

; (7) not ja55., so that you do not say

1 *Ax X X A? x

* meaning wonder at a beating inflicted on

him, lest it be confounded with wonder at a beating
# Ax X X A $ x

inflicted by him (IA). AK mentions that Icvj o^l U
,

x xA

L* olLaJ( \^3> vi^>! (
,
&*l^:sw ( SuS^ t^:V^^ '*

X ' ^
^> x I xx A* x

and .r^t 1^ /*
ate^ ^* are wrong when you mean by

them wonder at the colors, but right when you mean by

them wonder at Zaid's princeliness,
cAmr's conversation

night, the bird's whistling, the abundance of the female

pigeon's laying, and the stinking of the horse's mouth
vj / A A

from indigestion (D). ^J
,
^^f and the like are made

connectives [for wonder (IA)] in other cases (III, IA),
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meaning what is not tril., or is from colors or external

defects, or is not aft. (R) ;
the inf. n, of the v. wanting the

conditions being governed in the ace. after Jjo| as an

obj., and in the gen. after J*if by the ^ ;
as L>-f U

x x A x x A AX?x x x A x A

and &
s sts/sss*

violent are his rolling down and his extracting /, ^\ U
f/S S SS A A?

S,y: and &)%*? f**\ How hideous is his one-eyedness /,
XX X X

? x xA.P A

L| U and &j=cw oj-&! JToz^ intense is Ms fair*
XX XX

/ (IA), [and] U5l3>
fijy"

tJ-^! U (R). He that means
X

to wonder at colors or visible defects forms the v.

of wonder from a rfn7. v. corresponding with his in-

tended praise or blame, and afterwards puts what he

A Stf / \ x xx x x AP x

means to wonder at, as --^t l^ ^^ cJ***
2^ ^ -Hbt0

x
x XA y

beautiful is the whiteness of this garment ! and ^o! U
xxA<^ x I xxx

^yUf luj.fi) )je (D). [Similarly] the rule for [the v. of]
X

wonder from the jtxxss. v. is that the pass, should be

X

a conj. to the infinitival U occupying the place of the

SXXAA Sx

wondered at after d-| U
, oj*J

,
and the like, as ^\ U

X -P X

^^9 U .How severe was his beating ! or How severely he
X

X -P x A A*

ttfos beaten ! and >** U> oj-i/l ^Tow rigorous was his
' XX

imprisonment! or //ow rigorously he was imprisoned!.
X XX

But as for what is inseparable from negation, like j~y t
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xA x A S XX t XX

or has no inf. n., like
^> , jr^ , ;OJ ,

and g> ,
it is

impossible to make their inf. ns. connectives for wonder

from them, since there is no neg. inf. n. The v. of

wonder is sometimes formed from something else than a

, Z ,0 I x x A x

as iik&M 8j.2) LjCxswj (4 How voracious is this sheep /,
X X

Ax S * -P X A 9//v X

ce vylJ| i-Xxa.1 [353], and similarly &M U and U

770Z0 skilful he is in the good management of camels
f~

id horses!, the v. not being used, though the ag. J>| and
X

* x x/\ x x A x

*<G is; and from an aplastic v., as
p*J| Uand^kf U ?

4 may be formed from internal defects, as Jua.| U

[below], &*M U How quarrelsome he is!. Extraordi-

.PxA xx J>S x x

nary are K^ U and ^ U ^To^ g-ooc?,
and bad, he is I

/ fi& x

1th elision of the Hamza (R). Such as SUa* ( U #010

sives LJ}}**^ ^y ^* /Tow? beneficent he is /,

eagerly she is desired /, &^uf U .Hbw

z*5 / (M) SvAai.f U ?bz0 concise it is ! from

*x x A x

^axTt a . exceeding 3 letters and paw., &a*^f U
J>bove]

How stupid he is! from frL fr*t ,
and -fl*f U and

^ ' XX

& j^| ^OM; well it may be I from^ an aplastic *.

(IA), are anomalous (M, IA): and S mentions that they

do not say &&! U
,
but &X15S ^Tj

U
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7m sleeping at noon ! (M). The wondered at, i. e. the

X /AC

ace. after J-**! ,
and the gen. governed by the ^ after

A A

j\
, may be suppressed when indicated, as

XX A x X X x Ax / s f**s & x x x A / x.P A x A x 3 "

[by Imra alKais, 1 see Umm l

Amr, her tears having

flowed from weeping for ''Amr, and howpatient (she) teas!

X XX A

(J)], i.e. 1&}A-0| ,
the pron. being suppressed because

A X

indicated by what precedes, [i. e. the pron. that -0 is

A A
'

/ A A A

pre. to (J),] >i-^j f#
*- f XIX. 39. How clearly shall

" '
A

'

A A?X

they hear, and how clearly shall (they) see, i. e.
f# ^^ ,

XX X

and
AxAxAx # x xxAxxS xAx? x AX A

*

[by 'Urwa Ibn AlWard, Then that poor man, if he meet

death, will meet it praised among men; and, if he become

rich one day, how worthy will (he) be of riches / (J)],

A A^x
i. e. &> >J^-^ ,

the wondered at being suppressed after

A A*" ' A ^
Jjtij , though not coupled to an J.**! like it, which is

X X

anomalous (IA). The ag. is suppressible in such as
Ax A A 'f- Ax fifkf

XIX. 39., because -v}> ^**^-! literally resembles u>o^ ^*l

[478] (ML).
x xA? * Ax x xAc x

478. J-*^ in !^ J*M U is a pre^. v., its o^.
X # Ax

a pron. relating to U
,
and ILJ^ a direct obj. (KN). The
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* Ax x/A? x # x .Pxx x $ A x

sense of f^j f/f
U is U>/ &U^ /^ Something [479]

Aas wzacfe Zazc? generous, like ^yssJt ^ Sooof w,(

-Pxx

matter has stopped him from going forth and &*a,
XX Ax

fiJl- ^ 0nze concern has made him to go away from

Itls place, meaning that his stopping and going away were

not but for some matter; though this transport from

every v., save what is excepted therefrom, is peculiar to

the cat. of wonder (M). J*Jf is (1) imp. in form, adtni-
X

rative in sense, orig. a tril. v., then transmuted into an
X XA X X X X X x

augmented pret. v., i. e. J*J| i. q. !J/ 13 ^Lo , like ^f

jxxJ! [488], then transmuted into the requisitive mood
X

while the enunciatory sense remains, and made to imply

the sense of wonder; so that, its governing the explicit

n. in the nom. being bad, because of its being in the form

of the imp., the -> is redundantly added in its ag., as in

XIII. 43. [503], save that the redundance of the *->

X X

in the ag. of ^f is prevalent, not necessary, as is proved

by the saying of Suhaim

x x xASJxx A AUJX

x AxA .P x A

X XX
[To

l Umaira bid thou farewell, if thou equip thyself

going early in the morning. Enough are /wariness and
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Alhlam for man as a prohibitive (SM, Jsh)], but in the ag.

of this Jj^f necessary, [except when the ag. is ^1 and
'

f-> A A $ 7

its conj., like ^1 k~P-f; (480), because of the univer-
A %

sality of suppression with ^ (514) (J),] for rectification

of the expression, since the latter becomes by means of
Ax A.PA.P

it in the form of the real imp. >f. ))+)' so say the

majority of the BB (BS) : &> is an ag. according to S, so

A A

that there is no pron. in J.*Jf (IH) : (2) imp. in mood and

sense, the commanded being the person addressed, and

the v. assuming his pron., which is necessarily latent in

all numbers and genders, because it is a sentence that

follows the course of the prov. : the speaker of &i*if U
A AS

wonders, while the speaker of & J*M commands another
xx x

Ax A A *

to wonder: so say Fr, Zj, IKh, and Z (BS): J^ *f\ [3
AX x XA # x x

said to be orig. itj ff\ ,
i. e. Zaid has become possessed

of generosity, but in my opinion is a command to every

one to make Zaid generous, i. e. qualify him with gener-

osity, the ^ being red., as in II. 191. [503], for corro-

boration and particularization, or to pronounce him to be

possessed of generosity, the ^ being to make trans. (M) :

(3) imp., as these say, the commanded being, however,
Ax A A $

the inf. n. indicated by the v., so that Jo^ ^j-^f means
Ax.PA.PxAA? #''

Make thou Zaid to be goodly, (0
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goodliness),
i. e. Continue in him and cleave to him

;
and

according to this no apology is needed for the invariability

of the sing, masc., because the commanded is sing. masc.

in all cases : so says IK followed by IT. According to

the [last] two opinions (BS) the ^ [is red., if the Harnza

denote making trans.; and (B on XVIII. 25.)] makes

trans. (B, BS), if the Hamza denote becoming (B), depend-

ing [then] upon the v. before it; and the n. after it is in

the position of an ace. : but according to the first it does

not depend upon anything, like the rest of the red. ps. ;

and the n. after it is in the position of a nom. (BS). If a

poet were constrained to suppress the L_> with anything
A $ A A

else than ^ after J**! ,
he would be obliged to use the

/

nom. according to [the majority of] the BB, and the ace.

according to the others (J).

*

479. U [an inch. n. by common consent (J)] is

$ A ,

'!) according to S [a complete indet. (IA), i. q. /^^ (J),

lot conjunct, nor qualified (M),] an inch.
t [allowable as

'inch because of the sense of wonder in it, or because

$ , $A ,

jquivalent to the qualified, since the sense is fA^

/ / fit S

JJ)], the prop, after it being its enunc.; [and ^p**
2-! U

ty is constructively !L>JJ

IA)] : (2) according to AKh conjunct, the prop, after

|t being its cow/., and [an inch. (M),] the enunc. being
$ x$Ax #Ax/xA$ 3x

iuppressed; [constructively
'̂ X

7 a
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What has made Zaid goodly (is a great thing) (IA)] : (3)

according to some, [Fr and IDh (J),] interrog. (M, IA),
Ax 5

the prop, after it being its enunc.
-, constructively^^ jl

!# Ax X X A

fjj. ; ****=>! PFto /*rzs 7?zade ZazW goodly ? : (4) according

to some, [AKh (J),] a qualified indet., the joro/). after it

being an ep. of it, and the enunc. suppressed ;
construc-

tively *$* l^j .v**
2^ *ts*" A thing that has made Zaid

\

goodly (is great).

480. The reg. of the v. of wonder may not

precede it, so that you do not say ^*^ U
f^.j or U

v**2wf lux-h, nor
^t***

2^' **ty
nor be separated from it

by an extraneous word, so that you do not say >***=*! U
XX A.P X xS^3 X X r^3 XX A.P

fj for j^f^l
LjCxLax-*

;
there being no

difference between the gen. and anything else, so that

uix Ax xxA^x Ax fix

you do not say I^U jo^ j.j***^-'
^* for

&>')> !^U ,
nor

# x xxA xxAJx""" xxA ^x
^ . If, however, the

. or [/>;/>. and] g-ew. be a reg. to the #. of wonder

separation of the latter from its [first mentioned] reg. b>

means of either is generally held to be allowable, [whei

the reg. does not contain a pron. relating to the gen. (J),

x x 5x i

as in the saying of 'Amr Ibn Ma'dikarib l

XXAX x x/x <> x A
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X

fj
To God be ascribed the excel-

lence of the Banu Salim ! how goodly in the fray is their

meeting! and generous in scarcities their giving! and

steadfast in noble deeds their continuing!, of 'All on passing

by 'Ammar [Ibn Yasir al'Absi (Is)] and wiping the dust

from his face

How grievous unto me, Abu -lYakzan, is that I should see

thee prostrate, made to cleave to the stones /, and of one

of the Companions, [Al*Abbas Ibn Mirdas asSulaml

(Jsh),]

. J IJuJf
** {}

* *

e Prophet of the believers said to the Companions,

Go ye forward before me in battle against the enemy.

And how dear to us is that he should be the sender for-

ward! (J)], and [otherwise is necessary, as in (J)]

X.P A Ul u? < X A X 3 X X

I I (i t . (I
QV> .) ^_XV"' QLV O)"^' ^*

X* XX
A 2 r^3 x x x x

J! Jx^ ^
* x

(IA) My two friends, how meet for the possessor of intel-

ligence is that he should be seen to be very patient! But

there is no way even to patience, much less to abundance
gi 01 eO

of it /, where t-JJ! <> may not be made posterior, lest

; x^
"

the pron. [in ^ ]
relate to a word posterior literally

and in natural order (J).
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# AX x x A xx x

481. You say Jt^.j ,.j~*=*! ^ U How goodly was

Zaidf, [mentioning ^W (S)] to indicate the past (S, M),
X X XA# X X A ^ X

while it governs nothing (S): and too^J ^>\ U ^TOMT

x ?xA? x A x

coo/ i^ became ! and to^o! L^***-*!
U JiZoM; t^arw e7 became /

x/

have been transmitted, the pron. belonging to the 5|j*

(M).



CHAPTER XII.

THE TRIUTERAL VERB.

482. The v. is unaugmented and augmented (IA).

The [unaugmented (L)] v. is tril, and quad. (SH, L), not

quin., because it would then become heavy by reason of

its universal affixes, the aoristic letters, the sign of the

act. and pass, parts., and the nom. prons., which are like a

part of the word (R). The unaugmented tril. [pret.

(SH)] has three (M, SH, L, IA) measures (IA) [or] for-
/ /s

mations (M, SH, L) for the act. voice (L, IA), J** ,

J*i ,
and J*; (M, SH, L, IA), with Fath of the cJ

,
/

and Fath, Kasr, or Damm of the (L, IA), the two first

./ ^ ^

trans, and intrans., and the 3rd intrans. (M), like \->y0
xxx y / ^x /Jx

and L-*fi>3
,
J^ and J~>

,
and LJjk (L) ;

and one for the

*' *

pass., JjJ with Damm of the O and Kasr of the
,

like (IA). In &JbJ IV. 85, ^ToM/rf A:wo^ it

x

is read by making the J quiescent, like

XX Ax Ax

UT

A^ XX .PxxAx AxAx

&^\U SlXaaAO c^>^O <*Ov >
X XX

(K) ^Tzrf i/ / satirize him, he will groan as groans a youth-

ful he-camel of the intensely white ones, whose two sides
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X X

and the top of whose hump have been galled, f^> and
A X X $ ,

'

y)jj among #s. being lightened as tiio is among ns. (N).x x
X /X

The of the aor. from J*> is pronounced with (1) Kasr

or Danim (SH, L), the general rule (R), not Fath, when

its or J is not guttural ;
so long as Kasr is not pre-

XXX f .PA X XX X

vented by the notoriety of Danim, as in ^ - jsu , *jl.
.P .PA X XXX .P .P Ax

^Lku }
JJo J^flj ,

or by the u.'s being indicative of superi-

ority, or by its or J 's being a
^ ;

nor Damm by the

XXX J> AX XXX -P AX

notoriety of Kasr, as in ->y v/*^ J**^" l/
y%*i >

XXX -9 AX

.xi.
j-^=V. ,

or by its J 's being a
j [or ^ ]> or ^s

c or J a ^ (L) : they use the two dials, in many words,

xxx .P-PAx xxxJ>^Ax xxx ffb/ xxx -P.PAx xxx

like J^v^ &;* , ^5 ^u ,
*X^ JC^j^ '

'

* .PAX XXX -P.PAX XXX .P-PAx

uJJbo
,

"i**o /r^- '
LS***a" J^**S:V>

. (R) : (2) Kasr, (a) when
X

"^ X X

its cJ is (SH, L) unsound (SH), a
; (R, L) or 3 (R), as

XXX^X XXX^Ax
ou:. LSsu (L) [and ^**> ^^ ] ;

Damm being discarded
X X

because a ^ followed by a j
or ^ before a Damma id

S> Ax

deemed heavy (R) : (a) the o.f. is
j^^ ;

but the
^
is elided,

because deemed heavy when quiescent between a ^ Pro
'

nounced with Fath and an inseparable Kasra ;
and the

A

imp. and inf. n. are made to accord with the aor., as 4-z
,

X

$x xxx.Pxxxxx.Pxx xxx .P xx x xx

ft in a>
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fk the o.f. is Kasr of the in the aor. [699] ,
so that

the ^
is elided

;
the being afterwards pronounced with

Fath because of the guttural letter : and similar is

t x x

^i*i ,
not used in the pret., except by poetic license, as

vtf X X A X

->M ^*

[
Would that I knew respecting the state of my friend,

what is that which lias destroyed him in love, so that he
-Pxx

has abandoned it ! (Jsh)] : and^ is made to accord with
.Pxx

j*>
,
because syn. with it ;

but its pret. is not used even
J> Ax

by poetic license : (c) the ^ of ;-**& is not elided, be-
X

cause it is lighter than the
, though some of the Arabs

treat the ^ like the
^

in elision, which is rare, saying
/xx-Px XXX.P.PX

>***d j***i (R) : (d) &*) &J. is weak (SH), the dial, of the
X

Banii 'Amir; says Labid Ibn Rabl'a al'Amiri

xAx x X.PA.-O xxx Ax A Ax

&no (jfi^Jf ^H> L>J' cv*^i J

cij

(R) T/" ^OM Aarf*^ willed, it, i. e. rfAy saliva, would have

quenched the thirst of tf^e Aeartf i^eVA a single draught

leaving the thirsty ribs of the breast in such a state that
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they would not experience heat of thirst (Jsh) : (b) when
x x " x xx AX

its or J is a ^ (SH, L), as Jtf J*& and ^ ^^
(L) ;

but not necessarily, if the J of the hollow or &

X X J> x

of the defective be guttural, as s( /Uo and l ^. ,

xx x A x xx
^A

x

ju .c***^. and ^*> Ls*-tt (R) : (c) when it is reduplicated

intrans.,&s ^- yearned ^s^. and A moaned Jo
;
ex-

"~ x x

cept 28 ws. with Damm, .->! prepared himself to go away

,,{; , UJJ c>-=>.! mac?e a sound -* and J^-^f -I 1
. 7- ' ^ t.^ - /- L C J

\j& / AoJ^^ *j ^

hastened
[ ^^. ] , ^^M Jf z^a* clear and bright and

_D

f , A A '"^x -P x x x A^3 m x eg Jix

a woz'se J^. , ^.j^^
3^ ^ J-> dunged J-v. ,

A x ^ A x -P * 2^ 2 x u< ^ x A xx -PA2.-0 i /

* J^-^! J^- emigrated J-^w &jJL: JjdJI ^
3 A^>

-
"

x
" "

a pace falling short

of quick and c^-*J( became tall L-^^W
, /^-i^| J ^L

entered A==u. ,
<-'<.">M c^>o ro^e

?
&&U

^j
was proud fa , ^LaJj^ and -L>J! poured

abundantly

ul .Px 2 x

,
j-i.

hurtful ^^. , ^^ I ^ t-C doubted

^x ^^xx
rained r-Lw. ?

^^ J^5 w^ Aec? unavenged
^x Sx> 5 ^x .P A2 /^> 2x

&'UJ! pastured alone <-**^
,
c^xiJI ** became tall

2x io ^> x A S x A2x d^x
^ entered JJ ,

LS^**O
,

i. q. \z^~*e-
,
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became well-off after distress
^j***^. > &A

$/ A 2^ Sx VJ.PX

turned to attack j% , J-3=v/Ji *^ produced date-pods *&
,

5x uJ-Px Si x iS .Px -P m^ x i y 5 x

& v* y*^. , jj*4 M7ew^ quickly J-*i , ^.^5 Ls^iD L-^ ,
*2>

XX X X

^x -*1 x2*^ 2 2

j meditated *& ;
and 18 with either, e^UxJ! ^ and

JA 3-^ 3 J>x S x

oi^LM became plentiful and luxuriant ^>^. and i^. ,

8| Jj| ci^y jumped +
, >^*' ! c^>y 5/iec? ^ears copiously

' x x x

and &Wf ffawe T/zzVA; copiously fr ,

X

diligent LS=pi , ^,5^^ f=^
became abundant

x

Ua.. i SlvJi discarded ornaments on account of hit

*. was hot
jsau> , /^^J! ^ /eZ/

X

wzi/A; abundantly ^ and ^

abundantly [ ^^. J , ^
X

niggardly ^. , ^^1 ^ ^<w singular J^i ,

X

x a,- -x 5 J>x A 3
j

x fix

5!jj Lr^La^ M;a5 distant b&J , ^c^' ^ ^^^ turned away
' xx

XX

XX
severed

j presented itself ^ , ^1
X ^AS 5

^X
and -^JJf wo* dry j~ (L): (3) Damm, (a)

x xA2<^=3x

when it is reduplicated trans. (Sll, L), as ^

8 a
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out &l***
,
&^ untied Slacw : Kasr, however, occurs

e* x

anomalously, like Damin in intrans. vs.- alone in &-JA.

s ^

loved &y*=y. ,
iu accordance with which is the reading of

fli^i S t 2 x

ArUtaridl &Uf J^xu III. 29. [420], [(and) a poet says

x A^ x A uu^= 2 ? .PxAx Ax iu .P A x X Ax x 5

xx xx x x

A ^x AxJ A xA^xxxx ^ -PAx x x^; j^* >-, ^oi^ V) * &x^^ u ^j i/y

(K) 7 /owe -^5w Tharwan from love of his dates; and

know that courtesy to the neighbour is more courteous.

But, by Qod, if it were notfor his dates, I should not love

Mm; nor would he be nearer that l Ubaid and Mush rik,

the poet's two sons (N)] ;
and with Danim according to

x A -P A^ Zi / x x 2

rule in five vs., *M c^ and
JjiU^I made the decree,

S i5.PX X X XA^= 2 X J>iS ^ X

and the divorce, absolute &#. , &Jf j-i made hard &j-o. ,

&L; g-az?e ^o rfrxTzA; ft/ifer a first draught
X X X

PuJ-Px x A 2 ^ 3x .PUJ.PX

carried and divulged &*xj
, /^-SJ! yfc abhorred 5^> (L):

^ X

" 'x ' x xx ^*.

(b) when its or j is a ^ (SH, L), as
p^u.

..IS
,

(L); but not necessarily, if the of the defective be mtt
X<*X J/XX XXjrtx

tur.-il, as >l^ preceded /lo and U^ ^^> , though Ju

xi~x ^A^x

sarily, if.the J of the hollow be guttural, as ^U >L> am
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X X 9 -P/

_U cyj (R): (c) when it is indicative of superiority

to the competitor, and its uJ is not a
^ ,

nor its * or
-P .PA XXX XXX

J a
,
as &AAA.AAAJ

^XijU; //g competed, or m'ed, t0z7/t
X

we # being foremost, and I surpassed him in being
.P.P.PA .P-PAx X X XX X

foremost, &AA~| ,
&j'usl5 ^^1^. //e contended with me in

S>S>S> A XXX

fighting, and I overcame him in fighting, SoJ^.1 , ^L*stL
.P.PA X XX

&x*xok^ fe contended with me in disputation, and I over-

$S> f A ?

came him in disputation, &*<oi*| : but Kasr, if the uJ be a

.P.PA xxx xx x J^A x xx x

2 ,
or the or J a ^ 5

as

x x

zVA me in promising and selling and
'

hating, and I surpassed him in promising and selling and
J> S> 2 S>S> A?

hating, 5^1 > &*#f , &*t ; and, according to Ks, Path, if

x x / x

the or J be a guttural letter, a Hamza, S
, , ^ ,

x XXX Sf /f\f

or ^ ,
as &X^ ,5

X*^^
,
**M

*" ^ /
xx xx x fS>/ A ^

, &^/! ,
whereas others hold that the gut-

tural letters have no effect in this sort, which is shown to

.P-PAx xx xxx
be correct by the saying of the Arabs ?>*^o ^yiA

X

[484] J?e w'erf M'VA me in poetizing, and I surpassed him
SSJ> A

7i poetizing, S;*^ with Damm of the (L) : (4) Path,

X XX

when [ J*5 does not denote superiority to the competitor,

and (L)] the orJ is a guttural letter (SH, L) other

than 1 (SH), which is also a guttural letter (R); so long
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B / B / 5 x

as it is not reduplicated, like **
, , ^ , ^ ,

nor

Ax x x A/

notorious for Kasr or Datum, like V *^> ,
(*> Q ,

xxx ^ Ax xxx .P.P Ax xxx .p .P A x xx .P-PAx xx/

S f t\ / X XX -P.P Ax X X .P^ A X XXX J> X AX XXX
.>

,
Aa

^AAJ
: e. g. . , L- L^. ,

^ .p
xAx x xx ^ x A x xx x ^x Ax /x ^xAx xxx J>xAx x xx

Ax x x x -P x Ax

>

, ^**^ ^A> : sometimes together with something else,

[because the guttural letter makes agreement of the pret,

X XX

and aor. in Fath allowable, not necessary (BS)J as

.PxAx xxx .PxAx XXX J^Ax xxx -P:?Ax XX x

J> J> A

and

xx .P^Ax

x> ^AJU (L): but ^! ^b is anomalous,

'Amiri, and
)
3^ an intermixture (SH) of^) ^fi and

^ 7 f / AS / /

J*> *$V (R). The of the aor. from J.*J is pronounced^J S ^VJ f* ' C *
'

S / S/ t\s s s

with (1) Fath, [the general rule (R), as ^ J*j. ,
*1~

X x

^i (L)] : (2) Kasr (SH, L), if the cJ be unsound (SH),

a
^ ,

these vs. being formed upon Kasr in order that the

cause of elision of the
^ may be produced ; though Kasr

is not universal in every such v. (R) : (a) anomalously

(L), (a) with Fath, [which is more regular (R),] in [4
xx f Ax

(or rather 5) t*s. whose cJ is not a
^ (R), (j*

;v uf*
x

tf.

X X
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f %*' ' x .P x A x x x .Px Ax , ,

and j^v. (L),] ^~~z*. u.^**^, +*.'> +*.'^ ,
^i>

x x ' x 'x ' x

X .P x Ax x x .P x .Px Ax

and jpOu , po p^. ,
and [in] ^ su and

X

XX.PX .PxAx x x .P x

>j> ^
more often, and

~x
"

~x

* X -PXAX X X J> x J> XAX
L> and [more often (R)] &Jy. , [ J-^ J^> and

x x

(L)] ; (6) without it in [some vs. whose cJ is a
xx -Px

V*^^L, [ ;; ^x., though S transmits

f / Ax x x -P x __ ... _

^>
as a dia/. var. (L),] ^ ^ , [ jf ^^ 7%e marrow

compact ^ji, whereas in oJUf .. Thefire-stick pro-
x ^^y

X

rfwcefl? ./re ^^ the Kasr of the c in the aor. is not ano-
X ^-

malous, but an intermixture of two dial, vars., the aor. of

being used instead of the aor. of ^fl *)* (L)J

^ LS^ > 3"^ 3* (^' ^) : (b) w^^ Fath also

in the pret. in two words, >) ^^. and
c>jy[ ^^ ^^> :

' x XX
xx^xx ^x^xx

(c) ong\ in ^^ ^***i
and ^k^ U^u

?
as is proved by the

X X

elision of the
^ ;

the of the aor. being afterwards pro-

nounced with Fath because of the guttural letter (R).
xx x Ax x x x Ax

And Tayyi say J*> ^Hu in the conjug. of ^Jv i_5
o (SH) ;

X

because they allow conversion of every final
^5 pro-

nounced with an uuinflectional Fatha and preceded by
XX X.P ^ XX XX X.P

Kasr into !
,
as ^ , ^4 ,

^Lo^> for ^A; , ^o ,
and

X ^
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' ' ' *'

&y0U (R). The of the aor. from Jjo is pronounced
' X.PX.P.PAXX.PX.P.PAX

with Damm (SH, L), as **-*)& uJpSo , <_$;& cJjfcw ,
not

X A*

otherwise (L), a rule not broken save in one word c:

ol>* (R). But [ J*j J*&> ,
as (M)] J.^ J^l > [ c^-*

' X

^^5 (M), p*J ^L> (SH),] is an intermixture (M, SH)

of two dial. vars. (M), J-^ J-<^>
. and J-*aJ J-^>. ,

e>*<
*

//

J* as

XX A .P XP-X X X Ax XxAr^ X X IO X JJ/ -P

JUS ^! ^IJ ^ t^^ * c^Uxl
X

^/e daughter, princess of daughters, thou art ??z^ ///e,
X X

we are not free from fear that thou shouldst die,
*J

' X

f xAx x-Px JJ'Ax x ^x J>xAx x AJ
*>J> and *^>

J^*M (R): and likewise J.*5 J*^. ,
as c^j/

J> XX

[463] (M). The augmented tril. becomes, through

the augment, of four letters, like v^ >
or five," lil

xx x A xxAxA

/JlaJl, or six, like ..^saX^f (IA). The augment is homo-

geneous with the letters of the word or heterogeneous,

as in ns. [369] (M). Among the formations of the auo-o
x ix xSx xxx

merited [/ri/.] v. are (1) J^ ,
as J^

; (2) J^^ ,
as

xxx xxA xx A^ xxAx S *^> xxA/

xx AP xAS^xxAx ^x x x

i. q. ^y^l laughed much and ^^l *u>^J i. q. dUij.2)

X X Ax .PXAX X XA X

demolished; (5) Lj
k*^

,
as iub

(j**^- seduced and took

away, transmitted by AZ, and seemingly derived from
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f --'*'
.

i. deluded; (6) ^, as &~*U i.q.
&*al* cw* Aw

VxJLc C7^ *i*J , as yJuJJ ,.\>^" i-q- *>k* smeared him
os*-fi**-

, vv c5 ' '" ^y y

X A/ X .P fi^1 /Ax

with pitch} (8) ^ ,
as J^f ^^ Mrerc Aw

xx Ax x xAx

Aw back; (9) J^*i ,
as t-JUT at-ferf wiV/t slyness,

/ /A xAx

T7ie jwwzp being said by As to be derived from
xx Ax -P xx x xA x .Px x x

Procuration; (10) J-^ ,
as M; ku.^- i.q.

X/AX x .P AX/A^= ^ x xAx .0 x AX

shaved; (11) J^ ,
as S^xlSIb

&-**ai*
i.q. 8LJ? dressed

x XxAx xx xxAx

m wi/A Me cap; (12) J^o , as &*UT ^ )^ spoke
XX X

xx Ax J> *Z-^ x x Ax

; (13) J^, as J^;M ^V.^ stoo led in coition; (14)
-PA xA^= XX Ax

J
,

as J.aJ| "JU
j ejected

his semen before insertion
;

X , Ax

XX Ax -PA Z 3̂ XX A X XX A

(15) J*^ ,
as ^yi J-J^*- i-q- J^^^ put forth its ears;

x x Ax x A S^= x x A x ^ x xx

(16) J*3*, as ^^^1 ^j***^; i.q-
&
***^; concealed; (17)

xx Ax .PxxA x ^ *3X xxA x

J*J ,
as &e;^ [485] and J^yi j5>^ became aged;

xx Ax '3 S < x x Ax x x Ax

(18) J*^ ,
as &i!oJ! ^ax^ treated medically'; (19) J*a5,

s f* i x xAx

as J^yt J**'
4/ absented himself from battle, derived

X uu XA^= XXX X X XA

from c^jJi .f**.)
buried and

jUXJ|
uttered in a low tone

xx x A x xA x x xA x x xx

and )^l) concealed; (20) J-**** ,
as

(j^**' i. q. ^^y
xxA x x A 3 <^ x/A x J>x x

hastened; (21) J**fi) ,
as -^^ p*!^ i.q-

^*^ swallowed;
, &/, /// X X XX XX XX X

XA XX

(22) J* ,
as JXJ'

; (23) J*U7 ,
as J^l^ ; (24) ^*& ,

xA x x xA x xx Axx x x A xx

as Jjb+'-J quasi-pass, of .5*^ ; (25) iJ-*^ as \*-&*>

XXX X xA XX -P fMf X X A XX

i.e. uJi\ sucked; (26) jj^**^ ,
as d^/' ..fi**+J [483]
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x x ft A<^ x X A XX

clad himself icith

himself with the

xA x A XX
i. .

x xA /A .P x oi ^ xx AxA

,
as

xAxA ^xx xx xAxA
intensely

i. q.
JC~ was lowly, &^JsJ b

* W x
'

x x

A A^3 x x A .

Me tunic, and J^>k*-*Jk
X XXX

napkin-, (27) lUx>!
,
as J=>

5e//ied; (28)

;; (29) ^5^**! ,
as 8&*

X X

J> lu^3 xAxA

/if* iacA;, L-&>>sM 1$^?^ [^32], and
x

"

,. x ^

wrathful] (30) J^*^! ,
as

and J^-;M '4
;'^ M;a5 quick and active in his walk, from

xxA xA

hastened] (31) JJy^f with one of the two Js aug.,
X

xAX=xxAxA xxAxA xSxA

as v^^l ^.^.^1 i. q, ^'y^l was bulky, (32) J^*^f , as

X X A*

xxAxA

x x Ax A

fat ; (33) J*;

yl ,
as

x x x

w neck and stuck out his crop, coordinated with
xA M f/ /\

by means of the aug. ^ ; (34) J^of ,
as &&U

OTZ Me in'/z^ of death and
j.yU| Jl^! fled, from

x x

/ s 2 xxA ^ .PujX' 3x x A

to.
; (35) J*^l, as J^yi ^Uf Aw body became agi-

f AxAX^x .P x

altered, from &^yj ^^ became altered; (36)
3/xA

^1 with one of the two J s QW^., as J^

short and stunted, ^^ ^^ and j>y! trembled] (37)
x x

xx xA xxx A XxxA xxxA SxA

All, as ^U^^f ; (38) J*'o| ,
as JusXcl ; (39) Jx^f ,
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/ .

was red, when its *)** is permanent, not
A x A

altering; (40) JxaX^f ,
as ^^X-l ; (41) JUM ,

as
* A ^= 3 ' A / A .P

'

*,j>^ /**! became red, when it has a
&;*=>.

not perma-
'

x A / A /x g / x x A x $ /*

nent, e. g. ^fM ;&*; *; )Usu US Such a one be-

comes red at one time and yellow at another; (42)

f/ S ^ x x A x A XxAxA
as

x * A x A

/ S x A

1 [494] : (43) Jj^f ,
as ^J! ^1 rorfe the colt

X lux A x n)/A

back-backed, 3^1 and ^;^l we /a^/f (L).

483. The formations of the augmented [tril.~\ are

(1) [commensurable with the quad., as being (M)] coor-
XXAx XxAx xx Ax xx A x

dinated with (a) p-^^ ,
as JJ-* hastened, [

J**
,

Jx*

/ Ax x?Ax -P uu i^> x^Ax

(R),] ^~* , [ J^ ,
e. g. i-X>oJ! Jf^> ruffled the feathers

x x Ax x xAx xxAx xxAx xxAx
Or /) 7 c /w pf*lc * -* ^ ^ I r\ i I

.-- i A% 4 ^ /?'^^_ 1 ^ -^ ^ 1911
r /ceo /t c v /t i j^^^^^ \ *-v / i v ^^ i ^J^^^^^ LJ^^^^

J J 3 r<= x xA x

e. g. J^yi A-o became poor and clave to the earth (R),]
//A/ xx Ax xxxAx xxAxxx2xx

J*l*^ , [but such as ^& and J^lij are not coordinated
xxAxx xxA/x x/A/x xxA/x

(R),] u*yiy [485] ? v;^ c*
1^ [496 ]' cJ^*7

*

[which also requires consideration, because the awg-. * ia

XxAxx xxAxx x/A/x

^A**^ , ^^OM!> , JiJwl*J ?
is not for coordination, but of the

class of imagination and mistake ; they thought that the ^

9 a
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$ A $ xx A $ A

of *A~*
, ^;L^ , JJ.LSX4 was the -J of the word, like the

X X x xx
$ A $xA

Jj of J^t^ and L) of f^>, whereas the regular form was^ xx x

x 3 x x x xx x x x xxAxx
JCuuJ

, f)^> \J <̂ ^
>

so that V^****J, &"C., though really

x x A xx x x A xx

upon JJ*A*> ,
were in their imagination upon JI*> (R)] ;

x A x A X X A

(c) *^"f*-\ ,
as

^-**AX*?| [496], ^jSxLwj
: [the proof of

coordination being the unity of the two inf. ns. (M):] (2)

[commensurable with it, though (M)] not coordinated, as

x3x xxx xxA^

^^ ? JJ'GJ , p-y^^
: [(3) incommensurable with it, as

/ / /t\ xx xA uixA xxAxA 2xA x/AxA

(M)] 3^1 , ;^'J , ^^< , ^^^^ , V 1^ > ^) ;^ J

*^ ^ S *

X XX A

(M, SH). And ^^^1 became low is said to be

///A xxx A

h being

made full (R)?] in which case the prolongation is anoma-
XxAxA ^AxA -PAxA

lous; or J.*&X**f from ,^7^! [or j^^' ?
the ^ denoting

xx A x A

transition, as in ^psax^/I (493), i. e. he passed to another

Ax

J', i.e. state, i.e. from dignity to lowness, or became
Ax Ax

/iA;e /ie ^*^ a p^ce of flesh inside the ^ ,
i.e. in soft-

ness and lowness (R),] in which case the prolongation is

regular.
XXX

484. J*> denotes many meanings. And the con-

jug, of contendingfor superiority, [by which we mean that

cue of the two matters should be superior to the other in the
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.0.PAXX

meaning of the inf. n. (R),] is formed upon &X1*J &l*if
f

[then trans, only (R),] as &Uj& ^J^^ He vied with me
/ ^

in nobility, and I surpassed him in nobility, &-yj ; [the
X XX X X X -PX

v., when not of this conjug., like _^U
,
+*a.

, ..y ? being
' X

transferred to it when this meaning is intended (R)] :

except [when the cJ is a
^ ,

or the
<c

or J a ^ ,
as

in (R)] the conjugs. of ^LS^J ,
e^*>

, c^-*^ , [the aor.

^ A*

of] which is &UM with Kasr; and, according to Ks, [when,
ff Ax X X XX X

the ^ or J is a guttural letter, as in (R)] &f** ^^(^
J>^X A t-

[482], Sj*f with Path, [whereas AZ has transmitted

.P-PA/xx -P.PAXX 3 f\t -PA/ X X .P.PAxx S h

Damm. The conjug. of contending for superiority is not

regular, however : S says "And it is not in everything that

t\/// XXX S-P-ffhP .P.PAxx'

this occurs ;
for you do not say &x^o ^x JU ? &j=y !

,
&XJlfr

X X

being used instead" (R)]. In J*i ? [oftener intrans t

X

than trans., accidents, namely (R)] ailments, griefs, and
XX XX

their opps., are numerous, as Ji*** ias 5zcA;, ,5^^*
z^a*

z7/,
X XXX XX

^y*. grieved^ ^ rejoiced : and colors, defects, and appear-
X 2 XX

ewces all occur upon it, [as fOl wm tawny, ^^> was
' X X

X X

gra?/, vX Aac? aw inversion and contraction of the eyelid,

, ,
' XX

Lo was crooked, **+>)
had little flesh in the posteriors and

x y,
3 xA w x A

thighs, +*&> was lank-bellied \ though J*>! and
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xA

are the most prevalent in colors, as ,*#! was white,
X f

lux A ai xA 3 x A

tas ?#</, y^! zras yellow, ^^ became blue, \Ua^.f became
X X X .PX

'

green, from which colors J-** aud J*J do not come (R)] :

X

but [ J.** sometimes shares with it in colors^ defects, and
X.PXX.PX x-Px

appearances (R), so that] *ij!
, j*** was brown,

x-P x x .Px x -P x

teas /0aw, jV"
2" ^^ stupid, ^^ was clumsy, ^fXXX

x -Px

impediment in his speech, ^) was foolish, with Kasr and
X J> X

Damm, occur; [and in diseases and pains, as *a*^ : and
X X .P.PA X

in all these meanings mentioned J.xi is intrans.
; &X?^

feared him, l&ff was terrified at him, and bZ+J^L dreaded
x x

Aim being orig. &*- \^>f ,
&>-* L^^^ ?

and &JU L^^uLL
x .Px

X X " '

(R)]. And J*> is for the vs. of natures, [i.e. created

qualities (R).] and Me /iAre, [what is not a nature some-

times following the course of one, when it has some
x * x x .Px x j>x

duration (R),] as
^j***^.

was beautiful, $ was ugly, vjJT

x-P x xJ> x x .Px

teas great, j** zra^ small, [^^ waspure, and ci-X tarried

f *> ?o x Ax .Px

(R)] : and is therefore intrans. [432] ; ^loJ| i_0^t 7%^

Aow^e was spacious to, or toi/^
} Mee, [said by Az to be

* M ^3 Jljfi x ^ x

from the speech of Nasr Ibn Sayyar )*^ {&+*) ,
and

x A x .PX

not to be evidence (R),] i. e. \-&>. \z*f') , being anoma-
X

lous, [or rather made trans, because implying the sense
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y x St/\ f

of *) (R)] ; and the Damtn in the conjug. of &J>*H ruled
'

him, [not orig. of the conjug. of J-** with Damm, nor

transferred thereto, as is apparently the saying of S and
s> AXX

tlie majority, because they say that c^y> is transferred
A.Px Axx S> A x

to c^Jj* and i^**x> to cs^*x>
,

in order that they may
x

afterwards transfer the Damma of the
^
and Kasra of the

^ to what is before them, so that, after the elision of the

j
and ^ ,

what may indicate them, i.e. the Damma and

Kasra, may remain (R),] being for explanation [of the v.

as one] of the scions of the
^ ,

not for transfer [from

one conjug. to another (R)] ; like which is the conjug. of

ffft -f A

&*t [403], while in that of C^A- they have had regard
/ /

to explanation of the mode of formation (SH).

J>xx Ax

485. Jl* is (1) quasi-pass, of JJ-*^ ,
as

A x xx

S^O He put on him socks, and he put on socks and
xx A x

xJ^* Tite j9w on him a shirt, and he put on a

X X A X X

shirt: (2) a coined formation, as u5"^*J walked softly and

X X AXX

undulated in his gait (M).

486. J-*&* (1) is quasi-pass, of Jx* ,
as

X XX

XS I broke it in pieces, and it broke in pieces: (2)

deuotes affecting, or endeavouring to acquire, as

x x x
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encouraged himself and *l=cw (M, SH) : says Hathn [at-

Ta'X (Jsh)]

A.P 2 Ax A^x x Ax AAi^ x A x x

.A.'.jI/ ! . J.23J
CF- ^r r

X xA A^ x X A x A XX
1 (( t

" **
(

X X

[Endeavour thou to acquire forbearance with the nearer

relatives, and preserve their love. And thou wilt not be

capable of forbearance until thou endeavour to acquire
x2 xxx

forbearance, orig. J-saxj (Jsh)] : S says
" And this is not

X X X X

like J->k- [487], because this one seeks to become for-
/ 'X x3xx

bearing
"

: and hence j^^ and ^ attached himself to

x x Ax A

the tribe of Kais and Nizar (M) : (3) is i. q. J.*X*A,( [jQ
X xAx A x

two senses peculiar to JA&X*| ? believing the thing /o fa
X _,Xm/x X XX

of the quality of its root (R)], as ^5o and Ji*!> believed

himself to be great and grand (M, SH), and requiring, as

.P.PA xx .P x uJxx ^xxy

fci'^saiJ required the fulfilment of it (R), 6JUJG'
}
and &j*^y

('M), sought the settlement, and manifestation, of it (K on

IV. 96., XLIX. 6.) : Dhu-r Rumma says

i XX X iJJ^3 A 3 r XXX XX

//S\f X A X A J'AX'x LU /- x

.
y^Ji >tf

Me nobleness of the inhabitants who have jour-

neyed away from the abode! And the baseness of the

substitute taken in exchange /, meaning fcXils^X**. j U
^iJ

b
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(K on IV. 2.), i. e. the wild cows and

gazelles (N): (4) denotes repeated action in a leisurely
J>X uJ X X

manner, as te^su swallowed it in successive gulps : and
xfixx x 3 xx

hence *$& understood, one thing after another,

looked, and -+**^> listened (M); though apparently

denotes endeavouring to acquire understanding, like

and j^xXJf (R)] : (5) denotes taking to, or for,
X X xAc .P AuJX X XXU/^ JAolXX

oneself, [as ^^^f *z->)t.^
and t^fy^f c^LX^y / foo& //i#

j9/ce 05 aw afor/e and rf/ie c?ws ybr a pillow : and hence
J> S XX

UA!> adopted him as a son (M)] : (6) denotes shunning, as
xS x x

A^
A x x A

JG and
p-^

3^ (M, SH), i. e. shunned
j>v\

sin and
ysaJf

^

cnme (M): (7) mostly means the thing's becoming

possessed of its root, as J-&G , J-oG ,
and t-^JG, i. e.

A$ A? A

"became possessed of J^) a wife, J"3! a roo^, c.^! a collec-

tion : so that it is quasi-pass, of J.** denoting making the

x wxx ^J"A2^

thing to be possessed of its root; really, as in u~

7 collected it, and it collected together and

I made it to become firmly rooted, and it became firmly

rooted', or constructively, as in J^G took a wife, since

J&! is not used in the sense of made to be possessed of a
X >U X

wife : (8) is sometimes quasi-pass, of J-*^ meaning making

the thing to be its root itself, really or constructively, as
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f / **> t Sx/

-^y The grapes became L-^} raisin* and JI
A

It became a J^l Jillet, i. e. encircling (R).

487. J-*&> (1) denotes tt;/m w [reciprocaUy~\ done

// r / f//t

ly two and upwards, as
y,<ai'

and 1^^ 77/ey two, and
/ / *

They,fought together : and is from J^ti , (a) singly trans.,
/ / /

as *->$" Fought with, being then intrans.
; (6) doubly

S A2r<= PJ>A X X

trans., as ^y^f iJOol^. / contended with him in pulling
S ^MI x A^ x r

Me garment, being then singly trans., as v^M LoJlsJ

^Fe contended together in fyc. (M) : sometimes, however,

it denotes agreement in the root of the v., but not by so?ne's

s>s>rt / /, ,

subjecting some to that, like the saying of 'All &Jjfc| tjt*j.

JM/* X

&'ij &i^ And his family were unequal to the description of
f / XXX
/m malady (R) : (2) denotes /Aa^ //ie ag. shows you that he

f Ax xx -P Ax xx

is in a state that he is not in, as c^J^Uj
,
t-^x-UJ'

?
and

x x

w feigned to be heedless, blind, and ignorant] e.g.

f A x x x

X / -P Ax X

When I make a show of looking from the outer angle of

the eye, while there is not in me any looking fyc. (M) : (3)
x xx ACA^a J> Ax xx

is i.q. J-** ,
as [ >-lM ^ (M)] ^^>\^ flagged [in the

matter and &iUJ| ^^saj passed the goal (M): there must
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/ X X

be intensiveness in it (R)] : (4) is quasi-pass, of J-^ ,
as

x f x f/ ff A X X

jrfUX* jjj=b / made him to remove to a distance, and he

removed to $c. (M, SH). IDh says that according to Th's

school it is only from two [or more], and is not trans. ;

iwhich is refuted by the saying [of Imra alKais (EM)]

xAxxuJ.*Ax#x 3 x x x A x x xAx ^ x A .* A x xx

*

(ML) I passed guards in my going /o Aer (EM) awrf a

eag-er /or me, for keeping secret the slaying of me,
* Ax

being [in the place of the gen. as (Jsh)] a subst.

ai XX

of implication for the pron. of ^ (DM, Jsh).

488. Jj^J (1) mostly denotes making [the
** A x A

(R)] trans., as &X*J^| seated 7?w: [(a) what was ag. to

the intrans. is made
ofy'. to the meaning of making to be, ag.

f Ax * A x A

to the roo o/ Me accident, as before, so that l^j \z*&>jf

means / marfe 2aid to be going away, Zaid being obj.

to the meaning of making to be imported from the Hamza,
Ax xxx

ig. to the g'omg' away, as in JJJ u^3 ;
and therefore,

f the tril. v. be intrans., it becomes through the Hamza

bans, to one, the obj. of the meaning of the Hamza, i. e.

making to be or become : (b) if trans, to one, it becomes

Jirough the Hamza trans, to two, the 1st the obj. of the
.P Ax A

mking to be, and the 2nd of the roorf o/ the v., as

10 a
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AX

WJ / made Zaid to be digging the canal, the 1st

being made to be and the 2nd dug; and the made to be

takes precedence of the obj. of the root of the v., because

the meaning of agency is in it : (c) if trans, to two, it be-

comes through the Hamza trans, to three, the 1st belong-

ing to the making to be and the 2nd and 3rd to the root

xx A x?

of the v.-, which is two vs. only, ^! and ^f : (d)

the tril. is sometimes trans, and intrans. in one meaning, as

, x J>.PAx X

ja.
sorrowed and &x>^ warfe sorrow to be in him then

.P-PAx A

we say SU}2*-! denoting transport of the intrans., not of

the trans., so that the original meaning is made him to

X X A ,/lZ

5e sorrowful-, (e) the Hamza in
j**t zwzs <?wzc& and &)

was slow does not denote transport-, but the dri7. and aug-
X .P X 2 Ss

mented are both intrans., gj> and fa , however, being

more intensive, because, as it were, (denotative of) nature,

like f^> and ff : (f) if (Z and) IH said that J^l

mostly makes the thing &> be possessed of its root, it would

be more general, because that of which the root is a

f x A

jpn'm. would be included in it, as Sjj^! gave him a gift,

# x s>f A x A

i. e. wzacfe 7im ft) be possessed of a fJ^. g-z/7, and &xj>3! gm.
X X

erf it, i. e. wiarfe zY to be possessed of t^fiu g-0/#: (g) some-

times it denotes making the thing to e its root itself,
at

present or ^ja
' X

to Makka for sacrifice (R):] (2) deiiotes exposing
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[to the thing (M), the Hamza importing that you make

what was obj. to the tril. to be exposed to be obj. to the root

''

I of the accident, whether it become an obj. to it or

ss>i\/t& *st\/

not (R)], as [ &X1X*! and (M, R)] &Xaof [exposed him to

I slaughter and sale (M), i. e. exposed him to become slain,

whether he were slain or not, and sold (R), whence (M)
I fSb/nt

l&^'l (M, R) made for him a grave, whether he were
ff Ax A

i buried or not (R), JO^J prescribed for him a medicine
SSI\ , hZ

(M), &X*A*f (M, R) assigned to him drink, whether he

drank or not (R)] : (3) denotes [its ag.' a (R)] becoming

.possessed of such a thing, [i.
e. of what it is derivedfrom

shr &/'
..

53 f

i(R),] as ;**M <-j^| became possessed of a &^ pestilential
s

swelling ; [or of a thing possessed of what it is derived from,

f f Mf / S b"f- ' '

i as J^yt * >??] became possessed of camels having ^f*
/st x x$

scab (R) :]
and hence [ ^1 incurred blame (M, R), v->y

J> A M^ // *%

incurred suspicion, J-^l ^\ The palm-trees came to

X / A$

the season when theirfruit ought to be cut off (M),] L>*a=^

; s i\S'a

c^JI
The seed-produce attained to the season for being

/ /ri ' ' ^
reaped, [ ^! rejoiced at an announcement, fi**\ broke his

/ / AZ ' *2

fast (M), ^-^1 and ^* ! entered upon the morning and

/A xA % XA x A $

evening, UUf and (LUA\ entered upon the time of the

, / & / / A

wor^A M?zwrf and south wind, JJI and J^-t arr^erf a^

X XA$ X X<-

ftajdwi&themountain} ^\ and i-aM amounted to nine
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and a thousand (R)] : (4) denotes finding [its obj. (R)]

to be of a certain quality, [i.
e. agt to the root of the v., as

&Xlsw f found him to be niggardly ;
or obj. to the root of the

.P.PA / A

v. (R),] as >u>^.t found him to be such as is praised, i. e.

^ f A / A?

praiseworthy (M, SH) : in uXu^o! found thee to be

/ XA x XA

silenced, however, J*M is transported from J**J itself,

x S x x A x x .P 3^ .P A x A

like jA^ 1-^ L^Uocj U in wonder, J^^l e^+M silenced

being said (R) : 'Amr Ibn Ma'dskarib said to Mujashi*

[Ibn Mas'ud (R)] asSulami J'UUli' +d* ^ b

XX A.P X A X X X A.P x A x

u;

7b God 6e ascribed your excellence, Banu Sulaim ! W&

havefought with you, and notfound you to be cowardly;

and have asked of you, and notfoundyou to be niggardly;

and have competed with you in satire, and notfound you

to be silenced (M, R) : (5) denotes depriving [its obj. of

what it is derived from (R)], as Slx.f removed his com-
X X AX5 A X A

plaint [and ^IXXJJ c^*sw;| marked the writing with dia~
X

critical signs, when you remove, or do awoy w^A,
xx x A J>

&K complaint and &*satf barbarism (M)] : (6) is i. q.
XXX x A xA^= .P A .p.

ti (M, SH), as x*Jf j^Ji
4

and &J| cancelled the sale,
-P-PAx A xxx xxA?

and &Xlx| busied him, fi> and j&f went forth fa

the early morning (M) : an augment of meaning is, how

ever, unavoidable, though it be only corruboration : (7 t
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denotes praying, as ^#uJ prayed for rain for him, as

says Dim -rRumma

AJ> xx fs A A? * A xx x x xi x Ax xx .P Axx

&Abti.tj
SjJi.* ^fi isJj t*J

^XJ'U
&xj ^ ^U c^ii>A

X XX X X X
j;

^ -ox- .P

A.P xxx .P.P x A * Stu/f s^afff M xx t / A Px

[7 halted my she-camel at a home of Mayyds,
and ceased

not to weep beside it and address it and pray for rain for

it, until, from what I was revealing, it was well-nigh
*J> X t\f

speaking to me, its stones ( &y=>.f being a subst. for the

, X

I

sub. of otf
,

vid. the pron. in it) and its playgrounds

(FA)] ; though the commonest in the cat. of praying is

1

X / ^ X UJ X

Jso ,
as &*^ [489]: (8) denotes other meanings not

having any rule like the rules of the meanings men-
j>/ x/\2

tioned, as SfOJJ saw him : (9) is seldom quasi-pass, of

x/x

as j& mae uz reo; w5
,

QTZC he

x x AX >/A x x

7V fast and j^e^ &i>^^> / rejoiced him by an

announcement, and he rejoiced at the announcement (R).

XLJ X

489. J** (1) mostly denotes multiplying [the
J> A Cx

roo/ o/Me i'.,
in the trans. (R),] as e^ak cut in pieces

^ ASx ^ A3 X * Art X>

and o.SU 5/m^; [and intrans., as (R)] c^*^ and
ut-^^>

XXX ' '

[multiplied the ^^ going about and ^Ae uJ!^ going
f xA.^ x C x

row?zrf (M, R)] and J^l c^^- [The murrain fell among

the camels, and death was frequent among them (R) : it is
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3x X xAX3 f AXX

not said of one (M) ; you say 8;* t^UJ J e^SU
,
and not

&AU from the inconceivability of the idea of repetition
x xAX3 .P A x .P J A 3 x

in the like, but v-^M I c^SLs and fci^a. means multi-

J>S A x x

y)/m/ Aw wounds, whereas &Ai.^ wounded him admits

of multiplying or not : says AlFarazdak

; & ?j
- x1 O x

/ ceased not to open doors and shut them until I saw ALitf
j> j>

x ^ iux# x-Piux

^mr ./6 'Ammar, i. e. l#s=^J and l^Uf (R)]. : (2) denotes
X x- X _

making trans., [explained in J*^i (R),] as &A=.^ ^-/aflf.

Jewef/ Aii
; [where also it would be better to say making

the thino- to be possessed of its root, that it might be com-

/ A A^> 5 x

mon to such as v-sSJJ .c3^ flavoured the pot, i. e. wzar/e r7

/o be possessed of^ aromatic herbs or spices: but this is

X xA$

not fraw*. to three like J^l , except when made to

XXA x / /Sx

accord with J*M ,
like ^^^ and ^ (R):] and hence

A
- ^-A x

&XiU^ 7 imputed wickedness to him [and &^o^ / 5Q!^ /a

Aim uXJ l*^ God cut off thy nose! (M)]: (3) denotes

x xA^O J> Ai X ^-PASx

(M, SH), as ;WJ| ^^ and tfj/ mwo^
'*

'

,sA:m and </ie o!/ ft'cA: (M) : (4) is i. q. J* ,
|

x' C X

the intrans., as ^A* and ^^ ,
e. g.

> y x x * A xx x^ xx

^ J ^^J! ^^T * (*,(*;^x "
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Many a desert waste, whose ostriches walk like the walk-

ing f tfie Christians in boots of black leather- and trans.

ffl\ .P-PASx

(BS),] as
fiJJ}

and &*V.j (M, SH, BS) separated it, e. g.
_, /

A.PX Ax x AJJXX

UbvJ X. 29. ^inrf ?Fe will separate their union, and

sever the ties that were between them in the world (BS) :

(5) denotes imprecating upon the obj. the root of the v.
t

ss> *Z / *'*?.
'

as &X*j^, [above] ;
or blessing him, as &x*s* said to him

/ / * A /

cjCJ US** [41]: (6) denotes becoming possessed of its root,

/ 2x

as ^j became leafy: (7) denotes becoming its root, as

. ^^A/A^3 X 3 X * X

became an ')* old woman : (8) denotes

making its o5/. ^o become in the state that it is in, as

i /X A / A^= X XX XX ^ A^= X XX Xl^X A^ArO^S X S^> X X A .P

Extolled

be the perfection of Him that hath made the lights to be-

come lights, and made the round heap of red sand to be-

come a round heap of red sand, and made the soft white

stone to become soft white stone ! : (9) denotes doing some-
X UJ X

thing in the time that it is derived from, as ^xo came

at morning: (10) denotes going to the place that it is

/ MS

derived from, as ^ went to AlKufa : (11) denotes other

meanings not governed by rules like those mentioned, as

x 2 x xx

^f* tested and JT spoke (R).

490. J^te (1) denotes that another does to you what
.P-PAx x .P-PAx x

you do to him, as &o^U3 an(j &XU& fought with him
; and

.P-PAxXX XX X

therefore, when you are the superior, you say S^Uai ^kU
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(M) : inasmuch as J*& implies the sense of sharing
S>S> Ax x J.PA x x

mY/i (R), the intrans. becomes trans., as SJU^tf and &^*l ;

and the trans, to one [obj.] incongruous with the ag.
X Aui r- .P.PA X X

becomes /raws. to two, as -^f &X>ol^ [487], contrary
ft Ax X

to &A*jl vied with him in reviling (SH), i. e. if the

shared with here be the obj. of the root of the v., the

trans, to one in the tril. is trans, to one here also, but,

if the shared with here be other than the obj. of the root

of the t?.,
the v. then becomes trans, to two ofy's.

: some-
XXX

times, however, the obj. added in the conjug. of J-*^ is

Me one affected by the root of the v. not by way of sharing
fffi X X -ff A X X

with, as o^
xx/ .p AX /

as et^L*/ (M, SH) i. q. cs^a**
went forth to

Ax X

and &X*^.f^ returned to him (R): (2) is

A x x

i. q.

journey, though there must be intensiveness in e^U :

X A S -^ J>J>Ax X J .PA.P

similar is -f^^i &^^ i. q.
&& #ave Aim *Ae thing; and

4xAxxli^3 $ / 9

**. &M ^ XXII. 39. FmV^ ^oc? defendeth and ^efj^
.*

[if energetic in defending with the energy of him that

contendeth for superiority in it (K, B)] are read (R) : (3)

is i. q (M), denotes making the thing to be possessed

of its rootle J^J and
jjj (]^ as &jj| ui^U (M, R)

x/ xxAxxx
God m^e /tee /o be possessed of ^^ health!, L

/// me ear to be possessed of &U^ mindfulness for
/ AS eS x ,, ,

'

t, like
U-cy f

and turned away his cheek from
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JxuJ X X UJ X

pride, i.e. 8^*0 (R): (4) is i/q. J*>, [i.e. denotes
x2x x A <^ .P A x x

multiplying like J** (R),] as [ ^^5^! (R)] c^A*t-3

X A?

doubled [the thing, i. e. multiplied its LJt**s! &A;es, like

J.PA x ^Ju ^ -P xx x ^x Sx /Ax

&^**<
,
and &W! &*^L> like &**J

,
i. e. multiplied his &*->

wealth. These (last) three cats, are most often trans.

X XA

491. J*&| is [mrfnws. (SH),] quasi-pass, of

XXX A/^X ^ JA X X

as f**& U
&1>^T / 6roA;e it, and it broke (M, SH) ; except

XXAP

what is anomalous (M), [or] seldom of J-*M (SH), as

xxx A^x Pi x A? x x x A

^jiLuJ
G &XAAM*! / 5/iw^ iV, and it shut, [though .J^J may

X XA^3 ^AXX J-AXX J>AxA

he quasi-pass, of . l*M c^^**' ,
because c^aAyw and is^Aa*f

x xxArx -P-P A xA?

are 5?/w. (R),] and ^;>
U

&Xsw;jf / disquieted him, and he

was disquieted It is peculiar to physical action and pro-

duction of impression, [because this conjug. is applied to

denote quasi-passivity, i. e. reception of impression, which

is more appropriate and congruous in what is apparent to

the eyes, like breaking and cutting and pulling, so that

x/xA-x -Pxuijx xxxA^x -f xSx

JlxJU &JU and
fg&'ti &*^ are not said; whereas, though

XX XuJ X xx XX

is applied to denote quasi-passivity of J*> , j*UX>
x2x xx

and *^XS are allowable, because the repetition in it seems

to make it apparent and manifest, so that it becomes like

X X X A

the sensible (R)] : and therefore pJ*^ is [said to be (SH)]

11 a
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wrong; [while they say J&k &&' I said it, and it

said, because the sayer works in moving his tongue (M).

But it is not universal in all that is (indicative of) />%-
xxxAX>x -P-PAx x

cal action
;
so that Ojku G

ojk> is not said, but u-^>
,

.

1 drove him away, and he went away (R)].

x x x A

492. J*XJf (1) is [mostly (SH) partner with
s ^

in being (M)] quasi-pass., as J^ I* &+** I grieved hit

x x A <^x .P.PA xx

OH rf he grieved [and ^5^* ^
&kj I roasted it,

and it

SxA x xA

roasted, ^\ and ,5^^ being also said (M): S
x x x A x xx A

"The conjug. in
quasi-passivity is J*&) ;

and
x x x A X?x .P.CA x x

rare, as *^-^ (5lx*a. I collected it, and it collected and
l>. .

*.j+ 1 mixed it, and it was mixed" : since, then, it

xxx A

is not applied to denote quasi-passivity like J.*&f ,
it ma)

. ,
"' A

denote it in other than physical action, as J^
X r S

not j^b : and it often serves instead of J-*^f as yw<
X

/m*. of v*. whose J is a ; , J ,
j*

, ^ ,
or

; ,
as Lr

XX

X A

thrown, not ) H

though

itedj not ^

-^ : 7 removed
it, and it was removed, not

*A x X

^>
;
/ jomerf iV, ofzrf it was joined, not

X X A x xA

and .c^^'l was effaced
occur; becai
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these are letters that the quiescent ^ becomes incorpo-
x xx A

rated into (751), while the of J*&f is the sio-n oft^ O
x

quasi-passivity, so that its obliteration is disliked; where-
X xxA X x ui X x S

as the ei> of J*X*f in ^3! and -JM, not being pecu-

x x xA

liar to any meaning like the ^ of J*&f ,
becomes as it

I were not a sign, since the property of the sign is pecu-
xx xx J>xxA

liarity (R)] : (2) is i.q. J*& ,
as

l;;/^! [707] became
S> xx A x

mutual neighbours, J**axLf disputed one with another,
X

W6tf together (M)] : (3) denotes making for one-
X X A XX 2 /X

as ^53^1 (M, SH) and ^3( prepared Ay* roast
X X f

X X

#,
aud a &&*?> slaughtered animal, for himself (M),

X

i. e. [with an
obj.~\

denotes your making the thing to be its

root, which should not be an inf. n,, apparently for your-
x A \jjf XX A ivx

self, as f=s^\ ,35**^ wzarfe ^Ae ^e^A to be /! % roas< w?ea^

for himself (R) : ^

xA.Pxx

XXXVI. 57. means And
xx A

have what they ask for themselves, like

and J-*^-l when he roastsflesh, and
X

(K, B) : says Labid

, /or himself

X XAXX/

ju u aij^
* '

A x x Acx xxAX x x A^3 /

*
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'it/ a lad there was that his mother sent with a message,

a/nl ire gave bountifully what he asked that she sent, and

/i/.v sustenance came to him, so that he roasted flesh for

himself on a night of wind and melted fatfor himself (K) ;

X /A / /2

and hence JW and ^\ took, or received, something
' '

'
'.

*
*'Z

<*ured and weighed: (4) is i. q.
*> as &\ and

J x/A f '* xx x A

c^fJi'l read, i_ U-L and uJ&iXi.! snatched away (M): (5)
'

/ ' '

denotes (M, SH) exceeding the meaning thereof (M),|

practising versatility (SH), i. e. striving, and agitating,
x / x A

M producing the root of the v. (R), as L-^**^! [and
'XXX XX

in relation to

A XXX

God says o*>

and
X X AXX X A x X X X XX1

(M) ;
for which reason

U ll II. 286.

//at-e what it hath earned, i. e. whether it strive in

good works or not, and shall answer for what it hath

striven to earn, i. e. shall not be chastised save for the

sius that it hath striven to produce (R) : S says
" As for

JAxx -PAxxA

c^A**T
j

it says / obtained, whereas Ls-^***XT| is practising
* x A^=x

versatility and seeking; and JUX^l/f is equivalent to
X X

agitating" (M): but others than S make no distinction
' ' ' x x x A

between L.^^ and t-^-jy| : (6) sometimes denotes!
' xxA J> A

tomtthing else not governed by rule, as iukiJ

made an exception in the speech (R)].

493. JxiX^I [mostly (SH)] denotes (M, SH)
X

.P.PA x

requiring e/,, act (M), [or] asAiwg-, plainly, as t&
.P.PA x A xA
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ffl\,l\ / /

asked him to write, or constructively, as &X^. v^cuw.! (SH) :

PS / / A S/s A / A iP/ / A / A '

you say fcaiaX**! and &Uxx*wf and &ls=X*f wnen ne

. ..

requires his &&- briskness and J-*^ working and &%
'

# A / A J> C/

hastening ;
and Us*X****

^- , i.e. passed, requiring that

from himself, tasking himself with it : and hence
J>J> A/ A / A

&X^icwu*;f }
i.e. flfe'rf wo^ cease coaxing and requesting

/
// /l\,rf S t\ s f\ s t\

until he went forth (M); [aod] you say L^yt c^-cxpaJuwf
^

pulled out the peg, where requiring properly is not pos-
S*A/ J> AxA/A

sible, as it is in t^j ci-^^f ,
save by seeking to

/

accomplish the extraction of it and striving to move it, as

though this were a requiring of it that it should come out:

4J> AX A

in &X^Lj , then, there is no indication that you extracted

/ / A / A

it at once or with striving, contrary to
^saJLwt (R) : (2)

^

denotes becoming transmuted [into the thins;, properly
S ui f / / AxA

or tropically (R),] as ^t^W ^asax^l [The clay become
/ /

stone or like stone in hardness (R)] and

S A/A/ / /A? S A^A^a/ f A /A / / A

Y*^?AAA*J LO) AM") <-* *-'*' I % ^ ykA*XA*u^ VX-O \U i^^lxxJ )
. J~

x
r- L^cr ; r^ ^; v ^

[Verily the small birds that do not prey in our land

become vultures, and the she-asses in our markets become
/ / / C/ uis/ A

he-asses (Jsh)] : (3) is i. q. J*J ,
as ? and /X^| rested

ui// A

(M, SH), though there must be intensiveness in ;&~1 (R),
/

.P/A / / .P/ A / A

and &; UU and SlUX*l smo^e his adversary (M) : (4)
/
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often (R) denotes (M, R) finding to be ofa certain quality

/\n [or] believing the thing to be of the quality of its root

ff* / Ax A .P.PAX AxA

and &XX*.~*XM>| (M, R)/bwttrf Mm to be

A'**
grand and >*** / (M), [or] reckoned him to be

.."''' '

possessed of
*&* grandeur and ^^ fatness: (5) denotes

s / / t\ / / / t\

making for oneself, as mentioned in J*Xjf ,
is

j.UX^j
X '

prepared blame for himself: (6) denotes oAer meanings

not governed by rule.

t

493.A. J**f generally denotes inseparable color

S s H

or sensible defect, and Jl*f accidental color or sensible
X

defect: but the 1st sometimes occurs in the accidental, and

the 2nd in the inseparable (R). [See 494.]

XX AxA

X X A X A

494. J^^l is intensive (M, R) and corrob. (M)
X

in relation to what it is derived from (R); so that

J) A$A^ x X A X A

very rough, j^;^! L2^xyi^! produced

f A S^3 xAx A

green fodder, and >^Jf

are intensivenesses in relation to

(M): and is sometimes trans., as

x 2xA

Aor*e bare-backed. J^| is a cozVzed formation, not trans-
X _

i 1-rcil from a tril. v. : and is trans., as k^Uf [482] ; and
/a/ A x Sx A

x
, A ^A

in/run*., as o^l and 1^
;;
^1 [482]. Similarly .1^! is

' X ^^ *

, and

AX AxA
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coined, as ^^^l [432] : and sometimes J^^xjf , as
' s

S h/ A SixA C X A SxA

^jyjf Azc? himself';
and J^l and Jl**l ,

as ^w! and
w x A X

2 to drj/ up.

494.A. All the conjugs. mentioned occur

/ /./A 2 xA S /A

and intrans.) except J*^*! , J^l ,
and Jl**l [496].XX X

The meanings mentioned for the preceding- conjugs. are

those prevalent in them and governable by rule : but eacb

conjug. sometimes denotes many other meanings not

governed by rule, as repeatedly pointed out (R).



CHAPTER XIII.

THE QUADRILITERAL VERB-

495. The unaugmented quad, has one (M, SH, L,

I A) measure (L, IA) [or] formation (M, SH) for the act.

voice (IA), JJ^ (M, L),withFathof the 1st and 3rd (L),
7 / ' Ai-O S / t* /

trans. (M), like [ f^\ (M)] ^j^o (M, IA) rolled the stone

/ / AX

down, and intrans., like ^o lowered his head (M) ; one

x A J A A r

for the pass., like ~f>* ; and one for the imp., like *r)=*O .

X S

The augmented quad, becomes, through the augment, of

x x A x x x x A

five letters, like ^f*-^ ,
or six, like ^

x x Ax A

(IA). The augmented [quad.] has (M, SH, L) two (M),

[or rather] three (SH), formations (M, L), (1)

as ? [495. A.] (SH, L); (2) jli^l ,
as (M,

A x X Ax

, SH, L), e.g. c>s*3=J^G xJ

-P A xA x

/ crowded the camels together, and they crowded together,
* X / A xA XX Ax A

a.jJ| y^>f\ was joyful, ^^ was haughty (L) ; (3)
Sx x A S X x A

^
as (M, L) fuX] shuddered (M, SH), Jx*^!

t Sx Sx x A Sxx A
X

hastened, ^*-iJj vLa^l became long. LxM..t became swollen

: which ;irc- intrans. (SII).
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XXA XX x xAx

495. A. J**> is quasi-pass, of the /ran*.

xSxx x Sx x x A x xx .P.P A x A x

like J*& of J*> ,
as ^^ &X=^po 7 ro/ferf zV

it rolled down (R).

496. The [other] two formations of the aug-
x x xA

mented are [also] intrans. : and in the quad* are like J*i>f
S x A

and J.**f in the tril. S says
" And there is not in the

X

J>.P A x Ax A $ Ax xA

language ix^J^.f ,
because it is like c^*i! in

they have added a ^ and conj. f
,

as they have in this:"

and he says
" And there is not in the language &XUaJf

t

i xx A .P Ax x A * Ax x A

nor 6JJJl*Jf
, e.g. et^v*^! wew reo* and \^~+>($i] became-

;
and the like of that from quads, is is^UUM was

J> Ax^-x A x x A x A

and c^jjU^I quaked" (M). And JlUif coordU

XX Ax A XXAxA
nated with ^sv v^.|

,
like *-~*i*i>! went back, is. intrans.,.

like what it is coordinated with: and similarly v

X X A X X

[4851 and .f^*~ actec? as a c?ez/-7 coordinated with
L J

t.^F

xx A xx 'A' A x x Ax A

: and {^j^f coordinated with ^;2^ ; though

it occurs ^OTZS. in poetry, as M
j-UAJf ^y ^1 [432]

'

Verily I see slumber overcome fyc.,
as though the prep.

x X AxA x xx AxA x

were suppressed, i.e. ^ ksL^;* an(^
<>

12 a
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496. A. The meanings mentioned for the forma-

tions mentioned are not peculiar to their prets. : but are

mentioned in the pret. because it is the root of the conjug.

(R).



:F.A.:R/T

THE PARTICLE.

CHAPTER I.

THE PARTICLE IN GENERAL.

497. The p. is what indicates a meaning [realized

(Jm)] in another (M, Z, IH, Sh) expression (R), [i. e.]

conceived in relation to it (Jm); i. e. is a word that

indicates its meaning through the medium of something

else (AA). It is not independently intelligible, so as to

be predicable of or predicable ;
but requires the addition

of another matter (Jm). The expression that the meaning

of the p. is [realized] in is sometimes a single term, like

the [n.] njade det. by the J ;
and sometimes a prop., as

$ r*f bf A /

in *&
&>') J-3> Is Zaid standing? ,

since Zaid's standing is

/

inquired about (R). The p. is therefore inseparable from

an accompanying n. or v., except in particular positions,

wherein they, is suppressed, and the expression restricted

A /s S*s *

to the p., which acts as a substitute, as **> [556], &.j
k

A / s A /s

[48], and ** in aS ^^ [577] (M). Sometimes it

needs a single term^ and sometimes a prop., like the neg.,

interrog., and cond. p. (R). The p. is distinguishable

from the n. and v. by its freedom from their signs. It is

(i) [not peculiar, i. e. (IA)] prefixed to ns. and vs., like

80 -
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thankful? and a tJ *GJ j; XXXVITT. 20.

/

And hath the story of the adversaries come unto thee ?

X ^ ^

(Sh)]: (2) peculiar to (a) ns., like ^ [in A*J| ^xx xMM
J^>j) LI. 22. ^(72c? in heaven is your sustenance (Sh)];

(b) vs., like
^' [in CXII. 3. (404) (Sh)]. The /w. are

A x

[all (IA)] ttninfl. (IA, Sh), upon quiescence, like J^ ;

;* -AX .P A*

'i,
like

|J ; Knsr, like j>a. ;
or Pamm, like o-^-* in

the dial, that makes it govern the gen. (Sh). The species

ofyj. are (1) the preps., (2) the js. assimilated to the v.,

(3) the to;?*., (4) the ?zeg-. |?5., (5) the premonitory ^.s-., (G)

the roc. ps., (7) the ;?s. of assent, (8) the exceptive ps.,

(I)) the /)*.
of allocution, (10) the connective

;;,?., (11) the

ns. ps., (12) the infinitival ps., (13) the excitative ps.,

(14) the
7;.

of approximation, (15) the
/>.s\

of futurity,

(16) the interrog. ps., (17) the cond. ps,, (18) the causative

p., (19) the p. of reprehension, (20) the J s, (21) the

quiescent & of femminization, [(22) the Tamvin (AA),]

< .-n.b. ^, (24) the S of silence (Z), (2,3) the

j and j~ of pause, (26) the p. of disapproval, (27) the

p. of trying to remember (AA). The conjunct ps. [177,

j
are not mentioned [under that name] by [Z or] IM :

A<

they an- 1

) ^! , conjoined with the plastic v., prcf.,
JX X x A 2 A ^A x

W kH; *l5
^| ^ ^-^J^f. I wondered that Za'td stood ;

X X

JAxxJ^A^ A JA x

and
aor., qis ^ j . C^A^^ A-//OW/(/ s/^wt/; and
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A.P A Ax

).,
as *9 ^ iJf ^^il I signed to him, Stand: where -

' ' j
ol X A A x A x A Cx

as, if an aplastic #. occur after it, as Vf ^l^Uf ~-jJ U
y X X

' '

^.~ U LIII. 40. ^/zo? tf/m* (Me case M this,) wz/m 7m/A
A $ XX A /

720^ ought save that he hath wrought and *f .**** J.

this.) /tojo/y their end may have drawn near, it is con-
?

tracted: (2) ^ , conjoined with its sub. and pred,, as

LJyf U| ^ft^ J
5

f XXIX. 50. And hath it not sufficed them
A*

We have revealed? : and the contracted f is like

the un contracted, being conjoined with its sub. andpj-ed. ;

but its sub. is suppressed [525], whereas the sub. of the
A x

uncontracted is mentioned: (3) ^ , conjoined with an
^Axx'A.P Ax XA

. u. only, as !">i; f>^
J ^ o>Aa. T/^ow earnest in order

X

that thou mightest honor Zaid: (4) U
, infinitival, adver-

f xAx xA-P x x^xA^ x

bial, as lilLai-e is,^^ U L-XAsa^sl i/ 1 shall not accompany
/

thee so long as thou continuest to be departing ; and not

#Ax xAxxS xA X

adverbial, as !-^.j o-^^ U* C^AC / wondered that
/ X

thou didst beat Zaid : conjoined with tliepret., as exeinpli-

Ax f J>x x / -P x A$ x

fied; and aor., as
cXJ; f J*

^ L^^^! ^ *o /o^ 5 JZairf

#Ax ^ Ax -* A '

stand and l ^ l*- ^^e that thou wast

beating Zaid; and nominal prop., as



^x x / s

t/i.tt '/Mid /"/A- ./uinUitg and ^ ^.;
l- ^

/(;w _,
/ /.v standing: the adverbial infinitival being

nest conjoined with the ;;re/.,
or with the aor. denied by - -

~ * -

ftjJI

AX /

not beat Zaid ;
seldom with the aor. not denied by ^ ,

as I

XX -P *X X

[by Alllutai'a, / roam about so long as 1 roam about $\

HUl I"

/r/w/V / r/ /tome whose housewife is a slut (J)]: (5)|
AX Ax

y , conjoined with thejoreA, as t>:>.

x x Ax J A x

c^^o / u-ishec

Ax J> ^x Ax J>

///'// Z'/z</ //'/(/ stood', and aor., as -s^ j,^iw y c^

7/-0//A/ .s7r/6/. The sign of the conjunct p. is its replace-K(
*

*.'..

*' * A ' ' '
'..

ability by the inf. n., as f}*> y c^-oj.
,

i. e. vXlx9 (IA).|
X X

The ////.' //. [however] is not given the predicament

u)'
or

^^ and its conj. in suppressibility of the prep.

[514]; nor in supplying the place of the two term
?

attribution, which question is common to J and ^

in the en/, of^ [-1JO], but peculiar to ^1
and

its|

/'. in that of ^^ } [according to IM's
sayingj fa

XX w

(4.')'.')
that ^5-* is then non-att. (DM).] and to ^

Ax

in that of y [591] : nor are they given its predicament'

in bi'inu a /&.yf. for the adv. of time [C5]. You sayj
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, / / A .* A / * 9/ t\$

and *<Ju^1

*x $,,

or J6
^

&
;i

,
but

\u x S x

not uXU$ , *f ubj ~*bG [60] being anomalous,
* t

, AX3 X *" PlU* ' A ' / X A ^

,1^1 ^ (DM)]: and ^6 W u^*~^ or
r

&*
^1 , butXX' ' X

' x X
M # '

not -X^ ,
unless you mention the enunc., [e. g. llola.

/ J>x A ^ xx $ wx X S ^
Ax

(DM)] ;
and ry ^f ^5**^ ,

but not ^G uCJf
;
and y

j Jx xfi x Jx A? A /A '
'.

' x x^A

Jt> LJCJJ
,
but not

j.y ^f : and j*a*Jf S^Lo L^Xix
,
but

X A XA^3 XIUX.PA? ' X

not ^*^I ,_5^> ^ , contrary to the opinion of IJ and
X

Z (ML). The conjunct /?$. must be followed by a conj.

explaining their meaning (IA). The ^ of females is a

/ A tu^ X A x Ax * -Ps$

p. in
Sj^iJf *^J^ in the ^'a/. of ^\ ^^ [21]. The

' '
.PS

is (1) a p. denoting absence, i.e. the 8 in SUJ [162],
a

j
the prora. being b! alone : (2) substituted for the interrog.

Hamza, as
jJ\ ^^ [690] : but rightly this should not

be reckoned, because not an o. /. ; though some assert
f

> and its|that the o. /! is fj2>
,
the ! being elided.

f xA^ x J $Ax

j|branches are ps. in such as J-^l ^> ^j ,
when parsed

X

a distinctive [166] having no place in inflection j

J but some say ns. The . is (1) the sign of male persons

In the dial, of Tayyi or Azd Shanu'a or BalHarith, as
to X S/ XXX

and [21], according to S a p.
A xx

idicating plurality, as the ^> in u>J is a p. indicating
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fomininization; and sometimes used for irrational objects,

when treated like rational beings, as *! ^^ >
devour*

X

ing here, says ISh, being i. q. injustice and wrong, like

UXJf

xx / x x A / x x- uu

* -J| JT!

i. e . *3*JU2> ,
TA0M wrongedst thy sons as the \^~e devours

his young, wzftV #/w>w foundest the bitterness of the

unwholesome herbage, the ideal being likened to the real

devouring : some attribute to this dial. V, 75. [21] and

XXI. 3. [1] ;
but to attribute them to something else is

better, because of its weakness: (2) the
^

of disapproval
A S J2 ~

[620], as y^;M What! the man?: but rightly this

should not be reckoned, because it is an impletion of the

A < f air* A 2 f*

vowel, as is shown bv sU^.yj
in the ace. and &*kyi in the

gen. ;
and like it are the in ^ [183] in imitation, and

n n

/, whenever inclination turns mine eye, drt

near to wherever they have gone along, and gaze (Jsh)]

and the
^

of rhymes, as

[1]: (3) the
^

of trying to remember [623], as when
$ Ax J> -Px Ax

that means to say jjj ryo , and, forgetting J^.; ,
wishes
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prolong the sound, in order that he may try to remember,
S/

says y+fa
' but rightly this is like the one before it : (4)

the . substituted for the interrog. Hatnza preceded by
t\S> A x J> J> S^> Ax x

Damin, like the readings ^^\^ ))jj\ &^(^ LXVII. 15.

16. And unto Him shall be the resurrection. Have ye
A Sh/t*/ A xA xx

become safe? and & fJ*\) ^ff J& VII. 120. Pharoah

said, Have ye believed in Him ? : but rightly this also

should not be reckoned, because substituted. The I (1)
A / Ax2

denotes disapproval, as Sf^j What! lAmr?i (2) denotes

x f 2x> * AX

trying to remember, as W^.yi ct^.f^ I saw the man: but

rightly these two should not be reckoned : (3) is the sign

of the du.j as

Ax / / > X xA^X xA^ XXA^3 ' A X xAx XX A

!o .-jJ U * Uil! jJ

[7% &00 eye^ z?ere found at the back of the head in

battles (meeter and meeter for thee is this matter) when
i*> xxA Ax X

keeping guard (Jsh)], j>Jf SUM ^ [21], and

.P .P X U) ^X ^WX^$Ax X'X^XX XXX XX XXX

by AlMutanabbi, [^4w^ he shot me with his glance, though

his two hands shot not. And an arrow inflicting torment

hit me, though arrows kill and give rest (W)] : (4) is the

restringent f ,
as

J>Sxx.0$x.P/\ JAx X 'S^ -PA^A^x x SJX J> J> x x Ax

S^
M >a=J !3(
' ' ^

13 a
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Huraka Biut AnNu'man, While we rule the people,

the dominion is our dominion, to, we are among them

subjects taken as servants ! (T)] : but some say the ! is part
x x Ax

of the restringent U
;
and pome say an impletion, #

being pre. to the prop., which is confirmed by its being

pre. to the single term in

A X t/ X AXX X X

[by Abii Dhu'aib alHudhali, Amid his embracing, i. e.

combating, the brave armed men and his eluding, one day

was appointed for him a bold daring man to repel him
A -PxAx A?

(Jsh)] : (5) separates the two Hamzas [661], as
*$>joJf f

II. 5. [28], allowably not necessarily, whether the 2nd

Hamza be softened or sounded true : (6) separates the ^
iu xA A

of females and the corrob. ^ ,
as ^^l , necessarily :

X XX

(7) [55]: (8) is a subst. for a quiescent ^ ,
either the

corrob. ^ ,
as XCVI. 15. [649], Uy&Jj XII. 32. And

p* 9 Ax xx

shall surely be, and H L^
l/^ [649]; or the Tanwin

X ^

of the ace. [640], as U^ c^>^ in the dial, of others than

Rabl'a, [who pause with quiescence upon the ace. pro-

nounced with Tanwin (DM)]. But the I substituted for

A X

the ^ of ^ol may not be reckoned : nor the I of multi-
" #x Axx xA $

plication, as ,3^*^ ;
of femininizatiou, as Jj&. ;

of co|

ordiuation, as ^^1 ;
of unbinding, as

x /ftf < x
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[by Al'Ajjaj, What has aroused sorrows and a sadness

mlmt has saddened, because of a ruin like the striped
iril

WYamaril garment that has become worn out? (Jsh)]; ofM x AS

dualization, as
L.J^*W ;

of impletion, in imitation, as
?

III*
,

or elsewhere in case of necessity, as

/ seek refuge with God from the scorpions raising the

Mjouifs of the fails (Jsh)] ;
that the vowel is made manifest

x

by in pause, i. e. the f of Uf according to the BB [1G1] ;

or of making dim., as L>o and bJUJ ; [or substituted for

A x

!' the Hamza of J! on prefixion of the interrog. Hamza, as

W Now? (DM)]. The ^3
is a p. of (1) disapproval,

A *A/ x

as AAJjjjf [618]: (2) trying to remember, as
(

e*** [624]:
X '

but rightly they should not be reckoned, like the ^ of

x A xx

making dim., of the aor., of unbinding, [as ^jS ^'

^
X

X

(DM),] and of impletion, [for imitation, as ^* ,
or any-

X

thing else (DM),] and the like, [e. g. of the da. and perf.

pi. masc. in the gn. and ace. (DM)] ; because they are

parts of words, not words (ML).
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THE PREPOSITIONS.

498. The prep, is what is applied to conduct, [i. e,

make tnins. (R).] a v. or its like, [the act. part., &c., as

in the d. s. (75) (R),] or its sense, [the adv. and prep, and

gen. (11),] to what follows it (IH), whether a plain n,

or renderable by a n. (Jm): so that its gen., being a

direct obj. to that t;., is ace. in place; and may therefore

*s>,s *es

be coupled to with the ace. in *Q*.fi) V. 8. [130. A.]

(R). They are (l)[ps. only, vid. (M, R)] .-
, Jf , JLI ,

__ X _f

^ ,
the v-j

,
the J , L_>; ,

and the . and cy [of the oath
X '

(M,ra,KN);(2)/?*.and^.,vid.(M,R)] J^', ,
the

^
,
o-

,
and J.1- (M. Ill, IM, Sh, KN); (3) JBS.

and

(M, R) \i\L
,
\'t

,
and III (M, III, IM); (4) *J [51:5]

/x x x

.IM, Sh), J*J, and J* (IM). These 20^.?. are all pe*

culiar to 725., and govern the gen. (IA). Thepreps, govern

in
theg-erc. (1) the explicit n. and ikepron., the general rule,

^j ,
the J ,

and J
,

as

A /

ry
cT^

At Ax

Bnd

XXXIII. 7. Andfrom tkee andfrom Noah,

x

' V. 53. ?7w^ God shall be your returning

LXXXIV. 19.
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afterdegreeand &^ f^ ;; ^x* &1JJ ^) V. 119.
s

U/m// 6e satined with them, and they shall be satisfied with
/ f / A ^S>f\fO /,, ,t\ss,

im, ^^^ i_XlftM ^1*; t$AU; XXIII. 22. And upon
f ss i-o J> M

upon the ships ye are carried,

1JV. 135. Believe in God and His Apostle and &^ fj*-
4^

/X x

xx x I w ^o x i

XLVI. 30. And believe in Him, U^ ^^1** M J U &U
A?A^=

' xxx
Ij^;^! ^ II. 284. Unto God belong what is in tJie heavens

X f f ft tlS>

land what is in the earth and ^^^ ^J J^ II. 110. All

$ / f\tf\rO ,

Vpf them] are obedient unto Him [117], es^ki ^>JJ I J^
X- ^A '

!

*\A.9^*1I
LI. 20. ^4/zrf z/z i!/ie earth are signs for the sure

" ' s *rt**> x A x x x x

knowers and
^-AJi/| ^X-^7 U i^o. XLIII. 71. And in

X x

& 67m// ie wAa^ the souls desire [177] : (2) only the expli-

cit n.j but not any particular one exclusively, vid. the <-$"
,

W X

^^- ,
and the

^ : (3) two particular words, vid. the ct>
,

ol x lU X X A /A

which governs only &1J| and ^; pre. to &A*XM or the

A.P x x A ? uJ x *x lii^a /x

^j as JC-U.of ^j^ri/
&Ui;

;
XXI. 58. And, by God, I

ui xx tu xx

will assuredly outwit your idols and &**&) ! ^^j or ^ oXX X

jB// ^Ae Lord of the Ka'ba or wi^ Lord : (4) a particular
A X

one, and a particular sort, of the explicit ns., vid. ^ ,

X

which governs only (a) the interrog. U
,

as

A $

what?-, (b) the understood ^! and its co?y., 33



A*

_x; J"
[-ill], if ^ be causative, the understood ^f

^~~
> f

. tii is r. being rendcrable by an inf. n. governed in the
A , ,* A

bv ./, as though you said r!/UJ : (5) a particular
***' *' A,

: of tbe explicit ns.. rid. o-^- and o~
, the #e?2. of

which is only a n. of time, definite, not vague, and past or
^\ ^ AX= A, J>A -P .f-SACx x A*

present, not future, as &*xJ \ -^ ,j.U 6.xj|
;
U or o~ /

x x
Ax .P A

jj>
w A/m since Friday, and

lx-,jj>
J.x- or o~

/. J A 9 t x^ X A.P */S>f\ftfnf, f

our <-/'/'/,
not tJ^ tU^ 5^1

^ or ii*
,
nor ct-'^

J.A.-.
&Xjt^

U
* ^

A t

[or o-
]

: (T)) a particular sort of the prons. and explicit
- f

vid. ^) ,
which governs only (a) apron, of the 3rd

y^'?-v. .v//2^, ma.vc., whereby the sing. masc. or anything else

is intended, necessarily expounded by an indet. after it

eeing with the sense intended and governed in the ncc.

# f/ S^f Ax $S S' t 4-1 fbrO

:i
>/>., as H=^ &j^ and ^i^; ind U^ and Sl^-1 and

A/?/A-0 # x

>ylj.! and *UJ Scarce any man and />rr> ?7?e?? and men
7 f

and irtnnan and //ro women and women, all of which is

x S> , Z

rare: (b) a qualified t'raefef. explicit w., as JU'
J-^; ^^

^ x

LS-AAJ Scarce any good man have I tnef, which is frequent
X

(Sh). The w/r. and prep, and
^-^77. must depend upon

(1) the r., or
(-2) its like, [i. e. the dcrir. n. governing like

f H , *,0 Ax A Axx X AxA^ x 3X> X X

r. iDM).] as -^j^xJt ^ ^xlc e^*xJ| r^rl^i
A AXX

^ ' ''"

l I. n. 7. [T/ie way of them lliat] Thou ////.s/

/ ///j/o, 720^ o/" /Ac";i Ma/ Thou art wroth wilh and



x A^ A r 2^> x A ,0 x A

UaiM J}^- ^ ;
U| JUX^I j;*

X XX XX X

[149], by Ibn Dura-id, [And the white hair //r/.s lucomd

glowing in its black hair with (a glowing) like the glowing
* '

of the fire in the dry log of \&>
(Jsh)] ;

or (5) what is

renderable by its like, as XLIII. 84. [177], ^ depcml-
i $ j>f\ /

'

ing upon ^ because renderable by c^x* worshipped^

and

Stf\ / filfO j> xAx xxS^x / /xAJxA^ t Cx
.-, ,U

'

;
fl)

;
% lg* JX^

verily my tongue is honey whereby convalescence

is attained: but it (161) against him (that) God has

f& x A x xx $xAx

poured it out (upon) is colocynth, orig.
&\-0 **

^J.c
JiU

A/x ^Jj < XX $xAx

&.J*: iJJj (DM)], the ^5^ mentioned depending upon J^
' ra v 5 y

because renderable bv ^*"0 7/arJ, .
Li troublesome, or

*/ * * ^^
X

<l^& severe
;
or (4) what points to its sense, as

AuJx 'X Sxx x Ax Ax<V?A",o xA/ xAA-oj^x^

.i^> ^-V"*^ ^- ^*d *
c)

1^^' j^ J'-e-*-^ ^i
^i

/ ^ '

\I am Abu-lMinhal sometimes. Mine ancestral glory is

not a safeguard over me, but my safeguard is valour and

munificence (Jsh)] and

=,'/^;
-^ ;JW I ^^ ^^ ^5

U
^J^

x ^ x

[by Fadak! {Ibn A'bad (Jsh)} alMinkari (KF, Jsh),

ofMdwiya, when the cry used for rousing the
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/inr.te heroines vehement, and ike cavalry come in troop.*.

*x A

s'luwlrnns (Jsli)], j*.' and 3! depending upon the two
s x 5

proper names because of the sense of ^ba^Jl ///e valiant

f X x A

or o! jsaH
///<? munijicent in them : and, ifnone of these four

x A .P x X -Px

tilings be found, one is supplied as UJlo
^iLU

o*i' ^f^

VII. 71. And (
We sent] unto Thamud tlieir brother Salih,

X A

amid

%ns unto Pharoah, UL*a.f
^ji^JiyUj

II. 77.

z ' ' '

(do qood) untoparents With doing good or ^4;K/ (enjoined.
xx A X

respecting parents doing good, and the

o/* Gof/ (/ recite or rehearse], like

xxxA^Jx A^A^s

and
&*";-*M^ ^^ (

i (Maust tJiou bring home /////
X X

/'//tf or 16'ef/) zrzV/i c/ose union and begetting of sons/

and jri/// happiness and prosperity!, and

x X 2 ^ x x?^- ^ ^ A x > AJA x xx x S^o x ^ A^x

xxx

( K . by AlFarazdak, T/iCTi I said, (1 inviteyou) to thefood.

Tln-n a party of them said, We envy mankind in their

eating /cW(X)]. As to whether they depend upon (1) the

non-alt, v. : those who assert that it does not indicate

accident, vid. Mb, F, IJ, Jj, IB, and Shi, disallow that j

x Ax

hut the truth is that these vs. all indicate it, except ~*J
,

[which also, says R, indicates an accident, i. e. negation
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* A / ?xAx / A f

(DM)] : (2) the aplastic v. : F says on 1.

[182] that the adv. is dependent upon +*j : (3) the p. :

X
X A* X

that is commonly disallowed; but IH says on c^J! U
y A x iux x A

.J^wj L-*O &**i> LXVIII. 2. 7%ow art not by the
' X X XX

grace of thy Lord possessed by a devil that the [1st] t_>

depends upon the neg., since, if it depended upon
t A x

^y^uj ,
it would import negation of a particular demo-

niac possession, that which is from the grace of God,

whereas the meaning is not negation of a particular

demoniac possession. Six preps, do not depend, (1) the

iLr .PAx x A Ax

red. prep., as in XIII. 43. [503] and &U! o^ Jli. ^ Jfc
x *5x ^x

XXXV. 3. Is there any creator other than God?; because

the dependence means the ideal attachment [of the op. to

the gen. (DM)], some vs. failing to reach the ns., and

being therefore aided thereto by the preps. ;
whereas the

red. enters the sentence only to strengthen and corrobo-

rate it, not for attachment : but the strengthening J may
# to / ff

be said to depend upon the strengthened op., as jwa*

** U II. 85. Verifying what is with them, LXXXV.
'

X J.PAX X$-5 A.PA f A

16. [31], and &)?** k)p ^ ^ XI1 - 43 - Vye be

interpreters of the dream; being really not a pure red.,

because of the weakness imagined in the op., which makes

it quasi-intrans.: (2) JN in the rfiaf. of 'Ukail; because

14 a
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it is quasi-red.,
its gen. being in the position of a nom. by

indication, since what is after it is in the nom. as an

enunc., as

b
i

A

[bv Ka'b Ibn Sa'd alGhanawi, Then said I, Call thou

another call, and raise the voice loudly; perchance Abu

IMishwar is near thee (J)] ;
and because it is not prefixed

/ Ax

to make an op. trans., but to import expectation : (3) J/y

/ x AX x / Ax J>x Ax

iu ^J/y ? cJUy , 8l/y , according to S's saying [169] ;
for

what is after it also is nom. in place by inchoation, since

Uy requires two props. [574] : (4) ^ in ^to J^> ^
fiJUiiJ or ct-sAJiJ : because its gen. is an oi;. in the 2nd,.... 7 O ^

X X

and an iwc/i. in the 1st or an obj. with the accusatival op.

supplied after the gen., Many a, or Scarce any, good man

(have I met), have I met him, not before the prep., because

^j) takes the head [of the sentence] ;
and it is prefixed

only to import multitude or paucity, not to make an op.

trans. : (5) the L^ of comparison, say Akh and IU, arguing
A / x $A x

that in ;>**^ ^.; Zaid is like
lAmr the op., if

not indicated by the u
, and, if a v. akin to the

xx A

i. (.-. &+,) ,
is self-trans.; but the truth is that all preps.

occuring in the position of enuncs. and the like indicate

: (6) the exceptive ^., i. e. i^L
,
fj^

,
and

'
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because they denote removal of the v. from what they are

prefixed to, which is the reverse of the meaning of making
trans., I e. conducting the meaning of the v. to the n.

The predicament of the adv. and prep, and gen. after dets.

and indets. is that of props. : so that they are eps. in
xAx f i*>/ .P AX A S xx

jjy \y\to c^oj^ or ^- ^c. I saw a bird above, or

upon, a branch, because they are after a pure indet.',
X 5 r X Ax XX Ai- S AX S^I\fO

i in ^l~Jf *# JU^I c^t; or -iSl/f J / MM, j?/ie
' ' XX

woo/i among the clouds or tra ^e horizon, because

they are after a pure det.
;
and susceptible of being either

X A XX .Pxuj cx X A$ .PAulfO J A^

in <^v^f ^ r^\) &-UTf ^ ^yi ^XAaaau Flowers" x xx
please me in their calices, and fruit upon its boughs^

because the generic det. is like the indet., and in
f+> \<&

^lc ^>b 77zzV is ripefruit upon its boughs, because
X

the qualified indet. is like the det. When followed by

a nom., (1) if they be preceded by a neg., interrog., qua-

lified [n.~\, conjunct [n.], inch., or s.
s., [the qual., conj.,

enunc., or d. s. being the adv. (DM),] as LJ^|
^fu>JI

J U
X X

$Ax ^ 2 $A

and Jjj y^Jj ^! and ;*

- ^ .p x XA $AX

and 8Lf U^LSX^ L>-> and &
AX x

iua.
,
there are three opinions as to the nom., that it is

(a) preferably an inch., whose enunc. is the adv. or [jorep.

and] g-era. ; (b) preferably an ag., which IM adopts, the

o.f. being absence of hyst.~prot.\ (c) necessarily an ag. :
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and, when it is parsed as an ag., then whether its op. be

tin' suppressed v., or the adv. or [prep, and] gen., because

x x A

subsfs. for y*t ,
and approximate to the v. as being

X

supported, [the v. bein# supported upon the subject

especially,
and upon such as the interrog., which is mostly

prefixed to vs. (DM),] is disputed; the preferable opinion

being the 2nd, because the d. s. may not precede in ^3

LJb. *f jjf J
, whereas, if the op. were the

.,
it might,xx x ^ ^j> a x

and because of ^1 ,3
JV e>^ [26], the prow, being latent
x .s

only in its op., [so that the adv. is the op. of the pron., and

therefore, if there be nopron. in it, because of the presence

of the nom. after it, is the op. of that nom. (DM)] : (2) if they
9 Ax \a ^ x x A

be not supported, as J^j ;!oJ|
J or i^S"j^

?
the majorityXX X

hold inchoation to be necessary; but Akh and the KK
allow both constructions. They must depend upon a sup-

pressed [op.], (1) when they (a) occur as (a) an ep., as

UXXA$ XXXXXX
;U-J! j* t-^oXy II. 18. [24], (o) a d. *., as J* C^a5

x Ax

*^3 c5* ^^ XXVIII. 79. Then he went forth unto Ins

x A A uJ x A ^ Sft/ xx

people with [502] Aw po/wp ,
the \! VAX*,| in f JiJu** 8| UU

* x A ' x

5oJ^ XXVII. 40. ^rcd wAew Ae saw it resting before him

meaning motionlessness, not unrestricted existence and

!<> <opa^, so that it is a particular being, (c) a cow;.,
/ >AXAX

3

AXX ,IS

XXI.
19.^nrf

uw/o Htm belong they that are in the heavens
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and the earth : and they that are before Him deem not

themselves too great, (d) an enunc., though it sometimes
3 **o , ,

appears in poetic license, as J>M }*M uXJ [26] ; (b) govera^- x

the explicit n in the nom., as XIV. 11. and II. 18. [24]:

(2) when the op. is (a) used suppressed in a prov. or the

/ fh'a / r*/(ui&

like, as ^1M J^AA^. [67] and *! s&^. ; (b) expounded,

A

as &>? ci^*^ &x*sJ|
p^>f [67] and &^ c^>^ L^ ,

when
/ X ' XX ^ X

allowed on the authority of the reading [of Ibn Mas'iid

A.P/ at / / ai S

(K)] ^ ^! v^JU2iJJ;
LXXVI. 31. [4rf (toA pre-

// s

pared) for the evil-doers, hath prepared for them (K)],

though most hold that the prep, must be dropped and the

n. governed in the nom. or ace. [62] : (3) in the oath with

S AX / A2 rOf

any [prep.] other than the w->, as ^y^i fof J-^I

XCII. 1. By the night when it covereth, XXI. 58., and
S / "f-l\^> S>*i ;S s jj

L^ I/ &JJ [653]; and, if the v. were expres-

sed, the ^ would be necessary. The necessarily sup-

pressed op. is a v. without dispute in the oath and conj.,
J> s

because they are only props.; and in the ep. in
.^J> J^>

$ x A f/s 2 * f*

[32], because the cJ is allowed in J^>

&1J ^jyU ,
but disallowed in *J &^ ^^ J^; ,

the

sayng
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[Every matter, removing far or bringing near, is sus-

pended upon the justice of the Most High (Jsh)] being

extraordinary : and most supply the v. in the enunc., ep.,

and d. s., because it is the o. f. in government; but some

tlu- f/iinl.j
because the o. f. in the enunc., ep., and d. s.

is the single term, and because the v. in them must be

constructively a qual., and, say they, because lessening

the supplied is better, [the v. with its ag. being a prop.,

but the qual. with its nom. equivalent to the single term

(I>M).] which is of no account, because we do not sup-

press the pron., but transport it to the adv., so that the

suppressed is a v. or quaL, each a single term : and in

distraction it is supplied according to the exponent, the
S st> / / * * A ^= ' A'

v. being supplied in && \*J&ju &**aJf ^J (Wilt thou
/ / /

devote thyself to prayer) on Friday, wilt thou devote thi/-

/ /\2 / A j>

telf to prayer on it?, and the qual. in i^JI &**s=

$ s* f A! '

&xi uJiuu . In the oath it is *****(
;

in distraction like
' ' ' '

^

the spoken; in the prov. [and the like (DM)] according

to the sense ; and in the remainder unrestricted being, i. e.

S f/ Si S A f

^ \S or fiL~* or their aor., if the present or future be
S ' *!// *

meant, and ^ or ;iu~J Or their qual., if the past, and,

when you are ignorant of the meaning, the qual., it being
$~,

suitable in all times; not particular being, like J and
f '*

., save because of indication, in which case the
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suppression is allowable, not necessary, and a pron. is

not transported from the suppressed to the adv. and

[prep, and] gen. It is generally supplied preceding

them, like the rest of the ops. with their regs. : but some-
$A / 2^3

times following, preferably, as in
ui-ij ;fijJl

J
,
because

' X

the suppressed is the enunc., which is on#. posterior to
f A x 2 . S

theiwc/L; or necessarily, as in
!j*>5 ^foJJ ^ .f, because

s
' '

*

^1 is not followed immediately by its /zom.; while he
I

that supplies it as a v. must supply it following in both

cases, because the enunc., when a v., does not precede

the inch. As they allow themselves more latitude in the

adv. and [prep, and] g^ra. than in anything else, they (1)

separate therewith (a) the non-att. v. from its reg. [458] ;

(b) the v. of wonder from the wondered at [480]; (c)
/* / Ax //

the annulling p. from its annulled, as 2&\ ^^^-
/

xx ' ' *>*

(d) the interrog. from
Jli*

treated like ^ ,
as J*J

jf [441] ; (e) the pre. n. and prep, from their gens.,
Ax JL^3 x -P X.P x I x A A ,

as jo; &1JU ^ fjJJ) [1,125] and
# X X X

A X1

it for '(by God!) a dirham; (f) ^ and
;

from their subjs., as

x Ax i"x

Ax A X A
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[by I Taiwan Ibn Thabit, In that case, by God, we will cast

them into a war that will make the little child hoary before

the entry into the period of hoariness (Jsb)] and

.P AX X AX

[/ iri// no/, 50 /orag* os / see Abu Yazld fighting, leave off

fighting and witnessing the fray (Jsh)] : (2) make tbem

precede (a) the sub., when preds. in the cat. of ^f [34],

xA x x I

as S^oJ L_<J3 ^ J III. 11. Fm/j/ ?'TZ that is an ensam-
'

*

pie, or regs. of the pred. in the catf. of U [107], as

Take thou as a bitchier the armament of prudence, even

though thou be feeling safe; for not at every time is he

that thou agreest with agreeing with thee, whereas its

government is nullified if the reg. be anything else, as

XX AX Zlf X X

[by Muzahim Ibn AlHarith al'Ukaili,

Inquire thou about her at the halting-places of Mind ;

but nnt crcry one that has come to Mind am I acquainted

u-ith that I should inquire (SM, Jsh)] ; (b) [the conjunct,]
_ A x x ^J x t x x

when regs. of the conj. o* J! ,
as *j&fyt - &xJ \+>tf+

* * *
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XII. 20. And were of the listless about him in one say-

ing; (c) the v. denied by U
,

as

U LJO * jsaj

xAx '
?.' / A x AX

Uxl &U ^ _Jj|

[by 'Abd Allah Ibn Rawaha asSahabi, And we have not

become independent of Thy favor. Wherefore make Thou

the feet steadfast if we encounter them ; and do surely

send down mercy and blessing, whereby the heart may
become calm, upon us Companions (Jsh)] ; (d) the id. op.,

Ax xx Ax 2 .P?

as ^> L_J
py. JTf .fifcery rfo^ Ao*^ MOM a garment f.

if

Some preps, sometimes act as substs. for others; though

the BB and their followers hold that the p. retains its own

sense, the op. being made to imply the sense of an op.

trans, by means of that p., because the use of a trope is

easier in the v. than in the p. (ML).

A

499. >* denotes (1) beginning (M, Z, IH, IA, ML)

ofextent (M, AA, R, IA, ML), in other than time, [accord-

ing to the BB, whether its gen. be a place or otherwise

/l\ZHtO A /A^o , x x *<*> xA^ x

(R), as^'lH L*s~J! J! r!^J!
L*a~Jf ^ XVII. 1.

XX X XX X

Fro7 Me 5acrec? Mosque at Makka to Me Farthest Mosque
'

x I Ax -f A -PS

at Jerusalem (IA, ML) and
Lj+t*~ * & I XXVII. 30.

'

% i* isfrom Solomon (ML)] ;
andm time [also, accord-

15 a
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ing to the KK (R, ML) and Akh, Mb, and IDh (ML)], as
^

AX Ztf. A xA2 < xx / tut 9 A xx

IX. 109. Assuredly

(/ Mot'jue that wasfounded upon piety from thejirst day
/S Ar Ax A ' 2 X -f X

(R, IA, ML), **==vM
{

*-
sy^alJ ^oy !5f LXII. 9.

X X X X X X

Me ca// w soundedfor prayer on [below] Friday,

A x A X A xAxA

(R),by Zuhair, Whose are the dwellings in the height of

the abodes of Thamud, that have been empty of inmates

X xA ft

from many years and from past time ? (Jsh), ^ U^kui
X* t A-" X / S f UrO

'

ix^aJj ^Jf &*yH ^wrf i;e were rained upon from Fri-
' '

day to Friday in tradition (ML), and

w M^3^'! J^ t^*2^ cS* **AJ| Jl> ^^ >'f? \7" LJ^ x s j

(I A, ML), by AnNabigha (ML) adhDhubyani,

been chosen from the times of the day of Halima until

to-daii, having been proven with all provings (J): in the
A

two texts indeed ^ isi. q. ^ , being often so in advs.,

*x
A^

A f A Ax A

as o*j Jo j-,
c^k. and SL^ ^ / came in a time

/>p/bre, and after the time of the coming of Zaid and
$ ' x Axx x Ax A x

^oa^. L-XA^ u~-# *^^ XLI. 4. ^4wc? i betweenxx x x

and Mee t> a t>7, and the meaning is on account of (thi

lnj>se of) years $c. ; but apparently the opinion of the
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A

KK is correct : the inceptive >* is known by the appro-
X

priateness of
^J\ ,

or what imports the sense thereof, in

-^ X A w r X i- .P C

opposition to it, as, *6^;H ^j^i*^! .1-* &^ ^j*t I betake
XX X ^X X

myself for refuge, or ^e, w/zYo Gorf y>-om the accursed

#'XXA xA^A A^

deL'il(R): (2) partition, [as^'j-^ ^M%*! *+ ^ IX. 104.

of their goods an alms (Rj, whence
X ^o / s s/ A x

&JJU IU1 J^L * II. 7. Andof the men are they that say
/ /

(182), ?Fe believe in God (IA): its sign is its replace-

ability by a*? ,
like Ibn Mas'ud's reading \y&& J^w

*^ j
s * / x A x

jA3a!>
U ja*j III. 86. Until ye expend part of what ye

love (ML)] : (3) explanation (IH, AA, IA, ML) ofgenus
Cx x

(IA, ML), being replaceable by ^JJf (AA), after (a) U
XAX

and U$ , often, because of their excessive vagueness, as

xw A A x Ax x

&il >r ^>***^>
U II. 100. Whatever verse We abrogate

* f , *J3,

and VII. 129 [419]; (b) something else (ML), as I^A^^
xASA,^ X x A UL>^

G' l/j .-, -^ ;J| XXII. 31. (AA, R, IA, ML) Where-
'

'

/ore 5/iww ^Ae abomination, which is idols (AA): the ^
#x AxA '^ x

in !uS**<| t^>\ *4 ks^AaJ
, however, is not this one; but a

#
'

x '

. n. is suppressed, i. e. / met from (meeting) Zaid a
x /^A^3 / xAwXJ^ I xAX A^ x$

(R): (4) exchange, as 8;=^! ^ W^l ^^ rXA^; |

IX. 38. Have ye become satisfied with the present life in

exchange for the life to come ? (R, IA, ML),
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A x xxAx f/ A /X X

~ -Uj >U ,t*
^ &

x x* ^ xx A xx
4
# x

;//,,
'

///,// /re Aw/ instead of the water of Z'li

utgh/ chilled, that had been allnighton the mountain-

x Jf A x AA."= # x ^/xx AJ A x AX x x

/,/ (R), ^jteai ^/f ^ &X^U. ^ Uiual XLIII.

60 rr> //(/?//(/ ??zffA-e instead of you angels in the earth

Ceding you, the saying, [says DI (ML),]

X A S/ A/x xSx-PAr-o

. ML), by Abu Nukhaila [Ya'inar Ibn Hazn, This

is o ?na?W //m^ has not eaten the broad thin cake of

bread, nor tasted instead of herbs the pistachio (J)],
x J /Ax x x

III. 8. [below] in lieu of obedience to God, !o ^^ ^^
uJ X A x A lu x AX>

xpJI i-XL (>3aJ| JVo?- s/ia// fortune profit the possessor
X X

offortune in lieu of obedience to Thee, and

*^ tn
^XA^X #A^

Ub

[by Arfta'I They seized from us the she-camels big with
\

young instead of the weanling by main force; but " A

tmall young came^ is recordedfor the ruler (Jsk)], UJf
|I L

*'

3*

% in the ace. by imitation, because they record *** ^ :

*
.*

* ".
Uol ^Ui Such a one has paid #c. (ML): it is known by

!

ice-ability by J^ (R): (5) causation (R, ML).
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. A! A x x x 2

LXXI. 25. Because of their sins were

~ " A ^ I ,

they drowned, f! UJ ^ L-XI3* [1], and
* *

* xAx f S fZi/S xx x xx A

by AlFarazdak (ML), He contracts his eyelids from

modesty ; but eyelids are contracted from awe of him so

that none speaks save when he smiles (Jsh) : in

' ! A ^ .P x S x Ax x

AJ xA

Do wo ^Aow t^ec? a/j old woman if thou be brought her

and strip off thy garments on account of her, going far
xA x A A

/eemg- l$U may mean t^l *. (T) : (6) i. q. the ^
X XX

uix Ax A x^^Ax
as

t_5
^ LJ^> *^ c);;^ XLII. 44. Looking with faint

,# X # X

eye, says Y (ML) : [and,] with Damm and Kasr of the
,

m x MX A ^

i. q. the ^ o/* ^Ae oath, prefixed only to
v-^) ,

as ^^ *4

i^ ' '

i?j/ my ior</, like the y to &W f
, prefixion of each to

wxx

the reg. of the- other being anomalous, as ^y and
ix> x ^ '

&N| ^ J9j/ God-, a j^rep. according to S, whose ^ may be

pronounced with Damm in the oath exclusively, while

A / A

some say the >* is abbreviated from ^^>^ and the **

J>A
x

from ^f (R) : (7) t. 7. (R, BS, ML) in ,
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t Axx $ x A x $A xx $ A x x A x Ax

3*0 -* Lajuw jjlxxx
S I

by Ka'b, jBw/ s/ie is a mistress in whose blood are mingled

tormenting and falsehood and faithlessness and fickleness
AA,O x .PXX xx st

(BS), as in J>$\ j* \fte 13 U J^\ XXXV. 8. Show
'

//tey Aave created in the earth and LXII. 9. (BS,
Ax $ A x/

ML) ; [and] in advs., as above (R) : (8j i. q. ^ ,
as Jj >

A A fift Sf X xA

*-. *^ u XXXIX. 23.
X X X X XXX
Mem M?Aose hearts are hard to the mention of God ! and
x I A xAx Mf Ax X xAx x

fJA> >r
&1^ J W oS Ub. b XXI. 97. woe^

ice /iaue fiecw m heedlessness of this ! : IM asserts that

A J> xA? Ax

(ML) the [coinparatival (R)] g* [in such as J-^i! 00}
x A

>^ (ML)] denotes passing (R, ML), as though Zaz'rf

surpassed 'Amr in excellence were said: (9) i. q. >***
,

*Ax l x A^ f /& x x A^^ xA x AJ> A x

as lixi &11I j^ r
S)jJ/

;
! l/

; ^!^| ^ ^ HI. 8. 77iczr

goods $/m// TZO^ ai'aeV Mem, nor their children, before God
xS> x

aught, says AU:(10) i. ?. LJ^ ,
when conjoined with U

,

as

* Ax S X 5J X

^flj
UJ UU

x x x l

[by Abh TIayya anNumairl, ^ind verily we often strike

tlic r/iicfa stroke upon his head that casts the tongue out

of the mouth (Jsli), say Sf, IKh, ITr, and Am, who thus
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' *'

explain S's saying !oJ

that they sometimes suppress such a thing: (11) i.q.
f,/f\f A $ / r\ s / s

as r^ cT* Wy**) XXI. 77. And We helped him

against the people: (12) distinction, which is the one pre-
^ / bSbrOfsfr, f^ir^S

fixed to the 2nd of two opposites, as uw&jf AU.> &1M.
' ' f

^Lajf II. 219. ^rco? GW knoweth the marrer from the
IU ui r S S S f\f" / / MS

mender and L^^laM ^,4 L*x%x*^kJ| ^.^ L^*- HI. 173. T/w-XX X X X

ft7 -ffe distinguish the bad from the good, says IM : (13)

extreme: S savs "And you say ^^^*J| LjCJiJ ** &x>U/ ^ / V^ x^ t j J

XX X "^
x

/ saw itfrom that position, making it an extreme for your

sight, i. e. a place of beginning and ending" : (14) desig-
* ' A x<w x x

nation of generality, which is the red. in J.=^ >-* ic'-'^' ^*

-ZVbtf cm^ man has come to me for before its prefixion this

admits of meaning negation of genus and negation of

unity : (15) corroboration of generality, which is the red.

/" A xwx x

in j^.| * ^ ** r

to me
;
for L>A.! and ^bp are forms of generality (ML)

after negation (DM). [Thus] it is [sometimes (AA)] red.

(IH, AA, IA), i. e. suppressible (AA), in the non-aff.

(IH) sentence (Jm), as <J^! >* ^/^ U (AA, IA), i. e.

$ x*
^ -

.

"

J^-I (AA). The conditions of its redundance [in the

two sorts (ML), according to the majority of the BB

(IA),] are (1) precedence of negation, prohibition, or
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XX A ft Ax f *

interrogation [by means of J5> ,
as 1M te^ ^

s S s Ax

i VI. 59. M>r rfoM aw# leaf fall but He knoweth it,

AJ>x x A
'^

A '

Jb M Z/e wo any one stand, and >- f J^

j LXVII. 3. Seest thou any flaws ? and F adds con-

dition, as

x x A

cT

X A A .Px X A XX

., -r

x # x

xx x A x xx x Ax
LU | ..Iff Q-t-i** LJl^ .| .

.

(ML), by Zuhair, ^(wt/ whatever any disposition be in a

man, though hefancy it to be unnoticed by men, it will be

known (EM)] : (2) indeterminateness of its gen. (IA, ML) :

(3) its [gen.'s] being an ag., direct obj., or inch. It is

XX XX XX A .Ptll i / X S^3
X

reef, in the ace. and nom. in ^tf U^ jJ^ ^* &1J ! LXSU | U
I A ,xx ^

'
"

aJ! ^ &au XXIII. 93., where you may construe ^ to

be a//., God hath not gotten any offspring, nor hath there

been with Him any god, because its nom. is an ag. or

non-att., nor hath any god been with Him, because its

nom. is like the ag., and orig. an inch. The restriction

of the obj. as direct is IM's phrase, as though its redund-

ance were disallowed in the concomitate, causative, and
X X

adverbial objs. because i. q. the gen. governed by +
,

A

the J, and ^ ,
with which ^* is not combined; but

no cause appears for the disallowance in the unrestricted

aud AB thus explain

x A/> x A Sx X

J>
(jdoj*

Uxxx x
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VI. 38. We have not been remiss in the Writing at a/?,
# Ax

i. e.
UA>.fJ

. By analogy it should not be red. in the 2nd obj.
Z x

' xxA?

of^ or 3rd of 1
,
because orig. an enunc.

;
and the

reading [of Abu Ja'far alMadani (K)] Ul
^ixJu .tf U

xx A A x-PAxxSJJA^ '

*^J;1 cT*
L
*^'; cJ*

iS.=saX;
^| XXV. 19. / behoved not

us to be taken besides Thee to be lords is anomalous. Akh

X A-PA/-" xx A

does not prescribe the two 1st conditions, citing csSf.

X

VI. 34. -4/20? assuredly the tale

AJ J>ff\ A S>/ A A x

o/ ^e Apostles hath come unto thee and

XLVI. 30. He will forgive you your sins; nor the KK
X X A X X A X

the 1st, citing ^Lx* ^ ^tf us* There has been rain and
*s

'

Ax AX xA xx xx /xA x u! .5 x x

u J ^Atf
- Jl? l*j *

S# X X

by 'Umar Ibn Abl Rabi'a [alMakhzumi, And her love

growsfor her beside us, so that what a dissemblingfoe has
A X Ax x Ax

said Juarms not (Jsh)]. The ++ prefixed to J~J> and Jou ,

say the majority, denotes beginning of extent, but IM
A ^xA x x x lu r& x ^3-xx A^2

asserts that it is red In ^ 8j$ J^^ &?^ C**^
X ^ X

X UU ^3 J

.* UJUf ..t> VII. 79. What! will ye indeed lie with men
X X X

out of lust (begun) from others than women?, [i.e. from
A *

men (DM),] ^ denotes beginning (ML). In c

* '"

A .PA x x

16a
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rt> IV. 27. JoL-J ** depends upon ^y^;, ^wrf the

&J'f ' x x x '

mothers ofyour wives, and your step-daughters, who are

in your bosoms, by your wives that ye have gone in unto,
iL X5 .PX f //

** denoting beginning [of extent, like &U! J)~) ^
xx X A f

*4 oJLo The daughters of the Apostle of God by

Kliad'tja (K)] ;
not upon the ^^l also, unless ^* denote

(16) connection, i. e. connected with your wives, like

** .g^* vj&lx*lf .
.yi*lx*J| IX. 68. The men

* ' ' '

/n/pocrites and the women hypocrites are some of them

connected with some (K).]

xAxx x A .P A x lux ^ J>x x Ax x x

JL*

contrivest wickedness concerning Asad, verily,

1 am not connected with thee, nor art thou connected with

me (K, B), and [the Prophet's saying (K on XXI. 31.)]
ui -PS-^xx / A x x

iy- iJ^l U* oj >- U| U I am not connected with pas-
XX # '"'/

tfwie, nor is pastime connected with me (K). And 'Amr

Ibn Sha's says

/ X xxx
A S^ A XV ^

Wherefore, if thou be (17) agreeing with me, or desirii

my .sooY/v. be, to him good like the clarified butter that

tfnns hctoe been seasoned with inspissated date-juice for,
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uS $ /S

that it may not go bad; from LU JJU Such a one is of us,
A

'

i. e. agrees with us (T). ^ is exclusively distinguished
x Ax x Ax x A xx A .Px

by governing in the #0/1. JoS ,
jjw

,
ujJL^

,
,jj

, ^>J
?

x X xAx Ax x/

*
,
and &^ ,

and also ^ and ^ when TZ*. (R).

500. J| denotes (1) ending (M, Z, IH, IA, ML)
j

m 9 Gt
of extent (M, R, IA, ML), temporal and /oca/, as I^J!

J
A3 i^3 X S / 01 r

J^f ^t f^t II. 183. TAera complete the fast until
'

/^ nigfit(R, ML) and XVII. 1. [499] (ML); and governs
X XX xArO .P A

the last [part] and anything else, as
^J\ &=^UJf c^v

A3^ * Ax * '

or &a^> ^f (IA): the two limits, beginning
' ' XX

and e/ic?, are oftener not included in the limited; so that

AxA^> xx x A/Af" x I A .P AXX A

in ^Ji c^!3 ^1 ^-3^J! fj^) >- u^jy^f the two
.

X X

places are apparently not included in the buying, but

may be with context (R): [for,] when a context indicates

atf A x *>*fl^a xy

the inclusion of what is after it, as &$ ** M^' c^/
XX X

x

8^Lt ^J\
I recited the Kur'aji from its beginning to its

' ' '

end, or its exclusion, as II. 183. and II. 280. [447], it is

acted upon (ML); but [otherwise (ML)] nrhat is after
X

^1 is not [necessarily (AA)] included (AA, ML) in the
* ^ XX

predicament of what is before it (A A): (2) i. q. * (IH,

ML), seldom (IH), when you join a thing to another
f\f xrt x A.PX x^ .P.x xx

(ML), as in *\r \ J\ >\ 1^0'
l/
;
IV. 2. J^or devour
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tlieir goods with your goods (R): so say the KK and many
i * x x AS A x

<>f the BB on *X\ J\ ^^ j* III. 45. JFAo tri// to
x AiX>x.PA;ux

7//v helpers with God? and J^l OjJJ! ^J\ o^oJf Camels
'.C X

/rom 3/010 M*/A camelsfrom 3/010 are a herd of camelsf

i. o. Little joined to its like becomes much : (3) explanation

of the agency of its gen., after a v. of wonder or n. of

uj / f .PA uu>^ uix

superiority importing love or hatred, as t-^^t
(j=:UgJi v'^

- X X
X X

^M XII. 33. jflfy Lord, the prison is more pleasing unto

X Ax JASA^x

zc: (4) z. y. Me J, as u-X^I y*M\) And command be*

.5

fangeth unto Thee (ML) : (5) t. q. J
,
as is said [by

X

many (ML)], in

*X xA^3 lUX^rtX XX

JLTJo U>
uS

w
"*ft^y*s
' ' iV

J> x A 2 .P xAr"

(R, ML), by AnNabigha adhDhubyaui, Then do not thou

e me to be because of the threat as (hough I were among'

men a he-camel that pitch is smeared upon, mangy (Jsh)>

and

xAx A X

I

[by Tarafa (EM),] ^wc? if the whole tribe meet together,

thou wilt meet me among the highest of the noble house

quired tn
l>y men (R), whence, says IM, may be ^l**x^
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/ x K^3 Ax x

IV. 89. fe wi// assuredly gather yottxxx ^

together on the day of resurrection: (G) beginning [of

extent (DM)], as

xxAx br>

;jXJ
' J

Ax x A xx .P

X X

xx A $ S ArO i x xAV xx x A f"f

(]\IL), by *Amr Ibn Ahmar alBahill (Jsh),

1 have raised the camel-saddle above her, Shall Ibn Ahmar

be given to drink and not quench his thirst from, i. e,

x A

/z'efe awrf 7zo 5e weary of riding, me? (DM): (7) Lq. jJ

(R, ML), as in

xx A

9-
'

f x S x x A 5

(ML), by Abu Kabir alHudhali, Or is there no way to

youth, when its remembrance is more delicious to me

/ian mellow wine? (Jsh), [and,] it is said, in
^J

$ x $ x j .
*

^^^^LAA. or .5^*? ^Aow ar^ rfear, or hateful, to me and

z'wi (R) : (8) corroboration, which is

' # x A A x A^OX

the red., authorized by Fr, citing the reading SLX| J*^.G
X

A Ax xAx ui * X

^Jf iS^ L_T^^ t^T*
XIV. 40. Wherefore make Thou

hearts of men to love them (ML).

501. ^^^ [and Ji* a Hudhaill rffa/. rar., a prep. f

con., and inceptive >. (R), used in one of three senses,
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a

ending of extent, prevalently, and causation, and i. q. 1M

in exception, the rarest of them and mentioned by few
X

(ML),] is(l) [a prep. (R, I, ML),] syn. with J\ (M, R,
Ax 2 *

I, ML) and ^T (R, I) and sometimes Vf (I); governing,
Ax 3

when sj/w. with ^ [or 1M ]. only an
ITZ/*.

w. paraphrased
^

by the tf. governed in the swfy*. after it by the understood
]

J
,
as M c^*M [414], not &xsJf J^^o ^^- ; and,

S x ^ A

wlren .vyw. with ^1 ,
the same, as

* A 3 ,<> *

j..u) ! / journeyed until the sun set, and the plain w.

also, as XCVII. 5. [below] (R) : it differs from J\ in

tliat
[ (a) it must be preceded by a thing having parts,

Ax X X AxA ^ Ax X * A

expressed, as
jj>^

J^ ..JiM c^v3 ;
or supplied, as ^w*J

/>r0n., [the saying

i. e. &^JJ| LS^J (R):] (b) its g-ew. is not a

L5^Xxx ^~ x

being a poetic license (ML), She came unto thee, betaking

Ifrselfto every road, hopingfrom thee that she should no.
ta v

be disappointed (Jsh), (and) n

A * i ^
*

X /
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x -P 2 x

being inceptive, i. e. ^> ^^ ,
And I will suffice him

against what he dreads, and give him his request, and

join him to the people, so that he shall be joined, and the

saying
^ if

x * X A^=x x JJ x 9/ 9 x A* x JL Xx xx

Ob\ ..jj ^b c_tx;i. JLs % **L>| ..ib I/ &1M. IUV O j^J' O _/ L? " Vxxx xx
anomalous (R), T7ierc TZO, 6y (/orf, mew wzV/ 720^ ^/zrf a

hero until they find rf/iee, son of Abu Ziyad (J)] ; and,

[when preceded by a thing having parts (ML),] must be

the last, or contiguous to the last, part [of the thing (M)],

as \QM\\ J.z &*-JJ L^TI / ate thefish even to its head
A x/N^3 xAx Six x $xx

[and f?&\ lio4 ^=^ ^> ..UL/ XCVII. 5. Peace is itXX X

7z&7 Me &'?we q/* rising of the dawn (R, ML), the time of

rising of the dawn not being part, but contiguous to the

x A S! x

last part, of the night (R)],not l^i^ ^H*. , [the saying
X X

objected by IM

not being a case in point, because he does not say ^
f A iu x xAiu /^ x A

IgLoJ ^X^ &LJJ | LjCU
, though he means it (ML), She

XX X X

appointed a night; and I ceased not until its middle to be

hoping, then returned despairing (Jsh) ; and ought to be

SxA XAx A.PAxx

precise, because it is a limit, ***- ^^^ {&}+* ^ f^)^
f / XX X

XXIII. 56. Then leave thou them in their ignorance until

a time being i. q. the precise, i. e. the time of.their chas-
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,!/// (R)]:(c) what is after it is [apparently (R)]

included (M, R, ML) in [the predicament of (R)] what

is before it (M, R), when there is no context requiring

its inclusion, as in

Ax / u / f Ax

J
AX

[by Abii Marwan anNahwi, He ^irew?

//to< 7ie wiz^/i/ /io-/^en 7/z> luggage, and the provision for

the journey, even to his sandal, he threw it away (Jsh)],

or its non-inclusion, as in

A / S

(ML) May the rain water the earth as far as places related

to them, and may good cease not to be cut offfrom them!

(
-I >h

) ;
so that in the ex. of the fish the head has been eaten

(M): (d) the v, made trans, by ^^ must dispose of

all the parts of the [thing] divided into parts before

* X

^s>- , part by part, until it reaches the part or [thing]
2 x x

contiguous after ^s* ; while, if
^Jf

be preceded by a

thing having parts, and followed by a part or [thing] con-

OQB, it- predicament is the same, but otherwise not

(U): (c) &j) Jl e^ytf" 2 wrote to Zaid and ** &y~
* ^ x /

;

M ^J! I journeyedfrom AlBasrato AlKufa are



A
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Ax 3 x

allowable; but not jjj ^gXa*
or

jJf ^^Xa.
: (f) the

# s x
'

or. swi;. may occur after ^^, ,
as

XX*AASX
[414], constructively l^ot ^ ^Xa. ,

the understood ^f

and the v. being renderable by an inf. n. governed in the

Si X xx 9 t& x f A

gm. by ^^Xa. ;
whereas l^l^o! Jl ct>^i is not allowable :

A^
'

* ' S x

the *w6;'. is governed by ^ understood, not by ^^
* X

Itself
;
and ^y^. prefixed to the aor. subj. is syn. with

X

^f, as XX. 93. [411], and the causative

^yijd II. 214. ^ic? they will not

cease tojlght with you in order that they may pervert you,
J)X A x x <~ X *S Ax S3^ *

^f
both admissible in &U| ^f Jf / X Jo. ^^wJ ^f \f&

' ' ' ' ' '

XLIX. 9. Fight ye against that which doeth wronpfully,

until it, or to the end that it may, return to the command
s

of God, and ^' in exception, as

/

[by AlMukanna' alKindi, Givingfrom superfluities is not

liberality, unless thou be bountiful when what is with thee

is little (T)] and

xxx^xxf Sx xx Ax JxAxx I^x

tow. uau ^i jc=w * ubb
(_5=cu^ u^J^. v

&*Jf;XXX / X /

(ML), by Imra alKais, % G?

orf, the blood of my wre shall

not go in vain, unless I destroy the tribes of Malik and

17a
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Kahil (Jsb) : (2) a con. [540], [like the prep. in the sense

A X

of ending, but not ^/. with J ( or V| ) (R)] : (3) an

inceptive ;>. (M, R, I, ML), as

3i x A ,P Ax x

x A x A X* s

U.wj ,,XX
by Jmra alKais, jffave 7 ??zafl?e to journey by night, so that

their riding-beasts are weary, and so that the generous

coursers are not led with leading-ropes (M), prefixed to (a)

the nominal (R, I, ML) prop., as ^! ./^f ^Ij ^ [1]
*" /

(I, ML) and

wx xxx xx

by AlFarazdak, Then, ah my wonder f men revile me, so

that even the tribe of Kulaib reviles me, as though its

forefather were Nahshal or Mujashi'f (ML); (b) the

verbal (R, ML), whose v. is (ML) an aor. [ind. (I)], as

II. 210. [414] with the ind. [and

by Hassan (ML) Ibn Thabit, T^e?/ are visited by a

multitude of guests, so that their dogs whine not. They

ask not concerning the approaching person (Jsh),] or a
f XX Ax X S X

pret., .is iy ; !ji* ^^ VII. 93. So that they multi-

plied, and said
(I, ML) : and importing either vilifying,

" ,.xxxx
J
or magnifying, as ! c^Mj U> (R). T
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3

position is sometimes suitable for the 3 kinds of
x :/ 3 x x xx 3 * -P Ax

as l^l^ ^y^- &*~<Jf c^XTf ;
and

X

J.P:? x* 3 x x 3 *a A.>/Ax x

XX XlUX X X X A.PX

includedst them all with bounty, even to, or

erring ones, or so Ma ewew MezV erring ones (were

included) ; so that thou wast master ofpossessor of error

x x/\ J>^Ax 3x

awof possessor of right direction and tfi>&J( &!*>*
^X=w

xx

to, or eueft, or 50 that even, his sandal, he threw it

are related with the three cases, though the nom. in the

1st verse is anomalous, because the enunc. is not men-
3 x

tioned, as say the BB, who require, when you say ^^
X.P&X *'

tg~!;, that 7OU should say J/U [1] (ML).

502. ^ denotes (1) adverbiality (M, IH, IA, ML),
X

often (IA), (a) real (DM), local or temporal, both corn-

Ax A A .P X A^A-o XAP -P S-^ / f M

binedin ^ ^; j^/' c5
Jof J

-PAxxAxx
te XXX. 13. Alif-Lam-

Greeks have been overcome in the nearest of

the land of the Arabs unto them; but they after their

being overcome shall overcome infrom three to nine years;

II. 175. And
(b) fc-o/McaJ,

as

in the retaliation ye will have life : (2) accompaniment, as
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j
VII. 36. Enter ye [in, or among, (an aggre-

r /

gate, and crowd, of) races, accompanying them, i. e. (K)]

'Aracwand XXVIII. 79. [498] (ML); [similarly]
XX 01 X X

XLI. 24. means And the sen-
^\ J JJiM

tence of chastisement became due upon them in, or among,

(an aggregate of) races, like

U JF** J* ^ eV
/ ' >

t,

[by 'Unva Ibn Udayya, If thou be pervertedfrom the best

of kind dealing, thou art amongst others that have been

perverted from that also (N)], i. e. in, or among, (an aggre-

gate, and number, of) others, not singular in that (K) :

yAx x /
^vt

X ui ^3 ss s ft/h^> *

(3) causation, as l^oa. 8^> ^ yxlf
u^Lo M^l J

J# / X X

Fwi(?/ o woman entered Hell-fae about a she-cat that she

Zt S> \ s

up (I A, ML), words of the Prophet (IA), and ^^
Ztkf X>

oJ ^^ o^f XII. 32. Then that is he that ye blamed
* / / X

WMJ /or (enticing) [126] (ML) : (4) f. q. 'J* (IH, BS,

) ;
seldom (IH), in Ka'b's saying

X X AX

/ X XX

I ;

T/i'i^ /)riwr* a tail like the leafless branch ofthe palm-tree,

t fQutucfof luffs of hair, over an udder that the outlets of
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S> t A Z/uu /x/

^Hie milk have not wasted (BS), as in

A ^=

XX. 74. <4wd M?i// assuredly crucify you upon the

ofpalm-trees,

> -
V /

(BS ML), by 'Antara, He was a man of valour, tall of

stature, as though his garments were put upon a great

tree, for whom sandals of the kingly ox-hide tanned with

,
and

^J CJA. 9 ^0^*! ;
*

# > > ^ '

, x A^ a
.

b 1/1

[by Suwaid Ibn Abi Kahil alYashkurl (Jsh)], They have

crucified
the man of'Abd Shams on the trunk of a palm-

tree: then may the tribe of ShaMn sneeze not sav*

With a mutilated (nose)!'. (5) i. q. the v ,
as

,, u.

U-
X AX

f
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xx Ax A / ' Axx

J

A/ A X x

[!,v
linrn nlKais (Jsh), Now, happy be ihou at morn, thnu

,, r ii',)i! And shall lie, he happy that was here in time

pnst ? And shall he be happy the most recent of whose

meeting with his mistress was thirty months ago out of

iirars ? (DM)] : (8) comparison, which is the one intro-

between a preceding inferior and subsequent supe-

rior, as jxjS Ul S*i.Vf J 1x3^1 SjiM ^IX*
U* IX. 38.

f ;. / f ' '

F<>r the commodity of the present life in comparison with

the life
to come is not aught but little : (9) compensation,

which is the one red. for compensation for another sup-
x A x A x JAxx xAxAx .P A x x

pressed, as c^-*^ ^j*^ c^f^ , orzg. &A* ^A^ >^ e^-j
;
^xx xx /

-/ III in that thou Hkedst, allowed by IM alone : (10)

'///on, which is the one red. not for compensation,

allowed by F in case of necessity, as

xx* xx xx / 9 xx .PAjj^ X Ax Sf x

w^iV vj> 5-ii**(
^3 -Jl2tAj # v^o .IAU *

|L)' ui**' %^f wf

[l>y Suwaid Ibn Abi Kaliil alYashkuri, /am ^^zi 5av/,

;////// the. ni'^ht is dark, its blackness being fancied to be
Sf / x

like the bhrkness of black leather, i. e. M^**/ (Jsh)];
X f /A^J x XX

and by some in \q* \j>S)
\

JG>';
XL 43. J^f/ 7/e *^//r/,

Go ye on Innrd it (ML), i, c. U*>^ry (DM).
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503. The \> denotes (1) adhesion, [as ^|j &> A
XX

disease has adhered to him (M, R), and infected him (M),
Ax f A x AC

real, as oo^ L^**| I laid hold of Zaid- and tropical (ML),

Ax

X IMX

as vj.;^ v^;j- (IA, ML), i. e. / made my passing to adhere
* '

* Axx

to a place near Zaid (ML)] : (2) instrumentality, [as &*+tf
i _

x x A *- -u f& A y

Jlt> I wrote with the pen (M, R, IA, ML) and &Mt **vyo
' xxx

'.P A x x

'FiV/i God's assistance I performed the pilgrim-
xx A x

M, R), whence, it is said, the ^ of the &*~; (ML)]:
X /

(3) accompaniment (M, IH, IA, ML), i. q. * (R, IAJ,
XX A A

as V. 66. [68] (R, ML) and pU~f U^ XI. 50. Descend
# X / X

Ax A ui x x

safety (ML), whence, [it is said (ML),] \s+z=\>
f>\~+*

x xx
XV. 98. TTJtfrc ^.rto/ ^Aow God's perfection with

X

praise of thy Lord (IA, ML): (4) requital, [as

77m z's return for that (R, ML) and
X

.^U5 ^Xx^
XV. 34. Enter ye Paradise in return for

x ^> x I

zr/i'j we were wont to do (ML), whence *.>J.Jf L_XA/.{
x C/" x

Sdwl/'j UJ.J.M X^xsaM l^^-^f II. 80. Those are they that
XX X

/fflfe purchased the. present life in return for the. life to

come (IA)] : (5) makihg trans., [which is also named

the c_> of transport, and is the one that alternates with

the Hamza in making the ag. become an obj., oftener with
A f Sjj^ xxx

the intrans. v. (ML), as ^)^i ^

XX
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(IA, ML), also read
r^;y

^ v 1
>
^ lc means

A >.P ^> XXX
16 (ML), or/if. ffc;y ^^ (

DM ) ;
but sometimes

with the trans., as II. 252. (29) God's making men some
r* A X UJ^= -f Ax XXX

of them to repel some, orig.
(<*> r̂ UJf j*:o ^ (ML),

#

/" X Ax XXX
1

/

or rather *^*e r 1^' ^31
^ ^' (DM)]: (6) tidverbiality

x x A xxx

(IH, IA, ML), as
}d^ &U| r

;
^J aa}

;
III. 119. Jwd a*.

lielpedyou at Budr and LIV. 34. [64] (ML),
A 5 ^3 x x A .P A A/x X 5-Oxx A^5 x

whence J^^> .i*33*^'* ^3^ c)^*^ f*^5 XXXVII.
X

"
X ' X

' / .P

137. 138. Andtferi/y yepassbythem, when entering upon

the time of morning and at night (IA): (7) edits vlity, [si

XXX i.^5 X A ^ X

branch of instrumentality (R), as
l^otS) ^:'^' c^" |*

1^*

IV. 158. J/irf because of wrong from them that were

Jtws (R, IA) and

X -P xA? # XX 10 XA^O Co x3?X J> 5 HS Jl 3 X X AJ

* ^

L

x A *^3 t9 x

(R), by Labld, They were men thick necked like lions,
HUA

threatening one another because of rancours, .? though

tcert the Jinn o/the valley AlBadi, their fret sir ad-

A 9 Ax x A^i

in disputing and wrangling (EM), whence
jX*ll2?

*>!

- A, x ,A *
,;

^ ^*^;| II. 51. Verily ye have wronged \

X
' X XX*

3/ottr own souls because ofyour taking the caff for your-
Ax xAx 5.PX

e/Wj as a god, &AJIJJ UJA.J UXi XXIX. 39. ^wrf gi'gry

x x ?A> Ax J> A x

one dt'd Wr
e chastise for his sin, &~>W ^ty u^$& I met

X /

because nf (my meeting) Zaid the lion, and
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A x S 3>/

^j *
x

(ML) 7%ee> camels have been watered because of the brand

with an iron heated in the fire; and fire sometimes cures
A x

of the heat of thirst (Jsh)]: (8) i. q. ^ (R, IA, ML), as
x/ $ *x x$x

->!^ JJU JU LXX. 1. An asker asked about a
* > '

chastisement befalling (R, IA), said by some to be peculiar
;* x AA^>X

to asking, as l^^L &^ JUG XXV. 60. And ask about it
/ XX

l\4 f f x A x

one having knowledge, and by some not, as
*&>))* ^-"^

A^ / Ax

jjf .j^ LVII. 12. 7%e^r light running before
X X X

-PX ol ^ ^UJ XX X AXX

andfrom their right hands and /U*J| *&&
p**.*

XXV. 27. ^4/zrf o/i #Ae rfoy that the heaven shall
X X

fo rewrf asunder from the clouds (ML) : (9) partition, as

is said (R, ML) by As, F, Kb, IM, and, some say, the

KK (ML), i.q. -, (R,IA),as

LXXVI. 6. ^4 fount whereof the servants of God shall

drink and, [it is said (ML),] V. 8. [130. A.] (R, ML),

whence

9 X 2 .Px 'A 9 x * XX A xSxx C-P A xA^ iw/ x" A f

-AAX> >^ X
xtfJfs * L-^x^J

*
fS3j

/>
...^/

x # ^- 'x xxx
[by Abu Dhu'aib alHudhali, describing the clouds,

drank of the water of- the sea, then rose aloft from green

deeps, having rushing and noise (Jsh), and

x A x A*o rf Ax ZfO x A* x -P* # " x x ^ A xx

XXX
18a
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(ML), hy Jamil, And 1 kissed her mouth, taking hold of

her locks, and drank from it as the parched man drinks

of the cool clear water running over pebbles (SM)] : (10)

exchange, as Jl & J^ [
73] (IA >

ML
)
and in tra'

dition ***M **=* ^ Ly*^ ** camels delight me not

/ ' '
r\f AX x x

in Ztew o/ Mew (IA) : [thus] <J^ U* XIII. 24. may

mean Instead of the hardships and wearinesses ofpatience

that ye suffered (are these delights and blisses), like

X AX> X / xAx x A

X /* ' x? A

(K) / see /^e zm/d animals grazing to-day in the area of

the prohibited pasture instead of my sometimes seeing in it

sociable, plump women (N): (11) superiority ofposition, aa

X A .*Ax>X A Ax

^llajuy
&i-*G ^1 ^y*

III. 68. -He ^Aa#, z'A ^ow gwe him
% x ^x xxx A Cox x x

charge over an hundredweight, ^yy^^i. {& \))+
!3I

LXXXIII. 30. ^4nrf, when they pass by them, to wink one

to another, and

on the evidence of &A^
xx 2 Axx

5 ^ XII. 64. Aa// / give j/ow charge over him save

as I gave you charge over his brother before f, XXXVIL

137., an4 the 2nd hemistich
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9 / AXX Axx AX xx Axx

[by Rashid Ibn 'Abd Rabbihi asSulami asSahabi, 7* he

a lord that the two foxes piss upon the head of? Assuredly

vile is he that the foxes have pissed upon the head of/

(Jsh)] : (12) swearing, being its original p., and therefore

exclusively distinguished by expressibility of the v., pre-

fixion to the pron., and employment in adjuration [654] :

X X ft Axx

(13) [ending of (DM)] extent, as j> j-u^!
jS XII. 101.

shewn favor unto me : [one says &J! >***=*! and
Ax x<x ' ^

&>
y
and similarly &^f ^L-wf and as

Ax xx xA //

xxx
(K), by Kuthayyir, Z)o em7 ww^o w^or c?o good, not blamed

in our opinion, nor hated if she hate (N) :] (14) corrobora-

tion, which is the red. (ML). It is red. (M,IH,IA,ML) in

X-SAJj ,0 , A.P A^ f*S XX

the ace., as &$XJf ^Jf ^.^ t^SU
l/
;

II. 191. And cast~

notyourselves to perdition, ^yuUM *A> LXVIII. 6. Him

ofyou that is the demented, and

x ui ^o x ^xAx x x x'** ^ -5
<4
X A? -P 2x x ^ <x x Ac w ^

^^*Jb ^^J. y
y^laaJI O^**

* Sf*M cu>0^
I/

y>|^sJ| *fi)

X X.
XX j#

X X

[by ArRa'i, They are the well-born dames, not mistresses

of mufflers, black in the parts of the face appearing from

out of the muffler-,
that recite not the Chapters of the

# X J) X XX

Kur'an (SM)] ;
and nom., as \*M~ ^ J* XIII. 43.xxx

$A/ x Ax

svfficeth (is i witness, \>\ LXj.*~sv [24], aad
/ /
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65, s

Ax x Ax x A

by Imra nlKais (M), Afow ^as it come to her (and mishaps

are many) that Imra alKais the son of Tamlik has taken

itp his abode in a city of Greece ? (Jsh) ; [and] strangely

in the gen., as

Ax X X A X A

If

(R), by AlAswadlbn Ya'furatTannml, Then they became

in the morning not asking him about what ailed him,

whether it ascendedin the height of love or descended (Jsh) :

(l)mtlieenunc.orpred. (IH,IA,ML), regularly (IH,ML),

often (IA), when non-aff. (ML), in negation (IH,IA) by

means of
j-Jj

and U [108] (R,IA), as LJK? 2j| J^
ft Ax #

>xc XXXIX. 37. Is not God sufficientfor His servant?
X X UIX XXx S/ Ax i /

and ^^u Uc JiUu u&; U^ XI. 123. ^wd My Lord
' '

if not heedless of what they do (IA), and interrogation
* ' wx Ax Ax

(III) by means of Ji> ,
as Jtib ^; Jfi) / Zaid siand-

\' X

x

(R); seldom when />rerf. of J/
,
as

x x Ax

Jo
tiT

XxAx^x
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[by Sawad Ibn Karib asSahabi, Then be thou, Apostle

of God, an intercessor for me on the day that no other

author of intercession will avail Sawad Ibn Karib so

much as a whitefilament in the cleft of a date-stone (J)],

XX X Ax

or of J$ [538] denied by [ U or] ^ ,
as

A -P AX > X

j\ J oiyi j
x A A A

(IA), by AshShanfara alAzdi, And, if the hands of the

people be stretched out to the provisions, I am not the

hasty one of them, since the greedy one of the people is

hasty (J) ;
sometimes when an [original] enunc. denied

x X -*-*1 AX X X

; fko rat of & as --^^=w &XJuLi2? U / dzc? not think
in tne cut. ui ^j^ r

** ^^
# X X ^

^im fo be going out, or a pred. of ^J
after the cat. of

x ^ | 5; ^o x x x S^ x iL^-o uj ? Axx AxxP

c^!\ denied, as ^

XLVL 32 '

'they not that God, Who created the heavens and the

earth, nor was unequal to the creation of them, is able?,

[as though jjtS?
&if jl^T

were said (K)] ; anomalously

(R), as matter of hearsay (ML), when aff.,
as X. 28. [I]

is the like thereof [and
x Ax? Ax A x xx

e 'cowl A-no* (m'<w< thou avoid being cursed!).

And debarring the* from Aer i. a toff <Aa< i.
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(ML)], according to Akh [and his followers, while IM

gavs on *t\ uXx^xw that ^.) is a postpos. inch. (ML) ;

' '
2 '

and seldom when pred. of^ ,
as

Ul/^ x Axx Ax

[fffl

I
(Mite

i

./:<

M
J>xA.P Ax/

a recompense, if thou didst, would be easy. And are

kindness and recompense disapproved among men f: (2)
/ */

sometimes after uJ ,
as

h

fS>t x Axx 01 XX
i * /

CA*

> xx ^ A x

XXX XX XX # ' ^

7 /<//ue repented of language thai has beenfrom me. Then

would that it had been in the hollow of a pannier ! (R)] :

(3) in the rf. 5. [whose op. is (ML)] denied, [as

X X ,-X A X X X X/ BWx x xA 9

x . x x

(ML) -4nd riders of camels returned not disappointed,

whose goal was Hakim Ibn AlMusayyab (Jsb) and

u
J A X/A^3 XX

111 /Ub

(ML) JInwnft was I summoned to a sudden calamity, and

hurried not,frightened or incapable! (Jsh), as IM men-
j]

r*

tioiia (ML)] : (4) in the [direct (R)J 067., [as matter of

often (R).] as

A ,,-<s ASx>^Ax J> x A 2 x Si x
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\We are the Banu Dabba, the companions of victory. We

smite with the sword, and hope for the removal of grief

(Jsh), II. 191., SLIM ^ uOJ!
Jfc

XIX. 25. And
' " '

shake towards thee the trunk of the palm-tree,

^X-AJ XXII. 15. Let him stretch a rope to

/ A * f \ //

^ }*, .A*) XXII. 26. And whoso pur-
f 9

poseth iniquity therein, XXXVIII. 32. (459), and o~
n> / xA,

I ^.UsuJ! (ML)] ;
and [regularly (R), often (ML),] in the

* AXX -*Ax .PA, J> / x -f *"
].

of *-^\
, [

o**"^
, oJ*g^ ,

ct^*^-w
,
o>-ftAj

,
and

Ax^Ax
ct^M**a.| (R) and the like (ML), js>v oou-* and o\ / \ / 7 **/

*

S S f

meaning/ heard, and knew, (the state of] Zaid (R) ;
seldom

in the obj. of the doubly trans., as

x xx

(ML), by Hassan Ibn Thabit, Jf bashful maid, that quenches

the thirst of the bedfellow with cool saliva from much

smiling teeth, has made thy heart lovesick in sleep (Jsh);
X X

and occasionally in the obj. of the singly trans. ^ ,

X Uil-P X1UX.PA#X AxA/- X X

whence the tradition U jG ^asw .f

XX
/# suffices the man as to lying that he should tell all

X

that he has heard,

xS Sx-PuiS^oS* yAxA/ xx^Axx xxx

Ub! j,*s^
^AJlf!

^.^^ * V& 4* J* U^,^ ^
X X X '
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(ML), bv Hassan Ibn Thabit, And the Prophet Muham*

' .v hriny us suffices us as superiority over any person

(182) other than us (Jsh), and

i * \t t

Jj J L_bt Jj3>\33*t U J
> r r * '-V^ '
X ^

/

by AlMutanabbi, Itsuffices my body for emaciation that lam

a man so wasted that, were it notfor my speaking to thee,

X 9 A X

Mow wouldst not see me (ML)] : (5) in the MZC/I. [cXv**^
$ x A x Ax

(R) in rffi>;O LjCx**3^ (ML), regularly (R) ;
and (in)

' x x x

Ax XX ^ A X X

jo JjG c^^-y^-
I wentforth, and, lo, there was Zaidf,

xxxx x x xAx

lf 131 L-O L-ij/ How wilt thou be when such a
* '

thing takes place?, and, according to S, LXVIII. 6.

Which ofyou is fyc. : and strangely in what was orig.
/ Ax

an inch., i. e. tbe sub. of ^j~d ? provided that it be post-
X AX

poned to the position of tbe pred., as in the reading ^j**J
iSx t A f ui A^

tyy ^b ^J| II. 172. // is not piety that ye should turn

and

<>. *

(ML), by Mabmud anNahhas, 7s it not marvellous that

the youth is smitten by part ofwhat is in his hands? (Jsb)] :

A A $

(6) in tin-
tig. (R,ML), (a) necessarily in such as ^
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/ in the saying of the majority [478] ; (b) prevalently in
* XX A X

the ag. of^ , [when i. q. ^~A~ , intram. (DM),] as

XX

XIII. 43., though Zj says it is prefixed because J$" im-
xA

plies the sense of uAXfl Ife content [with God #c.],
s / w / X 1 Xui

which is verified by their saying fj &ll| JT.>'f [421], i. e.

3x A X AX x/

J and J-*A*J, and necessitated by their saying JiT

i# with omission of the &
,

the separative making
* XX

[omission of the ^ (DM)] allowable not necessary, as is

proved by VI. 59. [499], [whereas we do not see them
2, A 2

express the ct in it at all (DM)] ;
but not when i. q. l}a.f

/ *Z XX

and
^jxcl ,

nor when i. q. J*) ,
the 1st trans, to one, as

A I

[J[ littlefrom thee satisfies me; but thy little, "little" is

S>at fO SSs r\, , s

not said of it (Jsh)], and the 2nd to two, as &U|
^iCxaX^M*5

II. 131. And God will guard thee from them, though it

XX

occurs red. in the ag. of ^J& trans, to one in AlMuta-

nabbi's saying

5 A x Ax Ax x

[i. e. jfiu >=sa^ says IJ, It suffices Thu'alfor glory that

thou art of them; and (let) an age worthy of thy having
19a
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become one of its people (glory) ! (W)] ; (c) by poetic

license, us

t 9, A

*

[by Kais Ibu Zubair al'Absl, Caroe no to //*ee (and

tidings grow apace) what the milch-camels of the sons of

;d experienced? (Jsb),] and

/ 2 /A x Ay /Ax xAx

[181] ? in store/or we to-night, what is in store

/or me ? My two sandals and my shirt have perished! : (7)
Ax Ax

in tbe corrobs. <& ard ^^ , whence, as some hold, II.

228. [235] shall themselves wait (ML). It is understood,
Jj JJxxACyjjx

often 'with &MI in the oath [655], as ^^ ^' (By) God,
/

I trill surely do
;
and anomalously, seldom, in something

rt X

else, ns in Ru'ba's saying ^ [515] (R).

504. The J is pronounced with Kasr with the

X

explicit 7i., [except the invoked to help next to b (ML),

and similarly the wondered at (DM), with which it is

pronounced with Fath (ML), because they occupy the

x J> A?

place of the pron. in u^^o! (DM)] ;
and with Fath with

the pron. (R, ML), except the ^ of the 1st pers., with

which it is pronounced with Kasr (ML). The J denotes

(1) jti'citlinrilt/ (M. Ill, ML), by reason of ownership (R),
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A/ Si xAx

as ^>y JUf The property belongs to Zaid (M, R); or
X/A 5 ^ Ax

otherwise, as *^D Ja=J| The horse-cloth belongs to theXX
X .PA UU r X I

Aorj (R), whence
c-^sJ ^f fj^ 7%^ poem ^ ^

^2^ (ML) : (2) ownership (IA, ML), as II. 284. [498]
^/A uj j> AX

and ^y JU| : (3) quasi-ownership, as
**]*M JaaJf (IA) :

Ax J> A x X
'

a
*^r '

J>nf- A A^x xxx
: (5) making quasi-owner, as j** -4

!# XA^ ' "

l^f^j!
XVI. 74. .ftTa^ made for you from yourselves

wives : (6) deserving, as I. 1. [141] and LXXXIII. 1. [25]
r ^A xx 01 x

(ML) : (7) causation (IH, IA, ML), as J! j^*;/^ ./^

[72] (IA), like

Cx x^A<^ x^A xxx xx Six xxxAJ Axx x Axx

>^

[by Imra alKais, ^4/zfi? a c?atz/ M?Aew I slaughteredfor the

maidens my riding-camel Mew mj/ wonder at her car-

Ax Axx x

ned saddle! (EM)] : whence the 2nd J in
j>**J ^.y l>

^ X
jj

[48] ;
and the J prefixed literally to the aor., [but in

sense to the inf. n. (DM),] in XVI. 46. [411] : (8) corro-

boration of negation, which is the one prefixed literally

xx x A f x Ax

to the v., when preceded by tf U or ^, J non-att.

and attributed to what the v. conjoined with the J
x A x -Pii <a >x Ax>

is attributed to, as III. 174. [411] and f^ $Uf >^>. J
' x

IV. 136. Goi/ zc;a5 not minded to forgive them, which
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most name the J of denial, but Ns says should rightly

be named the J of negation ;
the reason of the corrobo-

ration in it, according to the BB, being that the o.f., is

jjuJJ JL^GJ *tf U
,
and negation of the intention of doing

X X X X X X

is more intensive than negation of doing : ^ > how-

ever, is sometimes suppressed before the J of denial, as

Ax $ Ax XX #X X X.P A/ x A x x Ax $Ax xx

*
xx

?zo/ a intending) to surpass the host

of my people in withstanding, nor has a single man

been a match for a single man of my people (ML) :

X

(9) i. q. ^ (R, ML), ending of extent, seldom (IA), as

ff x x Ax x si fO xxx A

[432], i. e.

hearken unto him fyc. (R), \vhence

J

XIII. 2. Every one runneth its course until a

xx x A* x 2x w *

period Tiamed (IA, ML) and ^ ^t LJO
; ^b XCIX.

X

5. Because thy Lord hath inspired her (ML) : (10) t. y.

XX X A JSxx

^ [innipmort^ ofposition, real (ML)], as ^5^==^ ^^
X X X

XXXVII. 103. -4flrf he threw him down upon the side

x A*A x 5 xx

nf theforehead, ^G'jiU ^^u.; XVII. 109. And they fall
/ /

down upon the chins, [and
XAx Ax /A .Px X

(ML) Ipinned to him with the spear-head his shirt; and

hefdl prQslrate upon the two hands and upon the mouth
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(Jsh):and tropical, as l$U JUj J. XVII. 7. ^rf /*

#e efo et?i7, your evil-doing will be against them (ML)] :

(11) i. q. ^ , [as is said, in -yJ *UJ| ^*^ III.

7. Wilt gather mankind together on a day (R), as in
t\/ x A A.-O x x xAr<3 J xx x

^, XXI 48.

"M*# balances on the day of resurrection and

XX X X

I x J A x

^
x Ax x

went on his way, whence, it is said JJid b

o LXXXIX. 25. would that Ihadprepared
^ x

righteous works m w^ life! (ML)] : (12) t. q. '&u (R, ML),
x AX x xx -P-PAx x

as is said, in .^J^- v^Uii &XxXT / wrote it after- three

nights that passed (R), as in *~*
x

XVII. 80. Perform thou prayer after the declining of the

xAJ> S> A^x xAJ J J

sun at noon, the tradition
*Ju.jy ^fi

3
^) Q.)) \)*?XX X X XX X

J'o^ ye after the sight thereof, and break yourfast after

the sight thereof, and
X X #XAX A X Ax X Ar .* # X X U?X XAJXX iuXX

U* &JUJ c^^; J
^UX^I J^Lal * UJUj ^15" Lo^ U1J

X ^ X X X X X

(ML), by Mutammiru Ibn Nuwaira alYarbu'i, And, when

we parted, it was as though I and Malik after length of

union had not spent a night together (Jsh) : (13) i. q.
'

X A/ / x X X

i'
,
as is said, in wu> ^W before three nights that

"

x A x Ax x Ax
remained (R): (14) . y. J^

,
as ^^- j"^"^

X ? '

I wrote it at Jive nights passed, whence, according to IJ
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[and Z], AUahdari's reading^ ^
^

L. 5. [But they charged falsehood upon the truth at its

/ '
. .

coming to them (K)] : (15)
i. q- f ,

"* saJ- e

this verse, [nohtithstanding length SfC. (Jsh)]: (16) i.q.

. #x^^x^AX
as lU;-*

ti ^-* 7 ^flrrf /ro??* A|OT a cry an<

/

Jarir's saying

have excellence in the world, while thy nose is abased;

and we shall be more excellent than you on the day of re-

surrection (Jsh)] : (17) communication, which is the one

governing the n. of the hearer of a saying or of what is in

S, f AJ * X A f-

its sense, as &J e^ / iirf to him, & c^3! / gave leave
X

J>x -P A w x

<o Atw, and 6J ct?^ I expounded unto him (ML): (18)

^ x .Pxx x ^ xxx

* 7- .j* (
IH

'
^1L

)'
witl1 sayins (IH )J

as b/^ c^^^ ^)^-* x
Ax X -P/X X^AX XX Ax ^ X**" X o(

Uyix- U
JJA^.

.IT J ! JL*! >ikiW XLVI. 10. ^4rf

///a/ disbelieved said of them that believed, If it had

been good, they should not have outstripped us in betak-

ing themselves to it (R, ML): so says IH, but IM and

others say it is the J of causation, [for the sakeofblam-

fJn'm that believed (DM)] ; and, whenever the J is

:i\< d to other than the [person] spoken to, it is to be

d according to one of these senses, as

l\f xA A xx

k

N

h

I ...

U
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>x A 9 x C

j) JtiJ^l/
VII 36. Their last will

X

I

or/or ^e sa&e o/ blaming, theirfirst, Our Lord, these led

i ws astray and
J x x J> # A^x #xx x A x x A* ~x A x A^s <wx x x

J

Abu-lAswad adDu'ali (Jsh), ?&e thefellow-wives of

the beautiful wife, saying of (DM, Jsh), or/or /ie *aA:e o/

blamuig (DM), Aer /ace ow^ o/ ewwy awaf hatred, Verily

it is ugly (DM, Jsh)]: (19) eventuality, which is also

named the J of result and the J of ultimate condition,

as XXVIII. 7. [411],
f / xAr" .* A X AxA X

X X XX

[Thenfor death do mothers nourish their lambs, like as

dwellings are builtfor the ruin of houses (Jsh)], and
.P x x A /A x

LjJ U c

.PAxAr-o J>x A

[by 'Abd Allah Ibn AzZiba'ra, alKurashl, Then, if death

have annihilated them, what the mother bears is for death

(Jsh)] : (20) swearing and wonder together, which is pecu-

liar to as

luxA.* Ax JEr

[by 'Abd Manat alHudhali,^ ^orf, a possessor of knot-

ted horns will not last out against the days in a high

mountain wherein are wildjasmine and myrtle (Jsh)] : (21)

wonder divested of swearing, which is used in the voc.,
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A .PAx xx xAx x

as in their saying u^*ll k) *\+M k Oh! the water/
x x

And oh ! the fresh herbage /, when they wonder at their

abundance, and g\ JJ ^ U* [48]; and else-

where, as in l~y* S^j
&M [85] and

x xx x A x x I Ax A x x $

(ML), by AlA'sha, Youth and hoariness, and poverty and

wealth then to God be ascribed this fortune, how it has

fluctuated! (Jsh): (22) making trans.
,
as XIX. 5. [423]

(IA, ML), as exemplified by IM
;
but in my opinion it is

Ax ft / xx Ax #Ax xxA? x

better exemplified by j*J &x^| U^ ^^ jjoj *->^ ^*

How hard Zaid strikes 'A?nr, and how dearly he loves

Bakr!: (23) corroboration, which is the red. (ML) : (a) it is

AJ>/ x x

[sometimes (M)] red. (M, IH, I A), as A^ XXVII.
X i

Jb f>/ xx

74- Have become dose behind you (M, R) and

)t [134], though here the 2nd may be a lit. corrob. (R):
9 Ax x Ax

regularly, as c^^ ^.y ,
whence XII. 43. [498] ;

and
# "

Ax f A x x

by hearsay, as oo)J c^^ (IA): and hence the J (R,
# x

ML) (a) intervening between the trans, v. and its ofy'.,
aa

X X .P X A XX

x.P x Ax
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[by Tauba Ibn AlHumayyir, And whoever is possessor of

a hard bone, by reason whereof he hopes to break the rod

offortune, fortune breaks him (Jsh)] and

' ' *' A J> x x ? ** AJ> AXX / AXJ x Ax x x A xx x

[by Ibn Mayyada, And thou hadst dominion over what is

between Allrdk and Yathrib with a dominion that pro-

tected Muslim and confederate (Jsh)], but not XXVII.
\ ' x xxA

74., cJ^ being made to imply the sense of ..>wof
,*

A?'

have drawn near to you (ML) ; (b) after which ^f is

A A x x A

supplied, after the vs. of j*Vf and
ifof^! (R), in such as

IV. 31., VI. 70. [411], and

x at xAx fta/f x ?xx x xA x A? ,p

,J.AXw i)1^ <r^ < ij"^*-' ^ L*^ L^-5 U&wO ^**fu t^J \}XXXX X XX'
[by Kuthayyir, / dm're toforget the remembrance of her;

and it is as though Laild were imaged to me in every road

(Jsh)], as is said
; (c) named interpolated, which is the

X A.P x

one intervening between the pre. and post, ns., as j~^ b

~ A x A

J! v ^saU [101], and governs what is after it in the gen.XX
in preference to the pre. n., because the J is nearer, and

Ax x? x

because the prep, is not suspended, whence J*>y ^! V
^ # x

Jx x* x .Px A x X.P x

and &1 li.f I/ and &J ,<^ ^
, according to S ; (c?) named

the J of strengthening, which is the one made red. to

# 9

strengthen an op. weak because either posterior, as ^J^
20a
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/ xAx A HIX A t X $ X A XX
. i I T T T > ft XV ' J

and

mercyfor tliem thatfear their Lord and XII. 43., or sub- g^,

ordinate in government,
as II. 85. [498], LXXXV. 16.

$ X X Ax AX

[31], and *** &$ .)*> My beating Zaid is good, both
# X X

X x A A .P .Px

combined in *>JE>t *3*&saJ UT. XXI. 78. -^TZC? /'Pe were
XX' ' X X X

fdf/iesses of their judgment and, as IM says, is not mad(

rerf. with a doubly frafw. op., [when both dbjs. precede

follow the op., whereas, when one precedes and the other

follows, this is allowable by common consent (DM)] ;

but is prefixed to one of the two objs., notwithstanding

their posteriority, in

X .P X

by Laila [alAkhyaliya, AlHajjaj, thou shalt not give

the rebellious their desires, when God gives not to the rebel-

lious their desires (Jsh)], which is anomalous because of

the strength of the op. ; (e) of the person invoked to help,

according to Mb, which 1Kb prefers, because it may be

dropped, while many say it is not red., and the KK assert

$ f* A X X X

that it is a remnant of a n., i. e. J! , orig. &>\ Jf b O

family of Zaid : (b) contrariwise the J is suppressed, as

III. 94. Seeking (for) it crookedness,

XXXVI. 39. And the moon, We, have appoint- 1|
^

ed (for) it mansions, LXXXIII. 3. [432],

-j

s:or

srro

xx f xA x

x .P Ax x A xxx
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[And assuredly I gathered (for) thee mushrooms and large

white mushrooms ; and assuredly I interdicted thee from

the small dust-colored mushrooms (Jsh)], and

* 3 f*

[And their young man went away, then catted out, "A

male ostrich shatt I hunt (for) you, or a wild ass ?" (Jsh )] :

(24) explanation : this is what explains (a) the obj.

from the ag. ;
which [ J ] depends upon a mentioned [op.],

and occurs after a v. of wonder or n. of superiority import-
M / / x '& x

ing love or hatred : you say ^y-*^!
U and ^5^*;! U

;

9
' '

then, if you say ^UaJ , you are the ag. of the love and
f X

hatred, and he their obj.,
How Hove, or. hate, such a one!;

but, if you say ^ ^ ,
the converse is the case [500],

^

How loved, or hated, I am by such a one ! : (b) agency not

liable to be confounded with objectivity, and (c) objectivity

not liable to be confounded with agency, when the [gen.] ac-

companied by each [J] is either not known from what is

before the J ,
or known, but explained to strengthen and

corroborate the plainness; in all of which the J depends

upon a suppressed [op.] : the ex. of the one expl. of ob-

jectivity
is *>$ Q^ [41] and l Uoa. [489], theJ being

expl ofthe blessed or cursed, ifhe be not known, and corrob.

of the plainness,
if he be known, and the full phrase being

[a reply to a supplied question (62) (DM)];
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rtx Sx

and the ex. of the one expl of agency is &y US and

*X ^ AX

dJ baj, Jlfoy Zaid become lost! &nd perish!, these [occ. ^/*.

XX XXX ^ "" X A-Pi*j

fw.] being i. q. >**&
and tjd3> ; and in JU jo! J3|

X A-Puj A.P ^

x .P x x x A x / xAx x -P / A .P

XXIII. 37. 38. -Do^ fo threaten you that ye. when ye die.

and are dust and bones, that ye [524] shall be brought

forth ? Far, far off is it, (my meaning is) for what ye are

/ x A x

threatened with! the ag. [of ct^xfc ] is said to be a latent

pron. relating to the resurrection or the being brought

forth, so that the J denotes [corroboration of (DM)] expla-
xx ^Ax Axxx

nation [of the ag. (DM)] ;
and in i-XJ ^^^ c^Jj XII.

X

23. JTW/ sazW, Co?we rfAow, (?w# meaning is) for, or (/ say)
^ A ' AA xxx

WTZ/O, ^//ee o^ is said to be i. q. J^i'f and Jbw ,
so

' X

that the J denotes [corroboration of (DM)] explanation^
// XX XX .P ^^

i.e. c-d
^!;!

or i_d
Jy>'| (ML), the supplied question

in the latter case being
" Unto whom sayest thou ?"

(DM).
2 .P

505. ^ isapre^., [according to the BB (R),]

contrary to the opinion of [Akh and (R)] the KK that

it is a n. [uninfl. (DM)] : and in the saying [of Thabit

Kutna (Jsh)]
" * ' Ax x xAx ax x Sb/ A

LJOX5 ,.l

xAxx
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[cited by Akh as evidence of its being a n. (RJJ it is

$ x

not an inch., [whose enunc. ia
^U(R),] as is said [by

$ X

him (R) (and) by them (ML)]; but ;l* is enunc. of a

suppressed [inch. (R)], the prop, being an ep. of

the gen. (R, ML), whose enunc. is suppressed, i. e. <_>*

$ x $ X x-P Ax

J*b* ^U j&> JIS [144] (DM); or is enunc. of the gen.,
X S*

which is in the position ofan inch. (ML), If (they boast be-

cause, or it appear that,) they slew thee^ verily thy slaughter

was not a shame upon thee : and many a slaughter is a

shame ! (Jsh). ^ denotes (1) paucity (M, IH, ML),

orig. (R), [but] seldom, whence

[below], by Abu Talib, [^iwc? (scarce any) fair man,

through the grace of whoseface rain is besought (from)
/ yA HOX

the clouds, i.e. ^U^f** (514), the support of orphans, a

defence for widows ! (Jsh),] meaning the Prophet, and

.Px x Axx

A x uu.S> Xi^xAx

^ ^|j *-
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[Now scarce any child not having afather, andparent that

two parents have not begotten (663), and possessor of a
\

black spot in the raised part of its face, perpetuated, that

ends not after a time! (Jsh)], meaning Jesus, Adam, and

the moon (ML) : (2) multitude, [so (R)] often (R, ML) that

it has become in this sense quasi-proper, and in that of

paucity quasi-tropical, needing context [to explain it], as

^ f\l SkZlr / /f* /f\ S XX XXUJ.P X X

X X X X t{

(R), by Damra Ibn Damra anNahshall, Mdwlya, many

a raid spreading abroad like the burn with the branding-
/ A $ f x Ax .Pxx x Hi-^3 ui/x smf

iron! (Jsh), whence *xJL*4 lytf %f Uyi*' *->>SJf o^> U>\
\ / (y" y x j/ ^j** y* y

XX X

XV. 2. Often shall they that have disbelieved wish that

Muslims!, ^M &x*tf ^ b [2], ^ l>

b J &*JG> t^* u. &^^^> J &*>Ls 1 many a faster" ^^ r y > y * ij U
xxx x x x

tJierein shall not fast therein hereafter / And many

a spender of the night in prayer therein shall not spend

the night in prayer therein hereafter/ (DM)], heard from

an Arab of the desert after the ending of Ramadan,
xA 3 x x2x x f xAxx f Axx Ax Ax w 9 x x

[by Imra alKais, And, many a day that I have sported

(in), and night (that I have sported in) (147), with a

familiar woman, as though she were in beauty a lineament

of a portrait! (Jsh)], and

* ' x x Ax A xx Ax XX * A/A? xS*
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(ML), by Jadhima alAbrash, Often have I gone up into

a mountain! North winds do raise my garment! (SM).
f

^) has the following peculiarities (M, ML): (1) it is

put at the head (IH, ML) of the sentence (IH): (2) it

governs only an indet., [(a) explicit (M, IA, ML), qualiEed
' ' / * 9

(M, IH, ML) by a single term or prop., as Jl^. J^^
/*** $ s s s'f ft

or ^y/^- or ^.f 8^1 Scarce any man munificent or that

has come to me or whose father is generous (M), according

to the correctest (IH) opinion, that of F, IS, and their

followers (147) (R)] ;
and [(b) sometimes (IH, IA), anoma-

lously (IA),] a [vague ([R),indet. (R),]pnw. [168] (M,

IH, IA, ML) of the 3rdpers. (IA), sing. masc. (IH, ML),

contrary to the opinion of the KK that it agrees with the

sp, (IH) in number and gender (Jm), expounded by (M,

IH, ML) an \indet. governed in the (IH)] ace. (M, IH) as

a sp. (Jin), [vid.] what agrees with the sense [498] (ML), as

J*0

* c
X

(IA) (Many) a frail person have I quickly set thefracture

of the bones of, and many a perishing man have I saved

from his perdition! (J): (3) the v. (M, IH, DM) or (DM)

the [like (DM)] op. (ML) made trans, by it (M, ML) (a)

must be posterior to it (M); (b) is mostly suppressed,

[because of the presence of (explanatory)
contexts (Jm),

as says AlA'eha
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t xAxx A

a bowl that thou emptiedst that day, and captives
f xAx x x A x A A

ofa band,fofmen!, &o'j3>
and ^*- ^ being eps. of j^

^ " ^

and ^j-j (147), and the v. suppressed (M)] ; (c) is [mostly
f xAx x .P x .P

(ML)] a j?rf/. (M, IH, ML), as o6^ & fif J^; v;

Scarce any generous man have I met (M) : (4) it is made

op. when suppressed [515], after the cJ often, the y
Ax

oftener, Jj seldom, and without them seldomer, as

A.PX f Ax x Ax XA.P A x

A x

XX XX
^O >tf

XX

[by Imra alKais, For (many] a woman ^'Are thee pregnant

have I visited at night, and many a one giving suck, and

have distracted her from a child possessor of amulets, a
f x xAx

year old ! (EM.)], *! j^^^ [above],

A x x A xiu

iW Me mother of
l

Amr, and afterwards the boon-

companions, Nay, (many] a city possessed of ascents and

mounds! (Jsh)], and

A x x A x x x

cT ^
A* f A A xx AXX / Ax

J

[by Jamil, (Many) a vestige of a dwelling, in the ruins

whereof I have stood, have I been on the point of ending

lifefor the, sake of! (J)] : (5) it is red. in inflection, not
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in sense; so that the place of its gen. in .Jlo J^A ^*
* * x *? 3,

^jojs is a nom. as an inch., in c^ju/ .Jlo J.^.* v__,. js"
>' *

} ' ;

** x x J x ^

an ace. as an o&/., and in &XAJiJ -J^ J^\ v^,>. is a nom.

or ace. [498] : (6) its [gew.'s (DM)] place may often be

observed, as

~.
,

(ML), by Imra alKais, ^4^0? (many) a wild bull, like mount

Sunnaik in height, and huge cow, have I frightened

with a horse sweating much at mid-day, galloping much!

(DM). U [affixed to it (R, IA, ML) (1) mostly (R, ML)]

restrains it(M, R, IA, ML) from government (IA, ML):

and it is then prefixed to the verbal prop. (M, R, ML),
f* x Ai-*> xi3-P

mostly (ML), [or,] as S says, only, ^\ J^lsaff U>^ [below]* x

being anomalous according to him, but regular according

to Jz (R); the v. being [mostly (ML)] a pret. [in letter

r* f Ax A x-0

and sense, as ^f \t**&^ U^ (ML)]; and sometimes

(R, ML) an aor. (R), future, as XV. 2., the proof that

what follows it may be future being the saying [of

Jahdar Ibn Malik (Jsh)]

Ax x #x u! -Px A A A x

J^ *
# " Z

[Then, if I perish, many a pure-minded youth, delicate in

the tips ofthejingers, will w.eepfor me! (Jsh)] and the

saying [of Hind Bint 'Utba, wife of Abu Sufyaii (Jsh)]

21a
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(ML) many a woman saying to-morrow, the grief of

the mother of Mu'awiya I (Jsh) : and to the nominal prop.

(M. ML), as

J / A^a 2 .P/Ax -P xxx A -ffx.PAX5 f , AX5 xiJ

(M, IA, ML), by Abu Duwad (ML) Juwairiya Ibn AlHajjaj

allyadi (Dh, Jsh), Often were the herd of camels wifh

their pastors and owners, gotten for tribute, among them,

andfine horses, among which were the colts! (Jsh): (2) is

sometimes red. (R, IA), not restraining it from govern-

ment, which is rare (IA) : and it is [then] made op. (ML),

as

"xAxxftxx xA-PxAx x Ax xAxx.P

';

(R, ML), by 'Adi Ibn ArRa'la alGhassani,

trzV/t a polished sword amid the places of Busrd chanced

to light, and thrust whose wound was gaping ! (Jsh),
~ 3 x

like Jt
^3;U (R, IA). The v. is sometimes suppressed

x.P '

after Uj; ,
when there is a context [to explain it], as

xxAx x x xAX ,Ax A x I

AxAxA x

x

Then that man, if he meet disaster, will meet it praised
*,<

among men; and, if he become rich one day, (that is) \

to be expected), i, e. Ido jL dJ (R). ,.!^ ' / '
^C-j
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a s>

has [16 (ML)] dial, vars., [^ (R, ML), the commonest
x J> -PJ> A^ S x xx AX S *

* y^ * x * ^ * X * x ^ x * x ^ / J

X oi-P X xj> x Sx X XX A 1 A X.P A Sx

O*^ , Ci-*^) (M, R, ML), C^f^ , L^f^ , ttt^^ , LS^J , LS^J ,

A XX u) ^

and c^o
; M, ML). The

;
of V; , [ as in

Axx A/x

(ML), by Imra alKais, And (many) a night like the wave

of the sea, that let down its curtains upon me with divers

kinds of troubles to try me/ (EM),] is prefixed [only

(ML)] to a [qualified (IH)] indet. (IH, ML); as Il^
(M 'f. x X Ax

;J! *x>( l# ***xJ [88] (R) : and is really the con.
^ ,

the gen. being governed by i_>^ suppressed, contrary to

the opinion of the KK [515] and Mb. Their argiiinent

is that odes begin with it, as in

A xx A -PA.-0

X X XX

A xx Ar Cx xA^A^s x A

[608], by Ru'ba [Iba Al'Ajjaj, JWG? (many) a place

05 to /ie erfg-65
from the dust, empty as to the wide thorough-

fare, confused as to the marks of the way, mutih glistening as

to the quivering of the mirage (have I traversed) ! (J)] :

but the coupling may be to something in the mind of the
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speaker ;
and that it is a con. is made manifest by the fact

that the con.
j

is not prefixed to it, as it is to the

of the oath, as /! / fttff^ [482] (ML).

506. The ; [of the oath (M, IH, ML), used as a
A ^ J> f\ / A?

sttbst. for the *-> denoting adhesion (M, R) in &UO c*-*J>f

(M), only (IH) upon suppression of the v. (M, IH), depend-

ing only upon a suppressed (ML) +~$] (DM);denot-
s

ing only swearing (IH, IA) not being adjuration (IH) ;]

is prefixed only to an explicit n., [as >^s=J! c)^^
/ '

XXXVI. 1. By the wise Kur'an : and, if it be followed by
-PAui f s 01 /" /

another .
,

as ^y^yij j^y^; XCV. 1. .>?/ the fig-tree
/ /

and the olive-tree, the 2nd is a con.
; otherwise each of

the two ns. would need a correl. (ML)]. The cy, [used

as a sitbst. for the
^ (M, R) in &UG exclusively (M); like

the
3 (IH, IA) in its three peculiarities (R), (but) peculiar

to wonder (ML) ;] is prefixed only to (M, IH, IA, ML) a

1

[single (M)] explicit n. (M, IA), &U| (IH, IA, ML) :

tu s /A xA ^ Ax I\f0 ui t,

and [to u_>; /?re. to &A*&!
s so that (IA)] &A*#! w_^y

X X

is (M, R, IA, ML) transmitted by Akh (M, R), [being]

sometimes said (IA, ML), and ^ [498] (R, ML),
s

I A r&/

are anomalous (R); and >*^yG By the Compas-

(tA, ML) ; and, as Khf mentions in the exposition

in..;

b

r
u
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X XXX
of the Book, LJoUsw By thy life, which is strange.

X

The v. of swearing may not be mentioned with them

(IA).

507. ^ is firstly a p. Many assert that it is only
X Ax

a n., [an adv., i. q. Jjy (DM)] ; and ascribe this [asser-

tion] to S : but we have (1) the saying [of 'Urwa Ibn

Hizam al'Udhrl (Jsh)]
xxx A x x A-Px x

t* Lt> I* etSx-O *sucT* O cJ

xxx / f\r& xAx

7 ^^ ^S y
X" X X

utters a yearning cry, and reveals what is in her of

desire : but I conceal what, were it not for examples to

%
3 XX XXX

take comfort by, would kill me (Jsh)], i. e. ^1* ^^ ?
so

that it is suppressed, and its gen. made an obj., [whereas

suppression of the adv. of place, and substitution of the

post. n. for it,
is not only rare, but peculiar to the case

where tine post, is an inf. n. (65) (DM),] and, as explained
IU XX x

by Akh, II. 235. [433], i. e. ^ ^ meaning _UCJ
,
and

#' # x

X X A ShrO XXX A.0X uj X^Afx

similarly *AAXM*.JJ L^L3j^o gj ^0*3^ VII. 5. Assuredly
x ^

1 will lie in wait for them (upon) Thy right way, i. e.

X X XX X AXX >ur XX .P AxX

; (2) their saying c^Jy ^ I ^k c^y ,
i, e.

X X

Axx X .P x A X iu ^xAxx
iul*

,
like &$)** ^ vrH? XXIII. 35. ^4rf drinketh

.*A"

of whatye drink (of), i.e. &A- (ML), whereas suppression
X

of the re/, governed in the gen. by the like of what the
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conjunct is governed in the gen. by is authorized when

the word governing the gen. is a^., not a n. [177] (DM).

denotes (1) superiority ofposition (M, IH, IA, ML),
A 2 ^3 xx $ Ax

often (I A), (a) really (R), as
^fe-J! J* ^ Zaid is

upon the flat roof (R, IA), with respect to the gen., mostly,
xx A#

as XXIII. 22. [498], or to what is near it, as J* ^1 ;l

I j> ^

ejjfc sUl! XX. 10. [Or shall Jind upon (the place near)

thefoe guidance (K, B)] and

/ X / A X Ax J>AX

xx
s\u / xx x xy

(ML), by AlA'sha, TAa^ w kindled for two frozen persons,

who warm themselves thereat. And munificence and

AlMuhallik have passed the night upon (the place near)
$ A X A XX

thefire (Jsh) ; (b) tropically (R), ideally (ML), as^ &*

$ x Axx $ xJ

He owes a debt (M, R), JA-! '^^ jUJ

xuux xx xx

ot?er us (M),
U^aS-i UX^^ J* JS XIX. 72. [/^ is

an ordinance decreed imposed upon thy Lord by Himself

(K, ?>)], and &1M J* ^j> J\ XI. 59. Verily I have

rt x 2 xx AJ,

(R), whence L-^O JU: ^, XXVI. 13.

/mue against me a charge of crime and txLa*

254. made some of them
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superior to some (ML): (2) i. q. ,
as

/A x xs

XXVIII. 14. <% ,

. x j> AX x J>x,0x
/me o/ inadvertence [and ^^ >*ktxJf Jtx; u f^Jf
X xAx .P A* ' ^ '

^UA* LJX. II. 96., i. e. ^/zrf M<y followed what the devils
X

recited in (the time of) the kingdom of Solomon (ML)] :

(3) i- q. f ,
as

xx x x A JAxx A x -P

(IA, ML), by AlKuhaif Ibn Khumair
al'Ainiri, When the

Banu Kushair are satisfied with me, by the
life of Ood

their satisfaction pleases me (Jsh), and jjf J if LJ ;

# X

[88] (ML): (4) i. y. ^ (K, ML) in ^ 'xx
Ood

me notwithstanding old age Ishmael

and Isaac, like

A x A x A x Axx x xx 01

u

(K) Verily I notwithstanding what thou seest, O beloved,

of mine old age know from which end the shoulder is

eaten, aprov. applied to the sagacious man (N), as in ^ f

^
Ul J XX XX A^S

xa. JU JUf II. 172. And giveth property notwithstand-

xx x A x .PX x 2x x

? /oue of it,
and j^ ^Ul) S^A** ^JJ uO^ ^(^

x ^ x ^

^? XIII. 7. [16] for men notwithstanding their wrong-
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x xx xi

doing: (-"0 causation, like the J, as U ^ &Uf f;;*
X X

A.P x x

II. 181. And that ye may magnify God for that

lie hath guided you and

x -P A x AX x A .0 A Ax

J U! U
*

[by 'Amr Ibri Ma cdikarib azZubaidi, Wherefore thinkett

thou the spear burdens my shoulder, when I thrust not

A x

when the horsemen charge? (Jsh)] : (6) i. q.
++

,
as Jof

LXXXIII. 2.

by measurefrom men, takefully : (7) i. q. the ^ ,
as /**=>

Jl^O /x X f X A "f XX

*Nf u5^ J^ ^ ^ LS** Vll.lb3.Meetnottosayof God,
x

A/Ar" XX ^ A XX

[like ^y^' L5^
:

m~%+) I shot with the bow (508) (B),]
X ^

read by Ubayy with the ^ , [i.e. b (K),] and their

l^ A^ xx A x A

saying &U| **-! ^^ ^r^y Mount thou in the name of
X V- X

: (8) emendation and digression, as

.P.PA J !? X X AP X

**j{ y

XX ^ X X X

U
^ XXX1

xi x .P

Ax X S x Ax
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[by Abu Khirash alHudhall, And. by God, I shall not

forget a slain man that. I was bereft of in the region of

Ku-'/d so Ions; as I remain upon the earth, although the

fact is this (167), wounds become effaced, and we are oc-

cupied only with the nearest event, even if what passes

be great (T),]XX Ax Axx /A/ xx 01 9

U> U I_A

x xAx

x Ax J xAx A x X

[by 'Abd Allah Iba AdDumaiua alKhath'aml, With every

niediciue have we dosed overselves, and it has not healed

what ails us, although nearness ofthe abode is be tier than

distance. Albeit nearness of the abode is not profitable,

when the one that- thou lovvst is not affectionate^)']', and
X X

the dependence of this ^& upon what is before it is like

X X

that of ((*-
,
because it conducts the sense thereof to

what is after it by way of digression and exclusion ; or it

[with its gen. (DM)] is enunc. of a suppressed inch., i. e.

X / X X J AS r*> X

JU
^xasnAfj^, which construction IH prefers. It

X

red., (I) for compensation, as in

A X AX S / X

Ax xx 5* AX A x Ax A

*
f' Of

' *

22 a
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[ 1'crily the generous, by thy father, himself works, if he

finds not one day one that he relies {upon) for that work
A // $ x Ax

(Jsh)], i. e. &Ak J.&u ^ ,
as IJ says; (2) otherwise, as in

X X

the saying of Huinaid Ibn Thaur [alHilall asSahabl CJshj]

X X X A X

/AC ui 9 xx

!
, UJJ J/ JU

"*" ' ' XX *~Z X

-*X X

as IM says, which requires consideration, because ^!^

/ tf-**H means pleased him, which has no sense here, what
.PA/ f XAX

is meant being
*> and &/> (ML), Gf orf dislikes every-

X

thing &M/ Ma/ Me tfree, i.e. ;ye, of Malik should overtop

all the branches of the great thorn-trees, i. e. the rest of

women, in beauty (Jsh). And it is [secondly (ML)] a
A/ A

n. (M, HI, IA,ML), i. q. \? (IA, ML), (1) when .-

is prefixed to it (IH, IA, ML), as

& x xxAx AxxA
J> U OJU &JU: **

x A x x~x A XX a) X

(M, R, IA, ML), by Muzahira Ibn AlHirith al'Ukaill,

went in the early morning from over it, i. e. her chick,

after that the term of her abstinence from water i/:as com-

plete, making a soundfrom her intestines from severity

of thirst, and off an egg-shell in rugged ground, a place

whtrein were no ?narks to guide the wayfarer (J), i. e,

^ (M,IA): (2) adds Akh, when its gen. and th
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fig.
of what it depends upon are prons. for one denomi-

x x Ax xAx x x A?

nate, as L-^} L-<^ L-*****l XXXIII. 37.

z0i/e to thyself and

x .0 XX I Ac u/ * A tf-btB Zt x xAx x A jj x x

[by Akhzam as Simbisi, And reckon thou matters easyfor

thee; for verily matters, their measures are in the hand fif

God (Jsh)], because the v. of the attached pron. is not

a x

^m trans, to its attached pron., except in the cat. of >& and
XXX X X

in uu* and -J^ [446]; but this requires consideration,

i because, if it were a ra., Jj^ might take its place, and Jl
\*> l_3

x Ax A.P A^x

would be a TL in \-*}\ p**^f}
XXVIIL 32. And draw

%

towards thee and XIX. 25. [503] ;
and all such exs. are to

be explained by dependence upon a suppressed op., [i.
e.

XAX .P I xAxx xx **Ax

^ UOJI o>i; ! or uOl* (DM),] as in u-Cf US*,
[504], or by

'
X Ax XX X Ax X

suppression of a j0r. w., i. e. I_XM*& ^^ and L-X-*^ ^1f * &

(ML). It is then uninfl. (R, J) upon quiescence (J);

and is not inseparable from prothesis, as

Ax xAxAX 9 S/

SI

icif

the water of the cistern with a taking

from above [201], with a taking by means whereof she

traverses the middles of ivaterless deserts (R).
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A X

508. ^ [is firstly & prep.: and (ML)] denotes (1)

and (M)] passage (M, IH, IA, ML) from its gen.
AxA^5 ' A XX

(R) often (IA\ as ***W ..t* ^"^4
) 1 shot from the bow

\ /
b^

> y
JA^3 x J>x x A

(M, R, LA, ML), jM^ **H [Tifo removed himfarfrom
X AX xxx

hunger by means of feeding (R)], <^6d ^ jr-^ [^
XX X

Ae/</ back from the position of his right hafid in sitting
A* Ax X * X ^ ^3 X A /Ax

(R)], 8^1 ^ ^^la^. jd^J! ^=0.^ XXIV. G3. (M, R)
XX X XX

'7 /uv/ /e/ Mem beware that trajisgress His commajidnmnt
xxA^O / f Ax x

(R), jlJf *
.tt'^L- 7 journeyed from the country, and

x AX ^ A x

^ * ^>^; I was averse from such a thing (ML): (2)

xxA^a ^ f AX xx

causation [in ^^1 ^ J^
3^. U^ LIII. 3. Nor speaketh

he of his own inclination, as in JU ^c fj^) ^1J /

x IA > x A r\fO xx xx

/A i.v from knowledge (R), whence ^^1 ^U*x~f y L^
x A x Ax i

Abraham's begging f

< for his father was not but because of a promise,
xAxAx xx~ X JAXXX

cJJ^i* ^* lAJi^l ^/fa >3^ U^ XI. 56. iVor ore we forAxx xx x

Wxr.y ^ owr gorfs because of thy saying, and, says
/Ax . X A i ^J X^M'X

Me {/evi/

//>
because of it, if the JSAOTI. belong to the tree, lil

x *./, xx

^ &XJUi U
; XVIIL 81. And I did it not of mil

own judgment (ML)]: (3) i. q. the ^?, as LIII. 3. Ac
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speaketh he his own inclination (R, ML), says AU (R) : (4)
x x

i. q. ^J-f (IA), superiority ofposition (ML), as

X A x AP x / ius

|
If

fV / x / x A x/ u/x

[by Dhu - llsba' (ML) al'Adwani, To God be ascribed

the excellence of the son of thy paternal uncle I Thou

hast not exceeded me in ancestral glory, nor art thou my
S x A x x2 x

master that thou shouldst rule me ! (Jsh), and J^xo ^t*

Ax A X *

&***i> >^ XLVII. 40. Is niggardly only to himself,
lux A Ax AxAr"S^ JAxA^ iu

whence, it is said, ^; ^3 >^ y^\ ^^. t^^^.\ Jfxxx x L
"VJ.

XXXVIIL 31. Verily I have preferred the love of wealth

above the remembrance of my Lord (ML)] : (5) i. q.

^ ,
as LXXXIV. 19. [498] (IA, ML), Ja*&f JjJS L^

* '

vy*jt> XXIII. 42. 4/ifer a little [565] assuredly they
XX

?z7/ become repentant, and
xA x A x .P.PA xx xAxx

(many) a watering-place that I came to after a water-

ing-place ! : (6) exchange, as II. 45. [144] and in tradition

iuf A / S .

> -^y> Fast thou on behalf of thy mother :
( 7)XX

adverbiality, as

A.PX x -P A x ui

xx xx uifO Ax Ax

tyf
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[by AlA'sha, And give unto the chiefs of the tribe where

thou meetest them, and be not slack in undertaking pay-

ment of the bloodwit (Jsh)], as is said to be shown by
A X X X X

-jfj
J UJu I/. XX. 44. And flag not in rememberance

/ ' ' '
A x A x xx A ,-0 J> xAx S^= X.PX

of Me'. (8) Lq. j* ,
as KjU* ^ l>fl\ J^l> ^jJj yi>;

XLIL 24. ^rad ?e w ^e One that accepteth repentance
X x / A# rt^Ax >/// / atfO X I ^

from His servants and U >**^l ^^ J-^V, V.J.

XLVI. 15. Those are theyfrom whom He will accept

the best of what they have wrought : (9) instrumentality,
AxArO x -P A XX

says IM, exemplifying it by 1 *^ I shot with

bow, because they say also jMb ^^) ,
both trans

AXA/-O x/ $ AXX

^**> [507].mitted by Fr, who transmits also

It is red. for compensation for another suppressed, as

A

f

A x xAxAx Ax Ax

AAA.^ 4
kX> ^ -XJf

[Dost thou repine, if a soul, its doom come to it? Then

wherefore dost thou not defend that which is between thy

two sides? (Jsh)], meaning, says IJ, ^\
x A x A x x Ax

xL^ ^ . It is secondly an infinitival p. [580] (ML).

And it is [thirdly (ML)] a n. (M,IH, IA, ML), i. q. ^'^
A

(R, IA, ML), (1) when ^ is prefixed to it (IH, IA, ML),

frequently (ML), as
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A ' A

(R, IA, ML), by Katari Ibn AlFuja'a, And assuredly I

fee myself to be like a jousting-ringfor the spears from the

side ofmy right hand at one time, andfrom before me at

another time (J), i. e.
LSAJU* ^\L +* (IA); which VXX XX ^x ^^7

is red. according to IM, but denotes beginning of extent
x A x Axx

according to others, who say that &'*++* >* e^i^o means
XX X

/ sat on the side of his right hand, closely or the contrary,
A

whereas, if you put ^ ,
the sitting must be close to the

X
XX

beginning of the lateral space: (2) when ^ is prefixed

to it, rarely, the only ex. preserved of it being

[Upon the side of my right hand passed the birds, passing

from left to right (DM)] : (3) says Akh, when its gen.

and the ag. of what it depends upon are prons. for one

denominate, as in the saying of Imra alKais

X A/ A X X

p2. ^sXO*-

x

U l

A'

/eat'e ^ow alone the mention of *pot7, by the sides

whereofshouting was raised. Bui tell me a tale: what is the

tale of the riding-camels ? (Jsh)] ;
but the reply to this has

A X

been given before [507], and one proof that j*>
is not a n.
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$ x

here is that -^% may not take its place (ML). It is

then uninfl. (R, J) upon quiescence (J); and is inseparable

from prothesis (U).
pi

& 509. The <+$ denotes (1) comparison (M, IH, IA,
$A

ML), often (IA), as *~Vtf *dj Zaid is like the lion : (2)

causation, [when conjoined with U
,

infinitival (ML),] as

ItXJv \+J O^?LJl^
" *V

1 J>xAx x -?$ xx

He. hath guided you (IA, ML); or ra/., as ^ I/ &! UT

.PAx 'i ^ xx X xx

fcxe &JJJ ,boXj f^br Ma/ ^e knows not what he does, God
jj * L

forgive him!, the J being m/. (DM).] transmitted byS:
X X .P

and when denuded of U
,
as ^y

j>

XX XX Ax A

XXVIII. 82., i. e. *&*** ^^ ^?*\ [I marvel, or Marvel
' X X XX x

MOM, because the unthankful prosper not (DM)]: (3)

superiority of position, mentioned by Akh and the KK, as

A X X A X XX

jxaaT Well, i. e. y^~ ^ ,
mentioned by them as said in

reply to
" How hast thou entered upon the time of morn-

ing ?", and, it is said
?
et^M UT ^ Be thou conformable

to what thou (art, or wast, conformable to), i. e. U
Axx X A XXX

&A! cxJj : (4) h'tste, when conjoined with U [see UT
' ^^AxxxAuux

'\v], as J^-oJ UT J** Salute thou as thou enterest^
X

XX Ul X

[i. e. hastening to do it upon entering (DM),] and UT

thou as the time sets in, mentioned
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by IKhz, Sf, and others, but very strange: (5) corrobora*

$ A x Ax x Ax

tion, which is the red., as J^ &1*T -*\J XLII. 9. Not
XXX t

A 9 A x

aught is like Him, i. e., say most, al >^i .^ ;
but

A

some say the u is a n. corroborated by JX* ,
like the

converse in

A *%/ A XX x A -Pu; S x A x A $A x A x XX

jyu L_ft

(ML), by Ru'ba Ibn Al'Ajjaj, And birds sported with

them, bevies; so that they were made to become like leaves

eaten into holes (Jsh). It is red. (IH, IA) for corrobora-

tion (IA), when not liable to be confounded with the

essential (R), as

[by Ru'ba (IA), These horses are lank in the bellies .- in

f xxA^ x

them is much length with slenderness (J)], i. e. /j^uM ^*
f XA X A X UIXX

(R, IA), XLII. 9., i. e. &!
^j^d ,

and *$ Light, i. e.

IxxiD
,
transmitted by Fr as said by an Arab in reply to

X

"How make ye dried curd?" (IA) : and is judged to be

$ A $A

red. upon prefixion of it to JX* ,
as XLII. 9.; or of j

to it, as ^1 ^fiT j lysaxoG (R). The L^ is pecu-
# X

liar to the explicit n. (IH, IM)': it is not prefixed to the

$ A

pron. (M, R), JJU beiog used instead (M), contrary to
X

Mb's opinion, since it would lead to combination of two

-
s, when you compared to the 2nd per*. (11) ;

and such as

23a
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[by Al'Ajjaj, He left the places named AdhDhinabat

on the left, near him, and the high place named Umm Au (

al

like them or nearer (J)] is anomalous (M). It is some-

times [anomalously (IA)] prefixed [in poetry (R)] to the

[gen. (E)]pron. [of the Zrdpers. (IA)], as

[by Ru'ba Ibn Al'Ajjaj, And thou wilt not see a husband,

nor wives, like him, nor like them, save a jealous husband

(Jsli)] and ^\ ^- ; [and to the detached ace. (pron. of

the 2nd pers.), as

A AX A A

X A

Wherefore be thou moderate and kind to thy captive : verily

he is weak; nor has any captor like thee taken captive,

which belongs to the cat. of substitution of one pron.

for another : and sometimes in prose to the nom., as

oJtf U| / am like thee (R)]. U affixed to the <*J (I)

restrains it (R, IA) from government, as

j>
x x 01 x y x x A^ xx xxx A^ uu x A /A .P A^ ui t

by Ziyud alA'jam, For verily the he-asses are oj

of the riding-beasts, like as the children of Al-
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Habit are the worst of the Banu Tamlm (J) : and then

/ X

UT means (a) comparison of the purport of one prop, to

$X r* A.PX xx 01 ,x A X A

the purport of another, as &^l +$ (+f l$M U J*^.| VII.
' '

134. Jt/a&e MOM yor ws a god, Me as Mey Aave gods and
xx A -P

U^ ^ meaning l?e Mow (era Me future) as thou
xx * x x A xA

rcow); (b) i. y. J*^ ,
as L-CuJ UT ^^bAJj 2&_

" "
X

c^ thou 1ne : perhaps I shall come to thee transmitted by

S ; (c) coincidence of the 2 acte, as

AC xx A -P

Enter thou as the Imam pronounces the salutation and
Axxxx Ax xx xx

jj+z
ijxxi L^j j.lK

UT ^(,9 ^azrf 5/000? ^ 'Amr sat down :

P X .P ^ X XX

(2) is sometimes infinitival, as JjJ ^>jj ^/ ^s"

dealest shalt thou be dealt by and JjJf UT Jjof Do thou
x A? x x A .P

'

O5 / do
;
and c^l UT

^jT may be of this sort [below]

(R) : (3) is sometimes red., not restraining it from govern-

ment, which is rare, as

.P xx A/x-PAx 5.-OXX .P2c -Px Axx x xA x ,P.PAxx

(IA), by 'Amr Ibn Barraka [Ibn Munabbih (ID)] anNihml,

And we help our confederatej
and know that he is

}
like

X X

men, sinned against and sinning (J). In (+f (1) the u
X

governs the gen., U being (a) an infinitival p., which with

its conj. is in the position of a gen., as in Ka'b's saying

XX * .Px
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So that she is not constant to any state that she is in, i. e. she

is changeable, (with changeability)
like the she-devil's chai

itn f color in her garments; (b) a conjunct n., as allowed ii

VII. 134. i. e- *$J &gM y^ ^3Jtf like what is gods fo
'

J f Ax X

them
; (c) red., (a) not inseparable, as in M

~a>->; ; (b}

" > I x xx 5x

inseparable, as in their saying U$a> L-&! UT ^
77m w ?rwe, like that thou art here, where, says S, Kl

asserts that U is red., except that it is not suppresse<

from dislike that its letter should become like the letter of

3*x
tf : (2) U restrains the u from governing the gen. t

X A X /Ax

x Ax Ax ^ A x xx

as in

J
'

(BS), by Nahshal Ibn Ham [anNahshali (Jsh)], (^?e is)

a glorious brother, who shamed me not on a day of assem-

bly, like as the sword of
lAmr Ibn Ma'dlkarib, its edges

x x A

failed, him not (T, Jsh). The GG thus parse UT ^
x A? x x A

ct-JJ : U is (1) conjunct, \~^>\ being (a) an inch, whose
A/x

enunc. [
&xU

5
as above (DM),] is suppressed ; (b) an

x r\ x * Sx^x

enunc. whose inch, is suppressed, i. e. c^->!
^3> ^JJIT [/zAfl

X

the person that was thou (DM)] : (2) red., made otiose, the

r* J> J> Axx X A

e governing the gen., as in jJf /%ajLJ
;

and c^^l being

x AX x^ x

a nom. pru?i. substituted for the gen. }
as in &M Uf U
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/ am not like thee, i. e. Be thou (in the future) like thy-

self (in the past): (3) restringent, c^! being (a) an inch.
Axx $ x

whose enunc. &J* or ^tf is suppressed ; (b) an agt ,
the

/ x

/ A f x x xx

o./. being ei^ UT
,
and ^ then suppressed, so that

X

the prow, becomes detached, which is improbable, U being
xx

then apparently (4) infinitival [above]. UT often occurs

[literally
or constructively (DM)] after props, as a qual.

in sense ;
in which case it is an ep. of an inf. n., or a d. s.,

both admissible in t*6*> ^3^ J;l ^^ W* XXI. 104.
X

^!

,i^e as ^Te ^eg-a/z thefast creation will We restore it, i. e.

i SoM /5^" ^^ ^^ [properly U|j^ }
i. g.

[JU ,
unless the pron. relate to

^1^- J^f ,
not to U

(DM),] or SUJLP ^J-U Uj'U- Sj^ : and L-<^o-T also occursXXX X1

X

thus (ML). And tbe L^" is [sometimes (IH), seldom

(IA).] a n. (M, IH, IA, ML), unwfi. upon Fath (J),
$ A

governing the gen., and SJ/TZ. with JJk (ML), as

xAxAxx

[by Al A'sha, What! will ye refrain ? And the like of

the gaping spear-wound, wherein the olive-oil and the tents

disappear, will not restrain authors of injustice (J)], i.e.

A ^3 S A

>sdaJj JjU (IA): only, however, according to S [and^ '

critical judges (ML)], in poetic license (R, ML), as
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xxA-c-x AxxAxAx
V=

(M. ML), by Al'Ajjaj, They are three white women like

hornless wild cows, laughing of teeth the like of melted

hail-stones (Jsh) ; but, according to [many, among them

(ML)] Akh [and F (ML), followed by Jz (R)], allowably
J>J>A X

in other cases, [Z (and B) saying on &p A&U HI. 43.
x x *-

And I will breathe into it that the pron. relates to the L^
A w i xAxx

of ^Lal ! '&* The like of the shape of the bird (ML)] . It
X X

must be (1) a p., when [raj?.; or, with its gen. (ML),] a

cow;., [as
.P X -P XX

U
X X A.P X

lx.4 1U)| ti

(ML) #e /ifw combined what is hoped and what isfeared,

so that he is the one that is like the lion and the rain

together (Jsh) : (2) a n., when governed in the gen., as

ivxAxAx r* / -P xA/?

N j^
33^ J

or WOW2
-)

as ^^ c>^-;
^ (R)]- And, [when
* XXX

2 - s are combined, as (R)] in ^M e^UJL^ [134], (1)

both [^ s (ML)] are ps., like ^!
UJ l/

; [134]; or w*.:

[the 1st being in either case corroborated by the 2nd

(ML)] : (2) the 1st is a [red. (R)] p., the 2nd being a n.

(R, ML), like XLII. 9.
;
or the 2nd is a red.

/>., [the 1st
A x x X A

being a n.,] like u_ka*r j : but they may not be both
# x

nf or ;;*., one of which is red. (R.)
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A f 9 AJ>

510. tU and JJU denote [time (IH), pa.tf or pre-

sent (Jm),] beginning (M, IH) of extent in time (M) in

A f

the past, and adverbialify in the present (IH). J-* and
^ A.P A

oJU
,
when followed by a gm., are preps., i. q. ** if the

A

time be past, i. q. ^ if it be present (IA, ML), and i.q. **
x U> x

y AX A ^ SSb't., x

and ^M together if it be numbered, as
j*^

J*
aJul^

U

x 'A-O x Ax A ^

fxsJ I 7 7iwe wo^ seen him since TJiurday or ^^. uk*

x 2^ x xx A S

in our day or fty
^^ ** for three days, [i.

e. from the

beginning of three days until this present day (DM)]. Most

of the Arabs require the present to be governed in the

sen. by them ;
and prefer the past to be governed in the

gen. by ^ ,
and in the nom. [203] by J*. An ex. of

S A f

the common usage in I-SA-* is

xA x x xA
^

A A/
x^

^ ^ ^J^. ^/O ^ .

^

/A? * A* S9sr* A XX Axx

c) '

[by Imra alKais, Tarry ye two: we will weep because of

the remembrance of a loved one, and l

lrfan (a celebrated

songstress), nnd an abode whose traces have become effaced

from past times (DM)] ;
and one of the rare usage in

A S

o* is

A x A.PX x A.P x AXA
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[400] (ML). They govern only the explicit ft., and only

ns. of time [498] (IA). Their being us, has been men-

tioned among the uninft. ns. [203] (M).

5 511. \*,(L (M, IH, IA, ML) (1) denotes (M, IH,

~&U.) freedomfrom imperfection (M, R) in (R) exception

(III, ML), as jA 'Jlf ^ ia [below] (M) ; [and] is

mentioned in the exc. [88] (IA) : it is held (a) by [Fr,

AASh, AZ (ML), Akh, Jr, Mz (IA, ML),] Mb, [Zj (ML),

and many, among them IM (IA),] to be (a) [seldom
^ s s

(ML)] a [trans. (ML)] v. (M, R, IA, ML), i. q. L-^,
S / / / / A -9 ' A

J*G from UooJj
,

i. e. u-^Jbaff (M), aplastic, because
2

implying the sense of V| (ML) ;
the ace. governed by it as

xx / / A it! H" XX .P/Ax Axx A A^3 al-PuL x

in (IA) lff;

God, forgive me and him that hearkens except
X

Me devil and Abu -lAsbaghbeing transmitted (M, IA, ML)

by [Fr (IA),] AASh (M, IA), and AZ, whence

<Ufs /A AX> xA^ xx A-P/Sx xicO w X **SS X X

^jJt; r
U^yu

SijJI
JU *

r^ aJU| .G tioy ^L^XX X
^ X X /

_f

(I A) Except Kuraish,for verily God has made them to excel

the rest of creation because of AlIslam and thefaith (J),

and

Ax ,'** x Ax x xAx x xxrtxxS x*
Of ^f

^

Z J,x>

&, f &jjv=
'
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[by AlMunkidh alAsadi, Except Abu TtiaubZn: verily

Abu Thauban is not tongue-tied, stammering. 'Amr Ibn

Abd Allah, verily in him is refraining from quarrelling

and reviling (Jsh)] : and its ag. is then a latent pron. relat-

ing to the inf. n. or act. part, of the preceding v., or to

the [vague (DM)] part understood from the general n., so

# A X XX -f h/t\r X X

that JJ^ c~'k^ *V^ k* nieans The people stood, it or he,

i. e. their standing or the stander ofthem or part of them,

being apart from Zaid(M.L): and (b) [often (ML)] a

prep. : (b) [commonly (IA), by S (R, ML) and most of

the BB (ML),] toba only a p. (R, IA, ML), i. q. #!
,
but

(ML) governing [the excepted in (ML)] the gen. (IA,
^ s /

ML), because they say ^tila. (R): (2) denotes freedom
Ul / '

from imperfection [not in exception (R)],as &U
jfcb.

XII.
/ *

**

51. How free is God from imperfection /: it is then a

^/~/s

n. \syn. with
*!^> (ML), as proved by the reading [of

b S A ^ X/*>XX

Abu-sSammal (R)] & &U, [like
&U

gsfj* (ML) ; being
s / s ' '

an inf. n., i. q. l&>}^ (R)- so *nat l^n Mas 'fid's reading

is like &U! 3U* (ML), i. e. &A/I &>}*? 5y( and
^ X XXX

6^1 (DM)] ;
and the Tanwin is omitted [in the

' XX

reading of the Seven (ML)] because ^la. is uninfl., on

account of its resemblance [in letter and sense (R)] to

the p. UU (R, ML): (3) is a plastic
trans. .,

whence

~ J. X xl

the tradition ^1 iuUf [88],
U being wcg-., i. e. Zfc *rf
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nolexcep, Fatma, whereas IM [followed by U] imagines

U to be infinitival, and J exceptive, supposing it to

be part of the Apostle's speech ;
and the proof of its

plasticity
is

;-
-till

''

(ML), by AnNabigha adhDhubyani, And I see not a doer

among men that resembles him, nor do I except of the

peoples any one (Jsh). And J,\L
is [often (R)] said ;

and

(R,IA) iLL (R) [or] j^ (IA) seldom (R).

512. fl* and ^- (M, IH, IA) denote exception
X X

(III) ; [and] are mentioned in the exc. [88] (M, IA). 1&.

is (1) a p. governing the excepted in the gen., its position

[with its reg. (DM)] being an ace. from completeness of

the sentence: (2) a trans, v. governing it in the ace., its

ag. being like that of ^b. [511], and the prop, a d. s.

X J* Ax XX J X

[when not preceded by U (DM)]. You say JJ^.j
U=L

!j* ;

w Ax al x

or use the gen., except in such as M ^.^ J^ "I [88],

X "
bemuse, this U being infinitival,

^- must be a v. : and

the position of U^ U is an ace. as an adv. What is men-

tioned as to its place when governing the gen. and ace.
XX XX XX

holds good in the case of ^b. and !^ , [And] fJ^ is

X X

like U^. in the two divisions mentioned, and in its prcdica-

'

nit-lit with U (ML).
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513. Few mention J, w
,
and Ju among the

A x

preps. [498] (IA). J is (M, IA, ML) a pr/?. (M, IA,

DM), i. q. the causative J in sense and government (ML),
' A x A x

when prefixed to (1) the interrog. U (IA, ML) in &j/

[498], i.q. J (M, IA, ML): (2) the infinitival U in

x x ui .Px A xA x Ax x A?

UJ J ,~^;j |

.P x^xx iS .Px x Ax x xA,-<3 UJX.P

[by AnNabigha alJa'di, When thou benejitest not, injure;

for the youth is hopedfor only on account of injuring and
A ?

benefiting (Jsh)] : (3) the infinitival
^f understood, as in

.P A^ [411,498, 596] (ML), and [similarly] in

X A.P AX X .P A

?
the 5^5;. being [then construed
A

to be (ML)] governed by ^ (IA, ML) understood after

Ax A

^r ,
and ^t and the v. being construed to be an inf. n.

A x Ax xA A x

governed in the g-ew. by ^5 constructively o^j j.iy'f ^ ,

Ax xA ^x Sx ^

i. e.
tV.; f^f^ (I^)- J*^ or J^ governs [the inch.
# X j;X X X*

in (ML)] the g-ew. in the dial, of 'Qkail, as ^
Ji /JiT [498] (R, IA, ML) and

.U XX

2 Ax x A/y

[Perhaps God has made you to excel us by something.

Verily your mot/a r is a woman having the vagina and>
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w

rectum united (J,Jsh)], J*J being a [quasi (J)] red.
'

x A x A x

prep, prefixed to the inch,, like the^ in ^>^ LXy**sw [24]

(IA). .J* (IA,ML) isap., i. q. ^ or ^ (ML), [and]
' x

governs the gen. (IA), in the dial, of Hudhail, whence
r A xA^ fS xA x

^Jf aa*f| /Uf v^ [503] (IA, ML), as is said, and

by. Sa'ida (ML) Ibn Juwayya alHudhali, / imagine rain

through looking at lightningfrom, or in, a cloud near
t

having a sound of thunder (Jsh). And IM elsewhere
xA/

mentions My [169] among the preps. (IA).

514. The prep, is [sometimes (IA)] suppressed,

the [intrans. (IA)] w. becoming self-trans. (M, IA), as

/ X Ax

cho.se (from) his people seventy men, [i.
e. &y >- (K,

X X X

B),]

[by AlFarazdak, And of us is he that is chosen (from)

men in liberality and munificence when the violent wind*
^xAxA^J x.PAx AxxA^^AxA?

blow (8M)]< ,Ai=J! ^Cr ! [432], and^
[432] ; and hence

[Jartr (Jsh)] says

[64] (M): the poet
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# 3 XX

[ Ye pass (by) the dwellings, and have not tarried. Speech,

with you is then unlawful for me (Jsh)], i.e. ^oJk (I A).
X X X

Suppression ofthe prep, is (1) regular (a) [in the case of all

the preps. (Sh)] with ^f and ^! (M, IA, Sh, ML) and their

conjs. (Sh), provided there be no fear of ambiguity (IA),
S3 x AJ>x / *> <*> J>xx .PXM x u*a uj xx

23. /4wc? gladden thou them that have believed and

wrought righteous works (with) the tidings that they shall

have gardens and LXXII. 18. [below], i. e. .l> and
3 c x x x 3 ui x A AXXXX.PXX x

^1/3 , [and U# ^y^d ^ &d* J-'^- U* II. 153. There
x xx x *-

be no sin against him (in) that he perform the

A f -

circuit of them, i. e. ^t ^ ,
and

J"b|^ J^vy
A^uix A^JAJ>A5
^ &Ub

!y.-^' ^1 LX. 1. Driving forth the Apostle'XX' '

a/zrf you from Makka because ye believe in God your Lord,

i. e. Jf (Sh) (or) ^b (B)J and IV. 126. [64], i, e. J
A 2 A x

u^ or
c)^ e3"* ^e are unwitti>ng that ye should marry,

as variously expounded (Sh, ML), and

X XX AX A $ X AX/

X X X Ax A J XAXX
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[And Khalid desires, or is unwilling, that he should build

lofty stations; and is unwilling, or desires, that he should

like the deed of the basest (Jsh)], which, if ^ be supplied
X

A x

first and ^ second, is praise, and, if the converse, is blame

(ML); whereas, if ambiguity result, the suppression is not

Ic
allowable, as + Ju ! ^ \&***) or J _&! J

,
so that

X / X X

J may not be suppressed, because the suppressed might

be ^ (IA) : Khl, as also (ML) Ks (IA) [and] most of the

GG (ML), holds the place of ^f
and

^f [and their

eonjs. (ML)] upon suppression of the prep, to be an ace.,

[Akh holds it to be a gen. (515) (IA),] and S allows

(IA, ML) both constructions (IA), the [ace. and] gen. ;
and

the assertor of the gen. is supported by the evidence of J *

LXXII. 18. [And,

it

:

S A X

because the mosques belong to God, invoke ye not in them

aw?/ one together with God(K, B) the cJ being made otiose

(B)], the ace. of the v. not being allowed to precede it

2$

when the ace. is ^ and its cowj. [517], and of

x<=

U!

[by AlFarazdak, ^;zrf / have not visited Laild because

she is dear to me, nor because of a debt owing by her that

I have been demanding ( Jsli)]. related with Jj in the
^"*
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X S/ A

gen. as coupled to the place of ^)& ^ ,
since its o.f. is

X .*/ A

jG V (ML): (b) in the case of the causative J ,

' Ax

when governing [the infinitival
( Sh)] ^J [and its conj.
X A.P A x .PA Ax

(Sh)l; the GG allowing in ./-^ ./ ir^ that jfXx '

should be infinitival, and the J supplied (Sh, ML) before

A x

it (Sh), i. e. JCJ (ML): (2) confined to what has been
X

(IA) transmitted [by hearsay (IA)] with other [gens.

(IA)] than J and
^f [and J ] (IA, ML), as XXXVI.

39. [504] (ML).

515.
*) [prefixed to the (explicit) indet., not to

the pron. of the 3rd pers. (Sh),] is suppressed, its govern-

ment [necessarily (Sh)] remaiuing, [in poetry exclusively,

(1) regularly (R),] after (a) the
; , [often (IA, Sh), as

"uTl/7 JGj (505) (R, IA), like
/ ff

,
and

X Ax >

x ^A x x

XX XX Ar^ JAJ ^3 XXX A XX

Jf J^llf ^x

(many) a waterless desert like the sky have I tra-

versed at random, when the night has dyed the pebbles
A x

with blackness! (Sh)]; (b) the uJ and J; (R, IA, Sh),

seldom (IA, Sh), as Jl -^> ^ [419] and J( Jb JJ
A x

' * *

[505] (R), like Jl LJCUJ [505] and
c
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A.PX A x x -ff Sx // t\ s / A.PXX x AXS ffi xx Ax

(IA, Sh). by Ru'ba Ibn Al'Ajjaj, Nay, (many) a tity,

whose dust is the fullness of the roads, whose linen and hair

carpets ofjaltram are not bought, (have I traversed)!

[515] (Jsh): (2) anomalously, [without these ps. (R), not
I"* X A X

preceded by anything (IA),] as
jJ\ ^ f~; [505] (R,

** ' A/

IA). The gen. is not governed by the cJ and J^, without
2 f

dispute, but by ^^ supplied after them
;
nor by the

[505], according to S : but, according to the KK, the
j

w -f

becoming i. q. u-^) , governs the 'gen, by itself (R). The
btf

prep, [other than ^ (R, IA)] is suppressed, its govern-

ment remaining (R, IA, ML), regularly (R, IA) in

"jl^if &llf [503] (R, ML), i. e. &WU
;
and (ML) in l

X X ' X

X A// A * / A

dirhams boughtest

X A A

[i.
e.

{&) ^ (ML), according to S and Khl (IA)] : and
* '

A,

[not regularly (I A)] in Ru'ba's saying ^>- Well [503] in

#

reply to
" How hast thou entered upon the time of

Ax Ax xx

morning ?" (IA, ML), i. e. [ j^kw or] ^. ,
and

^-UM o! J^' KM
# ^ X

~
X ^

[));.- AlFar.izdak, ^F/ie^ i t* ^aW,
" Which of men is

wv,r.s7 '/.v f/ tilb"T\ the fingers with the palms -point (to)
Ax S /

A'/a<6(.Jbh)], i.e. i-^tf" 1

,
and
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X AX W A

(many) a noble soul of the family of the tribe

named Kais, diptote because of the quality of proper

name and feminization, being meant to be a proper name
X X

for the &*3
>
have I given a thousand camels to because

^ ^3 .9 AX ?

of his poverty, the pron. being made masc. in &&! upon
Ax Ax

the ground that the *& is renderable by jx& person,

so that he exalted himself, and ascended (to) the moun-

tains I (J)] i. e. r
TJf (IA).

25a



CHAPTER III.

THE PARTICLES ASSIMILATED TO THE VERB

.J ETC.

516. These are [a division of the ps. annulling
I * x x Ax

.indication, vid. six jos. (IA),] ^t , ^f , ^jJ , ^tf ,
c^/J ,

S
<af s "

and J*J (M, IH, IA), which S reckons as five, dropping
* "&

^\ because its o. f. is ^ (IA). They resemble the att.,

plastic, trans, v. [33, 97] in letter, inasmuch as they are

of three letters and upwards, and have their finals pro-

nounced with Fath, like the pret.; and in sense, inasmuch

as jf and ^ contain the sense of mJub.. and C

I * * Ax A x A S2x ^ AUJ X X Ax ^ A3 xx

of LS^JJU*! ?
.15" of o^ , o^J of c^xL*J'

,
and

X

* A 3xx

of c^e-jS (R). Being prefixed to the inch, and

enunc. (Sh), [and] governing with the converse of the
X X

government of J$ (IA), they put the [inch, named their

(Sh)] sub. into the aw., and the [enunc. named their

(Sh)] pred. into the worn. (IA, Sh), as ^y! &*LJf
"

f

x x^o
XX. 15. Verily the hour is coming, j^> &JUf J

x A-O X

V. 98. Know ye that God is severe in punishing,

pw LXIII. 4. As though they were logs

made to lean against the wall, and XLII. 16. [535J (Sh).
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They [must (Jm)] have the head of the sentence, except

^f,
which is the reverse [of the rest (Jm)] of them [517]

W1 d ' c)^ ti>^ i
aud J*J are not prefixed to an

inch, whose enunc. contains a sense of requisition,

whether that enunc. be a prop, or single term : nor can
s z i

the pred. of ^f and ^ be a single term implying the

sense of requisition; but I see nothing to prevent the

requisitive prop., like command, prohibition, and prayer,

the prop, headed by the p. of interrogation, request, and

wish, and the like, from occurring as pred. to them, as in
-PA A / s ? Ax

>

Ax A A

the enunc. [26, 34], even if it be rare, as &>y&

or iJG vx3
,JJZ> 5

and &v*j u !v* ,\^N
^ X S S

(^ affixed to them, [when neither conjunct nor infinitival

(IA, Sh), both of which are admissible in XX. 72. (2)

(Sh),] makes them inop. (M, IH, IA, Sh), necessarily (Sh),

being restringent (M), according to the chastest [dial.

(Jm)], in which case they are [often] prefixed to ?.?. (IH),
/ Ax '

except \A~A (R, IA, Sh), which may be made op., [
U

being red. (R),]'or inop. (R, IA), U being restringent

fii^ S> 9 / Hs /*

(R), as [
&W

(?\&t.
M LX. 9. God forbiddeth you only,

x / t st x

XXI. 108. (517) (M), IV. 169. (2), ^j
^ ^

VIII. 6. At though they were being driven to death
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Ax x A x

X X A xwx

(M, Sh), by AlFarazdak, Repeat looking, 'Abd Kais,

peradventure the fire has lighted up for thee the tethered

/ B
he-ass (Jsh): or sometimes, [as many GG hold (IA) U

being made red. (M),] they are op. (M, IA), seldom
xw x x xAx xxx

(IA) ; oftener, however, in UJtf
,
UXJ

,
and UW than in

,Z, xS? x 2 I

M-, UJf
,
and U^ (M), the verse [of AnNabigha (M, |

i

Sh) adhDhubyanl (Jsh)] being related

XX ^^A A^XXXX X XX ^ X X A^3 X I X XAx X? AX/
1 * Ul Uaalf !L^ UXJ 1/j c^JU* Jl*

(M, R, Sh) She said, Now would thai these pigeons were

ours with our single pigeon, and [541] the half of them

again / Then it would be sufficientfor me (Jsh) : but, [as S
x Ax

holds (R), correctly (IA),] only o*jJ is made op. (R, IA, Sh),

because they preserve its peculiarity to the nominal prop. ;tj
;

''

$ x $ Ax x x Ax # Ax / xAx*

(Sh), as
p>G J-ij Uy (IA, Sh) 'or fj^j (IA), not uij

$ Ax x x x

(Sh). UJ I denotes restriction (Ron II. 10., XXI. 108.,

B on II. 10.) of the predicament to a thing, or of the thing

to a predicament (K on II. 10., XXI. 108.), [in either case]

of what it precedes to what follows (B), as i -

ai<2 departs (K on II. 10., B) and /UUU j^: ^.jf
X

^

Zaid is only departing (B), [and similarly] as ^ -& UJf
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$/ $ Ax xS

Only Zaid stands and j& joj UJ! ZazW fc only standing,

both ear*, being combined in this text [517], because Ul
' "

$A, * ,, ,Z *

Ji cs^ Wlth lts LPro~J *g> is equivalent to LJO.; - A. M ,
x f

*

^ ^
I X

. xi# 9 .^x 9 Ax xS >

and M U! to
^6 j^j M (K on XXL

108.), so that

the 1st denotes restriction of the predicament to the thing,

and the 2nd the converse (B on XXI. 108).

2 ?

517 -

u>l [as also
c)

!
(M > IA, ML), a rfmw. from

6
,

J xs*

^jl ,
for which reason Z is right in asserting that UJf

^ ,a

imports restriction (516) like UJ|
,
both being combined

9 I A.P s\ x2 2 x x

in i^fj &Jf
pC^ff

UJf J! ^^ M XXL 108. /; w

revealed to me only that your God is only One God, the

1st denoting restriction of the quality \
to the qualified

(DM)j, and the 2nd the converse (ML),] denotes corro-

boration (M, R, IA, ML), and verification (M), of the pur-
at

port of the prop. (M, R). It is said that ^1 sometimes

governs both terms in the ace. in one dial., as

A-PxAx xAx AS/-3 .PA -P x A /^ x

kXLXJ. ts^UJb (J-^M! ^-^ OVMWJ (3!

' x *

xA^ xx2. 2 ^x xx^
.

^ ^

[by 'Umar Ibn Abi Rabi'a alMakhzumi, When the portion

of the night becomes black, come thou, and let thy steps be

light: verily our keepers are lions (Jsh)] and in tradition

# xx Ax '2 x x xAx

tne distance of Melib
ji. Vi*-j

of Hell is a journey of seventy years (DM)] : bub
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the verse is explained as a easy of d. s., the pred. being
* * A .PxAx

suppressed, i.e. !t-*~l *&&& (thou wiltJind them) lions' am
x Ax

the tradition [533] on the theory that ^ is the inf. n. of

xA A^o ,0Axx x Ax

jiJf c^v*?
,
and c^3t

i-*' an adv., i. e. Verify the reach-

ing of its bottom (will come to pass) in seventy years. Th<

inch, is sometimes in the nom. after it, its sub. being a

suppressed pron, of the case, as in the Prophet's saying
/ fjj x .PA-C x / A^3 x Ax # ' X Sr^uux^A 2

&UAJ!
j*jj

OIJ,* ^U-M L>-| ^4 ^1 Verily (the.XX x X- /
^

w this,) of the stverest of mankind in punishment on

the day of resurrection will be the makers of images, like

A X A X 5

* s s x s

(ML), by AlAkhtal, Verily (the case is this,) whoso enters

the church one day will find therein women like the you //g

of wild cows and gazelles in largeness of the eye (Jsh).

^ does not alter the sense of the prop., [nor exclude it

r^/ * Ax ~x $ Ax

from being a />ro/?., JG' j^j J importing i. q.
& ^j

' '

with the addition of corroboradon (Jm)] ;
but ^1 with

l>rop. is in the predicament of the single term (IH).

^1 is [a conjunct p. (ML),] renderable [with its two

regs. (ML)] by the inf. n. of its pred. [pre. to its

(K t. if the pred. be dcriv. (ML), so that JG'
IcV.j ^!' X

X XX 2 i-O X i^ (H); whence ;!jJ ! ^y

AX f x

means twy -U ^^,
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w f x f xA AX

constructively ;toJ! ^ i_$;t;Ju*.! , because the pred. isXX X

SxxA ixA.P

really the suppressed ^X-| or
yU**** (ML)]: and, if

the ;>red. be pnm. (R, ML), the case is similar, as
$ A X X X .* Ax

.3
L-J|

,
i. e. L-o^3 , since the of relation affixed

to the n. and followed by the 8 imports the sense of the
A X $ Ax x I a 5 xxx

inf. n. (R); [or] ^y is supplied, as
Jo,j

to

A x

i.e. l^.j &>"/ (ML). ^1 is not put at the head (M, R,
2

IA) of the^rop., as
^f is [516] (M), even if it be in the

place of the inch., whose right is the head (R); but (M,

IA) must be postpos. (IA), [and,] even when it occurs

in the place of the inch., must be preceded by the enunc.,
ti / ^x #A x Zt't

so that ^ J
1^3 ^ is not said (M) : though some

allow it to be put at the beginning (IA).

518. [The Hamza of] ^ must be pronounced
m

with Kasr or Fath, or may be with either (IA, Sh). ^f
*

occurs [in the position of the prop., vid. (M, IH)] (1) in

the beginning (M, IH, IA, Sh) of the speech (R, IA, Sh),
A xAcO xAx -PxA/A 2

as CVIII. 1. [1] and ;^! &J ^ sWy! Uf XCVII. 1.XXX ^

Verily We revealed it in the night of power (Sh); or of
ft M AJ>J>Ax X ** A X XX

a fresh sentence, as M +$ ^^)s^. ^; X. 66.

[1] (R): (2) after JG (M, IH) in [the beginning of (Sh)]

tlieprop. imitated by the saying, as XIX. 31. [I] (IA,
xSxx Ax x'x ^A $1 mA^A A^xAxx

Sh), J^- &i}su U^^ &^0 >- ^f ^*^
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XXI. 30. And whosoever of them sayeth, Verily I am a

god besides Him, then that one, We will requite him with

Hell, and XXXIV. 47. [523] (Sh); whereas, if JS be

treated like ^ } ^ has Fath, as J'
j> <

i.e.
jfcul [441] (IA): (3) after the conjunct (M, IH) |.,

:
-:

in the beginning of the conj. (IA, Sh), as ;^
.PA sff t s s s w ^

/ JuJ &saJ'U* ^l
U XXVIII. 76. And We gave him of

treasures that whereof verily the keys would weigh down,

[but J^ &M 4** ^\ ^ (Sh)]: (4) in [the begin-

ning of (Sli)] the complement of an oath, [when the

9 / / A , w Jj i& S S

J is in its pred., as JliJ Ij^} ^!
&U

1^ (IA) and .

|,

r^>! &JJb IX. 56. And they swear by God, verily
f / /

they are of you; and when the v. is not expressed, whe-

ther with the J, as Jl ^1 y***\) CIII. 1. 2. (469)
^^

& *

By time, verily $c., or without it (J), as L-A^M; f
J /*>/*' m f*fO

SUJjJ!
U!

^.jXAJ! XLIV. 1. 2. Jfa-Mim. By the clear
XX

Scripture, verily We revealed it (Sh, J)] : (5) in [the

beginning of (Sh) zprop. occurring in (IA, Sh)] the posi-
A Jm M 7 S f\9t\-0 s s XAX , A / A XX

tion of a d. s., [as *$H J|
(
*jjluwwjf *< i_XLo (JJLw\j U

j.UioJ| ^y/Ul XXV. 22. ,4/j^ ^jTd 5ew^ not before thee

any q/* the Apostles, but verily they ate food (R), whence

VIII. 5. (80) (IA, Sh)and

.

#
,

. Jtc
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(IA), by Kuthayyir, They two gave not to me, nor asked

I them, but when verily my generosity to others was

debarring me from accepting their bounty (J), but J^SJ
J x $*>% AX 9A x

J f S***) ^3 (Sn)l r
(6 ) in [the beginning of (Sh)

prop. (IA, Sh)] an enunc. to a concrete substantive (Rr

xx . *""^ * ^^
.

x Ax A .* xAx

XXII. 17. Verily they that have believed, and they that

have been Jews, and the Sabcsa/is, and the Christians, and

the Magians, and they that have been poJytheists, verity

God will distinguish between them on the day of resurrec-

tion (Sh) : (7) when prefixed to tminch. in whose enunc.

is the
,J-

of inception [521] (R), [e.g.] after one of the

mental vs. suspended from it by the J [445] (I A), [and]

before the suspensory J ,
as

<sJJf^ dJ^y t_X>!

J ^^ LXIII. 7. And God knoweth,

Apostle ;.
and God beareth witness

[522], verily the hypocrites are liars (Sh); whereas, if it

were not for the J [in its pred. (IA)], ^ would have

$ * P "Jj uJ^x AX A A J* A x xuu^ & y A^^x
* *#*.!! \T TTT

Path, [as &.**-v &U ^ y -i >-4
jx*.x.c

U->!
f^*J^!^

> 111.

x x a ' '

42. J/zc? Arwow t/c M,a^ whatsoever thing ye take as

X X

jpoi/, it is meet that thefifth thereof befor God and j^

^ 1/i &JJ y &;| <vi)| III. 16. God hath borne witness that

o

the case is this, ^Aere is no G)d but He (Sh)] : (8) [iu thai
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A t

beginning of the post. prop. (Sh)] after [ of ,
fo!

,
and

(Sh)] &** (1A, Sh), as

*

x *Ax * A x . A X X

J x x $ / x .pp Ax -P ' A,J= -* Ax .P A x x

but ^-"^ ^^ kM ^3
ol^ t^=^ is^~Ja. (Sh) : (9) after

X* '

the inceptive
M [551], as II. 12. [63] (IA): (10) in the

$ X .PS .Px > Ax X Axx

beginning of the e^., as

*>)*. (Sh). And ^f occurs (M, III. I A,
x

-
' * *

Sh) in the position of the single term (M, IH), [hut only]

when it is constructively an inf. n., vid. (1) as a nom. of a

(IA), as an ag. (M, IH, Sh), as XXIX. 50. [497], i. e. WlO

x Ax A / A.P A x .PS * x x ex

r., as v* <> ux**9 .** .*-v. >' &-M _*> Jly & *>

*! oi XL 38. ^7irf ?7 wo* revealed unto Noah that the case

w this, TZO^ any o/ /Ay people will believe but he that hath
AX

already believed (Sh): and [similarly (Jm)] after y (M,
x# Ax

Jm) they say LX>! y ,
because it is an ag. (IH) of a [sup-

X XX

plied (R) suppressed (Jm)] v. [23] (R, Jm) c^-y [or the
^ xx A^x $ x A.P x * Ax

like] (R), since c^aUoJ I/

/jU^U LJof y is constructively
X

- xxx Ax

^1 uX>l ^5^ y ,
i. e. uXSULzJf ^j>. y (M) ;

and similarly
/ *) r*/ * AX - ^ X A A

after the chronometrical U
,
as JU'

fj^j ^ ^* .r*^^ con-
' '-

ft StF x xx x

x J> x x x/
.

structivcly ^! ^t o^' U (R) : (2) as an ace. of a v. (IA),
XX X -P

as an o6j. (IH, Sh) of a v. other than j ,
as ^

1^ A^AxAf AtZf

>\ VI. 81. When yefear not that ye have
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y St

associated with God (Sh) ;
and similarly in cX>f c^Ju

i.^ftJ by suppression of the 2nd
obj., orig. c^JLUfc

* X X X X X

\Lc\2* uXjto^ (M) : (3) as a #m. (M, R, IA, Sh) governed

by a p. (11, IA, Sh), as XXII, 6. [1] ;
or by prothesis

x Si Ax A.P2* x x A x x .PS

(Sh), as ajoos*. n. (IH), as ^y&uS &\ U JJU ^l &jf
' x

*

LI. 23. Verily it is true like that ye speak (Sh): (4)
x A l\r^ s s s Jj /**w A x

as an inch. (IH, Sh), as .^^1 ,cy i-XJ| &5bf ^.
f

x x
" '

fcxi-l^. XLI. 39. And of His signs is that thou seest the

xAx

earth dry, depressed (Sb); and [similarly] after Vy (M, Jm)
x wt x Ax

they say L-XJf 1/y ,
because it is an inch. (IH), the enunc.

being necessarily suppressed [29] (R): (5) as enunc. of
x x S? x A

an abstract substantive, as J-^>w u-C>! ^QX^f : (6) as
x x

appos. to one of the above mentioned, as

X x

x xrt ^J>A^

XX A-P JA x io?x A^Axx ^ Ax A? ^o

f II. 44.

member ye My favour that I have conferred upon you,

and that I have preferred you above the worlds and

A.Pxxi AxxfwS^ XA jJurO S ff x Ax
of

; VIII. 7.

remember thou wJien God promised you one of the two
2 f

bands, that it should be yours, ^ in the 1st [text] being
x A

coupled to, and in the 2nd a subst. for, the obj. Ji^u
X X

and ,3^! (Sb). Sometimes the single term supplies
*

the place of ^ ,
but [the Hamza of] the latter must be
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$ **x . f AX * A X X

f^j ci-U-Ui?
j
because itpronounced with Rasr, as

^>b
&>

'
i

is in the position of the 2nd ohj.,
but is not constructively

S> / x # Ax J> Ax x

the z'/z/. M., since &^^ i^.^ c^>-^ is not correct

(IA).

519. J occurs [in positions admitting of botl

prop, and single term (M, IH), vid. (II) (1) after Jo 1

*

denoting suddenness of occurrence (R, IA, Sh)], as

< *. &
xS/^x xx A^ .PA x .Pie x #uxx / / ? Ax x> J

UiiM LXU; &J| jo! * jo^. .j-O UT

(M, IH, IA, Sh), by AlFarazdak, And I was wont

tlilnk [441] Zaid to be, as was said, a chief. Lo, verily

[or that] he was the slave nf the back of the head and of

the jawbones projecting under the ears! (Jsh), related

(IA, Sh) with Rasr, [as an inceptive prop., constructively

)! liilT oil
y> 6l (IA)]; and Fath (M, R, IA, Sh), as

* ^

an inf. n., an inch, whose enunc. is 1*31
, constructively

*"5 *.P f x .PJS J>^> x A / A/^ x A xA<-J

a? [or oJ'Jf

(J)] ?
or is suppressed, constructively 6

' ^ X

jl
X ^ A X

^5^^- (IA): (2) as enunc. to [an i/*cA. that is in sen

t X

\
)] a saying, its own prarf. being a saying, [like

1 jti

and the like (Sh),] and the sayer [of both the sayings

(Sh)] one (IA, Sh), as [S exemplifies by (IA)] J^f U

</ M?//^/ / *oy *, Verify, or

A* 0,2
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Ipraise God (M, IA): (3) after the iJ of the apod. (R,
A ' A x x . xxx t f* t h f\ xx Ax

IA, Sh), as SL>.*^ >* c^G J>
&Jlg2a; f/j**<

J^JL* J^tf ^
XX X X XX

$ x $ f x -PS^x xx Afx

f*~*-\ )& &&
fk^>\)

VI. 54. Whosoever of you doeth
/ ^

evil by ignorance, then repenteth and maketh amends,

verily He will be forgiving, merciful, or forgiveness (shall

be his requital} or (his requital shall be) forgiveness, read
A x

with Kasr, [as a prop, correl. of ^+ (IA)] ;
and Fath (IA,

Sh), as an inf. n., an inch, whose enunc., or enunc.

whose inch., is suppressed, constructively ty'f ^^^^

or
,.)f

>**H 5^}
:
5
ad (^) : (4) when following the

j
after

x I xx
|uk2) or L-^jiJ for confirmation of the preceding sentence,

as JD*A &1J| !, *XJ3 VIII. 18. (The case was) that:
*>/ %' x

awrf (Me case was also) that God was weakening, *XJ,j
** x

being enunc. of a suppressed e'ncA., and ^^ coupled to this

enunc.. i. e. ^! ^1 L^J /^N f^^ ?^\ > or and verilyC- -x > /

Got/ 4-c., ^1 with its two terms being coupled to the

preceding prop. : a poet says

XA* $X AX> X w

, S>, / xx

/ x xA>x Axx ^A

5
u

L^.u
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Verihj L jrhen afire is hidden for a widow, amfound in

a very high hill raiting myfir?. ( The case is) this: and (Me

case is also) that, or and verily, I am an author of kind-

ness to my neighbour : 1 take compassion upon him because

x f

the neigJibour is taken compassion upon : (5) after Uf

# x

[551], which before ^ is i. q.
&^

,
and before ^f is an

x x fZJf i~x x

.inceptive p. like 1/1 [518], as ^2>!3 SJ| &Uf
;

Uf
,

i. e . Is

it in trufh. by God, that he is going away ? or Now, by

God, verily he fyc. (R) : (6) in the correl. of an oath, when

the J is not in its pred., [and the v. is expressed (J),] as

.

'

tu */**& / -P /**> / <u iu xAX5 X xA X m -P Axx

15 Xx'*" t-S L$i LSi Li)xxx xxx xx x

HI <^ UJ X -P<- UU f U* xA/-O MIX AX A*

xx xx x xx xxx xx I

(IA), by Ru'ba, By God, assuredly thou shalt sit in the

seat of the person distant from me, the doer of unclean-

ness, haled, unless thou swear by thy sublime Lord, verily

or that, I am thefather of that little boy (J).

520. ^1 occurs after the inceptive (J^ , [as JJ
ft / #Ax 2 'x x I .PAxAX- xx

&JyL> (LSJJ ^1 ^y^.
i_-^3 p^^ J^' îe people have said

*
'

*

Ma/, jo Ma werzV^ even Zaid says it (M)] ;
but J after

t. ~' *
9 X xuf ul X XX iS- * A XX Ax

the
jsre/). or con., as

become acquainted with thine affairs, even to, or even,
c **

thou art well (M. R). And ^t occurs after (1) L>*

and ^i- [^03] : (2) 1 V
, mostly, as ^r^i ^ ^;^

V
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XVI. 64. Nay, it, or It, is due, or There is no escaping

(from the fact), that thefire of Hell is for them : U is a

refutation of the preceding speech, as Khl holds; or red.
A! , ,,,

as in
f*Z\

H [566], because ^ contains the sense of the
, ,,

oath: and ^ is apret. v., according to S and Khl; and,
/ 2

says S, means j^sothat ^f is its ag. : but Fr says that

XX X X ,

I is a phrase orig. i. q. J^ V and &l^* If
? because

X A * x A.P xx

ff*
if is transmitted, and J*J and J*J participate in

$ A.P $ x x

ITI/*. fts., like
L>*^

and <J^ ;
and is then so often thus ap-

plied that it has become in the sense of the oath, because

t"
' ** " ' '

of the corroboration in it, so that *>k uX>( -^ If

*

is said, with Fath from regard to the original sense,
x x JxA x x 5^ x x x x x x <V

like fki*" J-*^ L-C>l &Ksa^ If
?

i. e. L-X^I -?andELasr

because of the adventitious sense of the oath. And you
$ / x # x x 9 <x x x x

say (1) k-^^13 uX>l U L>^ and *;& LX>| U v* /^ f^
X X

2 x

tw ^rw^A that thou art going away and standing : >*&

x x xx xx x

and-^ are vs. restrained by U
,
like Uli and UUs [565];

S x , x $ 2 x

and, both being i. q. GL-
,
the sense is A!| eXt &^

,
i. e.

X

: or U may be a complete de. w., How hard

is the going, thy going ! and How grievous is the standing,

standing!, as S holds in L-&*3 UJ and
^ /^
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[180 471] i.e. cJC*^- 6*-*^' <*** Most excellent is the

deed, thy deed! and L-<U* J**M j~^ Mo,rt evil is the

'
".

work, thy work!-, for the whole conjug. of J** may be used

, A x A x S*Ax S ? xx $ x $ Ax

like ^ and ^^ [468] : (2) ^ \r* ^ UT J~b oo)
'

,

' X

Ztfi'd 15 wicked, as 'Amr is good: Khl says that U is rec?.

[509], and ^1 governed in the gera. by the u : (3)

c-^t!3 LJ^I lii. /^ zV in truth that thou art going away,
u, x $ xx!Sx#/S

because i. q. j^ ^ ;
but in c-^lo v_XJU CU U! Whatever

be the case, verify thou art going away in truth the pronun-

ciation is Kasr, because with U! vou are not forced to make
*/

the adv. an enunc. to
| ^M 1 .*' ,

as you are without U! ,

L C J & J

since ^ may be preceded by the reg. of its n?o\ withM ,

as j U| and

not without it [593] : S savs k^^jo uX>l> ->t\ J U! is
L. J / t^^* x V_^

/ ^ X X

allowable with Path, but the pronunciation is Kasr : (4)

JG i_X?U
;|jJ|

J U! Whatever be the case, verily thou art
f. ,

standing, or (Me 5/on/ or news} that thou art standing is,

in the house, with Kasr when you mean that the standing

comes to pass in the house, and Path when you mean that

this Htory or this news is in the house (R). And

]
is related with Kasr of the Hauiza of ^ ,

on
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the ground that it is an inceptive causation
;
but Fath

by subaudition of the J of cause would be allowable,
x f f*"* f 9 A x 9 Ax A Z9 *i

and both versions occur in ^ &! S^aJ J.A? ++ US U{

fX=yf ^\ LII, 28! [Verify we were wont before in the
X

world to pray to Him : verily, or because, He, He is the

Benign, the Merciful, &M being read (K, B) in the sense

of k>y (K) by Nafi' and Ks (B)] : and both are allowed
X

in uXJ &**xJ!^
L>~*3cJ!

.^1
i-XxJ At Thy service! Verily,

X

or Because, praise and blessing belong unto Thee
;
but

^ is preferable, because multiplication of props, in the

place of praise and magnification is desirable, and because

non-restriction of praise is better than restriction of it..

And J in
^jJ! J/ Jj [146], being with its 2 regs. either

* S x A.? x ^i A x A^ .Px -P ^P
r w i <

*

a subst. for L-XixaM
[ \ ,

like J1 J^;i w J^l [1], or

X

in the position of causation, is, if the causation be

inceptive, pronounced with Kasr, as in the case of the

subst.-, but, if it be by subaudition of the J, with Fath

(BS).

521. The- J [of inception (M, R, IA)J is prefixed

(1) with ^ [only (M, R), out of all the six ps. (R),

because it denotes inception (M)], to (a) the sub., [when

posterior to the pred. (IA), (or) when separated from ^

(M, IH), as U$ >WJ &\ (M, IA), III.. 11. (498)
* *

27 a
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(M),and ^y^ ^ t^U i_d ^t; LXVIII. 3. And verify
*

for thee is a recompense not cut off (IA), by an adv. that

x-PAx xAx x

is either the pred., as ,5^ ^^ ^ XCII. 12. Fm'/y
^

incumbent upon Us is the right direction
;
or dependent

~X # Axx Z. r& gj

upon the pra/., as J U^ ;!oJ( ^ J (R)] : (b) the
'x x x

^

/>m*. (M, IH, IA), as J&'fl^ Jf (M, R, IA) and ^f
9 *xx xi^ ' * *

N,ftiJ &U| XVI. 18. Fe;-% God is very forgiving (M):"
but not] when the pred. is a [plastic (IA)] pret. not

A x

conjoined with ^S [604], or is negatived, [because the

corrob J is not combined with the neg. p. (R),] though

xx

[bv Abii yizam Ghalib [Ibn Harith al'Ukll (Jsh)],

/ ^rwow, rerzVz/ salutation and omission of salutation are ??o

o//A:e, wor equal (J, Jsh)] occurs (R, IA) anomalously (R)

in poetry ;
nor when prefixed to the distinctive prr>n.

[1GG] or postpos. sub. (IA): nor is it prefixed to the cond.

p. or n. containing the sense of condition, because tlie J
and condition, both requiring the lirst place, avoid each

r
;
nor to the correh of condition, because it alone is

not the preJ., but with the condition
;
nor to the

^
of

accompaniment supplying the place of the pred.: and, when

thu nominal prop, occurs as pred., it should be prefixed
<wx f .Pfx #Ax ui

to the 1st term, as f& 8^ I/
|joj ^f ; and, when prefixed

'
.*

!" th<j pret(. beginning with the J of the oath, it must bo
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sepnrated from the latter, as
LjCfj ^jLo^J U Ur f

*! XI. 113., [the 1st J baing subsidiary to the oath

(K, B), and the 2nd corrob. (B), i.e. And verily all

them, by God), assuredly thy Lord willfully repny them

their works (K), or the converse (B), and] the two
X

J s being separated by the red. U (R) : (c) what is between

them(IH), the [prepos. (M, R)] reg. of the pra/., [whon

intermediate between the sub. and pred. (IA),] as \^.\ ^1

/v XX XX X X .PX AX A xA X X A^S /.PA X

JT! ^UUkr) (M, R, 1A), ^^u .^ JJ
^"^x

XV. 72. By thy life, verily they were in their drunkenness

bewildered, and

(M), by Abii Zubaid atTa'I, Verify a man, whose love has

purposely distinguished me exclusively of others notwith-

standing outdistance one from the other, is not unthanked

with me (Jsh): but only when the pred. is [such AS the

J might be prefixed to (IA);] not [otherwise, as when

it is (IA)] a [plastic (IA)] pret. [v. (IA)] not conjoined
A x

with ^ : [IM implies that the J may be prefixed to every

intermediate reg., like the 06;., prep, and gen. t
adv

,
and

d. s.] but (some of) the GG disallow its prefix ion to

$ x:* xx#Ax

the d. s. (75), so that you do not say ^1; \&*Ud
!^.j ^t

(IA) :] (d) the pred. and [its prepos. (R) intermediate

(IA)] reg-., [ Jl^J &W L**=oJ ^1 Verify I by
the praise
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of God am well being transmitted (IA),] which is rare

[disallowed by Mb, but allowed by Zj regularly (R)] :

this J ought to be prefixed to the beginning of the

uj 9 </ & h/ 2 ^

sentence, [and therefore to ^ ,
as f& t^.j ^ (IA)] ;

but, the J and ^t each denoting corroboratlon [and

verification, and each being an inceptive p. (R)], they

dislike to put the two [synonymous ps. (IA)] together,

so that they postpone the J (R, IA) to the pred. [&c.]
c

(I A), and put ^1 at the beginning, because it is op, : some
A Sfs/sZs

of the Arabs, however, say ^L^O J.=j.y -X^J [690]; and

sometimes the [2nd] J is suppressed, which is rare, ns

#

Ax A

; gleam of lightning upon the heights of the in-

accessible pasture, verily thou as lightning art generous

unto me (Jsh)] : and here S holds that the S is a subst. for

W Jj

the Hamza of ^f ;
so that, the form of ^ being altered

* *

ty the conversion of its Hamza into X
,

the J may be

iut together with it (R): (2) with ^ [529] (IH, IA),
X

to the pred. (IA), allowed by the KK (R, IA), because,
s i

as they say, ^J does not alter the sense of inception

[523], like ^ (R); but with weak authority (IH),
^

because it dees not agree with the J ,
like ^ ,

in its
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If sense, i.e. corrobora'ion (Jna): the. saying [cited by them

v (R, IA)]

XX X Ax iu

01 \/

[Mine upbraidsrs blame me for the love of Laild. But

I am broken from love of her (SM)] is (M, R, IA)

explained [by the BB as anomalous (R), on the theory

that the J is red., as it is anomalously red. in the enunc.

(IA),] like

A xxS/-" Ax A -" x x Ax A/xA x $ . xx A

(R, IA), by Ru'ba Ibn Al'Ajjaj, Umm AlHulais is a

decrepit old woman, phased with the bone of the neck

X AP

instead of meat (Jsh), and in thepred. of ^^^1 ,
like

hf f tu x xAx -P xx xx* ux

' X

x^Axx xA^ ** Axxxx

(IA) 7%py pissed, making haste ; and said, How is your

chief? Then said they that were asked, He has become

S A 'x

sore distressed (J) ;
or as (R) orig. ^\ ^)-> [then

' * '
A i

lightened by elision of the Hamza and of the
.^

of ^i

<R),] as JT; &uf^ UX/ XVIII. 36. [w* /, ifAe case is

X X

this, God is my Lord (K, B) or But /, te, God, is my
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Lord (B)] is [by common consent lightened by elision of

x A I x A xx

the Hamza, being (R)] orig. U!^ (M, R), like ^^J^
M AC x x f

'
3 c

' '

^\ [5G9], i.e. L-XJSf J/ Uf ^/ (K) : (3) with J
,

to theXXX --

pm/.. [allowed by Mb (I A), anomalously (R).] as -^! J/f

XXV. 22. [olS] but the case was Ma* they $c.,

[anomalously (IA)] read (R, TA) by Said Ibn Jubair, and
$ x $ x x x i Sx

-sJJI J
;

VIII. 44. And because Goi is all-

hearing, all-knowing, likewise anomalously read (R),

[both] being also explained by redundance of the J(IA).

~x * Ax 2 * '

522. You say JlS
!ojj

J c^*i^
; but, when you

'x x

put the J , you pronounce with Kasr, and suspend the

i^ ^ ^ xx x 3 -*x A ,

v., as LXIII. 1. [518] (M). In &1M J^-^ oCI( L^^J

LXIII. 1. Ws bear witness, veiily thou art the Apostle <f

God *$2*J is suspended, like c^JU: in
l-s^

! ci^*-l^

x '

$ ~xx <x ^AX^AX .TXA

J^J . And you say JG l^.j ?
! c^*l^ [445] and o^if

x 'x
^

f.
'

c.^i3 |jw^ ^f , though the pronunciation cammonly
^s > A x

obtaining is Path in both. But ^%Z with the ^j may
X

f A x 9 xx # Ax M -* x A f

not be treated like c^~*l
,

as J^ ioo^ ^b .j^i/l ,
be-

$ x -PCj J x A f

cause the /jr^p. is not suspended; nor is L-^>^ &\ ^~t
t X
9 xx x * x

*jQ L_>CJK allowable, because you couple the prop, to
* X j

the single,term (R).
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523. Since the place of ^1 and what it governs is
J

I

the 710771. (M), the n. coupled [to the position of J with

its sub., as some, like (Z and) Jz, say, or rather, as some,

like IH (and IM), say, only (R) to the sub. of J

(IH, IM), pronounced with Kasr, literally (IH), (as) in

-*i)b f^.j ^jf
and fj*x* J/

-^l; !;-^ ^! or Jj
x x

"

x x

(M), or predicamentally (IH), i. e. (R) ^! (R, IM)
* *"

after the mental vs., ^ being then in the predicament of

^f ,
because it with its sub. and pred. is equhralent to

f * A x

two 7**., the two
ofy's.

of c^*k
,
as ^! with its two terms

X c

2 I

is equivalent to two 725., the inch, aud enunc. (R), or JCJ

(IH, IM), after the p. takes its ]0ra/. (IM),] may be put

into the [ace., as !^^ />>& Udj ^1, p>$ f^j ^1 is^JU;

!y**' and I^Jl^-* *iUoA-4 !>*^ *' U^>tf oj\ L beinerJ ^ X ^^' ^ ^^
* ^ &XX XX ^

coupled to the s6.: or (IA)] 72om. (M, IH, IM), as
.^1
^

^A/x^fvx^Ax $Axx^/x#Ax 2f ^Ax
's io<; [538] (IH, IA;,

xx xA^> #Ax l ^ /-x $ Ax x

(R, IA), and jJli
; ji^JU |^ >5a UGJ

jjj U

being, [as commonly reputed (IA),] coupled to the place

(M, IA) of the sub., because orig. a nom., as being an

inch., which IM's language appears to notify ; but, as

some hold, an inch, whose enunc. is suppressed, i. e.
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[or ^'^], which is correct (IA). Jarlr

says

x X X * /-"A

Veri jy the Kkilafa and Prophecy are among them, and

the dignities and pure princes. There is, however, an-

other construction iu it, of weak authority, vid. coupling

it to ihepron. [158] ia the pred. (M). IH is led to this

elaboration by seeing S cite

^J ^XX X AJA^x A x xiL

_(;
XX

IX. 3. And an announcement from God and His Apostle

to men on the day of the greater pilgrimage, that Go I is

fret from the covenant of the polytheists, and His Apostle^

J\Jl being i. q, plkj ,
and

x x x

U U| G 1/ft
X X X

[by Bishr Ibn AbiHazim alAsadi, And, if not, then know

ye that we and you are wrong-doers so long as we remain in

opposition (Jsh)] hy assuming thepm/. to be suppressed
$ xJ A^A$/ ,S tt

from the 1st, i.e. 8l*; Jo|^
8l*> U|

?
as evidence of coup-

w ui

ling to the place of the sub. of ^f ; which citation, if ^f
ui

after the mental u*. were not in the predicament of

i

would not be correct : and some GGr, seeing S cite ^! as

Z't 5

evidence of ^1 , say that ^1 is unrestrictedly like ^
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in alienability of putting the n. coupled to the place of

its sub. into the nom., because they are two corrob. ps.
$<V x ~x * x t xxx

whose o. f. is one, as j;-*;
U

|j^.j ^f ^iib : but Sf
' X

and his followers, disregarding the citation of S, say
5

that the n. coupled to the sub. of^ may not be put into

the nom. at all, since the sense of inception does not

remain with it, but it with its regs. is renderable by a

single n. in the nom., ace., or gen.-, and the view of Sf
.*.? f X

is correct : so that &J^~^ ,
as he says, is coupled to the

A x

, in /^^ ,
because the separation by the prep, and

. stands in the place of corroboration
; or, as we say, is

an inch, whose enunc. is suppressed, i. e. LJ&iT &^^ ,

the prop, not being coupled to ^1 with its regs., but the

r* X

2 being parenthetic ;
and ^! U

,
as he says, is pred. of

W
,
while ^*e *v\j is a parenthetic prop., [that we and

you are wrong-doers so long as we remain shall be in

opposition (AAz)] : and, though such an explanation is not

perfect in the saying [of Ja'far Ibn 'Ulba alHarithi (T)]

x A X Xx

*^uV*> 0,*,3=J J| -X

xAx A i

**\&
/ ' XX
28 a
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M A xAX3 Sc x X

nae. ^ <-~* ll> ^ y
;

bein coupled to
<- x x x

f AS xx - '*
.''

e^m^cJ,if we made M u
) ^5 a parenthetic prop., i

would be prefixed
to a det.

[uf|
wtihout repetition

A/AX? uJ xx

[100,547], still, if ^ .y^ ^ ^; were related, the
' ' ^

/ x$ XX

difficulty would be removed, M ^1 ^; being inceptive,

X

and y repeated, TAew deem thou not that I have cringed

in >/our absence for aught, nor that I am afraid of death.

Aur am I one of them that your threat unstcadies, nor

verily am I distressed bij ivalking in the shackle-, [but
x xAx Ax 2 e x x

tiie version in the T is ^^^}i ^5***^ d 3 nor thai /ny
X X

soul, your threat unsteadies it, nor that I am distressed

c5-c.] (R). And ^\ is like ^ (M, R,IA) in [allowability
X f.

of (R)] coupling to [the place of (R)] its sub. (R, IA),

contrary to the opinion of some, because the sense of

ina'i>ti<m after it does not pass away, since the emenda-

tion [."^S] is really a sense relating to wrhat follows it,

being (he preservation of the preceding predicament, neg.

or
aft'., from inclusion of the n. governed in the ace. by

in if. .so that in G> U- you preserve

non-ttanding from the imaginary inclusion of '^??zr

A^x Ax # Ax uj ( AX x x1

in it, and
similarly in j f^ tl

^.j
$ (R). The

pp., [as also the synd. expl. and corrob. (R),] is like the

coupled, according to [Jr, Fr, and (R)] Zj, who thus
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explains w-^M p^ JaaK*
uJJJb ^ ^t Jj XXXIV. 47.

Sky thou, Verily my Lord inspireth the truth, the mighty

knower of secrets, [saying that <~>^\ +&* is ep. (147)
s

tux

of j) ;
and by analogy the subst. should be like the rest

of the apposs. (R)] In the concord with the plac?i (M,

R) the pred.
must precede (M, IH), according to the BB

A xx $x # Ax ui

(R), literally, [as ;r*; f& 1^.; ^ (Jm),] or construc-

A / X $ </

tively, [as f> ;
vw:

; to^j ^t, i.e. ^

(Jm), so that ^USIS ;>.*; 1^3 ^ is not allowable, because

two diflerent ops. independent in government would

/ r* /

govern one nom. in ^UG ; whereas, if the pred. and

enunc. were separated by a con., as
f
'^ ^">; '^.j ^
' t

&l
;ll3 ,

the evil they mection would not come to pass,

so 'that it must be allowable : and, when you make the

pred. precede the coupling, you give the coupled a pred.,

expressed, as Jotf >r*> ^ ^ *>[>

r suPPlied

which is more frequent, as
;>**; f& ^-)

u)|

whlch
x * 9 -x

may not be a coupling of the single term, bacause \>

is not a jprerf.
to the two tubs. (R):] ^7

**

f

opinion of the KK 5 [Ks allowing^ +*) ^')
c>]

because the op. of the pred. of ^ according to him is

^
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what was op. of the enunc. (33) ;
while Fr says that,

the inflection of the sub. b3 latent, through its being

tininfl. or inft. with assumed inflection, concord with the

x x A/x x

place before the pred. is allowable, as ^^Jo o^U i

A _ - XX
x ~x 9A x x xxA^o *

and M^k* 5)"** .3 *$^
'

c>^ '
because one pred. to two

7^ x

(subs.) different in inflection is not reckoned abnormal

when the inflection of the ant. is latent, his opinion
at

as to what governs the pred. of ^ in the nom. being

that of Ks (R)] : and the sub. 's being uninfl. has no

effect, contrary to the opinion of Mb and Ks [appa-
r* X

rently Fr (R)] on M ^&\ (IH). Ka'b says

A xxx xx A 3x x

-:.K

Then let not what she has made thee wish, and what she

has promised thee, dupe thee : verily [520] wishes and

dreams are, or wishes and dreams (ore so likwise) are,

or wishes (are misleading) and dreams are, misleading,
X X A <A Z

where
j.lLxJ/|

is coupled to the sub. of ^ ,
and may be

put into the nom. If you say that only Ks allows that,

while his pupil Fr dissents from him, requiring the inflec-

tion of the sub. to be latent, as ^1 *-X>f
,
and all the

%

BB dissent from both, disallowing that unrestrictedly,

I say that this is a position where mistake is frequent, the

dissent being only where the pred. must belong to the
" ' $ A X/ *Ax 2

two subf. together, as ^f i_jGf : whereas
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-^ ^
X MH/^rff

is allowable by common consent, whence ^.^M ^>"

xx A A xx 9 A X XV

V. 73. Verily thry that believe, and they that are Jews,

and the S^bceans, and the Christians, or Jews, and the

Sabceans (are in like case} and the Christians, or Jews,

(those of them $c.), and the Sabceans, and the Christians,

those of them that believe in God and the last day, and do

good, no fear shall be for them, nor shall they grieve and
-P x A ffk Ax

Ka'b's verse when j*^^{ is put into the nom., since J-^^ ,

being an inf. n., is predicable of one or more, the dissent

being only as to the explanation of that (BS). In V. 73.

[and Ka'b's verse] (R) it is, [as the KK say, coupled

to the Dlacj of the sub. : but, as the BB say (BS),] an

inch, whose enunc. is (1) suppressed, [because the^ra/.
UJ

of ^ supplies its plac3 and indicates it, the ^ in

(and J^^ ) being parenthetic, not copula-

tive (R), (and) the prop, being a par. between the sub. and

tt

pred. of ^1 (BS),] as in

(R, BS), by Dabi'Ibn AlHarith alBurjumi, Then whoever

has become such that his abode is in AlMadlna, I am not

of his quality, for verily, I and Kayijar (is in like,
case)



<m a drawer in it (DM), i. e. *f l? ud**T
;
to

;

(R), since the J is not prefixed to the enunc.', (2) what

, , s si* A x

follows, [^l^Jf bsing coupled to it, and ^f j* their

2

and (B)] thepra*. of ^i being suppressed, because

the enunc. indicates it, as in

x JX Ax Ax A x 3 x x

fy twofriends, is there a remedy? For v/'rily I (am love-

ricfc),
and ye two, though ye divulge not the passion, are

x uj x 9 ^ .* / r/xx xuiX^uJ

lovesick (Jsh)] and the reading u)^^
ai &*3iUj &^]^^ ,,

~"
' *

L; XXXIII. 56. Verify God (blesses), and His angels
99S ~xx

Prophet with &X.C51U ia the nom., [which is plain
X

according to the opinion of the KK, and according to the

a x 5 /9

BB is by suppression ot the pred. (of J), because ^

indicates it (K),] i.e. '! ^^V. &WI ^1 ,
since tlie da.

' %

and pi. are not predicated of the sing. (BS). And S

[asserts that he (M)] heard [the corrob. of the uninft.
B

5^6. of ^f put into the nom. before the pred., and sinii-

f

larlythe coupled when the enunc. was not meant to be

X S x X >xA^ A.PS * ' -

understood, as (R)] ,*AfcJo ,^5*^1 *^^ ^n^ *<>^ ^^
X

^ '

^
"

(M, R) ;
which are extraordinary, but made partly allowable

2

by the uninflectedness of the tub. (R). [Or] ^ in the

s.iyings ^1 cXJI and
^J! ^t is irangiued not to be men-

* *



tioned [538] (ML), because, the speaker's meaning being
X A*

that of inchoation, he thinks that he said [ir-Jf and]

I (M) ;
or the nom. is appos. of a suppressed inch., i. e.

ooj; e^'l (ML) and
^j***>t ^ ^ (DM). And

x j> s-ox

he says ^yCUJj^ V. 73. is by hyst. prof., as though
x J M f ' x J>

^yuUaJf^ were an inch, after the p-e^., [^^U^J being in

2

the nom. as an inch, whose enunc. is suppressed, i. e. ^
XX t\ $ 9 f> f XX r X

(J/

Verily they that believe, and they that are Jews,
X

and the Christians, those of them etc: and the Sibosans

(are in like case) (K, B), and being with its suppressed
v

enunc. a prop coupled to the prop. J ^f (K)]; and

cites H
^f; (M) in attestation of it, i. e. *'0*l 8tau U|

X I

X (K).
x

524. J occurs as sub of these 6 jw., but must
x2 A

ba separated from them by the pred., as i_X>f ^^U ^f

J
;
and is a swfo/., as VIII. 7. [518] and XXXVI. 30.

"

31. [445], t$j being a

for tinaf
^f

. And in XXIII. 37. [504] &f*f^ is

pred. of the 1st *&!
,
and the 2nd *&! is repeated for corro-

boration of the 1st, because the interval between [the 1st

A

>
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of (B)] them and the pred. is protracted, as *$U*-wooj IG ig
X

X

repeated because the interval betweeu the 2
ofy's.

of ^
X Ax

^^ss3 in III. 185. [131] is protracted ;
and like it is

x

XI. 22. [134]: this is Jr's saying, which is the truth.

And J may occur as prtd. of the 6/w., as

x xi -o 2 xx x

A i'JLJI .'

up J
X x-*- ^ x- ^

[by Jarir, Verily the Khalifa, verily God lias invested Jiim

with a vestment of dominion : by him the ends of govern-

ment are pushed on (S)] and

xALai. J! U! oJS to! I

(R), by Sahbao Ibn Wa'il, Assuredly the Yamanl trihe

knew that /, when I siy "After these preliminaries" , verily

I am their orator (Jsb).

525. ^ ^f, [ ^ (530) (-h), and ^ (532)

(IM, Sli)] are contracted (M, IH, IM, Sh, ML), redupli-

cation being deemed heavy in what is frequently used,

by elision of their vocalized ^ ,
because it is a final (Sh).

A

The contracted ^ is (1) [prefixed to tbe nominal prop.,

and (M, ML)] (a) inop. (M, IH, IA, Sh, ML), allow-

ably (IH, Sh), often (R, IA, Sh, ML), as U Jf
x>x*.xAxx$^ *

^r**** ^.oJ ^e- XXXVI. 32. And verily all oi fa**

t
ihall be an assemblage [147] presented before Us (M,
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ML), U baing red. for corroboration (K, B), whence .J
$ x xAxx xx Ax ui.0

&jb. l^xL; U ^j**^ J^ LXXXVI. 4. Verity every soul
f xx xx x I 5.P A x

ot'er V 25 a keeper (Sh, ML), l** U LjC!3 J/ .!.

xA ^>
t>

I x A^=

LJjJI. S^saJj XLIII. 34. And verily all of that is the

A

furniture of the present life, and the reading of Hafs ^f

^l^swLJ ^^ XX. 66. Verify these two are enchanters
X X

(ML); (b) made op. (M,R, IA, Sh, ML) by some of the
A

Arabs (M, ML), oftener than ^ (M), [but] seldom (IA,

ML), as in the reading [of Nafi', Ibn Kathir, and Abu

Bakr (ML)] j
UT ^ XL 113. [521] (M, R, Sh, ML)

(\ s

and the citation of S JjUaiJ l^c ,^f (ML): (2) pre-
X ^

fixed to the verbal prop. (M, IH, ML), and necessarily inop.

(ML). The v. [after it (M, R, IA)] is (M, IH, IA, ML),

(1) accorJing to the BB (R), one of the vs. prefixed to

the inch. (M, IH) and enunc. (M, Jm), an annuller (R, IA,
A

ML) of inchoation (R, IA), in order that ^f may not be

wholly excluded from its o.f. (R), often a pret. (ML), as

/ xx A J> xxA x A x x A x

^wuUJ Jt>yS\ Uj^.j ^ VII. 100. [440] And verily We
Z A x

found most of them to he transgressors (M, IA, ML), ^1^

fyuXJ i^Jtf II. 138. And verily it was a great matter

(IA, ML), and XVII. 75. [465] (ML); and [less often an

aor. (ML),] as ^olXJJ ^J L-&.&.J ^^ XXVI. 186. ^w<tf '

29 a
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A

verily we tliink thee to be of the liars (M, ML) and ^

&^ f olC. LXVIII. 51. And verify

disbelieve well-nigh make thee to slip with their

evil <yes (IA, ML): which 2 sorts are regular (ML): (2)

of another kind, [allowed by the KK (M, R), seldom

(IA, ML)ap-e/f. (ML),] as

A .Px x Axx A x . x A

[by 'Atika Bint Zaid Ibn 'Amr Ibn Nufail al'A da \viva,

Thy right hand wither ! Verily thou hast slain a Muslim.,

The punishment of the wilful offender light upon

thee! (Jsh)]; and [more seldom an aor. (ML),] as in the

A/X/.P xAx X.P Axx x X A

saying &j^J LjCJLxiJ ^f^ LX**a.U L-<A.^ ^t Verily thy
' ' z ' &

soul embellishes thee, and verily it blemishes thee (M, R,

IA, ML): which are not regular (ML). The J [605] is

inseparable from it (M, IH, IA) in its enunc. or pred.
A

(M), to distinguish it from the neg. J
, (1) when it is

made inop. (R, IA) ; though the J is sometimes dispensed

with, if the [kind of p.] intended by it be apparent, as

i_XJU

xP J A xx

Axx $xA

- v
[by AtTiriuimah, And we are the disdainers of wrong of

M- family of Malik. And verify our tribe Malik were noble
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A x / f

of origins (J)],
in full^& ,

the J being suppressed, be-

cause ^ is not liable to be confounded with the neg.,

since the sense is off. (IA) : (2) when it is made op, if

A

confusion of it with the neg. ^\ ba feared, as when its

sub. is uninfl., or w/Z. but abbreviated : (3) when it is

prefixed to vs.
; though the J is not introduced in the say-

in<r lyo. fiJJf L^lp* J ^A\ Now verily God recompense thee
& ; /^

u^
tmVA ^oorf/, because the cgr.

is not introduced in prayer
A

(B). And, wherever you find ^f followed by the J pro-

nounced with Fatfc as in these exs., judge it to be orig.

*

t (ML). F forbids a pron. of the case to be supplied

after the imp. contracted ^ ;
but some allow that by

< A 2

analogy to ^ (B). The contracted J (M, IH, IA, Sh,

ML) which occurs after the v. of certainty or what is

treated as such [526],
as XX. 91 [410], LXXIII. 20.,

Y. 75- with the ind
,
and

[by Jartr, AlFarazdak strongly opined that (the case

muU be this,) he shouU slay MiM. Rejoice
thou at gla,

Mngs of length <f safety,
Jffrfa' (DM)], and is frit

ori,m, [til.
m usage (DM),]

and infinitival (ML), i

bu; is made op. by some of the Arabs (M, : [or]
uecessanlv

(Sb) governs (IH, IA
,
Sh, ML) as before, though ,ts 6.
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suppressed (IA, Sh, ML), a [supplied (IH)] pron. [of

the case (IH, IA)] ;
and sometimes (IH, IA, ML) ex-

pressed (I A, ML), something else (IH, IA) than the pron.

of the case (IA, Jin), but still only a pron. (R, Jm), as

AC / IH/ ,

JJU

r *

(M. R, I A, ML, Jm) And if'\t had been that thou in the

day of plenty hadst asked me for thy divorce, I should n<,t

have begrudged it, when thou wast true (J), and Jf L-&0

[below] (R), anomalously (IH), in poetic license (R, ML,

Jm) exclusively (ML). It is prefixed to props, [suitable

for being expos, of the pron. of the case (Jm), unrestrict-

edly (IH), nominal or verbal (M, Jm), whether their v.

be prefixed to the inch, and enunc. or not (Jm)] : and,

[when conjoined (Jm) with the {plastic (Jm)] v. (IH),

contrary to the aplastic, as LIII. 40. and VII. 184. (497)
H f / f\,

(Jm\] has o
,

the ^ , (*Jy~ ,
or the neg. p. (M, III)

inseparable from it (IH), as a [quasi-(Jm)] compensation

for the lost
, [and as a distinction between the con-

A 'e

tracted and the infinitival ^ governing thesubj., except

in the case of the ne%. p., which is combinable with both
A uix / x J/bf A / fi //*/

ofthcm(Jm),]as[ f$>) ^(^^ f^iLf
oJ ^ JbuJ LXXII.

s / s s f

28. That he mny know that (the case is this,) they have

dflivtrrd the messages of their Lord (Jm),] LXXIII. 20.

[4lO](M,Jm),



ft

U JT
X

(Jro) ^4/^ &71010 thoufor the knowledge of the man

profits him that (the case is this,) ail of what has been

decreed will come to pass (J), and XC. 7. [410] (M) and

XX. 91. (Jin); and, [when prefixed to the nominal prop.,
\U / UP f A / *r f AJ? S\ / S f,f

has the nrop. bare (R),] as [^ ;
&U j.*a=J! ^1 r^!^o ^f;

x / / x

X X XA^3

^JUM X. 11. (M) -4wa? the end of their prayer will be

that (the case will be this,) they will say, Praise be to God
r* S> A X /\^= -?

/Ae ior^ of the worlds, orig. jJ\
>+^\ &JI

,
the

denoting /Ae c5e, like (K)]

x Axx xA x Ax

(M R), by AlA'sha, Among youths like the swords of

India, who knew that (the case was this,) every one that

is barefooted
and every one that wears sandaJs is mortal

S

(Jsh), and

or headed by V, i*

xAAxAx

or a

or as

, according to the opinion of the

instrument, as

Axi^A
J .^a^ ^^ ^
' 5

KK, or
Jr, as ^ ^ j^ '^^ (R): its ?r*rf. being

. (IA, Sh, ML), (1) nominal, [in which case a



n v

separative between J and its pred. is not need d (IA),

a> X. 11. (Sli, J) ; except when negation is intended, in

f A ?/

which c.tso they are separated by the neg. p., as V ^
st * s I

jS>
1/| &J| XL 17. ^4rf that (the case is this,) there is no

God but He (IA)]: (2) verbal (IA, Sh, DM), the v. teirg

.(a) aplastic or [plastic but (IA)] precatory, [whether

benedictory or maledictory (Sh), in which case a separa-

tive is not put (IA),] as LIII. 40., VII. 184., [ ^1
Z J* A * ' s

.Ijjl J g* ^;^ XXVII. 8. That (the case is
this,)

blessed be He that is in the Jire (Sh),] and the reading

fof Nan' and Ya'kub (B)] l$i* &Uf ^*e J ,lkJ|
;L ^ *

XXIV. 9. And the fifth oath shall be that (the cate shall

be this,) Qjd be wroth with her : (b) [plastic, but not pre-

catory, which, as many say, must be (IA)] separated [from

^1 (IA)]by('0 **, as UX?j,^ jS ^ ^lxJ;
V. 113. And

we may know that (the case is this,) thou hast spoken

truth to us-, (L) the p. of amplification, i.e. the j~ ,
as

^ A / f AxA ^s

LXXIII. 20., or LJ^-, as M ^! ; ; fc) the neg.,
r\ / */ x

[heard only in the case of ^ , J, and I/ (Sh),] as

[LXXV. 3. (82) (IA), jll &ji IjJ^ J ^f -r ^
/ f X

XC. 5. TxW//. Ac //W'T^ that (the case will b" this.) not any

one shall have power over him? (Sh) ; J XC. 7.. [XX. 91.

Ax

(J
A), and V. 75. with the ind. (Sh)] ; (d) j , [mentioued
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Ax Axx<

by few of the GG as a separative (IA),] as ti.^. J
5

(

X

A .P / A x* tr*s x Ax A x A? Ax A X A?ArO x .P x x

u; y ^j
.

* x *"*x x

f#y^ "VII. 98. ^4/zd Aa^A irf wo^ foew a guide unto them
'xx x

that inherit the earth after its people that (the case is this,)

if We willed, We should smite them with the retribution

X fir /x .P xx A,o x A x

of Mezr /26- (IA, Sh) and b.jkJf ^gL; f^GiX^f y .f.

XX X

LXXII. 16. And that (the case is this,) if they walked
/ "Z>/ A xx

uprightly upon the path (IA); (e) a condition, as J^ jj
#x A x A ^x x .PxA-P Jj^J x< AJ>A X x A 2 x Ar-o A^A XX

fjS^.;
l

? ^. &w t v^b! Jl**w |J>( .! ^IXiJf J
^ X X 'x XX X

A*xx ^^Ax xx x

^ 1$ IV. 139. ^wd JJe hath revealed unto

you in the Scripture that (the case is this,) when ye hear

the verses of Gjd disbelieved in and scoffed at, sit ye not

with them (Sh) : but, as some, among them IM, say, may

be separated or not, separation being better
;
and occurs

without a separative in the saying

s x A .y$ A.P A x Ax J x x x fZ/f A . x

/t/zM; Ma^ (the case was this,) *Aey are hoped for;

and they lavished*, before that they were asked, a very great

x x x^= U!.PA xx^ AX

(J)] and the reading 'ifM>J\ *v. ^ ^)1 ^ H- 233 -

' X X

him that dtsireth that (the case should be this,) he will

fulfil the time of sucking (IA) : not a single term, except

when the sub. is mentioned, in which case both [prop, and

single term (DM)] are allowable, and are combined in
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(ML), by 'Anira Bint Al'Ajlau Ibn'Amir alHudhallya,

That thou art spring rain and plenteous rain, and that

t/iou there art the support (Jsh).

526. The v. prefixed to ^\ ,
oncootracted or con-

tracted, must conform to it in denoting verification [517],
S Sfi^s / AX3 ,S ,li s= Z t , S xAxx

as ^&A\ ^M .% *llf ^f ^^A; XXIV. 25. And

they sha 1

1 know that Gid, He is thi manifest truth and

J> / A ? J> A$

XX. 91. [410]. If the v. be not so, like *M
, y^; !

,

f f ~f- A

and L-3l^.f
,

let it be prefixed to the J governing the v.

M/ s A .P A ^ A

in the.9w6;., as XXVI. 82. [410], ^\ ^^ ^^ ,
and

3xxAJA$^xJ ' .OA/x

; and, if equivocal, like c^iUi
,

=^
,
and c>-I^

,
it is prefixed to both, as ..%! c^x^l2?

X -^

* -* A x x2 J JA x x A ^

and
c)

=s^ L-<;| and
^^i^X^ ^ j

y. 75. [410] being
*

*J A J

read ^fi with the iwrf. and subj. (M). When ^t occurs
X X

after ^ and the like denoting certainty [440], the v.

after it must be in the ind., and it is then contracted

from the heavy; and this is not the one governing the

aor. in the subj., because this is literally bil., orig. tril.

[.

r

>25], while that is literally and orig. bil. : but, if it occur
x

after ^ and the like denoting probability, the v. after
A *

Umay be in the subj., ^ being held to be one of the [ps.]
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A *

governing the aor. in the subj. ; or ind., A being held

to be contracted from the heavy (IA).

527. ^ is also syn. with (M, R) jlf (M; [or]
Ax / % 5

fj [556], and does not govern (R). And ^1 is [syn.
S xx

with (M, R), a dial. var. of (ML),] J*J [537] (M, R,
x x u) rO

ML), and governs (R), as in the saying uJCJf ^%~JJ c^of
X Ax ' '

^jX.J Come thou to the market : perhaps thou wilt buy
x A xwx x xS2 A^ * \ t ft

(M, ML) and the reading M c^/l=j. lof l^>f j^;*^. U*
X -P A^ * '

.j)/-*^
VI. 109. (ML) ^wd M?Aa^ maketh you to know?

x

Peradventure it, when it cometh, they will not believe

in it, [as says Imra alKais

^ A/^5 XX XX XX (Uf* A x

(K) Ti^rw ye a^We towards the altered ruin : may -be we

shall bewail the abodes, as Ibn Khidham bewailed them

(N),] l$W being read (K, B) by Ubayy (K); and Kais
M X > X A

and Tamim change its Hamza into
, saying ^ j^if

^if [580] (M).
I

528. The BB hold^ to be simple: but [Fr says
w A I

itso./. is ^1 ^, the Hamza being then rejected for

* ' A I

the sake of lightening, and the ^ of ^ because of the

30 a
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2 quiescents,
like Jf u*l/

; (530) ;
and the rest of (ML)]

the KK say it is compounded of V
,
the red. \*J

,
and ^ >

. ..% ,
the Kasra of the Hamza being then transferred

s i

the sake of lightening (ML). ^ denotes emendation

[523] (M, IH, IA, ML), i. e. removal of an imagination

engendered from the preceding sentence, with a removal

like [that of] exc., for which reason the disj. exc. [88] is

M I 9 Ax /t*> x

rendered by ;
so that, \**j ^ Zaid came to me

seeming to produce the mistake that 'Amr also came to

you, because of the fellowship between them, you remove
/ Ax #A x I

that mistake by saying ^aaj>
J

!j** *& Lut lAmr did
/ X

not come(R). It is interposed between 2 sentences differing

[529] (M, IH) in sense (IHj, i. e. (R) in negation and

affirmation
; [and amends negation by affirmation, and

affirmation by negation, as JCJ

Ax

^: J

came not to me, but 'Amr came to me and
x #A x 2 I $ Ax

.; (M)].

529. The difference is lit., [as

A.P Ax xx/x A^A Xx ^ x A^y x^ Axx

(528) (R)] ;
and id., as ^UX); j^JL^J f^iT r^M J.

'

VIII. 45. ^rf, ,/fe had shown

S x xl-o
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them to thee many, ye would have become\ faint-hew-fed\

and ye would have disputed one with another in the

matter : but God saved, i. e. [but God (R)] did not show

them to thee many [585] (M, R). It is not necessary that the

2 [sentences] should be really contradictory ;
but it suf-

/ilr d

fices that they should be somehow repugnant, as &JM ^f
X -t-ff A X X ai f XX A uj )x rO xx Ax .Px

MM*** U ^Ulf jST! ^; ^UM ^ J.^ ;
JJ II. 244.XX ^

Verily God is an author of bounty unto men : but the

most ofmen are not thankful, thanklessness being iiicon-

guous with bestowal of bounty (R). The sub. is sometimes

suppressed, as

l\f X X $ X Si rtX ui f'X X- XX X AX X 3 10 X X A> Axx

[by AlFarazdak, T7ie/i, if thou hadst been of the tribe of

Dabba, thou wouldst have acknowledged my kinship.

But (t\ou art) a negro j.
wliose lips are big (Jsli)], i. e.

x 'x

,
whence the verse of AlMutanabbi

) n

x x

[And I was not one of them whose heart love enters ; but

(the case is this;) whoso sees thine eyelids loves (Jsh)]

and the verse of the Book

JxA? xAx A Ax Z* '* " *** '*' ' A ' S ''

j^ ,$>)
&> j}L, &**> * &>)'v !/! jfc ^r*

[by Umayya Ibn Abi-sSaltr
Bw/f (^e case * this,)

not a thing that befalls him with his accoutrement*,
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if will light upon him when he is weaponless (Jsh)], the

A x

sub. not being ~
,
because the condition is not governed

by what precedes it. The J is not introduced in its pred.

[521] (ML).

530. It is contracted [525] (M, IH). The contract-
A I

ed ^& is [an inceptive p. (ML),] inop. (M, IH, 8h r

rt A

ML), like ^ and ^f (M), as in the reading [of Ibn
*

A.PXXX sb 1*3 'x

'Aniir, Hamza, and Ks (B)] +&S &Uf &, VIII. 17.
X X

But God slew them (Sh), because of its prefixion to the

two props. (ML); but Y and Akh allow it to be op. (R,

Sh, ML), which is not authorized by hearsay (R, Sh) r

nor required by analogy, because its peculiarity to the

nominal prop, ceases, as
^j+lfo;. f3~*^' \f^ ^y ^-

X X

54. But they were wronging themselves (Sh). The ;
is

allowable with it (IH), when contracted and uncontracted.

Elision of the ^ of the contracted because of two qui-

escents occurs in poetry, as

";

~x x x A

(R), by [Kais Ibn 'Amr (ID)] AnNajashl (DM, Jsh)

alHaritbi, Wherefore I am not an undertaker of it, nor

am I able to accomplish it : but give thou me to drink,

if thy water be possessed of blessing (Jsh). And it occurs

among the
t
con*. [545] (M).
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c2x

531. ^ is a comp. p. according to most (ML).
* * * t

The ^J is compounded with ^1 ,
as with Jo and ^1 in

xx- A uif x

fJ/ and ^IT [226] (M). As Khl holds (R), [and] as they
9 / A,-o f Ax ficx

say (ML), the o,/ ofc^lM
fj^.j ^ It is as though Zaid

x />xsx ^ A/ a

Mwe the lion is i^Utf
fjoj ^ Verily Zaid is like the

*

lion : then, the i*3 being made to precede, [from solici-

tude for it (ML), in order to notify the intention of com-

parison from the very first (R),] ^1 [in letter (M, R)] is

[necessarily (R)] pronounced with Fath (M, R, ML with
5x2 x2x

fc*~! and ^tf
) of the Hamza (M, ML), because of the

j#

prefixion of the prep. (ML), from observance of the letter

of the c3"
,
because it is prefixed only to single terms

(R); but in sense is as with Easr (M, R), not becomiug

an infinitival p. by reason of the Fatha (R). The distinc-

tion between it and the o f. is that here you construct

your sentence according to comparison from the very

first, but there after the passage of its first part accord-
si f-

ing to affirmation (M). The c5"
, becoming with ^f one

word, has no place, as it had when it was in the place of
Mf

the pred. of ^ ,'
because it becomes like a part of the p.

/ x A w?x

as the -5" of !o^ and v.tf has no place, because it be-
^

comes like a part of the n : nor does it require anything

to depend upon, as it did when it was in the place of the

pred. t
because it becomes excluded by reason of the
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quality
of part from its being a prep. (R). Zj and IJ say

z *

that what is after the i_*
, [i.

e. ^ with its sub. and

pred. (DM),] is [in the place of (DM)] a gen. by it. IJ

says that the ^ is a p. not dependent upon anything,

because of its quitting the position in which it depends
xA A ^3 x

upon y^AA**^! ,
while no other op. is supplied for it, be-

' '

cause the sentence is complete without it
;
and not red.,

because of its importing comparison : and his saying,

[though improbable (DM),] is not more improbable than

the "saying of Akh that the c-S" of comparison is perpetu-

ally independent [498]. Zj, however, holding that the

property of the non-red, prep, is dependence, construes
A

the u here to be a n., equivalent to j : so that, being

obliged to supply a place for it, he construes it to be an

inch.-, and is therefore constrained to supply an enunc.

for it, that is never spoken, nor is needed by the sense,

saying that uj=*J l^.j ^ It is as though Zaid were
$ x x w Ax M'6 *' ^ A% brother means *$tf u^b! JJ j &%=*! J-JU The like ofx J *'
' z * ' '

Zaid's brotherhood to thee (is existing). But most say
*'*

that ^ with what is after it has no place, because the

i*J and ^ become by composition one word
;
which

requires consideration, because that is the ease in original

composition, not in composition supervening in the state

of dtt. composition (ML). Aiid [th2 way of escape from

the dilemma, according to me, is to assert that (ML)],

as some say, it is simple (R, ML). IKhz says
"
Many hold
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its Hamza to be pronounced with Path because of the

length of the p. by reason of the composition, not be-

cause it is a reg. to tlie L-, as IJ says; otherwise the

sentence would be incomplete, whereas by universal agree-

ment it is complete" : but, as above shown, Zj holds it to
f/

be incomplete (ML). ^ denotes (1) comparison (M, IH,

IA, ML), prevalently, and by common consent, and, as

applied by the majority, unrestrictedly (ML), whether

its pred. be prim, or deriv. (DM): but, [Zj says (R), (and)

many, among them ISB, assert (ML),] only when its pred.
$ x ^ A / S x

is a prim, [substantive (ML)], as t>~!
fj*>j ^ , [con-

$/X#Ax3?X r X X A f X

trary to Jl* !^.j ^ or $^\ ^ or t^J^f oryL> /rf
' x xxx

seems, or Methinks, that Zaid is standing or ew rfAe

house or wr^A ^ee or stands, in all of which it denotes

opinion (ML)]; and (2) doubt [and opinion (ML), when

its pred. is deriv. (K, DM), whether it be a single term,

prep, and gen., adv., or prop. (DM), (as) in what we
r*/ tu t& / aif X

have mentioned, lAmb thus explaining /UAJO uXJtfXXX
$ A -P

Jxiu ,
i. e. / think it to be approaching (ML), by which he

X

intimates that the ^J is a/?, of allocution, and the ^
red., as will be mentioned on the authority of F (DM)]:

(3) verification, as is said (R, ML) by the KK and Zji,

who cite

X X Ax

I the belly of Makka has become trembling : verify the

earth, Hisham is not in it,
i. e. because the earth, like
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Ax x *

fjJa*
/ Jt, &*LJ| &}Jj ^t *&} \jstf

XXll. I. Fear your
"x x * '

Lord: verily, [i.
e. because (DM),] Me quaking of the

hour will be a great thing: (4) approximation, as is said
i x S?x

by the KK, who thus explain *! L-^tf Almost, or fFe//-

mgY?, winter is approaching, where, as F says, the \-5 is

2 x

aj9. of allocution, and the ^ red. in the .sz/6. of J$
, [the

sense being The time of the approach of winter has
uJ ^X

become near (DM)]. Some assert that ^ sometimes

governs the 2 terms in the ace., citing

t
'

[As though his (the horse's) two ears, when he looks up,

were afront wing-feather or a pen unevenly nibbed(DM)] ;

but the poet, Abu Nukhaila [the Rajiz (ID)], is said to

have made a mistake [533] (ML).

. 532. It is contracted [525] : in which case it is

inop. (M, IH), according to the chastest (IH) usage

(Jm), as

A t A x x

(M, Jm) Many a bosom brilliant in color, as though its

two breasts were like two small round boxes (N, Jsh),
fvtf

orig. ^^- (N) : but [is made op. by some of them, for

(M)] a poet says

xA f xAx
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i(M, R) A lion, that thou wilt meet on the occasion of

wrath, as though his two jugular veins were two ropes of
2 t A x A x A f /

palm-fibre (N); and another says ^^ &#A> ^ (R),
X

When you do not make it govern literally, it contains a

supplied pron. of the case, according to them, like the
A

contracted ^ : or it may be said that the pron. is not

A?,

supplied after it (R, Jm). The inop. [^ ]
is followed

by a nominal [prop.], as

*rl ***!> LS)
'

[bv Mujamnia' Ibn Hilal, / have prepared for him a

spenr, and a javelin, as though (the case were this,) fire

is raised by it when it is directed (T)]; or a verbal, as

ft?A,o /AX A/ A$X

_^l/b **j J M X.. 25. -45 though (the case were
' X

this,) the seed-produce of it had not existed yesterday
(w^rSxSrO/l X AxxAxA xx

and ^! J=-^l Jif [577], i. e. ^ c^JI; ^ ^ (R).
-
M f X

When ^tf is contracted, [what is necessary for ^ is

prevalent for it (Sh), (or) it must be made to govern, as

.! must be (KN), (so that) its sub. is meant to be under-

$ ^X $ Ax A x

stood; and its pred is a prop., nominal, as ^ ^ ,

or verbal, headed by ^ ,
as X. 25., or u>? ,

as *! a*f
,

i. e.

Jjf: ^
*

irl : the 5w6. of^ iu these ^jr*. being sup-
w i Ax ^A^x Ax .A? x

pressed, the pron. of the case, i. e ^ *!.)
&M >

^ * A x *AX . i

1
,
and & ^

;
and the/ro/>. after it bewig i

31 a
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. Its sub., however, is sometimes expressed (IA,

Sh, KN), but seldom (IA), [though] oftener than the sub.

of J
,
aud need not be a />row. (KN); anfi its

/> AxAx A x A x A x

be a single term (Sh) : and hence
jJ\

6-uj5 ^ , *&*V
3 . A x

being *w&., and ^CU jora/., of ^ ;
which is also related

Ax A f x

[the pron. of the case being suppressed (K, B

on X. 13.),] i. e. ^
, [the prop. (J)] J^ *>k*> being

A i,

an inch, and enunc. in the position of a now., joraf. of tf

05 though (the case were this,) /'te e/c. (IA). If it be fol-

lowed by a single term, as

Wherein the hare walks, trailing her gut, as though (her

belly were) a belli/ of a pregnant female, having two

loads, bearing twins, the suppressed is not the pron. of
,w f Ax X^ Ax A x

the case, i. e. ^\ ^> ^^> ^ (R). The say Jog [of

Ba'ith Ibn Suraim alYashkurl (N, Jsh)]

*/**** X X / x f * Axx

*

is related with
[ ^i^ in (R, Sh)] the nom., [as the

t Ax

(Sh), ^a*i> (R) the pro;;, after it (Sli) being an ep., and
4 x A x xA? x

the *&. suppressed, i. e. ^1^ l^W (R, Sh), And one day
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she comes to us with a beauteous face, as though (sfie

were) a doe-gazelle that stretches its neck up to the leafy
' ' -* Ax $ x A x

tree of the ^~ (N, Jsh); or
f**Z> &*.*&

b?ing a nominal

prop. (R),the o. f. being &;tf, and the pron. the pron. of

the ense, as though (the case were this,) a doe-gazelle

were stretching etc. (K on XLV. 7)] : and ace., [as the sub.

(Sh), by making ^ govern (R), the pred. being jW>*

a* though a doe-gazelle were stretching etc. (N, Jsh);

(or) the pred. being suppressed, i. e. xL>U u.te> tf

SfjJ f HtU> as though a doe-gazelle stretching etc. (were
X <

this woman), by inverted comparison, which is more inten-

sive (Sh)] : andg-erc., ^ being red. (M, R, Sh) between the

*-5" and its gen. (Sh), i. e. ^^aT /i&e a doe-gazelle that

stretches etc. (R, Sh). When [the sub. is suppressed, and

(Sh)] the pred. is a [single term or (KN)] nominal prop.,
$xA x A x

it does not need a separative, as [in the version &*& ^
uif f / A

-

x A x

and (KN)] ^^ ^^ ^ ' but when the pred. is a ver-
X

bal prop., it [is always enunciatory, and (Sh)] is [neces-

srr> (KN)] separated [from ^ (K N)] by jJ
,
as X,

25. [and

$A *A* A X A/X
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( KN). by 'Amr Ibn AlHurith alKhuza'l, As though (the

.re this,) not a familiar friend was bet'

AMijiin and AsSafa, and not a nightly converter con-

AX

versed by night in Makka (Jab)]; or a* (Sb, KN), as *>\

Jl . i. e. e^Mj oS ^tf; ,
the v. being suppressed (KN).

533. &** denotes wish (M, IH, IA, ML), as VI.

27. [2] (M), in the case of the impossible, [mostly (ML) r

(IA, ML), by Abu-1'Atahiya, Then, would that youth

would return one day, so that I might acquaint it irith

what hoariness has done! (Jsh)] ;
and possible (R I A, ML)f

$ H/ 4 Ax x A/

seldom (ML), as
^0>* iJ-ij LS^^ (IA). According to Fr

(M, R, ML) and some of his school (ML), it may be treated
Sx/

like L c
i^' (M) ^ may govern the 2 terms in the art-. (R,

t r*, f Ax x Ax * ~x #Ax ix/

j c^ 1

(M, R), like US
Ijjj J^\ML), a

X X

1 wish Znd to be standing (M), because, it being i. q.

f A ixx

is^+J [516], and its obj. being the purport of the pred.
AX x x -f A uJxx

/>rd. to the .?/&., i. e.
J^.j

*lo c^^*-^ ,
it governs the 2

terms in the ace. for the same cause as that whic
1

mentioned for the mental vs.
1

doing BO, [vid. that, "the

2ml term implying the real obj., and the 1st being what
# n, - f Ax 9 A x

that real obj. is />r. to, since U3 jj.^ o J^ means
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'X * A X

,UV ot-*k
,
the inflection of the 2 terms is that of

s*
the one n., vid. that real obj., for which reason ^ ,

which

makes the 2 terms constructively one term, is prefixed
(XX f \/ 6 X Ay

to these two terms"]; and therefore +>$>

4 ,x * Ax 2 X A x

occurs [534], as ^ f^.j M^ t^*k does: so that accord-
* ' x

ing to him it is like the mental vs. (R). And Ks allows

that by subaudition of ^ (M). The poet says o^ t>

<w X lU^O / fi*

j^f [35] O t^ow/^ /^a/ Me c/aj/* o/" youth-

fulfolly were returning! (M, R, ML), which is what has

misled them (M); and Ibn AlMu'tazz founds his saying

XX * A>X $A / ft X X X A SJX

tgj tx%j& UlL? f OQ-ww l.U

[^4 6irc? passed by us a little before daybreak. Then said

I to her, Good be (for) thee ! would thai I were thouf

Good be (for) thee! (Jsh)] upon that (ML). But, accord-
X XX

ing to the BB, [in the 1st (ML) =^j; is a d. s., and its

x Ax

op. (R)] the pred. [of c^J (R)] is suppressed (R, ML),
xxxxx xx xxxAxx

i. e. ^f;;
^

;
-while Ks supplies ^tf, i.e. =^; u^tf"

X
' X

(R) : and the verse of Ibn AlMu'tazz is correct on the sup-

position that the ace. is made to act as a subst. for the

nom. pron. (ML). And, according to some of Fr's school,

the remaining 5 [ps.] may govern the 2 terms in the ace.,
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Ax AP S

x -> A x x x 3 x x Ax C

f5311: but the true version is
u>;*-^ or **$* ;** ^ ^

' ' *
x A x x

^AJIAMJ ;
and the verse was condemned at the time of

its recital (R). In the saying of Yazld Ibn AlHakam

[athXhakafl (DM)]
x -PA x xx # xx x Axx-

u

wrowW Mo^ (thou], or (Me c<we were this),

a// of it, were withheld, and thine evil, from me, so long as

a quencher of his thirst shall quench his thirst (fr

water ! the sub. of c^f is suppressed by poetic license,

x xAxx -* x Axx x 3- ^5 x Axx

i. e. -XXjdx
5
or &x\k j e ^UUf ct^^ ,

as in the saying

[of 'Adi Ibn Zaid al'Ibadl (Jsh)]

X X 1*1 X X A X X X A XX

t*M JLtf

xA
JO -*.^U c^K^. U

Then would that (thou), or (/he case were this), thou

hndst repelled care from me an hour, and we had spent

the night, notwithstanding what it, i. e. the soul or the

case, imaged to us, happy in heart / (ML).

534. You say _yi.

AX a * x AX

Wuuld th

/ w/'ere goiwg out, pausing as upon ^;^ f<-V.j ^j)'
c^>-^

OH

1
5;;
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c*

(M). ^ with its sub and pred. supplies the place of the

2 regs. (R).

535. J*J denotes (1) expectation (D, M, ML) of

something hoped or feared (D, M), i. e. (ML) hope (IH,

IA, ML), and eager desire (R), of the liked, and fear of

the disliked j and is peculiar to the possible (R, IA, ML),

Pharoah's saying in XL. 38. [411] being said from

ignorance or mendacity (ML): (2) causation (R, ML),

as Ktb and F say, when it occurs in the word of

God, because of the impossibility of His expecting any

thing not sure to be realized, as
^&*J ;==^ ^**^

f $ A>

y^ta*;
XXIL 76. And do good, in order that ye may

Sxx ^ A.P xx

attain felicity, which is not correct in J-*J ujO^tV. U.
X

9 X XX w fO

t-^iy**
&*LJJ XLII. 16. And what maketh thee to know?

X

Haply the hour is nigh, since causation has no meaning

here (R) : many, among them Akh and Ks, authorize
x A x A* -Pu5 x /x .Puixx #uux #Ax >x x >x

it, and thus explain ^5^*^. ^ jf&^i
^-*^ ^$) V &l I/ Jli

x

XX. 46, [431] in order that he may remember or fear

God (ML) : or verification of the purport of the prop,

after it, as some. say, which is not applicable in XX. 46.,

since remembrance was not realized from Pharoah: but

the truth is what S says, that the hope and fear belong
2 xx

to the persons addressed; so that J-*J from Him is an

inducement to us to hope and fear (R), XLII. 16. and

XXIL 76. Peradventure ye will attain etc. being a hope
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for the servants (M); while, [according to him that does

not authorize causation (ML),] XX. 46. Peradvenlure

lie will rfmember etc. means Go ye two in your hope (M,

ML) of that from Pharoah (M) : (3) interrogation, as is

$ / A* # Ax Z/,

said (R, ML) by the KK (ML), as $**** \^ J*J Is

Zaid departing?, i.e.

/f Ax

(R); for which reason

xi r^ xx * / x

the v. is suspended by it [445], as in &W J.*J ^^ ^

# A /I x Ax J> A .

LXV. 5. Thou knowest not

vh ether God will bring to pass after that a matter and
SSx S*s/ x A f xx

Sfc &UJ L-J
jjj'. U^ LXXX. 3. ^4wfl? w;Aa^ maketh thee

to know whether he ivill purify himself? (ML) And [Z
x 5*x

says (ML)] the reading x%lbU XL. 39. [411] (M, ML)
/

with the **/i/., [as correl. of 7/ope (K, B), by assimilation

of hope to zrzVi (K),] alludes to the sense of wish in it

x A x

(M), [and] imbues it with the sense of c^J . Some of

-chool say "It sometimes governs the sub. and pred.

iu the acc.\ and Y asserts that this is a dial, of some of

the Arabs" : and they transmit [on his authority (DM)]
t /A* xxC m/ /

(ilLaJU w-5M J.*J ,
which is explained, according to us,

,

by subaudition of
>*=*)?. ; and, according to Ks, by sub-

f X

audition of
. (ML).

536. Akh allows f$ ljij ^ J-*' hy analogy to

A,

J [533, 534] (M, R). And [its pred. is conjoined with
A <

(I ) ^ ,
often (ML) :]

a poet says
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/ A f X xA X / <~Z.< X X Ax x $3 .P :; .0 A

[May-be tliou one day, a calamity may light upon thee of

them that will leave thee mutilated of the nose, i. e abased
X X

(Jsh)] by analogy to
L5
~** (M, ML) ;

and some explain

flbti XL. 39. by supplying ^ with Ql [538]: (2)

the p. of amplification, seldom, as

AX A xx x s,

so?/ ?/e ^o ifo Aer a 5q//f saying. May-be she will

take pity upon mefrom sighing and wailing (Jsh)]. Its

pred. may be a pret. v., contrary to the opinion of H [in

the D] : the poet [Iinra alKais (Jsh)] says

x xx

a.> etjj.
x

[Jwrf / Aat^ ^>eew changed info a bleeding sore after health.

May-be ourfates may have turned into calamities (Jsh)] ;

and S cites \ \f J^l [516] (ML).

x

537. It has the following dial, vars., Jx/, Jc t

2 XX iu X/ UJ 'X XX i ?X

[the 2 best known (E),]^ , [^ , ^; , ^; (R)J ^V ,

[/W
X

,
as

^Sl j^^ &wT 7u/ (513) (R), ^ (M),] and
^f

(M, R); and sometimes the et> of feminization is affixed

a XX X S.P X w'X

to J*J [607], as in c^? ; ,
so that u=^W is said (R). Ac-

cording to (M, ML) Mb (M) [and] him that asserts the J
2 a
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[or J^ (ML)] is orig. J*' (T, M,(ML),
uu x

ML) or ,> (ML) augmented by the J of inception (M);
~ xx

but he that holds the J to be rad. says that J*J is the

o. /, which is the truth (DM). A poet [AlAdbat Ibn

Kurai'nsSa'dl (Jsh)] says

A / xx A x .P A

[Do not thou despise (614) the poor: may-be that thou

mayst be low one day, when fortune has raised him (Jsli)].

They [i.
e. J-** and its deriv. (DM)] are i. q. tj^ in

X - -

sense, and i. q. ^1 in government [513] (ML). J-* with

A ^ x x A

^jl imports i. q. ^5**** ;
but without ^ the act is nearer

/. 2

in occurrence, because ^ denotes futurity (T). Tlie

subj. is correct in their correl., according to the KK
T

on the authority of the reading of Hafs in XL. 38. 39.

[411] and

&JJf lx,U_sJ' :

/

A

,

'

^
^Ae accidents offortune or their turns will make

7/.v to prevail (over) the hardship of their hardships, so
X X

thdt the soul mayfind rest from its sighs (Jsh), i. e. JU
AS ^

&JJ! (514) (DM)] : and IM mentions that the v. is some-
VI XX

times put into the aptic. after J*) ,
when the tJ drops

[l:ij ; auj cites



f x 9

X X

A iu XX xArO A/ A

*A* jju >*
XX X X X X X

-be a turning from thee towards me is decreed : it

will incline thee after hardness to pity (Jsh)], which is

strange (ML). Nafi' Ibn Sa'd atTa'i says

Sx A 'x ^ -0X xxAx A f A,o xx 3x J A X X

^ tf v^i * U

afrequent blamer of myself for the matter

after that it escapes me ; but may-be mny precede iu

realizing it before its escape ; the sub. of Jj= being under-

x i xx? A 'f- Sixx

stood, as though he said +>*] J JUUJ (T).



CHAPTER IV.

THE CONJUNCTIONS.

538. Coupling is of single term to single term,

and of prop, to prop. (M). Coupling [of tworegs.(R)] to

two regs. of two [different (IH)] ops. [with one p. (R)] is

disallowed, [because the con. is like the op., and one p.

cannot well be like two ops. (R)] ; except [where the gen.

precedes the ace. or nom. in the ant. and coupled (R),]
* , / A S> A^3/ ^ H/ Z *>

as in 3}** Bjoaaallj ^ M\ ^ [1], contrary to the
' '' '

opinion of S (IH, ML), because it occurs, [as ^ ^
,s

u.

X

U.
> X X

A xx x Ax x Ax

(
aJ ctxbj XLV. 2-4. Verity in the heavens and

'

, *

are signsfor the believers ; and in your creation

and what He tpreadeth abroad of creeping thing are signs

for a people surely knowing ; and in the alternation of the

't an>l the day, and what God hath sent down from

m of rain and revived (herewith the earth after its

tit) and the changing of the winds, are signs for

p(0].lf nt<<jlirs((i?.diH{i, read by tie two brothers {Hainza
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and Ks (B, DM) and by Ya'kub (B)j with the 2nd and 3rd
xo

u^O! in the ace., and

x & .P&x x A / xxx xu! A x x x Axx

(by Akhzam asSimbisi, Mo tfAefr forbidden is not

coming to thee, nor their bidden falling short of thee

(Jsh)j. Z, who disallows the coupling mentioned, meets
XXX X XXA^SX X X .P X A 3^X

the suggestion that in l&US to! ;**M^ l&bn*^ <-*.Jf.
' x

X w X X Xul ^X

toUL. |J>! ;^I; XCI. 1-3. By the sun and its rising
'

light, and the moon when itfolloweth it, and the day when
X X

it displayeth it 13! is coupled to 131 governed in the ace.

by [the suppressed (DM)] ***!
,
and the gens, to

A w

^j*.Jf governed in the gen. by the
^
of the oath, with the

reply that, the v. not being mentioned with the
^ (506),

the latter becomes, as it were, the op. of the ace. and
X X A^o

gen.} but IH objects against him yaJf .^ *

.P AP XX

x x A x x

~*JL; 15! A^f
; ^x^ fo! jjjiif. ,~xH LXXXL

J V ^ x

15-18. And I swear by the returning stars, running

their courses, hiding themselves, and the night when it

retireth, and the dawn when it breatheth (ML)] . Coupling

to two [or more (ML)] regs. of one op. is allowable (R,
x # Ax x x ^ Ax w # Ax $ Ax xxA$

ML), as j~% \<pt)
L-^fcfo fjj; ^f and

>
; but.coupling to
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the reps, of more than two ops. is disallowed (ML). Cou-
j> ff

pling is not peculiar to ns.; but occurs in vs. also, as ^yu
x // f A/ xx.P Axx . Ax A.P X * Ax

and

Tli y>/e/. is coupled to the aor., and converse!}', as
^j-S

X I S X> J> X?X X AX? X ^ UU X ^

* VII. 169. hold

fost to the Scripture, and hare performed prayer, ^
ui t

T .^f XXII. 25. Verily they that have

disbelieved, and turn away, and XXXV. 10. [404] ;
and

*, $Ax f ^Ax xx Ax A ^Ax Ax

similarly Jj^ c^j L^J; ^ tV.} ^*^. J and the converse

are allowable (R). Coupling of the enunciatory to the

originative prop, and the converse are disallowed by the

rhetoricians, and IM, IU, and, as related by him, the

majority ;
and allowed by Sr, pupil of IU, and many on the

X A JA^3 m xx

evidence of II. 23, [514] and ^^y-M >^;
LXI. 13.,

x xA A S

[these being coupled to ^./^ c^J^f II. 22. It hath been

A $Ax

prepared for the unbelievers and i-^:1

./ ^>^; *W *-

/ x ^

LXL 13. Ye shall have helpfrom God and speedy victory

(DM),] and of

Axx $x

[by Imra alKais, And verily my cure is a tear shed: and

M there any place of weeping beside an obliterated trace?

C-M)],
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X t\l * X A f X X X*

V*^ ,*?! S_ 3~ LXA.^ I'fyf cclxjxx x x x

A XX A^ x ^x A uu y x

LXoU

[by Hassan Iba Thabit, /S'Ae soothes a young gazelle,

i. e. &oj/, a/ the door of Ibn 'Amir. And anoint thou the

beautiful inner corners of thine eyes with collyrium (DM,

Jsli)], and l! ^f* &
; [29] (This is) Khaulan : and

* '
J> /AX I

wed etc., the full phrase being ^^ &^> according to S:
'/

but in II. 23. the sense is regarded, as though And they

that have believed etc. shall have gardens: wherefore

gladden thou them with the tidings of that were said; in

x J A J>

LXI. 13., says Z, the coupling is to ^^^ LXI. 11.

f i*>

[1] because i. q. tyf , [as though Believeye, andjight

Ood will recompense you, and help you and gladden

thou, (0 Apostle of God,) the believers with the tidings
Ax (w A xx

(of that) were said (K)] ; J& in jJf J^ is neg., [i. e.

and there is no use in weeping in fhis place (581) (EM),]
X J> /A^3 JAxA^s S .PXA.P A xx

as in
^jS-.tiJ! f^M 1/f uX% Ji XLVI. 35. And not

z i

any are destroyed save the transgressing people 8j^>
X X

^ X A X

.J/yL
means Mark thou Khaulan, [and wed,] or the t-3

v A IU XX

is merely illative; and ^>ff J-=^ depends upon consi-
*~ X

deration of the preceding verses, and perhaps is coupled
xx A /-A^ x

to a supplied *'/wp.
indicated by the sense, i. e. j^x
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AM;//

(Then do thou likewise,) and etc. (ML). Coupling
x

of the nominal to tlie verbal prop, and the converse are

allowable [unrestrictedly, say some (ML)]; but with the

j only, says [F, as reported by (ML)] IJ (R, ML): and

disallowed unrestrictedly, say others, IJ being reported to
J> A tu

Lave said that

.A / t l\ <u .p / Ac x/Ax # / .P .pji ,0 / x X

> Lite 6.JUf lj

gave her in compensation a boy after that the locks

hanging down over the temples were hoary, and the tooth

decayed (Jsh)] is ag. to a suppressed [v.] expounded by
f A or ,-0 X /x

the mentioned [i.
e. ^r&\ &*>) (DM)]; which is the

x x

weakest of the throe sayings (ML). Coupling of the

single term to the prr-p. and the converse are allowable,

when they become homogeneous by paraphrase : but cou-

pling of the prop, to the single term is better than the
x f J>x x * x J> A/x

converse, so that *>,f 5! i-Atjk> J^.^ ^->;<i4 is better

than *j.)j *->y 8^jJ J-^X ; especially when the prop.
4 s X x X

J* /x J> x # xJ> A

and single term are eps., so that ^f >j
u3l=M L-<AA^. and

X

$/ // $ x / ft A $ / f st Jx

oy UD^I
usiSi are not so bad as ^.f 5^1 J-^

/ / *
.# x

(R). Coupling of the u. to the n. [resembling the

v., like the act. part, and the like (IA),] and the converse,

[vid coupling of the n. to the v. occurring in the place of

(I.\
.] are allowable, [when the n. contains the
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X A A,-*

sense of the r. (R),] as in ['Asim's reading -U^Vj "JG
x J>

x
# x X x A S^= X x x x

UXw J.\JJf J.*a.j VI. 96. He hath sundered the bright gleam

of the dawn from the darkness of the night, and made the

X X A Ai* XXX

mgVtl to be a source of rest, i. e. -U^f ^ ,
and similarly

.s
x A Axx ui x

**SLAAJ, ^Glo LXVII. 19. Spreading out their wings,

and drawing them in, i. e. ^***&. (R), kax*a ci^!^Jl>
# Ax X flxSx

UL> &> .vj'G C. 3.4. -^wc? whose people make a sudden

raid at daybreak, and that stir up dust therein, [i.
e. JA

/rt/A^x / A xx ^xAfx xu/S^A^XX

&Mf LVII. 17, Verily the men that give alms and the

women that give alms, and lend unto God (IA), i. e. ^
^ (K),]

X

. O A$ ^ AX X AX X tUX-P X X

(R, IA) He spent the night making her sup, i. e. smiting

her, with a sharp sword keeping to the right course within
J f XX

her shanks, and going astray therefrom (J)r
i. e. ;^.^

(R), and

(IA) And 1found him one day to be destroying his foe,

and granting a largess requiring to be carried in boats,

properly^ (J). Coupling is (i) to the letter, theo./,

33 a
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jJ
,
the condition o

possibility
of the op.'a governing the coupled, so>at ^

^4 J/l=. U must be in the nom. as
ID ^^Vt J J"

'
L-O" ^^^ *

^ x x x A

coupled to the place, because the red. j+ does not govern

dets.i (2) to the place, as Jj^S ^ ^ ^; j-^i^^l

according to critical judges, has three conditions, (a) the

possibility
of its [i.

e. of that place's (DM)] appearance

in chaste speech, as in this ex., where you may drop the

^ and use the ace.
;
but the op. need not be literally

red., as last exemplified, on the evidence of

A / Ax A X

[by Labid (Jsh), Then, if thou Jind not from below

lAd?ian a progenitor, and below Mcfadd, let the censurers

restrain thee from boasting (DM)] : (b) originality of the

place, so that

# Ax $

is not allowabl:

because the qual. fulfilling the conditions of government

is orig. op., not pre.; but the Bdd allow it on the

authority of

A f Ax A A f / f x x

S*f)j(.+ *X>
l^j... ^
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[by Imra alKais, And the cooks of the meat spent the day,
some dressing slices of broiled meat laid upon live coals, or

dressing boiled meat cooked in haste (EM)] : (c) existence of

the requirer of that place, so that the
following are disal-

lowed, (a) ^Uto* ;)
^

;
fjoj .|, because the requirer of

' '

the nom. in
c^.j

would be inchoation, i. e. denudation

[24], which has ceased with the prefixion of J
; (b)

))**) f> fjjj ^j! [523], when you construe )?** to be
*

it l\s

coupled to the place [of j^j (DM)], not an inch.,
A , S > '

I

though some of the BB allow this; (c)

9 A

and (d) ))+*) ^-:.) v>/^ ^XASU| or |^^ [accord-
** J> A /

" Ax

iug as you consider v-^^ to be pre. to
i-V.5

as its ag. or

o6/. (DM)], both disallowed by fine scholars, because

the n. assimilated to the v. does not govern the letter

[of the ant. in the ace. or nom. (DM)] unless it b? syuar-

throus or pronounced with Tanwin or pre. [to something

else (DM)], but allowed by some on the authority of
# x A -P Xx/A^x / A uj ^=/ J* x x rtS^8 ^ xx

UU~*^
^5)t; j***^!;

UX^, JJUf J^U;
VI. 96. ^/z^ the

X X

maker of the night to be a source of rest, and the sun and

the moon to be signs of reckoning and

>-

**
' < '

lovedst praise, pleasant, renewed ; so that thou wast

notfreefrompreparing ofglory and supremacy (Jsh)]:
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' A/

(3) to the imagination, as J*6
1>;

USE ^j j^ ,
which

* ' '

is allowable upon condition that prefixion of the imagi-

nary op. be correct, and is good upon condition that ita

w uu X S S

prefixion be frequent; so that
jJt J 1*> [426] and

X S X IU :

biu ;:

xxA A S/ Ax A

e)
-

C u!

wary, sturdy man z's wo Ao/c? in attack, nor valiant^

if he be not a subduer of passion with rectitude (Jsh)]

are good, but

t\9 s /Ax

/ z^a* w0 7Z author of tale-bearing among tht

nor a mischief-maker among them, slanderous (Jsh)] if

not, because the ~> is seldom prefixed to the pred. ol

XX X Ax X

.tf
, contrary to the jm of j~d and U [503] : tbu

coupling occurs in (a; the gen. ; (b) the apoc., as Kl

and S say on the reading of all but Abu ' Amr in LXIIJ

10. [426], the sense of J^^li L ^^-! ^y and
^5

AS 2?

^o-^l being one, while Sf and F say it is a coupling to

x w 2 x

the jlaco of
^Li-^li ,

as all say on the reading of the two

brothers [Hamza and Ks (B, DM)] in VII. 185. [1] with the

~ JUts

cj>oc.,botb of which sayings occur on A/1 ^^ [426];
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(c) the nom., S saying that some of the Arabs say r$M

e>r^ u>J**^ and
e>

1^3 ^JJ ^ [523], because,' ' ' .

the speaker's meaning being that of inchoation, he thinks

that he said ^ [and ,~~>*! ]; (d) the ace., Z saying on
X .PAx x I A rxxx AX X I A x xA xx

^5 ,.y*3 /i^^V toby^o XL 74.

gladdened her with the tidings of Isaac and after Isaac
XX XA X X X

Jacob "read with i^y^. in the ace., as though
** A x X I A

^^^ were sa^"5 (e ) tne 5W^'-j as in the read-

ing iy^^xs LXVIII. 9. [417] and they then deal gently
X AJ> A ^ 5 x

in accordance with the sense ^^ ^ \y*) [571], and,
X S?X

it is said, in ^Ikte XL. 39. [411] and ascend, coupled
X

X.PA A w/xx

to the sense ^! ^1 ^J^ [536] ; (f ) composite express-

A.PX -f x xuux^ x sui rO x A.P AP x/ A x

1^. M' &^^ L!?*)
XXX.

x x x ^x

45. [/4?zaf of His signs is that He sendeth the winds, that

He may give you glad tidings of rain, and that He may

make you to taste (K, B)] being said to be constructively
AJ> xiux-P A? x 2xxA?x

^xJ. According to the BB, such as .! L-&+yV

2 x x Ax

^5^. ^x-aiu Assuredly I will keep to thee until thou pay
x xx

me my due is a case of coupling to the sense, since the
A

subj., according to them, is by subaudition of ^t ,
which

with the v. is renderable by an inf. n. coupled to an
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imaginary inf. w., i. e.

JbJ, whence XLVI1I. 16. [415] in Ubayy's readiug
^^ A

/ / // uu / $s s 3*/ x

with elision of the ^ ;
and like it is U^j^Xi LU1-G U

x x $

.

b, *

'u V
[411], i. e. ^po^ .U5! uXA* ^yo U . In

' ^ '
#XX X A /'

IxJ v_^;^^ [416], if you put the apoc., the coupling is

to the letter
;
and the prohibition is from each of the two

[acts] : if the mbj ,
the coupling, according to the BB, is

to the sense ;
and the prohibition, according to all, [BB

and others (DM),] is from union [of the two acts], i.e.

, , A f // / s *% /A AJxx

^jj ^y* - uX*-* J/l <_X>- ^^ i/
, [while separation is

f * * '

allowable (DI\I)] : and, if the wd. [539], it is commonly

reputed to be a prohibition from the 1st and allowance
x2 XJ S A S> xxx

of the 2nd, the sense being ^IM v_>j **-&) , because, it
X

being an inceptive [prop.~\, the neg. p. is not directed to

it
;
while BD says that its sense is like that of the con-

struction with the sw6/., but that it is after the manner of
x/S-^^xAx X Ax

^JJf <~>)+J c^lj [416], as though he construed the
^

to belong to the d. 5., which is improbable, because of

its prefixion in letter to the aff. aor. [80], and moreover is

contrary to their saying, since they assign to each mood a

[different] sense (ML). The coupled is in the predicament

of the ant. [with respect to what precedes the ant., not
J> xAx

with respect to the ant. itself, j
for which reason t-^yf

(112) is weak (R), provided that what requires the
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predicament be not absent in the coupled, as in

X A^X X A

,^bJ f

j ,
where i^jksaJJ

is not in the predicament of
X X

-p X

J^; as to its being denuded of the J ?
because what

f X

requires J.&-)
to be denuded of the J is the combination of

the J and voc. p., which is wanting in the coupled (Jm) j ;

or with respect to the ant. itself and something else, if

the coupled be like the ant., for which reason the coupled
.P A xx J> Ax x

must be uninfl in ;^j o^j k (49), because the

Damm of the voc. is with respect to the voc. p. and to
A >^ x A x x .P A x X

its being an aprothetic det., but not in &UJ LSA^ ooj
b

X XX >X A X X

(R, Jin)]: and therefore in ))+* L-^&JO I/. Jtiu
j*>j

U
x # x '

or U5 only the nom. is allowable [in L-^&fo
, (as prepos.

SAX

enunc. of ^** (Jm)}, the prop, being coupled to the

prop. (R, Jm), not the pred. alone to the pred., because,

while J& or U> contains apron., as being a deriv. pred.,

))+ L-^&fo or
*)+ U^fo does not (R)]; and ^V^i^^f

# x x xx
^f[27, 540] is allowable only because the cJ is illative

(IH), not copulative (R, Jm), says IH (R), or illative

and copulative, but making the two props, like one, so

that the cop. in the 1st is sufficient, i. e. What flies,

so that, or and consequently, Zaid becomes angry, is the

fly (Jm). Difference in inflection is allowable when what

is meant is known, as
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A />X A
X X x A^ X XX XX

! x A i xA^o x

x .P

JU/f >*

?
k_Blsx4 being a syllepsis, since the sense of t^> J

x A .p $ x A .P Cj Ax A xAxAx

I/I is u^~- W j^ ..r* .* ^ (R). What is

not pardonable in firsts is often pardonable in seconds:

hence fS'y-^ lg*la=u*/ Sl& J/ Every sheep and her lamb

are for a dirham,

XX X A? XX Ax XX 5

what youth of war art thou, and neighbour thereof?
2x J> x f

(Jsh)], &^) J-^j ^) Many a man and his brother,"

A xx f*/w wx ZJ r x A Axx A ai/f >// A

and c>li2i> &^l /l*A*Jf ^ ^T'T^ L)^^ ^"^ J XXVI. 3.
i7 r x

- / L^
T/" ^Fd tt'7/, ?Fe it'e// 56j7i6? down upon them from heaven

X X A X iS J

a */#, and etc. [449] ; whereas l^Xlaa-w J/ is not allow-
X

X X 5? M f xx$AxAJ>x A

ablo, nor to;L^ ^f ?
nor &^L| *

'^ '
nor

f*^ ^3 f*" c)^

in the correctest [opinion (DM)], except in poetry,

as

XX X X X X A X A

f ' x xA .PxAxxx lux

>^ |*x**o U^ JLc

[by Ka'nab Ibn Dainra, If they hear an evil opinion, they

spread it abroadjoyfully as from me; and, whatever they
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lu

hear of good, they bury (T)], since Jf [meant to denote

totality of the individuals (117) (DM)] an(j \ [116] arc

not pre. to a det. sing., and ^ governs in the gen. only

indets. [505], and in prose the v. of the condition is not

an aor. when the correl. is a pret. [419] : and the poet

[AlA'sha (Jsh)] says

ride to fight, the riding of horses is our wont ; orys

alight from your horses, verify we are a band oft alight-

ing (Jsh)], meaning, says Y, ^^ t&1 ;f, and cou-
X

S Axx

pling the nominal to the cond. prop. ;
and they say c&>jj*

i&e V
Sj^t jj J^jj I passed by a man whose parents

f XX? XX A X *X

were standing, not sitting, whereas
Sf^J

J^ts> U
..j^*^' is

disallowed (ML). What is coupled by the
^ [539], the cJ

,

*t9 A* x

J
, y ?

or V may precede the a/. by poetic license, pro-

Tided that (1) it do not precede the op. : for which reason

it does not precede'(o) a reg. whose op. must be understood
x 2 x

x?AX3x xAxx $Axx

or attached to it, so that L-$VJ ^*^ ^ [6^1 O1' ^^^ ^.) y
A ? ^

^! [158, 163] is not said; (6) an /rac/i. whose enunc.

s
posfpos., whether preceded by an annulling/?, or not, so

x ^.x # Ax ** A xx w x xAPx $ Ax $ Ax x 2c

bat .Iwli |j^\ l>*.^s J or
li' *V V / L/ txx ^

34 a
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not allowable: (2) the ant. be not conjoined with IK

x ^

U or

XX X

or ivh.-it is in its sense, so that

$ A x $ Axx xwx x3

.v^ jajj ^^ ^ i s ot said. Every prow, relating to the
' * Z X

n. coupled by the ^
or ^^ together with the aw A agrees

x x i " x .P Ax x .^X

with them both unrestrictedly: and t^^JJ! cJ>i^" cJ^'j

IX. 34. ^4rf they (hut treasure up

awe? silver and expend them ?it means and expend not
^ .eAj> A$ Cux? ^^ J> xx ^Jj^=x

Me treasures-, while Xy0)f. ^ ^^ ^y*)) ^) ^- ^^*

^4/2^ Gorf and His Apostle, that they should please Him is

Her [o71] means should please one of them, because
f

pleasing one is pleasing the other. As for the cJ aud J
,

if the pr<n. be in the enunc. of the coupled together with

the ant., some say that the enunc. must be suppressed
xx A x SJ> $ Ax Ax x xx 5 Ax

from the 1st, as
^ ^;** *i'

LSJJ ,
or 2nd, as ^**J +&

uv.j ;

but the rest allow tli3 y>ro?z. to agree, which is the truth,
XX $ A/ ;.P $ Ax

as Uli
.^u; J> tvj : and, if not in the enunc. mention

the ;.ro;/. must agree by common consent, as Joj
X^x f *t/ ^xx x A I Ax A| A^

Ud o-l^ ;;**5 . And as for JJ
, ^ , Jj , ^ , y ,

anc

Mi

Ul
,
the /;ro n mean one of them, which is uecesj

I

in predicating of the coupled together with the ant., mi
x~x $A x x $ Ax

be ^i//- as ^ o^. and in the non-cnui

j(^. U ; and, if you mean both
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them, must agree, as U# JJ oJJG f^u* J UJLc Jo Ao >> ^ ;
..^

uj^r. ^
IV. 134. If he be rich or poor, God is nearer to them, i. e.

to the rich and poor together, the pron. being sing, in Jjf.

lgj| l^fisJ! t^J y sy^x> 1^1^
LXII. 11. And, when they see

merchandise or sport, they disperse to it only because relating

to the &)) sight: but the du. in the pron. relating to the

n. coupled by y together with the ant. is not disapproved,

even if what is meant ba one of them, because y , being

often used in allowance, where the 2 matters may be

united, becomes like the ^ [543], for which reason.

y //

u*;

[by Abii Dhu'aib alHudhali, And it, i. e. Me case, was this*

<Ar/ Mey should not turn out camels to graze and that //ze^

should turn them out in it were equal ; and the regions were
f f x A xx

dust-colored (Jsh)] is allowable, properly S^~*^ (R).

The aw/, is sometimes suppressed (R, IA, ML), because of

A x x xA^V xx- x A^= xxx A A

indication (IA), as ^js&l* j=ps^J ^t^u ^^1 II. 57.
x xx

^/^e //iow w;^/i% rod the stone. (And he struck), and there

, , , , *A- x~ A f/ Axx2

gushed out, i.e. vr^ (
MLX whence ^^ ^y ^p ^

AJAxx

*^Jl^ XLV. 30. (IA) What! (came not Mine Apostles to

you.} and were not My wonders wont to be rehearsed unto
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w AXX f -P A.P
"

you?,Lc. l! ~) fk f
1 * [581](K,B): [especially]

***" "
after ^b ,

etc. [556], as ;^p ^ YV*, (ZatW has stood,)
Ax x

<w/ 'Amr in reply to
" Zaid has not stood," i. e. o^j

$A/X

>**5 ;
but not after the ps. of assent when the con. is

i **

or Uf
,
because the conj. p! ,

which is the con. [543], must
i 2 2

he preceded by the Hamza, and U! by another U| : and
* *

AC x<~X>v X X -P A S*

sometimes when coupled to by j.1 ,
as W c^ls

yi> ^M
AS -C

XXXIX. 12. [(/s Me unbeliever better,) or he that

is devout in the hours of the night? (B)], i. e. ^ ;*Wf
~ A*

J! J (R), and, it is said, III. 136. [410] (Have ye known

that Paradise hath been beset by things mislikrd,) or etc.?t

being conj,,
i. e. ^1 ,! syX*JU ^^^ &A.s?M ^! ,

A^
X/ ' X

(^NIL). The con. [ ^ or
^! (R)] is sometimes suppressed

[without the coupled (R), in poetry (ML)], whence [the

s.-iyirg of AlHutai'a

x 2 X 5 X x Ax

Lfj U ij-i

Ax

^
/ ^

a man, whose kinsfolk are in Syria, (and) whose

abode is in the sand of Yabrln, is a neighbour that it

** Axx

extremely outlandish, i. e. 6JU*. ; and, it is said, in

{ prose, a.s 1M holds, whence (DM)} UsJ f.Ua. c*
*A/

/ /e bnad (ami) meat (and) dried dates trans-
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mitted by AZ,

Aim a dirham (or) two dirhams (or) three transmit-

ted by Akh (ML),] IX. 93. [80] (and) thou saidsf, i. e.

c^tf; (R, ML), says F (R), *L*6 oi.^^ LXXXVIII.
X ^ X

8. (,4ftd) some faces on that day shall be joyful coupled to
$ x x x Ax $ .P -ff

LXXXVIII. 2. Sbi /aces on that

i

day shall be downcast, and the reading [of Ks (E)] J
f / A A^= X ^5 xA X lU ^=

r
U~2/J &1JJ jJ^ ^^ HI. 17. (And) that the religion

before God is Allslam coupled to J! &J! Ill, 16. [518]

(ML). The coupled is sometimes suppressed, [because

of indication (R, IA),] together with the con. (R, IA, ML)
x x xx AxA.- AX A x xA^ A x A f/\ x A x x

j (R, IA), as J^'j ^JI J-o ^ ^1 ^ fU ^y^d M

LVII. 10. He ofyou that expended before the conquest of

Makka, and fought, (and he that expended after it) are

Ax A x xA A x x

flotf e^w/ (R, ML), i. e. X&u ^ jftf ^^ ,
the indica-

tion of the supplied being [the next words] J2ic| oCfty

f JJb L>XJ 4,4 I Jiij|
..y.

1^^ .r* ^y^ Those are greater in
x xx

degree than they that expended afterwards, and fought,

\ j2.! *X^ ^^> If II. 285. ?Fe make not distinc-
'

' * , 2x>x

between any of His Apostles (and God) and ^.^\)

f A

VU ]**&>. (^S
<5JU*;\. OJUW |*X4f IV. 15J. ^Wfl?

# x ' xx XX
tfw Aare believed in God and His Apostles, and made

x A xx

not distinction between any of them (and God), i. e- ^>^
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A f -P

, AXA,OX

i. c. ^ri-M 3 ,

, as is indicated by
X

IV. 149. And desire that they should make distinction

X A^= .P.P XX XX

between God and His Apostles, >M *Cu ^t^ ]

83. Chtrmenfjf that protect you from the heat (and the cold),

xx' x .Pxx

d jC-w U
&1)

VI. 13. And unto Him belong

is still (and what moveth), i. e. L^^W U^ (ML),
x x x uj ^ -^ x

whence their saying ^/^V^ &W] ^\) The rider of

the she-camel (and the she-camel) are jaded, i. e. Mf
; ;

w $ 3 X xx xxA^ # x A^A /. x Axx

or i*J
,
whence

^jJf
&*** ^**< ^^ ^! l^./ ^x-* ^^ ***

^- x # ^ '

II. 180. ^4wf/ whosoever of you is sick or upon a journey,
Axxx x x A/

(andbreaketh the fast,) upon &c. [18], i.e. ^xlsJ
^iaiU

(IA),

A xAX> /"

Cx'

X AX A-^ xx A # A x

G II. 192.

. //"//e ie beset, (and quit your state o

x A

A -PA,- x x

, ) send

-, x x

ye whatever offerings be ready to hand, i. e. Jilkco
,
and

II. 192. [-543], i.e. J^ (ML); or ^, as J^T J\
xxAC \u / f

f\ ^ In flic H iff/it jn-fit/e.st thou more, (or in the
X

'/'/.//)'*
iii re])ly to "I pray by niglit and by da}-," i. e.

/;-o
^

A AC

^5* (' (^) ^>ut suppression of
^l

and its coupled

is rni

A? xx A ? lu Ax
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[by Abu Dhu'aib alHudhall, The heart called me to her

(verily I am a hearkener to its bidding}; so that I know

not whether the pursuit of her be right procedure (or
& / A

error) (Jsli)], i. e. ^ ^ (ML). There are 10 cons. (M).

The cons, are [(1) such as associate the coupled with

the ant. unrestrictedly, i. e. in letter and predicament,
-* s x A &

vid. (IA)] the
; ,

the cVfi ^ , y, [ U! (IH),]
A* z

and
j.1

; [(2) such as associate in letter only, vid. (IA)] V
,

J? ,
and ^ (IH, IA). The

; ,
the cJ

, ^ ,
and JLL

denote union (M, IH) o/* Ae coupled and ant. in a pre-
A / / Ax xr-/ S *s t\,

dicament: you say ^*^ ^>5

ijlu Zaid stands and sits, *5& SyM
' '

xx x x 9 A x
x^

sitting, and his brother is standing, and $**) y**> pQ

oJl^. Bishr abode, and Khalidjourneyed, thus uniting the

two men in the coming, the two vs in attribution to [the

pron. of] Zaid, and the purports of the two props, in

#Axx Ax -P Ax X

realization; and similarly !vse |L*J c^^v^3 I beat Zaid,

l

Amr, 8^-1
J> ill! LM^= L.^3 '^[6^ Allah went

'
S3 x xA/A^o J> />?x

,
TZ^ afterwards his brother, and

j^y^, f-y^I c^>J;
^ Ax

Ijoj / saw the
9

people^ even Zaid : then after that they

differ (M).

539. The
^ [is (1) the con., which (ML)] denotes

union unrestrictedly (M, IH, I A, Sh, EN, ML), as
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,U>| |JLLo!^
II. 55. And enter ye the

.

7 M -0 -^/

doww ; a/?d efc. [29] and &ta=. t^j
X

i*of
;

'

VII. 161. [below] (M), not [neces-
x x A x AX

sarily (Sh)] involving order (IH, Sh), as in ^! ^-^V
2
";^

'in*i>ired Abraham and Ishmael and Isaac and Jacob and
X 5*X X X

Me frifej
;
nor its reverse, as in ^*>.

And Jesus and Job, ^* ^^ L
^ X AX3 J> XA^O ^i** X /\x"

o XLII. 1.

xx x Ax * x I x

do/A the Mighty

we God inspire thee and them that were before tliee,

,f>?0/ t A^3X 10 X *f

and ^*^;f; 3^!=^'; -^;^ ^5^^ M- 38. Obey thy
/

'

x x x x x

0rd, OTZ^/ 6ow </0ww
T
a?zd /o^er ^ //eoc?

;
nor simulta-

f A x Ar<= AffifO f/,

neity, as in
^aa/i^J|

i^Xl^f
X X

XXVI. 119. ^d ffe saved 7

and

f/, Ax/

.P xAx A X

tV/i Aim in ///e

J> I A x AxA^ x
X X * *

t^ II. 121. ^4d M'Aew Abraham icas

raising the foundations of the House, and Ishmael
r

(Sh): () it couples the [thing to its (ML)] companion,
X X A x .P xA x AX

predecessor, and successor (IA, ML), as ^
XXIX. 14. ^?zd We saved him and the crew of

x (Ax ft xA xA* A xxx

the Ark,
r*ayjj l^y UU,

;
| jJiJ

;
LVII. 26. And as-

'y II', wit Xoah and Abraham, and XLII. 1., these
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* A / , A x

two [last couplings] being combined in y ,.4. uXL
5Xxx.Px.*lAx :*

' '

; uS""^ f^'; XXXIII. 7. And from thee and
'

Noah and Abraham and Moses and Jesus - and
$ A xx' $ Ax xx

accordingly ;;**; ^>j ^ admits of 3 meanings (ML)i
$A X X $ Ax x/M X

for
;;*

C
2 -V.j

'fe*> means that they participated in com-

ing ; then, the sentence admitting of 3 meanings, that

they came together, in order, or in the reverse of order,

if one of the: matters be especially intelligible, it is so

from another indication, as simultaneity frjm II. 121.,
f xAfx xx xA .PACA- x A.P x

or^er from (d(&>

t i U ^t^vfjjj^ XCIX. 13. P%f the earth shah
%

be convulsed with her convulsion, and the earth shall cast

forth her chattels, [i.
e. treasures (K, B) or corpses (B),]

and man shall say, What aileth her ?, and the reverse of
X A XX -P -?X XA iU<^'x^Xx X X

o?'rfer from Ua=w^ ^^w tyjJI ^U=w 1/f ^ U XLV. 23.

^
'

/^ [160] '* not aught save our lower life : we die and we

live predicated by the deniers of the resurrection (KN):

but, says IM, it denotes simultaneity preponderantly,

order often, and its reverse seldom :
( 3 ) there may be

s S $ Ax x~ x

between its ant. and coupled proximity, [as gjlo j^j /b.

xxA.P $Axx A^>
,L^ i^; ^-^AiJ! Zaid came at the rising of the sun,

/

and 'Amr in the earlylmorning (DM)]; or delay, as

^s^fO , f f x./.. AX .p;5x

^ s.Ua., uJCJl 8,o!s Uf XXVIII. 6. VerilycT ',?*?*i -\
'

^

refcure him to thee, and make him to be one of
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the Apostles, the restoration being a little after his being

; into the riv r. and the Apostolir mhsinti at the en<

of 40 vears (ML): (7) this is the opinion of most of tl

BB and KK ; while some transmit from Fr, Ks, Th,

and IDh. and some theologians say, that it denotes

order : but the proof of the majority is its use where

order is absurd, as

A /<x Ax / Ax f /A.x

and
AX x / xx-

;
and where the 2nd is before the 1st, as

X X AC OJ /?*/ Ul r

^x A x

,A5 c>

[by Labld, / buy wine dear with every old blackish u

skin or jar smeared with pitch, that has been breached?

a/ifi whose seal has been broken (EM)], III. 38M and

XLV. 23. : and, if it denoted order, II. 55. would contra-

dict VII. 161., since the incident is one (R) :
( g ) the

^
is-

distinguished from the rest of the cons by (a) coupling:

(a) [what is indispensable (ML), where the ant. is in-

9 A x x $ Ax x x x A

sufficient (I A)], as ^;*
c
^ ^\ *^sx^t, [which is one of

the strongest proofs of its not importing order, whence
Axx AxxAx-pAxx A

}}+*} t^d^ jr# c^-***^ ; but the cor?/. -I shares with it

X A x X AC x AJ> xx $~ X X

in tills predicament, as ^^xZ -! c^.J>! A* /!* (615]

(ML)]: (6) a suppressed r#., whose reg. remains, [1

op., when one idea connects them (ML),]
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Were stronger than they in power, and (more numc.rnus)
f / <+> XX A X

in monuments in the earth, meaning J^ljf
viTL

, jas is

said(B),] like

x A .Px 9 A

(K, B) And I saw thine husband in the fray, girt with,

& A 4 .x x

aswwd, and (carrying) a spear, i e. ba^ UUb
? \vhence

x A x X x

xils and (N) j
ff U !o| [68], i. e. ^

(IA, ML), their connecting [idea] being beautijymg ;

x A ^^A xx A

but, if it Were not for this restriction, ^;LW du^^X^I
# XX # XX X

would be a case in point, since the full phrase is

^-^L^ [82] : (c) the connected single term
Ax X

to the extraneous one when a cop. is needed, as J-^ ^)}4
J> .PX ^Ax wx Sfsi/ Ax xx 5 Ax ^ Ax

-jj
Jl? [145], iuU^ jj** pG'

oo
j [27], and fjo;

1^*^-3 [62] : (a?) the decimal number to the

unit, [when they are compounded, and made one num.
x ^ A x $ X?

(DM),] as ^^tf^ 0*f One and twenty : (e) eps. stpa*
/

rated while their qualifieds are united [146], as

xx .PAx'AxAx xx ' J>xx.Pxx.*Ax>

Aj v^^-^. ^wu; ^c *

[by Ibti Mayyada, Z)^ 7 Weep, when the weeping of a sor*

rowful man was not over two homes carried off and worn

away, (but over their inmates)? (Jsh)]: (/) what ought to

be dualized or pluralized, as in the saying of -AlFarazda^
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x .* A .P x A .P ui x x x

[ Verily the bereavement there in no bereavement like it

j.v Me /oss of the like of Muhammad Ibn Yiisuf and

Muhammad Ibn AlHajjaj Ibn Yiisuf (Jsli)] and the

ing of Abu NuwSs
xx ^ Ax

*rr'V

[We abode in it a day and a day and a third and a day

that the day of departure was a Jifth to (Jsli)] : (g) the

general to the particular, as .j*^ 3^}^) ^ ^^ V>
X XX XXX1

X A .PA x X A.PA / 4^9 x Ax xxx
k~j>lLiJJ. vkJUlJJj

I*-.!* ,5^ J^- 1-5 LXXI. 29. /!///xxx xxx x x

Lordt forgive Thou me and my parents and him that

entered mine Ark believing ani the believing men and
x X A x * A x

///e believing women: (h) the converse, as ** UJ.^1 jf^
x A x A^x x x uj 5^"

^i cX~2 ^^-* ^j**^^ XXXIII. 7. //m/ remeiuber
x xxx

thou ?rAew W? //)oA; /rom ///e Prophets their covenant am

Jrom thee etc. [above] ;
but ^^- shares with it in this

predicament, as ^lxAJl/| Jc=w ^UM ^^U Men have died,CJ L-?

^ X -*^'i' w X Zl f\r0 X X

/ Me Prophets and 8ULJI JC=. L2nl! ..(j.5 7V^
X

pilgrims have arrived, even the walkers: (i) the tiling

to its .w/72., [the rectifier of the coupling being the dif-

P X X XX

ftrence of letter, in ^ fJ (444) (BS),] as in
[ f

;
i

Jxw, J
r$,Uf U III. 140. ^rf have
'
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not been weak because of what hatli befallen them in the

cause of God, nor been frail ! and

{by 'Antara, Mayst thou be saluted as a ruin whose ac-

quaintance with its inmates has become old, and that has

become vacant and empty after the departure of Unim

AlHaitham! (EM)}, aud similarly in the case of ns.

o)^3 x & f / uux A xw

(BS)] &1M ^f ^^ ^f /^i t^t XII. 86. I complain

of my grief and my sorrow only unto God, +&1
$ / A xx A uux A 9 xx X

atfy^ II. 152. Those, upon them shall

blessings from their Lord and mercy, l^.

$ xx

/2
XX. 106. 77i0w t^?7/ not see in them unevenness

nor inequality,

[by 'Adi Ibn Zaid al'Ibadi, And she gashed the skin of

his two veins in the inside of the two forearms ; and he

found her saying to be a falsehood and a lie ( Jsh)] ;
but

rt

1M asserts that this sometimes occurs with ^ ,
whence

#A A # x x A Ax A x x

UjJ y l&Aa~*. ^*& ^. IV. 112. And whoso commit-
% ' *

teth a trespass or a sin, [which requires consideration,

because by the trespass may be meant what occurs unwit-

tingly, and by the sin what occurs wilfully (BS)] : (j) the

prepos. [appos. (DM)] to its[postpos.] ant., by poetic li-

X X?

cense [538], as M L> V| [26]: (k) the gen. 'by vicinity,
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A S / 9 J

U V. 8. [130. A.] with the J^;
! [coupled to ^^; ,

but (DM)] governed in the gen. [by vicinity (B, DM) to

the gen. (DM)]: (b) its coupled's admitting of the

preceding meanings, \ordery
its reverse, and simultaneity

(DM)] : (c) its conjunction with (a) U!
,
as LXXVI. 3.

s

[543] : (6)
U

,
if it be preceded by negation, and [nega-

tion of the predicament from the ant. and coupled by
' ' '

way of (DM)] simultaneity be not intended, as ^ U

/2 ^\ ,
in order that it may import that the act is

negatived from the two of them jointly and severally,
A SS f fit / / MS

whence

XXXIV. 36. Nor are your goods, nor your children,

what shall bring you near before Us with nearness
;

ii

which case the coupling, according to some, is a coupling

of props, by subaudition of the op., but, as commonly

reputed, is a coupling of single terms : when, how-

ever, one of the 2 conditions is missing?
V may not

introduced, so that
+)<+ ^s ^0 f^ *s na^ allowable,

while ^JUiJj
1/2

I. 7. Nor of the erring [545] is allowable

A,

only because ** [498] contains the sense of negation, an<

XX 9 A 9 Ax ft

uT
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[Wherefore go thou away: for what youth is among men,

that intensely black darknesses have preserved from his

death, nor wiles? (Jsh)] only because the sense is there

X x x A^> '

is no youth that etc, like XLVI. 35. [538] ;
nor *-aX^( U

***/ / / i\, /

))+* ^) ^-j '
because, [tlie j

and If importing negation

of the disputing together from the two of them jointly and

severally, it would import that disputing together was ap-

plicable to one person, whereas (DM)] it denotes simulta-
f /j>5 ^ // f xA/^x XAA.-O x AX xx

neity only, while inc^UlfcaJl l/^^oJI^ ^tlff ^ JL*j> U

XXXV. 20. 21. And the blind and (he seeing are not equal,

nor the darknesses and the light, nor the shade and the hot

wind; nor are the living and the dead equal the 2ud
r

X

4th, and 5th [547] M are red., because of the freedom from

ambiguity, [it being known that equality is only between

two, while the 1st and 3rd import negation of equali-

ty between every two jointly and severally (DM)]: (*;}

A I IH= X f/ A 'x

,
as <slM J XXXIII. 40. Eat the Apostle of

[545]: (2) and (3) 2
;

s followed by the ind. or

at

(a) the . of inception, as XXII. 5. [416], M

[416] with the ind. [538], VII. 185. [1] also with the

ind., &JJt
{X*l*tt5

&Wf KSi'U II. 282. And fear ye God.
' fj S / *'a '/

God teacheth you, and g\ ^Xa=J^ ^ [418] : (b) the
s

of the d. *., which is prefixed to the nominal j>rop., &
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[79,80]; and is named the

of indication, [because of its prefixiou to an inch.

A

(DM)]: S and the ancients render it by jj ,
not meaning

f

that it is in the sense of the latter, since the p. is not syn.

yvith the n., but that it with what follows it is a restric-
A X

tion of the preceding y., as ol is
;

not by 13!
,
because

f

this is not prefixed to the nominal prop. : an ex. of it

<w x A

when prefixed to the verbal prop, is ^f Jl=^> ^^^ [1];
#=

x x- x

and, when preceded by a prop. d. s., it admits, according to

him that allows multiplicity of the d. s. [without coupling,

there being no dispute as to its allowability with it (DM)],

of being copulative, [the prop, after it being a d. s. (DM).]
A-Pxx j>x Ax A.0 />Ax f A

and inchoatival, as J *J yz *^*-^ jX*a*> ila^)f
*xx A ^ A* A^ '

<
X

j&~++ j^;^' H. 3^- ^e/ ye down, one ofyou being a foe
X

to another, and ye having, or while ye hove, in the curt)

a place of abode : (4) and (5) two . s followed by the ace.

X WrG /

or subj., (a) the . of the coucomitate obj., as Jj*Jl^

[(IR], which does not govern the ace., contrary to the

opinion of
,Jj ;

nor occur in the Revelation with certainty,

the
j

in X. 72. [68] in the reading of the Seven admit-

ting of being that and of coupling a single term to a single
A.P i~XX.P XA?X

term by subaudition of npre. n., i. e. +titfyS* ~*!^
and (t)

' X

affair of) your companions, or a prop, to a prop, by
A.P x*/xX-P .*X A <^x

subaudition of a
t;., i. e. rt)~ \^\^ [G8J : (b) the
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prefixed to the aor. governed in the sub/, because coupled

to an [inf. (DM)] n., plain, as *' S/U* j~J) [418. A.];

or paraphrased, [by which he means the inf. n. appre-

hended from the preceding sentence (DM),] provided

that negation or requisition precede the
^ ,

which the

KK name the
j

of diversion, [because it diverts the aor.

from the ind. to the subj. (DM),] but which does not

govern the sub/., contrary to their opinion, as III. 136.

r* S A ^ 7

and
j&\

&AJ U [411] : but the truth is that this [
.
pre-

fixed to the aor. governed in the subj* because of the

coupling (DM)] is the con.
^ : (6) and (7) two s

followed by the gen. [506, 505]: (8) a
^
whose inclusion

is like its exclusion, vid. the red. [449], authorized by

the KK, Akh, and many, ^>\^\ j^saA^ ^yL. (3t ^^
S

f,

XXXIX. 73. Until, when thty shall come to it, its gates

shall be opened being thus explained on the evidence of

/f rbZ A ^ -9 s Si*/ / w 7

the other text [ l&M c^s^ Ifi^U |j>J ^ XXXIX..

/ $

71.], or the red. being, as is said, the
^

in [the next

X f// ' * '/

words] 1^>V^ Jj its keepers shall say, and similarly

$ .P * A / X X X A ^3xx xxA Sxx

J stJuoU. v^3^ ^5 t-JL-^ ^ XXXVIII.

103. 104. And when they yielded to the command of God,

he threw him down upon [504] the side of the forehead,

and We called to him, saying [569, 570], Abraham, or

and he threw etc., We etc., the 1st or 2nd being said to be

red.; while the redundance is evident in

36 a



. A

[by Wa'la Ibn Alljarith alMsikhzumi, Then what is t)

case of him whose bone I strive to set from watchfulness,

when he intendsfrom his icitlessness the breaking of\

i.e. ofmy bone ? (Jsh), because the aff. aor. occurring

d. s. is not connected by the
^ (80) (DM),] and

X -f^XX A XXX

-

assuredly I looked kindly at thee in the assemblit

all of them ; and /o, thou helpcst him tit at wrongs

(Jsh)] : (9) the . of 8, mentioned by many philologist

like H, and weak GG, like IKhl, and commentators, lil

Thi. who assert that the Arabs, when they count, say 6,

7, and 8, to notify that 7 is a complete number, and what

follows it an inceptive number: they cite as evidence of

l\f 9

that (a)

/.P.PxxA.P.PAxA.J'.p $x'x

A xA-^3 # A x

^*^* XVIII

21- They will say, (They were) [29] 3, Mo/ their dc

made to be 4; anrf they will say, (Tiny were) 5,

f/jeir f/oq' TTiarfe /o 6e 6, guessing at the unknown; and

they will say. ( They were) 7, that their dog made to be

A x f

8
; (b) XXXIX. 73., since c^Xi is said in the text of
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Hell, because its gates are 7, but c^XS. in the text

... '
' * '*>* s s ~Z ,

of Paradise, because its gates are 8
; (c) *^UJ! ^SUJf

[29]
x

tents, the worshippers, the praisers, the fasters, the

lowerers of the head, the bowers down, the bidders of good,

and the forbidders of evil, since it is the 8th qua!.-, (d)

cu^-9 e^
t * # X #'
# /Acx

!;tX: l^
LXVI. 5. Muslims, believers, obeyers, penitents,

worshippers, fasters, matrons, and maidens, though cor-

rectly this
j , occurring between 2 eps. that serve to

divide those who contain all the preceding qualifications,

is not susceptible of ellipse, since matronhood and

maidenhood are not united, whereas the of 8, according

to him that recognizes it, is suitable for ellipse: (10) the

. prefixed to the epithetic prop, to denote corroboratiou

of its [id. (DM)] adherence to its qualified, importing

that the latter's qualifinbilHy by it is an established matter:

this
;

is authorized by Z and his imitators, who thus

explain certain passages, in all of which the
^

is the
^

of the d. s., as II. 213. [464], XVIII. 21., J* ^oH? ;
f

, X
X ff xx 9x x x / /Ax xx

seen the K&e cf A?m ^Aa^ hath passed by a city that is

empty, whose walls are fallen down upon its roofs ? (B)],
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and XV. 4. [78], the permissive of the d. s.
T

s occurrence

to the indet. in this [last] text being 2 matters, o

peculiar to it. vid. precedence of the neg., and the 2nd

common to the rest of the texts, vid. prevention of

qualificativity,
since the d. s., when prevented from

an epf
, may occur to the indet., for which reason it occu

* / f f*, ^3

thereto when preceding it. as J^j.;
U3G y^Jf ^ ,

and

'**"'* ' '

when prim., as IJ^JA, Jli. fjob [83] ;
and the preventive

of qualificativity being 2 matters, one peculiar to it
r

vid.
a

conjunction of the prop, with H| [94], and the 2nd com-

nion to the rest of the texts, vid. its conjunction with the

;
: (11) [161]: (12-15) [497] (ML). Sometimes they

^

answer the inquirer with the neg. ^
, and then follow it

up with benediction
r
so that the sentence i& transmuted

into malediction, as it is related that Abu Bakr, seeing a

man in whose hand was a garment, said to him " Wilt
J>i *o , , , ,

thou sell this garment?", and he said &IM uJ^U 2/
,
on

which Abu Bakr said " Wherefore saidst thou not V
fi & / / / S

&1M tJ^ No: and God grant thee health?' Zj says, I

asked Mb about the cause of the appearance of the
j

in

s A s / SifJi i& / s s A t

our saying LJo.*o^ +$l\ u-C&s^*, ; and he said to me,
*

/ /

asked Mz about what thou hast asked me about, and
x-PACx ^ Axx^i^5x

said, The meaning is LjCZzcu.- L^O^SW.
' X

1 extol Thy perfection, Ood; and with praise of Thee(

1 extol Thy perfection) (D). Some say that
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Ax x .p rt

is one prop., the
^ being red., [orig.

* , A S ' '

Ub=u~* (DM)] ;
and some that it is two props., the . being

X A x x

copulative, and the op. of the u-> suppressed, i. e. uhJ>*2^.
x S-A S x

' '

L_AAM, (ML on the v_> ) : while the ^ denotes accom-

paniment or instrumentality according to both of these

two sayings (DM). In VII.3 , [126] ^>$ Jb is [a d. s.

(K)1 coupled to GLu [as though **Jtf ! ^jOot were
cj ^/ ** ^ iO'*

XX XX

said (K),] the
^ [of the d. s. (B)] being suppressed

[when coupled to a d. s. before it (K)], because deemed

heavy on account of the combination of 2 cons., since

the of the d. s. is the con.
^
borrowed for a cop. (K, B),

XX.PA? # x $Ax x<x

so that *"\G *fc ^ M^K fc*ii ,<^>^- Ziid came to me

walking, or (when} he was riding is a chaste sentence

(K). Suppression of the
^

of the d. s. has been previ-
ft $ /M r XXX

ously mentioned in J| j^M > ^ [80] (ML).

540. The u3
,

**
,
and ^^- necessarily involve

order : except that the cJ necessitates the existence

of the 2nd after the 1st without delay, and ^ with, delay,

X XXX X(~>X X X A X $ S'/ /

the texts VII.3. [126] and J**; J^; V 15 cT
1 ^ c5*S

X X

jXa>f J> bJCo XX. 84. ^4/zrf verily I am wont to for-

give him that repenteth and believeth anddoeth good, then

is rightly directed being attributed to the fact that, when
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us
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He \w* destroyed it, the chastisement is judged to have

come upon it. and to the continuance and subsistence of

the being rightly directed
;
while what is coupled by

must be part of the ant., either its most excellent,

/ / UJ / ^1^ / /

cyU [539], or its lowest, as p-^Jl
/̂

(M). The * denotes union, order, and

succession, and ^ union, order, and delay, as 6^(> &J'U

glsjf AZ 13!
(3
LXXX. 21. 22. Maketh him die, then

buricth him; afterwards, when He willeth, raiseth him

(Sh). The <-* indicates posteriority of the coupled to the

ant. when [the former is] continuous with the latter, and

M 9

posteriority of the coupled to the ant., when [theformer

is]
discontinuous [from the latter], as ^^9 ^- ^^f

LX XXVII. 2. Who created everything, then made its

creation symmetrical and &&laJ ^ *i' ^y ^ *Xali.
&ll|^

XXXV. 12. And God created you fr.>m dust by creating

Adam from it, afterwards from sperm by creating his

posteriority from it (IA). The L-3
[is (1) copulative :

and (ML)] denotes (a) order (IH, ML), (a) of idea, as

A// $A / ' f

j*ji5 JJ.; f^ Zaid stood, then lAmr
; (b) of mention,

which is [often (DM)] a coupling of a detail to a sum-

mary, as M
^5!*! ^ ^t ^ ^) J^ ^; cy J5^

* f ' ^ '

XI. 47. ^4wrf A7oaA ra//e</ MJOOW his Lord, and said,

3/y / or</, Verily my sn is of my Jamily, $c., [but not
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always, as XXXIX. 74. (below) (DM)] : (b)

which is in everything according to [the custom in
^ / h// s/ A sl\rO ff A / /

(MA)] it, as oUio S^aJf ^LL^ j entered A iBa^ra ^

then Baghdad, when you tarry not in AlBasra, nor be-

tween the 2 cities, [but the journey is continuous (DM),]
and XXII. 62. [411] (ML) : ( a ) if the uJ

couple a

single term to a single term, it imports that the connection

of the coupled with the meaning of the v. referred to it

and to the ant. is after the connection of the ant. with it

without delay, as j>*** LS;.;
*&

,
i. e. The standing of' 5 */

lAmr was realized subsequent^ to the standing of Zaid

without interruption : but, when the uJ is prefixed to

consecutive eps., the order, if the qualified be single, is in

"xAxx s / A / Sx

their inf. ns., as in ^\ u-i^J I; [157], i.e. f?&>, ^oJf
-Pxx -Px A XX X

V;^ |^*^ '>
anc^' ^ tne qualified be not single, is in

the connection of what is indicated by the op. with their

qualifieds, as is the case in prims., as in their saying on

the prayer of the congregation - ai'l/ tJ <$.iwl/G \M\ JL>>

l^j ^xoJ/U ^^^^ SjaaSi The best reader shall be made
X

leader, then the best theologian, then the earliest inforsak-

ing home, then the oldest, then the brightest in face : (b)

if it couple a prop, to a prop., it imports that the purport

of the prop, after it is subsequent to the purport of the
$ A x x xxx $Ax xx

one before it without interruption, as ^** o-*w
ux>.j ^.G>

Zairf sfood, /Aera '^mr sat : but in coupling props, it

sometimes imports that the one mentioned
(

after it is a
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sentence subordinate in mention to the one before it, not

tliat its
; urport is subsequent in time to tbe purport of

x A x x x x s~s / x /A* ff A*

the one before it, as -*** ^ cji^
u r^ V^ ! l^ l

x x ' *

e 01 > / f*G ' A x

^jjxXXJI ,5^-* XXXIX. 72. Enter ye the gates of Hell
',

ft

about to abide eternally in it: and most evil be the abode

x A x -* x X

of the proud, (Hell) ! and
x

=>- XXXIX. 74. And made us to

inherit the land, dwelling in whatever place of paradise we

will :. and most excellent is the recompense of the workers,

(Paradise)! [below], since mention of blame or praise

of the thing comes correctly after mention of the thing ;

and of this cat. is the coupling of the detail of the sum-
/ Ax S> *S / fS>/\ x f

niary to the summary, as XI. 47. and t &^ ctJJu 6JO^.|

/ answered him, and said, At thy service, because the

position for the mention of the detail is after the men-

tion of the summary, whence VII. 3. : (c) it is not

incompatible with the v_3
'

s importing order without

delay that the 2nd in order should be completely realized

in a long time, when the 1st of its parts succeeds

what precedes, as XXII. 62., since the eartlis becoming

green commences after the descent of the rain, but is

completed in a long time, so that the cJ is put from

regard to tbe fact that there is no interruption between

the descent of the rain and the commencement of the

becoming green (R) : (c) illativenes*, which is prevalent

iii the O coupling (a) a prop., as
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iuk XXVIII. 14. And Moses smote him with his

<*>/ A 9

and consequently he killed him and &u ~*
* J ^y

1\X X X X>- Xf XXX
to ^Utf II. 35. ^wd 4daw learned from his

* * '

Lord words ; amtf therefore He turned again Unto him with

an as
A x .P /

^
* LVI. 52-54.
x

eating of a free, namely Zakkum, and therefore filling

the bellies frsm tV, and consequently drinking upon itfrom

boiling water : but sometimes in that [coupling of prop,
' ' "

or ep. (DM)] the u-5 denotes mere order, as J| c(J
^

. 26. 27. ^4wrf he
Ax JxSxx

privily to his family, and brought a fat calf}

and
-

o ct^UJUJU XXXVII. 13. By the Angels expanding
x f x

their wingsm the air, Mew driving the clouds along, then

rehearsing an exhortation (ML) :the LJ is exclusively dis*

tinguisbed by coupling what is not fit to be a conj^

because devoid of the prow, of the conjunct, to what is

fx

fit to be a conj. -,

because comprising the pron., as ^oJf
f

9 X 5^= $ Ax -P XA xx J> x
.

-

^biSJ! &\ ^<&*J? >^V. [27,538], because the LJ, indi-
v . '",

*

eating illativeness, enables the cop. to be dispensed with

(IA): (2) [419,32] (ML): the non-copulative iJ also is

not devoid of the sense of order ;
which is the one named

37 a
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the cJ of illntiveness, and is peculiar to props. : (a) it ii

prefixed to what is an apod., (a) with precedence of th<

f A *t , f, , A

cond. word, as &*yG &*** ^ If thou meet him, hono\
' ' *

t\f- / / Xfwx A x

thou him and llaeb L^>^ ** Whoso comes to thee, gi\
A A x $ / 5 Ax

Mo?/ to him-, (b) without it, as &*^U J-^>G joj ^?W ?>
X X

excellent: then honour thou him, which [construction] is

recognizable by the fact that the cond. !3! may be supplied

before the cJ
,

the purport of the preceding senten<

being made its prof., and is frequent in the Kur'an and

elsewhere, as

x .Px rtx x/ xl

i^'x^ XXXVIII. 9. [Or to them belongeth
X x

the kingdom of the heavens and the earth and what is

between them? (If that belong to them,} then let them
l\ xAx x A $A x x x x

ascend the avenues (B)] and ^t ^-^iLL <s-x* ^ U| Jii>

x A A A^x x x

^ F^ J M*1

/Ax xx x

il^
; ;

U XXXVIII. 77. 78.
' # ' ' f

He sa>d, I am better than he : Thou createdst me ofjire,

and createdst him of clay. He said, (If this pride be in
X X A XX X

,)
then go thou forth from it, i. e. i^JJ^ tf !3f

x I

o& : but it is often i. q. the J of causation,

when what follows it is a cause of what precedes it, as
$ x x / x A A .PA^x

^;
L^G li-. -^IS XXXVIII. 78. Then etc: for

*

t?eri7t/ Mow ar* accursed so that this is prefixed to what

U the prot. in sense, as the 1st is prefixed to what is the
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apod, in sense (R): [thus] the cJ of illativeness is pre-
*A A*x $ x 9rt x

fixed now to the caused, as &*f& J^oG jjj f being then

sometimes railed the uJ of deduction, whence the cJ

prefixed to the correl. of the condition
; and now to the

cause, being then i. q. the J of causation, as XXXVIII.

78. (DM): (b) there being no incompatibility between

the illative and copulative, it is sometimes illative, and
a / **s i\f t st

nevertheless couples a prop, to a prop., as u.^aixJ joj .. Ju
$ A X

))+f Zaid stands, and then lAmr becomes angry, [or an ep.

to an ep., as LVI. 5254., because the ep. is renderable by

a prop ] ;
but coupling is not inseparable from it, as

A

| (R) : [thus] the cJ is fa) a mere illative

t A ACx .Px

cop., as L-X*^!
tU -5^=^ ^ If thoucome tome, I shall

' ' '

honour thee, since, if it were copulative, what follows it

would be a condition, and the correl. would be needed,
/ \u/ <u / * /xA/A^3 x xA X AP 2

and similarly i~O;J J^ ^f ^UxLwf Uf CVIII. 1. 2.

XXX
efc. [I]: therefore pray thou to thy Lord [below] ;

$// X X X AxA^= X XA

(6) merely copulative, as /CU &!*> ^j^M >=M ,5^3

gfJ LXXXVII. 4. 5. ,4>zrf Who hath brought forth

the pasture, and mad& it after its greenness dried up,

Hack-, (c) both [illative
and copulative],

as XXVIII. 14.

ft ^ x Ax/

and II. 35., whence the J in ^ *** ^ [22] (BS)i

(3) red., [its inclusion in the sentence being like its ex-

clusion (ML) with regard to the original sense intended
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from the sentence, which is not incompatible with its im-

porting corroboralion and confirmation of the sense (DM)

this cJ occurs (a) in the place of the LJ of illativeness

but is not it; and imports premonition that what follows it

is as inseparable from what precedes it as the apod, from the
' XWX X

prof., rid. with th e 13! not implying condition, as

~*-~5 CX. 1-3. When the help of God shall come, and

the. conquest of Makka, and thou shalt see men entering

into the religion of God in hosts, extol thou God's perfec-

tion :
(
b

) elsewhere (R), its redundance, though not

authorized by S, being allowed (a) in the enunc. by Afch

unrestrictedly (below) ;
and by Fr, Am, and many with

the restriction that the enune. be a command or prohibi-
<* s r*/ '

, Khaulan, wed thou 8?c.tiou, as

and

A?

*

{by 'Adi Ibu Zaid al'Ibadl, Will evening be a time offare-

well for thy last journey, or morning ? Thou, consider

thou at which of those two times thou wilt pass aw
f s /f>f , i

(Jsh)}, to which Zj attributes *fy*& !J^ XXXVIII.
JH *s ,, t\s

57. This, let them taste it, and as 4>j*aJ
Ui

,joj Zaid be(
X

thou not him : (b) as IB says, {whether it be in the enunc. or

not (DM),] by all our school (ML), i. e. the BB, except
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(DM),] as Jf e^xifc |3!/ [62] (R, ML); while an ear. of
^

its redundance is

S / A xxx x A

[When he warded off my blow with a hand whose bulk

was huge, I left the exposed part of its skin dangling

(Jsh)], because the LJ is not introduced in the correl. of
M/ X

U
, contrary to the opinion ofIM [206]. The eJ (1) in J^

A .PAr^X xdl r"

oo^G 6JJ| XXXIX. 66. Nay, (whatever betide,) God wor-

ship thou, or Nay, God worship thou, or Nay, (mark

thou,) and worship God is (a) [the cop. of] a correl. to

? A .0 A.-OX xl-o S?

U! supplied, according to some, [i.e. j^l* &Wf Uf (DM),

like XCIII. 9. (593)] ; (b) red., according to F; (c) copu-
xiL^3 ^A/^3xA2xx

lative, according to others, the o. f. being &Uf j^te &^.; ?

A J X X

and &AXJ* then suppressed, and the ace. put before

the u5
,

in order that the i^J may not occur at the be-

f X^AHO xx ^ A x x

ginning: (2) in 1^*1^ lolJ o^.^ [204] is (a) red., inse-

J;

parable, according to F, Mz, and many; (b) copulative,

according to IJ, [coupling a verbal to a verbal prop., ac-

x "f/\,as f t f ^x xx f A x x

cording to the sense, i. e. (J-^l/f ^^^- ci^la.U* c^^.^ or

.P-PxAx J^xxx'

8^^to. >,^ or S)^*. ^J (DM)] ; (c) merely illative,
x'

like the uJ of the corre/., according to Zj, [i.
e. importing

that there is consequence between what precedes and

what follows it, whether what follows it be consequent
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upo i and caused by what precedes it, or the convers

(DM),] to which must be attributed, according to n
X t A Ul X

CVIII. 1. 2. and cX*/! Jl* ^^J Come thou to me, fo
/ x^

xx x

vt rili/ I honour thee, since the originative is not couple

to the enunciatory prop., nor the converse [538]. Tl
M A X AX?

\*J is said to be (4) inceptive, as *! l~^ 1 [417], i. e.

S Ax x.Px

"iLaJu j& [Hast thou not, i. e. Thou hast, asked fyc., f
' SSs/l\f'

it speaks (AAz)], and similarly ^^ ^ &

II. 111. He only saith to it, Be: and then it is, i.e.

A JxA / x xx A^o / A -PS t $ xx $ A x JAw

X XX

AJ A.Px i/ A.P A .P .P A .Px x x Ai-= x A uSx

*axO33Jf Jt 6j c^~Jj
^ x x x x

j; xx

[by AlHutai'a, Poetry is hard, and tall is its ladder.

When he that knows it not climbs it, his foot slips with

him fo the bottom: he means to make it chaste Arabic,

an<l he makes it barbarous (Jsh)], i.e. &*sa* ^ : where-

.

as the truth is that the L- in all of that is copulative,

but that what is intended to be coupled is the [verbal

(DM)] prop, [to tbe verbal prop. (DM)], not the v. [to

the t>.], [for which reason the v. is not apocopated in the

verse (DM), Thou hast asked $c., and it speaks,}

the ant. in this [text and (DM) last] verse beiiig [ J,
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* * / *

and (DM)] tj^> ;
while the GG supply y& only to ex-

s

plain that the v. is not intended to be coupled (ML),

not that it is a nominal prop, coupled to the verbal (DM).

*> [for which f is said, like cJj^. for <^J^ grave

(ML), is {only (R)} a con. : and (R,ML)] denotes [associ-

ation in predicament and (ML)] (1) order and delay

(IH, ML) and posteriority, for which reason S says on
ft/ M t Ax -D AX x

^^ j*> a^ ct>^;* / passed by Zaid, and afterwards
lAmr

jt ^ X

that the passing is two passings (R) ; but all these mean-

ings are disputed : (a) Akh and the KK assert that it

sometimes occurs red., not b Mtig copulative at all ; and
A x 9 x x f AfhfO ^AxxAxx x Sx

attribute to that c^ *-"
i5~"

j> Ax S l>fO x ^xAx xA^ xx AJ> J>JAC A Axx A x x x

f*,-, ^ t ^x ^
A Axx X X

IX. 119. Until, when the earth became too

strait for them notwithstanding its spaciousness [571],

and their souls became too straitfor them, and fyc. [440],

He turned again unto them with grace to repent and

o
<?

[below], by Zuhair, [I see myself, when I enter upon the

morning, enter upon the morning possessed by passion,

and, when I enter upon the evening, enter upon the even-

ing going away from that passion (DM)] : (b) some die-
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pute its necessarily involving order, on the authority of
Ax A A-Pxxx

&L XXXIX. 8.

x x A

[He created you from one person, i.e. Adam, and made

thtrefrom its mate, i. e. Eve, the creation of Eve not being

after that of the posterity (DM),] and

[below] : (c) Fr asserts that delay sometimes fails, on the
x-P xAxA.- xAxx x xx fif

evidence of your saying U J> rr^f c>xx<9 U JLys*f
f X A? A x A x X

What thou didst to-day pleased me :

then what thou didst yesterday teas more pleasing, because
u
*j in that denotes order of enunciation, and there is no

A.P I

delay between the 2 enunciations, while IM holds
-- --*

yA//^ S -? X ^X A^UM XX A -P w X

l^J! ^ ^^ ^XlxJ
&>

fTloj
VI. 154. 155.

following hath He chargedyou with peradventure

ye will beware of error and schism then We gave Moses

the Scripture to be an instance of that [enunciatory order

(DM)] ;
and apparently it does occur in the place of the

n

x A x u/ Ax ui

k *

[by Abu Duwad, Z/zA;e ^e shaking of the Rudaini spear

ie/oM? /Ae c/ottrf of dust, when it (that shaking) rut

through the internodal portions of that spear, and fort)

with the whole of it (that spear) is agitated (Jab)], sine

the shaking, when it runs through the internodal poi

tious of tlie spear, is succeeded by the agitation, whicl
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Is not posterior to it (ML): (2) in [coupling] prop*, ex-

clusively, strangeness, and inappropriateness, of the pur-

port of what follows to the purport of what precedes it,

sf&rO / s / f s A?ArOx ylS/^xxx SXi .P A

fts c

X 9 Ax A x .Pxx x oi^iuJ x uj <^x

VI. 1. Praise be to

God, Who hath created the heavens and the earth, and

made the darknesses and She light, yet with Whom [177]
A xx

they that disbelieve make the idols eqnal! [and ***

xA x x x A? M-f aix xw /<u9 A Jx A

XXXII. 22. And<j
;
cy

' XX X X X

is more iniquitous than he that is reminded of the

wonders of his Lord, yet turneth away from them ?, as in

xxx xx

XX f f:
X

(K, B), by Ja'far Ibn 'Ulba alHarithi, Nor will&uy dispel

affliction save a son of a free-born woman, who sees the

rigors of death, yet courts them! (T)], which meaning is

a derivative, and tropical, sense of posteriority : (3) mere

wder in mention and gradation in degrees of climax and

mention of the worthiest and afterwards of the [next]

worthiest, without regard to delay and distance between

those degrees, or to the 2rfs being after the 1st in time
;

nay, it is sometimes before it, as in

A S x x I xAx xx A x S.P -p.p2xxS.Pxx Ax

t

V^ he that has reigned, then whose sire has reigned^

then whose grandsire has reigned before that (Jsh)],

38 a



where his own reign is put first because it is most pecu-

liar to him, then his sire's reign, then his grandsire'a, the

object being to arrange his claims to eminence in order,

the most peculiar, then the [next] most peculiar : so that
zf

it is like the J in XXXIX. 74. [above]. The tJ and

sometimes denote mere gradation in climax, [indicating

that the 2nd is more emphatic than the 1st (K, B on

LXXIV. 20.),] even if the 2nd be not subordinate in

mention to the 1st, vid. when the 1st is literally repeated,

as^ Mb and &W
;
J &W

; [134] (R), like

J

(K) And I have not committed any offence towards thei

that I knew, save that I said, Sarha, be thou safe

Yes, and be thou safe ! again, be thou safe ! again,

thou safe! (I salute) with three salutations, even though

thou speak not (T). f is treated like the cJ and . (1

by the KR as to the allowability of the subj. in the aot

conjoined with it after the v. of the condition [and,

Dm, after the apod, likewise (425) (DM)]; while AlHi

san's reading ? &!*** 6lfl Jf
> xx o

'X X
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,JiX> XX S 9^"i X / X A x X .* A x A^ -P X A S

. IV. 101. And whoso

goeth forth from his house, fleeing to God and His Apos-

tle, and afterwards death overtaketh him, his recompense
** i\f

hath fallen upon God with [the v. of (DM)] <^;^> in

A

the subj. [by subaudition of ^1 (K, B, DM), the inf. n.

paraphrased from it and its conj. being coupled to an inf.
A xx Ax

n. apprehended from thev. of the condition, i. e. *>. *-

r-t /xx A XX -Px A/A,J3 ^ x A S^ * /^ . .P ^*

iJI ^i',
^ &J

ct>^J! LJ!
;
j| J f;^

l ^ ^^ (DM),] is
'

*
'

cited as evidence in their favor: (2) by IM [as to the

subj.m the anr. (DM)] after requsition [411], so that
^/Ar A fS /i 3x Jx x

he allows in the Prophet's saying -/^f^ J&*>\ ^y> V

JH ^ /Ax ZJ 9 A f X ^0 r*Zi ,0

J."***i *J' ,5)==^
^

^li-'J f'ijJf
Let not any one of

/ x x x'

pfss m standing water, which flows not. Albeit he

shall wash himselffrom it three moods, (a) the ind. by
> x Ax x JP ff

construing the full phrase to be J.MASU 3>
^? }

which
5*

mood is the one transmitted, [and requires J* to be in-

ceptive, not copulative, otherwise an enunciatory would

be coupled to an originative prop. (DM)]; (b) the apoc.,

and afterwards wash himself, by coupling to the position

of the v. of the prohibition, [because it is uninfl. in the
34

place of an apoc. (DM)];(c) the subj. 9 by giving *^,

says he, the predicament of the ^
of union, meaning only

as to the subj., not as to the simultaneity also (ML).

These three ps. occur red. according to Akh 5 while the

explain away such passages wherever possible, to
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preserve the p. from redundance : (1) the
5 ,

as iu
1

x ,g

\\\\\l. 103. 104. [539] : (2j the cJ
,
as iu U>< ^! ;

l

^ *

$/xx $ Ax

JM [above], say some ;
while Akh allows f& ^ Zaid

~ ..'.:''
is standing on the evidence of )| &UC>^ [29], and the

X , , * x # '

u3 in ilj &!; Iff [98] is red. according to the BB, not

z - '

the KK : (3) f ,
as in IX. 119., says Akh (R). ^5^ is

~9

like ^ (IH)> i. e. in orc/er and delay. In my opinion,
" /

however, there is no delay in ^xa. ;
but the copulative

Zl X

s
Xi*. imports that the coupled is the part surpassing the

other parts of the ant. in strength or weakness: while, the

connection of the v. governing the ant. and coupled ns.
2 x

with what follows ^^ being sometimes anterior to, and

sometimes in the midst of, its connection with the other

parts, as +^
*

J> ^> X X

Himself everyfather of mine, even Adam and ^^J' c^U

j^ll . oljfctice order also is not intended to be regarded,

as delay is not regarded, in it
;
but what is regarded in it

is order of the parts of what precedes it subjectively\
f MJ ^3 XX

from the weakest to the strongest, as in jjf **^f ct>U ,

.- 5 x A^ x /

or from the strongest to the weakest, as in ^M ^baJf r
ji*

a x

(R). ^jla. denotes WTZJOW and extreme, i.e couples what is

an extreme in excess or paucity in either sensible or id.
x

qnautity (Sh). ^Xa. is like the
; [as to the inclusion
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of what follows it in the predicament of what precedes it

(R), importing unrestricted union (I)], except that [(1) it

must contain the sense of ending : (2) it must be preceded

by a thing having parts, which thing must be expressed,
r* 5 ^ A^o . ^

in order that it may be coupled to, as M K^\ **
f

(R) :] (3) its coupled must be [(a) an explicit n., not a

pron. (below): IHKh mentions that, but I have not met

with it from any one else (ML):] (b) part of the ant.
S x ArO / s s / / M <& Ax2

[collection, as AM ^ksM -c>S, or whole, as &**J| LsJlTf

x x>x S! x

lg**!^ ^^- I ate the Jish, even its head (ML)] ; or like part
x x vi s $s x hi A x x A

of it, [as ^i^^- ^5^- &i^^l ^5^-i-^t ^TAe damsel pleased
' x x ^

x ^xx < /

me, even her discourse, whereas
tfi>jJj ^^ is disallowed,

S x

because ^y^ is introduced only where the [conj. (DM)}

exc. (88) might be introduced (ML); or part of what

the ant. indicates, as in

Ax xx

(501), because the sense of *! ^^1 is He threw away

the whole of what was with him (R)] : (c) an extreme of

the ant. (R, I, ML) in excess or deficiency (ML), as

[combined (ML)] in

xx 3 x xx f XX *fb/ x x^A x .P-PxAxx

l^ 5UXJJ

(I, ML) We have conquered you, even the valiant armed

men ; so that ye. stand in awe of us, even our smallest syns
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(M>h) : (d) precise, so that you do not

J^.* , because it is a limit, so that there is no sense in

making it vague (R): (4) when it couples to a gen., the

genitival op. is [preferably (R)] repeated, to distinguish
2 x

it from the prep. [ L$^- (DM)], as L

f X X
"

/

[IKhz mentions that unrestrictedly ; but IM restricts it

W X

by the condition that ^y^- should not be necessarily

copulative, as in

UJ X Ax A^3 XX X X A.P .P

bounty of thy right hand has been lavished upon

creation, even a wretch that has habituated himself to

evil-doing (Jsh), where it must be copulative, because
X

it is not replaceable by ^J\ (DM)), which is good
^

(ML)]
'

(5) [it may ^)e sai"d that (R)] it does not couple

props. (R, ML), being iti such places inceptive (R),

because its coupled must be part, or like part, of

the ant., and that is practicable only in single terms

(ML). It may be prefixed to the pron. [above], as
X .PA/A-0

and and

X A Ax X

. Coupling by J^ is rare
;
and^- pi*xxx

the KR disallow it altogether, attributing such as
x ft * ' .PA/AXS xx / /"i

and
2 x A Sfht/

* to the fact that ^^>- is inceptive, and that
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what follows it is [governed] by subaudition of an op.

(ML), i. e.
| aud

(DM).

A?

541. y,Uf, and
r l denote [attachment of the

predicament to (M) ] one of the 2 (M, Z, IH), or more

(Z, K, Jm), things (Z, IH) mentioned (M), w^ew [Ma*

owew (Jm)] ttag-we (IH), i. e. not specific to the speaker

(Jm): except that y and UJ occur in enunciation, com-

mand, and interrogation ;
and

pf , when conj., only

in interrogation, while the disj. occurs [in interrogation

and (Z)] in enunciation also, as >l ^ J^U l$>f Verily it

..=
* '* *

[the &=*. 5oo^ (AA)] is camels : nay, (it is) sheep [543]

(M, Z).

542. The distinction between y and J in .jolf

7s Zaid or ' ^4mr with thee ? and jo
jf

[543] is that in the 1st you do not know
^

that either of them is with him
;
whereas in the 2nd

you know that ojne of them is with him, but do not know

him specifically (M). Where the case as to y and the

A? A?

conj. j,!
in interrogation is dubious to you, render y by

s S $ /$ t& SS-&Z

UfcijA.!
,
and J by U#J (R). The reply (1) to the conj.

A*

J [that requires reply (.543) (ML) ] is specification, [so
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AX A* / /A $Ax2

that, when ^ r
! c^J^* ^ is said, the reply is Zaid

' X

or
' Amr (ML), ] not Yes or No (IH, ML) ;

while V

Dhu-rRumma's saying

A xx xx

X X X X

^ A A^3 x Ax

x x X X*

x A? S

uu

t S> t

*y*** J
^ xP

an o/</ woman, by whose door is my walk when

going at evening from my family and when going at

mnrn'tng, (Art thou) a possessor of a wife in the city of

a party to a lawsuit, for which I see thee tarrying in

AlBasra the year? Then said I to her, No: verily my

family are neighbours to the sand heaps ofAdDa/md, alt

of them, and my property ; nor have I been, since thou

1ia*t Keen me, in a lawsuit, wherein I plead, daughter

of the peoplft, before & judge (DM)] is not a reply to her
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question. b'it a refutation of what she imagines, vid. the

occurrence of one of the 2 matters, his being a px><*ses*

sor uf a wife and his being a party to a lawsuit (ML):
IS*

(2) to the disj. .! is Yes or Vo, because it is an inceptive
A

interrogation (R) : (3) to y after interrogation is (a) Yes

$A, A s / * $ \st

or No, [because ^^ y i*Jj*** j^jf means Is one of them
r

with thee> or not ?
; (b) specification^ because it is a reply

f A / *A^i> ^ / , A*

and addition (ML)]. And you say ^p"*
3^ ^ ^*~*

SH
f s A? '

J'^l /* A IHasan or AlHusain more,

excellent, or [Muhammad Ibn l
sili know a as (Nw)]

Ibn AlHanafiya? , [meaning Which of the two, vid. of one

of them two and Ibn AlHanaflya^ is more excellent f

(R)] ;
the reply being One of them two (R, ML) accord*

ing to us, and Ibn Alffanafiyi, according to the Kai 4

i saniva, but not AlHasan or AlHusain c because theJ '

question is not as to the more excellent out of A I Hasan

and Ibn AUtanafiya, nor out of AlHusain and Ibn

AlHanafli/a ;
but one of them^ not specified, is coupled

with Ibn AlHanafiya (ML),
A$ 2

543. J and Uf are said to denote in enunciation

doubt, [making vague, and detail (R)]; and in command
f(Z

giring option and allowance (M, R). y is a con., for

which the moderns mention meanings extending to 12:

(1) doubt, as
r^i jfcw y Uy. U^ XVIII. 18. We have

tarried a day or part of adnyi (2) making vague, [which

|ia
the speaker's concealing his meaning from the

39 a
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A* S A*

(DM),]

XXXIV. 23. ^rcd' verily we or you are upon a rigt

course or in manifest error, the evidence being iu the
A*

[and 2nd (DM)] ;
!

,
and

p. or you are they tliat havefound the truth : then alien-

ation from good to the false claimants, and estrangeni

(Jsh)] : (3) division, as t-3j=- y J.*> y p~)
&JXJ! The

word is a noun or a verb or a particle, as IM mentions

in his smaller metrical treatise, [the Alfiya (DM).] aud

in the exposition of the greater, [the Kafiya (DM)]; or

rather, as he afterwards says in [his last work (DM)"

the Tashll and its exposition, separation divested of dout

making vague, and giving option, which [bare scparatl'.

(DM)] he exemplifies by IV. 134. [538] and

\S$^ y f^y&n. 129 And they say, Be ye Jews or Chris-

tians, this, says he, being preferable to the expression

division, because the use of the * in division is better, as.

)^*J) [509], though y occurs in

xxA?AxA.P x $ f f X.PA //

[by Ja'far Ibn 'Ulba alHarithl, And they said, We

have two plights that there is no escape from, the fore

parts of spears pointed for thrusting or chains (T,

Jsh)]; but, as expressed by others, detail, which they
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exemplify by TI. 129.. since, the sense being And the

Jews say, Be ye Jews; and the Christians say, Be ye
^^ *

Christians, ^ denotes detail of the summary in IJG:
A

(4) giving option, when
;

f occurs after requisition, and
p

/ / Af b'e f A l\a/f

before what union is disallowed in, as t$^M ^ toJufc .o

Marry thou Hind or her sister-, while the learned exem-
' * A * ' / A A s ss^sssfsH Stf* ,,

plify it by ^j^xlo?
U la^f

- xTtv^ %j*e

;
(

f&r~* J ^^ V". 91. And its expiation

shall be a feeding of ten poor persons with food of the

middling sort of what ye feed your families with, or their
* / A.PA / , Ass

clothing, or a freeing of a neck and k-^* *&- ^S i

A

5LS-0 J *^> .-
-^

^ >-

II. 192. [538] And whosoever of you is sick, or hath,

annoyance from his head, (and shaveth,) upon him shall

I be incumbent an atonement offasting or alms or sacrifice,

[the sense being requisitive, i. e. let it be expiated and let

him make atonement (DM).] notwithstanding the possibi-

lity of union, because union of the feeding, clothing, and

freeing, each of which is an expiation^ and of the fasting,

alms, and sacrifice, each of which is an atonement, is uot

allowable, but one of them occurs as an expiation or atone-

ment, and the rest as an independent good work excluded
A*

from that: (5) allowance, when ^ occurs after requisi-
f / A A,o ,f

tion, and before what union is allowable in, as
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Learn thou theology or grammar] while, when the

x

prohib.
M is prefixed, the doing of the whole is disallowed,f

f J/ A$ * f A.PA A $ /s

as K JiT
;

! Ui'l ^U ^Lri
IJ
;

LXXVI. 24. A^or o
x xx

Mo?/ o/" //*??# a sinner or an unbeliever, as is likewi

the predicament of the prohibition prefixed to giving

motion : but IM mentions that ^ mostly denotes allow-

ance in comparison, as S***o us| J S^^^sJl^ ^Q 11.69.
X

>Sy ^//^ ^At^ ^ere /^e stones or harder, and quantification,
y AC A? x A/ x / x x y

as ^f ;t ^.^-^ v15 ^ LIII. 9. ^A/rf #<?. [128],
X

or /e*
; so that he does not hold it to be exclusively

preceded by requisition : (6) unrestricted union, like

the
j ,

as [many of (BS)] the KK, Akh, and Jr say, on

the evidence of [XXXVII. 147. (below) and they exceed

(US),]

x*..PxAxxA$/x.P Ax $xx u xAx A x xx A X /

ULXO l^xJU )! U&liiJ ..MujLU 3& v=.G JO .-IxJ c>*^> J>9%>> ~" > O /> O O " )xx x xx

by Tauba [Ibn AlHumayyir, And Laild has asserted that

(the *-> being red.) I am profligate. For my soul will be

its piety, and against it its profligacy (SM)],
xx /x x-*^Sx xxx #xx^X AxxAJ

ur *

by Jarir, [He came to Me Khilafa, and it was decreed

him, a* Moses came to his Lord according to decree (JshJ,
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x x A? A x A

[by AlMarrar alAsadf, Learn thou the road, and shun the

places
named Armam: verily in them are Aktal and

Rizam, two footpads that crack pates, that have not left

to an owner of grazing camels a place of abode (Jsh)], and

J| J/f cl*K*' [516], [while the evidence of the verse of

Ka'b

j,/\ x x A 3*

How noble she is as a mistress I If she were true to her pro-

mise, and if the counsel were accepted, (her qualities would

beperfect,
or she would be noble)! is perhaps plainer (BS)] ;

and, as many, among
tbem^IM, ^ngdy mention,^.

V, also, as ^j^ < W* O!

. 60. Nor upon yourselves that ye eat from

your {children's
(DM)] houses, nor the houses of your

fathers,
whereas this [ ^ (DM)] is the same as that

[which denotes i ? . the , (DM)], while occurs [in the

Lessionby which they expound it in the text (DM)] only

to corroborate the preceding negation,
and topreven

pagination
that the negatioa

is attached to the aggregate,

not to each one : (7) digression,
like J ,

allowed (a) by S
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upon 2 conditions, precedence of negation or prohibition

and repetition of tin op., as IU transmits from him, which is

confirmed by his saying on LXXVI. 24. that, if you said

f f, A f / A

\ .jtf ^LiJ
I/ J nay, obey thou not an unbeliever, the sense

s

would be subverted, meaning that it would become a

digression from the 1st prohibition, and a prohibition from

the 2nd only; (b) by the RK, F, IJ, and IB unrestrict-

edly, upon the evidence of

A .PAxAx X XX X X

^ ov 13 U

1/f

' x *

# ' '

A Jx5 A Ax

X XX ^ X

A 2 / Ax

[591], by Jarlr, {What is this that thou thinkest about a

household that I have become distressed by, not having com-

puted their number save by means of an accountant ? They

were eighty: nay, they added eight. Butfor the hope of

thee, I should have massacred my children (Jsh),] and the
< 'u3.*> A

reading of Abu-sSanimal *! U^
3

f II. 94. but, so often
A * A x / j> XA x AX

as etc! [581], wlience, says Fr,

j^. XXXVII. 147. y4^c? We sent him unto an hundred

thousand: nay, they exceed, and, say some,

I/I XVI. 79. JVw is the matter of
z

the hour aught but like the twinkling of the eye : nay, it
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is nearer and II. 69. nay, harder: (8) i. g. l/f in exc., as

^

13! cLJ/; [411]: (9) q. J\ ,
as Jl

utt*jji' [538]

and All -uJ^y [411] : (10) approximation, as

I know not whether he greeted or bade fare-

well, [said of him that says to his friend " Peace be upon

thee !", and then bids him farewell and departs (DM),]
J> Sx A?X

as H [in the D] and others say: (11) condition, as &Ju^lf
x x A? xx
c^U y jiU / will assuredly beat him, live he or die, i. e.

if he live after the beating, and if he die, as ISh says:

(12) partition, as II. 129., as ISh transmits from some of
A

the KK. The truth, however, is that y is orig. applied

to denote one of the two, or more, things [541], which is

what the ancients say: and it sometimes comes to denote
Ax

t. q. J^ or the
^ ;

but the rest of the meanings are im-

ported from something else (ML), like the circumstances

of the case, e. g. doubt from the speaker's perplexity

(DM). The Hamza of U! is sometimes pronounced with

*

Fatb, [as related by Ktb (R); and its 1st
^

is sometimes

changed into & (ML), with Fatli and Kasrof the Hamza,

as more than one say, though they mention no instance

except with Fath (DM)]. It is compounded of [the cond.AX x

(DM)] ^1 and [red. (DM)] U
, according to S ; the U

^

being sometimes suppressed [by poetic license (R), while
A

the ^ remains (DM)], as

l
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, A A x U./A.P xC/<=

[below] (K, ML), by AnNamir Ibn Taulab [al'Ukli (ID,

K\v)] asSahabi, 7%e thundering clouds (eiMer) ofsummer-

ram or of autumn-rain have watered him (the mountain

ie tt7/ wo* /ac/c being satisfied with diink

(Jsh), i.e. U*j Ut ;
L-*X^

j-.
Uf (ML): but, as

/ *
u

' / * ' '
2^

others say, it is simple (R, DM). An Ut before the ant. i

necessary [544] with Uf
, [as ^ U!

5 ***3
Ut

L^/^

(R)]; and allowable with ;
l (IH), as

;! ^.;

$ Ax Ax A? $ Ax x/wx

and - Sometimes the 1st U!
*

is dispensed with [in poetry; but is supplied in accord-

ance with the ordinary usage (R)], as

x * Ax xx xx Ax

* '

[by Dhu-rRiunma, We are broken-hearted afresh (either)

because of a home, acquaintance with the inmates of

irfiirh has become old, or because of dead ones, whose

apparition has visited our minds (Jsh)], i. e.
)\*> U|

t

- fl\ X X * '

[and ^J!
&AA** (ML)] : and sometimes the 2nd is omitted,

[because of the mention of what supplies its place (ML),]

as

x A tu x xA x Af x

XX XX XX
5xx x w$ &
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(R, ML), by AlMuthakkib al'Abdi, Then do thou either

be my brother in truth, so that I may know from thee my
lean from my fat: and, if not, then reject thou me, and

take me as afoe, I shunning thee, and thou shunning me

(Jsli).
The

j
is inseparable from the 2nd; but some-

times it occurs without a .
,

as

x.Px xx A y

[544] (R), by AnNuhaif alJadhami, would that our

mother, the sole of her foot were turned up, i. e. she died,

and went either to Paradise or to Hell-fire ! (Jsh). The

2nd (DM) Uf [which is the con. (544) (DM)] has 5

meanings, [which may be referred to the 1st also, because

of the inseparability of the two (DM)J (1) doubt, as

$A./ 2 //- /w /

.
UJ > Either Zaidor 'Amrcame to me :

(2) making vag-ue, as
f

X f X f X
A A xx -P -0 x 3x
*#JU: ^yu UU IX. 107. And others are reserved for

x jj

the command 'of God .- either He will punish them, or

He will turn again unto them withforgiveness : (3) detail,

as UJtf" UU tV^- Uf J^f XV*** W LXXVI. 3.
'* x C *X -C

F^rz'/j/
We /lave guided him to the way, whether, or ez-

ther, about to be -thankful, or about tobe unthankful, both

being in the ace. as presumptive ds. s. [to the 8 (K,B) in

Ilbili fKVI- but the KK allow this Uf [in the text (DM)]
v / J ^

to be the c07^. ^t and red. U
;
while the BB, says

Mkk, do not allow the n. to come next to the wd inrtru-

40 a
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nient, unless the n. be followed by an expos, v. [23,591],

as vljti fpf ^f;
IV. 127. And, if a woman (fear, if)

the fear, to which ISh retorts that, the understood [>.]

here being ^, [since the sense is If (he be) thankful,

(he will be rewarded); and, if (he be) unthankful, (he
r* x I X Ax

will be punished) (DM),] it is like >! Ute J^
^ [98] :

U!

4

A X Sx A 2 X X IU X.P A 2

(4) giving option, as *&* &3=J*> ^ U!^xxx j;

# A .P

U-*=w XVIII. 85. Do thou either punish, or do good to

them, [constructively M ^ U! J*M ,
i. e. U! J**f

-- ^ x
A x A ^A^= x x otrO >u x A^x A x --

o JU^" U| (DM)] : (5) allowance,

# A x S x r*A 2 A3/XX

as !?cv> U! l^fii U! Jjo Learn thou either theology or

;grammar ;
but many [apparently with reason (DM)]

contest the attributability of this meaning to M (ML).
AC

J is (1) cow/. [538], which is preceded by the Hamza

(a) of equalization (R, IA, ML), as LXIII. 6. [581] (R,
xAxx A xA x xAxx <~xx

ML), whence U^w> jj ^}^-! 1*6^ -^^^ -XIV. 25. /4/z
X

7/-?7/ ^ ie/or ^^5 whether we be impatient or be patie

(K, B), but not Zuhair(IA, ML), i.e.

w XAxx

Baying reason

low (ML); (b) of interrogation (R, J, DM), supplying
* A$

the place of ^ (IA), whereby together with +\ specifica-
^ A X A J x X A $A,c

tion is sought (ML), as ^^ ^ i*JjJ>e ^ [,>12] /* Zuid
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X XA

with t/iee, or 'Amr ?, [i. e.^J^U^f Which of them two

i* with thee? (IA)] : but this Hamza [of equalization or
Ul f

supplying the place of ^J (IA)] is sometimes suppressed

[when there is no fear ofambiguity (I A)], as in [the read-
A.xA xA$ A Axx $-f* x x

ing of Ibn Mufcaisin *!

^;uv! ^#0* s\y n. 5. (28)

and (IA)]

A*

' * AP xrt

nWf S

U

x A xx A

[583] (R, IA), by 'Urnar Ibn Ati Rabi'a, By thy life, I

know not, even though I be knowing, (whether) with seven

pebbles they petted the heaps of stones or with eight (J),Ax? iw x .PAx x

i, e. A*^! (IA), ff cJj**J [below], and
? x

x x Af x A* xJAx xAxxx

%> C^A^M *' i_Xxx^ LjCX^iJ^> > r
^ X X

xxx xS-o x x* ^ x*r x

[by AlAkhtal, Z)id thine eyeplay thee false, or didstjfhou

see in Wasit in the last shades of night an apparition of
*t

ArRab&b? (Jsh)]; though not often (R): ^ is named

eonj. in the two sorts, because what precedes and what

follows it are not independent one of the other
;
and is

named equivalent also, because it is equivalent to the

Hamza in importing equalization in the 1st sort, and

interrogation iu the 2nd: but the 2 sorts differ, in that (a)
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the 1st
ft

does not require a reply, because the meaning

with it is not interrog.; and the sentence with it admit

of being pronounced true or false, because it is enuncii

torv : whereas the 2nd is not like that, because the intei

rogation with it is real : (b) the 1st occurs only between

two props, renderable by single terms, and (a) verbal, as

[in LXIII. 6., etc. (DM),] above; (b) nominal, as in

xP S A xx

* JU! ^^J.

[And I reck not after my losing Malik whether my death

be distant, or it be now befalling (Jsb)]; (c) dissimilar,
/ f s t\SA$ tit A J> J*Ax x? A^Axx $~xx

as in ^1^ ^t ^ *7of XJ* >|w VII. 192. //

will be alike to you whether ye summon them or ye be

silent: whereas the 2nd occurs between (a) two single

terms, mostly, as in ,*U*Jf J &U. o^| JLJfl LXXIX.
' *

u/ /

27. Are ye or the heaven harder to create?, [
^1 being

an enunc. constructively posterior to the two ?is. coupled

together (DM)] : (b) two props, not renderable by single

terms, and ( a ) verbal, as in

AJ\G
xA*

A*

[by Ziyad Ibn Hamal atTamlmi, Then I arose because

of the phantom, terrified; and it made me sleepless : and

I taid, (Journeyed) she (by night), journeyed she by night,
or did a vision revisit me ? (T, Jsh)], according to
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preferable opinion that ^ [670] is ag. to a suppressed
ft x x

[v,] expounded by ^^ 5(3) nominal, as in

if s J> A S Ax A x x .PAxx

-P A x x A A/ j> A..O

[by AlAswad Ibn Ya'fur, By thy life, I know not, cren

though I be knowing, (whether) S/iu'aith be son of Sahni
$ A x J>

or Shu'aith be son of Minkar (Jsh)], orig. ^x*| with

the Hamza and Tanwin, which are suppressed by poetic

license, and similarly in Zuhair's verse above, [construc-
$/wx A J> A$

tively /UJ pB> jJ
or (they be) women (DM),] what makes

ISh erroneously hold it to be of the 1st sort being his ima-

gining that the sense of interrogation is not intended in it at

all, because of its incompatibility with the v. ofknowledge,
$ .wx $ Ax J> A x

whereas the reply is that +>&
^.jf

u^*k means Iknew
,

(the reply to)
" Is Zaid standing ?", and similarly U

f A x / S> / l\,a A x A J>x -P.PA x A.PA

c^^ltf
; (7) dissimilar, as ^yUlaJ! ^J ^1 &JyilkJ ^|f

X X

LVI. 59. (Create] ye, create ye it, or are We the creators?,
A.PA2

also according to the preferable opinion that *^! is an ag.

(ML): (2) disj., which [is preceded by (a) mereenuncia-
A x x xA^ ui x A X Ax x x A/-O J> Ax <w

tion, as *! >xJUJ| ^^ ++ &# ^t>)
^ *>t\XJf JbJJu Jf

x x'xxx xx x'
J XXA^3 X J> .Px

81/^1 ^y^. XXXII. 1. 2. AlifLamMim. The reve-

lation of the Scripture ^Ae;*e fs no doubt about it is

from the Lord of the worlds. But they sqy, He hath
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forged it
; (b) a Hamza not denoting \real, but disappro-

ry (DM)} interrogation, as

X

(J

. Ax A A.Px

.jot *) VII. 194. What! have theyfat that

tnVA ? ^Voy, Aa^e they hands that they assault

with ?, since the Hamza in that, denoting disapproval, is

equi vale ut to negation, after which the conj. does not
Ax

occur; (c) an interrog. other than the Hamza, as

xAx Ax x A

. 17. (581J ^4re Me blind and the seeing

equal? Nay, are the darknesses and the light equal? But

they have believed God to have partners : and (ML)] denotes

digression (R, IA, ML)/rom /ie lsse?2fe;zce(R), insepar-
A x

ably (ML), like J^, [indicating (a) that the 1st occurs by
re xw $/ X X A A x

a blunder (R),] as *! 1^1 , [i.
e. .*l ^1 Jj nay. (is it)

sheep f (541) (IA) ; (b) transition from one sentence to

ffhs* xx -< %

another, not emendation of blunder, as /U^u. U- J^Jf *f

XX '

ct>Uj XLIII. 15. But hath He gotten from what He

createth daughters? (R),] and XXXII. 2. (R, IA), i. e.

/ f AX

^y^. J-' (IA) : and sometimes implies also [the sense
* /m

of the Hamza of (R)] (a) interrogation, as
jA\ 1^1 ; (6)

disapproval, [as X.

39. But say they, He hath forged it? Say thou, Then

bring ye a chupttr like t/(R)]:and sometimes not, [as
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x f

U|
r

! XLII I- 51 Nay, lam

better than this fellow, who is abject, since interrogation

has no meaning here; and similarly, when it is followed
A$

by an interrog. (&),] as XIII. 17., [the 1st
j^l denoting

mere digression (DM)} because an interrog. is not pre-

fixed to an interrog., and the 2nd because the meaning is

to enunciate of them belief in the partners (ML),]
*S, M> s S ^3/1 A

ffl
jjL*. y& ^JJJ |Jj& ^M LXVII.20. ^w^ u?Ao is this

/

that shall be a hostfor you?, and

S A #A.P #x Ax/ 2$

iU
j^Ja.

Jf

x X A^ / / AC rO s l\ , /AXA$

xA x x Ax A?

^ -

JIO go U 131 *-w! ^^
(R, ML), by Ufnun atTaghlabi (Jsh), How have they

requited 'Amir evilfor their deed ? Kay, how requite they

me evilfor good? But how profits what the she-camel

that smells the young one, yet refuses to yield her milk,
f^s

is liberal with ( &J being dependent upon
(Ja*> as i. q.

XX X

),
afondling of a nose when the milk is begrudged?

*f

(DM): the conj. p!
is followed by the single term and

prop., contrary to the disj., which is followed only by the

prop, having both terms expressed, or one supplied, as

* X A X
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i. e.
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A*
T 1

[ fl J (R): pf
sometimes admits of

being Co;?/, and rfa*;.,
whence

# A x 1-^ XA A3x3 A

Ax x x

U
x A .P Ax/

II. 74.

/Say Mow, //awe 3/0 gotten with God a covenant? Then

Qod will notfail to keep His covenant. Or, or Nay, say

ye against God what ye know not ?, where Z [followed
Af

by B] says that J may be equivalent [to the interrog.
x .P f/t Ax

Hamza (B)] or disj. [i. q. ^jfti J^ (B)],and the say-

ing of AlMutanabbi

X.PXAX.P

XX
$ x .P AO x

i. e. 0/je, or z> m one, z's owr /i#/e night linked to the

day of resurrection?, the Hamza being suppressed before

* ,!

,
or One is nay, (it is) six in one, or nay, (is it) six

In one ? our etc : (3) red., mentioned by AZ, who says
$Ax / AC x -P A* xxc

that LM f ^ ^ XLIII. 50. 51.

not? I am etc. [above] is constructively t>!

(

M; while the redundance is evident iu

see

A.P

x A x xx A x Ax x

XX
A x A xA^3 xx A x AC

*-, c^x ci*> AA*M Jl -
XX X

by Sa'ida Ibn Ju'ayya [al Hudhall, O would that I knew

and then* is > place of escapefrom decrepitude tche-
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ther there be any repenting over life after hoariness !

(Jsh)] : (4) [599] (ML).

A W

544. The distinction between J and Uf is that with
>

A* *

J the sentence begins [according to outward appearance

(DM)] with certainty, and afterwards doubt [or something
/\

else (ML)] supervenes, [for which reason y is not repeat-

ed (ML)] ;
whereas with Ul it is from the first founded

upon doubt (M, ML) or whatever else Ul is put to denote,
**

"

for which reason U! must be repeated [543] except in an
z

extraordinary case (ML). F and Jj do not allow that Uf

is a con., because the 1st is prefixed to what is not coupled

to anything, while the 2nd is conjoined with the con.

2 (R). The 2nd Uf is a con. according to most [of the
^

GG (DM)] : but Y, F, and IK assert that it is not a con.,

like the 1st; and IM agrees with them, because of its in-

separability in most cases from the con.
j (ML), whereas

a con. is not prefixed to a con. (DM). The truth is that

6

the
j

is the con., and U! denotative of one of the 2 things
~ ,*t

[541], not copulative ;
while the

^
in such as

gtt
U>f

; [543] is supplied (R). But there is no dispute that the
w

\
1st U! is not a con., because of its intervention between

^ $x3x$Axd/'X
(1) the op. and reg., as ))+* U!^ jjj Ul p$ (2) 2 regs.

Ax 2 /

of the op., as |^ Ulj Ijjj Uf o^ , [the 1st rcg-. being
* *

41 a
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the ctx (DM)] ; (3) the ant. and its sulst
,

as KM

UJ U! i U !
;

f
; XIX. 77.

v/irn they see what they are threatened with, either cha&-
*** ^ x ? x xA^ x uJ xx jj x

tisement or the hour. The U! in fo^f ^~*J f >^ Li^y ^
j xx-

XIX. 26. ^7^/, if thou do see of mankind any one is not

one of the kinds of Uf
;
but is the cond. ^ and red. U

[589, 612] (ML).

x Ax A f

545. V, Jj, and ^ are alike in that their cou-

pled is contrary to the ant.QA). I/
, jb ,

and ^ denote

[re/er^Tzce of thepredicament to (Jm)] owe 0/V//e 2 M??z^

[Me coupled and ant. (Jm),] z^Ae/z specifc (III). J/

dsnotes negation of what is affirmed of the 1st (M, Z).
X

V
[has 3 conditions : (1) it (ML)} is preceded by

$Ax x

affirmation, [as *^ I/ /b. cowe,
#Ax A A

(IA, ML)]; (b) command, [as

thou Zaid, not 'Amr (IA, ML)] ; (c ) vocation (IM, ML),-Ax x JiAx x

eays S (ML), as
;^ I/

ooj b
[49]: but not by nega-at **

9 Ax x 9Ax x *x x

tion, as
;>** ^j ^ U (IA): (2) it is not conjoined

with a con. : so that in

$Ax Ax

the

,

^ ,
and ^ a refutation of what precedes it ; and in U

$ A x xx $Ax //x

; ^; ^^ [547, 566] the con. is the
; ,

and M

a corroboratiou of the negation : while this [last] ex
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tontams another preventive from
coupling by Jf, vid

precedence of negation ;
and both

[preventives] are com-

bined in L 7. [539] also: (3) its ant. and coupled are
$ Ax x $ S, ,,

opposed one to the other, so that \>\ U
J.*.) ^^ is

x

not allowable) because the name of man is applicable to
$
(

'XAfO X .P X X0 X

zrf, contrary to fjJ U
Ja.^ ^-^ A man came to me^

X

a woman. [Some add a 4th condition, vid. that its

'ant. and coupled should be single terms, not props. ; but

the truth is that it does couple props, that have a place in
*.PAx x f ^x $ftx .P.PAX x J>Ax .*> J>x

inflection, as usxib U
^yb ,^j ?

whereas Joiib I/
o^j ., Ji>

is not allowable (DM).] It may couple to the reg. of

the pret. ?,, contrary to the opinion of Zji, who allows
5 Ax x $ Ax J>x $ Ax x $ Ax x x

2j*
I/

L>JJ j.
AJ

,
but not ^^ U

j.;>j
-U : Imra alKnis

says

X* X t f/ S s

^c *

(ML) ^5 though, Dithar (the herdsman of Imra alKais),

f/ie eag-?e o/" mount Tanufti had soared away with his

milch-camels, not the eagle of the little hills AlKawa'il
Ax

(Jsh). Jj denotes digression (M, Z, MLJ./rom /Ae Irf,

whether denied or affirmed (M, Z): then, (1) if it be

followed by a prop., the meaning of the digression is (a)
$X Ax .PxxA.P #xx -PfAi^oxx SX> .P xx

annulment, as oUc J^ fiJlsu
fol^ ^.j^^yi

J.sal>f
iyii^

^ Jx AJ
X

^^yC* XXI. 26. ^4rac? ^^ 5^ " The Compassionate

hath gotten offspring,'
1 Extolled be His perfection I
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e. >
,
and

r XXIII..72. Or say

a ew -Afay, he hath brought unto them

the truth ; (b) transition from one subject to
another^

as

f A.P Ax

LXXXVII. 1416. fi^ hath prospered that hath

purified himself, and celebrated the name of his Lord,
$ * /*///

and prayed: but ye prefer the present life and ^IXT lL>jJj
s t\ , f\SS> fS */ S *s AJ> / A S>/ u / *?& J> *./

)^ J &P J? c);
u^ y r^ 3^u - 3^- XXIIL

G4. 65. And We have a record that speaketh the truth, and

thi'y shall not be .wronged: but their hearts are in an

abyss : and in all of that it is an inceptive />., not copula-

tive; while another ex. of its prefixion to the prop, is

. ,, A/ "
J.> [515], since the full phrase is <j-b

A/

_3y0 j* : (2) if followed by a single
x x

55

term, it is copulative: then, (a) if preceded by command
f A x Ax #Ax A A

or affirmation, as !^* ^> !i>^ v->>-^! J3ea ihou Zaid:
t XX
9 A x Ax 9 A x xx

fiflry,
*^wr and ^* J.J o^j ^.G'

Zaid stood :nny,
l

Amr, it

makes what jirecedes it to be like the unspoken, so that

nothing is predicated about it, and [makes (DM)] the

predicament to be attributable to what follows it
; (b) if

preceded by negation or prohibition, it confirms what

precedes it in its state [of negation or prohibition (DM)],

and assigns the contrary [affirmation or command
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$Ax Ax A x XX x

(DM)] to what follows it, as J> U
A x Ax A x A^x x

and ^^f Jj o^ Jb J/

stand, but lAmr. But Mb and AW allow it to transfer

the sense of negation or prohibition to what follows it
;

# x A x if *,, Ax x

and, according to their saying, !o^G> J^ Ljl5 o^^ U[Za?rf
x '

/;

9 x Ax

is not standing : nay, not sifting (DM)] and (j^ Jj [but
X

(7ie w) sitting (DM)] are correct [108, 146], while the

sense is contrary : and the KK disallow its being used to

couple after anything but negation and its like, [e. g,
xS Ax ^Ax .PAxx

prohibition (DM),] Hsh saying that <-U J^ |jjj c^j-3
^

is absurd
;
and their disallowance of that notwithstanding

their vast stock of quotations is a proof of its rarity.
X

V is added before it to corroborate (1) the digression

after affirmation, as

Ax Ax f A *> XX -PA x A^5 x .PA x

J y j-A*.JJ J^ U
;O^J| <-$*)

$ $% A? X A / AS X AJ>

J J| J ^.a.^ <**^iJJ ,j^V.

\Thyface is the full moon : no, nay, it would be the sun,

if eclipse or setting were not ordaintdfor the sun Jsh)] :

(2) the confirmation of what precedes it after negation j

X

but IDh disallows the addition of V after negation, which

is of no account because of

#XX XX Ax X .PAXX XX

xx x XX
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[And I forsook thee not: no, but forsaking and distance

protracted not to an appointed term increased me in fond'
A I

ness (Jsh)]. ^ , (1) if followed by a sentence, [i.
x

prop. (DM),] is an inceptive p. merely importing emen-

dation, not copulative : and may be used (a) with the

as XL1II. 76. [166]; (b) without it, as

'; J*
/ ' X X

by Zuhair, [ Verily Ibn Warkd, his hasty Jits of passioi

are notfeared: but his shocks in battle are dreaded (Jsh)]

(2j if followed by a single term, is copulative, provided

that it be (a) preceded by negation or prohibition, aa

has not stood, but lA?nr anc

V* cT

if you say

f*~.
"

ix xx

Zaid stand, but l

Amr\ so that,

A I

,
and then put , yoi

make it an inceptive p., and therefore put the prop.,
AJx Ax Ax A I

saying ^u
J CI

,
while the K

allow
jy+f- ^ by coupling, which has not been heard :

X

(b) not conjoined with the
^ ,

as F and most of the G<

say; while some say that it is not used [as a con. (DM)"

with the single term except with the
^

: and [agreeablj
A I A Ix $Ax X

with these two theories] (a) & in such as .XJ. jjj - U
i A, ' "

is, ( tt.) as Y says, not copulative, [but denotative
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emendation (DM),] while the
^ couples a single term to

a single term ; ( &) as IM says, not copulative, while the

couples a prop, partly suppressed to a prop, wholly
< / / s

expressed, the full phrase, says he, in \ fi U being
$ A / s S A \/

22+f. p$ ^Zlj but 'Amr (has stood), and in XXXIII. 40.

[539] &U! Jy*>) ^S V^j but (he is) the etc, because the
/ /

does not couple a single term to a single term that is con-

trary to the coupled in affirmation and negation, whereas

the two props, coupled together [by the ^ ] may be contrary

one to the other in that respect, as ^^ fa J) ^.) ^ ;

( 7) as IU says, copulative, while the
^

is red., insepara-

ble
; (8) as IK says, copulative, while the

^
is red.,

,/ A ( / J / S k+t S

not inseparable : (b) d(lo *XJ ^to J-^X "^^ ^* ^as

been heard with the gen. through (a) coupling, say

some, / have not passed by a good man, but a bad;
/ SI Ax / A I

( 3 ) a supplied prep., say others, i. e. ,JU^ ***)}*
t* *

but (I have passed by) a bad (ML).



CHAPTER V.

THE NEGATIVE PARTICLES.

X X Ax VIS A X

546. They are U
,
U

, f ,
U

, J ,
and ^ (M).

X

U denotes negation (I) of the present, [in the aor. or

-PxAx x x

nominal prop. (AA),] as J-*^> U .Efe does wo [and U
$ x A .P Ax J* x A .0

*;lbi<4 uSJ (M, AA) or ISlLax^ (38), according to the two
X X

cft'afc. (M)] ; (2) q/* the past approximate to the present,
X XX X X

as J-** U He has not done (M, Z). U
, (1) if prefixed to

the nominal prop., is made by the Hijazls, Tihamis,
x A x

and Najdis to govern like r*d on known conditions, as

XII. 31. and LVIII. 2. [107] ;
but is extraordinarily

compounded with the indet., by assimilation to [the gene-
X

ric neg. (Jsh)]
V [547], as

#u3 x xAxx A Six rtx X Jx x/

J -b U.
^y ^3 * ^

x S x A^> .P Ax AX xx

[And no harm is that she has returned to us a salutation

whose fault is small according to him that knows the truth,
x*x

^b being its sub., uninfl. with it upon Path, in the place
ASxAx xuJx

of an ace., and va^> y its ;?m, i. e. tO; (DM)]: (2)
x 'x

if prefixed to the verbal prop., does not govern, as U^
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A x

&1M &*.
;

>UX,| if! ^/aa^' II. 274. JVbr do ye expend
x / '

.c x
X

saue /row seeking theface of God while U in [the pre-
A.P J>A x Ax A -P A.P xx

ceding words] *-*&)!* ^xL **
fyU;j u. ^rad whatso-

' X X
j,.

X X

em- bounty ye expend, (it is) for yourselves and [the sue-
Aj>Ax x.P A x A .P A.P xx

ceeding words] Xv^l t

?^> jx^.
* !iax U And what-

soever bounty ye expend, it shall be fully repaid unto you

is cond. [180], as is proved by the uJ in the 1st and by

the apoc. [of the correl. (DM)] in the 2nd. When it

negatives the aor., the latter becomes a pure present

according to the majority ;
but IM refutes them with

^
/(*>' A 5 -Px X A.P

&3o-j] J J 3&> ^* ^ ^- 1^* ^ay th u
i
It will not be

for me to change it, to which it is replied that the condi-

tion of its denoting the present is absence of a context

to the contrary. The reg. of an op. conjoined with the
X X

neg. U [498] must be posterior [to the op., because U
has the first place unrestrictedly, in (the correl. of) an oath

#/>X Ax XXX X i ^X S*AX Ax XXX X

or not, as !>* ^\ ~>Y^ ^* &IM^ or !v*
\*,)

^_.>y& U,
X

so that J v* may not precede the o/?. in the two exs.,

contrary to J/ (547) (DM)]. Suppression of the neg. U

in the correl. of the oath is mentioned by IMt : while IM,

citing

xx-P xx Ax xA-P -P.PA X XX A.PA x A -^xx

(^tijix* i/ ** .jj,x**j % *.*.+ LX^V ^*^ f*^ *** ^'**

[T%^ iy Gorf, what ye have obtained and what has been

obtained from you, are (not) equivalent, proportionate,

42 a
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nor approximate (Jsh)], says that its o.f. is j&
U U ;

and then supplies the ellipse in some of his books with

the neg., and in some with the conjunct, U (ML).

s

547. V denotes negation (I) of the future, as

S * *'

Jjuj> He will not do : (2) of the past, [upon condition of

repetition (Z),] as
IJ** ^ J^> & LXXV. 31. For he

believed not, nor prayed ; [and sometimes when not re-
^ // s

peated, as J*i I/ He did not (Z), and

s:*'

ft/ /s s f w s A/ ^ A.

fiJ

(M, AA), by Ibn Al'Afif al'Abdl, And he was among his

female neighbours unscrupulous: then what (62) evil mat-

ter did he not? (SM, Jsh)]: (3) general^ [i.e. o/V/ie

of what it is prefixed to, being then named the generh
s i-o s S / s

neg. I/ (AA),] as
;!L>J! ^ J^.^

I/ Ata a, or A^o, maw is in the
s s

house : (4) not general, [i.
e. of an individualof the genus

fasAfO ss rO

of what it is prefixed to (AA), as Sf^j 1^ ;
M!

^'

.

house, nor a woman and Jmaw
A x xx 2 <<=

Ziid is not in the house, nor lAmr (M)]:
A x Ax x

(5) ofcommand, as J* U Z)o MOM wo, which is naun

-fit ^ x xx x

prohibition-. (>) ofprayer (M, Z), as &UJ i-5"U
;

I/ G
X

&e<?/> <Aee TIO/ (M), which is named deprecation (Z). M

(1) ne., \^hich is of five kinds, (,i) o/^. like [99], vid.
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when negation of the genus unequivocally is intended by

it, in which case it is named exemptwe, [because it indi-

cates exemption from that genus as respects the negation

of the predicament from its individuals (DM)] : (a) the

ace. appears in its sub. only when the latter governs the

gen., as

by Abu-tTayyib [alMutanabbi, And not a robe of glory,

other than the robe of Ibn Ahmad, upon any one is aught
f

but patched with ignominy (W)] ;
or nom., as U

$ f A X J^A 5 X # X X # X X # A X X
. or acc., as )*e^ IU&.UAIO J/

?
whence

, [because ^j ^* ^ s m ^he place of an ace.
' * ' ^ # /

(DM),] and Jf 1U/ (^ [1]: (S) this I/ differs from J
' '

z
in 7 ways: (a) it governs only indets. [100]: (b) its

sub., when not op., is uninfl., because, as some say, it

A

implies the sense of the totalistic >* [99]; or because,
X

as others say, it is compounded with V [546] after the

xxx j x A x

manner of ^^ ~^ : (c) its pra/. is governed in the

$ iwx / / x

flom., when its s^5. is aprothetic, as J J^> I/
, by what

'x

the enunc. was governed in the wom. by before its pre-
^ X

fixion, [vid. by the ^cA., i. e. J^.; (DM),] not by it,

X

[because M is compounded with the sub., so that they

become like one word, and occupy the place of the inch.,

but by reason of its composition is too weak .to govern
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foe pred. (DM)]: so says S, but Akh and the majority

disagree with him [36]: (d) its pred. does not precede its

sub., even if it be an adv. or [prep, and (DM)] gen.

[100, 34]: (e) [102, 523]: (/) it may be made inop. when
r Ax X

repeated [100], as
^\ Jf* V [105]; and you may pro-

nounce the two subs, with Path, or put both into the

nom., or treat one in one way and the other in the other,

[or pronounce the 1st with Fath and put the 2nd into

S

the ace. with Tanwln (DM),] contrary to such as ^
rf jtl / *

^\ iba* [35], where the ace. is unavoidable : (g) [37,
X Ax r* uJ X Ax

35] : (b) op. like j~d ,
as M L>-O ^ [38], where they

do not construe it to be made i?wp., and the nom. to be by

indication, because then its repetition would be neces-

sary; which requires consideration, because it may be
X x Ax

omitted in poetry: (a) this M differs from j~d in three

ways : () its government is so rare that it is even assert-

ed not to be found : (b) the mention of its pred. is so ran
X

that Zj, not having met with it, asserts that U
govern*

the sub. exclusively, and that its pred. is in the nom.
f WXX

which is refuted by M
}*i> [107]: (c) it governs onl;

indets. [38], contrary to the opinion of IJ and ISh; but

[107] appears to occur according to their saj
^x Ax #xxx

ing, [though it may be orig.
Ucb

^^It*
M or

r S r ^

tbe/jre. n. or v. being suppressed (DM),] while AlMut-
mt -C _C A-^3 x

to! [107] upon it: (Q) ifauabbi founds
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X

said with Fath,
M must be a generic ncg. ;

while in corroborating it ftp*) J-? but a woman is said: but
X

x x Ax

if it be said with the nom., V must be op. like j~d ,
and

may not be made inop., otherwise it would be repeated.

as will be shown [in (e)] ;
and admits of denoting nega-

tion ofthe genus or negation ofunity while in corroborat-

^'*'a X X J X AX

ing it in the 1st case &!j-t J-? ,
and in the 2nd ^^; Jj

$ X

to ft0o men or J^; wzera is said ? many wrongly assert

x x Ax

that the M op. like
^->J

is only neg. of unity, but they

are refuted by such as M }*; :( 7 )
if^ Sf^! J/^ J=^ I/

X
w ^= X

JjJf be said with the om. of both, the 1st V admits of
E

having been orzg. op. like ^f ?
then made op. because

of its repetition, so that what follows it is in the nom. by
x Ax

indication ;
or of being op. like

|j**jJ ,
so that what fol-

lows it is in the nom. by it: and the adv., if in either case

you construe the 2nd V to be [red. as (DM)] a repeti-

tion of the 1st, and what follows it to be coupled [to the

inch, or sub. (DM)], is enunc or pred. of both ns.; but,
X

if you construe the 1st M to be made inop. and the 2nd
X Ax

to be op. like *^, or the converse, is enunc. or pred. of

one of them, the pred. or enunc. of the other being sup-
$ /.x $A xx $ Ax

pressed, as in J ;;**; ^ [29], not of both, lest one
' X

ewwttc. or pred. be governed in the nom. [as eww>?c. (DM)]
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/

and ace. [as prcd. (DM)], and two ops. [the inch, and 1

(DM)] be concentrated upon one reg. : (c) copulative
AXX X

[545]: (d) repl., opp. of **> [556]; after which U the

X

props, are often suppressed, as ^
-2V0, (Ae came rao) said

* x Ax x

in reply to "Came Zaid to thee?", orig. ^^u J I/ : (e )
X '

other than the foregoing, in which case its repetition is (a)

necessary, if what follows it be ( a ) a nominal prop, headed
A.P A $ xAx

Vt XXXV7
!. 40. / behoveth not the sun to

X X

overtake the moon, nor dcdh the night outstrip the day\

or by an indet. not governed by it, [because, if it govern

the indet, it belongs to (a) or (b) (DM),] as XXXVII. 46.

[100], where the repetition is necessary, [because, when

the pred. precedes, the government is annulled, and, when

the government is annulled, repetition is necessary (100)

(DM),] contrary to LII. 23. [105]: ( g)av. literally and

constructively pret., as LXXV. 31.; while the repetition
ft 3xA.P /x XX

is omitted in M H&U Jfj l/^ [59] and

Ax

[by 'Ubaid Allah Ibn Kais ArRukayyat, God bless not the

fair-faced women (720). Do thty enter upon the morn-

bul tln>y have a desire? (Jsh)] only because, what

is meant being deprecation, [benediction in the 1st and

malediction in the 2nd (DM),] the v. is future in sense ;

and similarly, except that it is not a deprecation, in
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PAx
Lu^Jt ^ ti; .

x x

Jx x x x Ax A .PAx 3 x

[Sufficient for lovers is their torment in the world. By
God, Bell will not torment (615) them after it (DM)];

<~ xx xxx
and anomalously in jj &5|

;
b. ^ ^S [above] and

Sx x xx Ax uix w x A Ax 2.pjj,-o Ax A

Uf J

by Abu Kbirash alHudhali, [If Thou forgive, God

Thou wilt forgive much. And what servant of Thine

has not done amiss? (Jsh)] : ( 7) a single term, an enunc.,
$ x xx $ x x$Ax

d. s., or ep., as ^2^ V
j ^IA I/

jjj ZazW f* wo^ a poet,

# X XX # X X $ Ax X/X

wor a writer, UTO l/ LC^Lo I/

laughing, nor weeping [74], and II. 63 [149] : (&) not
A^>

necessary, if what it is prefixed to be an aor. v., as J-*
X

I/ XLII. 22. /Soy Mow, / etc. [18]: while

Axx

the aor. becomes by its means a pure future, according
$ Ax x~"x

to most; but IM disagrees with them, because

JLCo J/ ^azrf c<77?ze, wo^ speaking is correct by common

consent, whereas the prop. d. s. is by common consent not

headed by an indication of the future [80] : ( a ) among
X

the kinds of neg. I/ is the one intervening between the

A X X A f A X

prep, and gen., as s^j JJ ^ i~^j^ I was angry at
* ' '

nothing [99], which according to the KK.isarc, [i. q.
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yj (DM)], the prep, being prefixed to it, and what fol-

lows it governed in the gen. by prothesis; but which
/ s

others hold to be a p., and name red., as they name ^tf
, / s $ *s

.\ Zaid was excellent [450,566] red.,n

though it imports preteriteness and cessation [481], so

that by red. they sometimes mean intervening between

two things requiring one another, even if the fundamental

meaning would be made incorrect by dropping it, as in the
s

case of If
,
or a meaning would be missed by omitting it, as

/ / *

in the case of^ : ( Q ) similarly they name the M con-

rt / SS $ &/ /!/ S

joined with the con. in ^^ ^ joj ^^ ^ Zaid hot

not come to me, nor 'Amr [545] red. [566], whereas it is

$ A / / &/ sr*> / 7

decidedly not red., since )}+*) 'V.j ^^^ ^* Zaid and
s

lAmr have not come to me may mean negation of the com-

ing of each of them in every state or negation of their
/

being united in the time of coming, >vhereas, when I/

is put, the sentence denotes the 1st meaning unequivo-
/

cally; but in XXXV. 21. [539] I/ does denote mere cor-

s

roboration : ( 7 ) the intervention of I/ between the prep.
r* * A s

and gen., as
^>M &>+& ,

the subjunctival and subj., as II.
^- s

145. [90], and the apocopative and apoc., as VIII. 74.

[419], and its being preceded by the reg. of what follows
/*/ t r\/ f,t\/s / uu/ /H s A / k/ /hs

it, as l^Uj.! (~Ju &Jb I/
tjC^ ^bf ^oju ^b ^ VI.

* ' '

10 (

J. 0/i the.day that sunie of the signs of thy Lord shall

\
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come its belief shall not profit a soul prove that it has not
X

the 1st place, contrary to U [546], unless indeed it occur

in the correl. of the oath, because the ps. that the oath is

correlated with [652] all have the 1st place, for which

reason S says that

"**
>j

x x

[by AlMutalammis, 7%ow Aas sworn by God (about) the

grain of Al'Irak, that 7 sAa// (iiot) ever taste it, when the

grain, the weevil eats it in the city AlHira (Jsh)] is con-
f KfG M X XX #AX

structively ^1/iM <*-** .J* [514], not of the ca#. of
fjjj

J^AXX xxx J>.PXA x

&^^> [62], because the full phrase &**M V is the correl.

X A XW '

of Ls^l , [and, V in the correl. of the oath having the

1st place (below), what follows it does not govern what

precedes it, and what does not govern does not expound an

op. (DM)]: (2) applied to denote requisition, of relinquish-

ment, which is exclusively prefixed to the aor.
}
and neces-

sarily involves its being apocopated and future, whether
J> */ X

f Jcs^ I/
the person required from be of the 2nd pers., as f

;
Jcs

x >/ A$ A J> 2-P xx w.-P x

; ,33^ LX - L Takeye not My foes and your
x -P A^A^a

III. 27. ie^ 720* Me believers take the unbelitvers as

friends-, or 1st, as l& uOi; ^ ^^ me not see thee here

[611] and
43 a
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xxxA?
* c!

[by AnNabigha adhDhubyani, Z/^ me not know a herd

of wild cattle (here metaphorically applied to women),

whose eyes are jet black, as though their maidens were

ii- ild cows ofDawwdr (Jsh)], in which sort the effect is

put into the place of the cause, the o. f. being Be tJiou

not here so that I see thee : ( a ) there is no difference as
X

regards the fact that the requisitive
M

necessarily iu-

yolves apocopation between (a) its importing prohibition^

[i.e. requisition of relinquishment from the superior to

the inferior (DM),] whether the prohibition be prescrip-

tive, [i.e. obligatory (DM),] as above, or supererogatory^
A.PXAX / rt XA^3 J X rtX / f.

[i.e. not obligatory (DM),] as Jo-^u J^ff !^**ij V*

II. 238. And forget ye not beneficence among y&u, and

(b) its denoting (a) deprecation, [i. e. requisition from the

inferior to the superior (DM),] as II. 286, [419],

AxAxx

[by Malik Ibn ArRaib alMazini, They say, Mayst thou

not perish, when they as it were bury me alive in this

waterless desert. And where is the place (i.e. there is no

place) of remoteness save my place? (Jsh)], and

x-*AxxS/^Ax xSx Ax Ax'x$xA X Axxx
o> Jj J.J-S

^ ^

[by a man of the Banu Bakr Ibn Wa'il, Then mnii a

hand not wither away, that slew ^Amr unan-ares. For
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verily t/tou shall not be abased nor wronged (Jslj)], while

either prohibition or deprecation may be meant by

A -Px x x X A x A X A X X / x

J Its 'I^^J *. 11=*.^ U liJI*~

.P X . A-O X XXX
U$.o -

X X

[by AlWalld Ibn'Ukba, When we go forth from Damas-

cus, let us, or may we, not return to it ever, so long as

the glutton Mu'iiwiya continues to be in it
( Jsh)], or (b)

entreaty, as in your saying to your fellow, when [you
A x Ax x

are (DM)] not assuming superiority over him, J.*& V

X X

|J/ Do thou not such a thing : (ft) the predicament is

X

similar when M becomes excluded from requisition to

denote something else, like intimidation in your saying
A > x

to votir child or slave
, c*-*^ I/ Obeii me not.' [meanin^

X X

to frighten him with the intimation that, if he disobey,

he will be punished (DM)]. The rcg. of an op. con*
x

joined with [the negJ]
U in the correl. of an oath must

be posterior [to the op. (DM)] ;
and the saying of some

r* X A /i->

that ^Jl
^-A)| [above] is of the cat. of distraction is a

X A 2

mistake, [though ;$LsJ|
is a reg. of what follows it, more

latitude being allowed in advs. than in anything else
X

(498,600) (DM)]. Suppression of the neg.
V other

X

than the N of exemption [103] (1) is regular' in the correl.
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of the oatb when the negatived is an or., as XII. 85*
M S *Sf

and OIA* [454] : but is rare with the pret., as

A Ax
o>l .

Ax x x X

[by Uinayya Ibn Abi'A'idh alHudhalj, !TAew, if thou wilt,

I u'ill swear between the station of Abraham QTZG? ^Ae cor-

/;er of the Ka'ba and the black stone, I will (not} forget

thee so long as my reason shall continue to be with me :

I will prolong it throughout theperiod of eternity (DH),

where the suppression is easy because the v. is future in
X

sense (DM)] ; though it is facilitated by precedence of M

before the oath, as

u *O X xx

[by AlMunakhkhal, TAeTz 720, 6y Gor/, ^e /H6e cried

(not) to my guest to be still with ill-treatment and hosti-

lity (DM, Jsh)] : (2) has been heard without the oath, as

x A x .*

[by AnXamir Ibn Taulab, And my saying, when they

turn thnr he-camel loose, is "Ye will (not)find him until
,i j

AlMitnakhkhal return" (SM)] and, say some, t& ! *A*JJ
3 f A *f, *"

f

')
, c)' f*V. 175. Qod explaintthtoyou thatyemay

(not) err, \. e<
UiJ

[566, 571].
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548. J is an apocopative p., denoting negation [of

the accident (DM)] of the aor., and conversion [of the

time (DM)] of it into a past : but sometimes the v. is in

tbe ind. after it, as

/ f f Ax /wxAxu;^= /Ax A.P.P/AP/ Aj> A

[If horsemen of the tribe of Nu'm and their kinsmen had

not been present on the day of the battle of AsSulaifd,

they would not have fulfilled the covenant of the neigh-

bour (Jsh)], which is said by some to be a poetic license,

and by 1M to be a dial, var.; and Lh asserts that some

of the Arabs make it govern the subj., as in the reading

[of Abu Ja'far AlMansiir (K)] ^^J fl
XCIV. 1. [556]

and

A J> Ax Ax Ax? w x Ax ui

[by AlHarith Ibn AlMundhir alJarmi, In which of my

two days shall Ifleefrom death ? The day when it has not

been decreed, or the day when it has been decreed ?(Jsh)],
Ax/Ax A//A.P

explained as orig. ^^ and ^)^. [611, 614]: and

sometimes it is separated from its apoc. in poetic license

by the ado., as

Ax/ / XX
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that (is so) : nor, when we doubt, art thou among

men such that doubt readies thee and

x A* A

J*
f f f

[by Dbu -rRumma, Then her abodes became such that

their traces were wastes, as though they were not peopled

by any save people of the wild beasts (Jsh), according to

the saying that ^y* (89) is an adv. (DM)]; or is fol-
X

lowed immediately by the n. when [the latter is] a reg. to

a suppressed v. expounded by what follows it, as

iX X X AXX

(ML) / M?as thought, when poor, to be possessed of wealth :

afterwards I obtained it ; then not (did I meet) a possessor

of hope, did I meet him, not gioing to him of my pro-

perty (Jsh). The negation of the [aor.] negatived by
Ax !# f A x *= A x A S>/ A/

J is (1) discontinuous, as \)<$^+ ^^> >& A LXXVI. 1.

(Wlurcin) he was no,t a thing remembered, meaning that

afterwards he was so
; (2) continuous with the present, as

x uux

XIX. 4. -ZVor /mre / in

praying Thee, my Lord, unprotperous ; (3) perpetual, as

CXII. 3. 4. [404] (Sh). U is peculiar to the aor., which
Ax

it apocopates, negatives, and converts into a past, like ^ ,

except that it ditfers from the latter in five matters :
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(1) it is not conjoined with a cond. instrument: U .,

X

fL
is not said, whereas V. 71. [419] and V. 77. [601]

are in the Revelation: (2) its negatived is perpetually

negatived until the present, as

[by AlMumazzak, Then, if I be a subject, be thou a most

excellent king : and, if not, relieve thou me when I have

not yet been torn to shreds (Jsh)] j whereas the negatived
Ax

of J admits of continuity, as XIX. 4., and discontinuity,

as LXXVI. l.:(3) [the beginning of the negation of
Sx

(DM)] the negatived of UJ is only near to the present ;

whereas that is not prescribed as a condition in the nega-
Ax $ xA^= xA^O Ax A y/ Ax x-

tived of J, as U\5u ^M r
W ^ ^0 ^- ^

>
not U

*> : but IM says that it is not prescribed as a condition

x A x Ax Sxx JSx -f A xx

in the negatived of U-J
,

as

disobeyed his Lord, and has not yet repented; but is

WX

prevalent, not necessary : (4) the negatived of U' is ex-

Ax

pected to be realized, contrary to the negatived of J
,
since

V!J^ 1?& & '

JP. XXXVIII. 7. But they have not yet
*

tasted My chastisement means that they have not tasted it

until now, but that their tasting it is expected, while Z
AJ SS S X A^= -P Ax 2/x

says on J^tf ^ e)
1*^ J^ U

;
XLIX. 14. ^F/tea

belief hath not yet entered into your hearts that the sense
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0/

of expectation in UJ indicates that these did believe after-

MS

wards : (5) the negatived of U.J may be suppressed

because of indication, as

Ax A t Axx x ff*i& t A x xx Cxx ? AX A.P x -P.P A x>

[by AlMuthakkib al'Abdi, Then I came to their graves

ivhen I was a chief, and not yet (had I been a chief before

tlmt); and 1 called to the inmates of the graves, and they
x I xA x ?A x A f~f Sxx

answered me not (Jsh)], i. e. L-XJ3 J.A* |jj *T| U ,

X

[where the expectation and continuity with the present are

as it were with regard to the constructive time of ante-
AxxxxAx X .P A x X A/x

riority (DM)] ;
whereas ^ olj.i> ^1 is^Lo^ meaning J^

/A j A

lglo( is not allowable: the cause of all these predica-
Ax xxx

ments being that J denotes negation of J-*> \He did or

2x xxx A x

Acs done (DM)], and U of J*J dS [He has done (DM)].
2x

And UJ occurs compounded of (1) [3] words in the

A-Pi/uu x^x S / ^ -* ul X

reading of Ibn 'Amir, Hamza, and Hafs ^'<^^ U UT
^1^

w

^\ XI. 113. [521] And verily all of tbern are of them that

by God, assuredly thy Lord will fully repay their works,
x A x

according to those who say that the o.f. is U ^ ;

* " * *f X X X* J A#x UUX

(2) two words in ^1 J^> Ifl ci-i<;
UJ [498], the o.f. bi

X A X X xA $

U ^ ,
which ought to be written separately, while J^S-f

is not coupled to xol
,
but governed in the sulj. by
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^1 understood, ^ and the v, being coupled to
e*

tt
Xi^/x J t\ f, x

upon the principle of JJ S>U* ^^Jj [418. A.] (ML).

549. ^ denotes corroboration [in some MSS. jacr-

petuation (AA)] o/"Me negation of thefuture conveyed by
xx x A/A/-0 .PxAp x

I/ (M, Z) : you say ^\S^ r;J| ^f I/ / 5/4fl // W0)f ?M?y 7??y

Ax

fcz^ ; but, when you corroborate and asseverate, J
Sx *xA* x

/ 7z7/ wo^ ywzV e^c.: the Kur'an says ^^a. ^j U
A x A xA,-e x x A y x-PAf

^^p^f &**+ M XVIII. 59. I shall not cease to journey
xxA2 A xx

until I reach the confluence of the two seas and
x A

[. 80. Therefore I will not quit
x x

the land of Egypt until my father give me leave to return
A x

(M). J is a/,, of negation, government of the subj. [410],
X

and futurity [578]. Its o.f. is not U
,
the ! being changed

into .
, contrary to the opinion of Fr, because the change

known is only of the into |
,
not the converse, as

XCVI. 15. [649] and XII. 32. [497]: nor ^1 I/, the

Hamza being elided for alleviation, and the f because

of the two quiesc.ents, contrary to the opinion of Khl and

Ks, because it may be preceded by the reg. of its reg., as

x Ap A x # Ax x Ax A % f *f # Ax

s x xx
allowed, [since the reg. of the conj. does not precede the

conjunct] ;
and because the conjunct and its conj. are

/XA Ax t

single term [497], whereas Jj^! ^ is a complete sen

44 a

a
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A X

tence. Nor does ^ import corroborafion, or perpetuation,

of negation, contrary to the opinion of Z: each of thei
A x

is an assertion without proof; and, if ^ denoted perpet
x AxA

ation, its negatived would not be restricted by ^ j^l ii

i XIX.. 27. Therefore I shall not spet
'

#x f fs$ Si AS xxx A

to-day to a man, and the mention of l<^t in \&\ S^X^

II. 89. And they will not ever wish for it would be
i

tautology. It sometimes denotes deprecation, like

agreeably with the opinion of many, among them IU : the

proof is in

[by A'sha Hamdau, May ye cease not to be thus (mighty^:

then may I cease not to be a servant foryou continuing wit)

the continuance of the hills (Jsh)] ;
but c^**^! U? c_>; j

^ ' x^ ^f\ & JU XXVIII. 16. He said, My
y

by the claim of Thy having been gracious unto me^

defend Thou me, and may I not be a helper of sinners ii

said not to be a case of it, because the v. of deprecation u

not attributed to the 1st pers., which is refuted by
ft f H

\ cvJj [above]. Correlation of the oath [652] with it

X

[i.
e. its occurrence at the head of the correl. (DM),]

very rare, as
A Ax ,Ax *xAx
J^JJ^^^D ^ I jCjL J 1 I *\<l-& l

* J
' x x x

^
x

x x xS ^ x x
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by Abu Talib, [By God, they shall not reach thee wifh

their host until I be pillowed in the earth, buried (Jsli)].

Some assert that it sometimes governs the apoc., as

A.P x AX .PA-P x x x xx /$
c" , c* i

<3 uXX-> L<^Xx W4 v
r /

x Ax x Ax Ax AxA x A x A

[by Kuthayyir, (Like) the children of Sabd^li),

I have not been remaining and living in the world after

you. For a visage will not be sweet to the two eyes after-

thee (Jsh)] and

[recited by an Arab of the desert at the gate of our lord

AlHusain (DM),] He that has moved the ring before thy

gate will not be disappointed now of his hope of bounty

from thee (ML).
A +

550. ^ is like U in negation of the present (M, Z).

& X ^ xA^J

It is prefixed to the prop., nominal, as ^ 1/1 ^^/^f ^
+ A '* *

LXYII. 20. The unbelievers are not in auht save

in delusion, whence IV. 157. [149], i.e. *

x^

the iwe/t.
[
t^f (DM)] being suppressed, and its ep.

X A^= A f A

[VUJ| Jit .^ (DM)] remaining^ and verbal, [whether
x x ' ' X A ^ A^ 2 X A x# A

its t;. bea^r^.oraor. (DM),]as 1
<i**^J! I/I lo

;
f ^f IX.
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108. We have not intended aught but the best intention,

Jut any.j *- ^f^>. IV. H7
" '

m save females, XVII 54. [445], and ^3% ^

such that over
A A^xA A

M XVIII. 4. They say not aught but a lie : but the

' t A

saying of some that the neg. .^ does not occur except
z .

when followed by W
,
as in these texts, or its syn. U

[559], as in the reading of some of the Seven, [Ibn 'Amir,
$ / /t\// M/ h/ *i A

Asim, and Hamza (B),]
&^ ^ U j~& Jf f

y ^

LXXXVI. 4. jEyery sow/ is wo* aught
x I

it is a keeper, is refuted by JL^
X f

X. 69. 7e Aave not any proof of this, c^.f
X

/ f / f /

..j>* J U LXXII. 26. -Say thou, I know not whether

what ye are threatened with be near, and XXI. 111. [445] ;

and many explain &*? j^UX* ^ Ux*
^LLC* ^^ XLVI.

* ' & *

25. And assuredly We empowered them in what We have

not empowered you in [563] by the neg. ^ ,
as though

y *

U were discarded in order that it might not be repeated,

and the expression thus become heavy. The cond. [585

aud neg. are combined in XXXV. 39. [447], the 1

being cond., and the 2nd neg., [part of (DM)] the corre

of the oath notified by the J [599, 601] prefixed to the firs

When prefixed to the nominal prop., it does not gove

according to S and Fr, but is allowed by Ks and Mb
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/ A/

govern like^ [38,107]; and VII. 193. [107] is read
* ' A ' xA c

with a single ^ and with toU* and *XJ&f in the ace.,
X

[meaning that 77ie ^rfo/5 are wo# equal, but inferior, to you
> $ x? A n* x I A

(DM)]; while M J.^! ^1 and ff LJCJ3 .1 [107] have
' *

been heard from the people of Al'Aliya (ML).



CHAPTER VI.

THE PREMONITORY PARTICLES.

551. They are to
,

I/I
,
and Ul (M, Z, IH), which

are named premonitory ps. because the object of putting

them at tlie beginning of the sentence is to premonish

the person addressed to hearken to what the speaker

says, lest the speaker's object be missed (AA): AnNabi-

gba [adhDhubyaui] says

A x xx A .Px Ax A / A x

Ax xx xxxA,-"

LJ | ^ &G i>$ Ig^xlo U

c, verily Mi* is an excuse, such that, ifitprojit not,

verily its author has lost his way in the desert (AAz)],

and the poet says

xx Ax A x A x /A^ x A x x A^ * A xx

x x/ x xx x I

Ul |o ut) lJ

ere divided the property into two halves between us:

and I said to them, This is for her, and this (552) is far

me (AAz)]; and [AshShammakh [AAz)] says
'A xx xAx xx HfO x x*

/Axx Ax .'xx xAxx
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[Now, (my two companions) (59), give me a morning-

draught before the foray of Sinjal, and before fates thnt

have become present and dooms (AAz)]; and [Abu Sakhr

alHudhali (Jsh)] says

;
Uj

x x*

(M) A
T
0w, by Him That has made to weep and made to

laugh, and Him That has killed and made alive, and

Him Whose command is the command (Jsh). And IM
X

reckons b among the premonitory ps. [59]. All the

premonitory ps. take the head of the sentence, except
X

the IS) prefixed to the dem. [552], when not separated

[from the latter], for it is in the beginning or middle,
'* , t

according to where the dem. occurs. ^1 and U| are ps.

of inception that the sentence begins with. Their import,

(1) as regards the sense, is corroboration of the purport

of the prop.: (a) they are as it were compounded of

the Hamza of disapproval and the p. of negation ; and,

disapproval being a negation, and negation of negation

being affirmation, the 2 ps. are compounded to import

affirmation and- verification so that they become i. q.

^ [517], except that they are mop. : (b) they are prefixed

to the prop., enunciatory or requisitive, whether the

requisitive be imp., prohib., interrog , opt., or otherwise;
X

and are peculiar to the prop., contrary to UD [552] : (2)

as regards the letter, is that the sentence after them is
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inceptive. And iff is often prefixed to the voc., and U! to

the oath (R). Ml indicates [premonition of(K on II. 11.)]

tke veritauleness of what follows it, and is prefixed to

the 2 props., as II. 12. [63] and XI. 11. [457] ;
but is

called by the inflectionists a p. of inception, so that they

explain its place, but neglect its meaning. Its importing

verification is because of its composition from the Hamza
x

and I/
;

for the interrog. Hamza [that denotes disap-

proval (B on II. 11.)], when prefixed to negation, imports
^ A xA/^3 xA.PA xx x x I x t\/f

verification, as ^y^^ ^^i ^ ^* )^i cJ^o <-*^f
X ^ X X X

LXXV. 40. Is not that One able to quicken the dead?

[581] : Z says [on II. 11.] that, because of its being so

employed to denote verification, the prop, after it hardly

ever occurs except headed by what the oath is correlated

with [652], as <sJJf >UU J 1/1 X. 63. Now, verity the* ^ ^^ *-?

friends of God-, and that its fellow U! is one of the

precursors of the oath, as

If U!

X X A X

[by Hatim atTa'I, A7

ow, by Him, than Whom none other

fcnowt the hidden, and Who quickens the white bones

* xA* wr"x X^

ir/irn they are decayed (Jsb)] and H Jot 3^*) ^
'* ,*

'

[above]. Uf is (1) a p. of inception, i. q. I/I, often
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occurring before the oath, as M ^^J ,5^'; **'
J

an(J
< X

w ' *

J after this U! is pronounced with Kasr [519], as after

the inceptive U| [518] : (2) i. q.
laa. or &^f

, according
B

to different opinions given below
;
and J after this is

& X

pronounced with Fatli [519], as after &*. [520]: it is

(a) [simple (DM),] (a) a p. } according to IKh, who makes

it with ^f and its 2 regs. a sentence compounded of a

p. and 7i., [ yj!
with its 2 regs. being an mcA

,
which

has no enunc., according to him (DM)]; (b) as some say, a~

n. i. q. li^: (b) as others say, [compounded of (DM)]
X Ax

2 words r
the interrog. Hamza and U a n. i. q. t^
AX uu X 2 x f

while, that /^ being j^ t
the sense is iS^f : this is

the correct opinion- and [according to this saying (DM)]
X

the position of U is that of the ace. as a [tropical (DM)]

., [as though jr^ were a place (DM),] just as ^

is in the ace. as such in

x x /> x

[by AIMufaddal Iba Ha'shar anNukrt, /* iV sn truth

that our neighbours have departed?
Then our purpose

and their purpose are different (Jsh)], according to the

saying of S, which is right,
as is proved by

45 a
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r*
UD

[by AlFa'id Ibn AnNuddar alKushairi, h it in fairness

that I am enamoured of thee, lovelorn, and that thou,

thy love is not vinegar nor winef (Jsh)], J> being pre-

fixed to it (ML).

552. to is prefixed to (1) the dem. (R, ML) not

peculiar to the distant [174,175] (ML), often (R), as fjjfc
,

contrary to f ,
UJD

,
and UM& (ML): (a) it is separat-

ed from the dem. often by the oath, as to ^Uf IS) [656], or
f

detached nom. pron., as III. 115. [below]; and seldom
F* f UJ ^ l\$/ hfjl

by anything else, as J! G
^f

Us [551] and
^J

e^la>

j}\ , [where it is separated by the con. by poetic license

/ X ' X

(AAz),] i.e. l^ !^^ : (b) Khl holds that the prt-pos.
US)

s

in all of that is united with the dem., i. e. that the regular
x I Ju x wx -ff I A^AP xx

form is 1^ *JJI
,
/^i^ *^>!

,
and Glfi)

^1 ;
and the

proof that the premonitory p. is separated from the dem.

is J*i| Uj | j,a> transmitted by Akh from a trustworthy
x x x x A? x I

person in place of to UJ Ufc
,

while Y quotes & *\ '^
x x ^xA <: x x * x

to J^J : (c) what is meant by J-**! lo t>J tfi) Js not that

you acquaint the person addressed with yourself, uud
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inform him that you are not any one else, because this

would be absurd
;
but the sense in it and in 13

xAx x / 9 x

and Jab 13
jfc

to is that the occurrence of the

purport of the v. after the dem. on the part of the speaker,

person addressed, and third person is deemed strange t

X X A? x t S X x x A x /^ Ax

the sense of
[
!3 cixJf to

in] Jyu 13 u>Ji la or uJG^i
I Ax

jj^ is JViow r M? (man whom I see, rco* he that we were

expecting the like of this strange act to proceed from or
s s,

befall)] and then you explain by JjSJ' thou sayest! or
-P Ax

^-O/.
Zaid beats thee ! what you deem strange and

I A

A-Px 5 .P ^

did not expect, as *$JA2cJ /U *XJ| l^) III. 115. Ft;

these (wrong-doers in making friends with the un-

believers) : ye love them! (B)], the prop, after the dem.

being necessary for explanation of the state deemed

strange, and having no place, since it is inceptive [I] :

x f XAX x x Ae x

(d) some allow the prepos. 1$ in such as J>*& 13 &^\ U>

x

not to be meant to be understood as prefixed to 13 , citing

<fc.x^l A.PA? x

as proof /lfla> *xl to III. 59. ^7?y, ye are these, since,

if it were that which accompanies the dem., it would not

AM!
be repeated after Jo! i but it may be pleaded for Khl

that this repetition is because of the distance between

them, as in III 185. [134]; and also II. 79. [56] is a

proof that the prepos. [
to

]
in III. 115. is that which
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accompanies the dem.; and, if it were orig. at the bead

Ax / AC x

of the prop., *i) ^*\ ^ without a dem. would be allow-

X f\f ^A X 2 X A XA^= X

able, whereas the sayings $^ ^.; c>'
^ and ^ ' lfl)

/ transmitted by Z are such as I have not come across

any instance of (R): (2) the nom. pron. predicated of

by the dem., as III. 115.; but here it is said to have been

prefixed only to the dem., and then made prepos.,, which

is. refuted by such as III. 59., to which it is rejoined
w *

that it is repeated for corroboration: (3) the ep. of ^f

^ J> Z ,0 ,$ x

in vocation, as J^^f t&f k [51,184], being necessary
HI ^

with this [ep. (DM)], to premonish that it [and not ^f

(DM)] is the intended voc., and, it is said, to compensate
ui

for what ^1 is pre. to : (a) in the dial, of the Banii Asad

its i may be elided, and its 8 pronounced with Damm for

jf
alliteration

; and accordingly Ibn 'Amir reads 5of
x ' ***"" f ^ st ,

^jU^Jf XXIV. 31. Ye believers, [ ^UJf jf b XLIII.
X X

Xx2 X3 fi
48. thou enchanter (B),] and ^USaj &d| LV. 31. Fe

i "

men and jinn : (4) &11| in the oath, upon suppression of
1 X

the p., as &llf UD [656] with the disj. and cow;. Hamza,
f

and in both cases with the ! of to retained or elided,

[i.e. or Or (DM)].
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553. Sometimes the Hamza of U! is changed into

I 8 [690] or before the oath, in either case with the t

il XV XX / / ill XV f /

I retained and elided, [as &W!^ U> or U^, and 6^1^ f*

or ** (DM)] ;
or the 1 is elided with the change [of the

i
Hamza into 5 or (DM)] omitted (ML).



CHAPTER VII.

THE VOCATIVE PARTICLES.

554. They are b
, [ j (R, IM), !

; (M, Z, R, IM),]

tS
1

' [ iS' (
R )']

kl
, ^' an(* tne Hainza (M, Z, IH,

X

IM). fj
is mentioned among the voc. ps. because they

both share in importing particularizalion, and therefore

the lamented is mentioned in the cat. of the voc. [55, 161]

(AA). The voc. is (1) not lamented, (a) distant or in the

predicament of the distant, like the sleeper and inatten-
X

tive
; (b) near : (2) lamented (IA).

b is applied to call-

ing the distant, really or predicamental/y, and sometimes

the near for the sake of emphasis ; or, as is said, is com-

mon to the near and distant [555], or to them and the

intermediate. It is the most often used of the voc. ps.:

anil therefore no other is supplied upon suppression, as

XII. 29. [56] ;
nor are the name of God, the name [of

the person] invoked to help, 1^1 ,
and IgJOJ called except

X

with it, nor is the lamented except with it or f
j (ML).

The lamented may have b if it be not liable to be mis-

.X

taken for the non-lamented
; for, if it be, !^

is necessary,
' f

and b disallowed (IA). f is for calling the distant, and

has been 'heard: it is not mentioned by S, but is men-
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X

tioned by others.
Ij

is peculiar to the cat. of lamenta-
A XA X X

tion, as MJOJ (^
Ah Zaidf; but is allowed by some to be

-AX x A I

used in real vocation, [as o^ ^ ^tt?^ (DM)]. ^1

i
is for calling the distant, near, or intermediate, according

[
to different opinions, as

A X Ax?

[by Kuthayyir, Heardest thou not, 'Abda (58), in

brightness of the early forenoon a wailing of pigeons
u x A

having a cooing ? (Jsh)] and in tradition v-^> ^! my
X

Lord; and sometimes its I is prolonged, [in which case

it is for calling the distant only (DM)]. l>f is for calling

the distant, but is said in the Sihah to be for calling the

near and the distant, whereas it is not so, as

X -P x x A-PAxxuJ^x x xiu x Ji^ x x A x Axx X x!

XXXlg*~J Jf
.jddiw

IA-

X

[by the Majnun of Laila al'Amirlya, 770 ^wo mountain*

of the vale o/ Na^m&n, I adjure you &j/ Gorf, leave ye the

breeze of the east-wind alone: its breeze will reach to me

(Jsh)] ;
and sometimes its Hamza is changed into S

,
as

xx xx A

^

listens, hoping that it may be the sound of

'.? /TOOT ;oy, my (54) 0rd/ (Jsh)]. The I [i.
e

the Hauiza (DM)] is used for calling the near, as
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a*>

(ML), by Imrn alKais, Fatima, soften thou some of this

coyness; and, if thou have resolved uponforsaking me, be

moderate (EM).

X

555. k is the most general of them (IH), i. e. is

used to call the near and distant [554]. Z says that it

.iL ^o x iu s s

is for the distant] and that &^| U God and ^^ ^
/

my Lord, notwithstanding that He is nearer to every

person than his carotid artery \_Kur. L. 15.], are [said]

because the caller deems himself to fall short of, and be

distant from, the dignity of the Called: but what IH

mentions is better, because it is used for the near and

distant equally, and the assertion of tropical usage in the

case of one of them is contrary to general rule (R).



CHAPTER VIII.

THE PARTICLES OF ASSENT AND AFFIRMATION.

556 They are
,

>
, jl , [ J^, j , ]

A AX/

, ^t ,
and

^j! (M, IH). **J is confirmatory of that
t

[enunciatory sentence, af. or neg. (R),] which precedes it

A" * A '
'.f

' ' ' $Ax x x Axx

(IH), as
f*j

in reply to
D->j j.

or
f

U
,

i. e. ^ -U* M
xx x

or
^

U Even 50, (Zaid has stood or wo/ stood). Simi-

larly it confirms what follows the interrog. p., whether

it be
fl^f.

or w<?^., as
^x>

in reply to
L^.J ^^ or

j^V. ^( ,

$A x xx A xx A.PX Ax

i. e.
(J^.j p

*x^ or *A> ^ Even 50, (Zaid has stood or not

stood); and therefore Iba 'Abbas says that, if they had
AX X

said **J \_Eoen so, (Thou art not our Lord) (DM)] in

reply to *&^> o****Jf VII. 171. [below], it would have
' ' Axx

been unbelief : but some allow **> to be put instead of

x/

^ when it follows a Hamza prefixed to a negation to

A XX

import making to confess, so that **> Yea might be said

A -Puux A x A x A x H,t

in reply to *&*)* A^*^! VII. 171. [below] and ~-)~** *H
X X A X XX

XCIV. 1. What! have We not widened

for thee thy bosom f, because the Hamza denoting disap-

proval, being prefixed to the negation, imports affirmation,

46 a
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x xA x A f f ft

for which reason L^;}} <~&* li*ojj XCIV. 2. And We
~ A,*

have put down from thee thy burden is coupled to ^M jJ!
,

r*> x A x /x x x A x xx x A x x

as though jJ! U.x-3^ c-S^-s-s
L-*.J t^.j were said [581],

A xx

so that **> is really an assent to the off. enunciation that

the interrogation together with the negation is renderable

bv, not a confirmation of what follows the interrog.

Hamza
;
and the proof of the allowability of this usage is

the saying [of Jahdar Ibn Malik (Jsh)]

/f xx xx xxx A xx

[
Dof* TZO/ ^Ae night unite Umm 'Amr and us f Then thai is

a bringing <>fus near to one another. Yes: and she sees the

new moon as I see it ; and the day rises upon her as it has

risen upon me (DM)], i.e. Verily tlie night unites Umm
Axx

'Amr and us. Yes. And j^ occurs in reply to command
Axx A* A Ax x

[and prohibition], as ^ in reply to ^^ and ^>yJ V
,

xJ^CAxx X*AX
;;t

*> and L-<;^| ^ Ay, (I will visit tin >e and. c.

1 will not beat thee)\ and, if you say ^ in reply to

/f ^x Six xC

excitation or request [573], as U
; .jj

Ua> or Vf
,

the

X^ ^^ A/x

meaning is affirmation, i. e. ^;;;' f*^ Yes, (I will visit

A xx

(R). [Thus] is a
j!?. of (1) assent, after enun-

iAxxx x''
ciation, as jj) ^ or ^^ U : (2) promise, after (a)
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A xAx x

and J*> U
, [i.

e. command and prohibition (DM)] ; (b)
f xAx /

what is in their sense* [i. e. excitation (DM),] as J*& ttto

A xAx A/ Sx A* * x

or J-*> J Ua&
j (c) interrogation in such as

^ljda*!> J.a> ,

X X

[i.e. interrogation about a thing required to be done (DM).]

though in this \ex. (DM)] it may be interpreted by the

3rd meaning : (3) information, after interrogation in such

as VII. 42. [581] and
!;=J/

UJ j\ XXVI. 40. Shall we
X

XX

indeed IW.VQ a recompense?' (ML). ^> is peculiar to

[affirmation of (IH)] negation (IH, ML), i. e. breaks the

preceding negation (R), and imports annulment of it

(ML), whether the negation be bare [of interrogation-
IUXX XX flf ^xAJ Ax A* ^XX X vt- XXX>

(DM), as.

LXIV. 7. TViey e^c (440). /S^j/ thou. Yea, by my Lord

(ML), i. e. Yea (ye shall be raised) (B)] ;
or conjoined

with interrogation, [in which case it breaks the negation

after that interrogation (R), whether the interrogation ba

n, -AX xAy ' x

real, as *><k ^.) j~tJl ,
to which you say J> Yes, or

#' '

relate to rebuke, as LXXV. 3. 4. (82), or to- making to

xx -P x A-Puu/ * A x

confess (ML)Jas ^ \j$ r^;j
^-^^ VII. 171. Am not

Iyour Lord ? They said, Yea (II, ML), i. e. Yea,
xx J> x $ X A* x A/*

(T/wu art our Lord) (R), and ^ ty ;^ f^ ^
LXVIL 8. 9. Came not a preacher unto you? They

will say, Y>a (ML), i. e. the preacher canie to' us (DM).



Some, however, [as R relates (DM)J assert that

is used after affirmation, citing as evidence
A x -Px A xx

s f A xx x x x A x ui

>'j

has made union between me and her to befar

Yes, verily he that has visited the graves will indeed
A x -P Axx

far off,
i. e. ^i^xJ but [R says that (DM)] the use

XX

of JO in the verse to denote assent to affirmation is

anomalous (R, DMj. And it occurs in books of tradi-

tion as a reply to interrogation bare [of negation (DM)] :

thus in the Sahlh of AlBukhari, when the Prophet says

to his companions
" Are ye content that ye should be.

the fourth part of the people of Paradise ? ", they say
XX

^> Yea ;
and in the Sahlh of Muslim, when he says

[to a man that desired to give excessive gifts to one of

his children (DM)]
" Does it please thee that they

XX

should be to thee in filial piety equal?", he says Ji> Yea;

and in the same, when he says
" Thou art

[i.
e. Art

thou (DM)] he that met me at Makka?", the replier says

to him ^ Yes : but that is rare. The saying jj>\ ..

Axx

is pronounced true with ** and false with U
f uot Jb

$A/ XX x

because of the absence of negation : ^ - U i s
Ax x xx

nouncd true with ^ and false with JO f whence
X

7., not I/
,
because it denotes negation of a}
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motion, not of negation : ^ pfy is like o^j
-

,
i. e.

you say, if you affirm the standing, **>
; and, if you

deny it,
^

,
not ^ : and ^ Jb J| is like i)

Jb J >

XX

80 that you say, if you affirm the standing, ^ ,
whence

LXVIL 8. 9. and VII. 171., not V
; and, if you deny it,

* xx xx y

^*j
. In fine ^ occurs only after negation, V only

Ax x x A xwx Ax XX-

after affirmation, and **> after both ; and LJu/L*. ^ Jt>

^b J XXXIX. 60. Yea, My signs have come to thee
X

is allowable, though not preceded by a neg., only be-
X X /^f &'& Ax

cause ^t^ *M' ^t y XXXIX. 58. ^ it had been the
f

case rf/m/ God Aad directed me indicates negation of His

direction, while the meaning of the reply is then Yea, I

have directed thee by the coming of the signs (ML). No

interrogation except what is with the p., vid. the Hamza or
Ax Ax X xx

J^> ,
is replied to with +*J

, ^ ,
or any other p. of

affirmation. As for the interrog. ns., the reply (1) to

Ax * "" $*/

>* is what is more particular than it, as JA.) or oo^

in reply to
" Who came to thee ?", and similarly tJ^j

or

x x A $ x

r^ LS^ c^*
a^^ in re^ to

'"' ^ho is the man ?
"

: ( 2^

to U ,
if it be a question as to the quiddity, is such as

$ x A /x

tLJ! **>* or some other fw. of] species ; and, if as
Li) ' L^ '

to the quality of the quiddity, as in
" What is Zaid?",
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if

the Hnniza alone or with
A x $ A xx

Ax A xx

or to .^ is

is such as Jl* or i-k;k [180] : (3) to ^1 ,
if it be pre.

X X

to the det.. is a det or an I'wcte/. particularized by an ep~,

* A, xx Ax -f-PAZx .<> X

as oo
j

or !o*T *y+ ^ &*^) J^-; in rcply to " Which
xx '

of the men did that?''; and, if it be pre. to the indet., is

5 X $ X

what is suitable for an ep. of that indet
,
as JU or L-^

X X

in reply to " What man ?", or an indet. particularized by
r* 3 fhZf $ .P x x Ax

an ep., [as ^M &Ju^ J^>; ] : (4) to u^/ is only an indet. :

Ax xx x 2f x A? Se

(5) to 3
, j^**

or ^bl ,
and ^\ or OJ! ,

is specifica-

tion of the number, time, and place. The reply (1) to

AC

the Hamza together with
,.!

is the name [542] : (2) to

A xx

f , ^ ,
or

(R). J^.| [like **J (ML)] is an assent to the enunciator

(IH, ML), whether the enunciation be aff. or neg.

(R, DM), an information for the iuquirer, and a promise

to the requirer, [whether he command or prohibit

[or r
U (DM)],

(DM)}. But Mlk

restricts the enunciation by aft.,
and the requisition by

non-prohib. : and it is said not to occur after interrogation

(ML); but, as related [by Jh (R)] on the authority
A. xx Ax X

of Akh, it is better than +*j after enunciation, and *j

is better than it after interrogation (K, ML), so that he

allows it to occur after interrogation (R): and it is said

(DM)]; so that it occurs after

A, x f !*AxAA
f

,
and 1^3 vr^ 1

tor

AAx
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to be peculiar to enunciation, which is the saying of Z,

IM, and many, [among them IH (DM)]; while IKli
A x x A / t

says that it mostly follows it. Js^ is a p. i. q. [ J^.f
A x x A x x A /x

and (DM)] **> . J^. is a p. i. q. **>
,

transmitted

A x X

by Zj : [but has only the sense of reply, as J-
1^ Fe$

in reply to "Has Zaid stood?"; so that it always de-

notes information for the inquirer, and is not an assent
A xx

to the enunciator, nor a promise to the requirer, like ~*J

X AX

(DM)], pr* with Kasr, [the best known pronunciation
X

(DM),] according to the o. f. in the concurrence of 2
A

quiescents [664], like j~ !
,
and with Fath, for the sake

X A x A x A x x

of lightening, like
^.J

and u.AJ/ ,
is a p. i. q. *^>

,
not

UJ X

a 72.1. q. tia., in which case it would be an inf. n.,

*,t

nor i. q. I J^f ,
in which case it would be an adv. [of time

A x

(DM)], otherwise it would be infl., Jf would be prefixed
A x*

to it [2], J^l would not be corroborated by it in

^ ^
x A x .PAxxA xAx Ax*

[by Tufail Ibn 'Auf alGhanawi, and found also in verses

by Mudarris Ibn Rib'! alAsadl, And they said, At AlFir-

daus (a garden in AlYamama) will be thefirst drinking-

place. Yes, just so, if its broken cisterns be madefree
X

(Jsh)], and J/ would not be opposed by it in
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[When the daughter of Al'Ujair says
" AV, she speaks

truth, not when she says
" Yes

1 '

(DM)] : while

//A Ax.* A

^> f r %
' ? '#'

by AlMuthakkib al'Abdi, And many a woman was there

s/if/ing, Thou hast become mournful! And I said, Yes^

I am nuiurnful : verily / am created of that, even so,

at Ax

(Jsh),] is explained in 2 ways, (l)that the 0. /. is ^t ff*.
Ax 3 A xx

with corroboration of vxa. by ,

J i. q. *3w, the Hamza of
y / ^TJ

-^ X ,f ^-

.! having been then elided, and J contracted [by elision

of its 2nd ^ (DM)] ; (2) that the end of the 1st hemis-

tich, being assimilated to the end of the verse, is pro-

nounced with the Tanwin of quavering [608], which is not

peculiar to the n. (ML). Jj says that it is a verbal n.

J> , A?

i. q. L-JjX*!
/ acknowledge and what he hazards is not

a A xx

improbable (R on the preps). J is i. q. **> [527], con-

trary to the opinion of AU : the authorizers cite

A.0X XAXAXX AxAxx A-P/x

'Ubaid Allah Ibn Kais ArRukayyat, And saying,

Hoariness has mounted upon thee, and thou hast grorcn

old: and I said to them, Even so (Jsh), upon the theory

that the 8 is for silence (615) (DM)]; but it is refuted

by our not'admitting the 8 to be for silence, but holding
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a

it to be a pron. governed in the ace. by J, the pred.

being suppressed, i. e. uXJiiT &>! Verily it (is so) ;
and the

X

best is to cite the saying of ['Abd Allah (KA)] Ibn Az-

Zubair to the man ['Abd Allah Ibn Fudala Ibn Sharlk Al-

Asadi (KA)] who said to him " God curse a she-camel that

xx 2

has carried me to thee !''
^S-j^Kj ^1 Yea, and her rider I,

X
f,

since suppression of the sub. and pred. together is not

allowable : and, according to Mb, the reading of XX. 66.

[171] is attributed to that; but it is objected firstly that

the occurrence of ;f as i. q. *x> is so anomalous that it

is even said [as by ATI (DM)] not to be authorized, and

secondly that the J [of inception (DM)] is not prefixed

to the enunc., to which it is replied that the J is red.

T599] Yea, these two are two enchanters, or prefixed to a

suppressed inch. [604], i.e. UJ [27], or prefixed [to the

enunc. (DM)] after this ^\
because of its resemblance

to the corrofe. J in letter' [604], Yea, these two are

. assuredly two etc. ^ is i. q. f
~

, denoting assent to the

informer, information
for the inquirer, and promise to the

$ A x x x xx Ax

requirer: and therefore it occurs after ^j r
C

, ^ J*
**'* "

like, as 7
asserts that' it occurs only after interrogation, as

47 a
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iJuJUuMg. X. 54.

will ash thee to tell whether it be true. Say thou,

Yea, by my Lord, verily it is true: but, according to all,

[IH and others (DM),] it occurs only before the oath
A

(ML). The v. of swearing is not used after ^1 ,
so that

->o o*~oj c! is not said. And the [expression denotingtj* / ^^ * *

the person or thing] sworn by after it is only &Wf
, _>) ,

Axx li>*>/ A sli*>

f *
\ %

with the p. of swearing suppressed and &UJ governed in

X A

the ace., [656], ,
and

, 6y my life : and &MJ after it, if accompanied by to
,

must be governed in the gen., because the premonitory

p. acts as a substitute for the prep. [656] ; but, if cfcvested
X

of to
,
is governed in the ace. by the supplied v. of swear-

ing [655] (R).

Axx

557. The ^ of ^ is pronounced [with Path, and

(D, ML) by Kinana (M, ML)] with Kasr (D, M, ML) :

'Umar Ibn AlKhattab [alKuraishl (Nw)] and ['Abd

Allah (Nw)] Ibn Mas'tid [alHudhali (Nw)] read
^J jy

VII. 42. They will say, Yea
;
and it is related that

'Uinar asked some people about something, and they said
A " XX

^ , upon which 'Urnar said " The ** are only camels :

A x

therefore say ye f~
"
(M) ;

and both dials, are combined in
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(my soul be his ransom!) has called me.

Then, marvel ofa caller that has called me, yes, yes!

(D, DM), related with Fath in the 1st and Kasr in

the 2nd (DM) : and some [of Kinana (DM)] pronounce

the with Kasr, by alliteration to the Kasr of the

treating **> like the v. in the case of * and j^A with" 'X XX

2 Kasras [468] (ML) : and, according to AnNadr Ibn
A x x

Shumailj +sv with _, is a dial, of some Arabs (M).
xl x

558. The ^ in &llf g\ [556] is (J) pronounced

with Fath, [to make the p. of affirmation plain (R)]; (2)

made quiescent, 2 quiescents, [it and the incorporated J
of determination (M),] being combined, [from an extraordi-

nary effort to preserve the p. of affirmation by protecting

its final from vocalization and elision (R)]; (3) elided

(M, R), because of the 2 quiescents (R).



CHAPTER IX.

THE EXCEPTIVE PARTICLES.

559. They are VI
, [
U

,]

XX XX

J ,
and

(M, Z). These ps. have been previously explained
3 x

[88 96, 511, 512] (AA). UJ is an exceptive p., prefixed

to the nominal prop., as in the reading of LXXXVI. 4.

[550]; and to the pret., literally not ideally [95], as

oJ^ U iJJf k^jx&JI. i. e. uXlse Kf [ &JJU (DM)! eXJUj U* v / j
X X /

I beseech thee (not) by Godfor aught save thy doing,

[or, some supplying a negation after the formula of
XX X xA UJ ^A X Ax AX X JL rO X ^^A$

adjuration, (tiT L-l?i J/f IAX J,xa^ U &llb uJClUf Ibeseech
X /

Mee 5y Gorf, (do ^ow wo^ aught) save thy doing (such a

\

: a poet says

him, (I adjure thee) by God, possessor of

the two wrappers, (do thou not aught) save thy drawing a

breath or two after coition (DM)], which [verse] refutes

the saying of Jh that U i. q. Iff is unknown in the clas-

sical language. The reg. of an op. conjoined with the

exceptive-;?, must be posterior (ML) to the op. (DM).



CHAPTER X

THE TWO PARTICLES OF ALLOCUT ON.

560. They are the u5 and & (M, Z) affixed as a

sign of allocution (M). The u* is affixed to (1) the
' I s *

dem. [172, 173, 175], as uto and uX : (2) the
' f

detached ace. pron. in ^b\ [162], UTU
, and the

^ SSai S & s /Us*
like: (3) some verbal ns. [187], as ul#^ [191] ^^55

[161, 188], and L^taiJI [187]: (4) c^jjf [transferred

from interrogation to requisition of information (DM),]

i-
<! csf)*^ Inform, or 7W/, MOM me, [so that

U
(joj

means Tell thou me about Zaid, what he

did, i. e. about Zaid's doing, and its reply is He did such

a thing, i. e. journeyed, went, or came, whereas, if it

denoted real interrogation, and were not transferred, its

reply would be Yes or No (DM),] as ^oJf (J.a>
LJuuf^f

Sxx x Auix

jjl* c^-*y XVII. 64., the ^> being an ag., and the ^J a

p. of allocution, [that the pron. is corroborated by, having

no place in inflection, because, if the u5" were an
obj. t

as the KK say, J y+*^$ would be said for
j^-f;f VI.

40. Tell ye me (161) (B on VI. 40.),] i.e. Tell Thou me

concerning this one, whom Thou hast honored above me,

(wherefore Thou hast honored him above me when I am
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better than he) : (5) other expressions, anomalously, t<

which F attributes the saying

.LJ
/ / ' $ ' /

[
The language of evil dost thou send to its as a gift ; and

thou hast perished when thou reckonedst not that thou

wouldst perish (Jsh)], in order that it may not be
/ X A 2

necessary to make the inf. n. [renderable from l*sJ A

(DM)] an enunc. [440] to the concrete substantive [indi-

cated by the ^J (DM)J. The ct> made mobile in the end-
/ A^ A?

ings of ns. is up. of allocution, as c^l and i^Jf [161]

(ML).

561. The signs of number and gender are affixed
3 ss I

to them, as to the prons. [161] (M, Z), as U-

Ml/ xx
XII. 37. 77ta interpretation is part o/"

A*/ $A x AJ> I

hath taught me, & ^ ^C/3 XXIX. 15. That
* ^

will be better for you, XII. 32. [502], VII.. 41. [570],

IV. 93. And those, We have assigned to

XIX. 21. 77iW5 Aa/A thy Lord

tW, and XIX. 10. [172]; and as UxM
, ^jf ?

and JCJ|

[161].

562. Like the u are the & and
,
and their

'2 x iij

</w. and />/,, i 8bj and
^L>J , according to the opinion

of Akh [102] (M)



CHAPTER XI.

THE CONNECTIVE OR REDUNDANT PARTICLES,

A A 2 X X A

563. They are ^t , ^f ,
U

,
I/

, ^ ,
the ^

5 X

(M, IH), the J , [and the ^ ] (IH). Many of the

ancients name the red. connective
;
and some of them

name it corrob. [564] (I). Some red. ps. govern, like the

red. t-> and ^* ;
and some do not govern, as

[
U

J
in

A

III. 153. [565] (R). ^ is red. (I) oftenest after the

X
*

neg. U ,
when prefixed to (a) a verbal prop., as

.P-PxAx X A? AX * *'* A X

&fi>yG
iS*J!

* X A XXX XX

[by AnNabigha adhDhubyam, / have not done a thing

that thou dislikest: (if 1 do that,) then may my hand

(wither away, so that I be) not (able to) raise my whip

towards me! (DM)]; (b) a nominal, as

xw/Axxxxxx Ax$AJx3 A xx

[by Farwa Ibn AlMasik Ibn AlHarith asSahabi,

our wont is not cowardice: but ourfates and the triumph

of others are linked together (Jsh)],
in which case it

restrains the government of thd Ilijazi U [107], asm,



the verse: (2) sometimes (a) after (a) the conjunct n. U

as [XLVI. 25. (550) in (the like of) what We hat

empowered you in, like (K)]

S / 9 'f S A f tl\ sfd*0 u, /4

/ J U

[by lyas Ibu AlAratt, The man hopes for that which hi

will not see, and before the nearest part of which calami

ties will intervene (N)]; (b) the infinitival U
,

as

> .p xx / #A / uu

*
A / Ax A X/A,-CIMXX

I L* *JL"Clll fkSj I~
'

[by AlMa'lut alKurai'S, And hope thoufor goodfrom t)

youth so long as thou seest him ceasing not to increase

in good according to the increase of his age (Jsh)] ; (c)

the inceptive Mf
,
as

?Ax A 9 x Xtux Ax xxAxi
*

light went on; and I passed the night distressed,

fearing that the destination to Ghadub would becomefa

(Jsh)] : (b) before the disapprobatory letter of prolongation,
A '$$

as &>! ^H [618]. And IH asserts that it is red. aft(

U
,
which is an inadvertence, that being only ^ [564].

A $ wx

564.
^j!

is red. (1) oftenest after U deuotinj
A X f ^ -f /ff S A /ft/ A "f Sxx

timing, as *%> * *+ ^ J IU*^ c^/^ _J Ul, XXIX. i

,
t^/ien Owr messengers came to Lot, he was vexei



( 569 )

A/

because of them: (2) between y and the v. of the oath,

whether [the v. of the oath be (DM)] mentioned, as

.p A -P ui 3 r<3 X Ax A .Px X xx Sffit/ x A x/A^o x A 2 f A Jx

tfl * x;j

[by AlMusayyab Ibn 'Alas, Tftera I swear, if we and

had met, ye would have had a dark day of evil (Jsh)] ;
or

omitted, as

xA^o xx x * lu .P A^e /x 3^xA^A/A^A ^x /J

u

[by [Abu 'All (IKhn)j AlHasan Ibn Ahmad Ibn <Abd

AlGhaffar alFasawi alFarisI, Now, by Ood, ifthou hadst

been generous, (I would have contended with thee) ; but

thouart not the generous, nor the noble (Jsh)] : this is the

saying of S and others : (3 ) extraordinarily between the L^

and its gen., as *! (*#) U^ [532] with &ub in the

S
/

gen. : (4) after f6l
,
as

A^S a * * '* *&/ A ^ ' *"' *''**!

^j>lc ^l^J| &3=vl L>J J01X4 # &> ^J 1J1
L5*

2* *^*
s / s s ? ' %

\ [by Aus Ibn Hajar, ^wrf he (the hunter) g-ave
i^ (the game)

respite until, when it was as though it were giving

a hand in the fathomless deep of water in order to be

(saved
from drowning, gulping down water (Jsh)]. And

Akh asserts that it is sometimes red. elsewhere, and
A

that it governs the aor. in the subj., as the red. ^ a I V
,, A / / / f

govern the n. in the gen.; and he hoUs &

X/ XIV. 15, AndwhatailetJius not trusting

48 a
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in God? and II. 247. [80] And what aileth us m
MI

doing battle $c. ?, [what follows ^i being a prop. d.

At

(DM),] to be cases of it. The red. ^f has no ineanin<

other than corroboration, like the rest of the red.

[563].

X

565. The red. U is (1) restringent, which restrains

(a) [the v. (DM)] from governing the nom., being attached
a x X.PX x x

only to 3 vs. Jp ,

f
,
and J&> 7

because of their resem-
s

blance to \~>) [in indicating paucity or multitude and in

being put at the head of the sentence (DM)]; in which

case they are prefixed only to a verbal prop, whose v. is

expressed, as

. AC S* X x A

*
Jl. -.

a f

[Seldom does the intelligent cease to be calling or res-

ponding to what entails glory ! (Jsh.)]; while the saying

of AlMarrar [Ibn Sa'id alFak'asI (Jsh)]

AxA^X X AXX
. O.

turnedst away, and lengthenedst the turning away ;

and seldom does union outlast length of turning away!

(Jsh)] is, says S, a poetic license : (b) [the p.] from govern-
2

ing the ace. and nom., being attached to ^ , &c., as IV.

169. [2] and VIII. 6. [516] ; while, when followed
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immediately by a v., it is named preparatory, [because it

prepares the p. for prefixion to the v. (DM)]: (c) [4;w.

and 4 advs. (DM)] from governing the gen., being attached

to (a) [4 (DM)] ps., (a) ^ [505]; ( 6) the uJT [509];

(7) the <~>
,
as

J> x x AX x* A x x x f * t S .P x x A A xx

S Uo * Ol. xacJ JJ v-^

[by Muti' Ibn lyas alKufl, lamenting Yahya Ibn Ziyad

alHarithi (Jsh), Then, if thou become such that thou

return not an answer (because of thy death, this will not

detract from thine eloquence, because) seldom wast thou

seen (the aor. being substituted for the pret.) when thou

wast an orator ! (DM)], as IM mentions, adding that the
X

restringent
U produces with the ^> the sense of paucity,

as it produces with the u the sense of causation in such as

II. 194. [509]; (S ) JL ,
as M UJ U^ [499], as ISh

says : (b) [4] ac?o., (a) &*>
,
as

u>XX X X

[by AlMarrar Ibn Sa'id alFak'asl, What! (lovest thou)

with love Umm AlWulayyid after that (571) the locks of

thy head are black and white like hyssop partly
moist and

x Ax

partly dry? (Jsh)] ; ( 8 ) ^> ,
as

^.
'

X

[by Jamil, fTAiVe we were in AlArak together; lo, a rider



(
572 )

came upon his he-camel! (Jsh)]; (y) ^^ and (8 ) of
,

*

which then [are restrained by U from prefixiou to the

prop.; and (DM)], being made to imply the sense of the
A

cond. J
, apocopate 2 vs. [419]: (2) non-restriugent, (a)

' '

a subst. [for
the suppressed ^ (DM)], which occurs

J Ax X Ac" # x A.P x A ui X I A x A

in such as (a)
c>Sl^! &t*U c>Jf U| [98]; (b) fjJJ) J

/
x 2

M U! Do thou this, if(thou do) not (anything else), orig.

.PxAx .PxAxx x A J A

8jA Jk*> U k~^iT ^ : (b) not a subst., which occurs (a)
$ Ax x X x

after the op. governing (
a

) the 720^., as J^j U
^l^ft

[196],

.P.P A x xi^

U
J-*^ # l^x

X X / ' <

by Muhalhil [Ibn Rabi'a atTaghlabi (Jsh),

^w?o Abans he had come suing for her in marriage, a

nose of a suitor would have bee?i smeared with blood

(Bk)], and

.PAxx

u (o u ^^ |
;yi

[by Abii Shakik alBahili (Jsh), In taking fright did this

man make haste, Faruka, when the cord of union was
X I X X A$ # x 2

untwisted, cut? (DM)], i.e. !J^>
;**,(

f;Uj( [186]; (Q)
$ x # Ax x xAx '

the ace. and worn., as
^6 l^j

l*^ [516]; (7) the apoc.,

X A Z *> x

as m* UUVII. 199. And, if* J / *

*
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instigation from the devil do instigate thee [589], XVII.

110. [116], IV. 80. [419], and

X O x xx

>e f vo o*u ^.Uo u

xx A A xAxx

by AlA'sha, [Whenever thou art made to kneel down at

the door of Muhammad the descendant of Hdshim, thou

wilt be made to rest, and wilt meetfrom his benefactions

liberaliry (Jsh)] ; ( 8 ) the gen., whether the op. he a p., as
A.Px xA oi rO x /A xxx

^-xJ &U| 4* &*a-;
Uo HI. 153. Then by mercyfrom**^ -

. ^

wast mild to them [563, 566], XXIII. 42. [508],
<~ xA x xw* * .P.PA xx

LXXI. 25. [499], tt &>?* U?; [505], and ^

[509], or a ra., aa XXVIII. 28. [184],

P x x u; x

w X A I / A.P x Ax A

[by AlAswad Ibn Ya'fur atTamlini, The careless has slept;

and 2 perceive not the sensation ofmy slumbering, while

anxiety is present beside me, my pillow. I am without any

ailment; but an anxiety that I know to have reached my
~ Ax xS! xx

heart has made me thin (Jsh)], and ^ ff.
UA- Uj [88],

t>
'

i. e. r# JZ* V) [89] : (b) before the op. governing the

Ax XXX AXX/'
.,
as *i\ Ui. U and j>* \>** U with the gen., which
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xtrnordinary [88, 512, 571] : (c) after the cond. instru-

ment, whether apocopative, [which has been previously

mentioned (DM),] as ^'^ l*!j
VIII. GO. And, if thou

do fear and IV. 80.; or not apocopative, as U |3f ^A^.

fgsu
*xU &$> l>;j^-

XLI. 19. Until, when they come

to it, their ears shall bear witness against them: (d)

between the ant. and its appos., as
&*OJSL>

U IJU* II. 24.

s

A parable, a gnat [180], U being, says Zj, "a red. p.

denoting corroboration, according to all the BB," [as

though &* forsooth or &xjf decidedly were said (K),]

which is strengthened by its being dropped in the read-

4 s Ss

ing of Ibn Mas'ud; and &&)*> being a subst. (ML).

^
:,i;G. N is red. (1) with the [con. (R, Jm)] ^

after

negation, [literally, as ^^ ^ &j ^^ U (545, 547);

or ideally, as I. 7. (539) (Jm)]: (2) after the infinitival

Hf f SA/% A S f A f f A* s SS f

^} , [as ->;-l ^ k>swJ V
^i i_-<*x U VII. 11. fT//^//

hindered //tee from doing obeisance when I commanded

tl.ee? (R, Jm) and ^UXJ | Jaf Jbu Uil LVIL 29. In
s ' '

order that the people of Scripture may know (R)]: (3)
* AC / x A.-0 Ax f l\ s

sfldom before *-5f
, [as &UaH ^^w *-*5f V LXXV. I.

f AC x

Hi AY //"' '//'/ '>/ resurrection (R, Jm) and *~5'| ]

X
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J^
XC. 1. 1 swear by this land (Jm)] : (4) ano-

malously with the^re. (IH), as

;
*~u

(R, Jm), by Al'Ajjaj Ibn Ru'ba atTainfmi, In a well of

perdition he journey-erf, and knew not (Jsh) : (5) often

I before the [word denoting the object] sworn by, to notify

that the correl. of the oath is negatived, as

(R), by Imra alKais, Then no, by thy father, daughter of

Al'Amirl, the people assert not that I flee from battle
X

(Jsh). The red. I/ is introduced into the sentence merely
A.P/ A/ A x x xx x

to confirm and corroborate it, as *&.*) $ t-x*+ U
x Sx x A? i5 x

*

.XAAJ I/
^f |^o XX. 94. ^FAo^ hindered thee, when

x x

Mow sawest them go astray, from following me ? and

VII. 11., as is made manifest by XXXVIII. 75. [181];

aud hence LVII. 29.,

A x X A x

xx

Ax >- x

X A

^ X A/

V
X

[His bounty disdained niggardliness;
and a " Yes

19

pro-

ceeding from a youth that refuses not bounty to Ms

slayer hurried him away (Jsh)], and
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[by AlAhwas, And they censure me for pastime, that

I should love it,
when pastime has a caller diligent, not

^tf j> x

negligent (Jsh)]. But in \ Jy* ^e!
it is said by some

x A .PA

to be non-red., an objective n., J=s=uJf being, (1) as Zj

I,
a sw&s^. for it, [i.

e. disdained "No," niggardliness
xx x/

(DM)] ; (2) as another says, a causative
obj.,

i. e. &&1/
A SUfO

JaauM /ro?w (dislike of) niggardliness, like IV. 175.

x A ? x x xx

[547], i. e. !4* M' ^^^ froni (dislike) that ye should

err. And, as they differ about ^ in this verse, so do

they differ about it in LXX V. 1., where it is said to be (1)

neg., its negatived being (a) something preceding, vid. the

denial of the resurrection often quoted from them, so that

[No, i.e. (K)] The matter is not so is said to them, and

then the oath [/ swear fyc. (K)] is begun, that, say

they, being correct only because all the Kur'an is like

J> K%

one Chapter; (b) *~\
,

as being enunciatory, [i. e. (/

tell you that) I will not swear fyc., meaning 7 will not

magnify the day of resurrection by the oath, but by what

is greater than the oath (DM),] not originative, [i.e.

I swear not by it (DM],] which [explanation] is prefer-

red by Z : (2) red., (a) subsidiary and introductory to, [and

corrob. of (K),] the negation of the correl., [the (prop.)

sworn to, here suppressed, being supplied negatived, e. g.
* 9 X t xA f x

^^ c>yV^ ^
(K),] i. e. No, I swear by fyc., (they shall

not be left uncontrolled), like
X itu s
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* "it ff

until they make thee judge and M U^uJj
IU

f f

[saying (DM)] is refuted by XC. 1., since its correl. is

SS * S*i*>G fttfS h't

off.,
vid. **? ^ J^W USla. *& XC. 4. Assuredly

# x *

fFe Aave created man in travail, and likewise by LVI.

74 76. [1]: (b) merely corrob. and confirmatory of the

sentence, as in LVII. 29., which is refuted by the fact

that it is not made red for that purpose at the beginning,

but in the middle, like U and JS ,
as III. 153. [565], IV.

80. [419], andJ^ JS o*j [547] (ML).

567. * has been previously mentioned [499].

568. The ^ ,
the J , [and the ^ (R),] have

also been previously mentioned [503, 504, 509] (111 J.

49 a



CHAPTER XII.

THE TWO EXPOSITORY PARTICLES-

569. They are g\ and ^ (M, Z, IH): you say on

VII. 154. [514] *-j5
1*

,5!
77m* t* -^ ^ ,

as though
XX X XV '

Ax A

vou said Tfte exposition, or meaning, of it is **? j^ J

and the poet says

XXX

[1] (M) i4wrf */i0M shootest (i. e. signest to] me with the

eye ,
say*n&i Thou art a sinner : and thou ha test me; but

I [521], / hate not thee (N). The difference between \

and ^ is that J expounds every vague [expression],
i,e A x * A? $ Ax x<wx

single term, as &11| ^* y>t ^ *tj ^y/^ ZoiW, i. e. Abu

i Allah, came to me-, and prop., as ^U j
X Axx

/fu 6oM?/ teas emptied, i. e. Ae died, and iJ!
L5*-^/; :

^- xx
A

whereas ^ expounds only a supplied obj. of an expres-

sion conveying the sense of -saying ,
as XXXVII. 104.

x x*Ax Ax ^ xA x x x

[539, 570], i.e. M b.Wj> y&
I^aib

StujU^, and similarly
A^> < AX 3 AXX ^ '

ks-~>t ^ &^l c^AxT 7 wrofe :o Afm, saying, Come, i. c.
' ' i

j\ Jt i;Ui
; and sometimes the expressed direct obj.
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X 9 **

[of such an expression], as ^* U udf Jf (L^Cl 31
AX> 2 X **j

~ ^

**J*f ^f XX. 38. 39. When We revealed to thy/ x f * 7

mother what is revealed, namely, Put him (R). You

say u-^U * L>SU~* ^^ l have c*xu-u*
,

i. e. gold
A* ' '

what follows
,5! being a synd. expl. of, or [total (DM)1L / J

,^/6^. for, what precedes it. The prop, imitative of a

quasi-saying is of two sorts, (1) accompanied by the expos,

p., as M
^gxU-.yj and J*i! ^1 auJf ct-AXr

;
and in

this sort the prop., being e.rpos. of the v.', [as converting it

to a particular obj. (DM),] has no place [in inflection] :

9 f A f S * *

(2) unaccompanied by the expos, p., as f*3y! ^
' ^ '

M / 7 f f A/X X

~u b ^yiaw, &xu II. 126.

Abraham commended it to his sons, and Jacob also com-

mended it to his sons, my sons, verily God hath chosen
xxx .xAX> $ * xxx

for you the religion^ of Allslam, ^^ a-if! -.y ,3^;
XXX A /^^ mf9 X Ax

tou L-^N| jj^ k J;fX* (3*
XI. 44. ^WG? JVoaA called

* ' '

to his son Canaan and he was aloof my little son,

$ .PA / u; ^Sx xxx
* f

*
T" TTT * /\

embark with us, the reading t*->y* <_/ ^ ^^ JL<1V. 10.

And he prayed to his Lord, Verily I am overcome, and

the saying
xxA.P^.P/ xA?Xuj xxxA^xSx A xA^

U, IJL>L U! *

(for ^W^.; by poetic license) from Makfca
X

told us, Verily we saw a naked man (Jsh)] ;
and the^e
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$ A/ u

nrw* \ ^ k in the first tWO tCXtS< ^U* ^ '
and

, ~ '*

tl U| (DM)] are in the place of an ace. [as objs.] by

common consent, the ace. being governed, as the BB

sav, by a supplied saying, but, as the KK say, by the v.

mentioned, and the opinion of the BB being attested by

the expression of the saying in such as XI. 47. [540] and

Of ^ A /n*& XXX
. * "\T T "\T

2. 3. When he called upon his Lord privily : he said,

My Lord, verily the bone of me hath waxedfeeble.

570. ^ is expos., i. q. ^ , [prefixed to the two

props. (DM),] as ud ^f ^ &J! U^;
G XXIII. 27.

And We revealed to him, saying, Make thou the Ark [1]
f

an(\ &xf ^XI ^! !;^y; VII. 41. ^TZC? Mey shall be
' X

called to thus: That [561] u Paradise. It has the fol-

lowing conditions : (1) that it be preceded by & prop.,

for which reason he that holds X. 11. [525] to be a case

of it is mistaken, [because only a single term occurs

before it (DMJ] : (2) that it be followed by a prop., so that

*//A$l/A/.AxS A$

Ufco .J IJ^P*-^ ey/o is not allowable, but
^3!

must be

put, or the expos, p. must be omitted
;
but there is no

difference between the verbal prop, [posterior to it (DM^]

and the nominal : (3) that the preceding prop, contain

the sense of saying, as [XXIII. 27. and VII. 41. (DM)]
*>*> ? A >A ^yxA^J xx t f -Of

above, whence 1^1 ^ ^ UJ I JU^I; XXXVIII.



r

5. And the chiefpersons of them brake forth into s

saying, Go on [and XXXVII. 104. (539, 569)]: (4) that

the preceding prop, do not contain the letters of saying,
A / 1\*3 t ^y f A*

so that J.**l ^ d vs^i> is not said: but in the small com-
s

mentary of IU on the Jumal [of Zji (DM)] it is stated that
A *

J is sometimes expos, after genuine saying; and Z men-
X Ax(J / A *x * A * X

tions [in the K (DM)] that in *' ^r^ ^ ^ ^ cU* U
A*3x x iux xiL^o fS^fO

f^0,5 t5^ 5
&U I

l^ja*! ^t V. 117. I have not command-
x

ed Mem sowe w'A^ TAow /to*/ commanded me, saying,

Worship ye God, my Lord and your Lord it may be

expos, of the saying as rendered by commanding, which

is good ;
and accordingly the rule should be that the

prop, do not contain the letters of saying except when

the savins is renderable by something else: (5) that a
Ax f Ax x

prep, be not prefixed to it, so that, if you said &A ^^
A x A^=

J*i! ^U, it would be infinitival. When the ^1 adapted
XX X

for exposition is followed by an aor. accompanied by V
,

xAxx /> Ax J>Ax

as J*& I/ J &xM cwyi'! / signed to him, saying, Thou
'

%.

shalt not do or Do thou not or &a* thou shouldst not do,
X

it may be in the ind. on the assumption that V is neg.,

or aoc. or the assumption that it is prohib., in both of

A *

which cases J is expos., or m^. on the assumpti

V is ^. and *J infinitival; but, if be wanting, the

apoc. is disallowed, and the ind. and subj. are allowable

(ML).



CHAPTER XIII.

THE INFINITIVAL PARTICLES-

571. They are U, ^ (M,Z,IH), ^1 (III, AA),
A Ax Ax

[tlie
contracted ^t ,] ^ ,

and j (R), as IX. 11!

X x / XX X uJ^x

(M, Z), UfcUj U^ /U-*M^ XCI. 5. ^4w? Me heaven
X

</ T//.V harinsr Ini-ilt it as expounded by some,

xxx -Px ai t f / / xxx
.. U

\Tl\at the nights have gone gladdens the man : and he

heeds not that Meir going was for him a going of his

life (Jsh)], and XXVII. 57. [449J (M). U is conjoined

with the plastic v., since the aplastic has no inf. n. that

the p. with the v. might be renderable by; but not with

the imp. : and is peculiar in acting as a subst. for the adv.

of time pre. to the inf. n. that it and its conj. are render-

$ x 3x x .*.PXA x

able by, as Jj;^ ;^
^ &^' ^ / toi// 720^ rfo it so long

Z. / / <Zt 9 -f-f {Z *

<i.< n sun aliall ri.se, i. e. ^ U 8J* , i. e. *)))
%*** durin

'/

(thi> period of) its rising \ and its conj. is then niostl

Ax

a pret. affirmed or [an aor.~\ negatived by J , though i

A/

iiu-aning is future, seldom an acr. [not negatived by J

Its conj. is, according to S, only verbal : but others allow

'it to be nominal, which is the truth, though it is rare, as
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[565] ;
and IJ allows it to be a prep, and

A' " ' Ay xx ,

so that
L^.;

"^ U and Joj f^ U are allow-
# #

X

able according to his opinion [88, 512, 565] ^R). U
Am X x A/x $ X

is (1) not temporal, as +v^ U 6*L: ^y IX. i-jji.
' x x

Grievous unto him is that ye have suffered hardship,
A 5 x x 5x

JLU U |^ III. 114. They have wished that ye should >///-
' ^

xAx *x x x 9 / x *x

/e;- hardship, IX. 119., and
f.^> !^-*J U^ 0^.0^ ^icU ^

x A^ ' '

^UMS^I XXXVIII. 25. TTfer/ shall have a severe punixh-
X X

merit because they have forgotten the day of reckoning;
t \u^Q X sf* xx f*

and hence ^'^\ g*\
UT

|^x-f II. 12. Believe ye as men

believe, and similarly wherever it is conjoined with the

u of comparison [509] between 2 similar vs.: (2) tem-

poral, [because it occupies the place of the n. of time

(DM),] as XIX. 32. [447], orig.
U^ ^^ **

,
the

X

X

</t?. being suppressed and replaced by U and its con/.,

s.
' x ' *A

as in the case of the genuine inf. n., as y^
* A xx A^s x X x A A^ 3 * P A

[65]; and hence c^*kX~f U IU1/ 1 1/f j^ ;
! J

c
^ * > 'j

XI. 90. / rfmre wo^ aught *ae your reformation so long

as I am able and

xxx x

>f U
^xiU ^yf^ # kv^ i^y^==J

I ^ V^)^

[by Imra al Kais, ourfemale neighbour, verily calami-

ties befall (man); and verily I shall be steadfast (in bearing

them) so long as (mount) 'Asib shall be steadfast (-Jsh)] :
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(a) if its being temporal meant that it indicated time by

itself, not vicariously, it would be a n., and would not

be infinitival, as ISk followed by ISh says that

xA^=x ft x Sx A xx* -"3

' ' ' X

[by Abii Kais Ibn Rifa/a alAnsaii, Of us are he that is at

the time when his mustache has sprouted and the old

bachelors; and of us are the beardless and the hoary
= X X

(Jsh)] means ^ +**
, [in which case U indicates time

A

by itself (DM)]; while ^f , say I, is made red. after it

X

because of its resemblance in letter to the neg, U ,
as iu

& uS**^ OJ [^63]: whereas U should rather be construed

to be neg., he whose mustache has not sprouted, because the
A

redundance of ^f is then regular, and because this con-

struction avoids making [the adv. of] time an enunc. to

the concrete n. [26] and authorizing a meaning and

usage where they are not authorized, vid. its denoting

time by itself and its being [used (DM)] pre.: (b) I have

deviated from their term "adverbial" [497] to my term

"
temporal" in order that it might include such as Ul** m

5x5
fyi*. ^J

/Ual II. 19. So often as it giveth light to
X X

them they walk in it, since the n. of time supplied here
x*>" Ax 2 f

is a gen., i. e. Kt\*0\ ct-^ J/ At every (time of) giving
* . x l^d

light-t whereas the gen. [n. of time or place (DM)] is not
A $ X , ,

uaraed adv. [64] : (c) ^\ does not share with U in act-
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ing as a sulst. for the n. of time, contrary to the opinion

of IJ, who attributes to it

x . , , , A 2 , /x A* x JxAx A x JU,x
*

[And, by God, an old woman mother of one child is not

more grieved than I at (the time) that her little one is

lighted (Jsh)] ;
while Z following him attributes to it

X rt^AXS tjj ^3 J XM A 5

c^U! &b| 8G| ^f n. 260. [At (the time) that God
ff * x A % 2

gave him the kingdom (&)], ^'o^v. ^ 1/1 IV. 94. [5at;e

a' (the time) that they waive (K)], and ^f U^.;
fit- X ll/ X -*X

&U| ^) J^ *-k- 29 - [What! urll ye slay a man at

(the time) that he saith, My Lord is God? (K)] : whereas

the sense of causation in the verse and texts is possible,
~ i\ C A? A

[i.e. ^1 ^f J-^-i ^* (DM)]; and, being unanimously
X

agreed upon, must not be deviated from. U is extraor-

dinarily conjoined with the aplastic v. in

[.4re o^ j/e two my rulers in a/fairs, because ye are not
x

'people offaithlessness and treachery? (Jsh), where JA*

is applied to the non-sing., as in LXVI. 4. (24), and

x ^AC x Ax

UU! is ^6. of jd ,
the ^ prefixed to it being rerf., as in

J| UA! J-A/I (503) (DM)]. LT says that the infinitival

1 is suppressed in ^ J^^. ^ [l-^].
^lu-rcas ror-

50 a
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rcctlv & is Pre - to the Prop '
'
while S n the coutl

'

al'y

f* X u3 -P X XM

says that U is mZ. in ^! u>^ U ^ [124], whereas

A ?

correctly it is infinitival. ^1 governs the aor. in the subj.

[410],
and occurs (1) in the beginning, [really or predi-

cainentally (DM),] in which case it is in the position of

u now., as II. 180. [24] and II. 238. [405], and, as is said,

9h f AJ A Sx* fl"*"

* * ^~, \ *ia.! &W^ IX. 13. Then God, that ye should
oy*

***
^)' ^j-^

/ear .fiTiw f* meeter and similarly IX. 63. [538] : (2)

after an expression indicative of a meaning other than

certainty [526],
in which case it is in the position of (a)

f S X AX A* J/ X xAx

a worn, as ^==J ^f iy.! j4 ^ LVII. 15.

720* /^e ^'we come /or them that have believed that

their hearts should submit? and II. 213. [464]; (b) an

/xA* A J>.A^A^ X I XX XX

acc., as ^ i t;^!
^ ^ u

;
X 38. Nor is this

Kur'an a forgery [below], Xf
X

V. 57. Saying, We fear that a reverse should befall us,

XX AC * A xx
and t^A*l ^ *xsO)b XVIII. 78. /4wrf / desired to make

S> A xA^> **x x ^ X x A J Ax A

it unsound; (c) a gerc., as c^**M *ThS&.f ^b ^f J-o ^' X X X

LXIII. 10. Before that death come to one of you and

XXXIX. 14. [413]; (d) either [an acc. or gen. (DM)],
A $

as XXVI. 82. [410], ong\ ^ ^ ,
it being disputed

whether the place after suppression of the prep, is [that
AC

of (DM 4

)] an ace. or gr?z. [514]. This ^f is a conjunct
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p. [497], conjoined with the plastic v., whether an aor.,

as [II. 180., &c. (DM),] above; or a pret., as aJJj

"

\\ !/j
c/ cix 7

x Ax x

UA!* XXVIII. 82. If it had not been that God was gra-

cious to us
;
or an imp., as ^^ &J| ^^f / Wrote to him

Stand, [i.
e. fUSJ

t> to stand (DM)]. Four other meanings
* A *

.
.

are mentioned for ^ : (1) condition, like J
[585],

which is held by theKK, and is rendered probable in mv
A $ A

opinion by (a) the concurrence of ^f and ^ in one place,
X* X A i X A 5 ;

as in Ufclu**.! J*> ^f II. 282. J/ o^e q/" Mew ^a^ err
f X ^

and the saying [of AlFarazdak (Jsh)]

x^ x xA'^ xA P A S * x A x

Ax A x A x Axx

x x /

[ What ! wilt thou be wroth if (a boaster boast because, or it

appear that) the two ears of Kutaiba have been slit public-

ly, when thou wast not wroth at the slaughter of Ibn K/id-
A

zim? (ML on ^ )]; (b) the occurrence of the vJ after it

often, as in AM
&^(^i.

Uf [98] ; (c) its being coupled to

A w x A' Si A

^f in g\ c^^rUf [98], where, if ^ were infinitival, a

single term would be coupled to a prop.: (2) negation, also

B XA $ xi XA* A?

like f [550], which is said by some on

^

A* x

III. 66. ^ojf anj/ one is given the like of what ye

have been given : (3) i. q. [the causative (DM)] 3(
, ,as
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A

assert of ^f [592], which is said by some on

^ L. 2. But tiny wondered

bemuse a warner of themselves came to them /, LX. 1.

ft , *,t

[514], and ^\ ^**j\ because the two ears fyc. : (4) i.q.

U#
,
which is said on IV. 175. [547] and

A ^ A.PA/X

jj
X XX X

[ bv.'Amr Ibu Knlthiim ?it Taghlabi, Ye took up the posi-

tion of guests towards as; and we hastened the entertain-

ment lest ye should blame us (EM)]. Did says in his

book AlBadi' [fi-nNahw (HKh)], in which he differs

wX

from the sayings of the GG on many matters, that ^^
^ X

A c wx

and the infinitival ^ are interchangeable, so that ^coJf
X

occurs infinitival, as

[by Jamil, What! are the livers of lovers sore because (the

<*J denoting causation) of my seeing my liver sore from
A 2 2x

love of Bathna? (Jsh)]; and ^1 in the sense of ^oJf ,
as

.P x A Ax x

J**' ^i; 2a*rf is more intelligent than he

A A

that lies, i. e. v^& ^JJI ++ Y, Fr, and F indeed say
fix

' x x

that
^oJ! occurs' infinitival, and 1Kb and IM approve

x x ^ix S<u tf *>*> x <

of it; and they hold 8oU 6>1JJ vi^u cJJ! ^3 XLII. 22.
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[ That is Gods gladdening His servants with good tiding!

(DM)] and !^^ g^ ^
f*'*^')

^ ^- [And yt have

plunged into vanity like their plunging (DM)] to be cases

of it : but I know no one that says the converse
;
and

what emboldens him to [say] it is the difficulty of this

sentence, since it appears to pronounce Ztdd superior in

intelligence to lying, which has no meaning. It appears

to me, however, either that the sentence contains para-
A t

phrase upon paraphrase, ^ and the v. being paraphrased

by the inf. n., and the inf. n. by the qual., so that the

sense [Zaid is more intelligent tkanthe liar (DM)] is re-

duced to what he means, but by a method received by

the learned, since X. 38. [above] is said to be construc-

**, i\^ / / ' */y ' *

tively *\i&\ ^ ^ meaning )**+ forged ;
or that JJUt

is made to imply the sense of **>!
,
so that the ex. means

Zaid is the farthest of mankind from lying because of
A

1
his superiority

to others, the ^ mentioned not being

the one governing
the inferior in the gen., but being de-

pendent upon J*^ because of the sense offam-ts implied

bv it and the [person or thing] pronounced inferior being
s /A

always omitted with
this^H

because of the intention of

generalization (ML). 'J ,
when op., is conjoined with its

2 rep. [49T, 517]; and, when restrained [516], with the

nominal or verbal prop. (B).' [On the .contracted ^1

see . 497 and 525.] Ju i-1- [^e infinitival (ML)] ,
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'j in sense (R,ML) and government [410] (ML), but is

peculiar to the aor. [497] (R), as c il LVIL 23.

order that ye may not grieve, which is confirmed by
A*

replaccability by ^t ,
and by the fact that, if it were a

causative;). [513, 595], a causative p. would not be pre-
s nf n s s *i\

fixed to it
;
and hence ,<*;> ,_/ -&* [411] and

xx /

#x * X *X X A X

iy L1X. 7. (In order) that it may not be n

thi?ig taken by turns, when the J is supplied before it

[514] ;
and possibly the saying

xAx x X Ax x X.P Axx

desiredst that fhou shouldst go swiftly off with my

water-skin, and leave it to be a worn-out water-skin in

an empty desert (Jsh), where the J is found before, and

AC Ax

J after, it (DM)], ^J being either causative, corrob. of

A Ax

the J ,
or infinitival, corroborated by ^ [597]. ^

A *

is i. q. ^1 , except that it does not govern the subj.i
- j>MX XX

and mostly occurs after
j^, *>

, [and the like, as

l^i (DM)], as- LXVIII. 9. [417] and o

jJtL*^.l
II. 90. One of them wisheth that he

should be made to live
;
but sometimes without them, as

xAxx Ax xx xx x

^ u
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oy Kutaila [Bint [AnNadr Ibn (Is)} AlHarith [alKu-

rashlya (Is)}, That thou hadst shown grace would not

have harmed thee : and often has the youth shown grace

when he was the angered, enraged (Jsh)],

f A? t Ax xx XwSx

x A/ x A x A*o xxx u/f 2 *3 x

y-
by AlA'sha, [<4wrf 0/?ett 7io* /*e 6tt/Ar of their matter

escaped a people from leisureliness when that they should
A X A

have hastened icas prudence (Jsh), p}JJ being preferably
X X

in the occ. as the prepos. pred. of^ ,
and the inf. ;/.,

A x

vid. y and its cow;"., being its postpos. sub., as the Seven

read in XLV. 24. and XXVII. 57. (449) (DM),] and
<w .P Ax x x Ax

j>M
ctsj^laaJ [487]. The occurrence of ^ as infinitival is

authorized by Fr, F, AB, T, and IM: and their opinion
A

is attested by the reading of LXVIII. 9. [538], t/^*>d
X

J> A -

in the ^w6;'. beiiig coupled to
^jfk 5

since its sense is

X Aj> A J
X 5 ^

c)' > while the difficulty of its prefixion to ^ in

^ x * x ^xAxx xx Ax Ax wxx *JA Axx
such as

III. 28. And what [586] * Aa^A done of evil, it will wish

that (it had been the case) that between itself and it had been

afar extent of time, [the infinitival p. not being prefixed
Ax

to its like (DM),] is met with the reply that y is prefixed
Ax wS^xxxAx

to a suppressed v. supplied after y ,
i, e.

gfl .^ ^+> }
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(ML). Its COHJ. [497] is like the conj. of U [above],

except that y does not act as a subsf. for the adv. of

time. Sometimes the v. of wish is dispensed with, and
i\t

the v. after y governed in the subj. when conjoined with
*/ 9 x s s Ks

the J [411], as^ JU J .W y (7 im/0 that I
** ^

/wrf wealth, so that I might perform the pilgrimage, i. e.

M A/ Sx/ &,t- *

^Jl y ^^1 or
L>y whence ^

t A .PA-0

xx oaJ I XXXIX. 59. (/ wish) that I had a return
f f

to the world, so that I might be one of the righteous (K).

572. Some of the KK and AU mention that some
A <

of the Arabs make [the subjunctival (DM)] ^ govern

the npnc.\ and Lh transmits it from some of the Banii

Sul)ah [a clan (ID, DM)] of Dabba: and they cite

s l\f ft*
J U.o^ U |J>

Uu b
""

Jf

[by Imra alKais, Whenever we go forth in the morning,

the lads of our people say. Come ye, until the game come

to us we will gatherfirewood to roast it (Jsh),] and

us;
A/Ax A?

j

[by Jamil, 7 beware of this that she should know it (the

i^la. //-,//// mentioned in the preceding verse), and should

'

if, fi/i</ leave if to be n harden i/pon me. is it />
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(Jsh)] ; but this [citation of the 2nd verse (DM)] requires

consideration, because the coupling of the subf. f oS and
' '*' A,*,

*

u*yO" (DM)] to
f indicates that the latter is made

quiescent by poetic license, not apocopated. And some-

times the v. is put into the ind. after it. as in the reading
of Ibn Mutism in II. 233. [525] that he should fulfil

and the saying of the poet

xxA5 xx *-/-A/ A*X.PXAX

A .* x A x x x 3 Vo w

I/ ^ rlLJf JU
XX

should pronounce over Asmd (mercy be upon

you two !)from me greeting, and that ye should not inform

any one (Jsh)]. The KK assert that this is the con-
Al

tracted ^\ anomalously conjoined with the [plastic non-

precatory (DM)] v. [without separation (DM)]; whereas
A 2

the BB rightly say that it is the subjunctival ^t [410]
X

made inop. by assimilation to its fellow the infinitival U
,

X A f x A fx

[as is proved by the poet's making it op. in tj*J V
^f^

(DM)] : but the saying [of Abu Mihjan Malik Ibn Hablb

athThakafl (Jsh)]
XXAr*

I f J
X A X XX

A $

J

rfo no/ ^^OM fiz^ry me t' ^e rfe*er^, >r verily Ifear,

when Idie, that (the case will be this,) / shall not taste

51 a
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it (Jsb)] is not a case of that, as some assert
; because,

thefear here being certainty, *J is contracted [5261

(ML).

:



CHAPTER XIV.

THE EXCITATIVE PARTICLES.

573. They are */, Uy, to, if
(M,Z,IH,IM),

and ty (IM). Their meaning, when they are prefixed

to the pret., is rebuke, and blame, for omission of the act'

and in the aor. is excitement to, and requisition of, the

act : so that in the aor. they are in the sense of com-

mand; but there is no excitation in the pret., which has

already lapsed, except that, being often used in blaming

the person addressed for having omitted in the past some-

thing that is recoverable in the future, they are as it

were, with respect to the meaning, excitative to doing

the like of what has lapsed. In the aor. also they are

seldom used except in the case of rebuke and blame for

what the person addressed ought to have done before it

was required of him : and, if the sentence be devoid

of rebuke, it is request^ in which case these ps. denote

/ ft A/

request-, and U|
,
Uf

,
and the opt. y are also used in

that sense (R). They take the head of the sentence,

[because they indicate one of the sorts of sentence, so

that they are put at the head to indicate from the very

first that the sentence is of that sort (Jm)]. And they

are inseparable from the v., literally, [as ^~;f

XX. 134. Wherefore didst Thou not send-? and
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't;
luJG XV. 7. Wherefore wilt thou not bring to

s s s '

us the angels? (R)] ; or constructively (IH), as

IU X /Ax 3 -P

xAX> /A/ xx A x

i J/y

[by Jaiir, F<? reckon the slaughter of the old she-camels

to be the most excellent of your glory, Banu Dautard :

why (have ye) not (reckoned) the helmed champion*
t/hs / 4 Ax 2x

(574) (J),] and &>)<* l^j ^ [62]: but the nominal

[prop.] occurs after them in poetic license, as

X 9 X /AX -f Ax w X / / A X X

Ji^ ^LJ ***i> U^3 J|

(R), by the Majnun of Laila al'Amirlya, And I was told

Laild had sent an intercession to me. Then why was not

LailJs self her intercessor ?
( Jsh).

X AX

574. My and Uy also denote prevention of one

thing because of the existence of another: and are then pre-

fixed to the inch. (M, IA), the enunc. after them being ne-

cessarily suppressed [29] ;
and must have a correl.^ which,

if affirmed, is mostly conjoined with the J [602], and, if

X

negatived by U ,
is mostly divested of it, and, if negatived

A/ f J AxA^x $Ax x Ax

by J
,

is not conjoined with it, as cJ<^yl/ jo>j 1/y or

[below],
< AX

J(+ U ^3 Uy ,
and

(IA), Vy occurs in four ways: (1) it is prefixed
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to a nominal followed by a verbal [prop. (DM)], to con-

nect the prevention of the 2nd with the existence of the

1st, as i-XjUvTM J-.<3 My Jf Zaid (had) not (been exist-

ing), 1 should have honored thee, [so that it connects

the prevention of
the honoring with the existence of Zaid

9 Ax $ Ax x Ax

(DM),] i.e. ^^r* *i.) My: (2) it denotes excitation

and request-, and is then peculiar to the aor. or what is

renderable as such, [i.
e. the pret. whose meaning is future

(DM),] as aW ^j)**^ ^ XXVII. 47. Wherefore

will ye not ask God for forgiveness? and LXIII. 10.

Wilt TJiou not defer me $c.f [426]: (3) it denotes

rebuke and making to repent ;
and is then peculiar to the

*
,

''
, X

fore brought they not four witnesses to it?, whence

< $ f, X AJA* f Sfb X A
Xw XXX A* xx .. ~ ^1 V"VfTT 1C
JLXiJ ^ Ul ^ ^* f^ )*

*' Oi AAlv. 10.

wherefore, when ye heard it, said ye not, It is not

rne^t /or w^ <Aa w;e AoW <p fl^ ^'"^ excel
3t that

~ $ /

the . is postponed,
aud ^ J,,^

3
[
57 ].

eMeP l "

the . is understood, i. e. Jlli' V = (
a) !t is wmetimes

separated from the . by Si and lit [together with the

prop. post, to them (DM)]/'when [they are (DM)] regt.

of the v. [posterior
to them (DM)], or.by a parenthetic

,<*. prop, the 1st as in XXIV, 15., and the 2nd and
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/ tS Ax X AJ>Ax X JA JA>* XXX X x AXX

"nl *l<s in \^>^2 ^-> IJAA.A^ **>' S < %Ai2CvJ Ci^*^ JO) 2/JbO*U <*J *** ii Ty .. ^ |V * 7
^x x

'
x

_p

X A x A* A* A x A/x x -P A* x Alx A* A Ax ,P/A$.PA/X

LVI. 8286. TYierc wherefore, when

it reachcth the throat, while ye are then looking on, and

We fyc. [63] tfAera wherefore, if ye be not held in sub-

X -P A/

jection,
will ye not return it ?, [ ^^^.y being the op.

/Ax X

of the adv., and (B)] the 2nd My being a [corroJ. (K,

B)} repetition of the 1st : (4) it denotes interroga-

tion, as LXIII. 10. [Hast Thou deferred me? (DM)]
$ XX Ax/ X A /A/

and LjdU &^ Jyl My XXV. 8. [Hath an angel been
X X

sent down unto him? (DM)], mentioned by Hr, but not

Ax

by most. And Hr mentions that it is neg., i. q. J
;
and

X/ //x A / x< $xAx Ax/ xAxx

assigns as an instance of it l^*&o c^*A*f &j>*i t^Jl^ *fy*

Vj t^Ui! X. 98. ^4;ad /iere was not a city
JK

which believed and whose belief profited it, save the people
A x

of Jonah read with
*y>

in the ace. and nom., [the latter

XX

transmitted from Jr andKs(K)]. The My occurring in

* f
A t ff /A/ XX f A.Px x2 ^ X A * ^<wx A* AX// /*

xxx x
""

[by Abu Dhu'aib alHudhali, ^Voz^ Asma fancied that

1 did not love her : and I said, Yes, if my business had

not been distracting me, (I should have visited thee)
x Ax Ax Ax

(Jsh)] is not this Vy ; but is two words, i. q. J y ,
the
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correl. uO';y being suppressed. Uy is i. q. iy [in

importing connection of the prevention of the apod, with

the existence of the prot., and in being used to denote
X A/A Cx $ Ax /Ax

excitation, request, and re&w&e (DM)], as uCu/U j^; U J

[above] and XV. 7. [573]; but Mlk asserts that it is only

excitative, which is refuted by

cS>XXX x ,

hearkening to slanderers (were) not (existing),

1 should have after thy dislike hope of thy liking (Jsh)].

iff is peculiar to enunciatory verbal props., like the rest

of the excitative instruments. The iff in &JU f ^ 5Jf .

xx .PA x S$ 2 ^ I A <^ ' ' '

JLc fy*; 1/|
fxa.y f ^j^y f XXVII. 30. 31. And verily it

is "In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merci-

ful" that ye should not exalt, or saying,
" Exalt ye not,

yourselves against me" is not this J/f
; but is two words,

/\f ' *t

the subjunctival ^f and neg.
V

,
or the expos, ^jf

and
X

prohib. ^ : and according to this [latter explanation] it

has no place ; but according to the former it is a subtt. for

$

XXVII. 25. A writing as being i. q.

while the enunciation [ )y*S 1/f (DM)] is i. q. requisi-

! tion [ fJaJ V (DM)], because of the- context ^^^
'

XXVII. 31. and "come unto me.
11 And similar is the
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* 2 X' AJx / A > x AM X ../ /

reading
X X

J, ,*.AxSx.*xAxxA.Px A

&U
fjj.su-*

1M ^JJ^ 1> & XX.VII. 24. 25.: but ^"
x cf

in it is subjunctival only, while M is (1) weg\, V| being

(a) [in the place of an ace. (DM),] a subst. for ^U*( ,

And the devil hath made their works specious to them,

and perverted them from the icay, so that they are not

guided aright, [hath made specious to them (B)] that

they bow not down to God
; (b) [in the place of a nom.

(DM),] an enunc. of a suppressed [inch.], i.e. ^Ucf

^\ IM (Their works are) that they bow not $c. : (2)

red., Mi being (a) [in the place of] a gen., a subst. for

Jju*J I
f [i.

e. from the way, which is bowing down (DM)] ;

x x

(6) disputed about, as to whether it be [in the place of]
UJ'

a gen. or ace. [514], the o. f. being UXJ and the J
x * x Ax

'

dependent upon ^^^5 , [i.
e. they are not guided aright

x*

to bowing doicn (DM)]. J/J denotes request and excitcf

tion, both meaning requisition of the thing, but request

being requisition with gentleness, and excitation being

requisition with urgency ;
and is peculiar to the verbal

,
as 1^ UH M *f

',
JsJ tf| XXIV. 22.

ye not like that God should forgive you?, [where '

denotes request (DM),] and
j4**d lj& **? &
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ilX. 13. Wherefore will ye not fight with a people that

I

have broken their oaths ?, [where it denotes excitation
* */ x*

|
(DM),] whence, according to Khl, \

IL.^ l/| [99] j. e .

\* f t , ff ,$ fi

i%; c5^^ ^ according to him. Mlk says that U! is a
*i

[simple (DM)] p. of request, i. q. 1/f ; and is peculiar to
* */ *z

the v. as fjK Ul Wilt thou not stand ? : but against that

it is alleged that the Hamza denotes interrogation relat-

Ax ft f

ing to making to confess, as in Jf and M f
,
and that U

is neg. ;
and this Hamza is sometimes suppressed, as

xAx A x x S ^3 x /2x S /* x / Ax xA C ^ xx x

# fjji.4 oU! tiS fc^J f

(ML) Seest thou not time has destroyed the tribe of

Mofadd, and has destroyed the chiefs of the tribe of
x x

'AdnSn? (Jsh). V| and U! denoting request are undoubt-

edly compounded of the Hamza of disapproval and the p.

AX * AX Ax

of negation (R). y [573] denotes request, as J)U y
. *A X *x X X A

-flX> UoJL* Would that thou wouldst alight beside
X X

,
or 50 that thou mightst, get good [411, 417,

392] mentioned in the Tashil (ML).

52 a



C H A r T K R X V .

THE PARTICLE OF APPROXIMATION.

n s n /

575. It is & (31, Z). ^ is peculiar to the u[

enunciatory, plastic v. denuded of apocopative. 077.
of th<

tubj.y and p. of amplification: and, being like part of
it,

is not separated from it by anything, except indeed by
& <P s

the oath [577], as *f ^! [1] and

/ / 9 A / A /

[And a magpie that screeches has, by God, made p',

to me my distress at the quickness of their depart

(Jsh)] ; though sometimes the v. is suppressed after it

because of an indication, as M J^f [532, 577]. It has live

meanings, (1) expectation: that with the aor. is manit

/ A/A<^ t ^>/ArO S/ A* t\ /

as in your saying ^^} I u-^l*lf
^
W a? Of course the ab-

sent will arrive to-day when you are expecting his arrival
;

and with the pret. is authorized by most: Khl says
f / * *

J*i ^i* is said to people that await the announcement,
/ 2 ^ s ^ A s

whence the saying of the Mu'adhdhin iilkaJf e^ a*

has already begun, because the congregation are
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i iwaiting that"; and one of them says "You say
\t $f>^3

jul^f The governor has already mounted to him that
jL o x x A x

liwaits his mounting, and the Revelation has &U
| P^ jj

I x t x .P 3f x Ax '

^JbaS ^M JjS LVIII. 1. God hath already heard the
X '

rqyzrag* ofher that disputeth with thee, because she was ex-

pecting
God to answer her prayer" : (a) some disapprove its

llenoting expectation with the pret., saying that expectation

s awaiting the occurrence, whereas the past has already

>ccurred
;
but it is plain from what we have mentioned that

Ax

:he authorizers of that [sense] mean that & indicates that

j;he past act was expected before the announcement, not

:hat it is expected now : (b) it appears to me, however, that
i x

does not import expectation at all, in the aor. because

f sbrO t / A x * '

.^JlJJj -jjw imports expectation without uxi>
,
since it

/

s obvious from the state of the announcer of a future

'event] that he is expecting it; and in the pret. because,
AX

f it were correct to affirm expectation of ji* in the sense

;hat it is prefixed to what is expected [by the person

addressed (DM)], it would be correct to say that [the
X / * ' '

generic neg. (DM)] i/ in J^; V No man denotes inter-

rogation because it is prefixed only in reply to [the men-

tioned or supplied interrogation (DM)] "Is any man?"

and the like, so that what is after ^ is interrogated about

A x

ay another person, as the pret. after ** is -expected [by

mother person (DM)]: and IM's expression iii'that is
(
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good, because he says that it is prefixed to an expected

pret., not that it imports expectation, while he does not
A S

advert to expectation at all in the case of the JJ> prefix

to the aor. and this is the truth: (2) approximation of
$*s s s

the past to the present : you say i^j p
Zaid has stood or

stood, which admits of signifying the past approximate [to

the time of the speaker (DM)] or the past remote [from

the time of the speaker (DM)]; whereas, if you say
* 7 As

- jj> has stood, it is peculiar to the approximate : an

A /

upon j 's importing that [sense] the following predica-
xAx

ments are founded : (a) it is not prefixed to -**,
/ * f* / A

L5
~* .

p*> ,
and j^t >

because they denote the present,

so that the mention of what would approximate that [pre-

sent sense (DM)] which is realized [by means of the v.

to present time (DM)] would be meaningless ; though

there is another cause for that, vid. that, their forms not

importing time, nor being conjugable [like vs. into aor.
s s

and imp. (DM)], they resemble the n.; while -~* in

jfyUsJIl/y

by 'Adi [Ibu Zaid {Ibn Malik Ibn 'Adi Ibn (ID)}

ArRika', Ifshame (had) not (been hindering), and (thh.)

that my head, hoariness had become intense in it, I should
Z/ A

have visited Umm AlKSsim (Jsh)] is i. q. j>Xf
,
and is

/ f '

not tbe aplastic^ : (b) [80]: |(c) IU mentions that,
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when the correl. of the oath is an
aff., plastic pret., then,

Ax

if it be approximate to the present, the J [600] and o>
xA/x Si^i x xx Axx A^JX

are put together, as UjJ* &1JJ S$\ ^ &UG XII. 91.
f

By God, assuredly God hath preferred thee above its
; and,

if it be remote, the J is put alone, as

f ' ' X A A / s S ,/ , x/A t 1,0 XX t AXX

[by Imra alKais, 7 swore to her by Qod with an oath

of a perjurer, Assuredly they went to sleep a long

time ago; so that there is not any talker, nor any

warmer of himself at the fire (DM)] : but apparently

in the text and verse the converse of what he says is the

case, since the text means assuredly God did make thee to

excel us in patience and conduct of the righteous, and

that was decreed to him in eternity without beginning,

and he was qualified by it since he became intelligent;

while the verse means {Assuredly they have gone to sleep,

i.e.] that they went to sleep [shortly (DM)] before ///.?

coming : (d) the J of inception is prefixed [to the pret.

XX Axx- * Ax w

(DM)] in such as ^ ^ t^j ^ Verily Zaid has stood,

$ MXX t AX w

because it is orig. prefixed to the n., as
^151 f^j ^

[521], and is prefixed to the aor. only because of its

resemblance to the n. [in admitting of denoting the pre-

sent and future (DM)], as XVI. 125. [604]; so that,

since the pret,, when approximated to the present [by

means of (DM)], resembles the aor., which resembles

the *., the J may be prefixed to it: (3) diminution,
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which is of two kinds, (a) diminution of the occurrence
S f/k*3 J A x Ax

of [the act denoted by] the v., as u^JXM j^^d J-*

Sometimes the liar does speak the truth; (b) diminution

X *x AX

o/ z'fa r6>#., [which is here the obj. (DM),] as U Jao

Ml

AX Ax

AXX A.PAC

JuJ XXIV. 64. At least He doth know what ye are

about, meaning that what they are about is the least of

the things known by Him: (4) multiplication, says S, in

the saying of [Abu Dhu'aib (Jsh)] the Hudhall

x xA$ S x A* x A A x

o I leave the adversary yellow as to his Jinger-tips,

as though his garments had been bespattered with the
XX A f

juice of the mulberry ! (Jsh)], and, says Z, in ^ jS

x Ax/ /x

uX^a.^ ^lii} II. 139. Often do We see the turning about

of thy face; while many cite the verse [of 'Imran Ibn

Ibrahim alAnsari (Jsh)]

[ Often am I present at the wide-spread raid, a mare

having short fine hair, lean on the two sides of the

face, longbodied carrying me! (Jsh)] as evidence of

that: (5) verification, as XCI. 9. [433]; while some

attribute XXIV. 64. He doth know $c. to it : Z

says is prefixed to corroborate the knowledge [o

urn
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what they are about (K)], and that is reducible to

boration of the threat," [because, since lie decidcdlv

knows what they are about, He will
decidedly requite

them for it (DM)] ; and others say on .^.oJ I ^IJU oSJ 5

1^f II. 61. And assuredly ye did know them that.
A x

transgressed that *> [with the J (DM)] in the verbal
2

prop, correl. of the oath is like ^1 and the J in the
z

nominal correl. in importing corroboration (ML), which

is verification and confirmation of the thing (DM).

576. This p., whether prefixed to the pret. or

aor., must contain the meaning of verification, to which

there is sometimes added, (1) in the pret., approxima-

tion to the present, (a) with expectation, as you say to

X X A f

him that expects the governor to mount ^f)
oS

[575],
e

meaning What thou hast been expecting has just been
*/ ^3 / x A /

realized, whence S^ff vs^ o
; (b) alone, so that you

A t / / A/

may say ^.; -^0 ^* Zaid has mounted to him that does

not expect him to mount: (2) in the aor., (a) dimi-

S 9 A / A / / * xA^

nation, as .3^^ *** ^;^M ^f meaning 7

does proceed-from him, even if it be little] (b) w?//-

tiplication,
in the position of self-praise, as God says

Vi/ff"

.jJJ! &U) J*d & XXXIII. 18.

Me hinderers, and the poet says

[575] (R).
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577. It may be separated from the v. by the oath ;

[575] ;
and the v. after it may be rejected when under-

stood, as

A *XX X X u! xA x

..

[532, 575] (M), by AnNabigha adhDhubyan! (Jsh),

TJie departure has drawn near, save that our riding-

camels have not yet gone away with our goods, and it is

as though (the case were this, they had) already (gojie

away with them) (AAz). As regards suppression of
Ax

JJ>, the BB assert that the pret. v. occurring as a d. s.

AX

must be accompanied by jS, expressed, as VI. 119.

[80] ;
or understood, as XXVI. 111. and IV. 92.: but

the KK disagree with them, though they prescribe that

A x

[conjunction with o* expressed or supplied (DM)] as a

* X

condition of the pret. occurring as pred. of^ [97], as

in the saying of the Prophet to one of his companions
XX X A3 X Ax

jj| Js not it, i. e. the case, this, thou hast

prayed with us ? and

xxA x

U|j
xAxx x2 x A / sn/ A/

[by Zufar Ibn AlHarith alKilabl, w4nc? ?c accounted

every white to be a piece offat on the evening that we
xA /Ax

encountered Judham and Himyar (Jsh), i. e. lx****a- ^
X

(DM)]; while the BB disagree with them. And some
x xx #A/ S A x

allow fJ 1^; ^ by subaudition of j5 [521, 604].
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Ami all say that the
off. pret. used as a correl. of the

oath ougtit to be conjoined with the J and jS [427,

600], as in XII. 91. [575]: but LXXXV. 4. [154] is

said to be a correl. of the oath
[ ^jJJ ^fi /U-Jf .

* f *

LXXXV. 1. By the heaven possessed of the li1

tke Zodiac (DM)] by subaudition of the J aud H
together, because of the length [of the interval between

~ f *., s

the oath and correl. ( DM)] ; and the poet says JM ws^aJLx

Ax

(575, 600], understanding ; while many assert that

.P.PAx Ax A

XXX.

50. ^4wc?, by God, z/" JPe 5ewrf o i/o*/, a?zrf they see It

yellow, they will become after it unthankful is a case of

Ul X

that, which is an inadvertence, because tyte
is future,

since it is subordinate to the condition, and supplies the

place of its correl. [427], so that there is no way to

A X w5 / /x

[supply] in it, since the meaning is ^^ ,
but the

is not affixed to the pret. [612] (ML).

53 a



CHAPTER XVI.

THE PARTICLES OF FUTURITY.

578. They are the r̂ , ^J>y~ , ^ , [
^ (M),]

A x

and ^ (M, Z). These 7^. are named ps. of futurity

because they make the aor., which is common to the

present and future, peculiar to the future [404] (A A).
x A/

The and L_3^~
are [also] called p. of amplification ;

but p. of futurity is better, because it is plainer. The

meaning of amplification is widening; for this p. trans-

ports the v. from the narrow time, vid. the present,

to the wide time, vid. the future. The ^ is a p.

peculiar to the aor., making it a pure future, and con-

sidered as part of it, for which reason it does not

govern it notwithstanding its peculiarity to it, [although

the rule is that every p. peculiar to a class governs with

the government peculiar to that class, the p. peculiar to

the n. governing the gen., and the
/;. peculiar to the v.

governing the apoc. (DM)]. It is not retrenched from
X A X

Jy~ , contrary to the opinion of the KK : nor is the

period of futurity with it narrower than with ujl

contrary to the opinion of the BB; [but it is equal to
' A '

: IHsh here follows IM, who cites 2i> LJ~
'**,. '*

'

&Uf IV. 145. And God will g ive
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the believers a great recompense nnd

te/wrcr* in OM*.a/z<* tfie forf <%, Mwe will We give
a great recompense as evidence of their

equality (DM)].
one asserts that it sometimes denotes conlinu.

wee, not futurity: he mentions that in connection with

IV. 93.
continually find others-, and

cites II. 136. [176] as evidence of it, alleging that, this

|

text having only been revealed after their sayino- "What
lath turned them away?," the ^ occurs as a notifica-

tion of the continuance [of their saying, i. e. of its re-

},wal time after time (DM)], not of'the futurity. And Z

jserts that, when prefixed -to a v. denoting an act liked

or disliked, it imports that the act will occur inevitable.

[i.
e. corroboration (DM)] ; but I have not seen any one

that understands the reason of this, which is that, the

importing {announcement of the occurrence ofthe act

in the future, including (DM)] promise [and threat (DM)]

of the realization of the act, its prefixion to what imports

promise or threat necessarily involves corroboration of it

and substantiation of its meaning : and he hints that

[ [assertion here mentioned (DM)] in the chapter of the

Cow, saying on II. 131. [503]
" the j* means that such

will inevitably be, even if it be postponed for a time";

and plainly expresses it in the chapter of Immunity,
Ax

saying on IX. 72. Those shall b
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mercy npnn
"
the j~ imports existence of the mercy \

V//, so that it corroborates the promise, as it corro-

# AX X A t /** X

borates the threat when you say [
U (K)] uX*- JiXJU.

/ u'ill take vengeance upon thee [one day, meaning

Verily thou shalt not escape ?ne, even if that be tardy,
f f 1 A -0 f f s * x A X X

and like it are !o, ..t*Wf ^ J*^x~ XIX. 96. 7Vt<?

Compassionate shall make for them love, XCIII. 5. (434),
9

ht t f f- A A* X A x

and f^)j^ f^lP LJj IV. 151. ^e wz7/ g-zre //ie/?i
x /

Mezr recompenses (K)]." uJ^*<-
is jyw. with the ^ [iu

indicating futurity (DM)] or wider than it, according to

different opinions [of the KK. and BB respectively (DM)],

the professors of the latter opinion seeming to consider

that abundance of letters indicates abundance of meaning,
$ X

\vliich is not universally true, [as \ol=k. wary an act.

X
'

part, and )&* very wary an intensive form (DM)] ;
and

A,

is said instead of it by elision of the medial, and

y~ by elision of the final, and ^- by elision of the

final and conversion of the medial into ^ for extreme

lightness, [the last or all three (DM)] transmitted by

[ISd (HKh)] the author of the Muhkam. It is dis-

tinguished from the ** by the prefixion of the J to it,

XCIII. 5.; and by its being sometimes separated [from

what it is prefixed to (DM)] by the neutralized [444]
x^xx A^xx A*

i'., as *! Ojw; ^o! U
; [I] (ML). J is prefixed to
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the aor. and pret., which are then together with it ren-

derable by the inf. n. [571] : and, when it is prefixed to

/9 A / Hit f

the aor., the latter is only future, as ~)it. ^ o^l
f

\1 desire that he should go out; and hence it is jndispen-
^ /

[sable in the pred. of ^^ [459, 461]; while the poet

![Kasama Ibn Rawaha al'Absi asSimbisi (SM)], when lie

deviates in his saying
>

tf
' x Ax ? tu x A Soj/ x x

>^ ^A

May-be Tayyi after this state will quench the burning

thirsts of the kidneys and the short ribs by taking blood-

revengefrom Tayyi (SM)] from what usage conforms to,

AS

puts the j ,
which is like jf , [because they both

denote futurity (SM)].

579. It with its #., pret. or aor., is equivalent to

with what it governs (M).

Ax x x

580. The Banii Tamlm say
x * AX A

[508] for J*& ^t ,
as says Dhu-r Rumma

S A X X AX Ax A XX S x x*xAx A x AS x

[/5 z7 because thou hast contemplated the traces of an

abode of thy beloved Kharka that the water offondness

from thine eyes is shed? (SM, DM)]; and so they do
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i^

in the case of ^t , saying &U|

7 bear witness that Muhammad is the Apostle of God
x x Ax

[527] : this is named the xxi* of Tamlm (ML). And
X '

V and ^ have been previously discussed [547, 549] (M).

kfo

L



CHAPTER XVI I.

THE TWO INTERROGATIVE PARTICLES,

581. They are the Hamza and ja> (M, III).

These are prefixed to the nominal and verbal prop. [497],

except that the Hamza is prefixed to every nominal

prop., whether the enunc. in it be a n. or v., contrary to

/\ /

Jjfc ,
which is not prefixed to a nominal prop, whose

s s $ A * A /

enunc. is a v., as ^ &j Jfc [23], except anomalously,
*s

because, being orig. i. q. & [582], which is inseparable

from #s. [575], if it see a v. within its reach, it remem-

bers old times and yearns for the familiar friend and

embraces it, but, if not, it consoles itself for its absence

by forgetting it (R, Jm). And, even when the . is

A S

present, [vid. wheu the prop, is verbal,] JJ& is not

content with it when it is expos, of the v. supplied after

A s f/H* * *&' A s

J& ,
so that &A^ fjoj Jfi> [62] is not allowable by

choice (R). The J [554], being the orig. interrog., is

|

for this reason distinguished by certain predicaments:
AC

(1) it is suppressible [583], whether it precede r t, as

ft / S JA / ./

**
fc-*;*aJ [543]; or do not precede it, as

w

J-,
P



by AlKumait, [I hire been stirred by emotion: but not

bi-cnuse of longing after the fair am I stirred by emotion,

nor because of playfulness from me; and (what!) "sJiall

f 'AX n Z ^3 t x

the hoary be playful?, i.e. L^ab L-^A-SJf
^j^l : (2) it

denotes requisition of [simple] apprehension, [i.
e. of

9 ~x $ Ax*

perception of an object not a relation (DM),] as J>

$AX A*

f 7s Zaid standing, or lAmr? [542, 543] ;
and

*x Ax

si/ion of ascertainment [explained below], as J
jojf

7>

A x

Zaid standing ? [497]: whereas J> is peculiar to requi-
^x ^ , Ax

sition of ascertainment, as
joj p J2> 7i?a5 Zazrf stood?;

and the rest of the interrogs. to requisition of [simple]
' "*' * ' x A x x

apprehension, as L^-rt*. ^ Who came to thee?
,
C^*A-O

A X X X

A x

What didst thou ?, i_^.IU *T How much is thy property?,
x * Ax xAC x ff/ xx

>

^.1
Where is thy house ?, and

journey be?: (3) it is prefixed to affirmation, as

,f JG> ^t (DM)] above; and to negation, as
X

"\CIV. 1. [556] and Jl ;UI^i if [99]: (4) it is complete
X

in priority [584] ,
as is proved by two facts, (a) that it is not

mentioned after the J denoting digression, as the others

X XX* A 9A x x x Ax A

are [543] : you do not say ^! j! ^ |&! ,
but J^ ff

4 4 *

: (b) thatj when it is in a prop, coupled by the ; ,

H

,

-

the ^9
,

or ^ , it is put before the cow., to give notice
' '
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of its thoroughness in
priority, as ^^ :\ J 5 f VII. 184

And have they not considered?, XII. 109. [417] and

X. 52. [below]; whereas its fellows follow the ton*.,

as is the rule with all the parts of the coupled prop
x J*Ax x A x x

c);/' -*/; HI- 96. And how do ye, disbelieve' and

XLVI. 35. [538] : this is the opinion of S and the majo-

rity; but many, the first [or rather one (DM)] of whom

is Z, disagree with them, asserting that the Hainza in

those positions is in its original place, and that the coup-

ling is to a prop, supplied between it and the con. [538]

(ML). The Hamza is prefixed to (1) the con. ., to

X uux fff / Ax yAxA? A x/x

denote (a) disapproval, as ctxUxj c^bf i_XJf

-P x x x3.

ji* II. 93. 94. And assuredly We have sent down to thee
X

manifest signs, nor do any disbelieve them save the trans-

gressors : and what.! so often as they have made a cove-

nant hath a party of them rejected it?, U^f [543]
XA/A A xx

being coupled to Uty! ^ ; (b) rebuke or making to

X i xAx >x

confess, when prefixed to a neg. prop., as
Jy;

.MX A , s , * , ***' *"* ' ' '

jo ^ ^r ^y u? !;/> ^y ^-r L^

XXVIII. 48. TAe sazV, Wherefore was he not given

the like of what Moses was given ? And what! did theyw
54 a
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..PA/

not disbelieve what Moses was given before f, \))&;.

being coupled to 'f
!jJ

: (2) the con. O, to denote

(a) disapproval,
as

t A x f\f fff x A/ X A x A J> A x
;

X. 43. And of them are they that listen [182] f.o

tliee: and what! shall thou make the deaf to hear?,
x * * f *

\ c^ Jl being coupled to M
^i<* ; (b) rebuke or

ing to confess, when prefixed to negation : (3) the illative

x 9 / A x xx wx A. &x JjX> ^Ax 51 Ax

iJ, as MJ***^ u^ ^^^ r^i **M ^ &Jf -. XXVIII.
# XX X /

^
^

o//ter71. JF/J0 w a g"o oter a?z oc ^m/ sia gve

you light f What! then will ye not hearken ?, the

Hnmza denoting rebuke or making to confess-. (4) the

' XX
> importing strangeness, to denote disapproval, as !^ U
-

V|
AJA/iw xxx

U IJ

A x Ax

X. 51. 52. What of it will the sinners seek to hasten?

Vet what ! when it befalleth, will ye believe in it then?,

[meaning ye will believe in it after its befalling, when the

*9

belief will not proft you (K, B),] j>
here being as in VI.

1. [540], because belief in the thing is strange to seeking

to hasten it out of mockery. These ps. do not couple

to a supplied ant., as Z asserts in the K; and, if they

were as he says, their occurrence in the beginning of the

sentence without the precedence of any ant. would be

allowable, whereas they only occur constructed upon a
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preceding sentence (R on the cons.). Another peculiarity

of the Hamza is that it may be followed by the single

j Jterm in reliance upon the previous mention of that

ingle term in the speech of another speaker, as in your

Jsaying,
when disapproving or

interrogating, *t)1 or
#A/$ Ax $ Ax XMX ft, f*c,

i.$
or &?.'}>) to him that says uP.j -c^^ or

Ax J Axx A / Ax AX

|

or
<**.)> &))+ ;

whereas you do not say J^>j J& or

# Ax Ax x

Ij^j
or

LSJ^ J.a (R). Sometimes the Hamza, becoming

(excluded from real interrogation, denotes (1) equalization:
*>s x x! x Ag x x AX

this Hamza occurs after *\y~ , ^bf U
, ^j| U

, c^l
X X

and the like; and is the Hamza prefixed to a prop.

that [with the Hamza (DM)] is replaceable by the inf.
Hff X A A>Ax Ax A? A.PX xA/A/AC ATA'X $iwx X

.,
as *^ yiiXJ J J *^J c^^ii.f />^^c *'y* LXIII. 6.

will it be unto them whether thou beg forgiveness

for them or do not beg forgiveness for theni [543] and

x A xx

-! d-**J>f ^J^t
U I care not whether thou, stand or

f S X XX xA AH=' * Ax X $-x X xx s f f

sit, since 6-J^
5
NUiX-Vf ^xU ^1*-. and L-C-Ui? ^IL!

U

would be correct: (2) nullifying disapproval: this

Hamza necessarily implies that what follows it is non-

occurrent, and that the assertor thereof is lying, as

/Am Aa<A .yow-r
orrf distinguished you % ^
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and gotten for himselffrom the angels females? [below]

nud XLIX. 12. [74]; and. from its importing negation

of what follows it, affirmation of the latter, if negatived,

necessarily results, because negation of negation is affir-

mation [551], whence XXXIX. 37. [503], i.e. God is

sufficient for His servant, for which reason what the
^

is

prefixed to in XCIV. 2. [556] is coupled to M
^f

,
as

~ / A / x

meaning ^>M U=.^ . and the saying of Jarlr about ;Abd

AlMalik [Ibn Marwan (Jsh)] l
jj

/ are ye not the best of them that have mounted

riding-beasts, and the most bountiful of created beings as

topalms ofhands? (Jsh)] is an eulogium, nay, is said to

be the most eulogistic verse that the Arabs have com-

po-i'd. whereas, if it were really interrogatory, it would

not be an eulogium at all : (3) rebuking disapproval,

which necessarily implies that what is after the Hamza
X J>J> A/ f

is occurrent, and that the doer of it is blamed, as M^'

vnn

2?

r
:&

& U XXXVII. 9;.>. What! do ye worship what ye

o>it? and

by Al'Ajjaj, [What! nrt thoii, lively when Uiou artvw

old? An>l time i* rcn, apt to turn man from one stale
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another ! (Jsh)] : (4) causing confession : this means///-

inducing the person addressed to confess and acknowledge
a matter whose existence or non-existence is established in

his opinion ;
and the tiling that you cause him to confess

must follow the Hamza immediately, as you sav ^^yc\
fi\/ * AX x AX x XA? x A/ x # AX

s~W
,
and c^^o fj^f in causing con-

fession of the act, ag., and obj. respectively, just as the

thing interrogated about must [follow the Hamza immedi-
X X /< X I XAXX X A? J

ately (DM)] : while Ux$fo !o> eU*> is^lf XXI 63. TViow,
X ' '

hast thou done this unto our gods ? may mean real interro-

gation by reason of their not knowing that he was the doer,

or causing confession by reason of their having known ;

but is not an interrogation about the act, nor a causing

confession of it, because the Hamza is not prefixed to

f .PAx x

xA

the v. : (5) irony, as &+*}. U
X Slt/ft

\j)
^ f XI. 89. Do thy prayers command l/iee that we should

leave what our fathers worship f: (6) command, as

HI. 19. Have ye become Muslims?, i. e. Become
2 / Sx x Ax xn, x x xx Ax

Muslims: (7) wonder, as J&M UM i-axT LJ^^ Jf ^ Jf

*

XXV. 47. Hast thou not considered the work of thy Lord,

how He hath stretched out the shade? : (8) decrying tardy,
A x

as LVII. 15. [571], J$ is applied to denote requisition

of ascertainment, [i.e. of perception of the occurrence or

non-occurrence (DM),] ofan of. [relation (DM)], not [re-

quisition] of [simple] apprehension, KQ* of ascertainment
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of a ncg., [vvbich means that it is not prefixed to negation,

though its reply may be a neg., e. g.
N No (DM)] ;

so that

/ \/ / 4 A / A

the following are disallowed : (1) *^>Y ^i) J^ >

because the precedence of the w. notifies the existence

of ascertainment of the relation itself\ [so that he knows

that a beating proceeded from thee, though not what

person it befell, and therefore the sentence would be

a requisition of the production of the existing (DM)] ;

(2) ,
when the conj. ^ is meant

[542, 543] ; (3) * jk f
l

Jfl> [below], ji differs

from the Hainza in 10 ways : (1) it is peculiar to ascer-

$x Ax Ax

tainment : (2) it is peculiar to affirmation, as *&
*?.') j> ,

A*x Ax A / X

not **> J J^ [above], contrary to the Hamza, as XCIV.

1. [556], l&fe.jflll. 120.

XXXIX. 37. [503], and ^!
>

[99] : (3) it makes
' * X J A x

the aor. peculiar to the future, as ^UJ J> Wilt thou
MX - ^Xf

journey**, contrary to the Hamza, as U^l &xl2x>| -Do^
X

Miw/c At/w o fie standing?; but the saying of ISd

that the v. interrogated about is only future is an inad-
^> / A.PUIX x x/ x A* A x x A xx

vertcncc, as ^ ^
j^ U o^. J^ VII. 42. Then

Aare yefound what your Lord promised to be true? and

1M^
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by Zuhair, [ Then who will convey to the confederatesfrom

me a message, andtoDhutyan, Have ye sworn with every

oath? (Jsh)]: (46) it is not prefixed to the condition,5

nor to ^ ,
nor in a case of choice to a n. followed by a

$ ****,
i?., contrary to the Hamza, as is proved by H* -* ^*\
X J> //N^3 . ^

yj^KaaM XXI. 35. Then, if thou die, shall they be the
kffliu > f, f

everlasting ? and
jS/o ^f XXXVI. 18. What! ifye le

* -f ^ x AX s^t
admonished?, ui-^ c^U cXul XII. 90. ^r/ Mow fwrfeet/

^

Joseph?, and LIV. 24. [62] : (7,8) it occurs after, not
A* A x x

before, the con., and after
r

!
,
as XLVI. 35. [538], Jfcj

X A $ X XX X XX

1 M* J^ W L^J Andhas^AJcilleftto us any homes?
4 x x x

[said by the Prophet (DM)] in tradition,

[by AlKumait, Would that I knew whether, again

whether, I should come to them, or a doom would intervene

as an obstacle before that! (Jsh)], and XIII. 17. [543] :

(9) negation is sometimes meant by interrogation with
a

it, for which reason M| [88] and the v-> [503] are pre-
^

fixed to the enunc. [of the inch. (DM)] after it, as

x x Ax

J,a> LV. 60. The recomp.Vf ^I-^I
Z ' Z

of good dealing is not aught but good dealing aad

A x/Ax xAxx



[by AlFaraxiluk. He vys, when lie mounts upon her (Did

she keeps still. Now not a possesso?' of a delicious
life, is

r*> (WX M X

lasting (Jsli)], and the coupling in >! ^^ ^t; [538]

is correct; whereas the Hamza in XVII. 42. [above]

denotes only disapproval of the assertor of that, from

which negation necessarily follows, not negation initially,

for which reason c>^ 5/f fW is not allowable, as are *

Not any w .Ze/zV/ has stood, Ml J--vM JU
z '

XVI. 37. jTAera not aught is incumbent upon the

5 / 9 .P Ax Ax

Apostles save the communication, and Mf ..^lJo J.a>

x x SX ^

&^l*J| XLI1I. 66. They will not look for aught save

the hour: (10) it sometimes occurs in the sense of

A^ xx x A x

u>i' [582], vid. with the y.
;
and thus is J^ 7f JJ)

^^'cT* c^^ u)^*^^' LXXVI. 1. A period of time did
X ' ' "

^

pass oi-er maw expounded by many, among them Ibn

'Abbas, Ks, Fr, and Mb, [because God knew that a

period of time did pass over man wherein he was not

remembered (US) (DM)].

582. Z even goes so far as to assert that j is

A X

always i. q. **
,
and that the interrogation is imported

only from a Hamza supplied with it
; and he transmits it

in the M on the authority of S, saying
"
According to S,
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"M * ' ^
Jfi> is i. q.

&>
, except that they omit the 1 before it,

/'

because it occurs only in interrogation ; and the f is ac-

tually prefixed to it in

shrO A/ xAfx Ax x 5 x .PA/ / x/ /

"
x / x x xx# x x

[by Zaid AlKhail, y4sA; MOM /Ae horsemen of Yarbu 1-

I &ow owr onslaught. Did they sec. us at the bottom of

the plain fall of mounds? (SM, Jsh)]" : but, if it were as

he asserts, J^> would be prefixed only to the
t'., like

And in the Tashll of IM it is stated that J$> must be &yn.
Ax

with when the Hamza is prefixed to it, i. e. as in the

verse
;
which implies that, when the Hainza is not pre-

fixed, it is sometimes so, as in LXXVI. 1. [581], and

i: sometimes not. But some reverse what Z says, asserting

Ax *^

that J-S) is never i. q. & : and this is the correct view-

according to me (ML).

583. The Hamza is suppressed [581] when indi-

^ A x x JAXX

cated, as 41^ U ^H f543] (
M

>-
The

^- x

Umar Tbn Abi Rabl'a

said, Dost thou love her ? I said, Wonder-

fully with the number of the sand and the pebbles and
xuJ ti

le dust! (Jsh)] is said by some to mean
l^l and

AlMutanabbi says
55 a
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X X ft x

U.
XX X X t AxA^X XXX X JAXXX .P X A X X A

*

do I live, when the easiest of what I have

endured is what has killed others, and separation ha,

dealt unfair Jy with my weakness, and not dealt fairly ?

(Jsh)], orig.
l =*-M : and Akh holds that [suppression

(DM)] to be regular in a case of choice, [and a fortiori

in a case of necessity (DM),] when there is no fear of

2/x xuj -Px

ambiguity, ascribing to it ^ ^^ &+*J
i-Xk'^ XXVI.

21. And (what!) is that a favour that thou easiest up

against me? and ^ !L^> VI. 76.77. 78. (What!) is
X

this my Lord? in the three passages; and Ibn Muhaisin
A JxAx A

reads r&)^\ H. 5. [543] ;
and the Prophet said to

XXX AX XX Ax
Gabriel jj- ^S ^') ^) (What!) even if he commit

adultery, and if he steal? (ML).

584. The interrog. takes the head of the sentence

(M, IH), nothing of its annexure being allowed to pre-

cede it (M, Jm), because it indicates one of the sorts of

sentence [573] (Jm): you do not say

the like (M).

and



CHAPTER XVIII.

THE CONDITIONAL PARTICLES.

585. They are ^ , y (M, Z, IH), and Ul (IH).

ft XX * l\s S l\ts A/A.P i/ Ax A

' is cond., as -ftl~' J^ U *$J yi*i IS*-V. VIII. 39.

jy they desist, what hath past shall be forgiven them

and VIII. 19. [411)]; and is sometimes conjoined with
X

the neg. V
,

in which case the ignorant think that it is

2 A.PA w/S S Ax 2

the exceptive 1/1
,
as IX. 40. [90], rOj^ !

;;
aJj J/( IX.

39. //* ^6' g'O wo^ forth to war, He will chastise you, XI.

SAx ^AcS^xAx 01 x A A / S x

49. [601], and *^f L-^^f ^^ ^ >-^;^ ^
5
XII.

x * x

33. ^/ic?, unless Thou turn aside their guile from me,

7 sAa// incline to them (ML), y orz^. indicates the

existence of one thing because of the existence of an-

/ ft\ / *,"& t X A Ax

otlier, as uXX^Lacl/ ,5^^ >} If thou hadst come to met
X f

I should have given to thee\ and then, being extended,
A

becomes i. q. the cond. ^\ ,
as XII. 17. [below] (Mb).

A, x<-x Ax

[Thus] y is (1) the one used in such as ^"/l^ y
.e JA xAx ii
&x^ JV //" Ae had come to me, I should have honored

him-, and this imports three matters, (a) condition, i.e.

connection of cause and effect
between the two props.
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after it; (b) restriction of the condition by past time

wherein, as in what is next mentioned, it differs from

A

.1
,
which denotes connection of cause and effect in the

future', (c) prevention, as to the fact and manner of its

importing which the GG profess three different doc-

trines : (a} that it does not import prevention in any

way : this is the doctrine of Shi, who asserts that it does

not indicate prevention of the condition, nor of the

correl., but [mere (DM)] making [the realization of the

purport of the correl. (DM)] to depend [upon the reali-

zation of the purport of the condition, each realization

A

being (DM)] in the past, as ^1 indicates making to

depend in the future, but by common consent does not

indicate prevention^ nor existence-, and in this opinion

he is followed by IHKh: but this doctrine of theirs is

like the denial of axioms, since the understanding of

prevention from y is quasi-intuitive ;
for every one that

XXX AX

hears J*> y // he had done unhesitatingly understands

the non-occurrence of the act, for which reason, where-

ever it is used, it is right for you to follow it up with

the p. of emendation literally or ideally prefixed to the

.Pi I J> tr\t fit X|W/, *f

v. of the condition negatived, as &*J &**jM ^^ %J

If he had come to me, I should have honored

him ; but he did not come.
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' A*

S X

XX

, #c. (22). J9^< m^ toi/wg is for the sake of a

lasting glory ; and my likes do obtain lasting glory !

(Jsh)], and

f K 9 Ax xx Axx

J ^-UJ! wSlsJJ1

.
J^^i .15" J5

xAx wi^xAx Six
^ <- A.M J*2k, >&*

A jPx1 Ax X

[by Zubair, Then, if praise did preserve men for ever,

thou wauldst not die ; but the praise of men does not

Ax S* xAXix xA AxX

preserve for ever (Jsb)], wbence j*& J*" 1^^ LL^i
^j

S x A I x x X

.u^J/ ju
jyjf j^ >0

;
jtf^ XXXIT. is. AH*,

x x x

*/* ^Fe Aarf d//e^, fFe should have given every soul iff

guidance : but the saying of Mine " / will surely fit

Heir hath become binding, i. e. but (I did not will that,
rtx

and therefore) the saying fyc., VIII. 45. [529], and y

&M [594] followed by

xx x .PxA x AxSl

XxA xAx toua^X
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[But my people, even though they be numerous, havt

nought to dn with evil, even if it be slight (T)], since the

sense is But 1 am not of Mazin, but of a people that havt

n might to do with evil, fyc. : (b) that it imports prevention

of the condition and correl. together : this is the doctrine

current upon the tongues of the inflectionists, and is

propounded by many of the GG; but it is falsified by
P-P/x X x , f̂ .,t\ fa f Ax xASx xuu? Axx

many passages, whence f*^ &^^.Jf f^ ^/ ^ J*
X *

X f

kf ft/ 499 Ax 2 f A Axx xA x xx x A/A r

'>'",' f 'x* 0>^

And, if We sent down to them the angels, and the dead

spake to them, and We gathered together unto them

everything as sureties, they would not be willing to believe

f f x A xAX>x $xA2 ^x x x A A?AX> x 2 f A xx

|602 $o>*J >S^A) j .U^t J53t**i y>4 *^\2/| ^5 (+
Luu-j, .. ; . ; r L^\ LT; ' LT c)' 7)

Axx
^,ji; U ^! &A- 8j.*> ^- XXXI. 26.

X # XXX
?, if whatever tree is in the earth were pens [591],

w7//7e 4*c - P9] Mg worc?s o/ Goc? zrow/f/ fzo# 6e exhausted,
xx Ax Ax $AxJ>J> Ax^= xA

and the saying of ^mar =sx> *J y ^^^ tJ.AxJ! ..au

Ax Ax xi/A

Most excellent is the servant, Suhaib ! If he

not feared God, he would not have disobeyed Him!

[591] : for the contrary of everything that is prevented
XXX XX

exists, so that when r
*S U is prevented, pti exists, and

conversely ;
and accordingly this doctrine entails in the

1st text existence of their belief notwithstanding the

i-existciiceof theangtls' coming down and of'the dead's
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speaking to them, and of everything's being gathered

together unto them, and in the 2nd exhaustion of the.

words notwithstanding its not being the case that every

tree in the earth was pens writing the words, and the

greatest ocean was serving as the inkpot, while the seven

oceans filled with ink were supplying that ocean with

ink, and in the tradition existence of disobedience not-

withstanding the existence offear, all of which is the

reverse of what is meant : (c) that it imports prevention

of the condition exclusively, and has no indication of the

prevention or existence of the correl.-, but that, if the

latter be co-equal with the condition in
generality, as in

f^y* ;^f ^ **JUo j-^SM c^;tf y // the sun had
/ f

been rising, the day would have been present, its negation

is entailed, because negation of the co-equal cause

entails negation of its effect; while, if it be more general,

as in !o^^- ^^Jf^W &*JU0'
^**-iJ j u^olf y If the sun

/ X

had been rising, light would have been present, its negation

is not entailed, but only the negation of the quantity of

it co-equal with the condition, [like the particular light

of the sun (DM)]: this is the doctrine of critical

judges: (2) a p.'of condition in the future, except that

it does not apocopate [591], as

Ax /Ax x J>-x A xAx Axx

* 0-X?

x Ax A^A^x xAxAx A

*
;
iM -

^ *^ *
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5 .* A . A X Ax x x //

.P x A XX UJ XX xAx XX Ax

[the end of an ode by Abu Sakbr alHudhali, And, if

our echoes meet after our death, when between our graves

is a desert of land, the echo of my voice, even if I

.decoyed bones, will become, because of the voice of the

echo of Laild, blithe and gay (DM, Jsh)],

A x33 X xS x A ft?o XAX u) A

<WX X X 9 X A x .P X X X

x x A

G; -t

X A

*
'

X A

s^^cT*.
~-/ / ^ X x

[591], by Tauba [Ibn alHumayyir, And, if Laild alAkh-

yatiya salute me, when in my way are stones and slabs,

I shall salute with the salutation of cheerfulness, or a

screeching owl from the side of the grave will hoot

towards her (Jsb)],

X f *x A /x x AX5 x.P 9 x 5X3

not him that hopes for tbe bounty of thee find thee

aught but displaying the nature of the generous, even
*" Ax x 5X5 x A xAx

if thou be destitute (Jsb)], and \f y v>SJ
A A,x t x # x

' #3.P Ax A

^
.;
j +&&. j* IV. 10. [591], i.e.
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let those who, if they (be about, and near, to) leave

behind them weak offspring, will fear for them, stand

in awe [of God, and tear Him, in the matter of the

)VX A

orphans (B)]. That j is i. q. ^1 is said by many GG

x x ^ A xx xx A^ t Af xx

in such as ^L* O/ y ;
UJ ^^ c^Jf U

;
XII. 17.

^XX I ' '

^/irf tfiow ar* wo one to fcetoe fc, even if we be speak-
X X A/X

ing truth [above], / V;
X

X X A/X Ul* W i XX f / * f

XX X X

IX. 33. Tftotf ^e ?m'^A^ maA;e it to prevail

over religion, all of it, even if the polytheists dislike

that, and

x A * A xx Axx *
*

[by AlAkhtal, (They are) a people that, when they wage

war, will tighten their waist-wrappers against women,

even if they (those women) spend the night in the days

Of parity from the menstrual discharge (Jsh)]; but such

as yllTjl* \j&\
31 ^ % VI. 27. And, if thou sawest

them, when they were made to stand over the fire, [thou

wouldst see an eyil matter (K, B),] VII. 98. [525], aud

the saying of Ka'b

/ do stand in a place,
wherein if he (the

elephant) stood, teeing and hearing what, if I

56 a
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{saw and) heard (BS)] belong to the 1st kind, not to

this, because by the aor. the [present, as shown below,

or] past is meant. For the property of y is to grant

what is not occurrent to be occurrent, for which reason

its condition is negatived in the past and present ;
where-

A

as the property of ^!
is to make a matter depend upon

a future hypothetical [588] matter, and it has no indica-

tion of the predicament of its condition [as being nega-

tived or affirmed (DM)] in the past and present: and
Ax x A A XX A xx A

accordingly J in )\&>b \s**'^ J* must be i. q.
J

,
X X 'f,

because it is an enunciation respecting a future hypothe-

tical matter, future because its correl. is a suppressed
tfx

[expression] indicated by \y* ,
which is future because

it is the correl. of lot
,
and hypothetical as is obvious

;

whereas y in J| JKX ^ and may
A '

be i. q. ^J ,
the intention being merelv to announce the

existence of that [correl., vid. the blitheness of the echo

of his voice and his saluting her (DM),] upon the occa-

sion of the existence of those matters in the future,

may be according to its own cat., the intention being

grant these matters to be occurrent and predicate [tl

the correl. would then be a consequence (DM)] of them

( notwithstanding the knowledge of their non-occurrence.
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In fine, when the condition is future, hypothetical, and

the intention is not to grant it [to be occurrent (DM)]
Ax A

now or in the past, j is i. q. ^f ; whereas, when it w

past or present, or is future but intended to be granted
AX

now or in the past, y is preventive (ML); and, there

being no doubt that the future in VI. 27., VII. 98., and

the saying of Ka'b is intended to be granted now or iu
* /

the past, y in them is preventive (DM).

A

586. The two vs. in the cat. of ^1 must be both

aors., both prefs., or one an aor. and the other a pret.

[419, 538]. When they are both aors., they are only

in the apoc. : aud so is the single aor. when it occurs

as a prot.; whereas, when it occurs as an apod., it may
w J>x Ax

be in the apoc. or ind., as \ 8&f ^(^ [419] (M). If

the 1st v. be an apoc., the 2nd may not be an t'nrf.,

except by poetic license, when S holds that it is a case

of hysL prot., while according to me the J is meant,
,P/A x * x A * x H

whence g\ ?\ k [419], i. e., as S means, y< L-Cf

Ax A J> A *

> ^'; while according to me it is conformable

to - Some

^ Ax

that the reading

III. 116. And, if ye be patient and bewar.e of their friend-

ship, *fo> ^Mt7e will not harm you at all 'is <m the
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*> f /A? X

principle of ^M gjf\ b, thus explaining the ordinary

reading by a construction that is not allowable except

in poetry ;
whereas correctly it is an apoc., the Damina

being all., like the Damrna in o^> J [664] : nay, Z

refrains from explaining the Revelation by the ind. of

the correl. even when the v. of the condition is a pret.,
s

saying on III. 28. [571] that U may not be cond. because
/s

oy is in the ind., and this notwithstanding his declara-

tion iu the M that the two moods [apoc. and ind. of the

J> J> $ Ax XX A

correl. (DM)] are allowable in such as
ff\ o^; p$ ^

[419] ; because, when he sees the ind. to be inferior [to

the apov.~\ t
he does not think fit to explain the common

reading by it (ML).

587. If the apod, be a command, prohibition, true

pret., or inch, and enunc., the cJ is unavoidable : but is

x Ax A

sometimes suppressed anomalously, as cs-U*3j| J.xib *+

~

ll [419] ; or replaced by (of
,

as XXX. 35. [1].
I

A

588. ^ is not used except in hypothetical [585] y

x x x x

doubtful cases: and therefore \& tf v**J| ;-v f J

x _p

//* the full-grown unripe dates turn red, such a thing will

be is bad, and rue

I shall come to thee except on a cloudy day; but you
x/ xx $x.P xx A

say
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thing will be, because, though there is no doubt about his

dying, its time is unknown.

X

589. It occurs with U red. [565] at its end for
* s ui A * x x % ,

corroboration, as *4S> J.* -Cuyb UG II. 36. ^4wd if
x ' ' "x

"

direction do come to you from Me and

x A x x

XX AP x A/A^O Ax x 3 x

^ ^^ * X
| X** ^^ **X^

^ ^ X x ^

P APx x AHO ^A x .P w x

^f; oiUJf ^J
"V XX X

xSx A.PX Ax A xtux5

$ Ax xx

[And, if thou see me to-day driving my camel-litter,

roaming about journeying in the countries, and demean"

ing myself, verily I am of a people other than you, and

my men are only Fahm in AlHijaz and Ashja
1

(AAz)].

590. The cond. p. is like the interrog. [584] in

that nothing of its annexure precedes it : and what pre-

x A x *

cedes in such as JuG J L-O-jf / shall come to thee, if
<J

x̂A xA^ A/ x .PA^x A x

/Aow co/we to me and Juuda*! J u/L &> I should have

asked thee, if thou hadst given me is not aprepos. apod.,

but a sentence occurring in the way of announcement;

while the apod, is suppressed [419, 602], suppression of

the correl. of y being frequent in the Kur'anand poetry.
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591. d and y must be followed immediately

the v., such as XVII. 102. [594] and IV. 175. [16]

being by subaudition of a v. expounded by the one

/ f A s AX

expressed [23] (M). The full phrase is ^^^ y
*

/ ^ Ax Ax

4jXJU5 : then i_Xl*S is understood, and a detached pron.
^ s '

J^\ substituted for the attached pron. the
j ;

so that

A.PA x * AX

Jut is the ag., and
..j^*"* the exponent, of the under-

Ax
'

stood v. (K). y is peculiar to the v.i but is sometimes

followed immediately by (1) a n. governed in the nom. by

a suppressed v. expounded by what follows it, as in the
* * X A x

saying [ong-. of Hatirn atTa'l (DM)] ^J(
c^fo y [23],

xxAx^x^ x xxx x JAx Ax

the saying of 'Umar X^** M b, ^15 tJ'^c y 7/
1

another

s s

than thou (had said it, if) Ae had said it [the &Jt^ wore

of Abu 'Ubaida (DM)], Abu 'Ubaida!, and the saying

[of Jarlr (DM)]

3? A / .PAxd/X* x X A.P.PAX Ax

[//" another than you (had been clung to, if) AzZsubaif

had clung to his pledge of safety, he would have fulfillec

the covenant of protection to the Banu -VAwwam, i.e.
APffts x J Ax

fO** J^ y (DM )]j (2 ) a n. governed in the ace.

like manner, [i. e. by a suppressed v. expounded by whf

follows it (DM),] as &X*/1 &x>f
; f^j y If (Ihad seen)
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Zaid, if / had seen him, 1 should have honored him-, (3)

zpred. of^ suppressed [98], as

A/

[A doer of wrong is not safe from the machinations of

I fortune, even if (he be) a king for whose hosts the plain

and the mountain have become too strait (Jsh)l- (4)

a n. that is apparently an inch, followed by an enunc. as

/Ub^Uai
, ^//w ftx ft/

Sla. /Ul vxi, J" ''

[by 'AdT Ibn Zaid atTamiml, 7X* with aught oMer

^er my throat were choked, I should be like the man

having something sticking in his throat, my clearing of

the throat being with water (Jsh)] and

xx /x x A

[by Jarlr, If understandings had been in the tribe of

Tuhayya, they would not have interfered in defence of

him (meaning AlFarazdak) that I assail, and that assails

me (Jsh), the inch, being orig. prepos., and the enunc.

postpos. (DM)], in which [construction] the nominal

Ax

prop, is said to follow y anomalously, [while some explain
X X

these verses by suppression of the ^ belonging to tho

e (450), the nominal prop, present being in the place
X X

of an ace, as pred. of^ ,
which explanation is applica-
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ble to every construction wherein y occurs before an

inch. (DM)]. .^ often occurs after it, as II. 97. [below],
-Pxx A.PUJC A/x

XLIX. 5. [23], &> '&$**$ \}*> f& ^
J

; IV. 69. And,

if they had done what they were exhorted to, and ^1
r* / A ^

^\ ^x-l
U [22]; and [with its regs. (DM)] is according

to all in the position of a nom. : S says that it is so by

indication, but that it does not need an enunc., because

its conj. comprises the attribute and subject : and some

say that it is so by inchoation, but that the enunc. is

suppressed, being, as some say, supplied prepos. [517],
hf / $ / (\//

i. e.
f#U;>1

,ja-otf y^ ; but, as IU says, supplied postpos.,
f t" *'

because, J*J not occurring here, [i.
e. after y (DM),]

ui

the corrob. ^ when preceding [the enunc. (DM)], is not

xx

liable to be confounded with the one that is i. q. J*f

[527], and in that case the enunc. should rather be sup-

.

' A.P.0 ^ Axx

plied postpos. according to the o.f., i. e. ^^ H-^l 5^ :

while Mb, Zj, and the KK hold that it is so as a%.,
4 fi~ fitZt , ,, i,,

the v. being supplied after it, i. e. lyUI ^f ,-^AJ J.

which is rendered preferable by its involving the preser-
Ax

vation of y 's peculiarity to the v. And Z says that the

pred. of 0\ [occurring after y (DM)] must be a v., i

order that it may be a compensation for the suppresse

v.; but III and others refute him with XXXI. 26. [585]



saying that this is the case only in the deriv. pred., not

<x*f

in the prim., like that which is in the text, [vid. -U*J

(DM),] and in

XXA,*3 m$ Ax /ft x

*AJ^
r

[by Tamlm Ibn Abi Mukbil, How nice would life be if

the youth were like a stone, that calamities rebounded off

while it was callous ! (Jsh),] and

X

[by Jarir, And, if it had been a hen-sparrow, thou

viouldst have accounted it to be a man riding on a branded

mare summoning the hosts of i Ubaid and Aznam (Jsh)];

while TM refutes the saying of these by its occurrence-

as a deriv. n., as in

^

[by Labid, If a living man had been an attainer ofsafety

I from slaughter, Mula'ib arRimah (meaning Mula^ib

lAsinna) would have attained it (Jsh)] ;
and the Reve-

Ition contains a text wherein the pred. occurs as

& deriv. n., vid. ^fV\ J &y&. f&\ j
f
;J^ XXXIII.

JO. They will wish that they were going forth into the

ksert among the Arabs of the desert, and a text wherein

le pred. is an adv., vid. ^y ' ^ h ^ **^ c) >

57 a
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XXXVII. 168. Ifwe had a Scripture of the Scriptures

revealed unto the ancients (ML). But [our discussion

i\/ A '

is upon the cond. j ,
whereas (DM)] the j in XXXI J i

20. is [either (DM)] infinitival [571] (R, DM), as R says,

/ s >

prefixed to c^^5 suppressed (DM), not cond., because

it occurs after a v. indicating the sense of wish (R) ;
or

opt. [592], an imitation of their wish, the Srdpers. being
x

put because they are predicated of, and the
obj. of !;O^

A .PxA /

being suppressed, i. e. j4>^ (DM). Some do not pre-
af

scribe the occurrence of the v. in the pred. of
^\ after

Ax

y even if it be deriv., as is the opinion of IM, whence
~ f~9 / A A

\\ '&>. l# -/! [543]; but still there is no doubt that
t. / ^

the use of the v. is more frequent, if not invariable :

and, when the v. is found, it is mostly a pret., because it is a
Ax

quasi-compensation for the prof, of y ,
which is [mostly]

a pret. ;
but sometimes it occurs as an aor. whence

f A * x Ax x A x^ x A x A x

I^AX^J uLJi y ^&~+j) * i&ys y .ji
X X Xx

7Y/e;y stretch the necks, or twist them; and would com-

plain if we were to relieve them (R). The cond.

is mostly followed immediately only by what is past in

Ax

sense, for which reason IM says
"
y is a p. of conditioi

in past time"; and, if followed by an aor., it converts the

sense of me aor. into the past, as



Ax

[by Kuthayyir, The monks of Midian, and they that 1

ew, weeping from fear of punishment, assiduously, if

1

they had heard, as I have heard, her speech, would have

fallen down before 'Azza, bowing and adoring (J)], i. e.

y : but sometimes it is followed by what is future
X

ft xAx Sf Axx

in sense, whence IV. 10. [585] and M
j^LJ ^f ^

Ax

[585] (IA). y , being mostly prefixed to the pret., does

A

not apocopate, even ifthe sense of the cond. ^ be intended

by it [585] : but some assert that it uniformly apocopates

in one dial.; and many, among them ISh, allow it in

poetry, as in

f A/ t
*

^
Ax*

to y

[T/* Ae had willed, a spirited steed, slender in the flanks,

high, possessed of locks of hair would have galloped

swiftly away with him (T, JshJ,] and
t
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x x A* AX A/

U LX*;i
A A* ~X

LakTt Ibn Zurara, She has enthralled thy heart, (j

what one of the women of the Banu Dhuhl Ibn Shaiban
Ax

has done grieve thee (Jsh)]. The correl of y is (1) an

AX

aor. negatived by ^ , [to which the J (599, 602) is not

A / Ay xi

prefixed at all (DM),] as &**> ^ *! i-iiw
^ y [585]:

(2) a J9re^., (a) affirmed, which mostly has the J pre-
XX ^ix x A

fixed to it, as UUa^ XU1*I /1-iJ y LVI. 65. T/* Tfe

willed, We should have made it broken in pieces, while

s S**s x A x

an ex. of its divestment of it is fe^t BtiU^ AJ y LVI.

69. If We had willed, We should have made it salt

X

[602] ; (b) negatived by U
,
which is mostly divested

* ^/x x x 5x x-x A xx

of the J ,
as sy**

U L^ A~ ^ VI. 112. And, if thy

Lord had willed, they would not have done it, while an

ex. of its conjunction with it is

x AxxA^ xx xx A^ x A* Axx

x x x x x x A I x

;
ui u a

[T/* t0e ^arf 6een git?e7z #Ae choice, we should not have

parted; but there is no choice with the nights, meaning

fortune (Jsh)], which is as anomalous as the conjunction
X

of the cor? el. of the oath negatived by U with it, as
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Ax A x /A x/ A x A x x A

[Now, by Him Who, if He had willed, would not have

created distance, (I have not partedfrom thee. By God,)

if thou be hidden from mine eye, thou hast not been

hidden from my heart ! (DM)] : and the pret. correL of

A, ^
y sometimes occurs conjoined with JJ>

,
as in Jarir's

x x x A x A Ax

saying J| ^5J * ct^- y [482], which is as anomalous

as the conjunction of the correL of My with it, as in

w A x x Jrwx * x Ax

^Jf
ai' ^j1

*-; My [543]: (3) as is said, sometimes a
ASC Axx

nominal prop, conjoined with the J or O
,
as ^\ ^

A H^ X $ X JXX A /**/ f /("

UJf ^ &;;
A*J I

;
i5f

; fyuf II. 97. And, if they had
X X

believed [above], andfeared God, a recompensefrom God

would have been better and

x A.P/A/.xxx Axx

jJ
&-^ ts^ 11*

x A.P C x /jwxA^AX9 x *Ax A J

!^1/| L^/U ^f

x/ x $Ax xx Ax

- li J^' c^y
^XXX ' AXX A I

[Salama said, It was not for thee a custom that thou

shouldst leave the foes until thou hadst an excuse (for

notfighting. 1 said,) If there had been slaughter, O
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SalSma, (it would have been) rest: but Ifled for fet
$ / / /*X

that I should be captured, i. e. &=4; y& (Jsh)].

592. Two other meanings are added for ^ : (1)

^

Ktb [a pupil of S (DM)] asserts that it is sometimes i. q.

Ax x A uu fO x/x A

** as ^' c^*J LXXXVII. 9. Admonition hath

-3!

profited : (2) the KK assert that it is i. q. o!
, assigning

as instances of it .j&+*y* *&* ^ *W fyufj V. 62. And
" '

,g

/ear Goc?, t7zce ?/e are believers, XLVIII. 27. [74], the

A MS

Prophet's saying [addressed to the dead (DM)] ^1 Ufj

dnd verily we, since God hath willed,

6e overtaking you, and similar passages wherein the

i- > x A/f

occurrence of the act is made sure of, and toil

because the two ears, fyc. [571], where, say they, it is

not cond. because the condition [that occurs after it

(DM)] is future, whereas this event [vid. the slitting of

the two ears of Kutaiba (DM)] was already past (ML).
Ax 01 x*/ Jx Ax

*J sometimes denotes wish, as Ju,j^xiXJ -xjuG J Would

that thou wouldstcome to me, and, or so that thou mightst,
x x /Ax

talk to me! (M, ML), like ^*?& '^^ ',

and the ind.

and subj. are allowable in
^yJL^aaXi ,

as LXVIII. 9. [417]
X /

* A >x

and in some codices
fy.a>jj^ [538, 571] (M): and it is
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X .PXX * UJX '// 5 $ A XXx AJA' x x *x/ * ujx xx w A xx

said that^rM J* e)^ V U ^ P XXVI 102 '

xx x

Then would that we had a return to the world, so that

we might be of the believers ! is an instance of it, i. e.

/ UJ o^ ;
and that for this reason c)j^*

J is governed

in the subj. in its correl., like jy! in the correl of e^
Ax

in IV. 75- [411]- There is a dispute about this y : (1)

Ibn Ad Da'i' and IbnHisham say that it is a distinct kind,

[i. e. neither cond. nor infinitival (DM),] which does not

need a correl : but that a correl is sometimes put for it,

X Ax

governed in the subj., like the correl of C^A> : (2) some

Ax

say that it is the cond. j ,
which is imbued with the

sense of wish, as is proved by their combining two correls.

for it, a correl governed in the subj. after the iJ [411],

and a correl with the J [591, 602], as in

Ax* A x ' *

XX '

* Ax w" AxxAS*^ A/

x X

f

[byMuhalhillbnEabl'a atTaghlabl, Then, if the tepv

chres were dug up from Kulaib, so that he might be told

in AdhDhan&'ib (a place in Najd, where Kulaib's grave
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was), in the state of his being what (ad.s. to Kulaib)
: '.'

a courier of women !, about the day of the Sha'thameln,
;: j

he would become refreshed in eye: and how shall be the
I

meeting with him that is beneath the graves? (DM)]:
AX

(3) IM says that it is the infinitival y ,
which supplies

the place of the v. of wish, [being infinitival when the v.

of wish is present with it, and importing wish when the v.

of wish is suppressed (DM)]: for, citing the saying of Z
Ax :? uj / .Px >x Ax

"
y .sometimes denotes wish, as JJ^xsaxo ^^ y ," he

\, Ax 9 A' x fc"1

says
" If it mean that the o. f. is ^$ *}

c^OiJ* I wish

that thou wouldst come to me, the v. of wish being then
X Ax

suppressed [571], because indicated by y, so that J

resembles e^ in notifying the sense of wish, and has a

correl. like its correl., it is correct
; but, if it mean that

y is a p. orig. applied to denote wish, like c^*/
,

it is

disallowed, because it would entail disallowance of com-
Ax

bination between y and the v. of wish, just as the latter
X A x

and e^xJ are not combined." And IHL and others
A/ xxAxx

mention another meaning for J
,
vid. rarity, as JU J

A* .PA*

fCft1
IV. 134. Even if the testimony be against your-

selves, which requires consideration, [because it is cona
A

i. q. ^ ,
its correl. being suppressed, while the rarity

is imported from what it is prefixed to (DM;].
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593. Uf
,
the 1st

p
of which is sometimes changed

into ^ ,
because the reduplication is deemed heavy,

AS n

r s bl t , * f,

of Uf ILxt c^K

j .cp/-flA

by 'Umar Ibn Abl Rabl'a [al MakhzumI, 5/ie saw a poor

(ineaniug himself) such that, a#/or at the time when

> the sun becomes high, he swelters, and, as for in the eve-

'( ning, he freezes (Jsh)], is a p. of condition, distribution^

I and corroboration (ML). It stands in the place of the in-

strument and v. of condition, for which reason S expounds

it by s^g ^+ uJO U$* ;
and the [expression] mentioned

after it is the correl. of the condition, for which reason

the uJ is inseparable from it, as 7Ua*i jj>
j Uf Whatever

' A * , , * ,

thing betide, Zaid is departing : the o.f. is j-

'litojL* jy>i / ^ then Uf is substituted for *-

\j^
"f us ^

so that it becomes ,*^i- ^e? u '
5
and afterwards

the J is postponed to the enunc., so that it becomes

3
Uf (IA). That Uj is a [p. of] cojidition

is proved by the inseparability
of the after it, as

SXA^ js / ''*/ s

58 a
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ft t x 9 t xx 9/ s

j^M U
.4)1)*& 1))& H- 24. And, as /or Aem tfAa/ have

believed, they know that it is the truth from their Lord;

and, as for them that have disbelieved, they say, What
Lbl

Sfc. ? [84]: for, if the O were copulative, it would not

be prefixed to the enunc. [ ^^*Uj> and ^ylfe, (DM)],
/

since the enunc. is not coupled. to its inch.) and, if it

were red., it might be dispensed with; and therefore it
,

. i.

must be the cJ of the apod. : while, if you say that tht
. IN

*-J is dispensed with in

* f\ / S / f S

JUS U
JtXSJj U

x x

i,
as for fighting, no fighting is with you ;

with you is journeying in the midst of the cavalcades, I i

/ / "
i. e. J&S & (Jsh)], I say that it is a poetic license, like

,

*, xxx A--0 x Ax Ax

^\ ^U~:3=j I Jsiflj g* [419, 587] ; and, if you say that

it is suppressed in the Revelation in ct;

A* X X Ax AJ>Axx t\f t f

JuUi! ^*>
f';^'' f^^^ "^' ^^' dnd, as for them whoi

'

faces have become black, (it will be said unto them,)

What I did ye disbelieve after your believing?, I say thai

the o. / is ^/^t f
J J^ ,

and that, the saying- being

suppressed, because the said enables it to be dispense<

with, the cJ follows it in the suppression, many a

thing b^ing correct as a sequel, but not correct

1

independently. Distribution is prevalent in U!
, [not
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inseparable from it (DM),] as has previously been shown

in II. 24.
;
and hence ..... v

A x x-P , xx J> x- A^2 /

xx A x x x .P

Uf
' '

A x A* J> xx* x x x 3*

|
AX X

j*^. XVIII. 78., 79., 81. As for the vessel, it
X X

belonged to poor men and, as for the lad, his parents

were believers.. ..and, as for the wall, it belonged to two
3*

orphan lads: but sometimes the repetition of Uf
J80niit.

ted, because the mention of one division, or of a sentence

mentioned after U! in the position of the other division^

enables the latter division to be dispensed with, the 1st

asm

Six

i/
Axx x A x

*\ IV. 174. ye people, a proof hath come

to you from your Lord, and We have revealed to you a

clear light: and, as for them that have believed in Qod,

and held fast to Him, He shall make them to enter into

A.KXX i *> '"

mercy from Him and grace, i. e.

lilfl fir and, as for them that have disbelieved in God,
j

'

for them shall be such and such things ;
and the 2ndas in

53 * xxA* x~.*A

A A^ x<-/

1 UU

- A "'
l TFT KU IIL 5 *
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One that hath revealed to thee the Scripture : of it are

unambiguous verses, that are the foundation of tin

Scriptlire, and others ambiguous ; and, as for them in

whose hearts is perversity, they follow what is ambiguous

of it, from desire of schism and from desire of interpret-

ing it according to what they hanker after, i. e.

A uix X .PxAxx-Pxx X .PA.0X

.^A> > Jf slia* t4&s &> ,.>**"*** and. as for others, thai
r\>- {_s ^ 1 j "j ' ^jy ^"

believe in it, and trust its meaning to their Lord, thai

being indicated by [the subsequent words]
xuix A A *i f w x< X f */ A t\fO

fomfy

rooted in knowledge say, We believe in it : all is from

our Lord, i. e. all of the ambiguous and unambiguous is

from God, and belief in both is obligatory, as though
X -f -P/X A A,-0 x - ZrC ix

as for

rooted in knowledge, they say were said : and sometim
$ x A-fx $Ax

it is entirely non-distributive, as in &&**
do^

U

[above]. Corroboration is mentioned by few: an

I have not seen any one explain it thoroughly, except

Z, who says [in the K on II. 24.]
" The use of U in

the sentence is to give it an exuberance of corroboration

$ x $ Ax

you say t-^!3
cjoj

Zaid is going away but, when yoi
X

intend corroboration of that, and that he is inevitali

going away, and setting about, and determined i

$ xx $AX Gt

going away, you say L-^&'O.* o^j Uf Whatever thin
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betide, Zaid is going away, for which reason S says in

v rtxx Ax A A*x x Ax

expounding it t_^$!3 f /^ ^ ^^. U$* ,
this

exposition serving to explain that it is a corroborat'um

I

and in the sense of condition." Ul is separated from

the cJ by one of six matters, (1) the inch., as in the

$AXX wX> mi

preceding texts: (2) the enunc., as a;}* ;!^J ^ U!

Whatever thing betide, in the house is Zaid; but Sr

[the commentator on the Book of S (DM)] asserts that

x x A iix

separation by it is rare: (3) a cond. prop., as JS J*
Ul>

*xx x xJ>A^> x

3
o .*^;AJ!

>^ LVI. 87., 88. ^wd, a* for if he be

one o/ the ones brought near to God, he shall have rest,

$ A/x ^
[IHsh holding r;^ to be the correl. of Ul

,
while the

cond. of the cond. prop, is suppressed, indicated by the

correl. of the 1st condition (427) (DM)]: (4) an.

governed in the ace. in letter or place [498] by the

AxAx xx x

I Ub\ XCIII. 911. [540] Wherefore, whatever
)

thing betide, the orphan oppress thou not; and, whatever

thing betide, the petitioner rebuff thou not; and, whatever

thing betide, of the bounty of thy Lord tell thou: (5) a

n. similarly governed [in the ace. in letter or place

(DM)] by a suppressed op. expounded by what

the cJ
,
as in ?>$ U} U? Whatever

betide,^

Zaid (beat

thou}, beat thou him and the reading of XLI. 16. [62]
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with the ace.
; while the op. must be supplied after the

A*x #Ax Z't

cJ and before what it is prefixed to, [i. e. c_>;"^ Ui; ^
.PA ^^= A -P xA x x /A x 'x / S' x

and ^aUjiaS) Uoo>* o^*5 U!^ (DM),] because U|
,

acting as a substitute for the v., is as it were a v., and

X X Ax

the v. does not follow the v. immediately, for ^ in

^ xAx x x

b tf constructively contains a separating
x Ax ~ xx x

AX

[relating to Zaid (DM)], and j~y also in
^

[167] contains the pron. of the case [separating

from the v. that its pred. is headed by (DM)] : (6) an

adv. governed by Uj because of its containing the sense

of the v. that it acts as a substitute for, or by the sup-
9 x uu x x A/AXJ Mf

pressed v., a's i^&!3 ^l -^J! Uf Whatever thing betide

x #Ax 2 x w/^ S^

to-day, verily I am going away and !oo^
. JaJ! J U|

i. Whatever thing betide in the house, verily Zaid

is sitting; the op. not being what follows the uJ
,
because

E

the pred. of
^1 does not precede it [34], and similarly
z

therefore the reg. of the pred., [because it is properly

posterior to the op. (DM)] : this is the saying of S, Mz,

and the majority; but Mb. IDh, and Fr disagree with

tin m, holding the op. to be the pred. itself [520], while

Fr goes so far as to allow it in the rest of the sisters of

1 9 x xx xAxA^s 35

^ . If, however, you say j~ll*>
^

^ jJ| Uf
,

the op.
* ;?

'

may be Uf [or the v. of the condition, i. e. Whatever be



the case- to-day, there ?.v no tirmdancr of ,

(DM)]; or may be the cnunc., [i.e. IJ'/m/,-n'r

case, there is no avoidance of mij si./ting ,, tl,;s

(DM).] because of the non-existence of the prevent I

/ M f # A/

whereas, if you say *->$**> ^ f-V.j Ul [below], the op.
* f t

may not be either of them, and the ex. is dKs-ilhnved

according to the majority, because [the v. that (DM)]

Uf [acts as a substitute for (DM)] does not govern the

[direct] obj. in the ace., [since it is supplied from the <///.

/ *

^ , contrary to the adv., which it docs govern (DM),]

nor is J preceded by the rcg. of its pred.] but Mb

and they that agree with him allow that, by construing

the pred. to be made to govern [520]. And ,^u*J I Uf

J^ J^ with the ace. [as a direct obj. to the v. that

U| acts as a substitute for (DM)] and UG Uo
;
i U|

I^Uif have been heard, which fact in my opinion indicates

A A it f A f

(1) that tiie rendering need not always be ^ ^. l**

/ A ,
but may be something else suitable to the passage,

c3

since here it is ~fi Ufl*', [^- Howm'f "'"" ""'"'

tionest slaves (the mentioned is), an owner ,,f *A.r and

However thou mentioned Kuraish, 1 am the ,,wl excel-

lent of them (DM)]; (2) that W is nol
-;/-..

since th

p. [acting as a'substitute for the v (DM)] do*
|
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*/AC uu x J* Ax 2

the direct olj.-, (3) that ^f\ ^'G jj^j U| However tliou

mentionest Zaid, verily I am more generous is allowable

by construing the government to belong to the suppressed,
9 y tu x ^ rtx w

[and similarly v/^ uS^ ^3 ^ above, orig. However
X / f.

mentionest Zaid, verily I shall be beating (DM)].

The U! in ^j1*^ ^ U U! XXVII. 86. JNfay, what is

, x x xJ> x^

ye were wont to do? and ^.M EAjjd. 0| [98] is not

this U| ;
but is two words, in the text the disj. ^ and

y

interrog.
U

,
and in the verse the infinitival ^1 and

I U.

594. 3I is said by the majority to be a p. ; but by
x x A| A x

some to be a n., the o./. of uX*/! ^3! TAew / icill

to me, I will honor thee, and the prop, [that 13! ispre. to,

X A &

vid. ^5^^- (DM),] being afterwards suppressed, the
X X

Tanwm put as a compensation [128, 608] for it, [the

I elided because of the concurrence of two quiescents
A*

(DM),] and ^t understood, [renderable with its con/.
x f xA xxx x A x

by a single term, an ag., i. e. uX^^J $* .^^ W
( \

>-M)] : and, according to the 1st, it is' correctly simple,

not compounded of of and ^f and on the supposition
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f

of simplicity it, and not^ understood after it, is the sub-

junctival [410] : [while, according to the 2nd, it is simple

by common consent (DM)]. Its meaning, says S, is

reply and requital : in every position, says Shi
;
in most

Cases, says F, being sometimes merely repl., as is shown
A X

by the fact that, when
" I love thee" is said, you say 3!

* X X 3 ft *

bol-a LjCiUbl Then I think thee to be speaking truth,
X

since there is necessarily no requital here, [because

requital is future, not present (DM)]. It is mostly a [p.
A Ax

accompanying the (DM)] correl. of ^ or y , expressed
*

or supplied, the 1st as in

x A X AX> *Ax * x A

X XX X X '

>f I x Ax x A x/ A,

Uf H 4

[by Kuthayyir, / $z0ear, / 4J^ ^/'J*? repeat to me

the like of it (the&&saying that 'Abd Al'Aziz had said

to him), and put it in my power again, in that case I will

not gainsay it (Jsh)] and

59 a
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[If 1 had been of MSzin, the Banu -ILakita of Dhuhl

Ibn ShaibSn would not have made spoil of my camels :

xxx Ax

then a band, fyc. (23) (Jsh)], because \ is a

A X A X A/

subst. for -y^> J
,
and the subst. for the correl. is a

iux xAx X x X x > Ax A.PA? A/

com?/., [or rather as in

Jj>! XVII. 102. If ye (owned, if) ye owned (591)
.*

the treasures of the mercy of my Lord, then ye would be

niggardly, because the
g}\

to! occurring in the text is

^

itself the correl. (DM)] ;
and the 2nd as when "I shall

f X A* A x A

come to thee" is said, and you say cX*/! ^o! ,
i. e. ^f

A x . xAx?

^j( ^UuJ| (If thou come to me,} then fyc. [above],

# I A ft/xx x
x xxA ^>l/^ x x ^ x

and as in !3' &M * ^ x< \'^ t jJ * &U| J>3^->! U
uy t/ x xJ c/^

~ A x

Ax xx A**A/xxxx xx x x I iS-P xxxx
U*)

; -jU.
u, jjf JT ^JJ XXIII. 93.

Gorf, 4"c - [499]: (and, if there had been with Him gods,

or if gods had been with Him,) then every god would

have seceded with what he had created, and some of them

would have overcome some, [i.
e.

jJ\
lol &$J! &*+ ^ fa
* ' x

(DM)] : Fr says that, whenever the J comes after it, y
is before it, supplied if not expressed. As to its form

when it is paused upon, the correct opinion is that its

^ is changed into ! [684], because it is assimilated to

the Tanwin of the ace. [640] ;
but by some the ^ is

A*

said to be paused with, because it is like the . of
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an(l ^ ) fand i's not Tanwln, since the latter is not

affixed to ps. (DM),] which opinion is transmitted from

Mz and Mb. And upon the dispute as to pause upon it

is based a dispute as to its orthography [161]: for by
the majority it is written with the f ,

and so it is deli-

neated in the codices; but by Mz and Mb with the . ;

while, according to Fr, if it govern, it is written with

the f ; and, if not, with the ^ ,
to distinguish it from

^ #

fof : and IKh follows him (ML). 13! is one of the px.

that are inseparable from the v. and govern it in the

subj. [410] ;
and is [mostly] prefixed to the future v. and

/ // *

what is in the sense of the future, as -&J Ijf [above] and

((wrtXXXXX(*
UJ |3f [563] ;

and occurs in the beginning,
I

middle, and end of the sentence (T). It governs the

or. in the subj. upon condition of its own priority [in

the sentence, in such a way that it be not preceded by

anything connected with what follows it (DM)], of the

qor.'s futurity, and of their contiguity or separation by
, X X A A f

the oath or neg.
V (ML). You say -*-/!^ ([abovej

(Sh, ML) with the subj. (DM) when "I will come to

x x A .P i^x Ax *x

thee" is said (ML); and cX,/l &\> ^1'
Ilke ^

w A t/ Ax tl<-x x xA/ x Ax

[498]; andj*i! ^1 (Sh). If, how-

Ax ,2 ^ x x A,

ever, you said ^^1
W

, you would say u<->/l with the

,
because of- the loss of priority; while the saying

1
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Hi /'As x

u

A*

[Do not thou leave me among them a stranger : verily

I (am not able to bear that). In that case I shall perish,

or flee away (Jsh)] is explained by suppression of the

f I // $ /$ S <U

pred. of ^ ,
i. e. L-J3 ^U ^jSl

I/ Jf
}
what follows

e ' ' / C# s * * *

it being then inceptive (ML). The poet says L>U
^il

jiJf [above], the ind. being because of the want of pri-

ority, [since it is the carrel, of the oath (AAz)]. And,
t t A , *

if a person told you a tale, and you said to him
Jj^-^>

tof

Then thou speakest truth, you would use the ind.,

because the ps. governing the v. in the subj. require

futurity, whereas you mean the present (Sh). And, if you
:.^> s Ax x A x x.P Af

said &NI &** b
^j| } you would say LX*yi with the W.,

because of the separation by something else than what we

mentioned: but IU allows separation by the adv. [498],

IBdh by the voc. and prayer, and Ks and Hsh by the reg. of

the v.
;
while in the last case the preferable mood is accord-

ing to Ks the subj., and according to Hsh the ind* Many
A x

of the GG say that, when ^o! occurs after the
^

or cJ,
'#xS xxAxx .PxAx x f '

both moods are allowable, as 1M> Ml *&!. . J^b I/
JJU

x ^p

XVII. 78. And (hen of not abiding after thee save a little

(le
and

!;f;Ai ^UJj .Ji> J/ fjli iy. 56.
*
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shall they not give men a hollow in the back of a date-

stone?, which are unusually read [by Ubayy and Urn

Mas'ud respectively (K)] with the subj. : but the truth
A

j,
X A/ ? A .0 A x x XA.0J

is that, when <-dl ^~^\ ^) u*;;t ^fi ^ If thou
'

Z

visit me, I shall visit thee, and then, or and then I shall, do

good to thee is said, if you construe the coupling to be to
A x

the correl., you apocopate, and the government of ^31
I

is annulled, because of its occurrence intermediately ; but,

if to the two props, together, theind. and subj. are allow-

A x

able because of the precedence of the cow., [ ^31 being

initial, as being at the beginning of an independent prop.,

and intermediate as being followed by a supplement of

what precedes it (DM),] though some say that the subj. is

A x

necessary, because what follows ^o! is inceptive, since the

coupled^to the first is first, [the predicament of the cou-

pled being that of the ant. (538) (DM)]. And similarly in

AX 9 A!A/X.P.P'$AX
&J| >~o>f ^3!j -yb 0^3 Zaid, he will stand, and then

I shall do good to him, if you couple to the verbal, [i.
e.

the minor prop. (DM),] you put the inrf.; but, if to

the nominal, [i.
e. the major prop. (DM),] the two opinions

[that the ind. and subj. are allowable and that the subj.

is necessary (DM)] are entertained (ML).



CHAPTER XIX.

THE CAUSATIVE PARTICLE.

595. It is ^J (M, Z), because it explains the

cause of the act, and denotes result, like the J [504]

(AAz). A man says
" I repaired to such a one,

"
and you

A ^ \/ + f / t\9 */

say to him 6++? [498], and he says ^1 ^>s=u ^J In

A / x Ax

order that he might do good to me. &+>f is like

A x A /

4**, and &J
,
the prep. [513] being prefixed to the

X

/

interrog. U with its f elided [181], and the & of silence

X

being affixed [648]. The inflection of the U is disputed:

according to the BB, it is governed in the gen.] but,

according to the KK, it is governed in the ace. by an
X x x xAx A x

understood tf., as though you said 13 U J.*> ^ In

order that (thou mightst do) what ? [596], which saying

1 hold to be not far from right.

x

596. The v. after J is governed in the subj.
*' A*

either by J itself [410] or by subaudition of ^ [411] ;

x x Ax Ax

but, when you prefix the J ,
and say J*^ ^ In order

A x

that thou mightst do, J ls the op. [571], as though you
X /Ax A %

ft /

said JaS'^V (M). r must be infinitival in such as
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f X X X A.PA XX x */ xAx

t<cUlJf 1<;
k ^Xj UUJ XXXITT 37 /tO V V^ ^y y ** .. ^x^*.^xx Ai Of d jf/

there might not be a crimeJor the believers, because

the prep, is not prefixed to the prep.', and may not be
X AJ> A? ftx f fn

infinitival in such as ^fi ^ ^/ _XXi^ [597], since

the infinitival p. is not prefixed to its like
; but, when

x A* Ax * A

you say L$**>& ^ u^^ , may be causative [411,XX X

498, 513] or infinitival [410, 514, 571] (Sh). Accord-
A x

ing to Akh, ^ always governs the gen., the subj. after

*$

it being governed by ^ expressed [413, 597] or under-

stood [411], which is refuted by LVII. 23. [571]; for,

Ax x x x

if he assert tjiat ^ is corrob. of the J ,
as in \ \+M ^

[134], it is refuted by the fact that the chaste, regular
A x

[combination of the J and ^J in the text (DM)] is not

to be explained by the anomalous [combination of two

preps. (DM)] : and, according to the KK, it always
A xAx

governs the subj., which is refuted by their saying s^f ,
as

Ax

they say &J, and by the saying of Hatim [afTa/I (Jsb)]

AX

J p
XA X Ax A

[And 1 kindled my Jire,
in order that Tie might see iti

light; and I turned out my dog, when he was in Mfe
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tent, inside if (Jsh)], because the prep. J does not

separate the v. and its subjuuctival [/?.]; but they reply
X x x x Ax A x

to the 1st that the o. /. is 13 U J*AJ ^y [595], which

entails upon them multiplicity of suppression, exclusion
X

of the interrog.
U from the 1st place, elision of its f

in another case than the gen., and suppression of the v.

governed in the subj. while the op. of the subj. remains,

all of which are unauthorized (ML).

AX A

597. ^ occurs with ^ expressed after it in the

sayiug of Jamil

# x x A x A? Z*o f A x xx

bnJU osxA.tf| #*l
X X

x x A xx 2 Jx A

. vjJ |

(M) 77tera *Ae sairf, What! to all [457] mankind hast

thou come to be giving thy speech, in order that thou
A*

mayst dupe and beguile ? (SM). But ^ is not expressed
Ax

after ^J except in poetic license [413, 571], as in

"Ax/x xAx XAX
j| vsJGU (ML). UxT is written conjoined, and I/ ^J

f Ax

disjoined, because the U attached to 3 does not alter

X

the meaning of the sentence, whereas the V aflSxed to it

does alter its meaning (D).



CHAPTER XX.

THE PARTICLE OF REPREHENSION.

598. It is UT (M, Z, IH). According to Th. UT

is compounded of the ^ of comparison and the neg.

,
its J , says he, being doubled only to strengthen

the meaning, [vid. refutation (DM),] and to dispel

the notion that the meaning of the two words remains

but, according to others, it is simple. It
is, accord-

ing to S, Khl, Mb, Zj, and most of the BB, a p.

whose meaning is reprehension and refutation, having

no meaning, according to them, except that
; so that

they always allow pause upon it, and inception in what

follows it, [because it is a refutation and reprehen-

sion of what precedes it, and what follows it is discon-

nected from it (DM)]; and many of them even say
*/

" Whenever you hear V? in a Chapter, judge it to be
2x

Makkl, because W contains the meaning of intimidation

and menace, and -that was mostly revealed at Makka,

because most of the contumacy was in it": but this

requires consideration, because the necessity forattribut-

2 /

ing [every Chapter containing UT (DM)] to Makka would

arise only from peculiarity of contumacy to the latter,

not from its prevalence ;
and moreover there i& nothing
60 a

'
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to prevent allusion [in a MadanI Chapter (DM)] to a

preceding contumacy [at Makka (DM)] ;
and besides the

meaning of refutation [of what precedes it (DM)] is not

apparent in the UT preceded by such as U S^o ^ ^
/ x5x x~x * '

\J*>?)
/U LXXXII. 8. In what shape He willed hath

y

,put thee together, [
U being red. (K, B),]

/ , /f\^> at ' * ex

xjuli ^ j^^M LXXXIII. 6. On the day that man-

kind shall stand for the judgment of the Lord of the

fsss /A/x 3 w-P

worlds, and <5^ &* ^ f
j LXXV. 19. Then verily

^

incumbent upon Us will be its explanation. But^ Rs,

AHra, and those who agree with them hold that the

meaning of reprehension and refutation is not perma-

nent in it : and they add a 2nd meaning, according to

which it is right that the pause should be before it, and

it be inceptive : while as to the specification of that

meaning they profess three different opinions. Ks and

his followers say that it is i. q.
&^ : AHm and his fol-

_

lowers say that it is i. q. the inceptive 1M : and Nr, Fr,

and those who agree with them say that it is a repl.
A Axx

p. i. q. ^1 and **
;
and attribute to it LXXIV. 35.

[below], saying that its meaning is j+^M; ^ Yea, by
/

the moon. But the saying of AHm in my opinion i

better than those of the others, because it is more uni-

versal : for the saying of Nr is not applicable in XXIII.
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101. 102. and XXVI. 61. 62., as will be shown below;

nor the saying of Ks in such as $fV\ v_-UT J UT
' ' >

LXXXIII. 18. Now, verily the record of the pious>

because ^ is not pronounced with Kasr after iL. [520]

or what is in its sense, and because exposition of a p.

iiby a p. is better than by a n. When the passage is

adapted to reprehension and another meaning, both pause
Sis

upon W and inception with it are allowable upon the

two different assumptions, [that it denotes reprehen-

sion and that it is i. q. the inceptive Mf or something
M f

else (DM)] ;
but it is preferable to explain IV by

reprehension^ because this [meaning] is prevalent in

it : such [passages (DM)] are like t-^**M &>\

U ^XXx** UT Jj^* .r*=MJJ i*x* ukkul J XIX.

81. 82. Hath he gotten knowledge of the hidden,

or hath he made a covenant with the Compassionate*

Not so, or Now, We will write what he saith and

^ SffiS * M/ 3 A Ss 9 f S * t r* hr f A f / **

^^' j t * s s f

A / /

*oU*> XIX. 84.' 85. And they have taken to themselve*

gods beside God, that they may be to them a strength.

Not so, or Now, they shall disown their worship. Some-

times it must denote reprehension
or inception, [and is not

i. q.
lL' or

f
*; (DM),] as^ ^'^ J^ 1

'J^ c)^;
1 V>
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&J/ (*if
UT ^*y XXIII. 101. 102. My Lord, restore Ye

I

[161] we; may-be I shall do right in what I have left

undone. Not so, or Now, verily it is a speech, because, if it

were i. q.
&=*

,
the Hamza of ^ would not be pronounc-

brs

ed with Kasr [520], and, if it were i. q. **>
,

it would

denote promise of restoration, because it is after requisition
t y A Ss * * 3 t / A ' '

[556] ;
and as ^f

UT J6 ^/^ Ul

XXVI. 61. 62. TAe companions of
' ' ' S

Moses said, Verily we shall be overtaken. He said, Not

so, or Now, verily with me is my Lord : He will direct

m

me, because the ^f is pronounced with Kasr, and because
Axx

j*>
after enunciation denotes assent: and sometimes

x xA ^A x xx
it may not denote refutation, as y+*U ^/o I/I ^ U.
xxA*o/ x ' ' '

>*S)(;
Itf LXXIV. 34. 35. JVor w ft aught ^ a re-

minding for mankind. Now, by the moon [above], siuce

it is not preceded by what is refutable (ML).



CHAPTER XXI.

THE JS.

599. They are [the red. J ,
the J affixed to the

dems., the J of wonder not governing the gen.,} the J
of determination, the J [of the correl. (M)] of the

oath, the J subsidiary to the oath, the J of the correl.

Ax xAx

of y and
I/y,

the imp. J, the J of inception (M,

Z), the J distinguishing the contracted from the neg.
A

J
,
and the J governing the gen. (M). The J a are

quiescent, pronounced with Fath, and pronounced with

Kasr (AA). The J is op. of the gen. [504, 606], op.

of the apoc. [419, 603], and inop. ; but not op. of the

subj., contrary to the opinion of the KK, [who say that
A ^

the J of J" is itself the op. of the subj. (411, 606)

(DM)]. The inop. J is of seven kinds, (1) the J of

inception [604]: (2) the red. J , which is the one pre-
* AxS A^ i

fixed in (a) the enunc. [556], as in *! ^-*MI r
f

2$

[521]; (b) the pW. of
^1 ,

as in the reading of XXV.
| <~ y uu . A * \ f

22. [521] ; (c) the pmJ. of ^l in lf ^ j

[521]; (d) thepm* of J!j
in

x^A/x A * A *x XAX A * A /x

x x '
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[by Kuthayyir, And 1 have not ceased, from my love for

Laild, upon my knowing her, to be like the roaming camel,

remote, in every meadow (Jsh)]; (e) the 2nd obj. of
~)f

XX X X^

in the saying ^*!>lJ L^( >! / think thee to be reviling me
XX * A x AXX*AX

and the like
; (f ) the obj. of **^ ,

as is said, in *J ^^
Ax A f xA fSs x

i* ^^Jj 5vo XXII. 13. He invoketh him whose

AX / x A x

is nearer than his profit ; (g) the exs.
jjj ^G

Jft

t Jt st r / A xx A x x x AC

or *?! Ul* and c>.l*5 JCl Jllb c^Jf ,
all of which

\> &, >x

are peculiar to poetry [601]: (3) the J of the correl.,

AX

which is of three kinds, the J of the correl. of (a) J

[591, 602], as
\yff v>3Jf l^J,*J ^kf J XLVIII. 25.

X

7^ ^Aey Aac? been separate, We should have chastised them

that disbelieved and XXI. 22. [90] ; (b) 1/y [574, 602],

as II. 252. [29] ; (c) the oath [600], as XII. 91. [575]

and XXI. 58. [498] : (4) the J prefixed to the cond.

instrument [601] to notify that the correl. after it i

constructed upon an oath before it, not upon the condition

[427], for which reason it is named the notifying J ;

while it is also named subsidiary [to the oath], because it

subordinates the correl. to the oath, [since it indicates

that the oath is before it, while it is known that, when a

condition and an oath are combined, the one that receives

^
the correl. is only the one that precedes (DM),] as ^

x JJAX x
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LIX. 12. (By God,) if they be driven forth, they will not go

forth with them ; and, (by God,) if they be warred against,

they will not help them: and, (by God,) if fyc. [4271:
AX - f*, j> , A/

(5) the J of JJ, as in J^Jf and ^
;baJ| [below]: (6) the
X

J affixed to the dems. [173, 175] to indicate distance

or corroboration thereof, according to different opinions:
* A

Which is orig. quiescent, as in U&
;
and is pronounced

x I '

with Kasr in uXlj only because of the concurrence of two
x

quiescents, [vid. the ! and the J (DM)]: (7) the J of

$ Ax x 9 xx

wonder not governing the gen., as
o*>j OjiaJ How clever

$ Ax X -P/X x

Zaid isf and ^^ ff& How generous
lAmr is!, i. q. U

^xx A * XXA? x

and &*i U : IKhl mentions this in his book

named AUumal [fi -nNahw (HKh)]; but in my opi-

nion it is either the J of inception prefixed to the pret.

because of its resemblance, by reason of its aplasticity

[468], to the n., [the wonder being imported from the

form, not from the J (DM)] ;
or the J of the correL

x f/ A/x Ji-"x

of a supplied oath, [i.e. ^k.^ &l/(
; (By God), Zaid

Ax

has become clever! (DM)]. Jf is a p. of determination;

and is of two sorts, (1) denotative of knowledge, the

[n.] accompanied by it being [indicative of an object]

known by reason of (a) mention, [(a) real (DM),] as

X J^ * A XA X XX * * X X. Ax A X /AX A XX

W-- ^ Lxxnr-

;

15. 16. i&e a* We sent unto Pharoah an Apostle, and,
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Pharoah disobeyed the Apostle, ^
foi-? $ x Ax xi?x .Px x3 x x X *

XXIV. 35. Wherein is

a /aw/>, the lamp in a glass, the glass as though it were

/> xxA^ t A JJ.P ^ xx > Axx A

a glittering star, and
**;*Jf

^*> ^ l~/ o^y^l I bought
X ' X

a horse; then 1 sold the horse
; [(6) constructive, as

A/ X X X * Ax X tu

JwV tf ^o-M jr^; HI. 31. ^4/zfl? Me ;na/e z> wo/ like the

m *

female, since the male precedes metonymically in ^^
tu

ct>;J-> ^t III. 31. My Lord, verily
x^

f* i/z my womb, dedicated, because

they used to dedicate to the service of the Temple at Je-

rusalem only males (DM)] : the sign of which is that the

pron. should supply the place of it together with the n.

f A

accompanied by it, [as &X^ , the pron. supplying the
X

f xxA

place of jrfM *
and similarly in those texts (DM)]:

/AX5 x 3 A

(b) preconception, as ;l*M ^ U& 31 IX. 40. When they

X X M^> X AX

two were in the cave and

XLVIII. 18. When they were swearing allegiance to thee

Ax

under the tree: (c) presence, which Jl , says 1U, occurs

only (a) after dems., as J-^yi !o^> ^'^ [147, 148], or
X

^1 in vocation, as J^l l&f k [51, 147], or the J3f

denoting
*

suddenness of cccurrence, as

XX * A X

loli us

J
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[204]; (b) in the n of present time, as
Jiff' [206]:

though this requires consideration, because you say to a
x ^^J A x x

reviler of a man in your presence Ja.^1 LSJ I/

;
and because the J! after 13!

,
not

denoting determination of a thing present at the time of

speaking, does not resemble that which is being dis-

Ax xwA/

cussed; and because the J! prefixed to ^\ is correctly

red., since it is inseparable, whereas the determinative

Ax

J! is not known to occur inseparably, contrary to the

red., while the good ex. [of the n. of present time] is

/ A.PX * A xA5 xAx/Vx

oo JCJ oJUTf
j.jxM

V. 75. To-day have 1 perfected

for you your religion: (2) denotative of genus, denoting

(a) totality of the individuals^ which is the one replaceable

by Jf [117] used properly, as IV. 32. [(77), i. e. every

man (DM),] and CII1. 2. [469] : (b) totality of the pro-

perties of the individuals, which is the one replaceable

wf #A **&*> $Ax

by JT used tropically, as UU J^yi *i)
Zaid is the

man in knowledge; [i.
e. every man in respect of knowledge

(DM),] i. e. the consummate in this quality ; whence

X I

u03 II. 1. That [171] w ^e Scripture [consum-

mate in guidance, as though it were every Scripture

because of its comprising in the most consummate manner

the guidance that is in them (DM)]: (c) determination e/

61 a



the quiddity, which is the one not replaceable by
A X MS *w/A^= x XA

used properly or tropically, as / J~ JT /U ! *- lil*a

# ' *
HI /

XXI. SI. And made of wafer every living thing

*M|j
or wyjUB!jaM ^ <3W, 7 I0i7/ mi

x x

women or wear clothes, for which reason perjury

occurs through [wedding or wearing] one of them;

while the distinction between the [n.] made det. by this

AX

Jl and the indet. generic n. is the distinction between
A X

the restricted and unrestricted, because this J! indicates

the essence with the restriction of its presence in the

mind, whereas the indet generic n. indicates the essence

absolutely, not with regard to any restriction (ML). The
Ax

determinative Jf must be (1) expressed, when the n. is

x A x A

(a) an explicit ag\, the v. being **J or ~A>
,
as XXXVIII.

* X X

29. [473], LI. 48. [473], and
I,f^j( 11 XVIII. 28.

A/ '

Most evil will be the drink ! : though Jf need not be in

the n. itself that occurs as an ag., as in XXXVIII. 29.;

but may be in what it is pre. to, as XVI. 32. [469],

XXXIX. 72. [540], and LXII. 5. [1] : (b) an ep. of (a)

the dem. [147], as J^J fi# <J [142]; (b) $ in

* S-o xui* x

vocation [51; 147], as Jf l&f b V. 45. thou

Apostle : though ^! is sometimes qualified by the dem., as
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I b in which case the dem. is mostly qualified, as
^TJT.

1 7

lified, as

Ax Ax ''*' ' '

X /

, your provisions,
and leave me to be an intru-

der among them that intrude (FA)] : (2) suppressed when

*, , * "*'

the n. is (a) a voo.
9
as ^ \i voc. of

r
UiJ|

, except

and -the prey, used as a name [52]: (b) pre., as
^U^,

except when the pre. is an ep., and the pM. a reg. of it,

x / /

the <p. being () infl. with consonants, as ^l and

A/

j!A l^UJ! [112] ; (b) pre. to what contains Jl ,

/

[or J*)T j-t; (Sh on the g. governed by

irothesis)]i
while in no other case may jl and protherfs

be combined, contrary to the opinion of Fr, who allow.

^1 and the like, where the post,
is M. without

' xA^A^>/x5/

. and of all the KK, who allow ^t ^' -d

'ike, where thep.-isa^.andofBn,,
Mb, and

Z, who say that the

is in the position

"^
aiso denotes

from Tayyi and IJiu)yr,
as
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X X

AX x

X Ax

[by Bujair Ibn Ghanama atTa'i, That is my friend a

he that unites with me, casting behind me the arrow and

the stone, i. e. defending my reputation behind my back

x x A*- t x A^o ui A^o x

( Jsh),] and in tradition y*****! ^ -U*oj ^x*f >
X X X XX

Fasting in travelling is not an act o/* pfefy thus relate

by AnNamir Ibn Taulab [687]. This dial, is said

be peculiar to the ns. into whose initial the J of deter-

$X* $ X

mination is not incorporated [749], as
^Ite

and v-jW,
**X $ X $ X

contrary to JA.J , ^U ,
and ^fM ;

and some students
X

of AlYaman have related to us that in their countries

some are heard to say

the spear, and ride the horse : but perhaps that is th<

dial, of some, not all, of them, as you see from the prt

ceding verse, and from the fact that in the tradition it it

*f AX

prefixed to both sorts (ML on
ft ). J! is also red.,

[i.
e. neither conjunct (176) nor determinative (DM)]; am

is of two sorts, (1) inseparable, like the one in (a) the

wx fix

conjunct ns. [ ^liM ,
JJl

,
&c. (DM)], according to the

x x

saying that their determination is by means of the co?

[176]: (b) proper names, provided that they be conjoin*

[with it] because of (a) their transfer, like >*aj| ai
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* XA fl X

^UxXJf , [ong., when
anarthrous, names of g-oW and

Hood respectively, and then, when applied to the person,

vid. AnNadr Ibn Kinana and AnNu'man Ibn AlMuudhir

King of the Arabs, conjoined with J! , without which
f XA & '

^UxxM ,
when proper name of Ibn AlMundhir, has not

been heard, whereas, when it is proper name of any one
Ax

else, the J! in it denotes allusion, as in the IM (11)
f MX

(DM),] and ^UJ|
, [an idol belonging to Thaklf at

AtTa'if, or to Kuraish at Nakhla (B on LIII.
19.), aa

x at i^ m f

act. part, from
jiy"!) tsJ (DM), because it was the

effigy of a man that used to moisten meal ofparched

barley with clarified butter and feed the pilgrims ( B),
Ax 3*Ax

then lightened and conjoined with Jl (DM),] and ^j^f ,

[a gum-acacia tree worshipped by Ghajafan, orig. fern.

&f'tf\f

of yty The most mighty (B), transferred from the fern.

gual., and made a proper name of a deity, and conjoined
Ax * XA xS /

with Jl (DM)]; (b) their coinage, like J/j~J! , [a
X A XX

coined name, the measure of which is JJj*i (T)]; (c)

their prevalence of application to one of those objects
f A/Ax

which they orig. belonged to, like e>*xJl for The Ka'ba,
* X xAx ^ A S X

[11] for Taiba, and fpM for The Pleiades, though

A x

this [ Jl (DM)] orig. denotes determination of [pricon-
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ceptional (DM)] knowledge, [where the person addressed
Ax

knows what Jl is prefixed to before it is mentioned,

because of its notoriety (DM)] : (2) separable, which is

of two kinds, (a) frequent, occurring in chaste speech,

which is the one prefixed to a proper name transferred

from an anarthrous [word] that is adapted to [the pre-
A s * A s

fixion of (DM)] Jl , [so that such as >Co ,
which is

transferred from the aor., is excluded (DM),] and whose

$ X $ m f

original meaning is alluded to, like &>$*. , **-k*
,
and

r

I fi / * * Ax t S/Ax

0, for which you say ^loaJf [11], U*Jf
, and

^l
j
but this sort rests upon hearsay, for the like

x f f*s

is not said in the case of such as o-*a=u
, iJ.^x* ,

and
* / A

j>sk.| : (b) infrequent, occurring (a) in poetry, like the

* s

one prefixed to ^^ , [which is transferred from the

'i.9A X

aor. 0. (DM),] and
^j** , [which is not transferred from

-"' ~.PA/
anything (DM),] in M J^b and M c^el [12], while

the one prefixed to
LijJj

in the [last] verse denotes allu-
f

won to the original meaning^ [because it is transferred

$ X

from
kyJj

A young child (DM),] and, it is said, like the

X/A * XX * x >A x X Axx x

one introduced into pj ctAw in ^1 u-uuL^. jJil^ [504],
XxAl >A xxA$ * xx

because ^ ^! pl> X;' ^^ is a proper name for a

sort *of truffle; (b) in anomalous prose, like the one
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occurnng in their sayings J ;
VG J^j ty^t [78] and

' ~ ' x, j xj^ s , , ,

^U and the
reading l$JU ;* I/I ^^J

LXIII. 8. The mightier shall assuredly go forth

from it meaner, because the d. s. is necessarily indet.

(ML). Another instance of the separable red. is the one

prefixed by poetic license to the sp., as

X / * X AXX A S/

f U
Ax Ax ,Axx x AS^e x A x x A x x

[by Rashid Ibn Shihab alYashkurl, / saw thee, when

thou recognizedit our chiefs, shrink from encountering

us, and console thyself in mind, Kais, for the slaughter
* Ax

of 'Amr (Jsh)], orig.
l*u&

, according to the opinion of

the BB that the sp. is only indet. [83] (IA). The KK,
A x

some of the BB, and many of the moderns allow Jt to

act as a substitute for the post, pron., and thus explain

LXXIX. 41. [27], 6 J^X ^>r [350], and
. rf 4 X

t A X AX>/ * A X jAx x ^

.loJU jgfaM i*jj ^^ [154]; but IM restricts the allow-

ability to expressions other than the conj., [so that such

^ l\/k^>s /A 2 ja f &s s *t/

as ^jk-jJU )$d1 \s^>y6 ,ci3Jf
is excluded (DM)]: while

/

Z says on Qf jL-X\ r
of ^ )

II. 29. And He taught

Adam the names (of the named things) f all of them that

the o.f. is &k*~*J\ /W, [the pott. n. being- up-
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I ft 1 ''
'

pressed, because known, indicated by the mention of the

names, since the name must have a named, and the J
made a compensation for it, as in XIX. 3. (85) (K)J

~ *b ' ' *'
].,,--

and ASh says on ^! c^fj^ [83] that the o.f. is ^bj ^ ; .^
*,

'
"

so that they allow j! to act as a substitute for the

explicit n. and pron. of the 1st pers., whereas the only

exemplification known to have been used by the former

authorities is that with the 3rd pers. A strange use of

Jl is to denote interrogation, vdd. in the citation of Ktb
^ A /f A ^ A // A ^

oJUJ J! Hast thou done?, i. q. c^l*> Jfc [683] (ML).

600. The J of the correl of the oath [427, 652]

is in such as .4**^ &1M. $?/ (?od. / shall assuredly do:^
,

'
' x xx iLxsx

and is prefixed to the pret. also, as ^JXI &U U J9y (?oc?,

. JAXX x

Ae lied or Aas /ted and J>Jf u>ila. [575, 577] ; but is more
^ x xxx Axx Jb^ x

often prefixed to it with jS
,
as FfL &ti &1) ! . By God,

assuredly he did go, or has gone, forth (M). The reg. of

an op. conjoined with the J of the oath must be posterior
JO

A

[to the op. (DM)]; but in c^ U (JJ! %lljl/f t tj
'

Sx ^XA| ,AXX ^
tf

*

~
- C^' ^^*J XIX. 67. ^wd ?wa^ faiM, What! when

i

/ oi dead, shall I be brought forth alive f 1.31 is an

adv. to
C>=U ,

the adv. being allowed to precede the J
of the oath only because of the latitude taken by them
in the acto.

t [498]; another instance of which [precedence
6f the adv. because of latitude (DM)] is



X A X X / X A$ s / / f 01* A / * A /

* U

Ax x

[by AlA'sha, Two-foster-brethren ( J***) being a rf. *. to

iLaJi
j ^J-xJl

in the preceding verse in 507) of suck-

' n, '

ling, of a breast (^ being a subst. for ^)ofa mother,

that have sworn one to the other in a dark, black
(nighf)^

We will not ever (206) part" (DM)], the neg.
*

having the first place in the correl of the oath [547].

Suppression
of the J of ^ is good with length [of

interval between the oath and correl. (DM)], as XCI

[(433), the correl. of the oath in XCI. 1. (538) (B)];

Sxx^/

but suppression
of the J of^ is peculiar

to po

license, as in the saying of 'Amir Ibn AtTufail

6 A'

[And the slain (by the hand) of Hurra (assuredly)
I

vill avenge; for verily he u unavenged, and *rOf

(retaliation for the blood of) your brother has not I

S0ught,i.e. rfy

601. The subsidiary J is prefixed mostly to
,! ;

and sometimes to another [cond.
instrument (DM)], M

'"

62
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[
Whenever thou art good, good shall assuredly be decreed

to thee ; and thou shalt assuredly be recompensed, when

thou art recompensed, handsomely (Jsh)J: and, according
x ui M^ x x A!I>^ x x Ax

to this, it is better that in ^^ I

.J&fc*
&M I ^' ^t

/ i iu x * $>x A*/*< X fi* X* x x A A.P tt\sn xx

U > *=*
j c^ *

xx

III. 75. the J [in
U (K, B)] should not

*r x

be subsidiary [to the oath (B) on the ground that

the taking of the covenant is in the sense of requiring to

X

swear (K, B)], U being cond.
t
And when God took the

covenant of the Prophets, saying, Whatever Scripture and

wisdom 1 give you, and afterwards an Apostle verifying

what is with you cometh unto you, ye shall surely believe

in, [because that would entail the attribution of a

X

rare usage to the Kur'au (DM)] but inceptive, U

bring conjunct, [i. e. Assuredly that Scripture and wisdom

which I have given you, and which afterwards an Apostle

hath come unto you verifying, ye &hall surely believe
* * X X x fitf Ax/w x

in, since, r
^*- U being i. q. j,JuJf

U
, it is as though

*/ tux* 5 .Px A-P/-wxx * * ft Ax Sx

4.J
jv^o* Jj-; f**'

l*; *jr**V! ,5^ were said (K),l
X x-

because this is an attribution of the most frequent usage.
A

The strangest word that it is prefixed to is 3!
, [because

A

o< isnotconrf.(DM)J; and that [prefixion] is on account
* * A A

of the resemblance of 31 to .( [in letter, which U
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obtious, and sense, inasmuch as condition is in the

sense of cause (DM)] : IJ cites

.A,A*S Ax

[by an Arab of the desert, addressing his wife, She hat

become angry with me because 1 have drunk wine at the

price of a fleece. Then, (by God,) since thou hast become

angry, twill assuredly drink wine at the price of a ma/e

lamb (DM)] ;
and it is like the prefixion of the uJ in JU

r * '
tt

'

AII t 'i t 'V \n\T i o
I tj,i. i_X*J^ /!fc>4'*'x ' )

J
^i r AAIV. 15.

TvLfl, since 'they have not brought the

witnesses,^

tho*e

before
God are the liars, & being assimilated to ^ so

that the cJ is prefixed
after it, as it is prefixed in the

correl. of the condition [419, 587]. The subsidiary ,

3is sometimes suppressed, notwithstanding^
the oath

is supplied
before the condition, as {>?*** Jj>

VI. 121. [And, (by God,) if ye o

f tVio rftnd 4! ,
because the

of a supplied oath, not of

v /\n i^ OPCUITS 3<S COTi \sv "^
1 %^r\ini T1HL 1)1*0$ * vV lid-* m

saying
tha

conditioa

and that the nominal prop,
if ^ e ^^ .....

by subaudition of the ,
as

[419,587],
is refuted, because that [suppress of,he >
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u? from the nominal prop, occurring as correL of the

Ax A X

condition (DM)] is peculiar to poetry; and as J
^f y

f % S XX A.0A .Px X X w^3 al u XXX /ft/ MX .P X A X

V. 77. [^/zd, (&y GW,) z/* they desist notfrom what they

say, a grievous chastisement shall assuredly befall those

S/A / AX A xx

of them that have disbelieved, i. e. \y&M. J
t<fij , meaning

^Jj Jti Hlf/ (DM)], this [
~+*i (DM)] being a correl.

X X

only of the [supplied (DM)] oath, [not of the condi-

tion, because the correl. of the condition is not conjoined

with the J ,
nor corroborated by the

.^ (DM)] ;
and as

x x A^ x SX.PXX xAx ftxx xx A A x Ax Ax
-. ^^^ U.*^ UJ ^i5 J

fj VII. 22.
x x '

"^
Gorf,) unless Thou forgive us, and have

mercy upon us, we shall assuredly be of the lost (DM)],
X x A^J x A .* Ax A/x A A x S x

contrary to .j-t

49. ,4ftc?, unless [585] Thouforgive me, and have mercy
A J*

wpOTi me, 7 5^a// be one o/ ^Ae ?05^, [ S\ being the correL

of the condition, not of a suppressed oath (DM)], The

J is not subsidiary in

xxSxx xA 5 r<3 xx* x

ur

AxAxx x A

[by Dhu -rRumma, JJT Me it-or/d 6e /or me, as 1 see,

hardships from (longing for) Mayya, assuredly death

wi(l be easier (Jsh)],
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xAw t x x > A /

jfr* ajuJf .L,; ; .,1% X x~ V *

^o/c? /o-</oy (about me) be true,

I willfast in the day of midsummer, exposing myself to

the sun (DM)], and

A x x A xA^ 2 x xAx A fif

XX,*

[by 'Urnar Ibn Abi Rabl'a alMakhzuml, Tarr^ a

wzVA Zainab : verily the separation has drawn near.

Short will be the stay, ifthe journey be to-morrow ( Jsh)] :

but in all of that is red, [599], in the two first [verses]

because the condition receives the correl., in the 1st verse

through the [nominal (DM)] prop, conjoined with the

cJ
, [the J being inceptive (DM),] and in the 2nd verse

through the apocopated v., whereas, if the J were sub-

sidiary, only the oath would receive the correl., [and its

correL is not conjoined with the tJ
,
nor apocopated

(DM)] ; and in the 3rd because the correl. [constructively

*\f*\ J> (DM)] is suppressed, being indicated by what

precedes ^ ,
so that, if a supplied oath were there, [and

its correL were suppressed
because indicated by what

preceded it (DM),] catachresis would be entailed through

suppression of two correls. (ML).
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Ax xA/

602. The J of the correl. of y [591] and

[574] is in such as XXI. 22. [90] and &Uf J*a* Vy ^

X x A "' .* A/^XV *fsH xx A *Ax x

ALojySJj *Xx.jJ5
1/

&^*-^); f*k IV. 85. -4/zd, if the grace

of God had not been upon you, and His mercy, ye would

have followed the devil : and is prefixed to strengthen

the connection of one of the two props, with the other
;

but may be suppressed, as LVI. 69. [591]. And the

Ax

correl. may be entirely suppressed [590], whence ^ ^
9 , A^O A xui . *~A*

JUM &f c^^- t^!^ XIII. 30. And, if by a

Me mountains were to be moved, [i.
e.

XX XX /JA-fA-'O / I xA/A$A

tV would be this Rur'an, like J**A.

UAla.
iCo.y LIX. 21. //*XX X

5ewc? c?ow/z #Ai* Kuran upon a mountain, thou

wouldst see it quailing, splitting from awe of God, or,

-Px XX

as is said, & JJA*!
U ^Aey would not believe in it, like

VI. 111. (585) (K),] and XI. 82. [418. A.] (M), i. e.

AJ.PA xxx

I should repel you (B).

603. The J op. of the opoc. [419] is the J

applied to denote requisition. Its vowel is Kasr, hut

Sulaim pronounce it with Fatlj : and it is made quiescent

[670] after the and uJ oftener than mobile, as

x A xAx

II. 182. y/ieTi /ejf Mem

when I summon them to belief and obedience, and
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let them believe in Me-, and is sometimes made quies-
uif f A xA MS

cent after
,
as \y&$ XXII. 30. Then let themfulfil

in the reading of the KK, Kn, and Bz, which contains a

refutation of those who say that this is peculiar to poetry.

There is no difference, as regards the fact that the requi-

sitive J necessarily involves apocopation, between the

requisition's being a command, as in LXV. 7. [419], and

its being a. prayer, as in XLIII. 77. [419] ;
or entreaty,

/ / $ / A/Ax

as in your saying to your equal jiiT ^Ui J*aJ ,e such
/

a one do such a thing, when you do not mean to assume

superiority over him : and similarly if the J be excluded

from requisition to denote something else, like the J by

which, together with the v. accompanied by it, enuncia-

ui / .* I A ^ .Px A.PA xAx x/55<^ x x A x

tion is meant, as to* "^ ** oj^l* &!LaJf ^ ^[f

XIX. 76. Whosoever is in error, let the Compassionate

prolong for him his life and XXIX. 11. [below], i. e.

5^ xx ^Ax^Ax x

o*^ will prolong and J-^ [ ^; (DM)] j anrf we
l\fl\/ftf /fi / A X X

will bear', or intimidation, as y**y* -^ ^^ XVIII. 28.

And, whoso willeth, let him disbelieve. When the nom.

of the v. of requisition
is an ag. of the 2nd pers., the

J is mostly dispensed with through the sufficiency of

A xA A-" A "*

the mood J^l ,
as f and o^l [below] : but the J

is necessary [429] if the quality of ag. be absent, as

J^-l^ 'jxXJ
Be thou occupied with my want-, or the

'

2nd ?*. as

$ AX A,X '*'.

J
or both

>
as *
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I A,

j
o-jj

Let Zaid be occupied with my want. Pre-

fizion of the J to the v. of the 1st pers., however, ii

rare, [because the speaker does not command himself

(DM),] whether the 1st pers. be sing., as in the Prophet's'
A f

saying J3 J*e& \y*f Stand ye, and let me pray for
/

you-, or pi., as in

xxx A

XXIX. 11. And they that disbe-
X

that believe. Follow ye our way, and let

us bear [above] your sins: and rarer still is its prefixion

to the v. of the ag. of the 2nd pers., as in the reading
A. xx * . x

of X. 59. [430] and the tradition
r
&Ua.

f^JcLUI 7fcfo
X

j/e 3/07/7- ranks. Sometimes the ,J is suppressed in poe-

try, while its government remains, as

i x ~xx w A x A x xx

~~j 1U

X xA AXA

. /" iiJ (j y
X XXX X

[^wrf reckon thou not on my part my remaining and my

period of life to be long ; but let there be (for me) a

portion of good Jrom thee (Jsh)] and ^\ uS*-* [408],
A* X Ax

i. e. d and \&S : but Mb disallows suppression of
X XX

the J and retention of its government even in poetry;

and, [though silent as to the 1st verse (DM),] says on

verse that its author is not known, while it may
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be a prayer in the form of enunciation, shall ransom, [in

which case it is an ind. (DM),] the J being elided for

lightening, and the Kasra held sufficient without it
; and

says on

x A J A x t

M+^ U
&*0yuJf ^sa-*! JJu

x A / Ax A$ A xA^e > > A x/'

[by Mutammim Ibn Nuwaira alYarbu'i, For the like of

the companions of AlBa'uda (a water belonging to the

Banii Asad) then scratch thou (woe be to thee!) the ball

of the cheek; or let him that weeps weep (Jah), which
Ax

is orig., according to the majority, i-X^f (DM),] that
X X

though bad, [inasmuch as it apparently contains a sup-

pression of the imp. J (DM),] it is allowable, because

A Ax
it is a coupling to the sense, since ^^ and ^A3a>lXXX / / f

are synonymous. This, however, which Mb disallows in

A t

poetry, Ks allows in prose, but on condition that J> [i.
e.

f AxA

a requisition from the crude form of Jy^! (DM)] precede ;

and holds S %Uaff fJ^i lj**f^ ( &**"* XIV. 36.
'

- X
'

' / "

Say thou to My servants, who have believed, Let them

X t *

perform prayer to be a case of it, i. e. ls>j*6^
: while IM

agrees with him
;
and adds that it occurs, though rarely,

in prose after enunciatory saying, as

x*xx x *Ax MX A XA

^U
63 ft
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{by Manzur Ibu Habta alAsadl, / said to a door-keeper,

near whom was her house, Allow thou (me to enter), fo

verily I am her father-in-law and her neighbour (Jsh)],

A XX
i. e.

^olAJ ,
the J being suppressed, and the aoristic

X

letter pronounced with Kasr [404], and the suppressioi

says he, not being a poetic license, since the poet might
A x

have said .o^! . The KK and Akh assert that the
X

of requisition is perpetually suppressed [431] in such as

A* A tkS A.Px A f Ax

.9 and o.$! [above], the o./. being JJ and uSsuUJ
,
am

X X

the J being then suppressed for lightening, and followed

by the aoristic letter ;
and I profess their doctrine :

[while, according to this, the v. is either pret. or aor.

only (DM)].

604. The import of the J of inception is (T

to corroborate the purport of the prop., for which reasoi

they depose it in the cat. of ^1 from the head of th<

prop, from dislike of beginning the sentence with twc

corrobs. [521]; (2) to make the aor. apure present [404]

So say most: while IM objects against the 2nd the text

x x *rO xA/ A* xA x f> A xx X Sx uj x

*^fM fjd *$i# f^
30^ -&; A(. XVI. 125. And verily

' '
$

thy Lord shall judge between them on the day of resur-

rection and XII. 13. [404], since, the taking away being
* A x

future, if ^^i were a present, the act [grieving (DM)]

fc

would precede its ag. [that ye take him away renderable
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by the inf. n. (DM)] in existence, notwithstanding that

it is its effect; but the reply is that the judgment [in

the 1st text (DM)], being inevitably about to occur on

that day, is considered as present, witnessed, doth judge,
* * ,

and that the full phrase [in the 2nd text (DM)] is o*o>

<w A

jj! ! (the intention of} your taking him away griev-

eth me, the intention being present. It is prefixed by

common consent in two positions, (1) to the inch., as

&A$^ o-j JuU LIX. 13. Assuredly ye are more terrible:

(2) after J [521], in which cat. it is prefixed to (a)

three things by common consent, (a) the n., [vid. the

* / f / z

pred. of J posterior to its sub. (DM),] as *-+'~l ^) ^**' f x~

/UjJf XIV. 4L Verily my Lord is quick to hear prayer,
' t*/f a

for its sub. posterior to the pred., as ! J->>J J ^! ,
or a

'
i

distinctive pron., as III. 55. (166) (DM)]; (6) the aor.,

because of its resemblance to the n. [575], as XVI. 125.;

(c) the odtf., [because ^tf ,
which is a n.

y
is supplied

before the adv., so that the J is as it were prefixed

/ St t f ' '

to the n. (DM),] as^ J1^ J^^ LXVI

^nd rm'/y thou art of a great nature: (b) three things
A < / XX ** s Z

with dissent, (a) the aplastic pret.,
as jt L$

-*^
1^.; ^

^ or J.1)T^, saidby Akh, because the aplastic

[v. (DM)] resembles the n. [in unconjugubility (575)
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Ax 8

(DM)]; (b) the [plastic] pret. conjoined with jJ, as
^1

x x A xx f A X

jG>
(jJU

fj-ij ,
said by the majority, because the pret., being

A x

approximated by &* to the present, resembles the aor.,

which resembles the n. [575] ; (c) the plasticpret. divested

Ax X X x # Ax C

of jS
, [as r

&J
t^.j ^1 (DM),] allowed by Ks and Hsh

Ax *

by subaudition of [577]. And its prefixion otherwise

2

than in the cat. of J to two things is disputed, (1) the
t $ Ax $-Xx

prepos. enunc. of the inch., as o^ f3lJ [below], impliedly
Ax ^ Jxx

allowed by many: (2) the [aor. (DM)] r., as
joj r^LJ ,

allowed by TM, Mlk, and others
;
while Mlk adds the

x_Px*x * ' * xAx
aplastic pret., as 4**i W^ U .r**^ V. 67. [Assuredly

most evil was it as a thing that they were wont to do (471)
A x

(B)]; and some the plastic conjoined with L>, as

XXXIII. 15. [97] and *\ &^!; uj~jj J 'tf *J%
" $ '

XII. 7. Assuredly there were in the story of Joseph and

his brethren signs, while AH says that the J in II. 61.

[.">75] is the J of inception importing the sense of cor-

roboration, and that a supplied oath may be before it, [in

which case it is the J of the oath (DM),] or not, [in

which case it is inceptive (DM)]. The J of inception
X

is also prefixed (1) to the neg. I*
,
because treated ia

letter like the* conjunct U, which occurs as a
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li

JU

[Assuredly I have not neglected to thank thee; then

choose me for thine own. For how (thall 1 not thank

thee) when from thy bounty is the bulk of my property ?

(Jsh)], this being treated in letter like

Assuredly what thou dost is good: (2; [to the enunc.
S A xx

(DMj] after ^1 i. q. ^ , because of its resemblance in

m

letter to the corrob. ^ ,
said by some on the reading

of XX. 66. [556]. The J of inception has the quality

of priority: and therefore it suspends the op. in such as
? / A 9 Axx J A /

jliai^ uv.y c^U* [445] ; and prevents the ace. from
' * <

being put by distraction in such as &y I UU jo ;
, anc|

the enunc. from preceding it in such as J6 o^y ,
and the

inch, in such as t>i; ^ [above]: but it baa not the

quality of priority, [so as to be itself prepos. (DM),] in

the cat. of ^f ,
because there it is postponed from prece-

i

dence [521], for which reason it is named deposed. The

reg. of an op. conjoined with the J of inception m

be posterior [to the op. }
a !;** ^)^ i**i) ^ not

/

xx ^ A X xxx^AxS .

(DM)]. In ffl
la-; ^f [577] or C,- >
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Verily Zaid, by God, did, or shall, stand the J is the

A x

correl. of a supplied oath, [because of the absence of ^
and presence of the ^ (DM),] not the J of inception;

J> A /

so that, when e^*k for example is prefixed to the prop.
x .,n m "

[
N

c)' (DM)], the Hamza of ^f is pronounced with

Fath, [because the J of the oath in such a place does

not suspend, since the oath and its correl. are in the posi-
2 2

tion of a nom., pred. of ^J ,
while ^1

and its two regs.

supply the place of the two objs. (DM)]: but, if

you say ^ <sti
, they say that it is the J of inception

[575], in which case the Hamza must be pronounced

with Kasr [518]; while in my opinion both matters are

admissible.

605. When ^1 is contracted, as II. 138. [525]
l

and LXXXVI. 4. [525], the J [inseparable from it

(DM)] is, (1) according to Sand the majority, the J of

inception, which, besides its importing corroboration of

the relation and making the aor. a pure present [604],
A

imports distinction between the contracted ^t and neg.

^ ,
and for this reason (a) becomes necessary after

*

having been allowable, unless indeed the intention of

affirmation be [otherwise] indicated, [in which case it is

not necessary (DM),] as in the reading of Abu Eajd

f'lmran Ibn Taiin al'Utaridi (ID)] in XLIII. 34. [525]

,
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- ~ , , , t

with Kasr of the J ,
i. e. ^JJJ , [i.

e. p\ U* JD
/ , c c '

belongeth to what is the furniture $c. (K, DM),] and

tf Ax > AX

Ax Ax Ax

XX x

t
* ** (I

[ Verily I should have been ending my time on the day of

your departure, if you had not favored me with a promise

not a farewell (Jsh)J ; (b) must be omitted with negation
A

of the enunc. or pred., [because ^t then does not appear

to be neg., since negation of negation is rare (DM,),] as

XX /AXXUJX A<0

e>
!

'*

XX XX AXAX Ax / * Ax
-t^^ J

yt> .|^
^

hidden from a possessor of perspi-

cacity, even if it lack not the contradiction of a bigot

(Jsh)] : (2) as F, IJ, and many assert, a J other than

the J of inception, which is imported for distinction, F's

argument being that it is prefixed to the plastic pret., as

J.UJ j.^ ^1 ,
and to the ace. posterior

to its governing

v., as VII/IOO. [525], neither of which is allowable with

[the J of inception after] the uncontracted [^ J
.

The KK, however, assert that the J is in all such cases

i. q. ft, and that the ^ before it is neg.y and

*
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cite, as evidence that the J occurs as an exceptive, the

saying

, t ,*l A / $ /* // 5 /Ax * x $ /* :

1?!
U * ^* a*; UJo b!

r ..,
*"7

' V *x

[^6#w 7m* become humble after his glory ; nor is Abeln

auo-ht but one of foreign unbelievers of negroes (Jsh)]:

and, according to their doctrine, [the saying of the Prophet
Ax

(IA)] UUtJ oJLT ^f
U-U* o^ ^e rfiW A:;zo^, thou wast

' z
'

not aught but, or veri/y ^Aow wast, or /ia (/Ae ca^e was

this,) Mow was/, a believer is to be said with Kasr of
A

the Hamza, because [the Hamza of] the neg.
| .^1 J

*

is always pronounced with Kasr; and so too according

to the doctrine of S, because the
,J of inception sus-

pends the op. from governing [445, 518] ;
whereas

according to the doctrine of F and IJ the Haniza is to

be pronounced with Path (ML).
Ax / A/

606. The J governing the gen. is in J^y JUf
X A -* X f\ *

[504] and ^y-*^ i_X^ / cawe to thee in order (that)
' * ' *

thou mightst honor me, because the v. governed in the
A f

subj. by subaudition of ^ [411, 599] is renderable by
X XA

the inf. n. governed in the gen., i. e. L-CifyJ/ (M).



CHAPTER XXII.

THE QUIESCENT , OF FEMININIZATION.

607. It is the & [affixed to the endings of pret.
A *s r

.,
as (Z)] in et-^o , [which is introduced (M)] to

notify from the very first that the ag. is fern. (M, Z).

It is affixed to the pret. to denote the femininigation of

the subject (IH), whether ag. or pro-ag. [21, 161] (Jm).

The affixion of the sign of femminization to the attribute,

notwithstanding that the fern, is the subject, not the

attribute, is allowable only because of the attachment

between the #., which is the original form of attribute,

and the ag., in respect of the v.'s needing the ag. and of

the ao-.'s being like one of the parts of the 0., so that

*/ /

the J in such as \s^t^ [161] is made quiescent in order

that four mobiles may not succeed one another in what

is like one word [20], and you even see the ag. occur

s Ay

between the v. and its inflection in such as ^.^ [405],
f t

*?j^J>,
and ^^ [402, 161]. The feniininization

of the v. on account of the femininization of its ag. is

therefore like the dualization and plural ization of the ag.

on account of the repetition
of the v. twice or oftener,

t/ / ** *
f * f

as in the saying of Altfajjaj
*"* l?r* vT^ <*

* ** A

guard, smite, smite hit neck, i.e. ^>^ J VV^ and m
' ' '

64
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A A

XXIII. 101. [598], i.e. .<***;! .c**^! ^*^ resfore
f X XX XX

TViOM me, restore Thou me, restore Thou me. This ct>

is quiescent, contrary to the 8 of the w. [263], because,

the n. being orig. ?'/?., and the t?. orig. uninfl., it is inti-

mated from the very first by the quiescence of this ^

that what it is affixed to is v.ninfl., because it is like the

last letter of what it is affixed to, and by the mobility

of that & that what it follows is fw/fc., the proof that it

is like the J of the word being the resting of the

inflection upon it in such as &J [18] (R). But the c^
# *

is mobilized with Kasr upon meeting a quiescent (Z).

The verbal & being orig. quiescent, the J elided [in

Ax/ Ax/

et^.4 \ and >*>)* ] because of the two quiescents [the t

XXX XX X

and ut> ] is not restored in U*j and G^* , because,

though the va> becomes mobile on account of the f after

it, and, this ! being like part of the word, the vowel is

with respect to it quasi-inseparable, still, the ct being orig.

quiescent, the vowel upon it is like no vowel : but there

occurs a weak dial, that takes the vowel of the ct into

account, because the ! is like part of the word, so that

X XX x XX XX

they say CU^ and GJ;^ ; though they do not say t*jU^
A/V*

8|jJ| ,
because the vowel is on account of a detached

word that is not like part of what is before it, since the

explicit n. is no^ like the pron. in attachment



CHAPTER XXIII

THE TANWIN.

608. It is an aug. quiescent ^ that is affixed to

the final otherwise than for corroboration : so that the ^
4

* ' * '

of **a. is excluded, because it is rad.\ the ^ of ^.y^ ,

^
$

' /A* // / A

because it is mobile; the ^ of >~*A* and

because it is not final; and the ^ of W^i) XCVI.

[153], because it is corrob. [610, 649]. It is of fivo

kinds, (1) the Tanwin [indicative (DM)] of complete

declension, which is the one affixed to the triptote infi.

n. to make known that it retains its o.f. [18], not resem-

bling the p.,
so as to be uninft. [159], nor the .,

so as to

be diptote[17];
and is also named the Tanwin of perfect

declinability and the Tanwin of triptote declension: and

that is as in ft', X'- and JU, = (2) the T^I

[indicative (DM>] of indeterminateness, which is tl.e

one affixed to some unwfl. . to distmgu.sh 1

their det. and their Met.; and occurs by hearsay m the

ca, of the verbal ,
as ^ [198], ^ ,

and ^ ;
and

regularly
in the proper

name ending in as

. ii vTWrtn of complete
s.on not a
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of indeterminateness, as some students imagine, [since

the indeterminateness is realized without the Tanwln
$ *x

(DM)J; and therefore, if you named a man J-^, that

very Tanwln would remain notwithstanding the cessation

of the indeterminateness: (3) the Tanwln of correspon-
$ x A

dence, which is the one affixed to such as

being put in correspondence with the ^ in .

[because the pi. fern, is a deriv. of the pi. masc. (DM)]:

(4) the Tanwln of compensation, which is the one affixed

X *

as a compensation for (a) a letter, (a) rod., as in ;!^
XX t>

and j*f^ ,
in which it is a compensation for the [elided

$ x A x

(DM)] ^ [18]; (b) aug., as in J^. Stones, the Tan-
* x '

win of which is a compensation for the ! of JoU^. ,
as

X

IM says: (b) apo^. (a) single term, which is the Tanwln
t $ Ax

of Jf and ji when they are cut off from prothesis

[128], as XXV. 41. [62] and II. 254. [507], [i.e. J/
..'/"

A *' "
&i>U* every (nation) and

r$-a
J* to some (of them}

* ' xx s"

(DM)]; (b) prop., which is the Tanwln affixed to M
\.' ' '*' ' ' f~Sm *0 Z, , tk,0, t

in the like of &Ai>! ot* ^u*J J c^i^l LIX. 16.
x '

/Ae Aeai'CTZ */m// 6e riven ; for it on that day shall

be fragile orig.'Lj
. r*

""

day when (it shall be riven) shall befragile, the pott. prop.
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being afterwards suppressed because known, the Tanwln

put as a compensation for
it, and the 3 pronounced with

A

Kasr because of the two quiescents, [since ol is uninfl.

upon quiescence, and the Tauwln is a quiescent ^
(DM)]: (5) the Tanwin of quavering, which is the one

affixed to the unbound rhymes, [i. e. those whose final

is a letter of unbinding, i. e. prolongation (DM),] as a

substitute for the letter of unbinding, vid. the \
,

.
,
and

e
,
in the recitation of the Banu Tamim

;
and apparently

is said by the GG to be a Tanwin productive of quaver-

ing, while IY distinctly states that; whereas what S

and other critical judges distinctly state is that it is put

to discontinue the quavering, and that the quavering

is produced by the letters of unbinding, because they

admit of prolongation of the sound in them, so that,

when the Banu Tamim recite, and do not quaver, they

put the Tanwin instead of them: and this Tanwin is not

peculiar to the n. [2], as is proved by

eJ*
z

' ' '

[by Jarir, Lessen thou the blame, upbraiding woman,

and the reproof; and say thou, if I do well in my loving

her,
"
By God, assuredly he has done weir (J)] and

A , *'t,, , ' *"_
"

,a> $* UJt^jj Jy W
u)

x
& ?

,

[577]. Akh and the Prosodians add a 6th Tanwin, and

name it hypercatalectic,
which is the one affixed to the

final of the bound rhymes, [i.
e. those whose final -is not
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X A<A^ ,,

one of the letters of unbinding (DM),] as in
JjU*l/f

JG
;

' XX

^\ [505] ;
and is named hypercatalectic because it trail-

*- A, /A sn

scends the limit of the metre, [the o, /. being JjjJ^Jf
A /x A

and 'iaiJt with quiescence of the
Jj ,

the Tanwln then

added, and the
Jj pronounced with Kasr because of the

concurrence of two quiescents (J)]; and serves to dis-

tino-uish between pause and continuity, [so that, when

the poet puts it, he is known to pause, and not to continue

the Verse with what follows it, whereas, when he does not

put it,
he may be continuing or pausing (DM)]. Some

add a 7th Tanwln, vid. the Tauwlu of poetic license,

which is the one affixed to the diptote [18], as in

t*i -f xA xA^ xx A x xx

L-CM Cixlk

[by Imra alKais, And a day when I entered the littert

the litter of 'Unaiza, and she said, Woes be to thee !

Verily thou art making me go afoot (EM)] ;
and to tbe

r ifO f x x

voc. pronounced with Damin, as in
^JJ

&1J|
pUL* [48] :

and I hold their opinion in the case of the 2nd, but not

of the 1st, because the 1st is the Tanwln of complete

declension, since poetic license permits triptote declen-

sion [of the diptote ^DM)]; whereas the 2nd is not a

Tanwln of complete declension, because the n. is uninfl.

upon Damtn. And [some add] an 8th, which is the
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anomalous Tanwln, as in
LX*jS jV^a, Those [171] are

thy people transmitted by AZ
; and serves merely to

f/ A//

multiply the letter, as is said of the f of ^^^ [401,

497]. And IKhz mentions that the Tanwln is of 10

kinds, making the Tanwln of the voc. and the Tanwln

of triptote declension of the diptote each a distinct kind,

and saying
" the 10th is the Tanwln of imitation, as

when you name a man &AxJ l?U
5
since you imitate the

/ ^

expression used as a name ;" whereas this [saying of

his "since &c." (DM)] is an acknowledgment on his

part that it [i. e. the imitated Tanwln (DM)] is the

Tanwin of triptote declension, because that [Tanwln of

complete declension (DM)] which was before the naming

is imitated after it (ML).

609. The Tanwln is always quiescent unless it

meet another quiescent, and be therefore pronounced

with Kasr or Damm, as j^;f ^fi**)
XXXVIII. 40.

41. And torment. Stamp thou also read with Damm

[664] (M). And sometimes it is suppressed [because

of the concurrence of two quiescents (ML)], as

IMS
//

[by Abu -lAswad adDu'all, And 1 found him to be not

accepting reproof,
nor remembering God save a little

/ a ^ fix* f '* *!"* ' * A *

(Jsh)];
* 5 CXII. 1. 2.
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[160], God is the Lord [and jl$Uf JjU J.UJf 1/j

XXXVI. 40. (547)] being read (M, ML) with omission

, * X

of the Tanwln of >J^! and
*^l~

and with the ace. of

*t$Iff . And it is necessarily suppressed because of (1)
Ax " * '

prefixion of Jl ,
as J^l : (2) prothesis [110], as

,' A ' ' ' '

uX^ : (3) quasi-prothesis, as *$ JU U No property
* '

belonging to Zaid, when the J is not construed to be in-

f *

terpolated [101, 504]; for, if it be so construed, JU is

pre., [and the Tanwln is then suppressed because of pro-

thesis (DM)] : (4) the preventive of triptote declension

* X f

[17], as &*isl : (5) pause in any case but the ace. [497,
, ,

640]: (6) contiguity to the pron. [113, 163], as _O
;
L3

,

f

according to those who say that the pron. is not [in the

place of a gen. as (DM)] post., [but of an ace. as an obj.

(DM)]; while the saying [of YazJd Ibn Mukharram

alHarithl (Jsh)]

A % * A*

[170] ^4nd / know not (and my thought is every thought)

whether Sharahll will deliver me to my people is a poetic
* A t

license, [the ^ of ^iJ.~~ in (DM)] it being a . of pro-X X ^
tection [affixed. to the act. part, by poetic license (DM)],

.not a Tanwln, like [the ^ of J^\^\ in (DM)]
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U( ^S (+ L^lx*3f &) w Hi U:LL j^J' i3 iy /
X X X

[And the comer to me, in order that he may be given a

gift,
is not disappointed; for verily he has the likes of

what he was hoping for (Jsh)], since the Tanwln is not
Ax

combined with J* : (7) the w.'s being a proper name
A $ xA I *

qualified by <f\
or &^t by common consent, or \a**>

^ X X '

according to some of the Arabs, contiguous to it and

pre. to a proper name
;
while the saying [of AlAghlab

/- $X X

al'Ijli (IY)] M &i)(* [50] is a poetic license (ML).



CHAPTER XXIV

THE CORROBORATIVE

610. It is (1) dpuble, .[pronounced with Path,

j
because of its heaviness and the lightness of Fatha (R),f

except with the f (IH) of the du. and the t of the pi,

i. e. the I separating the ^
of the fern. pi. from the

double * (Jen); and with Kasr after the ! of the du,

at s A Ml xA A

and the I of separation, as ^.^ and ^ty^f, by
s f / t t S

assimilation to the ^ of inflection in the 00;-., which is

X Ax

pronounced with Kasr after the f (405), as ^>y**. (R,)] :

s s

(2) single (M, IH, IA, ML), quiescent (IH), because it is

uninfl., the o. f. in uninflectedness being quiescence (Jra):

x *> f f s/s s 2 x x A >x

and both are combined in ^UaM ^
\j**lj Uaa***J

XII. 32. J5<? shall assuredly be imprisoned, and shall

f Sr,t

surely be one of the abjects (1A, ML), the ^ of VfiJ)
# x A //

[497] being written in the Codex as an f
, [like

Ui*JJ

XCVI. 15. (B),] according to the predicament of pause

[614, 649] (K, B). They are both original, according

to the BB; but the KK say that the double is original,

[and the single a deriv. from it by elision (DM)]: and

their meaning \scorroboration; but, says KhI, corrobora-

tion by the double is more intensive (ML). The v.

corroborated by the ^ ,
if not immediately followed by
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the 1
, 5 ,

or
^5

of the pron., is uninfl. upon Fatfc [or

quiescence, whether the v. be sound or unsound), aa

^ A/ 5, A #A/ A-/* A* * A/ > /A A

^*. ^ ;
^ and y* jlXSf [and !/> ,j%**]. If an

of the du.
t 5

of the pi, or 6 of the 2nd pert. ring.

fern,
be attached to the v. corroborated by the ^ , (1)

when the 0, is sound, then what precedes the 1 , 5 ,
and

. is vocalized with Fath, Damm, and Kasr Fespectively ;

i3

and the pron. fe suppressed if it be a
j

<

remains if it be an I
,

as ^ j^ J^.} t [ll

]'
is elided because of the succession of

fterwards the ,
or 3 is suppressed

because
ofjhe

concurrence of two Descents,
so that it becomes^

and ;,^ ;
but the t is not suppressed,

because of >U

BghJ; so tUt it beco.es ;^; whO.^ P-

and Ka^aremai., indicating the, and 3= (2) win,.

the ..is unsound, then, (a)
if Us final be a, or ^ (a,

the, is attributed to the, or ^ [of

nouaced with

before the ,
or ,5

of

)r Kasr respectively,
as

1

^^
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Ax X JAX /

or .^v*^ and ,v or

and, when you affix the corrob. ^ to it, you do with it

what you do with the sound, so that you elide the ^
of the ind. and suppress the

^
or ^ of the pron., as

.P Ax Ax Ax A x

e,;
1^;

l

- or ^V and c>;*
; J* ^ *i or

wnen tne t? - is attributed to the ! [of the

,
its final is not elided; and the f [of the pron.]

remains, what precedes it being pronounced with a vowel
iv f S Ax Ay

homogeneous with the J ,
vid. the Fatha, as ^^ J&

X
in x x

or ,J**
:

(
D ) if *ne fina ^ be an !

, then, (a) if the z>.

X /

govern an ! in the nom., the I that is the final of the v.

or X X A

is converted into ^ and pronounced with Fath, as
^j^at-f

f
Ul X X A X Ax

and ^U* J J^: (6) ifthe v. govern a
^

or ^ in the worn.,

the f is elided, while the Fatha that preceded it remains;

and the
^

or ^ is pronounced with Damm or Kasr
3 X A *3 X ^AX X MS A^O ^A

respectively, as ^j-^f c)^^3 ^

the corrob. ^ is affixed to it. When the v.

attributed to the ^ of the fern. pi. is corroborated

by the corrob. ^ ,
the ^ of the fern. pi. must be sepa-

rated from the corrob. ^ by the f
,
from dislike to the

a xA A

succession of likes, as ^^/^J [497] (IA). The single
f X

occurs in all the positions of the double, except in the v.

z A

%of the dU. and fern. pi. (M). You say [ ^>)<*\
and



A e
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^^1 : and (M) in the du. and fern. pi. (IH)] ^U^jf
X x

and
^Ue^f [497, 614] (M, IH); but not ^0 Jl and
'

* /

A xA A

J^'r*l , except according to Y (M), the single [
.

(Jm)] not being affixed to them (IH), i.e. to the du. and

fe?n.pl., because an irregular concurrence of two quies-

cents [663] would be entailed (R, Jm). But Y and

the KK allow the single ^ to be affixed to the du. and

fern. pi. : and afterwards, according to them, the ^ either

remains quiescent, which is the
[pronunciation] trans-

mitted from Y, because the ! before it is like a vowel on

account of the prolongation in it, like the reading of

Nafi' in VI. 163. [129], the reading of Abu 'Amr
^Ujfj

LXV. 4. [29, 176], and the saying JbJ\ USJbl ^Ju/f
' / f

The two rings of the belly-girth met [228, 663] ;
or is

mobilized with Kasr because of the two quiescents, [by

assimilation to the ^ of the du. (K),] to which [pro-

nunciation] the reading X. 89. [80] and do not follow

with the single ^ is attributed (R).

611. They are peculiar to the v. [402], the

saying ^l5f [612] being a poetic license made

permissible by the resemblance of the qual. [i.e. the act.

part. (DM)] to the [aor. (DM)] v. (ML). Only the

future v. that contains the sense of requisition is [in

most cases] corroborated by them (M). The imp. is

corroborated .by them unrestrictedly, even if it bo prd



x x Ax ASx A fit

catory, us ^M &.L?~, ^W) [498] ; except J.x*t in
X X X

wonder, because its sense is like that of the pret. v.

~ A x

[612], }\ )*>& [^77] being anomalous: and the aor. if
X

it be future, necessarily [613] in such as XXI. 58. [438],-

nearly necessarily after Ul in such as VIII. 60. [565];
# x xi/^> !M x A x x x~

allowably, often, after requisition, as U^ &W! x**A3a^
l/^

x x

XIV. 43. And do not thou account God to be heedless;

/~ X A X

and seldom in some positions, as jj\ &o ^

(ML).

612. The pre is not corroborated by them,

[unrestrictedly, the saying

A x Ax

; ;
J **

X X X X

{Everlasting be thy good fortune if thou take pity upon

a thrall thai, iftwere, not for thee, would not be inclin-

ing to fondness! (Jsh)j being anomalous, but facilitated

A xA x x A x X A -P

by its being i. q. J;*M (ML), i. e. lfi>a*~ b
j.0 ,

or rather,
A xA/ XX

sftys Dm, J-*^ , because, the ag. of
jlo being an

Ax A

explicit w., which J*^l does not govern in the no?n.

A * XX
(165), pO cannot take the place of

^fo here, contrary to

A ,

j.o^J (DM)]; uorthe [aor. if it be (ML)] present (M,

It, Ms>); nor [in most cases] what does not contain the
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sense of requisition (M). The corrob. ^ is most com.

monly affixed to a future [v.] containing the sense of

requisition, like command, prohibition, interrogation,

wish, and request] and is not affixed to the future [r.]

that is a mere enunciation, except after the prefixion of

1"
another corrob. to the v., like the J of the oath, as &U'j

/ bf * t 2 s * ft*

+i)<*V ,
and the red. U, as J>*& ^

,
in order that

^ '
^

this 1st may be subsidiary to, and notificatory of, the

affixion of the corrob. . The requisition is either a

requisition of the existence or non-existence of the art,

like command, prohibition, excitation, request, and vi$h
t

or a question as to the realization of the act, like inter-

*t SS A M XXAX S m / '*' *>' " *' '' / '*'

rogation, as
jJLof ,

WB J/
, J^& ^ , ^^Ui;

I/I
,

s

*!>, and l*^ JJt . And similar [as regards affixion

of the corrob. ^ ] are all the interrog. instruments,

whether ns. or ps., as

after Kinda wilt thou praise a tribe f (FA)]

xAx xx X X X X X

[And turn thou towards my kinsfolk and thy kinsfolk

X X X A X

thou shalt study (in full V*e(~* j )
our
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thou mayst see how we do (FA)]; and the enunciation
S x A xx iLi-<= x

headed by the corrob p., as ^f&f &Mf^ ;
and every cond.

'
, '

instrument followed by the red. U
,
whether suppressible,

- -" < - A r-*3 ^ ^i
Ml x x n X X U x X A x X XX wJXXAx/ " > u ' ^ UJ X / A X X uJ v

as in
^Ufl;

U|
, ^^ U ^X* , ^1*^.

U *fc! , ^^ U bl
,

A .p 2 x . x x /A

and ^T| ^^ ^^ ,
or inseparable from the cond. word,

x A x -PA x

as in U3I and UAX=* . The corrob. ^ is sometimes
^

"~

affixed in a case of choice to the correl. of the condition,

when the condition is such as it might be affixed to, as

XX Ax t/ X A* .PxXX ^A

&JU

[by AlKumait, And whatever Fazara wills from him he

iU give you; and whatever Fazara wills from him
A x x Ax

he will surely withhold, orig. j*>-*i (Jsh),] and

JC

[by {Kais Ibn 'Amr (ID)} anNajashl, Ye stood Jirm

with the Jirmness of the bamboo spear-shaft in the fray

lately: whenever good comes to thee it shall surely profit

(FA)]; but this is less frequent than its affixion to the

condition: and sometimes it is affixed to the condition
X

without precedence of U, as

x Ax x ff x Axx A x



f Whoso of them shall indeed be found shall not return

to his people ever, but I will inevitably slay him, bewute

(the 5 denoting causation) the slaughter of the Banu

Kutaiba will heal the heart from the distemper of wrath

(J)]. The ^ also occurs in a case of choice, but

seldom, after the future vs. that the red. U is prefixed

to otherwise than in condition, as i-Xu;J
U

j**? Witk

some eye shall I assuredly see thee.

[611] And from some thorn-tree will its offshoots agsur*

s x .*/ / x

edly spring up, J& ^ J-* Seldom indeed willtkou N
x x^x S ' '-'

* U UT Often indeed wilt ihou do, and jJyu Uj

/

its affixion with the U that is in the condition being

more frequent than with any other [u] only because

condition resembles prohibition
in apocopation [of the

*, t A xAf fZ

v.] and non-existence [of the act] ;
but

^

T5051 is a poetic license, and is good only because U

5 j> A //Ax

is redundantly added to v; ,
and j>j> [an incepti

sentence, since the ^ is not affixed to the d. ,. (SM),]

is in its annexure. The ^ occurs after the [.} nega-

tivedby , regularly, according
to U, when i.uiconli-

guous to the negatived,
because it then resembles [the

66 a
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;

've

of] proLibition, the text

* 5 x A A

&-tfLL JoU VIII. 25. And be ye ware of a sin the effect of 1 in IB

which shall assuredly not assail them of you that have '"

done wrong exclusively being cited by him as evidence
\

x

and sometimes when M is separated [from the negatived]
$ Ax M/ Ax uiii X

as ^3 L^y^- )^^^ ^ : ^u*' accordingto F, the
^j

doejXX X

not occur in a case of choice after negation, becaus

it is devoid of the sense of requisition, and divest*
X

of the corrob. U in the beginning (R). Corroboration of

X

the v. after U is allowable in prose and poetry, by com-

X

mon consent, if M be prohib., as XIV. 43. [611] and
A3.PX

^^J> [523]: and is peculiar to poetry, according

X

the majority, if V be neg., as

m

isitvt'

<W X A3.PX

x x A x

assuredly not be praised whi

Chirking the deed of the generous, even if he surpass

mankind in dignity] but is allowed in prose by IJ, IJ

x A-Px xx ff^(
and others on the apparent authority of U

^x^U** f J

u XXVII. 18. Enter ye [161]

dwellings: Solomon and his hosts shall assuredly

nol crush you and VIII. 25. (BS). S says that it is
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Ax

affixed after ^ [548], because assimilated to
s

IJ in respect of apocopation, as

x2xj> AJ xx # A x xx A/ Ax x * ,** A,
(+*** &**/' ^ l=A~ * Ulju J U ja%Jl f -y

x/ x x x

[by Abu Hayyan alFak'asI, TAe ignorant man, *o /ongr

as he knows not, accounts it (a mountain) to be a chief

upon his chair, turbaned (J, Jsh)]. It is sometimes

affixed to tbe aor. when devoid of all that we have men-
M X xAx X AC

tioned : S says that ^*^ is^f is allowable in poetic

license. And it is said to be affixed in a case of neces-

sity to the act. part., because assimilated to the aor., as

*

x A^x

[Tell thou me (orig. i^-l;' ), if she bring him delicate,

combed, and wearing striped garments, wilt thou indeed

say, Present ye the witnesses? (Jsh)] and

' *

[by Ru'ba (FA), would that I knew about you, (0 tribe

of) Hanlfa, whether ye will indeed be drawing swords af-

ter us ! ; and the act. part, is infl. with the corrob. ^ ,

because ns. are orig. infl. (DM)].

613. Out of these positions mentioned [612], the

c) (1) is inseparable from the aor. correl. of the oath
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when aff.,
as^^ &lMj , provided that a preceding

X X A^A .P A AlS-P A xx

>. do not depend upon it, as JU **1X5 .1 JU -ft.

A * JU *

sw 6lM HI. 152. And, by God, if ye die, or be

slain, assuredly Sfc. [75] ;
while the saying

A X x Ax J>x A x

[By God, if your tents have become too narrowfor you,

assuredly my Lord shall know that my tent is wider,
w x/A'x

orig. ^t*^*^ (FA),] is anomalous [614] according to the

BB : (2) is mostly affixed in command, prohibition, and
w

interrogation, and with Uf ; but, according to Zj, isinse-

parable with U!
, contrary to the opinion of others, ac-

cording to whom omission of the is good, as

[by AlA'sha, And, if thou see me when I ho&e short

hair, verily calamities have destroyed it, where the corrob.

^ is omitted after the cond. U! (FA)], though expres-
^

sion of it is more frequent (R).

614. The [double (DM)] corrob. . may be sup-

pressed in such as J**V [613] by poetic license, as

# X X &XX ^X XXAxx Axx
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(ML), by 'Abd Allah Ibn Rawiiha alAnsSrl, Then no,

by my father, assuredly we will undertake it (tin- n-nrlike

expedition],
all together, even though Arabs and Grtek*

x' >//

be in it, i. e. l^^ (Jsh). The single [corrob. ^
X

(IA)] is [necessarily (IA ? ML)] suppressed (M, IH, IA,

ML), (1) when met by a quiescent (M, R, IA, ML) n;

it (M, R), because of [the concurrence of (IA)] two

quiescents (IH, IA); and is not vocalized like the Tanwin

p> / xft^= / * '

[609] (M), as 11 >ftwM ^ * [537] (M, R, IA, ML),

i. e. \W ^
(M )

: (
2
)
in Pause [afteraDammaor Kasra

(IA, ML)], in which case what was elided [on account of

it (R, IA, ML) in continuity (R)] is restored (IH,

IA ML) to the v. paused upon (R), rid. the
,
or 3

f A

[610] (E, IA, DM), <) alone (R), as I^J ^1
(B)] ** ^> or ^< (R, IA,

ML) and^l or j ; (b)

Aether

with the

^

[of the ind.} after it,
as^ ji [6*9] or^

and^ ^ or ** for^ ji or^
and

"

'^ ji or^ (R) : while [in pause (B, IA)]

after a Fatha [its pr'edicament
is that of the TanwJn,

iTwl it is converted into. [640, C49] (IH, IA)lB8

Cyil'
for ^1 (B, IA). Its suppression

in other ca*

is

'

s^d by some to be a poetic license, *
......

*
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[by Tarafa, Do thou surely strike away from thee cares,

their comer by night, like thy striking with the sword the

Ax A

crest of the horse, orig. ^>)^\ (Jsh)] ;
and by others to

X X

occur sometimes in prose, as some explain the reading

of XCIV. 1. [548] (ML).

isa;

the

1

mi



CHAPTER XXV.

THE s OF SILENCE-

615. It is a * added at the end of the word

paused upon, (1) when its final is an I, and the word

\
' ' '

is a j, or radically uninfi. n., as u
,

13
,
and Ufc

, because

the I
, being a faint letter, is meant to be made plain,

and, when a quiescent 8 is put after it, prolongation of
**f ,A

the f is unavoidable : (a) in ns. decl., as ^*\ and .5^ ,

ss /

or accidentally unin/l., as ^ V
,

the 5 of silence is

hot added, either from fear of its being confounded with

the 8 of the post, pron., Whereas no radically uninfl.
A' A S/ /*

n. is pre. except 3 [225], ^oJ, and jjJ [205]; or

Ml
because the inflection is supplied in the I of ^\ ,

and
// *

the quasi-inflectional vowel in J& V
, and, as we shall

mention, the 8 is not affixed to the word vocalized with

an inflectional or quasi-inflectional ?owel, whereas in

s * f\

the I of such as Ii3> and V{&> the inflectional vowel is

not supplied, but, on the contrary, if a sound letter were

in the place of the ! ,
it would be vocalized with an

, , ~'*<

uninflectional vowel, as in
y*> , ^ ,

and *V$*
: (b)

this 8 is not affixed to a quiescent other than the f

mentioned, whether it be a
;

or j ,
as in j** and
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A x

^lifc ,
or something else, as in *T and >* ,

because

the \
, being fainter, is more in need of being made

plain ;
but it is affixed to the 1

, ^ ,
and ^ in la-

h/sS / A Sf/ff s A ss s

mentation, as SU1U
f^ , S^X^IU f

5 ,
and ft^C*!!* f

^ >

A x ~t-l\i~ rt -P ^Aw X
A ?A,

and in disapproval, asSt^lM, S^vA-l/l,
and &j^l/| ,

x / xx
because of your intention to increase the prolongation

of the sound in both cases: (2) when you pause upon a

Word vocalized in the final with a vowel neither inflec"

tional nor quasi-inflectional, [being then added] in order

to make that inseparable vowel plain, since, if the 8 were

not added, the vowel would drop off because of the

pause, whereas the inflectional vowel is not made plain

because it is accidental and speedily removable, as

A/Jx Ax x Ax A* AxJA.P MZ 9 Axxxx hZ.fr

v-O
,
&.i

,>
X X

AJ3x Aoix xA A .PAX X Ax xx

A Ax r* Ax A XA A X /\ X

&x>f
, &// ,

&c.
; but its introduc*

X X

tion in the word whose penultimate is quiescent is

stronger than in the word whose penultimate is mobile,

to the end that two quiescents may not be combined, [as

would be the case] if the final were made quiescent: (a)

they do not affix
it, however, to the ^ s in the five

paradigms [405], as *%*, BjJjJs, and &U*,Jj ,' ' ' XX

because the ^ , -being the sign of the ind., is like the

vowel: (b) some of the BB disallow &&te\
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ft*A / /

and &>r*> because of the liability [of the 8 ] to be con-

founded with the pron. of the inf. n. and in the case of

A^A x x

&i>y* with the direct obj. also; but this is of no account,

/\ t Axx A

because Khl transmits &3UM from the Arabs, and, if

^

ambiguity were a preventive, they would not saj

rt,.pA, A A3 AxAx ASxx ASxxA

&OJa*| ,
&>! ,

&*J
,
&1*J

,
and jL*Uf : (c) in some cases,

'

however, they use the ! in place of the 8
,
because of

x

its resemblance to the latter, vid. in Ul [161, 497, 648]

and %^ [191]= W they do not affix the 8 to the 6nl

of such as >,' ; il} <i, and
'

HA, because

the vowel of uniuflectedness, being accidental [159],

resembles the vowel of inflection: (e) similarly they do

not affix it to the final of the bare pret., because it is

vocalized only on account of its resemblance to the infl.,

[by reason of its occurrence in the place of the n, ..

t e . ^y* ,
aA- of the aor. also,

X

a (a) converted into a future (a) by
1O V / .fji > / / '

origination,
either prayer,

as in <

^ >f

tf.ee ' or command, as in 'All's saying lj*l

merc^/ w^ow ?/iee >
l

'. \ '\' *3 & Let a man prove
a match far

by enunciation respecting
futureg

the
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intention of predicating their occurrence decidedly, as

J ^bEu^f ^) VII. 42. And the inmates of Para-

shall call, the cause in both cases (a and /3) being

that the act, in respect of the speaker's meaning it to

occur decidedly, is as though it had occurred and passed;
x A

(y) when it is negatived by V or ^ in the correl. of the

t Axx x Jj^x -f Axx A

oath, as \~*&** M
&W(^ or c^J-** ^f ,

so that repetition
x c

X "

of M is not necessary, as it is in the case of the pret. retain-

ing its proper sense, whence ^1 rfrH&* M&M(547); (S)

A

by prefixion of the cond. J or what implies its sense
x

(419, 585); (e) by prefixion of the U acting as a substi-

tute for the pre. adv.,as JJ^ y$ I* (^71) and ut-^fcJ U
/ x

XI. 109. 5o /owg
1

a.? Me heavens shall endure,

I =3X3

A x X

beceuse of its implying the sense of ^f ,
i. e . e

* x A* * / *

*T
, though the pret. sometimes remains a past

with it, as *$* e>*o U fj^i f36** ks^xT. V. 117.xx. x * x

^rzrf 7 was a watcher over them so long as I conti-

nued to be among them: (b) either past or future, (a)

after the Hamza of equalization (581), as "ju' /f'

'

f A xx A X A.

^oS r
! uu^! Alike is it to me whether thou have stood

Xuu & a

or rt or stand or sit (539), and after UT and i*^xl
i

because t'ue three contain a tinge of condition
; (@) after
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tbe p. of excitation, when it is requisitive (573); (y)

when it is a conj. of a general conjunct, or an ep. of a

$ / A f t / yf i /

general indet., that is an inch., as J&;J &k
^'G! ^JJ! or

^ ft s * f '

;J] JG| JA.) JT He, or Ewerjf man,that has, or shall, come
' #

/o me s/m// Aave a dirham, because both contain a tinge of

condition (32) (R on the pret.)i] so that, its vowel being
A/ / /

[quasi-] inflectional, they do not say i;^ . When tbe

word is one whose J disappears in apocopation [40 1]

pause [645], then, if it remain unit., the 5 of silence

*' *

necessary, as 8; and S
,
because of the impoa

of pausing upon a mobile or beginning with a quies-

cent: whereas, if it be of more than one letter, as }-

L) ,
and sill ,

and ^ , ^ J ,
and^ "j

,

the 5 is not necessary ;
but it is more frequent

here than

in such as and^, because, when you do no.

or

is

put the , you make 'the 6nal of the word quiescent

after elision of a letter from it [644],
which is a catachre-

sis; while in such asM and A in your sayings f J

u\ If thou collect, IMl collect and * $ J V '*-

f
J >//

smrd ,
IshaU g~* H is morefrequent

than in & and

1 ,
because here, if the were quiescent,

the *

would be

and J and quiescence
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Arabs do not affix the 8 of silence to the word vocalized

in the final, except that which has something elided from
A.PA.P A A

its end, [like 8J*f
and &-;! ] ;

and do not pause upon
* s < --

/ uiSS S A/

that which has nothing elided
}

like U!
, J.*J , ct^f }

&c
.,

except with quiescence: and Y and IIU relate that some

of the Arabs also pause upon the word whose final is

AA.P AA

elided, like }*t
and ^t [644], with quiescence without

*

a 8 : but this, says S, is the rarer of the two dials.

s

Affixion of the S to the interrog. U whose f is elided

* * * "
after the prep., as p^i

and ^ [181], is more frequent

than its suppression : and in the U governed in the gen.
A s , A f Ax .PA

by prothesis, as &
/^aa*

and &* J [648], the 8 is
S f

f\S A

inseparable upon pause, as in
8; and &S> [above]. The

S

8 of silence is suppressed in continuous speech, like the

conj. Hamza [669], unless continuity be treated like
s s> s> r\, , A us ?r*

pause, as in 8^&. feJUdU, ^ ,_Xld LXIX. 29..30. My
* f

power hath perished from me. Take ye him when conti-

nuous.

616. It is properly quiescent, even if it occur

after the f, because combination of two quiescents is

admissible in pause : but he that expresses it in continuity

.after the 1, when treating continuity like pause [615],
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mobilizes it either with Damma by assimilating it to the

8 of the pron.j or with Kasra because of the two quies-

cents [664] ;
and

X* X

J\ li'

xA x X * x xA x x

X XXX

[fer >!jA* and ^li by poetic license, people, welcome

to the he-ass of ^Afrd! When he comes, I will en fer(a in

him with what he wills (AAz)] is related in both ways

(E).



CHAPTER XXVI.

THE i_r AND OF PAUSE.

617. It is a ji according to the Banu Tamim,
and a ^ according to Bakr, affixed to the u of the

of the

x X A X

fern, in pause, as J&+f\ and
j2X> ^^ , [with

x xx

the ^ ] dotted or undotted; and is named the
jfc

or j
X X A X

or ~~T (AA). The j- of the

t
which is in the dza/. of Bakr Ibn Wa'il, is the

^ affixed to the \^$ of the fern, in pause, since, if it

were not affixed, the u5"
, being quiescent, would be

liable to be confounded with the - of the masc.
;
and

they make omission of the *- in pause a sign of the

masc. : so that [with the fern., when they pause,] they
A jA/A$

say iA*jf I ; but, when they continue, they do not put

the j- , ^because the vowel of the u is then sufficient to

distinguish between the two ^ s. And a people of the

Arabs affix the j& to the L^ of the /em. in pause; but,

when they continue, suppress it: their object being the

same as in the affixion of the j . And many of Tamim

and Asad put a
jft

instead of the L^ of the fern, in

pause, as
A x A f AX A * / *x

Ax .PA/ xx .pA/X Ax/

&
-

^>*"^ ^ }
* ^

AxA/AH' ^ x Ax x Ax
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She laughs at me if she sees me hunting the lizard: anrf,

if I had hunted the lizard, I should have uncovered /////

vulva, a wide one wherein the burly gland of the psnis

is drowned, that also being for tbe object mentioned; and

sometimes continuity is treated like pause, as says the

poet [AlMajuun (D)]
x / A /

UblUf
_/

eyes are /ier /wo e/es, a/id thy neck is her

neck; but the bone of the shank of thee is slender (R).



CHAPTER XXVII.

THE PARTICLE OF DISAPPROVAL

618. It is an augment [620] affixed, in interroga-

tion [with the i exclusively (R)], to the final (M, R) of

the [expression previously] mentioned (R), in two ways,
A A/

either- alone, without a separative, as
&UL>JJ! [497], or

separated from the letter before it by ^ red. [563],
//^ A S A /\s$

like that which is in J*i ^f
U [620], as &^l uvjj

'

(M), when you intend disapproval of belief in the

mentioned's being in accordance with what has been

mentioned, or disapproval of its being contrary to what
$A/ ./</

has been mentioned, as you say e. g. J^>j ^^ Zaid
A sn/

has come to me, and then &&?Jgjf
What ! Zaid ? is said

f

by him that intends giving you the lie, i. e. How should
9

he come to theef, this sign being an explanation that he

does not believe that Zaid has come to you; or by him

that does not doubt that Zaid has come to you, and

disapproves [the idea] that he should not come to you,

as though he said Who doubts this ? and How should he

not come to thee 9 : but Akh says that this augment is

orig.* applied to denote only disapproval of the men-
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tioned's being in accordance with what hat been

tioned; so that, if disapproval of its being contrary to

what has been mentioned be meant, it is by way of

ridicule and mockery, as though he said How should

Zaid not come to thee when thou art t!ie augutt, the grandt

[619]. This augment is affixed only upon condition of

pause and of disapproval by means of the interrog. Hamz

not separated
from the n. [or other expression] men-

tioned; not if the n. [or other expression mentioned] be

continuous with what follows it [622] ;
nor if the interro-

gation
be real, not disapprobatory,

or the Hamzabeeepa-

rated from the [expression]
mentioned [621] by a .aying

or what is in Us sense, as l J$ ***' *"^
tay Zaid"? and j

What! is "Zaid" .potent:

and when the conditions are realized, and it is intended

to affix the augment of disapproval,
then in most ca*.

that [expression]
mentioned is literally imitated with ...

What! "IventaW? to him that savs * / **

^ I am doLgi but sometimes the disapprobatory

let'ter of prolongation
is added without imitation of the

expression
mentioned, the sign being affixed to te.
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part of your speech where its affixion will make sensey
A xAx , $

so that you say SlxAJfcjj What! wentest thou away f to-

t A / '

him that says o*{A3, whence the citation of S [619],

where, if the man had imitated, he would have said

A tff\ /$

ayxjaaJ)
What! " Shalt thou go forth"? (R).

619. It has two meanings, disapproval of [belief

in] the matter s being in accordance with what the person

addressed has mentioned, and disapproval of its being

contrary to what he has mentioned, as to him that says
$A, * ^

A J>Ax

&\ +> Zaid has arrived you say fc^uHJl [618], dis-
'

/ /

approving
his arrival or the contrary of his arrival

;
and

t A,O ,,,

to him that says <fc*$
\ ^>-^ The governor has overcome

x r

A * AM

me you say ^^J/ ! What ! the governor ?, as though,
s

says Akh, you ridiculed him and disapproved his wonder-

ing that the governor should overcome him
;
and S says

44 We heard a man of the people of the desert, to whom it

y/ /**> * / A 5 A fffk /i

was said &P^i c^A<a.f S jr)^ Shalt thou go forth
' ' c

A sft

if the desert abound with herbage?, say &xl lij I What!
't

/?, disapproving his thinking that he should be other-

wise than going forth" (M).

620. The final of the word is (1) quiescent, (a)
xA^s ,*, s S/fH^> A^x

.an unsound letter, as ^liJ I
^y/la. }

^1 c^il; ,
and
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*.- $A>

^Jij> jj ,
the predicament of which is that the augment

is added after it, so that, two quiescents being combined,
A XA* A6xAf

the 1st of them is elided [623], as SADISM
,
slUJf

,
and

* >A x*

8j}*if ; (b) a sound letter, whether a Tanwln or anything

else, in which case it must be mobilized with Kasr [624]

because of the two quiescents, so that the disapprobatory
A *' A Ax A/f

augment is then only a
,
as ***i;1 and Ly& J'

*^ * xx

(2) mobile, in which case the augment conforms to that

vowel [624], whether uninflectional or inflectional, so

that it is a
j

after the Damraa, an I after the Fatfca, and

A JC A Ax *t& * '** *

a s after the Kasra, as ^^^ , Wy*y\ ,
and l&*tfl

the disapprobatory letter of prolongation then not being

like the sign of lamentation, because that must be an

I ^except on occasion of ambiguity [55]. The disappro-

batory letter of prolongation may be affixed to
^1

iidded after the expression mentioned with the inte

Hamza. is prefixed
to it,

in which case the letter of

prolongation
is only a 3 ,

because yon pronounce
the

rf

of Jl
with Kasr on account of the two quiescents ; and

*

I being added to augment the plainness
and cleamea

[of'the sound], because the fetter of prolongation
.nd

the X are faint, is fed. as in J ^
u t

that apparently they add ^ only b the case of the word .
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whose final is quiescent, in order to preserve that qui-
A

escent, because, if ^\ be not added, the quiescent becomes

mobile if it be sound, and drops off if it be a letter of pro-

longation : but he is refuted by its occurrence after the

A st $ x?

mobile in &#) Ulf [619], because the ^ of Uj is mobile
"* A

[161]; while he replies that, the addition [of J ] being
t ,1

only in the state of pause [618, 622], and pause upon Uf

X*

being with the I [648], it follows that Uf
,
even though

there be not an I in it because of the occurrence of J
*

after it, becomes in the predicament of the [word] paused
A A x

upon with the !
, and, if ^ were not added, SUf | would

be said with [the 1st] one of the two f s [the pausal and

the disapprobatory] elided. And by analogy to what
A w/.PA$ A /A$ A 4A/$

he says $jJf ^^ &6^ ^W ,
and &>J!

^}*j|
should

'> ' ' '
A

be said, if J be meant to be added. But this that he
* A

says, namely that ^J is made peculiar to the wcrd qui-
^

escent in its final, does not occur in the language of the

GG, and is only a deduction from analogy on his part.

621. The disapprobatory letter > of prolongation

occurs at the end of the sentence, after the ep., coupled,
A / A /x # A f'f

&c., as &J>+ l^t What! Zaid and 'Amr? and

Jjej! /Ae i/?; and, when a man
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xl
gays ^ c^f, you say f^ o^f Wh(lt f

thou beat 'Umar ?: so that you prefix the Hamza of di.

approval to the prop, and single term, and to whichever

of the parts of speech you will.

622. Disapproval and imitation are allowable

with omission of the disapprobatory letter of
prolong*,

tion, even if the sentence be pausal ; and, when you mean

continuity, omission of this augment is
necessary, as

/X X #A/

^ k 1*1)1
What! "Zaid? youth ?, as the signs are

A x // s A /

omitted in ^ when you say J& b ^ Who, or Whom,

youth [183]. Retention of the Tanwin is allowed

here in the state of pause [609, 640] because of the

intention to imitate
;
and with the augment of disap-

probation the Tanwin becomes intermediate, and the >

remains paused upon, so that retention of the Tanwln

in pause is not disapproved. And the 8 of silence is

unavoidable here [624] in the state of pause (E).



CHAPTER XXVlll.

THE PARTICLE OF TRYING TO REMEMBER.

623. It is a letter of prolongation added to

final of every word that the speaker pauses upon in

Order that he may try to remember what he shall speak

after it (AA). It is not found in chaste speech: and

occurs only when the speaker has uttered a word, and

does not mean to pause arid discontinue his speech^

in which case, (1) if the final of that word be mobile, he

conjoins it with a letter of prolongation homogeneous with

/ s > S/ /*> /

its vowel, as, in the case of j , J^ib ?
and

fUJI ^, he
,,

says M
, prolonging the Fatha of the J until he re-

members what he has forgotten and continues with it,

f *' /**> ,

and [similarly] Jfi. and ^UJ! *+
; (2) if the final

' /

be a sound quiescent, whether a Tanwln or anything else*

s* s , I

'

he conjoins it with a quiescent ^, as
,_$***- f^fc [624]j

^
,
and ^f ; (3) if its final be a quiescent letter of

^/ S S*S ffi,

prolongation, as in ^l&Jf , l^uJf
, and **

,
he prolongs

that letter until he remembers, and does not import

another letter of prolongation, or, as may be said, does

import it, and eKdes the 1st, as is said in the case of the
4

disapprobatory letter of prolongation [620] (K),
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624. This augment is like the augment of disap-

probation [620] in conforming to [the vowel of] what

precedes it, if this be mobile [623] ; and, when this is [a

sound] quiescent, it is mobilized with Kasr, as it is mobi-

lized there, and afterwards the augment conforms to it:

x J2

S says
" We have heard them say g& &JI [497, 623]

/ X xx Ax

and J1 for J*> * and the f and J when trying to

f /AX

remember vi>;lJ!
and the like;" and he says, "We have

*A x /

heard a trustworthy person say J**~ !^ , meaning Th

is a sword of such and such a quality, [when trying to

remembers its ep.] (M). This augment is not followed

by the 8 of silence, contrary to the augment of disap-

proval [622], because this is added only when pause i

not intended (R).

FBIKTED AT T1JB H.-?





NOTES.

MISPRINTS due to defective type arc not corrected when the proixsr fora

ciently obvious without coi-rection.

Vol. means volume, p. page, col. column, 1. line, U. last
liy r/. comput,

rtVJ 1 t.Arat,P.obliterate.

A / A
*"'

p 5 1. I. ^^ is made fern, because the >')* i tho ***

I 0. mobile nom. p'ron."
includes a nom. pron. whoso initial U mobile

, /* A*

likeU, LJ,^,etc.

P 12 Z 3 He that says v-335 with Fath [of tho u- ] prc

[the
- ] with Kasr, and he that pronounces [the ^

pronounces[
the ]*(- ^ ^

"-^
, rK BS^I by Abu 'Amr, according to the dia/. of

ll.l I

(BS)
; JJ U JUS i->Jj FmJ# ^ow *>

^

,

Z. 9. After
" whose i-. >^

; that the aor. is put into the

P. 21, I. 28- Bead "-./)*
; ,. olcoo.

P o2 ,n. Tbe reference
i, to P. ..'



i Ax x

P. 25, 7. 0. Head ^^ .

/ t\ S

P. 29, 7. 24. ^\f^* with Dainui of the
p ,

is a mini! //. . i. q.

PS A A

Iv^), /??. to the jj of the 1st pers. (FA).

P. 30, 7. 12. Because no I'M/. ?z. is obtainable from such a nominal

A

prop, as an ow#. for the in/! n. deducible from ^ and the sulj. to be

coupled to.

P. 34, 7. 22. Lest heaviness be produced by the concurrence of
A X

the two likes (ML on the J ), the J of ,J> and the J of the necj. i)

(DM).

P. 35, 7. 17. Bead "and similarly (Sh) as ?

"

P. 40, 7. 8. Nisi eveuiat ut moriamur (De Slane): until (AAz), as

i:i XLVIII. 16., the action of iW^ai being consummated little bv little.
f

P. 41, 7. 6. IA follows BD [538] ;
and IHsh in the Sh is of the

same opinion as in the ML [538, 539].

P. 46, 7. 7. The reference is to^?. 44, 7. 12, where the existence of

the talking notwithstanding the non-existence of the coming is ex-

plained,

P. 51, 7. 13. Abu -ILahham athTha'labl (KF).

P. 67, 7. 13. With the v. gees its ay., so that the whole cond. prop,
is .-uppressed.

P. 68, 7. 7.
'

Prop." here includes the pred.
JP Sf Ax J> - f

P. 69, 7. 7. This prop, jj^j! corresponds with j^ ^^ at p.

7>. /. 5.

f Ax

J'. 70, 7. 7. Lane (p. 76, col. 1) is wrong in apocopating J*^ ,

Jl is not an apocopative : the two moods mentioned by his author-

ities arc allowable in tho 2nd ., not in the 1st.

P. 77, 7 17. And, according to Dm, the sulj. [540] -7. 24. Put a

comma after
"
promise."

P. 78, 7. 14. For similar rule with
p
5 see 510.

*.
SOj 7. 15.

*

All agreo that LX1II. 10. is i. q. JO--

i^l ; ._.jll\ but Khl aud S hold J>\ to be coupled to J^^'w
*
because
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ft w<
imagined to be ^

;
while Sf ami F, followed by X in the K and by

/33?x *iJ

B, hold it to be coupled to ^^ because in tin- plurc of J>*' ,

IHsh disapproves.
1

P. 92, I. 7. This dial, seems to have been originally local, pculiaf

to Makka, not vulgar, as is proved by AHJaaan's reading at
/>. '.)3; and

to have afterwards become vulgar.

P. 94, I 15. Dele the comma between " me" and
'

P. 95, I. I The opinion of the KK is approved by I Huh

p 98 I. 13. By ArRabI' Ibn Dabu' alFazari, a heathen

x^x * "

P. 99, Z. 2. Read
;
s^ Z. 6. This accident ( J>f .

distinguished
from the accident (

^
) indicated by ev

the former is a particular
kind of occurrence, as explained

and the latter an occurrence of any kind - I 7. Color i. treat*

as an accident ;
but not by IHsh [below], nor by III and .

P 104 I 8 By the A'sha of Tarud, whose name was I

Amir (Akh). AAz names the three poets mentioned

^ is in the ace. as ep.
of& ;

or nom. as enunc. of a suppre-ed

X Aro5 , s 9

; 5
a (He i*) <

p. 106, I. 3. ReadT The verse is by 'Abd ArRahmin

kam (Notes on the D) : see Mb, p. 72.

P. 108, Z, 3. For "Verily ke prospered
rad

Jo^A prosper [575, 600]."

P 112 I I ff
with Kasr of the ; (DM), like^ (Jsh).

P 115 Z 8 In VIIL 45. [529]
the two pron*.

are tl

J 'and i^ is a,. .. to the 2nd, not a 3rd* -appear.fr

C5X ' ' x >

K and B on VIII. 46. , ,f,

G;. 2.

"

[566] i .'

J to
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2

not prefixed to verbal props, except in the cat. of ^1 (see the K, B, anil

on the J )

P. 117, /. 4. By AnNfibigha adliDhubyilnl, whose name wasZiyad

[Ibn 'Amr (SR)] Ibn Mu'awiya (Jsh).

P. 122, I G. After "(J)," insert
" the dial, of Kuraish and their

A

neighbours (BS)," I. 7. Read 3i Z. 14. after ''(.I),"

1 " read " the dial.

[of some of Tainlm and all (BS)] of the Banu" I 15. The BS also

says that these two tribes are among the chaste speakers of the BJUU

Asad /. 18. By Eu'ba Ibn Al'Ajjaj Ibn Ru'ba at Taimmi (Jsh).

P. 123,. /. 10. Read "(J), and is the dial, of many of Kais and most

of the Band Asad (BS),]."

P. 125, I 13. Read J^y .

P. 128, I 7. Read "[of Ru'ba (J, Jsh) Ibn Al'Ajjaj Jbn Eu'ba at

Tamlml (Jsh)]."

P. 134, /. 25. The Sh is exemplifying the construction, not the

' ' S Sf

sense, of^ when not i. q.
>

.

P. 136, 1. G. Or Asld Ibn Abi lyas Ibn Zunaim (DH, Is), or Anas

Ibn Zunaiin (SR, Is).

S"tf'
P. 138, J. 12. The Jsh has *J-;'* Tlicn lie disdmrgedit (the arrow

*, ,\c/
mentioned in the verse next before it), with the 3rd pers., like

*Ig*tt
in the verse next but one before it [5G4Q.

P. 140, I 19. Read "wo*/ (BS)."

P. 141, I. 8. Tamlm Ibn Ubayy Ibn Mukbil (FA, Jsh), one of the

Bnnu 'Amir Ibn Sa 'sa 'a (SR), or Sumbul al A'rabI (FA) I 22. 'Abd Allah

(Jsh) Ibn Hammam asSaluli (FA, Jsh).

P. 142, I 15. Ibn Udhaina (1Kb, IKhn).

P. 1 1?>, I 20. Tkba Ibn AlHilrith alAsadi in tho SRUIC poem as

r

P. 147, 1. G, Insert by 'Umar Ibn Abi llabra," before "As."

1'. Ml>, 7. /.

'



P. 154. 1 3. For "
good" rcml

'' Idler" I 7. The ; .irnotc arct
*// A-*'

{22-7 (FA) : the 5 is subsidiary to a suppressed oath, in fi.

(J). See the not.e on;?. 403, I 2.

P. 155, Z. 11. By AlLa'In alMinkarl (A A ?., FA, Jh\ whote nM*

was Munaiil (ID, MSh, FA, Jsh) Ibn Rabi'a (MS!,, FA, Jsh).

P. 158, Z. 18. For a case where tho J of the oath does not u*

pend see p. 694 below.

P. 159, Z. 14. On this ear. see vol. I, p.
34G J. 15. ^ *1

. M., andean enune., or the converse (DM). After ra,

fd" insert "or Zaid ivas."

//

p 160 Z 20. According to some, J*
1

i.ni.?cnd.
Wnup

m^. [535]-Z. 21. After
"
you" insert

"
ruentic

Tadhkira."

P. 161, Z. 7. On this ex. see 522.

P. 162, Z. 12. See 524.

P. 170, Z. 8. Pel* the comma after ffe*.

n
-

p. 296.

P m Z 12. For another ex. of^ see 80, rf. I

2u TVTT 90 [1311 i.e. sotbatlhou Ixcom* U*eJt J

I 15 Whence XVII. A>. L

of God (K,B), the two aces, being pn

173, Z. 2. And

22 From the ML, II. 291., whereas tl

brackets is from the ML, II. 134.

. 183,'l.W. ByItaA1)io(
AA '>-
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P. 1SI, /. 7. Dele [163]."

/
J

is.",. / 22. 'Adi Ibn Zuid al'Ibadl (MDh).

P. 1S7, /. 11. "what" means "that lime which."

P. Isi), /. I. For "88" read "90" I. 2. Read "affirmation

j ," /. 1C. The next verse is

Ay f */f<^,fw/J> / ~s Z^3 9 *f A/ .PA/A^X

6J)l ei>jJ j 5 iU^ * * l^. Jj j3ky AS >v-J i 5

yfnJ Mrt sometimes hopes eagerly, expectant, vlien death is before liim

(\\7., FA); and Abu Bakr is said to have been in the habit of reeling

these two verses (A Ax). 1. 18, For "it" read "lie" i. e. tint pcrisher

(A A/,).

P. 190, 7. G. With "possessor of a girdle" cf. "belted knight"
-

/. 1-i. For "
[so that] it" read "

whicli."

f f

P. 101, 1. 7. Read \jf*v
--1. 13. Upon precedence of the pred.

before the sub. see 97.

P. 200, I 10. Read

P. 201, I. 8. See also the note upon^. 2G9, I. 8. 1. 1. The J has

"Kablr", an obvious misprint; the FA has "
Kuthayylr."

P. 207, I 8. Manadhir or Munadhir (KF) I. 12. These words,

but with ^^ for L-J^ ^1 ,
a.re said in the SB (IX. 3G, 38, ~K. 2G)

to have been addressed by 'Umar to the Prophet on the day of the

Ditch.

.
P. 211, 1. 5. "it" means- ^5-^ I G. What I think is that

is not one of the vs. of app. [439]. For it is [denotative of] longing in

the case of others than God; and, longing being only in what the longer

is not confident of the realization of, how can the ai^proach of what one is

not confident of the realization of be predicated ? Nor may its meaning
be said to be hope for the approach of the prcd., as is understood from

the language of [Z,] Jz, and IH, i. e. that the longer longs for the approach

of Ike purport of its pred., so that

Godwill heal my sick means I hope for the nearness of his recovery;
' *

because
t_s
^f is

not/iecessarily applied to denote longingfor the approach

of the purport of its pred., but denotes longing for the realization of its

purport altolulcly, [i. e
.] tchcther its realisation be hopedfor after a short



as

x * A / At 4x
enter Paradise; so that, when you say ^ ;

aij J ^;
- f A / .Sxx

/Z^o otrf, it is i. q. c;
aa> d*J po.//^ / tc,7/ jo on/, nud li

S/x

is no approach in UW by common consent (U).

P. 216, 7. 1. The Mb has f^ I ^ Tfte relation^ which nu,-

sense better, as the poet is satirizing persons newly raised to
|

perity by their relations.

P. 222, Z. 14. The alternative renderings given by J arc in accord

ance with the constructions (1. a) and (1. b) in 17i(

.

~ A x /Ax /A x

P. 223, Z. 4. But see *\ & *r* f", 5 [182] and V. 07. [601,
* X

471], from which it appears that, according to some, the ay. may b<

X

or *
.

P. 225, Z. 13. See another ex. in V. G7. [604] I I. In II

X -?A Z

I** may be a general complete det., i. q. '^5^1 [180], in which case there
X SA w

is no sp. [470], the
<??. being explicit, i. e. ^ i. q.

*
cj*'l ;

or a complete

indet., i. q. ^6~ , p. of the latent pronominal ay. in
(**

: and in cither

X x.P~xA '

case the particularized by praise is ^5* i. q.
^A

5 ' "*P

P. 226, Z. 12. I. e. in case (1. a) or (2).

227, Z. 8. For exs. with
Jj*,

see XI. 101. [147] and XVI IF.

A xA '!'

48. [160] Z. 15. e>^*J ig uiade/<?w. because the J;jj is an improper

fern, as being a JUiu (AAz).

P. 228, Z. 9. But see vol. 1, p. 295, 1 21. and/). 509, /.

P. 238, Z. 15. Eead "(ISk, J)."

P. 241, Z. 23. Kead"Akh."

7'. 242, J. 5. Read"AklT Z. 9, 18, 20. Thc"rry

wondered at [498] Z. 19. contrary to the opinion f .Uli, Mb, and

those who agree with them, while Sin attributes tbo.diaaliowauc^lo
3

(IA).

P. 243, Z. 5. Al'Ansi (SB, 1Kb, ID,



( SA )

/'. "2
4fi, /. 2. This [quiesccnse of the medial] is allowable in the

erything pronounced with I)amm or Kasr, wlieu not one of

the vowels of inflection: you say in the case of us. ^^j for ^^j MS SI

$ A x t, 1^5 J>AX ,
'

nnd *<** for J^ L*W]j and m tne case of ** JU! ^
f , . e .

r
xAx A' xx < * f AC A x

, and *Ui
fl*
^

,
i. e. ^ : AlAkhtal says ^1 **! ^ , and

i~ x Axx ^Ax J A x

another says it**^j ^r*"' <-^^^!-
:
:
Q' I wondered at a child not havinrj

* ' ' ,,, $xx

etc. [505, 633]. But [the medial in] ->j^ and OU^ may not be made

quiescent, because of the lightness of the Fatha (Mb) I. 19. And
the remaining aoristic letters follow the ^ , in order that the conjny.

f x S s x

may not vary, as *>
,
^

, and ^*-> (Mb).

P. 247, I. 15. Jam- [591] (FA, Jsh), or some one else (Jsh).

P. 24S, 1. 4. R makes ^ orij. ^ : De Sacy, Schier, Glaire,

Wright, and Lane make it ** .

P 2V)./ L The poet 'Ailfm Ibn Shuja' (ID) Z. 5. The notes

to the ID, p. 24, give several vars. in this verse L 6. Related by Mb
t A ft xAC .PA x xxx

[p. 192] Jr^j ^y-i
**"

Lf^ J* 3 without alteration of the Mnjra,

and l

lyad and Muslirik would be nearer than
lie, 'lyad and Mushrik

being t\ro men (Notes to the ID).

/'. 2V2, 1. 17. See p. 246, 7. 17, for the cause of elision I. 18.

Nor confined to such vs. 1. 19. I.e. with the alternative of Fath.

/'. 260, /. 9. I.e. in all its usual meanings, vid. ailments, grift,

and their opps., and colors, defects, and appearances ;
\vhile in some meau-

X '

ings, as in ^ ,
it is trans.

ff^f te*t ff\f x ffMs
/'. 2iil, I 2. That ^^" and &^ are oriy. ^'>^^ and &^^ with

D.imin of the ^ is the opinion of Ks (MASH). 4

7'. 2'52, /. l. Says AlAhnaf (ML) Ibn Kais (DM) atTamiml

(I Klin, Is) asSa'dl (Is), who is proverbial for forbearance (llvhu).

>1. I, p. 396.

1'. li.i, I 22. Head "itself, even if the root be & prim., as."

JT 269^ I 8. */=.! is not ag. of ,,5^^ , because the pred. of ^
must goycru in the nom. the i>ron. of the SM&. [400] (FA)?. 14. The K
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has tSJJ*

in both vs. is i. q. J*i iu the senses here given.

Ai'AM QK/'TKI fer "
A1FarazdaV> inscrt

fc

Al Ala (1Kb, IKhu), according to As (IKhn),].

of

, Ibn

P. 273, /. 18.

P. 284, /. 3. As to the government of peculiar pt. see 578.

P. 285, I. 4. I. e . ***~
^

8ave the fact that he hath wrought (h.

B), U being infinitival; not what he hath wrought, as given by Una
(p. 1366, col 2) 1. 17. IHsh prefers '-temporal" to "adverbial" [571].

P. 287, /. 1. Bead <i.US _./. 7. Scc 57l>
..

P. 288, Z. 57. Read "i. e. ^^, [by Ar(at Ibn Suhayya {ai
Ghatafaul

(Is)j addressing
'

Akil, Thou, herbage (Jsh),] t'

P. 289, I. 13. By <Amr Ibn Milkat (FA, Jsh) n

heathen (FA), satirizing Aus Ibn Hajar (Jsh)/. 15. ^5 '3 is a
X xAx xAx /

to the <-* in <^J^ (FA, Jsh)/. /. Read ^.
P. 290, 1. 1. Hurka (Dh), AlHuraka (D), IJuraka (KK). From

verses by Hind Bint An Nu'man Ibu AlMundhir, recited by her when

she entered the presence of [Abu
' Abd Allah (1Kb, Nw) or Al '

Abu Muhammad (Nw)] AlMughira Ibn Shu'ba [atliThakafi (IKI..

Nw) alKufi asSahabl (Nw)], when he was governor of AlKfifa in

time of Mu'awiya (Jsh). See MDh, III. 210 and V. GU- '>,em
t

while."
"

P. 291, I. 6. Jlead

P. 292, I. 5. IH means by
"

its sense" the adc. and prep, and

X /A x |A $*x

gen., as <-*!& *_^cV^ l\ or ;'^ \.j Zaid is with thcc, or in the home,
* * ' ' '

/

for the sake of honoring thee, the J making the a.fc. (rant, to -

In reality it makes the supplied v. or its like trans., because the full

xxA^= Ax 5 x A J .

phrase is >*iI ^5 or ^-^; but, since the ado. F- Hie |.lcH
' X

of the . or its like, the prep, may be said to make t
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Axx x f

the onse is similar in &>.'$ ^i [48], because ^ stands in the place of

'*

),
the objection that the v. of calling is self-trans, being met

by IAR with the reply that it is made to imply the sense of taking

Axx x Ax x x A? Ax . XA

refuge in such as ^^ ^
, [i. e. 5^ (j*^ jj ^7 tj'?^ I take

refuge with Zaidfor (the sake of the deliverance of) 'Amr (DM),] and

of wondering/ in such as ^5*';^ ^ (ML on the J ), i. e. ^ i-^swui

Ax X '

^ybjjjJ
! Svb I wonder at (the multitude of) the calamities, the jj being

' '
A

i. q. the causative ^- (DM).
' X

P. 293, J. 20. The Sh omits the infinitival U [513].

P. 295, I. 4. The yjron.
"

its
"

refers to ^j^; my head in the
f

preceding verse (Jsh) I. 9. By a man of Hamdan (FA, Jsh).

P. 296, I. 4. See another ex. at p. 326 below 1 18. I. e-

AJ> xASxx ^xA$ J>? x A /A$ x A xx

or pa^;; (ML), 1/1 or ^!, t^.^1 or c^sxJJ (K),

and
jPjftJl (N) O. Seejs-. 170 above, and vol. 1., p. 271.

P. 301, I. 9. Read "
(K)]."

A/
P. 304 Z. 6. For similar separation of

(J
from its apoc., and of

the excitative p. from its r., see 54S and 574.

P. 305, I 6. Or, as is said (Jsh), by 'Amir Ibn AlAkwa', who
recited these lines to the Prophet (SR, Jsh) on the way to Khaibar,
where he was martyred (SR) I. 10. On the id. op., see vol.J ,p. 248
and the note on p. 292, 1. 5 above I. 11. In this saying the adv. is

made to precede the entire prop. (BS) : & in XL.. 51. [137] may not be
a d. s. [to the covert (pron.) in the adv. (B)], because the adv. does not

$Ax^
xx Ax Zff

govern the prepos. d. #., as it governs the prepos. adv.f e.g. vy t &
*y> l>

C), but not ^i) ;Ui
J>^

L51S
[75] (K). For two more cases of

precedence see 600.

P. 306, /. 1 I.
^T/^y" refers to the swords mentioned in the pre-

ceding verse quoted by Lane in p. 281, col. 3; not io females, as stated

tfy him in p . 404, col. '2.



xxx A

P. 307, I 18. r^ cT
4 in 1T - 23 [U71 ma

)'
** IJT *

# ' *,,*,
explanation, /ed /row i wito /oorf, wrwirty //-MI/, 1.1

I saw a lion, namely *thee (K,B).

xx/ " "
P 308 I. 2. (}#$ (_5^ ttpora mount Taliaynn. He mcana 'V

Iy4^ L-T* like the Baying of
' All to the people of Al'IrtJ^, when they

"^ ' ' '' AX A / XA /, A/I A*A 51 /

were 100,000 oi-more, ^ ^ uT 1

^ J+^frJ^f^Jt*
'

j^ Jl^^J^y Assuredly 1 wish that I had instead of you /iro

hundred men of the Banu Firas Ibn Ghanm: I thould not car< vkom 1

met with them (Bk). Lane (p. 1888, col. 3) ruistran.latea ^ by o/-

XUJXJ'A'^

I. 8 Read ** ^M .

P 309, Z. 3. Eead^5-^ 4 - By A1^azln ftlLailhI ^^
This verse refutes Wright's assertion (W.H.pJ

J^.1 ^* is always used for persons.

P. 312, Z. 1. See^p. 332 and 623 below-/. /. Read "expUins.

P. 319, I 1. Read '., ^ &*& [Ml], ^"

P 322, . 11. Before j in this verse it is necessary t

. that what follows^ i. an extreme of,

a su
A/ s ' ** r' x

r
(ML) . Lane (;>. 500, /. 3)

i

; and, since coupling by^

'

jta.^, -at-"""
325, i. 11. Tbe Js

270 above.
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P. 32$, I. 5. According to ULsh's version of the o.f., the ^ in II.

prciixt-d to the obj., makes the ag. a sulst. for an olj.; but

AdDasiiki amends tlie o.f. iii order that the t-, being prefixed to the

ag., may make it an
of>j.,

as is the case in II. 16.

P. 329, I. 13. For "Kb" read " 1Kb."

P. 330, I. I. Said to be by 'Urwa Ibn Udhaina (Akh) ; by 'Urnar

Ibn Abi Rabl'a (KA, Jsh), or some one else' (Jsh); by Jamil, which m

more correct than the saying that it is by 'Uinar Ibn Abi Rabi'a or

'Ubaid Ibn Aus atTa'l (FA).
$

P. 332, I. 7. Lane (/>. Ill, col. 1,) has ^ his father, which spoils

both metre, as is obvious, and sense, because the women were inquiring

about the young man's own progress in the tender passion, not about

his father.

P. 334, I I. ^J! with its 2nd [rod.] mobilized is a place be-
Ss .PA

longing to the Banu Ja'da Ibn Kais in Nnjd: the Rajiz says & j^
33-*

^ A/xArO f tl^f f Sf\ ,

^J|
~&A I ^}

\ s^*a. (Bk). See also Mk, p. 331.

T. 336, I 12. On LXVIII. 6. see . 181 I. 18. Mahrnud al

AVarrak, one of the post-classical poets (Mb). See another ex. at i

below, where the -j not only is red., but does not govern [563]: in the

two 9X8. here given its government is not apparent.
~ *s *

I
1

. 33S, 7. 7. The opening verse of the ode containing ^! ^i^l

[197] (Jsh).

/ Ax

P. 339, I. 1. Head Hablb I. 21. Read p*j .

* '

P. 310, I. 3. Dele the comma after "o. f."l. 21. From the same

poem as ^1 [is] (MDh, DM, Jsh).

Ax
P. 3i7, 1. I. Read "[where m^U is an ZHC//.,^ depending unon

xA A X ,.5 'x

a auppresscd }f+~\ an e;mnc., and the prop, a reply etc."

P. 31S, /. 3. The prcj>. and gen. after these *;?/ ns. [in

etc. [is in the place of the nom. as enunc. of the inch., which is neces-

sarily suppressed in order that the ag. or olj. may come next t.> the

,
whii-lf after the suppression of the w. becomes like a substitute

for fte . [11], as the ag. or oJ>. comes next to the r.
;
and the meaning
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o / / f*t'5i* 3 *\

is LJJ
'

3
s L e ' t-0 >u^' ^ Il

>
' c ' T/" s '" ' f ^

on the unrestricted olj^l 16. Head "(ML), eitlior ^ up
^ ft

plied, in which case the prop, is nominal, or Jj*i, in v.lm-h ca*o il

verbal, and the supplied question etc."/. 18. It i 8 better to confine

/ x * **

oneself to ^^ ,
because J^l requires that, the J shoul

ceic^(m(DM): but in^'j^'s parsed by AdDatBVl it U

difficult to see how the J can denote explanation, since my meaning \

explanatory of tJiee seems nonsense; and perhaps in both CM t'

denotes explanation
with reference to the expressed context,

butj

liarity or Miinuo with reference to the suppressed 0}

s s'f

Jy>| Z. 22. Read Kutna.

P. 349, Z. 18. See note on p. 216, 7. 2 : Lane (p. IOC

Wihitins jK for ^ - Sec 612, p. 7ll
wrong m substituting^

..

P. 353, Z. I Some people
learned in poetry

disallow iU being by

Hind Bint 'Utba (SE).

P 354 Z. 13. ^^ is explained in the FA and J-h in t

Bame way Is J,=^ (^ I, j, 351) in the D, and is corrobora-

by the,,,.^^ in the ID (p. 286); but Lane (,.100,.

Substitutes^ for ,
whbh he wron,ly declares tc ta-.

^tr^cWtion'' And >>, by poetic
license:

pessary, because this verse is from the same poc,

with yfj**' M. I, P- 280); but Wustenfeld and Lane pn

P. 357, Z. 6.

'

Of an Arab of the desert, one of the Ban, KiUb

(Mb).

qrs , 10 ^)UithKasrofftoJ(N,J
8.,),^-

P. 358, 1. 1 O.
,,

Ibn anum (,,

S:
(Mb, 1Kb)
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P. gr.O, Z. 8. For "Khuraair" read "'Umair." He is AlKuhaif

al'l'kaili (Akh) : the Banu 'Ukail and the Banu Kushair were branches

of the Banu 'Amir Ibn Sa'sa'a.

P. 361, L 7 10. Since the 1st hemistich implies that there is no

good for the lover in nearness of the abode, the poet amends it by what

he mentions in the 2nd hemistich; and, since this 2nd hemistich implies

that nearness of the abode is profitable in every state, he amends it by
what he mentions in the next verse (BS).

A

P. 362,^. 16. Jyly*. [as in Mb, p. 488] pre. to J=^ ;
or >I

'ji'f. [as in
' " '*, *

1A,^7. 190], in which case Jfaa* is a total sulst. for it (J). The IA has
S/ A f

jjf=u t
doubtless a misprint, as is clear from the foregoing analysis

and froui the rhymes in the Jsh.

P. 364, I. 3. Read"(IA)."
suit hf>\us \u S ft ff

P. 365, 1. 3. Oriff. <-*^ tf\)* ^ (Jsh)/. 4. ^'^ with qui-

escence of the 5 by poetic license (Jsh), as is proved by the rhymes.
,S A ft

Lane (p. 2164, col. 1) is wrong in printing

P. 367, J. 12. The 2nd line is * ^^^ i
5 ^-y-^5 And

was there a passingfrom left to right when 'on the right was a detachment

of theflock? (FA, DM).

P. 369, 1. 13-14. Thus in the FA and J : but see vol. I., p. 532.

P. 373, 1. 3. Thus in the ML, vol. L, p. 259, Z. 3
;
but <uJl Jfc'

<

' ^
in the DM, roL I., p. 420,7. 15.

P. 377,7.1. Munkidh(AAz),AlMunkidh(FA, Jsh),Ibn AtTammah

alAsadl (AAz, FA, Jsh) Z. 16. Read "
(ML)], as."

P. 378, I. 7. After "AdhDhubyani," insert "praising AnNu'man

Ibn AlMundhir," I 18. See p. 573, 1. 1. and p. 583, /. 2.

UI/V

P. 379, Z. 19. Cited in the KN as an ex. of J*J with Kasr of the

last J (Jsh) : JJ (IA). See also p. 441, Z. IS.

P. 381, Z. 5. From the ML, vol. II., pp. 213 and 351 Z. 17.

The foundation of thevariance is in [the dispute as to] the cause of

therevelation, vsliether it be an occasion for manifestation of desire for
them or of blame, he that supplies ^J having regard to the 1st, and he



A /

that supplies ^ having regard to the 2nd; and therefore the caving

that the condition of suppression is security from ambiguity, whiM
here ambiguity is present, is rebutted, because ambiguity ariiec upon

absence of [explanatory] circumstances, whereas here the circumtanc

is present, though disputed (DM).

P. 384, 1. 1. Perhaps (J) for iii' (J, Jsh) by poetic licence (Jab).

Orig. ***)& (FA, J, Jsh) I. 4. Jahram is a town in Persia (I

Jsh)-Z. 6. Another ex. is &*> in p. 851-J. 12. From the 11 1, Ml

II., pp. 293 and 351.

P. 385, 1. 1. ^ LT*
5

'

(IA): U"*5 without Tanwln by poelic

license (FA, J), being'meant to be a proper name for the father of the

Shtt

*k4 (J) ;
or J^ , diptote etc. (J) : and <& \ (FA, J).

P 388 I 3. Read "by AlFarazdak, 8atiri zin<r -Ahd K:vi, Ibn

Af<ttheIther of a clan of^sad,W The 1Kb, 1Kb, d l!>

baie Abd AlKais-Z. 12. Eead "
[543]."

P. 390, I. 11. See voZ. I., p. 553, Z.

P. 391, Z- 9-10. Read "but must be pottpos. (IA), and,

^erer

Apparently 3 must be postpos.
to avoid being mistaken for J I *

[527] : see p. 604-*. 24. I. e. imitative of a saying.

p 393 I 16. Read " LXIII. 1."

P DM' I 9. The poet is timing Zaid Ib,
Ar^m(J.M.

ffS.) -A.*- (Nw) alKhasraj, (ID, Nw) JM.

P. 0, I 7, 8. Bead^ _t !5. Road "the [better] pronun.

ciation." -rni li -L 4.
*. are all lik.

P 402 Z 3.

!. 6.
and p. 308 above-. . . e.

^U^uisiteinorderthaMl.eP.aatie^.m,^.

** the J is P^ed b, oo^on co^ot in *. - -

olM
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may be understood [577, 001]. The aplastic pret., not being conjoined
X

\\ ith <* [575], docs not resemble tne n. iu the same way as the plastic ;

but, since it resembles the n. in another way, it may, according to Akh,

have the J prefixed to it [604] I. 12. AlHarith (FA).

P. 403, 1. 2. Here the J of the correl. of the oath (p. 680 and

p. 693, I. 7.) is called by Z and B "subsidiary to the oath," just as in

AX ff- AXX

>\>o\ &J (p. 701) the (J is called by J "
subsidiary to a suppressed

. UJ>=X

htao ^Ij," evidently because it indicates that what follows it is the

correl. of & suppressed oath (p. 670). See also the note on p. 151,

7. 7.L 3. The "corral" J is the J of inception {pp. 404 and GOO)

1. 13. 1. e. Harmala Ibn AlMundhir (SR, ID, Is, Jsh) Ibn Ma'tttkarib

(Is, Jsh), who is said to have lived 150 years, and remained till the days

of Mu'awiya (Is). The poet is praising AlWalid Ibn 'Ukba (AAz, Jsh)

asSahabi (Nw).

P. 408, I. 3. The poet is praising the Banu Umayya (FA) 7. 7.

"this elaboration" refers to "literally or predicarnentally" at 7;. 407,
/

I 5. and I 7.L 15. j)^ with the dotted and
) (FA). Read " Abi

Khazim."
AxAX=

P. 409, /. I. Read J^l ^J ,

' ~ ,~

P. 412, 7. 11, 20, 2-1. For ^i uVij 8ce /. 4._7. 15. Rcad W, L

wise."

P. 413, 7. 21. Composed when he was imprisoned byf 'Utlimau

(Jsh) ?. 7. Kayyar is a name for his horse (BS). *=

P. 414, 7. 19, 22. For ^i <-_&! scc p. 412, 7. i.

A* # A x xx/
P. 415, 7. 2-3. Head

"(*>,
as the poet says

>
cJ
A J^L- *

5 [I2ij

(M)" 7. 5. "he" means S.

X xA

P. 416, 7. 5. Read "prcd:'l. G. Bead J^;
-

7. 11. Read "
Wa'il,

the orator, recited by him when he entered the presence of MuTiwiya,
l 14. Read "(Sh)."

\\\l V> Before "
Thy" insert

"
addressing 'A mr Ibn J unnuz

the slayer of her husband AzZubair Ibn Al'Awwam," 7. 16. Incase
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3 (p. 419, I'- 5), the (J
is prefixed, \\hcn tin v. \- an :u.

original enunc., i. e. the 2nd
ol>j.<

as in Vll. L< 7.. M in II.

13& and XVII. 75 : aud, when the v. is not au auuullcr, to the ay., a

r* , S / t\ - <* A w '

in
^J| U&J)S J ;

or
ofy'.,

as in J
i ^>^ .

P. 419, Z. 14. liead
" which [if preceded by

Z. 20. Mirba' is the cognomen of AVa'wu'a IbnSu'Id (KK. DM

rhapsodist of Jarlr (KF, DM).

P. 422, Z. 1. Read "needed."

P 423 Z. 21. "not a single term" is a contiuii:vti

in p. 421, Z. Z.

P. 424, Z. 1. This verse is next but one to the verso. <

p. 220, Z. 3. The poetess is bewailing her brother -Amr Dhu-IK

(DH, Jsh).

P. 425, Z. 15. Ibn Khidham (with the dotted ^ and >) wwtho

first poet of the Arabs to bewail the abodes (N).

P. 427, Z. 15. Read
" thou."

p 430 Z 5 I.e. the position
in which it w prof.:

(DM)-Z. 7. Read "without it, [i.
e. without the oP . (

P. 431, Z. Z. The poet is bewailing Hisham Ibn -Abd A

P. 432, Z. 22. Read "a poet [Ru'ba (FA)] says."

describing a meadow (BS

heathen (ID),]."

P 435 J 1. Une (p. MS, t ""
ill, Il.n Mu..N

' ..... "u
;

b ''

'

of
..



Bitting
^> 7. 17. For /j ky poetic license (FA, Jsb).

S t /\xx

Lane ( /-. 1237. ro/. 1) gives ^.j**"**
with the wrong mood.

IS, 7. -2'2. Read u
vid." 7. 2:3. Read "

[. (IA),]."

/'. -1 !-!. 7. 18. By AuNabigha adhDhubyani (Dw. 83, Ahl. 12, FDw. -11).

t>. r>2. 7.1. Or sense (p. SO).

I
J

. 4~>7. 7. 12. Whereas the cond. prop, must be verbal [419].
./ f Ax A x ftt\r"f

According to KM, this ver.se is sylleptie, i. e. ^3^ ?' (Jx**/ '
JFt'77, or

JJo. <jf ride f Then the riding etc. Or will, or do, ye alight '? Then
r* X xx

// etc., like ^ vit-
^5 L'2(i] (R on the aor.).

P. 407, 7. 5. Read "(K, H), by 'Abd Allah Ibn AzZiba'ra (Akh),

And" I. G. Kead -
i. e." 7. 7. Read "(N)j"~ /, 13. The Egyptian edi-

9 9 f ft Ax $.x $Ax

tion of the ML has <^-^; ;;** ^-- ^.; 7. 19. There is an interrog. iu

the preceding verse.

P. 468, 7. 1. <i- [102] (Mb).
X

/'. 172. /. ->. It should therefore be translated When or While, not

AV <>i- -//(/. as by Do S; l(
-y (dr. Ar., 2nd edition, /W. ].. ^. 161, /. 6) and

Wright (Ar. (<r.. 1st edition, vol. II., p. 5. 7. 7).

/'!7:;./. 1. Read "
coupled" 7. 20. Read " XXXVII."

I'. 17 k /. ".. Or by some one else (Jsh). Enclosed by 'Abd Al

Malik in a letter to AlHajjfij as u reply ID ^nni 1 verses from Ibn A I

ii (Mli) /. i:
1

..

" weak" applies to "grammarians" onH, n-'t to

"comment: H. Tlii. the author of the celebrated coinmeu-

v.as eoiineuL for his learning in Arabi'- < I'M i

/'. Read "[27, 17: .

$ /

P. J^ii. /. I'!, iicad
r*^ ; .

i 1. Read "
l/tcn, or further, or wrcovcr."

Axx

/'. l'Ji, /. i:;. Kead fi 1. 21. I. e. between the condition and

apod., as iu AU.lasau's reading 7. 22. I. e. After the condition and

apod., of vsl.ii li DM gitca no ex.

*/'
'C'l *B M-of" /. 10. Read "requisition'

1

-- /. K\ Read
tit

, :

; ;
" tha*. '

is known to be sometimes a/;, of inceplion, which ia



( 19A
)

nowhere noticed by IHsh (DM|j.
M No one explain* the nuwiiig of

M 9

the inceptive f ,
which I suppose to he the one given .it p. 4S9, /. 2

A i

I. 21. Read "by [understanding yjl
and (.NS). pivm" /.

clause
"
meaning only etc" is intended io rcfuto tin- objection adrau

by N\v ia the NS that "the stihj. is not allowable, because it requires

the prohibited to be the union of tlie two actt, not the ]ier/ort*ancf of
one of them singly whereas no one saya this, but on the contrary

pissing in standing water is prohibited whether the man mean to waah

himself in, or from, it, or not." Apparently the meaning of f with

A

the suly. is the same as with the apoc., the sense being ^*

<i,- MLuii )J | J ,*> | tyli >IJ
l^j? jjjx)

!

j>^^| jg there not be on tkf part
' / S /t . / / /

of any one of you pissing in standing water and afterward* HW/

himselffrom it. In the SB (IV, 68) the inood is not imlir.

P. 501, I 1. c
u

;t (Mb, ZJ, MI, KF, Jsh) with Fath (M :

the Hamza (Jsh), (
U

;' with Kasr of its initial, as though it were inf.

n. of^JCBk),
is [said' [by Ya'kub (Bk)] io be (Bk, MI); A water-

course (Bk, ZJ, Ml) flowing into AthThalabflt (ZJ. ML i-donp.ng
'

to [the countries of (Ml)] the Banu Asad (Bk, MI)

denotes digression,
it is followed only by props.; so that it in not a eon..

but a p. of inception (R).

P 502 I. 2. Not "repetition of the ag." as Lane (/>.
1-

says in Afferent words, "that the agent shall l.e mentioned a a*.-

* his copy of the ML has J*W for J-'
*

: f M . thai
tim: perhaps his copy

reading is plainly
inconsistent with the ,*,, since the op f

* or
;

the ag. 1;;,
is repeated.

Read repetition
of the e

'

U Zaitnas not stood: nay, <A,nr ha, not ** ** j -

J*^ Zaid stand: nay, let not <Ar+. and tran.itt.

by Id, which [transmission by IU (P
''

were) harder.

P. 504, i. 1* By AlFarwdaKDw^



( 20A )

9 :.. !?y AlLa'Iii aLMiukari (Ml.'). After " Ya'fur" insrrt

i'aiiauii."

i-~9 ft*dj t^t

P. 511. /. 10, 11. i_j'r"
"<n( l u?'y upon [the measure of] ^^

f*9 sK'Z.

*y with J 3 a 111 in, and ^y^\ with Fath (Jsh).

XX 5 Af x x

P. 512, /. ID. Meaning *O^I
5 ^ ^ r

< ^I
5 (W) /. 14. Read

j#
X X X ' X

'Wr, no Hainza being supplied : (3)."

/
J

. r.17. /. IS. Uead"t (Jsh)]."

V. r>:n, /. 5. Said to be (DM) by AlWalid Tbn 'Ukba(FA, DM);
but asserted by JHsh to be (FA) by AlFarazdak (ML, FA).

P. 5.32, /. J). 1 suppose "it" to mean v.nfonjetfulness. The Jsh

01 - P MX
reads >*!, explaining it 9& pass, of iV*

;
and translates and I shall be

prolonged by that matter.

P. 533, I. 18. Bead "[612,614]."

A5

I
1

. .-,:*;, /. 1. I!cad )'.

7
J

. 5 1 1, /. 5. Head "
(ML), who are Kuraish and their allies (Mb)."
3 x

/'. ."!.-,. /. -i. Read ^*^ L 12. Both eclitious of the ML have
i X S *~ ^3 X Jx

jja. '^yfiJI u.^^^ ,
which Lane (p. 93, col. 1), apparently not under-

/ #AxC 5x6

standing the argument that M is i q. ^^I [ISO], i. q. iia.1
,

trans-

lates by "i.e. J^ ^^ \ -i.'*i! [w e!// ^/^'y truef]," thus interpo-
/ x. x (

lating two extraneous words <-HS and J^ , rendering the imlft: ace.

x f A
x gU by the <fc/. wowi. '^^1 ,

and paraphrasing the single term M i q
5x

fc*l by a pro/?. /. 19, 20. After "purpose" read "or destination"

x g
/. 21. Lane wrongly assigns S as an authority for th* theory that W

9,1
in i. q.

&*>\
, whereas he is cited by IHsh merely in support of the
5'*

u. x J
ion thatU^l

iflj aa the latter ^y s
,

i. q. J^ ^i| /, ,7 in trull,?,

ji and its con/, being an* incA. and the adv. its rn*ic.
;
and not, as Mb

.

yd, i.
q.

A^
J^,J

- ^n
/. an



Vftt

<P. 540, 7. 1. Read ^U _/. 3. ]ic;i(1
..

AKMundhir.''

P. 559, 7. 1G. Lane (p. 493, col. 2) ],. > ) .. .. woo!aw

not have ^ for a corroborative," ,,,-rhap. because be misread. *J
jU-

in the verse.

j> *t

P. 560, I 15. Not ^Jvfi!
IknoWt fts Lnno (;, 4f)3 nl 2) ^^

These ^. are^. of acknowledgment, not of knowledge.

P. 561, I. 4. Abd Allah (Mb, KA, IV. K F) Ibn A^Zablr (Mb,
IY, KF) Ibn Fudala Ibn Sharik alWslibi (K.\.

KA) of [the Banu (KA)] Asad Ibn Khu/ain...
I

A sad of Kuraish (Akh).

P. 562, I. 19.

Mudrika

Hudhail Kiiu7.nima

.'n.i

Kuniitth

'Abd Allah Ibn Mas'ud was of Hudhail on both sides (NV); but ho ww
the confederate of the Banu Zuhra (SR, 1Kb, Nw), the Prophet'* mater.

rial kinsfolk (1Kb), and was an early convert and a constant companion
and attendant of the Prophet (Nw). The Companions celebrated for

teact'cg the reading of the Kur'an are seven, (1) 'UthmSn. [</.
35 (Nw)];

(2) 'All, [rf.
40 (Nw)] ; (3) Ubayy [Ibn Ka'b alAnsflrl alKhaxrajl

anNajjarl alMu'awI alMadanl, d. before 30 (Nw)] ; (4) Zaid Ibn Tbibit

[alAnsarl (N\v, Is) alKhazraji (Is) anNajjari alMadanl, the writ<

the Revelation and the Codes, d. 54 (Nw)] ; (5) ['Abd AlHh (Nw)] Ibn

Mas'ud [alHudhhll, confederate of the Banu Zuhra, alKQfty. 32 (N)];

(6) Abu-dDarda ['Uwairair, or 'Amir, Ibn Zaid aIAn?irl jalKhn;

<la)|,rf. 32 (Nw, Is)]; (7) Abutted ['Abd Alllh Ibn K" (>""))

alAsh'ari [alKufl, d. 50 (Nw)]. Thus are they mentioned by l>b. who

says that many of the Companions studied, reading ucder Ubajrjr,

among whom were Abu Huraira ['Abd Shams, named by the ApottJe

(Is) 'Abd ArRahman, Ibn Sakhr (N\v, IB) adDaual, <i 67

Allah (Nw)] Ibn 'Abbas [alHasbimi alMakkl, the aon of the ApoU*'t



paternal uncle. J. fi* (Nw)], and 'Abd Allah Ibu AsSa'ib [alKurashl

jilMakhziuni, d. a little before 'Abd AT.ah Ibn AzZubair was killed, which

took place in 73 (AGb)], while Ibu 'Abbas learnt from Zaid also. And

manv of the Followers learnt from them: (a) at AlMadina, (1) [Sa'ld

I XwV Ibn AlMusayyab, [or AlMusayyib, alKuraishi alMakhzumi, d. 93

; (-2) 'Urwa [Ibn AzZubair (Xw, ISb) Ibu Al'Awwam alKuraishi

alAsadi, d. 94- (Nw)]; (3) Salim [Ibn 'Abd Allah Ibn Tmar Ibn

AlKhattab alKuraishi al'Adawi, d. 106 (Nw)]; (4) [the Khalifa (Nw)]

Tmar Ibn 'Abd Al'Aziz [alKuraishi alUmawi, d. 101(Nw)];(5) Sulaiman

Ibn Yasar [alHilall, d. 109 (Nw)] ; (G) 'Ata Ibn Yasar, [the freedman of

Maimuna Bint AlHarith alHilallya tbe Mother of the Believers, and

brother of Sulairnan, d. 103 (Nw)] ; (7) Mu'adh Ibn AlHarith [alAnsari

. known as Mu'adh the Reader, [and said by some to be a Com-

panion, d. 63 (Nw)]; (8) 'Abd ArRahman Ibn Hurmuz alA'raj a

Kuraishl, freedman of Rabra Ibn AlHarith Ibn 'Abd AlMuttalib, d. I \ 7

(Xw)] ; (9) [Muhammad Ibn Muslim Ibn 'Ubaid Allah Ibn 'Abd Allah

(Nw)] Ibu Shihab [alKuraishi (Nw)] azZuhri, [d. 124 (Xw)] ; (10)

Muslim Ibn Jundab
; (11) Zaid Ibn Aslam [alKuraishi al'Adawi, freed-

man of 'Utnar Ibn AlKhattab, d. 136 (Nw)] : (5) at Makka, (1) 'Ubaid

[Ibn 'Umair alLaithl, d. 68 (1Kb)] ; (2) 'Ata Ibn Abi Rabah [Aslam

alKuraishi, freedman of Ibn Khuthaim alKuraishi alFihri, d. 115

(N~\v) : (3) Ta'Qs [Ibn Kaisan alYamanl alHimyarl, their freedmau, <l.

IOC (Nw)]; (4) Mujahid [Tbn Jabr, or Ibn Jubair, alMakhzumi, freed-

man of 'Abd Allah Ibn AsSa'ib alMakhzumi, d. 101 (Nw)] ; (5) [Abu

'Abd Allah (IKhn)] 'Ikrima [Ibn 'Abd Allah, freedman of 'Abd Allah

Ibn 'Abbas, oriy. of the Barbar, a people of the West, one of the Lawyers
and Followers of Makka. <l 107 (IKhn)] ; (6) [Abd Allah Ibn 'Ubaid

Allah Ibn 'Abd Allah (1Kb)] Iba Abi Mulaika [Zuhair atTait:

Kuraish, d. 117 (1Kb)] : (c) at AlKufa (1) 'Alkama [Ibn KaisanNakha'i,

the Reporter of 'Abd Allah Ibn Mas'ud, d. 62 (Xw)] ; (2) AlAswad [Ibn

i Ibn Kais anNakha'I (1Kb, Nw), nephew of 'Alkama (Nw), d. 74

:>'Ablda [Ibn Kais alMuradl ulllamdani asSalmani. J. 72

(Nw)] ; (4) 'Amr Ibn Shurahbll; (5) Aigarith Ibn Kais \ alJu'fi, the

companion of 'Abd Allah Ibn Mas'ud, d. 48 (ITB)]; (6) ArRabl' Ibn

Khaitham [alKofl, d. 63 (IAth)] ; (7) 'Amr Ibn Maimnn [alAudl, d. 75

. -Abd ArRahman ['Abd Allah Ibn IJablb (1Kb, IAth)]

a8ulaml, [one of the .companions of -All (1Kb), d. 105 (IAth)] ; (9)

^

Ibn Hubaisb [alAsadi, d. 82 (Nw)] ; (10) 'Ubaid Ibn Fudaila
; (11)

Sa'ld lb Jubair [alAsadl alWalibl by enfranchisement, d. 95 (Nw)] ;

( !2r Ibrahim Ibn Yazfd (Nw, Til)] anNakha'I, [d. 90 (Xw, Til)] ; (13)



;
Amir Ibn Sharahil (1Kb, llvhu. Til;, Mhfl "O.

TH)]: (<*) at AlBasra, (1) Abu-1'Aliya [Kufai' Ibn Mihriii <N" HI)

arKiyahl (lAth, Nw, TH), freedmuu of Uinayya, a woman of the B

Kiyah Ibn Yarbu4

,
a clan of the Banu Tamlm (Nw), d. 90 (IAH

(2) Abu Kaja ['Imran Ibn Taim al'Utiridt, J. 1 17 1 1 KM
; (f) NVr Ibn

'A?im [alLaithi,
rf. 90 (lAth)] ; (4) Yahyi Ibn Ya'mar [.1'Adwtnl

jalWashki, confederate of the Banu Laith (IKlnu
1

,.
</. TJ'J (i

IKhn)] ; (5) AlHasan [Ibn Abi-lHasan Tasir alAn^iri, freedman

Zaid Ibn Thabit, d. 110 (Nw)] ; (6) [Muhatnran.i o Slrto

[alAnsarl,
their freedman, d. 110 (Nw)]; (7) Katlda [Ibn Dilma

asSadusI d. 117 (Nw)] : (e) in Syria, (1) AlMu-l.ira 1!

alMakhzuml, the companion of 'Uthmin ; (2) Khalifa i

companion of Abu-dDarda. Then some men devoted them*l.

-he subject,
and studied proficiency

in reading BO thor

they became Masters imitated and resorted to:-(a) at A\\

AM Ja'far Yazid Ibn AlKa'ka', [freedman of 'Abd Alllh Ibn \

aMakhzumi (1Kb), d. 130 (lAth)] ; (2) Shaiba Ibn Ni?ih, [freedom

u!m S lima (1Kb) the Mother of the Believer, (Nw)] ;

"

A d ArHahm,n (Nw)] Ibn Abi Nu'aim [alLaU , t e,r 1

originally from Isbahan, A 16B (Nw)] : (*) t Makka, (1) AM

FalKinani their freedman. adDarf, freedman of 'Amr Ibn

IB* K^. [alK "'. Humaid Ibn Kai. [lAd..>
Ibn Mul,i,in, [< l

,, the, freed,

:-3
Malik Ibn N,,P Ibn uan, i

>IKI|

S

"'7.f^ tedl ^f t'eL; KSUi, If b. B.n,

tre-dpan (TH) freec au
,

?IMZ1 ,
,bn

Khim. (IK ),
AM*21 -I rf-

at, freedmaa
o m

Ishak, [aUIadram., **"? (1K1 ,,,, ,
l) A.* '

iW^^^KwT*'
ibn Al'Ali[Ibn'Ammaratla^U ^ ^ ^^
Ibn Al'Ajjaj

aUaWar.j ^b I
(1)

.A-

lby enfranchisemont,
A 20, (IKto

-

1,, -AHB [alYahsub.,
A 1M (KM) ^ <nlh

(3) I^tMl Ibn 'Abd A,,ab

adhObamarl, [</.
U5 (1Kb,
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And, out of these, the Seven Masters [whose names are printed in

small capitals] became celebrated throughout the world: (1) ISAFI',

who learnt from 70 of the Followers, among them Abu Ja'far; (2) IBS

K ATH In, who learnt from 'Abd Allah Ibn AsSa'ib asSahabl; (3) Asfr

. who learnt from the Followers
; (-1)

lux 'AMia, who learnt from

Abu-dDarda and the companions of 'Uthman
; (5) 'Asm, who learnt

from the Followers; (G) HAMZA, who learnt from 'AsiM, AlA'mash,

! 'Amr Ibn 'Abd Allah alllamdam (N
T

w)] asSabl'I [a Kufi Follower,

d. 12G(Nw)], Mansur Ibn AlMu'tamir [asSulaml alKufi, one of the

early Followers of the Followers, d. 132 (Xw)], and others
; (7)

Ai.KisA'i, who learnt from HAMZA and Abu Bakr [Shu'ba (KM)]

Ihu 'Ayvash [alKufl alAsadi, their freedman, d. 194 (KM)]. Then the

Headers became scattered in different countries, and divided into sects;

and, out of the Reporters of every practice adopted by the Seven, two

Keporters became celebrated: (1) NAFI' was reported by Kalun ['Isa.

Ibn Mini alMadani, d. 205 (KM),] and Warsh [Uthman Ibu Sa'Id

alMisri, d. 197 (KM),] direct; (2) IBN KATHIR by Kumbul [Muham-
mad Ibn 'Abd ArRahman alMnkki alMakhzuml, d. 291 (IKliu)J and

[Ahmad Ibn Muhammad (KM, Dh, ITB) alMakki (Dh)] alfiazzl, [d. 2oO

(KM.irr,).] through his companions; (3) A stl 'Aim by [Hafs Ibn

'Uinar alAzcli (KM)] adDur!,[rf. 246 (KM),] and [Salih Ibu Ziyad (KM)]

\,[d. 261 (KM),] through [Tahya Ibn A 1 Mubarak al'Adaw! (KM
ITB. AAK) atTaiini (KM) alBaari (ITB, AAK)] alYazldi, [^.202 (KM,
ITl'.. AAK )'; (1] li;x 'AMIR by Hisharn [Ibu 'Ammar asSulaml, d. 245

I

..]
and ['Abd Allah Ibn Ahmad Ibn Bashlr (KM)] Ibn Dhakwan

lalKurashl, d. 212 (KM),] through his companions; (5) 'Asm by Abu
l

;

-n 'Ayvash and Huts [Ibn Sulaimau alKufl alAsadi alBazzaz,
'

( KM),] direct
; (6) HAMXA by Khalaf [Ibn Hisham alBazzrf-, </. 221)

(1Kb, KM),] and Khallad [Ibu Khalid a :^aii-at1 nlKof'l. d. 220 (KM),]
thron-h Sulaim [Jbn 'Isa ilPLtnafi nlKufi, d. iSs (KM) ;.(7) Ai,K

\.ll)url [bafen mi-iitioned (KM)] and Abu-lHarith (IKn) Laith

Ibu Khalid al Baghdad!, ,/. 210 (KM).

2. Read 'ALLOCUTION."
/ *sf

/' '.<;7. /. 7. See note on >>. :Wfi. /. IS abnvo/. 10. Xot ^~

ajjiv.-!i l,y l.ano (p. I07.ro/. ) 7. 17. Ibn AlMasik (ID). Tbr, Musaik

Tr. Akh, KF, J Sh),-xlMmadi (Sll, Akh, ID). JU-ad " Musaik."

*

J.
/ 7. One of the verses of the Book (FA), and therefore

not by AlFarisI, though distinctly said to be so iu the Jsh I 15. not
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)

&
, as in Lane (/, 100, col. 1); nor^ ,

ns in thc .ML aj

see the note on p. 138, 1. 12 above.

P' 57
A'/, AX

The P et 1S addressinS his shc-camcl (J,h)

parently d ! Utf
[59^

is an instance, i. e. ^: and, accor,

1st explanation, ^ |^j [571]; while, according to tho 2nd, tl

red. after the cp. governing the subj., a case not mentioned i

P. 574, 1. 12. AlA'shu makes U red. twice in

XX XX
W JUj
J> /Axx

U!

see us barefooted, laving no sandals, (it is a mailer that tcill not

last): verily we are so; we go barefooted, and we wear tamlal,.
J> S>s x $rtx.?x f \ ,

~

fy*
y
/' & , indicated by ^M U|

,
the latter nominal prop, not

being a correl, because it is not conjoined with thc ^J (DM)]; an.!

Umayya Ibn Abi-s Salt [makes it red. (DM)] thrice in

x x f ft* xx $x x

U
j&s. ^dJUj

I* *JL
X ^~

[describing a year of drought, (On them, i. e. those tail* of oxen

a plant called Sala
1

,
and like it is & plant called 'Ushar burdening;

$XX X

and it (t'ye year) has burdened the oxen, i. e. ^*- U** (Jh)]. On

this [last] verse IIU says "I know not what its meaning if, nor bare

I seen any one that knows it;" but others say that, when the Arab*

meant to pray for rain in the year of drought, they usod to tie Sala*

and 'Ushar, which are two kinds of plants, to the tails of oxen and

between their hocks, and then kindle fire among them, and take then

up the mountains, and raise their voices in prayer; and the limning of
x ^AxA^o x x

!;5&uJ | csJU is tija t; fa year has burdened thc oxen with (be Sab* and

'Ushar that it has made them carry (ML).

x rt .PA,* /*x*'V

P. 575, I, 17. Bead J^J! -I /
q^i*^";

with th- n

[And thou ccnsurest me,] thou woman; but in one MS with thc w.-



( 26A >

'

they censure me, vid.] the women (DM), the pron. of the pi. in it

XX

referring to the ^^^ mentioned in the preceding verse (Jsh). See

Mb, p. W.

P. 578, /. 19. Read "
to."

P. 581, Z. 4. The HKh (vol. II., p. 624) mentions three Commen-

taries by IU on the Jumal of Jj, but none on the Juuial of Zji.

P. 583, Z. 22. Rather " I shall be abiding here so long as mount

'Aslb shall abide." The poet is referring to his approaching death and

burial at the foot of mount 'A sib near Ancyra in the territory of the

Greeks (see the KA cited by De Slane in the Dw, and the AF and BS).

'Asib is a mountain in the countries of the Banu Sulaim
;
and there

is the grave of Sakbr Ibn 'Amr the brother of AlKhansa, who is he

that says

ff X XX? X * A I X XX XXA^3 f A X XXX X

x ' x **/ ^ x /

O ourfemale neighbour, I shall not be departing in the morning ; but I

shall be abiding so long as mount lAslb shall abide (Bk). 'Aslb is a [well-

known (MI)] mountain [in the highland of Najd (MI)] belonging to

[the Banu (ZJ)] Hudhail (ZJ, MI).

P. 54, I. 5. His name was Dinar (Jsh).

X

P. 587, 1. 12.
fjla.

ig Spelt by Syt with the dotted (DM).

P. 588, Z. 10. Fluegel (HKh, II. 39) translates
Ja*

-*Jla>
J15 5

slaaiJI by
"
Orammatici, iuquit, de eo dissentiunt," misreading sboiJ! .

The passage of the ML there quoted in an abridged formf by HKh is

V-*> ;H u* 1^3=^ JV *** '-^ ^^ J* 3 ,
as to the meaning of

which there can be no doubt.

P. 591, Z. 1. AnNadr Ibn AlHarith was beheaded by 'All at the

order of the Prophet after Badr (KA). The SR, KA, Nw, and Jsh

make the poetess his sister
; and the T, IKhn, Is, und DM make her

his daughter.

P. 592, Z. 13. Subah (IHb, 1Kb, ID, KF) ;
not Sabbah, as in Lane

(p. 104, col. 3). Read Subah.

1'. C04, Z. 20. By Ibn ArRikH' al'Amill (Mb).

,000, /. 14. Wrongly attributed to Imra alKais (Ahl) /. /.

Read "
[of."



X X S

P. 608, I 19. |U* (T, FA, N), diptote because of the qtulu
_' x

proper name and femininization, it being a *^4V (FA). HuiK edition*
* -X 9 ' m /

of the ML have Wia.
, triptote because WMMC., as being a wj

^

vol. II., p. 627, and Md, wZ. II., p. 19G.

P. 613, I. 15. Apparently in supplying the place of the two tanw
*'

in the ca. of^ [497, 526], and in suppressibility of the prep. [407,

x A/X

514] Z. 18. The Egyptian edition has o*-y

P. 615, Z. 17. Read " the original intcrrog."

P. 616, 1. 5. On "
simple apprehension" see Wliatelcy'a Logic i

tionof!872,^.36).

P. 620, Z. 14. Jarir said
"
And, when I reached thi* ?erte, 'Abd

AlMalik, who had been reclining, sat up straight, and said 'Whow ol

you will praise us, let him praise us with the like of this, or let I

silent'
"
(IKhn).

P. 623, I. 12. 'Akil was the own brother of our lord 'All

See Muir's Mahomet (1st edition, vol. IV., P- 127).

P. 630, I. 18. I. e. Even if.

P. 637, I 17. Or I have asked thee: if thoula&t gwe*

would have leen well). I am not certain whetheru$U Z ent

be an indication of the suppressed
correl. or not.

^ A*// AX A*/AX ^A/X= x /AX
jbZuttir

P. 638, Z. 16. Ji ,*,* ^ ^' ^fy
to ki* * of -

which version it is an ex.

ID, LM), of the Banu Ja'far Ibn Kila

P. 643, I 16:17. From the same poem as t

210.



( 28A )

it, /. 3-5. Or One of the women of the Banii Dhuhl Iln Shai

Ian luis enthralled thy heart, even if what she has done grieve thcc /. /.

"
negatived" qualifies "correl." not "oath."

' A xx X A A x

P. 645, /. 2. The evidence is iu <*=~y= ^
,

the J in ci*xfi ,.UJ

X A XX ' ' "'

being subsidiary to the oath, ami e^^c LJ
being the correl. of the oath,

lipcause the oath precedes the condition, which has no correl. [427].
A x

If you say
" We do not admit that the ^J in ^ is subsidiary: but the

xx Ax A x / A Ax
aggregate of the condition and its correl., vid. L

X A /^x X A xx

^^
,

is the correl. of the oath, vid. .c 1^ \
;
so that the if in ^>AT LJ

/ f X

is only in the correl. of the condition, not in the correl. of the oath
;

and therefore is not anomalous," the reply is that the correl. of the

X>x x .PAx xxx
oath, vid. ^jJ I

5 ,
is suppressed, i. e. <*-&*)

^ LJ
}
and then the poet

' xAAx xAAx i^x

swears again by saying ^-** i^, i. e. *^^= ^^ *^!j (DM).

P. 647, I. 16. ;ij ^ (Mb, ID).
" "

P. 655, /. 19. Lane (p. 93, col. 2) has Whenever, a rendering of
/A /

condemned by good grammarians [181]. His proposal to supply
, ,\fO x -SA iS

the ellipse by saying \'**J i L_^^>
J Ul makes the co;>. in the enuncia-

tive ^ro;>. s&z ^ ;/c\J U a ut. repetition not of the inch.

of its TV?. J**J! [27] 7. 20. Read tt *7a, (/Ac mentioned is) an."
X

P. GG8, /. 7. The Jsh has J*- , which is corroborated
'

by the

;es, in place of d** given in the ML.
^

/. 1. Head "/?."

P. 075, /. 11. Head t-J
;U/I.

70, 7. 3. Hy Bujair Ibn 'Anama ntTa'i, an admirable healheu

. ' .'lo (p. 1111, ro7. 3) has 'Annum But both editions

-'t UK- Mi have (ilr.tiuuna



(
29A )

p. 681, 7. 1. Lane (p. 1321, col. 3) translates aa though _^>
were an inch.,

" Two foster-brothers
swore together" and, ra*l.

jjS ,
renders it

" that you, or they, i. e. a tribe ( *!* ) or a com-

XXX ,^.

pany of men ( '-* ),
should not ever become epat

verse comes next to the one at p. 358
;
and the poet i* describing A

Muhallik as the foster-brother and inseparable companion of munifi-

cence, i. e. as always munificent : of. MDh, V. 1 10.-Z. 13. The M L ha.

/; but the Jsh gives *, which is corroborated by the rhyme*.

P 684 Z. 10-17. This passage is taken frotn the ML, I

t he suppression
of the subsidiary J ), and incorporan-.l

i,,t

336 (on the subsidiary J ).

P. 685, Z. 7. 19.

P. 688, Z. 3. This means that the 1st pers. of the i.np.
u rare, n

that it ever occurs without the J .

P. 689, Z. Z. See the note on p. 12, Z. 13.

f $ X ^A/ / A /

P. 692, Z. 11. ^^LT^(B)-

p 697, Z. 22. See Mb, p. 217, Z. 6 and 193.

P. 699, Z. 13. It is named by R "the Tanwin of decl

meaning of which is that the n. is in/."

P. 701, Z. 20. Read "0" in Roman type.

A 'A

P 710, Z. 17. Read J*>!f u

P. 712, Z. 4. In the 1st ex. read u
^-

P. 7is', Z. 12. The DH inserts as the 3rd hemistich

3

^uisinthe^
tribe under tl,o-nme of to nce8torJJn.f.



( 30A

P. 710,' /. 11. Another ex. is ^\ <*;>/
UJ [Notes ou w, 571 / 1-

Axx w ' ^ *

(I'M) ;
aud another is ^Ji Lj

i
.-!/

UW
[589].

A X J

P. 717, /. 10. Head ^s .

L\ 720, /. Ik Head

P. 731, /. 17. Dele "
is."
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